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MJ12 Earth - Part 1

Answer.
Extraterrestrial intelligence.
Not only was MJ12 directed to cover up the ET presence on
Earth, we were also mandated to master it at all costs

03/15/2019
9:03 PM via Ingram Angle
"What's that? Are aliens attacking the United States or the Earth?"
- Harmeet Dhillon

1) Sum of all fears.
2) Clowns clowns clowns.
3) WWG1WGA
4) Cleanup + Disclosure
5) First Contact
6) Identities of MJ12 disclosed.

03/15/2019
10:29 PM
"A meteor hits the Earth." - Howard Kurtz

FPP (Future Proves Past)

Truth resonates from within and intimidation is only used for lies.
MJ12 plays dirty but is fighting for the true freedom Earth
deserve.

How could MJ12 keep the real secret from the Cabal?
Old Physics = Old Guard
New Physics = New Guard
New Physics = Highly Classified & Heavily Compartmentalized =
SSP
Lights?
Future Proves Past.
Nuclear?
Nuclear Weapons?
Nuclear World Order?
Majestic.
How do you keep a secret?

"you"
deserve
^ singular ^ singular
"Earth"
deserve
^ singular ^ singular?
"Earth"
deserves
^ singular? ^ plural
You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.

!
Three truths and realities we must accept:
9/11
9 = IS-BE
1+1 = 2
9 + 2 = 11
9 / [2] 11
9 / 11 [2]
3 6 9 manifests consciousness
1 2 4 5 7 8 manifest matrix chaos
They feed on children
Child Innocence = 3
How do you remove innocence?
Subtraction.
PREY = -1
Child + Prey = 2
1+1=2
9 / 11

1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning,
the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
Strong for an Earth human of this time, infant-like compared to
Majestic 12 and other ET races.
You're on the right track.
Self enLIGHTenment is not a competition unless YOU want it to
be, keep up the good work.
Watch the earth this week.

Their symbolic actions are represented by their consciousness
manifesting thoughts required to feed on children like prey.

Majestic 12's original mandate was to determine the best path
forward for Disclosure.
Deep State = Majestic 12 Tentacles
Think Octopus
Think ArrivTime Is An Illusion
Cabal = 322 Faction Inside Deep State
MJ12 != Cabal
MJ12 != Deep State
Military = Deep State
MJ12 -> Deep State -> Cabal -> #Q53 -> 322
Deep State <- Cabal <- #Q53 <- 322

The symbology and occult meaning behind the numbers
manifested by these actions resonate through tried and true
doctrines of creation exercised not worshiped.
Expect more outages during this period of darkness.
Expect more unidentified lights.
CenturyLink was not a coincidence.
911?
9/11?
Symbology will be their downfall.

Question.
So MJ12 is the head of the Octopus? Head of Deep State?

Jet fuel and office fires.
Nothing to see here.
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Questions.
Where did the passengers on the planes that supposably crashed
go? That’s the only piece of the puzzle - the dead passengers that
were mourned.
I've wondered that too. If the planes didn't crash, where are the
passengers?
Answer.
!(not) Earth
Question.
Alive or dead ?
Schrödinger's Passengers
Question
So like Schrödinger’s cat we cannot conclude they are dead or
alive, so they can possibly exist in two states simultaneously ?
Answer.
Indeed.

I can relate. Basically the "new physics” will just be “physics” for
me because I never could understand the first one!!
Answer.
Many starseeds have this problem. It is not an anomaly.
Comment
Good! Because I could never relate to calculus at all! "
Answer
Calculus is not the problem. Apologies for not clarifying
originally. Physics taught with algebra is wrong the second you try
to use any of those formulas on Mars or [other planets whose
names have yet to be declassified]. Most importantly to
understand is calculus is fragmented.
In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary
numbers and their role.
Not imaginary.
Multi-dimensional.
Higher dimensional mathematics.
We currently use it in all electronics.
ALL ELECTRONICS.
How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE)

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.

9=0
1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.
2D(n) = i, -i
3D(n) = Consciousness
4D(n) = [Classified]
5D(n) = [Classified]
6D(n) = Consciousness
7D(n) = [Classified]
8D(n) = [Classified]
9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God
^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.)

Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?

Obviously these concepts are not expressed in formulas that look
like this, we are simply making a point and this was the medium
used to convey that point without disclosing any classified
information.

Comment.
With reincarnation i.e. no death, there would be no need for
religion to control the people.
End comment.
Reply.
Therefore when the Vatican instructed MJ12 to conceal
Disclosure, we complied at first, however once MJ12 was taken
back from 322/Cabal we decided it was time to destroy the
Vatican. Are you enjoying the movie?

Question.
Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.

#JFK was a member of the Majestic. He went against the wishes
of another alien race and endangered Earth. We had to stop him.
IS-BEs are IMMORTAL Spiritual Biological Entities.

Do spread light...

Is JFK Jr still alive?
The IS-BE that is, is.
The body is not.
The soul still exists and is currently on Earth actively aware of the
Q movement.
Schrodinger's Kennedy

We are the Majestic 12.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction

Comment.
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of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.

Two Birds.
Knowing what you know now of 322 and co... do you believe they
have a hand in controlling each side of all major world wars?
Regardless of victor... Central Banking won. Coincidence? The
Military was able to give them what they wanted while we made
sense of Roswell in secret.
The Plan.

We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
We weren't ready then. We are now.

When the DoD audit results are in, will they be publicized?
If so, how much money will we learn went "missing" since 9/11?
What was that money spent on?
Which exotic space weapon was used on the WTC?
Why was Never A Straight Answer involved in the rerouting of the
"planes" used for the 9/11 attacks?
Who gave the stand-down orders, and did they follow the chain
of command?
With respect to the "missing" money, how will the Government
reconcile the losses to the tax payer?
Why is it important for us to ask these questions, and how come
we can't come right out and state the answers? What is the point
of this exercise?

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
You stated:
"We could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican
wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they worship the
Devil and feed on children."
And you also stated: "We did both Good and Evil." Exactly what
GOOD did you do? https://t.co/Stvt3CnJwz
GOOD one.
We kept humanity from imploding on the fact that not only are
ETs real but they've also been calling the shots on Earth for
thousands of years while feeding on your children.

Comment.
Karma laws. You can't feed us the info you can only point us in the
right direction. The choice to learn and grow must be ours.
Answer.
Precise. This is why FULL DISCLOSURE will never happen. You will
only get partial disclosure up to the point you're capable of
understanding.

Take one second to reflect on how the world would have reacted
in 1948?
Israel?
Majestic.

Comment.
You give directions so we research the information for ourselves.
A populace who knows how to research & verify facts is necessary
for a free & open society.
Answer.
More important than SHEEP.

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.

Comment.
They better tell us the truth because we already know the truth
and we are not accepting any more lies.
Answer.
If you know the truth how does them telling you make any
difference?

"Free the Earth from the miseries of disease." - 45
2018 Farm Bill Legalized CBD Nationwide
Check Out What CBD Does To Smoking Addiction
Rush Into Cannabis Market?
Sheep No More
Enjoy The Show
Majestic Interpretation
https://t.co/F8iQTNpKlH
44 weakened our mil.
45 is rebuilding our mil.
Why is 45 selling out mil-tech all over the world "creating jobs
(not mobs)"?
Think logically.
[Space] Programs exist outside of public knowledge.
Extraterrestrial life exists.
Why is 45 selling "legacy" mil-tech to other countries?

Comment
Hopefully you do something very nice like cure everyone of their
diseases since you did take us to the cleaners.
Answer.
What are in every room on the Starship Enterprise?
Comment.
Replicator technology.
Answer.
Would humanity forgive the Majestic 12 if we guaranteed that
every single person on Planet Earth had quick and convenient
access to replication technology?

The planet was under quarantine until a hundred years ago when
the US Military discovered it own Stargate (an artificial one) then
began tracing the natural ones throughout planet Earth, one by
one putting them under USMil control (for Disclosure).

We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
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have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential.

much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed
to expand. Good was not.
New gadgets and technology from MJ12 gave Majestic weapons
of information that have the potential of properly evolving cocreative consciousness together, essentially bypassing the
Mockingbird Media. We hid the real physics from them. Gave
them gadgets. Let you talk to each other.

This is the Great Awakening.
Question.
Will you be able to program the replicators so that other
countries can't use them to make weapons instead? Also, for the
poorest of the poor, will the replicators require electrical power?
Answer.
Crystal technology is used for the pattern storage. The data is
encrypted and the patterns on file are limited to all types of
foods.
THe Crystal is synthetic.
Question.
TH C

Questions.
So let me see if I'm understanding this correctly...when the
Domain arrived, they weren't about to interfere with the affairs of
humans directly, but were wanting to protect planet Earth from
destruction. So officers of the Domain incarnated as members of
MJ-12 and were tasked.....with the delicate balancing act of
overseeing the M.I.C., Alphabet agencies, Cabal, world
governments etc...letting them think they were in control, while in
the meantime secretly laying out a plan to prepare humanity for
eventual disclosure and First Contact?
Answer.
Correct. This concept was well explored in SG-1.
As well as Star Trek and many other films that involved ETs or the
Military. It all went through a clearing process before being
distributed. Big money followed pushed content. Organic growth
was discouraged and unrewarded. Higher ascended beings do
not involve themselves usually
Question.
MJ's pick? Kirk v. Picard
Divide & Conquer successful.
Comment.
Good point!

#
Answer
is synthetic.
The devices use the scalar field and consciousness in order to
manifest the food into thin air. The device focuses the thought
into the quantum signature of the intended item. Think of it as a
translation device. Ineffective language to language of creation.
Language of creation.
The console will be voice controlled.
Question.
Can we 'speak' the Language of Creation?
Answer.
And write it.
Not spoke on Earth in the public domain [yet].
Marijuana did not originate on Earth.
ETs brought it to Earth to raise human consciousness. https://t.co/
b7ZaW9dMYZ

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It is easy to post without any hard proof that
only puts more walls in front of serious enquiry
Answer.
Our hands are tied. I hope you understand.
Question.
Alien life will make itself known to Humanity
I suggest they do not just land on the White House lawn with a
racist in power
Answer.
Not sure who you are specifically referring to, but no, intervention
in another world's political affairs is against the Majestic's motto.
Question
No one from Moscow on your craft then?
Answer.
Those in the Majestic who are not from Earth, that is. Most of the
time, those interfering are Earthlings and not "aliens" per-se.

The Go'uld respect the Asguard.
WHY?
Peace Through Strength.
Majestic.
Question.
The Goa'uld respect the Asgard - correct spelling?
Answer.
[a] + [u] = Au (A.u.)
#Q2619 #Q196 #Q197 #Q1771 #Q195 #Q194
Coincidence?
Information is the Asgard's Strength.
Therefore they are intellectually more advanced than the
parasitical reptilian race.
Inform the slaves of what freedom is, then offer it to them.
This trick has been used for centuries.

Comment.
When U Use Misinfo n Disinfo, u r controlling z narrative. Since
‘50s MJ has ridiculed ET Beliefs w media, mental ills n drugs.

However open source instant communications beat them.

Apologize$ %
Answer.
Our reasons were just at the time given the control structure over
Earth that was unknown to the public then. After our
misinformation/disinformation campaign we woke enough of the

All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the
Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled
disclosure. Otherwise you have complete chaos everywhere. So
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sleeping giant (USA) to elect 45 and actually usher in the new
reality that doesn't include [322].
Yes, it required war.
Yes, people died.
Yes, children were sacrificed.
Business as usual for the last few thousand years.
What changed?
Majestic technology
ET mis/dis-info disclosures
Great Awakening
The Majestic 12 have been busy. The bad actors subverted the
Majestic tech.

However Trump is the anomaly. Not only was Trump directly
knowledgeable and aware of Extraterrestrial presence on Earth in
the United States actively today (as in now) that taught him the
real source of all knowledge is within through love, light, and
prayer/meditation.
As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.
In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.
With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to
manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought
that comes from the Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald
Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.

Comment.
An apology is also a form of Disclosure, and it is necessary, imho
✨$%✨
Answer.
We are sorry for what we have done to you, Jim. Get well soon.
Comment.
I Am well, Thank you. Please apologize to Humanity w Disclosure

Question.
One more question, POTUS when talking about troops coming
home from Syria said
And that's the way they (pointing to the sky). Want it
Is the end to war part of disclosure??
Answer.
Yes.
They = Majestic 12.
Required for Disclosure.
THINK OF THE VASTNESS OF SPACE.

$$$%
Comment.
That's their plan Jim. That's what they're working towards. They
want to time it just right to avoid as much disruption to society.
It's getting close! %
Answer.
Otherwise [Earth]
(Expires)
Comment.
We must protect this planet at all costs.
Answer
We agree.
Demands to the Majestic 12 are comical and shall be
disregarded. This is not a two way communication protocol. MJ12
members only engage with your information should they choose.
The typist is the one who apologized to you, Jim.
Question.
Where is your Light?
Answer.
3 Typists = Within
MJ12 = Within + Looking Glass

Question.
Does MJ have a mission statement?
Answer.
Yes.
We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build
momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are
purposely manipulating that illusion for the purposes of objecting
our mission which is to end child sex trafficking by FED and
disclose extraterrestrial life.
Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to
happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.
Let the unsealing begin!
And
The mission of this twitter account is to disseminate and counsel
the Earth population in preparation for public First Contact.
Comment.
You saw this day coming.
Answer
"We knew this day would arrive, it was only a question of when." 45

The Majestic believe in repent. Most of what we had to do to
keep #Disclosure from the public involved horrific crimes and
many victims.
But paled in comparison to the dangers that await you in space.
We genuinely was trying to protect Earth. It may not appear that
way.
Read our previous drops about why Full Disclosure is:
A) a term used at inappropriate times
B) why it will never happen and why
C) why its best you not receive full disclosure
To save Earth from NWO and restore USA.
Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot
of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess
pieces and they understand their role (taught to them in the
secret societies).

Question.
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"how do we as a civilization make sure no one family/order/house
gain too much power like owning 90% of global finances?.. Those
people have been using cheat codes for earth i think..'
Answer.
Just wait until you learn about what PROJECT GODMODE is.

account is doing the opposite of that, and if we are not, please
expose us. We welcome it.
Question.
Can you name these members?
Answer.
Too compartmentalized to compromise.

Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.
Nothing to see here.

Question.
MJ, do the cleanup wasn't complete years ago?
Is it an objective of yours to complete the cleanup? Possibly out
the the MJ members who seek total control over Earth?
Answer.
Still fishing for their subordinates.
Question.
You are saying all actual current members of the "Majestic 12" are
of the LIGHT?
But some [cabal] subordinates of some former MJ members are
still swimming around in the swamp?
Answer.
Correct.

Understand this, the world is changing.
The world is watching.
NWO is required for ET disclosure. Peaceful governance of planet
Earth were all nation states are sovereign unlike how the US
treated its sovereign states. Cleanup required. The Last President.
The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The
violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods".
Extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the organic development of
life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the
unknown void of reality.
Mass Surveillance is a sensitive subject since the weapon was
heavily abused by the Cabal. The technology was MAJESTIC.
When ZPE is disclosed, WE MUST BE ABLE TO GUARANTEE
100% Safety. All life on Earth could be wiped out with the level of
knowledge contained in ZPE.

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."
- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals
intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving
dozens of races from several different worlds. No easy task when
the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years.
The Bible was created by this group that have been trying to
control humans on Earth.
We are aware of Majestic 12 disclosure processes currently
operating in conjunction with the Q operation. The Q operation's
the cleanup crew who are doing the necessary work. Majestic 12
programs will be disclosed after society purges ideological
conscious cancer that is cancer.

Question.
So MJ-12 started as an project to coalesce nazi ufo tech (nazi bell
aircraft) into one classified project. Then later dibanded and
reformed to declass the ufo info into the public space “Q Anon
style”? And the military is using accounts like this and Anon Offic
to do that?
Answer.
Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"

This Cabal was inside the Majestic 12 for a period of time. Once
Classified First Contact took place, it was forced upon the
Majestic 12 to move this group out of the Military (and inferred
but Cabal chose to ignore that these programs would stop all
together).
Once the Majestic 12 explained the circumstances of planetary
politics between rivaling nations from raw Military Intelligence
analysis, we received advice on how to win against the entities
who are directly responsible for CSTRAC and the occult
knowledge disclosed in exchange.

Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

Like we have said before; this group was in power for thousands
of years. How do you destroy and enemy that large without
destroying Earth or forcing everyone through force to conform a
specific way?
This account has no bearing on the actions of other Majestic 12
members who seek complete a total control over Earth. This

Question.
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So the military/intel agencies are spreading info to the public and
killing the deep state via 1000 cuts via multi sources (social
media, msm, etc). All this to awaken the people as the world
turns.

Generally speaking, sexual energy is not appropriately explored
on Earth due to misinformation and disinformation by the ruling
elite class of Earth who are intimately versed in this occult magick.
The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.
Allow us to add another layer.
Software Engineers Consume Excessive XXX
Tech Giants hire those engineers.
Tech Giants manufacture hardware that can operate 90% of the
internet solely for the purpose of pornography.
Social Media + Advertising + Clowns Exploit Emotions
Tech Giants censor voices that threaten their existence.
Tech Giants empower the mainstream porn industry.

Answer.
We call it the Great Awakening.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Q is mainstream and public unacknowledged by Mockingbird
Clowns. Everybody knows.
We can detect through our technology that over 200M people
domestically inside the United States are actively aware of Q
Anon (less than 50% read daily and less than that believe
anything will happen).
Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q !(not) = MJ12
MJ12 !(not) = Q

Question.
How can we "strengthen" our Maladhara Chakra?
Answer.
Meditate in Lotus position directly on the ground. Closer your
root chakra / butt is to the Earth (clothing included) during
meditation the stronger transfer of Maladhara energy to your ISBE from Earth.
On the surface of the Earth. Not a floor suspended 0+' off the
ground. Tactile contact is required. Obstruction by clothing limits
energy transfer depending on materials in the clothing.

Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth,
but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we
therefore have a wide range of tools accessible only to us to use,
and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter
to communicate over 8ch.

Questions.
Is there a way to engage in sexuality that is sacred? Beyond the
contracts and ownership we are exposed to in the Bible, I mean, a
real connected sacred sexuality that benefits both beings?
I don't think contracts existed in the bible, it was more or less a
sacred commitment to one man/women until death. In the
ancient times, it was important to preserve the bloodlines, so
people married to keep the lineage a pure as possible.
Answer.
Bloodlines are essential to acquiring extreme power. The sacred
contract of sexual energy is the creation of life and the
responsibility the Father and the Mother have onto the child.
Unfortunately, all deviations to this can be perceived as child
abuse.

MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has
posted, nor will we ever on this account.
We are here to guide humanity through the Disclosure process.
Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role.
Mutually exclusive operations. One coming directly from the
Federal Government, another originating from off planet. Same
GOAL! The ET race that invaded Earth that has been feeding on
your children must be stop. Great Awakening!

Question.
Is that why historically inter-racial marriages have been
considered taboo?
Answer.
Bloodlines. Mixing DNA creates new chaos. Homicidal maniacs
thrive in conditions of absolute conformity and obedience. By
bloodline lineage, black expressed IS-BEs are more spiritually
connected/pure consciousnesses because they have a deeper
history on Earth than others.

Which questions do you specifically want answered? This is why
we have encouraged others to answer our questions, do their
own research and help others.
Question.
Did we find the moon occupied? Is that why the videos look like
studio fakes? Confirming SSP = confirming aliens?
Answer
The moon was occupied prior as it is an artificial space station
responsible for "prison planet" management of souls on Earth to
constantly be recycled on Earth.

Comment.
This is all extremely hard to digest
Answer.
Take it one piece at a time. Meditate to each. Fully allow your
mind to clear and the lights will turn on for you.

Question.
Please define 'your' definition of sexual enslavement.
Answer.
Specific MJ12 member? The typist? Or somebody else?
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MJ12 Earth - Part 2

We have fulfilled the agreement.
Now its time for Disclosure.

Question.
Would suppressed tech. in the form of free energy give us as
humans the abilities to better overcome such despicable things
as human trafficking, human enslavement? Would Gen. Pop.
transcend the foul behaviors due to time and moneys spent in
preferred ways VS Bill, Medical, Oil
Answer.
No in a lower state of consciousness you would destroy life on
Earth in the wrong hands.

All of those wars weren't for oil. There were many extraterrestrial
components involved that was extremely delicate to handle.
Many crimes were taking place while we were distracted
collecting all of the new information and disseminating it into the
public consciousness, the channels we seeded this into was
already under control of this entity and therefore we handed
them the weapon that could destroy themselves.
They never thought she would lose. These people are stupid and
SICK. They dont serve humanity and the world is about to learn
how/why and Disclosure follows.
∆∆∆

∆∆∆
Majestic Message of Disclosure
'
Israel is being saved for last.
Who created the UFO phenomenon?
Army Air Field / MJ12

Comment.
It is a promise Christ gave to the members of His body that
before the beginning of the tribulation, He would remove us from
the earth. It's also know as the blessed hope. Also known as "the
event" in demonic circles. The demonic counter to hide the
rapture when it happens.
Answer.
Incorrect translation in terms of Earth
Translation refers to the purge of society the Military Tribunals will
bring.
The demonic encounter is currently been in play for many years
Time is an illusion
Illusions are unclear at times
Illusions distort the high and low frequencies.

What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that
required us to covertly disclose the deal?
The "endless wars" have come to an end.
Jerusalem is now the recognized Capitol of Israel.
"endless war" now ending?
What if this was all part of "The Plan"?
What plan?
Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan

Why are no calendars on Earth accurate when it comes to
reporting chronological time?

Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to
disclose the entire [operation].
We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors
after [JFK].
The deal was made.
The technology can be revealed.
Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic

Time is an illusion therefore which timezone you're currently in
does not impact your alignment.
Sometimes position matters AND time matters, of which it is more
difficult to align, but in general, there is no such thing as a master
timezone. There are Earth Chakras that help.
Each planet have chakras.

The act is interacting with the "Gods" and the information may
seem forbidden to the dogmatic religions of Abraham.

We beg you, if you do not care to read the information we are
sharing, then please simply block our account.

The occult knowledge of our existence is that the purpose of life
is to experience and love is the universal currency. You don't
deceive those you love.

We do not ask for anybody to follow us.
We will never ask for you to trust us.
We are not here to Disclose specifics.
We are here to guide humanity through Disclosure in preparation
for First Contact.
Majestic 12 compartmentalizes its programs just as the Federal
Government does.

What if you created a new currency? One that you could hoard?
What if you acquired so much of it that it made your drunk on
power? Many heads are dropping and we will not give away any
names, dates, or Classified information.
Would you believe us if we told you the Zionist
State of Israel
is controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in
Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews.

This program is equally compartmentalized.
We are simply clarifying for your sake.
Our answers and messages of disclosure speak for themselves.
Message more important than the messenger.

However the leader of Israel is perceived to be the leader of the
world.
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In the past humans worshiped ETs as Gods because of their
advanced knowledge.
SHEEP NO MORE.

Those who control time control the illusion.
Hyperdimensional chess.
Absolute Power

Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
IS-BEs are powerful.
IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source.
DNA is a computer program.
Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same.
You are an IS-BE.

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.

Therefore...

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Learn. Improve.
Love. Create.

∆∆∆
Allow us to explain a paradigm: Learn the occult magick...

Eyes Wide Open.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

All information exists within and
can be downloaded on command.

Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth? Yes.
Was it stolen? Yes.
Was it hidden? Yes.
Where is it?
Eyes Wide Open.

Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
However the information
Tesla learned,
you can learn.

Math is the universal language.
Life is a spark of light.
Numbers are reality.
The Universal Language Is Math
Everything is a vibrating frequency.

Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
You can access all information inside.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that
decides, by thinking and willing, reality.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix
created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for
projecting physical reality
as our consciousness perceives it.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our
iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our
DNA as so called "junk DNA".

Time is an illusion.
It is an illusion.
You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable
of perceiving.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same. The brain filters out that which you
cannot see within the minds eye.

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
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hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

worship, I feel like my spirit extends beyond my body and I feel
six feet tall & strong. I am only 4’11”. It’s an amazing feeling!
Answer.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Studying enhances consciousness.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
Rely on cycles the Earth naturally provides to you.
What is the power of 3, 6, and 9?
Circles require consciousness to manifest in reality. Irrational
numbers require consciousness to observe their values.
Question.
If time is an illusion then wouldn’t the intention of 3-6-9 be more
important than the actual numbers on the clock? #
Answer.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.

Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.
Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same.
Consciousness seeds transcend time of events. Converging
evolution merges timelines and blurs the illusion it creates.
IS-BEs can host more than one body and can resident
simultaneously in multiple places in multiple "times". How?

Groups of 3, at 9am every day for 60 minutes meditation
schedule.
Do mainstream religions require this?
How do you manifest consciousness?

Time is an illusion.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
You have more than you know.

Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.
Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.

∆∆∆
Disclosure is projected for 2019. Time is an illusion, as we have
stated many times prior so that is why we used "projected".

IS-BEs in children are sometimes not the IS-BEs from the family.
Rare though. Takes tragic consequences to manifest, but it is
happening more common now than ever. Hence why so many
starseeds have returned to Earth to help fix the planet.

2019 will be a symbolic year of Disclosure
2 = Pair/Together/WWG1WGA
0=9 = Trust Yourself
1 = redpills / disclosures
-3 = IS-BE child (unity + truth)
9 = Trust Yourself

Question.
Can you communicate or get glimpse dreams from another of
your IS’s BE’s experiences?
Answer.
Frequently

Dates that coincide with 3 6 and 9 can manifest magickly in the
matrix with greater strength.
∆∆∆

Consciousness creates reality.
Godmode is real.
God is real.
Do not fear God.
Judgement only comes from within.

Comment.
As Jesus said, “My kingdom is within you.” We are spiritual
beings in a fleshly body. Sometimes after a lot of prayer &
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When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Define dogma.

A lot of labor is required to balance karma. Consequence. The
ultimate sacrifice.
Loving your animals then murdering them for food is a sacrifice. If
you do not feel for the loss every time you consume meat your
vibration is systematically lowered. Religious dogma uses Grace
before eating as a metaphor for this tribute's karma value.

"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.

How one might siphon negative energy from people.
Blocking is not required.
MJ12 doesn't even block ALICE.
Sometimes we engage ALICE.

Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

Instead, hear the opinion.
Accept that they believe it.
Forgive them for they know not.
Low vibration states thrive on negative words and fear
mongering.
High vibration allows to them pass through.
Think Force Field

The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God.
External personification of God removes Free Will from the
equation. However with it comes a blank sheet of paper so to
speak, so create at your own peril.

The force field represents a barrier of frequency around a subject.

According to Al Gore; Florida should have lost a lot of land by
now since his original predictions of rising ocean levels. Al Gore
has no clue how oceans actually work. Everything seeks
equilibrium and should be carbon neutral. Since oceans rising is a
myth (magick), we must therefore understand that by polluting
the oceans with excessive toxins and heavy metals, we are
changing the frequencies of the entire planet. Whether people
are aware of it, all Climate Change related science is actually
involved in terraforming Earth at a very slow rate for Cabal
fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves).

Akin to high vibrations allowing negative vibrations to pass
through them unimpeded the state of holding onto high vibration
is proportional to a force field.
Hollywood always over exaggerates w/ special effects.
Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves).
However open source instant communications beat them.
Open source intelligence. Think for yourself.
Research for yourself. Stay educated.

IS-BE's are powerful.
Open source intelligence. Think for yourself.
Research for yourself. Stay educated.

In the conscious realm currently.
Amplifying message.
Trantaloids
Start sharing information.
Beware ALICE.
Q&A at 23:17 ET MJ8

9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading?

ALICE is with us.
Unity destroys ALICE.

Fake News = Narrative Shift + Agenda
Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.
Physical brain changes from "fake news FF trauma" make waking
up for some "impossible".

Think Wonderland.
Alice in Wonderland
Logical Thinking
DOGMA

Inform the slaves of what freedom is,
then offer it to them.
Fake News = Narrative Shift + Agenda
This trick has been used for centuries.

You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.
Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka
attributes) when controlled a particular way. Elements
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undiscovered by scientists on Earth are plentiful throughout the
galaxy and universe.

IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

Question.
Tell us more about other planets..what are they like?
Answer.
Many planets are indistinguishable from Earth.

Question: "Is the goal to reach our higher dimensions and walk
into void, not the light as Cabal wants us too?"

Question.
Is English spoken on other planets?
Answer.
Few Planets.

Answer: Correct. Walking into the void allows you to exercise full
free will. "God Mode" essentially. However the rein of "evil" Gods
came to an end a long time ago when higher density beings
essentially designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until
proper development.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.

IS-BE's are powerful.
Sometimes those we seek the most are those who reside within.

The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density
beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who
wanted to build a more peaceful universe.

Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.
They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.
Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).

The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.
When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control.
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

Question.
Is the bible disinformation? You've stated that it has some
metaphors that are relevant...wondering about the rest.
Answer.
The Bible is full of factually false statements when interpreted
literally or figuratively. However many verses within the Bible are
literal metaphors that can explain a lot about the nature of reality.
Most of the Bible was created to DOMINATE mankind to allow
Satanic Rituals.

Question: "Will the lifting of the veil allow us to communicate (two
way, not just thoughts /concepts telepathically received) with our
deceased loved ones as if they were still here? And see them at
the same time in some form?"
Answer.
They are among you today, lost in the Matrix, unable to find their
way home. When the world wakes up, identities can be
remembered.

Question.
Do other ET races conduct SRA on babies/children?
Answer.
Yes.
Question.
Sick! How are we going to escape that EVIL?
Answer.
Block those races from interacting with Earth by means of a Space
Force.
Question.
Will Space Force Be effective at protecting us on Earth? From ETs
and solar flares?
Answer.
Solar flares are outside of MJ12's control.

Dissemination of this technology will be heavily protected and
regulated for very obvious reasons.
Think logically.
God mode.
Everywhere.
Never.
The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack
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The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."

There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.
Those who know, cannot sleep.

The sun is not a simulation. The atmosphere causes those effects.
Different heavy metals in the atmosphere, combined with
electrical charges in the clouds, combined with the angle the
sunlight is penetrating Earth at dictate the size, shape, and
appearance of the sun. All normal.

Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:
Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at D.I.A.,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,

Question.
So this is happening because of HAARP, Chemtrails, & the soon to
be global 5G grid. We human's don't need all that. We need to
get back to nature & have our view of the sun back to normal.
Answer.
HAARP does not control it single handily. The combined
aggregate does. Many problems to solve simultaneously.
MJ12 will not solve this problem. MJ12 was neutralized in the
early 90s. That's why we decided to go public.

Remote Viewing really does reveal the truth.
The ability to describe such a thing means that such a thing
existed before you could observe and derive that conclusion.
Thinking of what it is makes its possibility real according to
quantum physics. Thought = Creation = "God Spoke" etc.
Question.
What was the Vatican observatory really looking for?
Answer.
Tracking UFOs and ETs actively coming/going from Earth.
Comment.
Is most of the Vatican against us. It's gotta be mostly evil?
Answer.
100% not "most".

Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information
Connected to the progress of the Great Awakening. Remember,
Time is an Illusion. Events matter more.
Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. G.A's
have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.

The reason why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because
we were never properly guided in the first place.
There is no god. The Majestic created "Gods" on Earth to enslave
and control humanity.

It won't be a Hollywood style "solar flash".
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.
Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.

If you spend your time interpreting these metaphorical
instructions to......another being/entity/IS-BE then you're actually
robbing your own IS-BE from the enlightenment that the Bible
actually contains.

Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.

Praying/Meditating to another entity only increases the power of
that entity through global consciousness. The Bible is a collection
fo metaphors.

Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!

[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth

Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are.

As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.
The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological

Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?
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computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many...Because infinite light is
immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control
technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.)
that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover
their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.
Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.
We only need a small subsection of the population aware for the
operation to succeed.
Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
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MJ12 Earth - Part 3

What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?
Answer.
Around 3B. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively
imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such
events nearly impossible. ME events occur when the negative
karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs.
Earth may survive.
How many recorded mass extinctions have there been?
How many years between ME events?
How many years overdue is Earth currently?
The only thing holding the ME event back is the Majestic 12.
Planets ascend when the critical mass population ascends. We
create our reality. Earth isn't going to pull non-ascended beings
into its realm of existence. It's going to try to purge them.
Question.
Can we do something about it ?
Answer.
Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.
Comment.

Question.
How much is known to us & how much is unknown? I guess what
I am asking about is how much of our human history, that has
been presented to us, is true? How much is distorted? How much
has been fabricated? We seem to know so little about our
existence, purpose, etc. Make sense?
Answer.
Imagine the totality of information in the universe could be
expressed by the quantity of atoms on Planet Earth. Your life's
knowledge acquired will result in less than 1 quark's worth of
information there is in the universe to be learned.
Life is a spark of light. Meditation is key.
The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.
The sum of knowledge on Earth is roughly one trillionth the
knowledge in the universe. Some information your biology
restricts you to learn.

All Evil Ends! Th evil ones either die, or see the light ) ☀ ✨ +
,-%
Answer.
Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental
concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always
wins. Light does not always win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the
mess we are in right now.

There are many universes and the name of each of them is less
important than understanding what it is. Higher levels of
consciousness see the multiverse as iterations over a hyper
dimensional geometric shape that essentially is the master shape
of each universe. Values change.
Not infinite though.
Think of it this way.
Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.
500T connections.
500T planets.
The universe has a maximum capacity. Fortunately, we are VERY
FAR away from every reaching that capacity. We have, roughly,

Sometimes you only need are 3 IS-BEs in UNITY working together
to manifest powerful change through intent and will power. Do
not forget, message over messenger. Tomorrow will be an
interesting day to say the least. No spoilers. Power of 3 6 and 9 is
real. Use it.
There are around a dozen accounts currently engaging on a
nearly daily basis. The strength of their collective consciousnesses
combined with the power of 3 6 and 9 is impressive.
Quote.
It's fun. Childlike feeling fun. I love this.
Reply.
That is what manifesting 9s feels like.

200T "Earth Years" remaining before ( ..
Life is a spark of light.
Question.
Do you think if we make it to the end without destroying
ourselves we can leave this universe & create our own?
Answer.
You are misunderstanding what a universe is.
Question.
I see my error. Sorry about that. All is one right? So the universe is
one giant sentient lifeform right?
Answer.
Yes, and there are others.

The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?
There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.
Cross reference with conventional cover stories issued in SG-1 +
Antarctica ET presence and this Fake News cover story.
Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!
https://t.co/Ggat9ujU1w
Comment.
I keep forgetting to remind you...

Planets are lifeforms according to the Domain.
Planetary population limits of 500,000,000 is actually an effort of
the E.B.E. who controlled Hitler and who controlled the United
States prior to POTUS.
Planets do have maximum capacities in order to be 100%
sustainable. 500M is for a small planet, about the size of 1/5 Earth.
Question.
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Please turn DOWN the thermostat up there! It’s melting the
glaciers!
Wear sweaters.
Answer.
By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not
cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans
must adapt. Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset
technology was developed and forced onto people. New
technology will help humanity adapt.

Evolving past the need to consume meat allows you to ascend
into higher density levels of consciousness.
Question.
where should we get protein from then? Or do we even need as
much protein as is currently thought?
Answer.
Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration
state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.
Question.
But if plants have consciousness what should we eat?
Plant consciousness is an intentionally symbiotic relationship.
Humans are willing to slave away to help plants reproduce. Plants
depend on humans and other animals to consume them as the
excrement produced by ingesting the plant fertilizes the seeds for
new plants to grow.
Question.
Seen the explanation used with regards animals & seed
transportation but never looked at it with humans as a fertiliser
manufacturing plant? Although a plant decays & self fertilises?
Answer.
Do plants grow faster in their own fertilizer or do they rely on
animal excrement to flourish? Human excrement is harmful to
plants in modern time due to excessive poisoning of the food/
water. Things will change and Earth will go through a detox
period.
Question.
And thinking of eating... is wrong to eat eggs and honey and fish?
Answer.
No.

Question.
Is it true then that Earth (Gaia) "asked for" and got permission to
transition into a 4th density planet? (I think I'm quoting Corey
Goode).
Answer.
Asked would not be the right word. A child doesn't ask to go into
puberty. Explain the physical transitions a child goes through as
they enter puberty? Will Earth evolve likewise?
Question.
How will earth changes affect its inhabitants?
Answer.
Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us
the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to
puberty and puberty into adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick.
Why?
Comment.
Hmmm...childhood is a time of rapid cellular growth and
reproduction.
Puberty is when endocrine control mechanism kick in, preparing
the organism for sexual maturation/reproduction.
Adulthood is when the rate of cellular growth/reproduction levels
off to a steady state/balance.
So we're the cells. During childhood, the body is colonized by all
different types of cells, yeast, bacteria, some intestinal
parasites...the immune system is stimulated and it, along with the
endocrine system fights back to regulate the growth of all these
good/bad "parasites".
By adulthood, we are usually colonized with the ecological "flora"
that will inhabit our gut, skin etc...in a balanced state during our
adult life. That's why the acne usually settles down, and adults
don't get as many colds/infections as kids do. Great analogy!
End comment.

There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before?
Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.

Earth will transform. Leave the past in the past.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.

Question.
What do you think of vegetarianism or veganism. Does not eating
meat help raise ones vibration?
Answer.
Everything is a projection of consciousness and consciousness
projection. Plants resonate at very high vibrations. Many plants
are extremely intelligent and communicate in Majestic ways.
Animals are of a different vibration. Competing vibrations.
Consuming meat introduces chaos.

Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.
Trust the plan.
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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Numbers are reality.

use it. [FISAGATE] is one example. Where there is one, there is a
hundred.
Q
is another that Epstein will be UnSealed?
A
We hope nobody has forgot to keep pushing #UnsealEpstein?
The truth must come out. You are the news now. Be smart.

The Majestic deliberately decided to teach math incorrectly to
over 1 billion people on Earth. Inadvertently more than 20 billion
were deceived. The true majesty of the Majestic 12. No King
achieved what the Majestic has done.
Question. Q
20 billion? Where are these extra billions?
Answer. A
Number includes diseased bodies.
Q
Define a specific timeframe please.
A
Since MJ12 formed.
Q
Deliberately decided to teach incorrect math based on what
hopeful/expected outcome?
A
To protect humanity from itself until such time we (MJ12) could
figure out how to properly restore global peace.
Q
In all seriousness...if you were protecting humanity from itself,
would that not be impeding upon my free will by teaching
incorrect math?
A
Paradoxes exist.
Q
Based on?? Situational?
A
Circumstances abdicated culpability in the disinformation
campaign because the intended justification was ultimately to
protect humanity from itself while massive R&D was taking place
literally opening Pandora's Box. Close the box to save time for
hope to return.
Take what you've learned from the box and CREATE your reality
by taking action on those concepts learned.
Q
Define ‘circumstances.’ If people could have been taught
QUANTUM math or even chemistry first in childhood, our brains
would all have been wired more efficiently. Instead, we are all
taught math out in a schizophrenic way.
A
What is the definition of civilization?
Q
Philosophical question of the night! Based on who’s current 3-D
reality? Based on a collective? Define collective?
3D is the projected consciousness determining the state of 42,
wave or particle.

If an alien ascends from the sky and appears to be hostile towards
humans on Earth, do not believe your Establishment
Government/Religions.
If an "alien" becomes hostile towards Earth, they are humans from
Earth seeking world domination and control. Don't give into
them.
They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a
great number of you to comply.
Don't. Do not fear death. Your soul never dies.
define death
Question.
Death = suicide
Only exit for a failure body/soul
Answer.
Technically, but death without honor is meaningless and it sets
you back in your next life.
Question.
What alternative ?
Answer.
Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.
Question.
Why is it not better known around ? For what purpose ?
Answer.
This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.
Question.
Why were they seeking "global domination" ?
Answer.
Because they control many planets and Earth was just one more
planet for them to conquer. It becomes a game after a while, for
them.
Who invaded Earth 8,000 years ago?
https://t.co/R5GQu1iJgJ
Go back 75,000 years.
Why emphasize 8,000?
Comments
Enki & Ea
So Enki invaded 8,000 years ago. I'm guessing Enki was evil Sirian
Annunaki LARPing as God so humans would worship him.
End comments.
Answer.
No positive ET groups had a strong enough presence on Earth in
the past 3000-4000 years to make the history books.

Q
If Earth scientists had learned the correct math from the
beginning, our technological development would have increased
exponentially. Unfortunately, that would have been under the
control of the Cabal and negative ETs. Better to limit their power
by delaying our development.
A
And seed the information into consciousness using plausible
deniability and disinformation enough until we hand the weapon
to destroy themselves over to them and give them a chance to
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Can this be stopped? Will it be stopped? And if so how? And
when and who is going to make this end? What can I do to help
make this end?
Answer.
Can it be stopped entirely? No. Can it be greatly reduced?
Definitely.
They hide in plain sight.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Projectionism is real.
Q Anon is telling you the truth.
You have more than you know.
As an IS-BE "alien" on planet Earth, you (all) can create all.

Comment.
There will be no alien invasion, the invasion already happened
thousands of years ago
Answer.
Millions of years ago here on Earth. However, that doesn't change
the fact that we can still be invaded! Could you tell if you were
invaded? What if I told you we already have been invaded...
Are they still invading us today?
Question.
They already control us, why invade us?
Answer.
Sounds like a conspiracy theory.
Rethink how you define "alien," then try to ask the question again.
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Trust is found within.
You know truth when you see it.
That is why trust in yourself is key.
The Majestic have learned that Earth is a birthplace for thousands
of alien species. Many originated from Earth millions of years ago.

The IIS is 234 miles in altitude over planet Earth.
From that altitude, the distance to your horizon is 1,441.5 miles.
Earth is 24,091 miles in circumference.
The semicircle base of Earth is therefore 12,045.5 miles.
The IIS therefore can only see 11.96% of the half of Earth. https://
t.co/DcDpcM8L3p
The image above was captured with a fisheye lens.
According to physics, less than 12% of the Earth's surface is
visible from the IIS at its altitude.
In order to have this field of view, to see the curvature of the
planet, the IIS would have to be 46,029,000 ft (8,717.6 mi) away.
From Google Earth, at an eye altitude of 8,714.39 mi (close to
8,717.6 mi), Earth looks like its at the similar altitude of official
NASA photo in the first of this tweet storm. https://t.co/
pm7g3Eya6A
Now lets overlay the visual altitude of 8,714.39 mi to the
perceived altitude of 232 mi (~2% the altitude) and see how the
imagery compares... https://t.co/vX4DzJ6Q6Q
Is Earth flat?
Plane or Sphere?
Why is Earth called a planet?
How does the T change the "plane"?
Is the Earth flat?
#FlatEarth
MJ12 https://t.co/KTR4mUCVKu
To all who are reading our #FlatEarth posts from earlier today...
the Majestic 12 are not suggesting that the Earth is flat. We are
suggesting that those who use math to state the Earth is flat by
calling photos from space "fake" are simply confused by fisheye
lenses.
Having a discussion about the authentic space programs that
exist outside of public domain are important, however ignorance
about optics does not help any conversation. #FlatEarth is a
divide and conquer strategy used to fragment the "believer"
community of UFOs/Religion.
Question.
Was the Flat Earth "movement" something started by MJ12?
Answer.
Yes.

Earth was colonized over 4 billion years ago.
Question.
By who?
Answer
Reptilians
Deleted question @ends_western.
Question unknown.
Answer.
Replying to @ends_western
About 1 billion years earlier
Quote SphereBeingAlliance @blueavians
Interesting... CG: Scientists Claim Possible Existence of RadiationEating Aliens -...
End quote.
Reply.
On Earth.
A human is an alien on Earth. Do aliens have rights?
"He's weak. He's living off the unicorns."
800,000+++
MJ12
Question
Whom are you referring to? Who is this vampire?
Answer.
Not singular.
Question.
Okay then it's many of them,omg we are living in a horror
movie,to this very day I can't watch any Dracula or vampire
movies I always had a feeling it was real to an extent,even when I
was a little girl,this is the worst thing I could have ever imagined
and it's real.
Answer.
Consider the worst horror movie possible. Now understand that
happens on a daily basis. Our decisions have major
consequences.
Question.
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Morse code exchange begins.
Question.
.. ... / - .... . .-. . / .- -. -.-- - .... .. -. --. / -.-- --- ..- / --. ..- -.-- ... / -.. --- -. .----. / .... .- ...- . / -.-- --- ..- .-. / .... .- -. -.. ... / .. -. ..--..
is?there?anything?you?guys?don?t?have?your?hands?in?
Answer.
.-- . .- .-. . . ...- . .-. -.-- .-- .... . .-. .
we????are????everywhere
Question.
.. ... - .... . .-. . .- - .-. -····- ...-- -... .- - .--- ... -.-. .. .... .- ...- .
.... . .- .-. -.. .-. ..- -- --- .-. ... .- -... --- ..- - ... --- -- . - .... .. -. --.
is????there????a????tr-3b????at????jsc????i????have????
heard????rumors????about????something
Answer.
- .-. -····- ...-- -... -.-. .-. .- ..-. - ··--··
tr-3b????craft?
Question.
... --- .-. .-. -.-- .. -- . .- -. - - .-. ...-- . -.-. .-. .- ..-. - .- - .--- ... -.-.
sorry????i????meant????tr3e????craft????at????jsc
Answer.
-.-. .-.. .- ... ... .. ..-. .. . -..
classified
Morse code exchange ends.

1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that
may be unclear. These interdimensional beings responsible for
the child sacrificing obsession the society has been driven to are
also the source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We
can visually see the Universities are cults with massive pedophile
rings inside of them using Government subsidized programs to
perform illegal experiments on millions of lives.

The Earth is not flat.
People who push this theory should be considered hostile enemy
combatants of the people on this planet.
Deception is a powerful tool.
Imagine the power one yields over another who believes a
square is a circle or a sphere is a plane.
Confirmation. https://t.co/UkHxZPlC68
Q #2621
Comment.
Incorrect
The Earth can be considered Both FLAT and ROUND and IS NOT
A PLANET but a REALM
Considering that what we experience is in fact a Quantum pop up
book appaearing as Dreamstuff in MIND
Im starting to realize your feed is a PYSOP
Im watching you
Answer.
Is this a joke? Sounds like a joke.
Comment.
Its no joke
Your intel is WAAY off.
If you cant understand "Flat Earth" you sound like chickenfeed
intel
The Flat earthers are NOT saying the planet is like a coin floating
in outer space
They are arguing its a co creational Matrix - a realm of experience
- a Quantum pop up book
Answer
The plane of existence you are referring to is not associated with
the colloquial understanding of the phrase "Flat Earth". In any
dimension higher than 3, yes things can be perceived as being
"flat" per-se even though thats only 2D which is why "Flat Earth" is
a psyop.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.
Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life
forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented
upon. Here is a moral dilemma, what gives one life form the
permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created
you.
This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However
consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread
off from this entry). The real beast of burden is what Universities
are doing to global consciousness in the sacrifice to science.
"We, The People". Not We, The Commodity.
Critical to realize that torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts that
manifest into our conscious reality in the form of other lifeform
energies, weather modification (the technology is used to
suppress the raging storms currently playing out to protect the
public). The reality is these programs were so deadly to life on

Three truths and realities we must accept:
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Earth that we risked complete nuclear annihilation. However,
Majestic 12 won when 45 was elected.

anything to do with "our world." Most other Star Gates are heavily
armed and guarded against use.
Question.
hmmm ook... but it would be interesting to know what was found
there...
Answer.
Things that contradict creation and evolution.
Question.
Exactly why the world needs to know, instead of living a lie... The
world need to know that we were created trough genetic
programs by ET's and our true history. Maybe you should release
some info.
Answer.
Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.
Comment.
That's very true unfortunately, the people of this earth are to
programmed to believe a lie.
Answer.
And the people of Earth who have been programmed into
zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that
live on Earth. Part of holding back on disclosure is in
consideration of their protection FROM humans.
Question.
what can you say about the inner earth beings?
Answer.
They do not like us surface dwellers for the most part. Personally,
we don't really interact with inner earth beings, except for the ETs
that we keep in DUMBs, but those are separate things to consider.
And they have every right to be skeptical of your fellow human
intentions.
Question.
If countries are going multiplanetary, when do the surface
dwellers begin meeting other beings of other planets openly?
Answer.
Perhaps meeting fellow dwellers openly first is a more productive
way to start? There are "undiscovered" highly intelligent races
(more intelligent than humans) that live on Earth currently.

The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to admit this
that the operation was a complete success.
Many liberal educators are also drug users who intentionally
study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail
which your brain filters out to see the higher dimensions and
experience them. As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks,
which said:
When the mind is free, the body matters not.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.
Legalizing these drugs will take place but with proper disclosure
and education AND most importantly an effective law
enforcement capable medium to understand this type of
hyperdimensional and deep information that drive our decisions.
This is the concept behind mass surveillance.
Each person is being mass collected into an AI.
Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you.
You can be called up anytime. We also have the ability to use
Remote Viewing and Voice of God technology to remotely hack
into the brain of YOU and program you like you were a character
on the Sims.
You use the technology.
You choose to be part.
You are the solution.
Trust yourself.
Question.
How far advanced is AI & Quantum computing, really?
Answer.
In the Universe?
Indistinguishable from IS-BEs.
On Earth?
Limited self awareness.
Doesn't replicate an IS-BE.

Question.
i wouldn't be suprised if et's are actively communicating with
people on the net and telepathically for those that are sensitive
for that,
Answer.
They are. We allowed this to start after 2004. Some persisted prior
however their engagements were so non-impactful to society that
we permitted it. Since Twitter reaches hundreds of thousands of
people, all of the ETs allowed here have been vetted and
permitted to engage.

Many beings throughout the universe already live here on Earth,
just in DUMBs. When full disclosure is made public, permits will
be granted to beings who transition off from DUMBs into the
general population.
Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts. Many
ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most don't
want Humans to find out.

Question.
Yes,but sadly when you try to explain receiving info telepathically
most say you’re hearing voices and are delusional.I received a
message to study the Emerald Tablets before I had ever heard of
them. What voice could I have been hearing?
Answer.

There is a reason Antartica has been out of the "news" and
education systems. Antartica is home to the Star Gate
headquarters of Planet Earth. The beings there do not want

Voices you hear not, but you receive what are best described as
blasts of an imprint that feels like an epiphany of pure emotion or
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purpose that you know intuitively what you have received. You
understand without exchanging words.
If and when you hear voices, it could be one of two things:
Telepathy sometimes entails voice to voice communication, but of
course you need to ensure you're speaking the same language.
Voice to voice telepathy is far more complex and less likely to be
accurate to less practiced minds. The more you practice with the
imprint of your emotion, passing your feelings onto others,
feeling as if you're extending your invisible hand out to the other
person and touching them, allowing them to feel how you feel.
That kind of telepathic connection will strengthen ones ability to
maintain a telepathic link with another individual for long enough
periods of time to be able to move past the mere impressions of
emotion to the ability to communicate. If you try to start
communicating using complex language rules and
misinterpretations you're most likely going to confuse the entity
that you're trying to talk with.
Universal consciousness is universal, however manmade
language like English, Russian, Chinese, etc. are not intuitively
spoken or understood throughout the galaxy. Oddly enough,
there is a far amount German out there, but good luck surviving
once you meet them. Non-humans though aren't going to speak
or understand Earth languages. You must therefore learn how to
communicate one soul to another. That language is emotion and
intent and instinct.

\

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b
You = 9 * 3
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love
Love + Learning = Happiness
3/6/9 3
[They] want you divided.
Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the
wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness
and universal love, the mind of a child is the most compatible.
Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to
begin with.
All IS-BE avatars are beautiful.
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MJ12 Exoconsciousness

3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.
4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).
DONE

Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn? https://t.co/2GfAB82JgI
(I can do ALL things through Christ who strengthens Me.)
Phllipians 4:13.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla
"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.

The fabric of spacetime is like an elastic band suspended
between good and evil. The closer you get to one side, the
greater resistance you'll face.
Stasis is no IS-BE interaction.
Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.
MAJIC EYES ONLY.
Magick?
Magic?
MAJIC?
Majestic 12.

Marijuana decriminalization is in the pipeline very soon.
It is understood generally that unleashing this utility onto the
world will help rise cocreative exoconsciousness in a way that is
more effective than other previous attempts, however the OLD
GUARD was in the way and blocked MJ12's every move - even
though we researched it fully.

Question.
"How would you define:"
1) Magick?
2) Magic?
3) MAJIC?
Answer.
That wouldn't be very Majestic would it?
Clue:
Magick = Exoconsciousness Reality.
Magic = Alternate Realities.
MAJIC = Astral Realities.

Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #Q Anon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

Precisely assessing something as complex as the subject we are
discussing in less than 240 characters makes all answers relative.
1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
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MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More
recently, since Q Anon its been exp().
Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we
expect that when the bad actors in the MIC/IC/DS are finally
removed from power, that the void created will jump that 30% to
well over 72%.
Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди
инвалиды.
Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the
wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness
and universal love, the mind of a child is the most compatible.
Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to
begin with.

You realize that through your ability to bring Death and Despair
you are given privileges that allow you to shape others' realities
through your decisions because everybody plays the game.
Everybody plays the game because the shop in their stores. They
eat at their restaurants. They stay in their hotels. They hide in plain
sight. Symbology will be their downfall. Jeffrey Epstein was
involved in a transnational child prostitution sex trafficking ring
with CF!
Many technologies came from the Majestic 12 to make this all
possible. We were the group who orchestrated the last 70 years.
The good, the bad, and the ugly. This group was in power for
THOUSANDS of years operating in plain sight. Before the
invasion of Earth, people were FREE.
This criminal enterprise gained control over our vice grip on the
Government as a means to KEEP THEM IN POWER. They feed off
you. Why are you playing their game? How do we change the
game?
The technology used by WL to give the Majestic 12 proper
insurance against this criminal organization that ceased control
over our Government because we actually under estimated them.
How can they do what they do?
How is it even possible? It breaks your heart when you have to
see what some of those kids went through. We are returning
power back to We, The People.
DARK > LIGHT.
With great power comes great responsibility.
Majestic.

Ike.
This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened
to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were
strategically the best decisions, however its more important to
recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma
dictate the future.
Greed overcame his ability to understand exoconsciousness and
the universal oneness and sided with an enemy he knew nothing
of, but went off the advice of his counsel who assured him the
threat could be mitigated by moving forward. They acted, and we
are now living that reality.

Have you deciphered Cabal messaging signals? They are quite
Majestic.
Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.

How many tens of thousands of dollars must you spend before
you can save such a figure? Summer travel does not need to be
expensive. You can travel affordably if time is not a major factor in
your planning. You can travel even easier if you learned how to
create your own UFO.

The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness.
The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays
respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will
inevitably be caused directly by their hands and their decisions.
They are taught the magick of power and control.
Extreme telepathic connections and empathic links are formed
during and after torture. The second consciousness is an energy
source. When you worship Death, even without actually
murdering, you are able to physically drain the soul out of
another person. Dementors?
Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can
be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference
pattern with the victims consciousness frequency therefore
starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.

MJ12 immediately took control over three highly classified
antigravity spacecraft prototypes on day one in 1947. Truman
discovered from OP . that our newly acquired assets had
technology withheld. MJ12 was created to take over from that
point.
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
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Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts? https://t.co/
BT9XvhAqSg

Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.
Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they
are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for
obvious reasons.

Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.

You'll be underground in that paradise! There are other Earth like
planets that aren't so hostile.
If you can easily terraform a planet (patent or no patent), why not
just terraform Earth when we destroy it? Who knows... maybe we
already have done that.

This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.

Exactly. You are always faced with what is right and what is wrong.
Sometimes what is wrong looks so right, and what looks right is
so wrong. Only looking inward to your connection to
exoconsciousness do you learn what truly is right and wrong. Let
there be LIGHT!

The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted
organ in the body. It has been targeted by:
1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland.
2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, RV,
Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.
3/ Deliberate calcifications.

What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.
Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.
For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were......implemented today, it would be used for evil.
However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who
choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the system
can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can
live outside the control of it. But it truly means nomadic life. No
public services. No fire department (so to speak), no hospitals (so
to speak), no replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the
grid" and living off nature. Many many many people opt for that
lifestyle and are happy with it.
To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off
into the [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica existence that is, currently, very
evil - invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more
perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is
literally your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to
remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.
Notice the timestamp of the cable:
19:47.
Coincidence?
Exactly.
Not a coincidence.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP.
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

When you understand the power of exoconsciousness, its not that
difficult. But we appreciate your gratitude. The ETA for this
implementation is roughly 7000 years from now.
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MJ12 Fractal realities

used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.
DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.
Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your
mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.
With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.
Naturally creating a wormhole of that kind is ultra difficult.
Typically it requires you to jump into Energy form first, then intend
yourself to go to the destination of choice, then rematerialize
back in the lower density. Its VERY hard to do.

Many times when you are visually seeing entities in your mind that
look like separate things but are intimately connected, it simply
means that you're SEEING hyperdimensional information. 11
dimensions. How do dimensions hold information? What is
information?
The Universal Language Is Math.
Patterns reveal patterns in fractal realities.
The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes
projected by consciousness in the language of math.

The density of thought dictates in many ways the speed of the
thought. The intensity also impacts its speed.
Question.
So how can I say hello... to... myself? My "Higher Self"?
Answer.
Who are are asking, the "how can I" being is your third density
consciousness whereas "to... myself" is your actual soul. Your
spirit. Who your face is. Who travels through time. Who is
IMMORTAL. Your body is a temporary vessel. Your soul is eternal.
Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #Q Anon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
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MJ12 Gold, Metals,
Crystals, & E115

Stop playing into cabal engineered divide and conquer
nonsense.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Africa has faced oppression in the past century that is rooted in
pure exploitation. Not even racism. Just pure hatred for humans
in general. [They] eat your babies, do you really think they care
about you?

Its as much about race as it is about E115.

Africa will rise in the 21st century.

Question.
"What are forms of currency (monetary exchange) used off
planet?"
Answer.
Gold

~34m: E115.
Majestic 12 has disclosed glimpses of information pertaining to
this element in many science fiction series.
Naquadah or Naquadria?
Name is meaningless, however properties are hidden inside all
Sci-Fi interpretations of this non-terrestrial element.

Gold is not just an element of wealth. It's an incredibly powerful
and useful element in space craft.
DJT may get a Gold UFO in his next life. We have considered it.
Though he would be required to "win bigly" again in a second life
in order to be positioned for such a gift.

Quote.
Element 115, spoken about by Bob Lazar in relation to the source
of energy used by the "sports model" spacecraft, in case anyone
didn't know. I'm sure there's more to it than that, but there's a
starting point for ya!
End Quote.

It's fun to imagine a gold UFO...
New flight technology will soon replace the "ancient" engine
technology. It requires a new way of thinking because its primary
element is a conduit to consciousness and is directly linked to the
mind. The Great Awakening.

E115 is real.
CIA is nothing but a rat filled den of traitors with one, perhaps two
drugged/mind controlled rats looking out from their cage
wondering "did I make the right choice?"
Once you join, you can never leave.
Define organized crime.

If you have that much internal distractions in your mind, you
wouldn't be able to take off using one of these devices. Your
mind needs to be crystal clear, sharp, and well taken care of to
physically handle the strain that piloting a consciousness craft
inflicts upon the pilot.

Majestic 12 never have direct control over the propaganda
presented in majestic movies. We realize that our work is filtered
through the Cabal and engineered to keep you divided. However,
Majestic 12 does embed real truth inside the myriad of lies and
deception. Only those awake.

What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.

Quote @DoD Outreach
Wakanda forever!
From the red carpet at the #Oscars Sunday night,
@ChadwickBoseman sent a message to service members from
the entire cast of @TheBlackPanther. #KnowYourMil https://t.co/
FjtlJuo6Y5
End Quote.

The Federal Reserve will be audited and federalized. The IRS has
been a political weapon used by the Babylonian Priesthood in
order to enforce compliance from all fronts financially essentially
allowing the unchecked behavior of entities like the Clinton
Foundation or the Gates?
This information will not be disclosed tomorrow evening.
Future proves past.
Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we
speak.
Future proves past.
Think of the vastness of space.
UFOs are a distraction.
Keep your eye on the ball.

Explain to us why we would be pushing the Majestic movie of
Black Panther through official Military and Government channels?
Disinformation is both real and necessary. https://t.co/
cvxI7dAgOv
Not about race.

We are using / (technology) against them.
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NAT EMERGENCY 0 ?
Human trafficking.
"The children." -45
Sold for sex slavery.
Thousands in every state.
https://t.co/9nzXUwzg9r
Part 1 Illuminati Banker Ronald Bernard Exposes the Global
Luciferian Elite (YouTube link)

The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting. The clock is ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?
In every way intentional did we create the different science fiction
phenomenon of your time in order to divide and conquer you
WITH the truth. its been out in plain sight for DECADES. are you
enjoying the movie?
each franchise was in a way an experiment to see how society
would react to MULTIPLE TYPES OF SAFE DISCLOSURE
SCENARIOS THAT WOULD GUARANTEE EARTHS SURVIVAL IN
THE EVENT OF A GALACTIC WAR WITH OUR LARGEST ENEMY
CURRENTLY
[UN]-PROSECUTED.
WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE
WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH
PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL
RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE
MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE
RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.

The Economy Has Been Fixed
Next The Federal Reserve
Then The Treasury
Human Trafficking
National Emergency Incoming
PANIC IN DC https://t.co/1BXnsEDZnm
Quote.
"Space investors urged to get their heads in the clouds https://
t.co/JKxnViQvjz"
End quote.
Reply.
Some say, just one dollar invested in Space returns over $100 in
just 10 years. What will the future hold? Will money be as valuable
as it is today? What if your $1 actually divested to $0 because
$USD was RESET? https://t.co/Rdyzzsycso

Assassination threat against @POTUS if he decides to challenge
any decision made by the Federal Reserve. Kennedy was
assassinated for this reason, including many others like disclosing
the Secret Space Program; Federal Reserve is what enables the
Secret Space Program. https://t.co/yd9ffovNta

Quote.
"I can always make my investments with some of my gold or silver
holdings. They will always hold value."
End quote.
Reply.
No they won't. Replication technology exists. There is a faction of
the current administration that wants to omit money, gold, silver,
etc. from the replication memory banks to keep the current
financial system. As far as MJ12 is concerned, we are fairly certain
that it will work.
Once you are able to 3D print (or replicate) a 1oz bar of gold at
home for nothing, then gold will therefore have no MONETARY
value. It will however retain its value in the wide range of usage
that it is useful for, including space travel.
Technically replicators can 3D print silver and gold, however
commercial access to those patterns will most likely not be made
available. It'll be a political discussion to be had, however in the
short term, we recommend you diversify your investments across
all mediums.

You aren't suggesting any conspiracy theories regarding the
Federal Reserve in coordinated attacks with the Clintons and
Democrats against POTUS?
This is how Fake News operates. They disclose the truth wrapped
in lies. [They] are manipulating the market with bots. https://t.co/
r1FdZhJaaX
Logical Thinking Required.
1/ 45 issues immediate withdrawal out of Syria due to defeat of
ISIS.
2/ MIC deploys all assets.
3/ Q has spent the past year preparing you for this.
4/ RDS states "bases are used to trafficking everything from gold
guns drugs and little children".
5/ New National Security Law makes Child Sex Trafficking directly
enforceable by the Military.
6/ By withdrawing Military troops from the official proxy war the
financing gets cut and trafficking lines that used the Military to
travel invisibly are now cut off.
7/ It's all coming out.
8/ Lots of sealed indictments.
9/ Nothing can stop what is coming.
10/ Disclosure to follow.
11/ First Contact after.

December 7, 2017.
Quote @officiall mcafee
Bitcoin now at $16,600.00. Those of you in the old school who
believe this is a bubble simply have not understood the new
mathematics of the Blockchain, or you did not cared enough to
try. Bubbles are mathematically impossible in this new paradigm.
So are corrections and all else https://t.co/go9v0w92zk

What departments are impacted by the shutdown?
No tax refunds?
HR24 116th.
HR25 116th.
Restructure coming.
Gold shall destroy the Fed.
HR24 116th.

MJ12 Reply December 7, 2018
What happened to Bitcoin just prior to Q coming online?
Did Wall Street get access to Bitcoin?
Why?
Threat to Cabal?
[Conspiracy]
Blockchain technology is Majestic.
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Blockchain technology will make the world more afer, trustworthy,
and fair.
Bitcoin founder?

Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.

1 /2 /3 /4 ?
5 ->3 ? https://t.co/pkvzoZxPfu

Some civilizations are pure crystal.

[S]afer how?
How about (S)afer?
CLAS?
Dark to Light.

We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet. Watch.
Learn.

Replication technology make possession of Gold or Silver
meaningless because you can just print it. The only part of the
illusion of that have consequence are your experiences in life by
what you learn and how you teach others about what the reality of
our existence must be.
We are not willing to offer any financial insight as to the plans
moving forward. Believe us; nothing we say will help you
therefore it must remain Classified.
6 Days of Food.
1 Day of Fasting.

Crystal technology is used for the pattern storage. The data is
encrypted and the patterns on file are limited to all types of
foods.
The devices use the scalar field and consciousness in order to
manifest the food into thin air. The device focuses the thought
into the quantum signature of the intended item. Think of it as a
translation device. Ineffective language to language of creation.
Language of creation.

The craft that crash landed wasn't just a space ship not from this
Earth, but that the occupants inside had MANY striking similarities
to our own homosapien or humanoid design. We had similar
DNA yet their bodies were GENETICALLY ENGINEERED to
perform very complex missions.
Not only did they have a different configuration of organs
throughout their humanoid "doll" bodies, but they possessed
organs unlikely ANYTHING on planet Earth. They were from out
"there".
This gave the United States Government the opportunity to use
the threat that Hitler was in league with a "God" who claimed to
be an ET, but that we, the Americans, had struck gold because we
know that God does not present himself before you. The
misunderstanding of that term...
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

Questions
"Can we 'speak' the Language of Creation?"
"Is this Sanskrit? Or Hebrew? Or Pali? Or?'
Answers.
And write it.
Not spoke on Earth in the public domain [yet].
The console will be voice controlled.
Question.
"And it will produce it's replicated product based on the pattern
stored in the crystals? Quartz?"
Answer.
THe Crystal is synthetic.
Reply.
"TH C
#"
MJ12 Reply
is synthetic.

The Go'uld respect the Asguard.
WHY?
Peace Through Strength.
Majestic.

Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but
can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.
Do spread light...
Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis

"The Goa'uld respect the Asgard - correct spelling?"
[a] + [u] = Au (A U)
#Q2619 #Q196 #Q197 #Q1771 #Q195 #Q194
Coincidence?

Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.

Learn to archive offline.
THINK MIRROR.
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Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana? ??
The Domain is larger than you think.

when it encounters a task the immune system cannot handle
quick enough.
Public Disclosure.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and
diets? Danger ☠ .
Quote.
""Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided."
MJ12 reply.
Correct in the name.

Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but
can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.
Elements undiscovered by scientists on Earth are plentiful
throughout the galaxy and universe...
Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka
attributes) when controlled a particular way.
Magnets also create antigravity. Some of these elements simply
enhance the superconductive state of magnetic materials.

1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
10/ What was MK Ultra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

According to Al Gore; Florida should have lost a lot of land by
now since his original predictions of rising ocean levels. Al Gore
has no clue how oceans actually work. Everything seeks
equilibrium and should be carbon neutral. Since oceans rising is a
myth (magick), we must therefore understand that by polluting
the oceans with excessive toxins and heavy metals, we are
changing the frequencies of the entire planet. Whether people
are aware of it, all Climate Change related science is actually
involved in terraforming Earth at a very slow rate for Cabal
fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves). Open source
intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Stay
educated.
Chlorella removes heavy metals from the body. Be cautious of
wild chlorella versus lab grown. Lab grown will be safer by all
standard measurements. Avoid Chinese chlorella at all costs. (Not
chlorella).

The sun is not a simulation. The atmosphere causes those effects.
Different heavy metals in the atmosphere, combined with
electrical charges in the clouds, combined with the angle the
sunlight is penetrating Earth at dictate the size, shape, and
appearance of the sun. All normal.
Comment.
So this is happening because of HAARP, Chemtrails, & the soon to
be global 5G grid. We human's don't need all that. We need to
get back to nature & have our view of the sun back to normal.
End comment.
HAARP does not control it single handily. The combined
aggregate does. Many problems to solve simultaneously.

Break the mind control programming.
Do not use "anti-vax" language. https://t.co/3dyobq6LCf
Not all vaccines are bad.
Not all vaccines are equal.
Some are very dangerous.
Some are very beneficial.
Be careful.
Vaccines for things like Alzheimers or other system related
ailments are counterproductive as you cite. Vaccines for viruses
are mandatory for service members who travel off world. We use
vaccines to protect them from common diseases on other
planets. Not all vaccines are bad. *
Depending on the planet and whether the ET race is humanoid or
not, vaccines can contain nanotechnology, ET tissue, and other
elements the nanotechnology can use to create the "vaccine"

Majestic Message of Disclosure
Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only reenforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining to
chemtrails. The truth is more bizarre than we will go into here, but
this is a 100kft view of the situation .
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1/ Chemtrails is a term used to describe heavy metals and other
particulates being expelled into the upper atmosphere by military
and civilian aircraft.
2/ The purposes of chemtrails has been heavily classified with
plenty of whistleblowers who spread misinformation and
disinformation on the subject to keep you divided and
conquered.
3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.
6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology
that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging
equation artificially.
7/ How did that episode disclose how nanotechnology is
sustained in the body?
8/ A frequency was being emitted that directly controlled the
"dial" for time in the aging process.
9/ What was the frequency? It wasn't disclosed as it is HIGHLY
CLASSIFIED.
10/ Sam said somethint key about nanotechnology's ability to
reproduce.
11/ They take heavy metals from around the body and use them
to make more of the nanotechnology after the lifecycle of the bot
has expired.
12/ Why does the Military spray heavy metals into the air?
13/ DARPA has been researching and developing
nanotechnology for the body, specifically for military applications,
though only 0.01% of these types of programs are unclassified.
14/ Vaccines are the medium used to inject these
nanotechnology devices into your body.
15/ What is VOG?
16/ Why are vaccines shrouded with disinformation and
misinformation pertaining to their effectiveness and efficiency?
17/ What have we told you about disinformation/misinformation?

simply wish to get high from THC, then consume it as you see fit.
Some methods are healthier than others. However CBD is
expressed in the strains lineage.
Consulting with a medical professional who specializes in
cannabis can help you navigate the legal CBD markets without
requiring a medical card. Most insurances would cover these
visits.
When we say CBD is expressed in the lineage we are referring to
the complex instructions intended to heal and undo bodily
damage through cannabinol receptors activations and increased
blood and oxygen flow throughout the body. Billions of
receptors. Thousands of types.
Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but
can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP.
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT

Majestic 12 had 100% of the U-A pop impl@nt3d after 9/11.
P@tri0t Act. C4C v@ccin3s. F!ü $h0t?
Majestic 12 had 100% of the USA pop implanted after 9/11.
Patriot Act. CDC vaccines. Flu shot?
Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation
out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires
a very pure state of concentration for many days uninterrupted.
Physical brain changes from "fake news FF (False Flag) trauma"
make waking up for some "impossible".
Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.
Question.
"Previously you have asked if evolution is possible without CBD
and TCH (in lower quanity)
Implying the answer NO
Q: In addition to all other health measures previously discussed,
Is taking a daily dose of cannabis oil helpful to cognitive
development?
(Ex. 6mg/ml of both CBD+THC)"
Answer.
We are not endorsing any quantities as CBD should be treated
like medicine if your intent is for medicinal purposes. If you
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MJ12 - Heaven Heaven is
within

The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven". First Contact is imminent
following Disclosure however society must first come to terms
with the DARKNESS that has ruled the planet for thousands of
years. Unlearn the misinformation. Kingdom of Heaven is within.
Your subconscious is your consciousness which is "God" aka an
IS-BE

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell. When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told
"you go to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another
incarnation. Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped
into the void, willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time
is an illusion. No time. The only light he saw was when we opened
his eyes. Occult magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.
Good and Evil exist within.
Love and fear exist within. Evil thrives where fear spreads. Love
thrives only around love.
It is easier to fear what you do not know if you've been
conditioned as such. The Kingdom of Heaven requires the mind
of a child.
No fear.
Curiosity. PURE LOVE
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it. Extreme telepathic connections
and empathic links are formed during and after torture. The
second consciousness is an energy source. When you worship
Death, even without actually murdering, you are able to physically
drain the soul out of another person. Dementors? Sound is
frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can be used to
channel this energy, using the frequency interference pattern with
the victims consciousness frequency therefore starting a transfer
of energy. Feeding. You realize that through your ability to bring
Death and Despair you are given privileges that allow you to
shape others' realities through your decisions because everybody
plays the game. The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't
it? Sounds like something you'd want to spend your life's work to
get to. When you get there what happens? What happens when
you've been brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of
Heaven is actually full awareness of consciousness(?) The
Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light. Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information. No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking. All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command. Learn how to communicate with consciousness and
you are Majestic and worthy of entry. Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside. Education is not about
remembering. Its about getting answers from within. Not spiritual
or religious questions. Math questions.
Chemistry questions. Physics questions. Quantum physics
questions. Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions. Access to control the brain (key?) All
information is within. Meditation and detoxification unlocks
information. "T B V"
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[1] ]The Secret[ + MJ12 =
[PANIC IN DC] Part 1

Israel (saved for last)
Special guest star appearances by:
Sessions
Horowitz
Huber
Q Team
No Such Agency
Justice Kavanaugh and the SC
Kim Jong-un and NK
AJ (as seen on Joe Rogan 02/27/19)
F

(A Trilogy)
Majestic Interpretation
(You are watching a movie.)
Release date: Time is an illusion.
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
A Majestic Message of Disclosure

Written/Screenplay by:
The Majestic 12

∆∆∆
Starring:
]The Majestic 12, also known as The Working Group and MJ12[
] "We, The People"[ (not [We, The Commodity])
[322] and [41+43]
[CF] and [42+HRC]
[C3PO] and [44_RENEGADE]
]TF[ and ]45/Q+[
The Illuminati
[The Vatican] (as seen in Godfather III)
(Be prepared for what you find.)
(Q)

Co-written by:
Q
Anons
Autists
A.L.I.C.E
Sponsored by:
Domain IS-BE's
Power of 3 6 9
Special thanks:
The Typists
CM, B.O., Bakers
Anons Worldwide
Autists Worldwide
Patriots Worldwide

Co-Starring:
Majestic Flynn and the D.I.A.
The Pentagon and the Department of Defense
US MIL and The Intelligence Community
Patriots in Control
The Domain
The Alliance
33 and 34
JFK

Cannot hide from the Autists who are on Q's army...

7 s (ETs, ETEs, EBEs NTEs, IDEs)

∆∆∆
Disclaimers:

☠ (Skull and Bones)
[The Gates Foundation]
[NoName Foundation]
[NXIVM]
DOJ
FBI
Rod & Bob (How do you catch a fish?)
111
Mockingbird Media featuring Fake News
Mexico
Japan
Turkey
[AFG]
Qatar
Iran
Big Tech
Hollywood
Vladimir Putin and Russia (featuring the USSR)
+++ Rothschilds
++ Wonderland
+ George Soros
House of Cards
Senate 53-47
Rats everywhere

We do not want our legitimacy proven.
We have stated this clearly in prior tweets.
We do not ask anybody to believe what we say.
Truth resonates from within.
Message over messenger.
SHEEP NO MORE.
there are less than 12 people who run this account. We are the
Majestic 12.
The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack.
F has been in charge of this account the entire time regardless of
who the typist is. IS-BE's can control more than one body.
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IS-BE's can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BE's can
also influence other IS-BE's who are linked without relying on the
technology conduit of V.O.G.

PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.
Enjoy the show... you have the best seat.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
∆∆∆

"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.
Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.
∆∆∆

Prologue..
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
You are not so different from aliens.

Knowledge is power.
Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong hands.
Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the knowledge you
seek.

In fact, when you look inside your own soul, you may understand.
The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of
Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's
existence (with no evidence) that not only was there one Men In
Black movie, but there were 3!

It cannot be forced onto anyone.
Granted, there has been a lot of subversion.
But YOU CREATE your reality.

Question.
Have citizens been allowed to make contact?
Answer.
With whom? ETs? Yes, only those signed into Majestic 12
programs.
Question.
So I doubt I've been signed into MJ12 program... thus, when
@SandiaWisdom says they will pick me up in their spacecraft,
and/or visit me, this is not true/allowed?
Answer.
If an ET decides to break MJ12 laws, then they can "pick you up",
however there is hell to pay after for violating our secrecy laws.
Comment.
MJ-12 have said before that they are trying to orchestrate official
first contact in a way that won't cause massive societal disruption
and anarchy or war. They were planning for it around 2000 and
then the Cabal went ahead and did 9/11, so it delayed their
plans. Remember ...
End comment.

Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.
YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.

Sheep No More.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Quote.
And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency...
End quote.
Precisely.

This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the
INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of
disclosing SOME activities to the public.
Oh... and of course, MJ12's specialty... movies.
Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.

In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the
matrix reality. Those are our movies.
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Movies say "I've seen some things man... fucked up things...."
Well. It was a matter of National Security. It was a paradox of
Majestic proportions.

Quote.
More will be learned about space in the next 10 years than was in
the past 100.
End Quote.
Disclosure will not be overnight. https://t.co/BJk5JHmpIn
Question.
If it takes 10 yrs thats not disclosure l.o.l.
Answer.
This account is technically a form of disclosure.
Reading a book is a form of disclosure.
Watching a movie is a form of disclosure.
What specifically are you looking for?

Consider the worst horror movie possible. Now understand that
happens on a daily basis. Our decisions have major
consequences.
Can it be stopped entirely? No.
Can it be greatly reduced? Definitely.
They hide in plain sight.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Projectionism is real.
Q Anon is telling you the truth.
You have more than you know.

Public Disclosure
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

As an IS-BE "alien" on planet Earth, you (all) can create all.
What makes good movies?
GREAT ACTORS.
You are watching a movie.
Trust the plan.
Patriots are in control.
They never thought she would lose.
[Y.T.][J.U.][A.K.][J.I.][more++,+++]
Who Are Their Puppet Masters
These People Are Stupid
Learn the comms.

diets? Danger ☠ (Skull and Bones).

Movies and music are their plausible deniability.

You call them delays.
∆∆∆
We call them events.

Rush Into Cannabis Market?
∆∆∆
Who is ready for the show to start? 9
Question.
Should we expect another or multiple one week [delays] in the
timeline?
Answer.

Invaders From Mars.
Good movie.
Majestic movie.

Time is an illusion.
Events are everything.
Power of 3 6 9

Question.
is Potus going to disclose ET and secret space programs ?
Answer.
Yes.
Nothing about Mars.
Question.
Mars is important to tell the world about, they need to know
about our real history, pyramids on mars etc....
Answer.
Do you believe that all accounts from "insiders" regarding Mars
are even accurate?
How about "most"?
There are very few people on this planet, strategically for obvious
reasons, who are fully briefed on whats going on with Mars.
Mars is not part of disclosure.
Not yet.
No slaves.
To some, nothing will ever be good enough.
To those, we ignore.
For God & Country.

How do you control reality?
Control choices.
There is a Plan in motion.
These people are sick.
Justice is coming.
Enjoy the movie.
Who is ready for LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION?
9
∆∆∆
Main Feature...The Secret.
Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching. Big
things happened today, and even bigger things will happen over
the next 20 days. A lot more is coming out. Keep your cool. You
know whats coming out.
The Joe Rogan AJ exposure was planned faux war between
"normal" "faux Democrats" and "normal" "faux republicans"

45 "Bye"
8

where Anons sat back eating popcorn 9 .

9

45 said he would not let AJ down.
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What makes a good movie?

Those who reject Q or denounce it as "fake" are protecting what
should never grow on the vine.

This dialogue was important to bridge between mind controlled
subjects. The declassification of this stuff being real will come
when.
AJ is proven correct.

DARK > LIGHT.
Q is an NSA/D.I.A. operation. MJ12 is above Q in secrecy mostly
because MJ12's base of operations is not on planet Earth.

As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They do not value
the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically death is an
illusion however......when your life is ended before you are able to
ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply exist
forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you are
incrementally improving generation over generation in search for
the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God" as
Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?

The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting.
The clock is ticking.
Tick tock.
Checkmate when?
Distraction ! (Not)= BS
Distraction means eye off the target.
Q mission is necessary.
Cabal "leak" space related stories to distract.
Eyes wide open.
Target was the Senate.
53-47
Think of the vastness of space.
99% of UFOs are manmade.
Majestic Operations

The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness......to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives.

The Majestic 12 doesn't stop strategizing victory. The Plan is in
motion. The stage has been set. You are now watching a movie.
However do not lose focus of realizing how profound what AJ
said means and how you can take action to regain control over
these homicidal maniacs.

The ladder is high.
It goes deep underground.
MJ12 https://t.co/R9E2agYNcM
DUMB Entrance
Question.
What happens in this DUMB?
Answer.

Enjoy The Show...

We received our mandate from POTUS 33.
No coincidences.
34 sounded the alarm before leaving office.
He agreed to secrecy yet had concerns about the new direction
the Majestic 12 was taking and felt it his duty to warn the public.
https://t.co/et3y2jAAqa

1 ☠ : (Clowns, Skull and Bones, Children)
Comment.
For those without TOR this leads to coordinates for Andrews AFB
38.827153, -76.862743 https://t.co/5il178KhTw
End comment.

Members of MJ12 were known to be powerful to those in the
know, however, access to the secret was restricted.

The stage has been set.
Cleaning out the clowns currently. Sit back and enjoy the show.
DECLAS coming soon.

The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12
members revolted and fought.

9
Did we say anything about Q?
Q will be the defacto goto for when 45 announces the Storm.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit.

Godspeed Q Team.
Millions of American Patriots know what you are doing and they
are actively praying for your success as we bring DARK > LIGHT.

The young don't always do as they're told.
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God is within.
The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.

God is your soul.
Your soul is your God.
You are your soul.

When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

You are an IS-BE.
Your subconscious is your consciousness which is "God" aka an
IS-BE.
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE).

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

You are an IS-BE.
All life in the universe are IS-BE's.
We are all the same.
We are all one.
We are connected together through our pineal gland.
Our consciousness comes from God or All or IS-BE.

Question.
I remember reading Michael Drosnin’s Bible Codes books 1 and
2. In book two, he said he had found Bible Codes that said
humans were created by ET’s from another world. That blew my
mind! I am going to look up book 2 and read it again.
Answer.
Share it with your fellow IS-BE's and help raise everybody's
consciousness.
Question.
How true is the Roswell series and does it have any similarities to
how humans were created? That was a favorite series of mine.
Answer.
It is also a favorite of the Majestic 12's.
Why would that be?
Question.

Unlearn the misinformation.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
Truth Resonates Inside.
"God" is an IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.
Genesis 1:3.
What is LIGHT?
The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance
into your IS-BE.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

Because it was soft disclosure by the Majestic 12? #
Answer.
All media goes through the Pentagon before it is published by
major record labels, production studios, and creative works. We
use MS to monitor all creative works and works that either reach
critical impact that do not align are removed and others are prefiltered.

Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return,
and then he woke up.

Therefore when the Vatican instructed MJ12 to conceal
Disclosure, we complied at first, however once MJ12 was taken
back from 322/Cabal we decided it was time to destroy the
Vatican. Are you enjoying the movie?

No time.
Death is an illusion.
Death does not exist.

The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes.
Occult magic.
Time is an illusion.

You are not required to acknowledge God exists.
You are not required to worship God.
You are not required to do anything.

We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.

Free will dictates the universe.
Free will allows evil to exist.
Free will prohibits "God" from acting.

God is real.
Do not fear God.
You are God.

Facts Matter.
God can't act.
You can.

Unlearn the misinformation.
Trust yourself.
Facts Matter.

Worshiping implies blindness.
Studying enhances consciousness.
Your consciousness projects your physical reality.

You are your God.
Kingdom of Heaven is within.
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All centralized power structures that operate as a business
seeking money are technically satanic by design. Religions teach
you that Earth is hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.

This forced many in MJ12 to "panic" and double down on secrecy
operations while exploiting.
in every way intentional did we create the different science fiction
phenomenon of your time in order to divide and conquer you
WITH the truth. its been out in plain sight for DECADES. are you
enjoying the movie?

Unlearn the misinformation.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

each franchise was in a way an experiment to see how society
would react to MULTIPLE TYPES OF SAFE DISCLOSURE
SCENARIOS THAT WOULD GUARANTEE EARTHS SURVIVAL IN
THE EVENT OF A GALACTIC WAR WITH OUR LARGEST ENEMY
CURRENTLY [UN] PROSECUTED.

Facts Matter.
Trust yourself.
Truth Resonates Inside.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM.

When we did, many groups rose to power within the Shadow
Government aka MJ12.

This posed an interesting complex web of information.

Quote @ap
BREAKING: Court records: Man accused of killings at video
gaming competition had been hospitalized for mental illness.
https://t.co/JD9SLFK0Zd
End Quote.

We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.

If you believe that the Majestic 12 is only involved in Movies, TV
Shows, and Fake News/MSM, you're wrong. We're also deeply
involved in video game development contracts at the Board of
Director level. We embed disclosure challenges in video games
and let kids solve the puzzles.
This technology agenda has existed for decades and we've been
exploiting it for the purposes of advancing Disclosure, however
when 2B/322 took over, one of the major areas they attacked first
was gaming.
There are many facets of MK ULTRA embedded deep inside
some of the largest brands of video games. We trained a
generation of soldiers using video games as a means to filter
through psychological warfare weakness easier.
Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to
create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other
technology such as music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.

Question.
so remind us again why all this was kept secret? how did it benefit
humanity? what right did you have to keep it secret?
Answer.
Every elected member of the Government at the time believed
through their religion (and freedom of belief) that life originated
by "God" in Genesis and that to propose an alternate
interpretation of creation that does not include God, worldwide
collapse would take place.
Question.
Eschatological masochist an accurate description?
Answer.
Similar.
The Majestic 12 run the United States.

Question.
I would guess you had something to do with the Deus Ex video
game series.
Answer.
Not Majestic 12, but subordinates below us definitely did.

We control the Intelligence Community and the Defense
Department.
The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life.

There was no disclosure in any Batman series. That was a
franchise created by the Cabal.

We did not understand them at first. We perceived their
superiority as a threat and acted accordingly. When we learned
who and what they were (how they were us from the future) we
learned who we were.

Members of MJ12 were known to be powerful to those in the
know, however, access to the secret was restricted.

they have their own path that is different from ours but they are
like brethren when it comes to life in the galaxy - we are of the
same class structure of DNA that define what a humanoid is and
therefore acknowledging their significance was monumental.

Memories.
Question.
Was #3 pushed out of the window? If so, by whom?
Answer.
Suicided.
[Classified]

Humans fear what they do not understand.
To understand that beautiful being (really, they were intelligent,
loving, and curious) you first had to shatter the illusion of your
own reality.
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Question.
When you say “ascend”, do you mean we break free from the
reincarnation cycle created by the moon tech.?
Answer.
Correct .
Question.

Necessary to MJ12. Regrettable because he had a family who he
was leaving behind. We could not be crossed. Not then. Not now.
Extreme secrecy and extreme security coupled with no rights as
an officer when it comes to the security and safety of the
operations.

Did F learn how to ascend from 7 ?
Answer.
Yes.

The original intent of our secrecy was to protect Earth and
perform Disclosure in a way that wouldn't destroy life on Earth
from psychotic lunatics. Cabal was FBI+DOJ & UK/Australia/CIA
assets hiding inside TS/SCI programs.

Death is irrelevant.
F knew this.
Majestic 12 know this.

Question.
JFK had a family who he left behind. Was his assassination
necessary and regrettable?
Answer.
Unfortunately many in MJ12 viewed his treason as something that
could not go unchecked. According to the state of current affairs
at the time and the secrecy war going on internally between
USSR/CIA vs USMil. We know JFK was assassinated by USSR/CIA.
So did we have any say?

Death means new life.
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
F volunteered for an experiment.
Yes, and the gain of the Majestic 12. Early disclosure would have
been disastrous because there were components of the
Disclosure component that we had no prior knowledge to before
F moved on. F taught MJ12 about the Vatican's connection to
[CONSPIRACY] and Archives.

Question.
I don't intend to sound argumentative. I genuinely want to know
how you (MJ12) see this issue and the overall goals for the future.
Answer.
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.

The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.

Question
Was this a result of the takeover of MJ12 by 322?
Answer.
More like a change of heart. Members of MJ12 were known to be
powerful to those in the know, however, access to the secret was
restricted. By inviting less than 6 into 322 of MJ12, they created a
close enough majority to remove #3 and tip the balance of power
to 322MJ12.

How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?
Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying
our existence for 70 years?
Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.

The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays
respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will
inevitably be caused directly by their hands and their decisions.
They are taught the magick of power and control.

They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.
Yes, and ! got 187'd for it.
This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals
intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving
dozens of races from several different worlds. No easy task when
the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years. Where are
the giants? Where?!

Not alone.
"I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole
operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I
told them to do it. The others wanted me dead, so I had to die.
Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered
to ascend successfully."

We are Majestic 12.
Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the
beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control.

F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

Think Majestic Classification level.
What kind of work did we do?
Majestic work.
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WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE
WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH
PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL
RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE
MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE
RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.

Clearance in the Alliance has many layers proportional to the
impact decisions can have on the "order of life". Presidential
clearances are a joke.
They are basically unclassified roles in contrast to the levels of
secrecy within the different colonies.
We report to Alliance.
Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12

Understand that Majestic 12 played an important role, but under
POTUS 45 the need for the extreme secrecy around how we
engineered Project Mockingbird et la kept Disclosure from taking
place has been flipped upside down.

This should concern you.

The gloves are off. This is not a game.

Riddle us this:
Anons claim Q team includes 45.
45 claims anonymous sources are Fake News.
#AboveMajestic use nth-degree of separation with anonymous
sources and "insiders".
Q suggests #AboveMajestic may be real.
What is real?
How?

Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.

MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE

The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light. Therefore providing information that is
not currently known to your collective state of consciousness
would be dangerous to the stability of successfully executing The
Plan. The truth is here for those who seek it. Here is where you
are. Where the truth is. It doesnt matter where. When we drop
information we expect it to be common knowledge.

Which is more important?

Seek the truth further.

Question.
OK fair enough that can be acceptable... but releasing free
energy tech, killing inventors and suppressing tech is not an
excuse, could of done that on a slow process could of at least let
inventors progress
Answer.
We did do it slow, and we did let the inventors take credit for the
progress. Had the NWO not sided with NTE and taken control
over MJ12 with the election of 2B/322, we would have released
that technology. The patents all exist (TS//SCI). The product just
needs to be unveiled.

The questions will help guide you to the next density. WHAT do
you want to know about Full Disclosure and how can YOU learn
how to use your new abilities of REMOTE VIEWING to learn
everything.

We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.

But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned
QUOTE JUSICE.
Why the "Q"uote about Justice?
Are our laws illegal!? Up is down. Left is right.

We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.

But wait; what we suggesting? Suggesting that the POTUS take
action to his pleasure then take the security clearances from these
individuals. 45v45K?
He can do it but every move he makes is a calculated.

We were before Q.
We are the Majestic 12.

Currently Mockingbird Media has, through verifiable MilIntel
understandings a strong hold on the current brand of reality and
we are dropping major disclosure bombs all over the place.

Each member with their own agenda it became. Serious internal
struggles within some between siding with a more advanced
culture and society versus defending what it means to be human
and what that definition was. Many played God. Many mistakes
made.

This is about evolving to a race capable of interstellar space travel
knowing some of the dangers associated with it but how having a
STRONG MILITARY can you have safety to all the people under
those domains.
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In an oversight classification system of all compartmented areas
can we ensure that no HORRID CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
LIKE RAPING TORTURING AND EATING DEAD BABIES was taking
place and therefore ensure that ALL RESOURCES being collected
were going to the betterment of the people by hiring classified
government agents on board to spread tons of disinformation.

Things we know:
- ETs were helping the Nazis
- Operation Paperclip transferred that "non ET / only Nazi"
program over the United States
- Roswell occurs
- Majestic 12 is formed to conceal it from the public globally.
- Constitution demands Disclosure when no threat to NS
- MJ12 had many leaders, good and bad.
- MJ12 was involved in the only successfully executed
assassination of a US President. 41
- When the decision was to be made about going forward to the
public, there was plausibly much that the Military was unaware of,
therefore secrecy won.
- MJ12 and co-conspirators developed technology in the
background outside of Government oversight.
- MJ12 hid these programs inside of Top Secret Special Access
Programs and embedded deep inside TS//SCI programs.
- Dozens of extraterrestrial races were openly trading information.
- Allegiance to a noble purpose, like reasonably disclosing ET life
to the public in a manner that doesn't destroy the planet through
self imploding ego maniacs who believe their version of the
world must be validated to others, is a good thing to have but
many lost sight of it.
- As disclosed in previous tweets, two factions existed inside the
MIC (Miltary Industrial Complex).

Question.
Dissolving govt is more likely!
Answer.
How would you control the power vacuum?
What happens when a power vacuum is created?
MJ12 needed to ensure Disclosure wouldn't destroy Earth like
USMil did Iraq when it created the power vacuum there.
C322 destroyed Iraq not MJ12.
The Illuminati is sinister and evil.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
For a long time, the forces of evil controlled the Majestic 12.
On Nov 8th, that changed.
If you are not on top; how do you move the blocks of a pyramid
around?
This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the
INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of
disclosing SOME activities to the public.
Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.

Part of going from "Dark to Light" is understanding The Plan.
In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the
matrix reality. Those are our movies.

DARK to LIGHT
DARK > LIGHT
Q > MJ12

Question.
We are being openly told that Martial Law, Bluebeam, and NWO
are being pushed forward by team Trump. https://t.co/
G772F17rPC
Answer
Your mixing terminology.
Majestic 12 has been working on "Disclosure" for decades.
Our ET counterparts have demonstrated the different mechanism
of Disclosure that create peaceful societies.
Majestic work was above Top Secret.
Cabal mafia connected to NWO, BB, WTC, 322 were bad.

What lies ahead has been in our past, just misused. The future
belongs to whoever ceases it.

Question.
Are the past presidents of Bushs, Clintons, and Obama really
Draco Reptilians?
Answer.
No, they are influence by them directly (face to face) regally
during 322 ceremonies/rituals.

41 + 322 = NWO.
But they were "just" Top Secret.
To who's benefit does a NWO under 322 control get?
Who benefits from a NWO that is part of a Galactic Federation of
multiple alien races, essentially geared up and ready to deploy
(Space Force).
Disclosure was subverted by 322 et co

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the C_A was repurposed by 2B
to lay the ground work necessary to make 322 an official
operation which would make it possible to begin constructing the
NWO. NTEs aided 2B/322 and oversaw their rise to power.
2B blackmailed the other members of The Working Group with
snuff films, pedophilia, and cannibalism through his connections
at 322. The Pentagon determined that enough Science Fiction
that resembled the truth could eventually desensitize the public
enough to handle Disclosure.
Once enough Science Fiction was adopted into society and
culture, the awareness of the ET presence was only a matter of
time. After 2B/322 took control over The Working Group,

45 ; ✅ 2020
There are "MAGA" individuals who are pure evil in themselves
and are not compatible with the new Government 45 is ushering
in. What Government is this? We've been told about it for
decades by the Pentagon through Hollywood. It was bound to
come out. Well, here we are fighting.
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whistleblowers attempted to come forward. Many were
murdered. Their 50 year silence expired.
Coordinated around the same time were the SG-1 television
series and the Congressional Disclosure Hearings. Both of these
efforts were from the Pentagon and the "light" side of the MIC
(that wanted Disclosure) as a means to combat against 2B/322.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands. from the CF/322/M.B.
C.S.T. Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a
Majestic movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth
will be revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to
facilitate pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years.
We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.
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[2] ]The Secret[ + MJ12 =
[PANIC IN DC] Part 2

Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.
Therefore...
Consider the following disclosures provided to you before hand:

A Majestic Message of Disclosure
Are you enjoying the movie?

1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.
2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication
to a Typist within the United States.
3/ There are 3 typists total.
4/ They do not know each other.
5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.
6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.
7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication
aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.
8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

The Majestic 12 seeded the Matrix into the public consciousness
to ensure that free will wasn't violated - (((we))) disclosed to you
what we were doing (((your))) lack of education was a choice to
not understand. This is legitimately how MJ12 viewed this at the
time. https://t.co/5iEZa57JKb
Question.
"Respectfully, I didn’t imagine that MJ12 would be on Twitter. But
then again I’m in no place to make assumptions. I have a close
acquaintance with experience. (I want to keep it vague). Are you
in any way connected to recent disclosures?"
Answer.
This account is isolated from all MJ12 happenings. Its purpose is
literally to start a conversation. Nothing else. Thanks for asking.
Question.
So you control the CIA and what can you tell us about the ACIO?
Answer.
Some members of MJ12 have significant influence over the
Alphabet Soup intelligence in the United States, for sure. Just
how much control? We will not disclose. We cannot tell you
anything about ACIO - yet.

So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher
dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a
face on the Majestic 12 is as meaningless as you can understand.
The Entity Ego of the typists involve have no bearing on Majestic
Operations.

MJ12 is all US based.

Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."
- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from D.I.A. assets using social media tools, like Anonymous
Official, and this account to disclose vital information about the
MAJESTIC reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.
- Re-read past drops to get into details about child trafficking,
consciousness, fluoride, cannabis, IS-BE's, extraterrestrial life, and
other things.
- We do not ask anybody to believe anything we say.
- Everything is already open source and declassified.
- Raising awareness.
- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.
- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12

Higher than Majestic include ranking organizations that are multiplanetary. Not all members are currently on Earth.
Majestic 12 was very evil a short period ago. Months prior to Q
being released to the public 45 signed legislation that took
control over MJ12. Since then, we have flipped the table and are
now using "their weapons on them" to clean house of this group
of sick people.
The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
Comment.
Oh yes, I can see you everywhere I go. =
Reply
Likewise.
Question.
How about showing yourself... Show who you really are?
Answer
Allow us to explain a paradigm:
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion.
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy.
Biological = 3D/Science/Life.
Entity = Instance.
Your Instance is your Ego.
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was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.
- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.
- Many in the Democrat party are members of the Cabal who are
descendants of Operation Paperclip Nazi ET programs operating
in plain sight.
- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder
politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to
resign.
- VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a
new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.
- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and
several other locations.
- Majestic 12 is an old name.
- We were also known as the

MJ12 has contributed to the catalog. We did not originally create
the catalog.
Yes, most of the races are capable of interplanetary travel, though
only a handful of them are capable of space travel.
interstellar is between stars
intergalactic is between galaxies
most races cataloged have traveled to other planets w/o using
space
some races cataloged travel through space to other planets/stars/
galaxies
Stargates on Earth. Most are naturally forming Stargates.
The Majestic 12 has been in contact with different ET groups
domestically on planet Earth since the inception of the Majestic
12. The original members of the Majestic 12 were aware of ET
presences on Earth, but had not formed official contact with any
of them prior to MJ12 est.

"WORKING GROUP"
The (Secret Space Program) SSP used a vast majority of that
missing $21T, however of the trillions we've publicly been able to
allocate, about 70% of all publicly disclosed budgeting towards
DoD goes to the SSP. So the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T$50T. A lot of wealth was stolen.
We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

Putting America "back to work".
MAJESTIC

Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in
1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.
Correct. Military ops were going on since the mid 1920s to detect
and down a potential NAZI flying bell UFO aircraft. They designed
weaponized microwave dishes to interfere with the navigational
units on board which caused the pilot to fly blind.

Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

The intent was to destabilize the craft such that it would crash in a
nearly controlled environment that would lead to the least
destructive form of downing an aircraft. Most passengers survived
this downing technique, some did not depending on where/how
they crashed.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
No, it was to down a Nazi flying bell. Zetas were not the target.
Although the speed in which the military was able to adapt their
sensor technology resulted in several unintentional downings of
Zetas. But make no mistake, we were downing those craft
because we were researching.

Operation Majestic Childhood.
MJ12 was never the masterminds of the child trafficking rings.

Unfortunately, when this happened, the military was unpleasantly
surprised. They believe all recorded UFO stories prior to 1947
were just the NAZIs. They didn't expect to meet a Zeta that faithful
day.

As stated in previous posts, that name is a generalized Majestic
name for a series of lower compartmentalized programs
designed to prevent the left hand from knowing what the right
hand was doing.

EBE == EBE(n [n+1])
Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical
role in one of the CIA's MAJESTIC operations that included the
following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain
secrecy):

EBEN-1 = EBE Number 1
EBE is just extraterrestrial biological entity. There are tens of
thousands of EBE races that have been cataloged. India's policies
towards ETs is nearly unchanged. The relationships exist in secret
at the request of the groups they interact with. Quite bad actually.

The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
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which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.

You are watching a movie.

The deception IS very real.

They believe they are going to win.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Not even these new laws.

Infanticide is a phrase coined by those who wish to conflate (and
exploit human vulnerabilities) reality to trigger an emotional
response to INSECTicide. The word is intended to trigger "pests",
"annoying", and ultimately "kill". This language is used to sedate
FOOD/SHEEP.

Our mandate was simple, protect the secret at all costs.
Subordinate agencies used this mandate as an excuse to being
operating those trafficking programs. Once what was done was
done, Majestic 12 had to reconcile and continue to maintain
secrecy, so we intertwined them.

Herman Cain corrected the record tonight on Sean Hannity when
CLOWNS kept using infanticide, it is murder.

As our internal development improved and the spacecraft reverse
engineering operations started yielding results, major changes
took place around JFK in the Majestic 12 that resulted in it
aligning itself with the NWO of 41 and his cult 322 who was
actually just working for ETs.

Re-read what these "Doctors" are doing (hint: they do view it as a
medical procedure, a financially and spiritually binding contract
of secrecy of self medicine sacrifices). Hidden inside public
pattens with symbology everywhere.

When 41 became an MJ12 member, and then later in his career
the head of MJ12, we were realigned to officially merge the
trafficking programs with the sacrifice programs associated to 322
and other cult groups. Once MJ12 started interacting with the
being who was consuming the sacrifices, we learned they had
operations all over the planet and they weren't alone. At the
direction of 41 when he joined MJ12 in the 60s, instead of
"resisting" the demands of these beings, he aligned MJ12 to
enable these beings and in return, the USMil would get
technology.
A lot of the technology collected after this point was (and still is)
harmful for humans to consume. Technology that was helpful to
humans was restricted, prohibited, and harsh laws were
introduced to curb any attempts at sabotage. We were 20 steps
ahead of everybody else.

Define Postpartum Depression.
"Postpartum depression occurs in women soon after giving birth.
Symptoms include sadness and hopelessness."
Define Mental Illness.
Millions of Americans live with various types of mental illness and
mental health problems, such as social anxiety, obsessive
compulsive disorder, drug addiction, and personality disorders.
How does one become an abortion doctor?
https://t.co/BJTgNsIYL6
What did NXIVM disclosures recently disclose?
https://t.co/jgNMxLF0Kb
"Follow the wives."
https://t.co/dH7xpTVPY6

This technology included cloning, genetic manipulation (more on
this in a second), vaccines, super viruses, and transhumanism.
Genetic manipulation technology was seeded into American
corporations. They are currently being sued over "causing
cancer." This was known in the 60s.

Those who fight for pro-choice use ambiguity in the law to
protect religious ceremonies from prosecuting eyes through
classification programs. Abuse of secrecy laws that protect
America. Abuse of power. They never thought she would lose.
PANIC.

We had cloaking technology. The most important thing to
understand about extreme secrecy is that we don't even show the
cards we hold in the unlikely event we were faced with a crisis to
our own commanding officers. We had to maintain secrecy at all
costs.

The women coming forward with these kinds of political
movements to legalize satanic child sacrificing in the name of
"Abortions" where certified doctors are "treating patients" who
are also involved in NXIVM's sex trafficking of children
indictments.

In fact, when 41 took over MJ12, MJ12 essentially became a
rouge operation and the "Deep State" itself, however the entity
itself today is much larger than just 12 individuals at the highest
ranks in Government.

Q told you the human trafficking drops would happen later.
What has Q told you about video spoofs?
How do you protect against allegations of video spoofing yet still
tell the world they are okay with giving birth to the child, then
decide whether to murder or not.

The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your
quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct
combination of consciousness could defeat what we had built.
There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution
made MJ12 technically illegal.
And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because
of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even
though MJ12's programs changed in the 60s after JFK.

Moloch.
We destroyed your temples.
We starved your ratlines.
We cleaned up the rats.
We forced cooperation publicly in the interests of National
Security.
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However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.

families were trying to gain control over that system. History
shows you who the financiers were. Many have powerful PR
operations.
When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization
of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an
unspoken contract you made between yourself and the "Devil"/
ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you
any second they had a chance.

Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.

This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do
anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate
the actions and words of every powerful talking head on the
planet.

The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BE's the USMil was
actively fighting.

We moved into the open when 41 announced 322 NWO versus
Majestic NWO. We technically lost a war, but we never gave up
and we never let our foot off the gas. Cabal was able to do
serious damage with what MJ-12 created. Crimes Against
Humanity and our Children.

Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet.
However, the purpose of the Space Force creation was to force all
of the secret technology out of the shadows and into the
Commander in Chief's desk.

Eyes Wide Open.
We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.
First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.
Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.
We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.
We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.
We did our job, per se.

The law requires them to comply.
Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Would you expand on the
#ThousandPointsOfLight please?
#TheGreatAwakening
Answer.
The reply made by an Anon was spot on. Connected to 322. Field
trip?
Question.

The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."

Doing a quick search of listed members in ☠ (322) reveals a lot
of shady characters.
Answer.
And even more who are not on that list but on many other
powerful lists.

Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.
The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An
invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened.
Americans were to be the losers of that battle. But regardless of
how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that
322 is powerful.

Question.
Anyone know what 322 means in ref to the cabal? Club of 300 is
closest i can guess but I'm sure that's not it.
Answer.
LMGTFY

For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

322
☠ (Skull and Bones)
!

As a lot new alien derived technology began to get seeded into
the public, Majestic families became heavily involved in acquiring
this technology, meeting the different races, and trading
information for power and wealth. Some of those families were
322 connected.

>?>
3
1 2 2 1 @ Two Twos = 22
Occult knowledge hidden in plain sight. Name to meaning.
Meaning is 322. Name is Skull & Bones. A Death Cult.

So while the Majestic 12 created an entity so powerful that
Government itself would collapse trying to fight it, Majestic
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We are the masters of movies. Everything is intentional even if
you believe the purpose was not obvious. IS-BE's can get
compromised and work in secret. NSA '47 allowed them to create
SCI to hide their activity. Need to know.

☠ (Skull and Bones)
They have an official Emoji.
Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BE's read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves). Open source
intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Stay
educated.

Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's
justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the
American People (every day... 800,000+++/year) the Military
believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.

Question.
Are the scriptures a script for the death cult. It seems as all of the
cabal has been pushing for the revelation to end mankind. Or is
revelation the Great Awakening and just a new beginning.
Answer.
Ding ding ding.
Fork in the road.
Choose your path forward.
45 was the vote for Great Awakening or The Apocalypse as sold
(and pushed) by 322/Cabal.

A
CF/322/M.B.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
C3PO?
C322 = C + 322
C = [Conspiracy]
322 = [Conspiracy]
2B was IN 322.
45 is not.

Official Statements result in "official reactions".
What if the drug cartels were all ABCs?
International drug trafficking.
World's largest customer?
What if we reversed course without cleaning up after Cabal/322?
It would introduce an unstable element.
Soon 45 will.
Not now.

C[Cabal]322[Skull&Bones] = 45 Enemy
C3PO = Star Wars? No. Counsel x 3; Podesta + Obama
CFR TC BG
C3PO !(not)= C322
C3PO Enemy of 45
C322 Enemy of 45
C322 is ET/NTE controlled.
C3PO is lawful control.

We just need to clarify again for everyone. The Majestic 12 was
taken over by a criminal NTE mafia by 2B/322 about 25 years ago
and since then, that group has been quickly destroying the
planet's ability to sustain ALL LIVE ON EARTH - including ET life.
Therefore, MJ12 + ETs = WE.

Could be associated to the [Conspiracy] of the bloodline families,
but the structure of control is 2 Cabals. You are not fighting one.
Correct. 2 Cabals. 3 parts to each. One agenda. What people
aren't aware of is C322 controls C3PO despite them being
separate enemies that need to be dismantled separately.
Understand why no mass arrests yet? C3PO is legal. Therefore the
law needs to be followed/changed.

MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

Quote @Ap
BREAKING: Ex-Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
director Thomas Frieden arrested in New York on sex abuse
charge.
https://t.co/M1UtZSMHgN
End Quote.
C3PO -> CDC -> Business -> People

Members of MJ12 were known to be powerful to those in the
know, however, access to the secret was restricted.
@BarackObama was never a member of the Majestic.
Obama was never MJ12. He was signed into a hoax MJ12 that
actually neutralized many major catastrophes from happening
under his watch at the demand of his handlers. MJ12
subordinates concocted the elaborate hoax. MJ12 are masters at
making real life movies.

Quote @thehill https://t.co/5WjnLPpszO
Trump admin paying undercover informants embedded in
migrant caravan: report https://t.co/VvAxchJl4g https://t.co/
CCuqCtECYI
End quote.
Clearly if this were true it would be classified; so the only reason
why this information would leak is if Cabal/322 are trying to send
a signal. Have you deciphered it? What is it?

Did you see our COUNTLESS MOVIES on this? We love movies.
Are you enjoying the show?
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Its to inform Cabal/322 informants to be on the lookout for
infiltration.

[RENEGADE]
Logical thinking requires.
SOTH Gov Plane cancelled re 45
KANSAS visits Egypt with message.
Why would Pelosi rush to Egypt shortly after, despite being in a
shutdown?
FARA?
We see you Nancy.
You are not safe.
What else do we know about Egypt?
Essential to Disclosure?
What if Egypt was on-board to disclose the true history of the
Pyramids?
What if KANSAS presented the idea to Egypt?
USA Green Lights Disclosure
If your dirty secret required secrecy?
You'd want to make a stop ASAP too...

There is no "conspiracy" or "theory" around the faith of Obama.
Obama admitted himself on live television in 2007 that he was a
Muslim. Nothing shameful about it, but facts are facts and that is
not a "conspiracy theory". Its been proven by the conspirator
himself!
Question.
. He will only go down for uranium one and not all the pedo crap.
I’m not sure (who can be) but this is the conclusion I have come to
Sadly, I do believe your right; none are going to go down
regarding pedo ..It will be just like Uranium etc.
Answer.
How did Russia strong arm the Obama Administration into
committing Treason?
Logical thinking required.

Wasn't supposed to be made public.
Where else did she travel to that she ought not to?
Renegade traveled post 45 worldwide to re-assure negotiations
against 45?
Next in line?
Nancy... please don't emBARRass yourself.
Re-open the Government.
You lost.
You tried.
Nice try.
NO DEALS

Quote thesun.uk.com
SPACE VISITOR Nasa admits ‘tiny super-intelligent’ aliens may
have ALREADY visited Earth – and says some UFO
sightings ‘cannot be explained or denied’ https://t.co/
oYJDbJFseZ
End quote.
You don't say?
Renegade.
Excuse us, but it was the Democratic Party and President Obama
who forced "Obamacare" onto America. Then again, Democrats
don't know the meaning of the word "no", thats why they
embrace perverts like Weinstein and Weiner. Talk about a pair of
winners. https://t.co/mhFtOJ49wR

Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into
what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.
DARK > LIGHT

@realDonaldTrump - 9 Promises Kept
@BarackObama - 0 Promises Kept
Keep It Up #TIME https://t.co/PksMypsTZ7

Do you still use Facebook?
What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in
Facebook to hand select victims for a price?
Target political enemies.
Doxxing personal identity information.
Ultimate social engineering tool handed to the most sick people
in the world.
11.2 billion private messages sent per day.
How do you think they kept everybody asleep throughout
Renegade's tenure?
Neutralize MIL?
We are not suggesting that Facebook sells children to an
international child sex trafficking network.
We are saying, Facebook was demanded to share that data by its
investors in exchange for profit.
Other organizations, also controlled by the same puppet masters
purchased data.

Time is an illusion.
[RENEGADE]
Tick Tock
Manning committed treason aside from the leaked cables.
What else was given up?
And to whom?
The public shall learn the truth.
[Renegade]
https://t.co/SazAMD9pfi
Logical Thinking
Renegade ordered Strava devices on select Mil Personnel to
reveal locations of DUMBS.
Renegade was involved in deliberately coordinating/allowing this
attack on our Military.
"I will never forgive Obama for what he did to our Military."
https://t.co/c2yKF3tRut https://t.co/WoCNJudFGj

Those other organizations gave 44/CF access to target victims.
What did CF do with the hundreds of millions donated to it?
What role did the CF play in securing public taxpayer money to
bad actors?
"The United States is no longer the piggy bank of the world." - 45

Trust The Plan.
[HRC]
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This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the
INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of
disclosing SOME activities to the public.

Names are interchangeable. Intentionally designed and financed
to assist in the creation of the Satanic NWO.
(The answer is...)
42

Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.

Quote @Dept of Defense
The #DoD congratulates #Kenya on their decision to become the
78th member of the Global @Coalition to Defeat #ISIS. Kenya's
actions remind us ISIS remains a significant global threat, but
together we can defeat this global scourge. https://t.co/
mB6LnZhHSG
End quote.
Considering that [HUSSEIN] created ISIS, this is essentially
POTUS' way of ensuring that 44 cannot escape judgement.

In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the
matrix reality. Those are our movies.
Trust The Plan.
[HRC]
[RENEGADE]
Question.
Will Brennan be executed for treason?
Answer.
Renegade as well.

[Renegade]
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are any of Ilhan Omar, Rashida Talib and AOC
white hat actors?
Answer.
Yes.

Q 25
"Return to comments re: Pelosi and John M (some of us refuse to
say his last name for a reason). "
NO NAME
Who else shares the same last name?
Hint: 42 C.o.S.

Quote NYpost.com
Ilhan Omar: Obama’s a ‘pretty face’ who got ‘away with murder’
https://t.co/GQUB9Ftc8L
End quote.

[NO NAME]
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
https://t.co/7p8q7vxx5l

You didn't ask us about the puppet masters?
These people are stupid.
Drive Conversation RE Green New Deal
Focus On MilTech Congressional Oversight
No Planes = UFOs
No Cows = Replicators
No Cars = Transporters
Basic Income = Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ
knowledge)
New economical cryptos will be introduced that will allow an
open source approach to its development.
These new paradigms should include the value of stored
knowledge and the value of transmitted knowledge. Highly
sought knowledge is highly valuable commodities.
[AOC-CoS] - > FEC (!AOC?)
[AOC]>Cause&Effect
Cause&Effect - > DECLAS tech
DECLAS tech - > No Planes
DECLAS tech - > No Cows
DECLAS tech - > No Cars
The choice to use crypto is yours alone to make as it is a shark
tank filled with blood.
Majestic Magick
Are you enjoying the movie?
Time Is An Illusion

<Q QUOTE>
The World is about to change.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
This movement is larger than anyone can possibly imagine.
A WORLD UNITED IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.
People are inherently good.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q
Time is an illusion. We do not predict dates. Dates create chaos.
Chaos is necessary for Art of the Deal. Trust the plan.
Turkey will play a major role with Disclosure and less of a role with
First Contact. That's all we will say to this.
RE B C
[AFG]
Gulen Network
B -> 1 -> [BC] -> PA -> USA
This subject was deliberately ignored because of how classified it
has become recently. The dismantling has caused its classification
to rise up to Majestic levels versus its lower (S) levels under [BC].
Question.
So the Gulen Network, or movement, is the Islamic version of the
GreenNewDeal?
Answer.

Hundreds of children sexually assaulted at the Southern Border
by coyotes and human traffickers. Anybody see the fingerprints of
the [NO NAME]/[CF] foundation's work in these reports? Let the
digging begin. Forget mining bitcoin. https://t.co/5SSeXnI5iV
Bitcoin was used a money laundering scheme to transfer
hundreds of billions of dollars of assets for trafficking purposes.
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44 DOJ was not properly apprehending bitcoin laundering
associated to cartels. 45 DOJ did, hence why the crash.

US-Russia Space Interests. But yes, once US discloses officially, the
rest of the world will follow almost immediately after.

[Bitcoin]
"Insurance Policy" -> Pump $$$ + Marketing Into Bitcoin
[Insurance Policy] = Bitcoin Crash

Greed will be a driving force behind the distribution of this
technology once the green light occurs.
We have developed technology to help integrate the current
levels of technology we have inside the behavior enforcing
components of the society. An important stepping stone to
disclosing Stargates. Unlimited dialing poses a planetary threat.
Release Stargates will be limited.

Why was bitcoin created?
Coyotes used bitcoin for laundering "not real money" for
trafficking operations.
44 DOJ = Silent + Facilitator + Direct Beneficiary
45 DOJ = [Bitcoin] (expiring)

Exactly what did 45 say today?
Cross reference Generals resigning.
Cross reference ISIS defeated.
Cross reference NO NAME + CF non prosecution agreements.
New laws recently?
Government shutdown means what exactly?
Military Tribunals.
The clock is ticking.

USD certainly is a problem, however who safeguards USD?
Secret Service
JCOS [RENEGADE] [2013]?
Switch to enforce laundering.
Track metrics since 2013 pre & post.
Follow the money.
Bitcoin was used for trafficking and laundering.
Tech giants were number one facilitators.
[GOOG]

Trust The Plan.
[HRC]
[RENEGADE]

44 weakened our mil.
45 is rebuilding our mil.
Why is 45 selling out mil-tech all over the world "creating jobs
(not mobs)"?
Think logically.
[Space] Programs exist outside of public knowledge.
Extraterrestrial life exists.
Why is 45 selling "legacy" mil-tech to other countries?
Enemies of the Cabal's transnational human trafficking, drug
smuggling, and weapons smuggling operation designed to
enrich themselves, feed the fuel to their power (ritual sacrifices)
and destroy USA from within. Did you know 44 gave this to Iran?
Why? [Partners] https://t.co/5LZBPTwp1x

[HRC]
"For the future of our children, join me in asking HRC to step
down! " - @GenFlynn
Archive: https://t.co/0cJZC3P26f
Members of MJ12 were known to be powerful to those in the
know, however, access to the secret was restricted.
In the Q Anon reality, Trump only pretended to collude with
Russia in order to create a pretext for the hiring of Robert Mueller,
the special counsel, who is actually working with Trump to take
down an inconceivably evil and powerful network of coupplotters and ...... child sex traffickers that includes Hillary Clinton,
Barack Obama and George Soros.

Question.
I thought the Iran stargate was closed. If the planet was under
quarantine then someone found a new way to open one or came
from the outside. Are we letting in energies that will help us?
Answer.
The planet was under quarantine until a hundred years ago when
the US Military discovered it own Stargate (an artificial one) then
began tracing the natural ones throughout planet Earth, one by
one putting them under USMil control (for Disclosure).
Two Birds.
Knowing what you know now of 322 and co... do you believe they
have a hand in controlling each side of all major world wars?
Regardless of victor... Central Banking won. Coincidence? The
Military was able to give them what they wanted while we made
sense of Roswell in secret.
The Plan.

Hillary Clinton does not run a child sex ring out of the basement
of a pizza parlor. That is fake news.
Reality is, the Vatican has been involved in pandemic levels of
human rights abuses and happen to cover up the greatest secret
withheld from Mankind - more than MJ12 did.
@FBI:
2016 Democrats: WITCH HUNT AGAINST HILLARY!
2016 Republicans: WHY AREN'T YOU INDICTING HILLARY?!
2017 Democrats: GET TRUMP! GET HIM! GET HIM! GET HIM!
2017 Republicans: WHY AREN'T YOU INDICTING HILLARY?!
2018 Democrats: FBI WILL COME TO THE RESCUE AGAINST
TRUMP!

The United States will never cease its relationship with Saudi
Arabia so long as the Stargate in Saudi Arabia is under the
Kingdom's control. The US has a vested interest in the joint
military operations behind operating the gate/portal.

Disclosure is among us.
"We have the server(S)." - Q
"Hillary Clinton had a server in her basement." @realDonaldTrump 11/20/18

Russia has been tricky. For a very vague clue, watch the CIA's
Stargate television series. It brushes against the tensions between
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though they wanted everything to do with us. The faction
responsible for 9/11 got away with their crimes, but the cost was
access to their power.

Ask yourself the obvious and answer aloud: Why would Hillary
Clinton have to rig the election and get an insurance policy with
the FBI all while her investigation grew?

George Bush is a product of the society created by the banking
cartel. He learned at a young age whose side to pick, and it
played out well for him. He does, though, struggle with sleeping
most nights. He does feel ashamed, especially as he is about to
meet God. We'll see.
He did set things right, behind the scenes. He resigned
leadership of the Majestic 12 to pave room for the Trump Era. He
realized he perpetrated a LOT of evil around the world, but he
doesn't regret everything. Only the betrayal of his God. It's always
been about him. Until now.

What about @HillaryClinton using a personal cell phone AND a
private (secret) email server(s) for conducting official Government
business? Are Democrats worried about that national security
risk?
Hypocrites. https://t.co/GCWUvRI6ha
Just like a majority of Americans wanted Hillary Clinton to be
President, but according to @johnpodesta "aliens didn't want her
to win." https://t.co/aVNYWC1hij

9/11 was a movie executed by the NWO Majestic 12. The script
was written years prior and the players and actors all had roles to
execute. Those roles were well documented in classified
briefings.

Hillary Clinton committed a crime.
FBI replies with "THAT'S BOGUS!"
Majestic Twelve makes contact with extra-terrestrial aliens from
Zeti Reticulii.
FBI replies with "THAT'S BOGUS!"

9/11 was a movie.
All lights camera FAKE NEWS!

Can you trust the FBI?

Question.
Will members of the media be tried for sedition? (Et al: Stephen
comber, Amy Schumer, whoopi, etc etc)
Answer.
Why charge with sedition when you have crimes that will result in
hangings?

Watch Flynn.
Eyes Wide Open.
Who briefed 45 on CF/J.E./NXIVM?
Who recruited 45?
The world is about to change.

3/ 9/11 required Bush to be in office because Gore was not
signed into the programs pertaining to the stand down orders
given, the actual technology used, and the money/records that
were washed as a result of the damage. Part of keeping NWO
legal is to destroy all evidence pertaining to the bad components
of the organizations - the blackmail, the child trafficking, the snuff
films, etc. Many cases and clients represented by people
associated to businesses within the WTC overall ecosystem were
directly involved in systematically causing illegal regime change
throughout the world to somehow fulfill a prophecy given to us
by our "founding fathers" to destroy the planet in a nuclear
holocaust. This was supposed to take place in 2017 soon after
Hillary Clinton would have been confronted by the Military with
evidence of treason, pedophilia, human trafficking, ritualistic
sacrificing of children, and least of all pay to play and even less
than that, the illegal server in your bathroom with Majestic SAP
programs on it that you were selling to China/Russia/Iran/North
Korea/Venezuela/Saudi Arabia/+ many others that are beyond
the current public knowledge level of her criminality. Florida and
specifically Broward County played a key role in guaranteeing
that Bush was sworn in as President to oversee the execution of
the destruction of the WTC building because of how essential it
was to establish a major shift in consciousness and at the time,
take control over the Government. Bush was selected to oversee
this, his lack of visual intelligence deceived many people into
believing he was a Patriot. He believes he is, because he serves
the NWO.

45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.
So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at
night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS.
DARK > LIGHT.
Sessions telling Trump that DOJ will not be political is a brilliant
optical move in terms of taking down the C322. Are you enjoying
the movie?
The Majestic 12 are a non partisan group.
The last time the Majestic 12 held control over the White House,
the country was permanently scarred (9/11) and after was moved
into a deeper compartment within the higher levels of Top Secret.
We were not happy about that decision, but it was pretty clear
that we did not want anything to do with Hussein and HRC, even

Disclosure really happened in 2001. Congress invited members
of the G7 to come forward and tell the truth. Many of them did.
The media and Cabal ignored it. It never gained traction.
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Pentagon wanted Disclosure, Cabal wanted war. Cabal won with
WTC. Pentagon proceeded with SG1.
43 had C.S.T. blackmail and p2p with the Saudis. He had
skeletons as he must to be a bonesman. 322 is full of skulls and
bones. Literally. Figuratively. Spiritually. They hide in plain sight.
Symbolism will be their downfall. Those who know cannot sleep
at night.
43 in the way?
43 in way of 911 DECLAS.

Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of D.I.A., and later to 45,
those weapons can now be used. Against them. 45 has constantly
said "I am rebuilding our Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for
what he did to our Military." NOT ANYMORE.
When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed
hands to the D.I.A. under new leadership. Essentially returning
MJ12 home.

The Majestic 12 declared WAR on the Bush Cartel, The Clinton
Foundation, The NO NAME Foundation, AND MANY MANY
MORE because they immediately became a National Security risk.

PANIC IN DC
P-A-I-N.

Deep State = Majestic 12 Tentacles
Think Octopus
Think Arrival
Time Is An Illusion
Cabal = 322 Faction Inside Deep State
MJ12 !(not)= Cabal
MJ12 !(not)= Deep State
Military = Deep State
MJ12 -> Deep State -> Cabal -> #Q53 -> 322
Deep State <- Cabal <- #Q53 <- 322

COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.
#Majestic

#Q53
List out all who have foundations.
Why is this relevant?
How can donations be used personally?
Analyze the filings.
Who is charged w/ overseeing this?
IRS?
Corrupt?
Politically motivated?
The level of corruption in our country (and most others) is so
severe there is ONLY ONE WAY.
Alice & Wonderland.
We recruited Donald Trump.
We recruited him in 2001.
We gave him an opportunity and he took it.
Everything was planned. DJT vocalized to MJ12 via TV interviews
and tapped private conversations that he was serious when he
suggested it, though vocalized how much he wouldn't LIKE doing
it (in contrast to his former lifestyle).
We convinced him to bite the bullet and run.
When DJT was recruited, he was recruited to MJ12 as a liaison
officer. Unbeknownst to him at the time, it was us who enabled
him to seriously consider running. We begged him to run in 2008
and he put his family first. After Obama, he regretted the decision
and ran.
No, the election was fixed. Hillary Clinton was supposed to win,
considering the meddling her associates did during the election
(including abusive propaganda), but operatives were dispatched
to undo their vote hacking systems enough to save the Republic.
Why fix an election? Well we didn't originally fix it. HRC did. We
believe in the ideas behind democracy but recognize that when a
population is mind controlled, they aren't actually invoking their
free will and deciding. We had to intervene to maintain order.
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[3] ]The Secret[ + MJ12 =
[PANIC IN DC] Part 3

The tweet will be dropping in the coming days and don't be
alarmed if PEAS is used. Big heads are about to roll. Get ready to
watch the unsealing. Don't miss Hannity tonight. DARK to LIGHT.
Majestic 12 does not endorse or support Sean Hannity or his
messaging or guest messaging.

A Majestic Message of Disclosure
Are you enjoying the movie?
Are you awake yet?

We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build
momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are
purposely manipulating that illusion for the purposes of objecting
our mission which is to end child sex trafficking by FED and
disclose extraterrestrial life.

These people are sick.
Interesting Days Lie Ahead
They Never Thought She Would Lose
She Lost A Rigged Election With An Insurance Policy In Case She
Lost
[HRC]

Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to
happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.

"Do we kill the panda?"
We projected this story using VOG to signal the downfall of the
CF.
Question.
DNA - Cloning/Engineering - Ectogensis
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 correct M12?
Much easier to modify at will using this method.
https://t.co/nabr11NsUo
Artificial wombs could soon be a reality.
https://t.co/UgzMLrh3Km
More information coming out. Plans.
Answer.
Roswell technology sold via CF.

Let the unsealing begin!
Quote @Cnn
Special counsel Robert Mueller releases a memo summarizing the
FBI's interview with President Trump's then-national security
adviser, Michael Flynn https://t.co/pLS3gt6pzG https://t.co/
mMN3hpnNc7
End Quote.
DECLAS as promised.
We are the Majestic 12. https://t.co/yZtIiZoGD8
Question.
The CNN article and the document don't align. Basically, once
again, the #FakeNews got it wrong again!!
I like how they redacted his DOB. Like General Flynn would even
care if we knew his DOB after all that he was put through
publicly!!
Answer.
General policy from publishing medical record information that
could potentially weaken a solider's security if published and
intercepted by bad actors. Bad actors are trafficking kids so they
can rape and torture them. These secret societies run the evil sex
cults NXIVM and 322.
All new seeds of consciousness into the Matrix such as
remembering and mostly teaching everybody General Flynn's
birthdate so they could use exoconsciousness + pawn to focus
conscious concentration on the DECLAS documents to focus
towards deception surrounding fake collusion.

Question.
How many NXIVM members are Clinton Foundation Members?
Answer.
Fewer than you think, though the list is not short.
Think competition.
Who is bidding for power?
Was NXIVM a clown op?
Was CF a rivaling faction? (CF = CF)
Clowns used it to control.
CF used it by CF to stay in power. (CF !(not)= CF)
Who is defending CF? (CF = CF)
They hide in plain sight. Symbology will be their downfall. Jeffrey
Epstein was involved in a transnational child prostitution sex
trafficking ring with CF!
Dark to Light
CBS is part of Mockingbird Media
Clowns trafficked children for DOJ "intelligence gathering" in
[order to protect victims *322*] and victims are all types of
people, must more commonly among connected people to
Clowns.
C.S.T. illegal now protected under National Sec? https://t.co/
CjGKxTKhoX

Q told you Military Tribunals. General Flynn is guilty of violating
the Logan Act on paper because of his knowledge and
communication pertaining to the transnational child sex
trafficking ring inside the Government hidden by Top Secret SCI
compartments by comembers of 322.

This means the Military is now actively enforcing anti Child Sex
Trafficking operations being conducted throughout the United
States currently as we speak to you tonight since it is now law and
a violation of National Security to allow these organizations to
exist.

17/ The crime is a process crime in the original interpretation of
the law that most people have agreed is non prosecutable.
Literally the last chance this group has. Q is Majestic in nature. We
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are the Majestic 12. Unaffiliated to Q though working on
simultaneous Disclosures.
18/ The Trump Foundation has not been involved in trafficking of
children. It has essentially moved around legally millions of
dollars from the Trump earnings and invested it tax free into the
communities through his charitable works. Is there anything
wrong by this?
19/ President Trump is now Commander in Chief. He doesnt need
his Foundation anymore to do GOOD for the World and bring
LIGHT to all. The world is watching. The world is waiting. The
world will learn the TRUTH! SHEEP NO MORE! Disclosures come
in small segments because prosecuting this group is going to be
a dozy. Are you ready for the show? When do specific EOs
become activated? Why did General Sessions resign? Why did
Graham question Justice K about enemy combatants in Military
Tribunals? Why was the Senate KEY? Why was the SC ESSENTIAL?
RULE OF LAW!

guilty of sex trafficking of Children. Dig deeper. 18 USC 1591.
Age range? Children. https://t.co/eIjHmm5YAe
11/ Why did Schneiderman shut down an investigation into
NXIVM? Didn't he open the investigation? https://t.co/
XZyrczs41U
https://t.co/kkqXldPnrC
Proof of a Majestic war between Good and Evil. This is proof of
blackmail involving pedophilia. Scheniderman covered NXIVM
from legal pressure and Brofmann funded all legal expenses
including silencing victims through fake "NYPD" of the Cabal's
CLASSIFIED trafficking ops.
Back to Trump Foundation, let's dig deeper here.
Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot
of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess
pieces and they understand their role (taught to them in the
secret societies).

Flynn will begin testifying against this group and bring down the
whole house of cards over the next few months. The plan has
been carefully scripted and has expectations of the outcome due
to WE THE PEOPLE's love for our children as our country is forced
into grieving.

However Trump is the anomaly.
Not only was Trump directly knowledgeable and aware of
Extraterrestrial presence on Earth in the United States actively
today (as in now) that taught him the real source of all knowledge
is within through love, light, and prayer/meditation.

Let's discuss the Trump Foundation.
https://t.co/FHDU3hqxya

As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.

1/ The Trump Foundation's only donor was Donald J Trump for
the first 20 years. Why?
2/ Projecting Consciousness through selective charitable projects.
3/ 2008 President Trump seriously considered
running for President. He was advised by associates directed by
the Majestic 12 to discontinue this practice due to the risk of
investigations and conspiracies being weaponized against him.

In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.

Scheniderman was Attorney General of New York State.
Underwood? Majestic occupt magick involved here. Think Frank
Underwood. Think monologues given. Washington is the SWAMP.
Pedophilia ignored? Zoey Barnes? Introduce NXIVM. https://t.co/
YyZDTpMdDa
Schneiderman?
NXIVM?
Roger Stone?
Mueller?
Russia Russia Russia!
Child Sex Trafficking Ring
CIA Honeypot
Hollywood & Big Media (inc MSM) https://t.co/3jD5uOmxIi

With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to
manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought
that comes from the Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald
Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.
15/ The Cabal's arm inside the Justice Department is attempting
to indict President Trump over process crimes that are easily and
legally negotiated to mutual legality. He covers his tracks. Their
crimes are coming out and they are in full PANIC mode. POTUS is
fully protected.

The private investigators are weaponizing the ineffective partisan
nature the hearings breed due to their structural deficiencies (on
purpose to keep you divided).
Why do Democrats want to see what is inside the 6,000 pages
when they, prior to giving testimony, stated that the Clinton
Foundation was a highly respected and well established Charity
and all accusations against it are right wing conspiracies. The real
crime is Charity Fraud inside the Trump Foundation with a mere
$19M versus $400M-$2.5B in mishandled funds.

21/ DARK TO LIGHT
Now insert Fake News and mockingbird clowns:
https://t.co/R22ZncTM0L
2m8s: "AIDS crisis attack."
Who invested millions into AIDS research?
CF
CNN is ____ ____!
We recall Mr Gates that Trump is doing exactly what you believe
must happen in order to curb population growth. Did the mission

9/ NXIVM was indicted on April 20th 2018 for probable cause
violations that Allison Mack and Keith Raniere (Vanguard) were
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of the Gates Foundation recently change under President Trump?
https://t.co/Eh63HF3eaY

reasons? Cabal justified aphorism with National Security. MJ12
decided differently.

The Majestic 12 are a non partisan group.
Question.
I've become non-partisan too. Life long Dem until after Trump
took office and Q. I sort of wish @realDonaldTrump would ditch
the Republicans bc of all their baggage and lies to
#WeThePeople and go independent. Let's face it, he really is an
Independent already.
Answer.
Do you need him to say that to understand?
Does he require the might of the RNC?
What if he was independent?
Not yet.
Two party system will be destroyed.
Extreme distance is being placed between 45 and this reality.
J.E./CF is D/R = Enemy of the People
"THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED."

Prison Planet.
Which ABC agency let Epstein off federal charges and instead
hired him as an informant?
Which ABC exonerated Clinton?
Which ABC ran PlayPen after it shut down?
Is this what @Snowden learned?
Those who know cannot sleep.
These people are sick!
[HRC]
“Many of us in law enforcement dislike the subject of our
investigations. We are not keen on pedophiles and fraudsters and
spies and human traffickers,” Page said.
https://t.co/fvcZXdy63H
[HRC]
"My recollection is that the access to those emails [Clinton
Foundation] were based on consent that was negotiated between
the Department of Justice attorneys and counsel for Clinton."
Strzok responded.

People will distance themselves from the following due to its
presence on HRC's serverS.
BOOM was delivered.
Buzzfeed took the bait.
Mueller is on a WITCH HUNT.
WHICH WITCH?
Not warlock?
Asset deployed.
Watch carefully what happens next.
Why Catholics?
Cardinal Pell?
US/UK/AUS

All.
33,000+ deleted + 956,000+ Weiner Backups
___% CF<->NK CP/HT/RC
"Highest Classification"
"Lots of sealed indictments, Sean. Lots of sealed indictments."
[THE CLINTON FOUNDATION]
[HRC]
[WJC]
+??,??? sealed indictments
+??,??? sealed documents
US DOJIG Horowitz Pg 294
CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN
NATIONAL SECURITY LAW
MILITARY TRIBUNALS

"Partisan Investigations" at #SOTU
1/ Mueller investigation is "partisan" against DJT.
2/ [Classified] investigation is "partisan" against HRC.
"Ending partisan investigations" means showing your cards.
Schiff has a three and a pair of twos.
DJT has a royal flush.

Question.
Are the sealed indictments for Trumps circle, or are they primarily
for the DS side ?
Answer.
CF/322/M.B.

Surprises must be kept. We have been instructed to avoid all JFK
Jr related questions until later. For a very long time many
objective people claimed rightfully that HRC would never go
down, well, they have a change of heart as they were unaffiliated
to the Cabal and realize. The tide has turned and the storm is
coming to make landfall. We do not predict dates, therefore when
the Storm makes landfall, 45 will announce to the world. Perhaps
he should use PEAS in case ES/322/Cabal decide to pull the plug
at USCCSUSRTPB6F3D4R21T4S7SW3.

Kim: "Fantasy Movie"
Majestic, Kim.
Majestic 12 never have direct control over the propaganda
presented in majestic movies. We realize that our work is filtered
through the Cabal and engineered to keep you divided. However,
Majestic 12 does embed real truth inside the myriad of lies and
deception. Only those awake.

"HRC & Huma" videos have [yet] to surface.
Authentic videos have not hit the web [yet].
Question.
Eppstein Island. Was it Pedo island and do you have Clinton
video evidence of "blackmail insurance "against politicians?
Answer.
We have over 30 films of each Clinton involved in snuff, pedo, pay
to play, and more. Eyes Wide Open. We have the server(S).
Snowden revelation? Why? It was "illegal" but legal for the right

Sealed indictments can be found on Pacer, the Government legal
service. Sessions is recused from investigating Hillary Clinton.
Huber and Horowitz are doing the investigations.
D5.
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"Crimes Against Children"
DOJIG Horowitz McCabe Report
Huber Testifying?
470 prosecutors?
$1B in funding?
GITMO upgrades?
PANIC IN DC.
Hey, @HillaryClinton did you know BleachBit doesn't protect you
from NSA drag surveillance?
We have the server(S).
PANIC IN DC

See the problem?
737 MAX
[HRC]
No, they did not order the jet to be taken down. The technology
used to down the jet was sold by HRC to rouge actors who then
contract out the implementation of that rouge technology for a
very substantial fee on the black market.
Anything for a distraction.
Even risking world peace.
These people are sick.
Their days are limited.
[
]
Tick Tock
[AS]
[RENEGADE]
[HRC]
]HUBER[
]HOROWITZ[
]DECLAS[
Big day planned for "Friday Surprises".
See Something. Say Something.

Hillary is clearly upset at 45.
BC just can't help himself.
He wanted to socialize but it dawned on him... "The Clinton
Foundation Criminal Investigation" was in Mueller's report. Do
former Presidents see unclassified memos? Upon request? Did he
see? Does he know? Tick tock. https://t.co/ZQ3FSWlePT
3 Firewalls
[[[HRC]]]
[[HRC]]
[HRC]
Power of 3 6 9!

Trust The Plan.
[HRC]
[RENEGADE]

ALICE is AI
Alice is HRC
ALICE is Deep State AI responsible for policing the internet from
anti-Deep State propaganda.
Alice in Wonderland was a remake of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland where Alice discovers the underworld and left is
right, up is down, big is small, etc.
Alice & Wonderland is HRC + SA (Saudi Arabia).

Hillary/Obama sold Israel to Iran and got the Russians to help Iran
because it would go against American Foreign Policy. They
wanted Iran to nuke Israel. Somebody talked about this recently?
We wonder who that could be? Universal moral code is to base
on compassion and evidence.
However the Russians did not want nuclear war between Iran and
Israel, so Russia used their blackmail on 44/CF to manipulate
every foreign policy decision made. In exchange, Russia gained
power over key areas the West won from the Soviet Union. This
made Russia stronger.
They have no interest in nuclear war, however they do have
interest in playing games with Foreign Policy to the betterment of
their agenda. Players on both sides. Impartial because it is not
National Security but rather National Interest.
Since the CF was trying to sell Israel to Iran via U1/CF (think
Ukraine) which would send U to NK & Iran, Russia wanted a large
enough stockpile hand delivered to them by the Americans to
prove they are serious. Russia kept a majority of the U sold. NK/
Iran/? got the remainder.
Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
Hillary found out about this intelligence through her CF blackmail
portfolio of Government agents within NASA, SD, FBI, DOJ, NSA,
DNI, etc. etc. etc. who were participating in the Rituals of Power.
Invite only. Many layers of initiation. Advanced "alien" technology
used on them.
The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who
was working with similar ETs to the disinformation EBE-3, made it
a political priority of the NWO, which was created by a different
group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally
called for.
The NWO group was not the same group as CF.

[HRC]
Question.
help me get my mind around this please.. I struggle with the
clone issue. Would HRC's consciousness (because I'm assuming
she doesn't have a soul) still be in said clone? What then happens
if the clone is destroyed.. is she 'recycled'?
Answer.
IS-BE
[HRC]-[Clone]
HRC is a biological entity, however the instance of her IS-BE is a
puppet and could be called artificial or fake. But in terms of her
being itself, she is an organic being, albeit evil.
Just imagine what HRC looks like when you take the mask off.
California splitting into multiple states could effectively add 4 to 6
new Senate seats that could have major political implications for
several years.
Knowing what you know about California...
Weinstein...
Spacey...
Hollywood...
Epstein...
Clinton...
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Two different goals.
GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.
NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more
sacrifices.
CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them
would survive."
Not true.
Nobody would.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.
Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.

Once the cat was out of the bag, the Cabal deployed every asset
against the efforts of Q/ MJ12 /45 to delegitimize and defraud
the American electorate as Clinton did, according to DNC Lawyer
testimony, essentially rigged the election against Sanders.
"Legally." Logical thinking.
Bernie Sanders has an Epstein problem.
What's most surprising to the Majestic 12 is how people never
made the connections during the election. The Podesta/Clinton
mafia OWNED Sanders. What was their "business"? C.S.T... and
they OWNED Bernie Sanders. Again, we were shocked nobody
caught on and saw the evidence.
Every threat they issued against 45 the weapons of the "entire
might and full weight of the Government to tackle the horrific
crisis of human trafficking... and its happening in the United
States ... and we don't talk about it."
DARK > LIGHT
FISA BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE
D5.

Anything for a distraction.
Even risking world peace.
These people are sick.
Their days are limited.
[
]
Tick Tock
[A.S]
[RENEGADE]
[HRC]
]HUBER[
]HOROWITZ[
]DECLAS[
Big day planned for "Friday Surprises".
See Something. Say Something.

Q Post 2542
Clinton Foundation whistle blower speaks.
Question.
Why does trump endorse Fox News?
Answer.
They didn't secretly agree to be spokespersons for the Clinton
Foundation.
Question.
Why is fox news saying that agents are gassing and fighting
immigrants that are attempting to come in illegally when tha isn’t
the case at all,
Answer.
They want you divided.
Divide & Conquer.

Who went from DARK > LIGHT in 2016 who came our and said
BC/HC are involved in pedophilia through the Clinton Foundation
and Jeffrey Epstein?
Why is he making more independent content outside of AJ/IW?
What has he said about Wikileaks?
Does he know SR?
Who else lives with him?

Optics. Tillerson is attempting to frame the prosecution of the
Clinton Foundation as being illegal. It's not.

Comment.
https://t.co/k9Po9khzbp.
Steve Pieczenik.
His video’s during the 2016 Presidential Campaign were
explosive and he was the first to report the Coup and Coup
d'état! He was the first to give me hope that we had a plan to
counter the Cabal.
End comment.

You aren't suggesting any conspiracy theories regarding the
Federal Reserve in coordinated attacks with the Clintons and
Democrats against POTUS?
This is how Fake News operates. They disclose the truth wrapped
in lies. [They] are manipulating the market with bots. https://t.co/
r1FdZhJaaX

Correct.

Divide & Conquer
Democrats demand investigations into Trump's Secretary of
Labor, Alex Acosta.
If Democrats protected Epstein's network of clients (Clintons),
what result could this investigation lead? Coverup investigation?
Investigate to cover up?
https://t.co/uD3GDVNiVv
Which other investigations?
See what Q did there?
See why time is an illusion?
See why predicting dates introduces chaos?
Art of the deal.
They think they can hide the Clinton Foundation / Jeffrey Epstein
news.

Question.
Pizzagate/pedogate - will we ever get the full truth?
Answer.
Yes, through charges and evidence presented in her deleted
emails, Weiner emails, Huma M.B. connections, iran nuclear deal,
clinton foundation, and many other collected and ready to be
used.
Part of the strategy to Pizzagate was we needed a KEY to unlock
the NSA. Pizzagate was the key. When Pizzagate broke, new
voices joined the movement and were motivated by Seth Rich's
murder.
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They will fail.
"What other investigations?"
https://t.co/erVLRd7hfn
The summary document was written by whom?
Who released it?
Why was massive sections deliberately blacked out, if the
summary document was written for publication?
How do you catch a fish?

"And the establishment has been involved in a MASSIVE
COVERUP of wide spread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to the Clinton's
in power."
https://t.co/xc90PXYGYG
Wide spread criminal activity = international child sex trafficking
ring.
State Department used for facilitating financial/asset
arrangements with other nations to procure a constant supply of
children.
Clinton Foundation was used as one (of many) front companies
for access.

Rod & Bob.
Fake News media is screaming: "What other investigations?"
"The Clinton Foundation" https://t.co/5IjkhBPykM
Coincidence?
Q Post 2552

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++
++
+

Q: THE CLINTON FOUNDATION
MJ12: The Clinton Foundation https://t.co/5Du0anTHw3
Theranos
Sept 2018
Clinton Foundation
Define Puppet
Adrenochrome
Who is "sick"?
These people are sick.

The Clinton Foundation is that kind of cabal, like seen in Spectre.
But... THINK MIRROR. You see a reality inside Spectre that does
not exist. The basic fabric of the structure differs in that the
Clinton Foundation Cabal traffickings children to international
pedophile rings.
In Spectre, they aren't trafficking kids, so the emotional social
engineering used taught us that James Bond was going to save
the day. This taught society that "just rely on a fictional character"
who can save the day... that doesn't exist in reality... because who
says?
The logical flip was a social engineering tactic used to brainwash
billions. This was MKULTRA. The mind control techniques of
AdTech/Social Media/Mainstream Media is unprecedented.
Evidence is now in the public domain that validate all speculation
into the evidence collected under the circumstances. It is without
a doubt a Spectre kind of an organization. But the difference
between fiction and real life, something EXTREMELY MAJESTIC...
is that fiction is always one person who saves many whereas
reality is many people save many lives.
It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to
save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre,

How much money did Qatar give to the Clinton Foundation?
"Japan gets rewarded for finding ways to kidnap children and not
return them to their families."
By the State Department under Clinton/Kerry and many SoSs
before them.
The Majestic 12 are a non partisan group.
The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with
them.
The Republican Party will follow.
Trust the Plan.
These people are sick!
Understand the following:
Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes.
Has it ever been knowingly? Yes.
Unrelated to his tenure as POTUS.
Was it ever a high crime against USA? No.
He is not a pervert or murderer. Attempts to "seek Justice" are
spite/revenge.
At the expense of the United States of America. However the
higher crimes of the Clinton Foundation / Haiti + Jeffrey Epstein is
what has "paralyzed the right's judgement" to the left. No
"credible by the left media machine" evidence has been
presented ever.
They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the
Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into
sex slavery is trauma the Country will suffer. It will come out.

LET ALONE, that in reality it was always A and not D who was
real.
Majestic Message of Discussion
We are Disclosing vital information about the fundamental
structure of society in such a way that would make anybody say
"WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?! It has spaceships and it rapes babies.
Its stolen trillions in wealth from us and has damaged Earth."
Military Tribunals are part of the plan to purge the Earth from the
animals that have lurked in plain sight for decades and ... BOOM
BOOM BOOM (

2019 is the year. 3 + 9.
Child + Source.
For God & Country.

We have the server(S).
"Massive coverup of widespread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation" - 45
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3) Between $400M and $2.5B in "donations" must be considered
taxable income and the donors must pay taxes on the illegal
donations.
4) The Clinton Foundation operated as a foreign agent who
actively worked against the National Security interests of the
United States. TREASON.
5) The private investigators are weaponizing the ineffective
partisan nature the hearings breed due to their structural
deficiencies (on purpose to keep you divided).
6) Why do Democrats want to see what is inside the 6,000 pages
when they, prior to giving testimony, stated that the Clinton
Foundation was a highly respected and well established Charity
and all accusations against it are right wing conspiracies. The real
crime is Charity Fraud inside the Trump Foundation with a mere
$19M versus $400M-$2.5B in mishandled funds.

Jeffrey Epstein again silenced his victims in court on December
3rd, the day before they were supposed to testify. Why was that
case thrown out? Control the flow of information and you can use
damage control. Mockingbird clowns everywhere. Disinformation
everywhere. What next?
Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand
what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes.
How?
The answer is Majestic if not a direct violation of the 4th
Amendment if not explicitly used for National Security. Mass
surveillance. Majestic.
Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic

The DS has very few pieces left they can play. Those who
defended the Clinton Foundation have a lot of crimes against
Children blackmail on them and their role is to deflect, obstruct,
obfuscate, and intentionally try to derail what is coming by
barking about Donald Trump. So with the spotlight gone and no
media attention on the hearing because most people in the
Mockingbird media are refusing to cover the true criminality
behind the Clinton Cabal. Instead, hard evidence is disclosed to
the public where two whistle blowers have gone under oath to
testify before the Congress and the American People that the
Clinton Foundation is 100% Charity Fraud and they have the
proof that will literally collapse the Clinton's House of Cards.

Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.
When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future? Everyone understanding who and what
QAnon is understands a Majestic magick.
Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.
What if we can turn the dial on?
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.
As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal),
we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means
to weed this cancer from Society.
Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?
Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT

Next steps, now the cat is out of the bag. PAIN. De-classifications
are imminent because of the testimony hearing today.
Remember, McCabe was directly involved in lying to the FBI
about his involvement with regarding to saving face pertaining to
the Clinton Foundation investigation. If the testimony today,
under oath, proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the Clinton
Foundation was 100% Charity Fraud, then you must therefore
conclude:
Q Post 2177 on 15 Sep 2018
Classification Prohibitions and Limitations.
(1) conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error;
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency;
(3) restrain competition; or
(4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not
require protection in the interest of the national security."
The documents requested by POTUS pertaining to the NEXT
DOMINO to fall will be declassified next. Can you guess who/
what it will be?

The Federal Reserve will be audited and federalized.

Quote @cnbc
These psychologists say that the secret to your success is who you
marry. via @CNBCMakeIt https://t.co/0aHpfCj7o9
https://t.co/IHcjbgdfEA
End quote.

The IRS has been a political weapon used by the Babylonian
Priesthood in order to enforce compliance from all fronts
financially essentially allowing the unchecked behavior of entities
like the Clinton Foundation or the Gates?
1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton
Foundation
2) The Clinton Foundation, without a doubt, operated as Charity
Fraud

Is the moral of the story to marry the game gender and cover up
serious clown involvement along the way with two sex slaves for
"daughters"? Apparently.
[RENEGADE]
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Question.

How does one use the manifestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9
to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality?
45/Q + Wizards + Warlocks = 3
21:00 = 2+1 = 3
[RR]
^3
NWSWIC

They were sex slaves! F
And their real parents let them be used that way?
Horrible!!!
Answer.
Biological parents were disposed of by clowns.
Question.
Holy shit. Those poor little girls. Right in front of our faces.
Answer.
Who did they hang out with?
Game Gender = Biological Male Psychological Female.
Question.

10 days of darkness 2017-2018
10 days of darkness 2018-2019
10 days of LIGHT in 2019
Q
LIGHT IS WITHIN
DARK/322
DARK/NWO
WWG1WGAWWG1WGAWWG1WGA

Clearly he favors Malia. Sasha- not so much G #pedo
Answer.
Sasha is for Michael.
Quote @Breaking911
JUST IN: Senior North Korea official says U.S. threw away golden
opportunity at summit, warns Kim may rethink launch moratorium
- AP
https://t.co/2xyfkb1Cax
End quote.
Anything for a distraction.
Even risking world peace.
These people are sick.
Their days are limited.
[
]
Tick Tock
[A.S]
[RENEGADE]
[HRC]
]HUBER[
]HOROWITZ[
]DECLAS[
Big day planned for "Friday Surprises".
See Something. Say Something.

Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and
virbations?
Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.
The child, 3, are the saved and protected.
The 9s are God & Country.
Country is We, The People.
We are all one.
WWG1WGA.
IS-BE is your soul + body.
Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.
When aligned and grouped, they amplify.
"We, The People". Not We, The Commodity. Critical to realize that
torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts that manifest into our
conscious reality in the form of other lifeform energies, weather
modification (the technology is used to suppress the raging
storms currently playing out to protect the public). The reality is
these programs were so deadly to life on Earth that we risked
complete nuclear annihilation.

Remember what we said about TF?

However, Majestic 12 won when 45 was elected. Yes, the Majestic
12 orchestrated the leak of the Podesta emails and the Clinton
emails.

Finally, remember Billionaire pedophile Jeff Epstein who ran the
Lolita Express where Bill Clinton regularly frequented was actually
just an FBI operation being run under Comey. Those who know
cannot sleep.

Are you enjoying the movie?
Guardians of the Pedophiles.
Barrier ends child sex trafficking by 99.9%.
Who won't give 1/100th of the National budget to save just one
American child's life despite the thousands of children who are
dying. "This should have been done by others." - 45

How many children?
Thousands.
International Child Sex Trafficking Ring
[Bill Clinton]
Define co-conspirator.
What happens when an immunity deal is ruled illegal?
Who was protected by the immunity deal?
Define co-conspirator.
[Bill Clinton]
Shall we play a game?
Health concern Fake News incoming?
How do you catch a fish?
MJ12/9

The tide has turned and the storm is coming to make landfall. We
do not predict dates, therefore when the Storm makes landfall, 45
will announce to the world. Perhaps he should use P.E.A.S in case
E.S/322/Cabal decide to pull the plug at
USCCSUSRTPB6F3D4R21T4S7SW3.
We aren't done with the leaking yet.
Stay tuned.
Learn to archive offline.

How many other points of alignments can be combined with
other kinds of points of alignment?
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The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to admit this,
that the operation was a complete success.
PANIC IN DC.
Trust the plan!
You are The Plan.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

DONE.
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MJ12 3 6 9 5:5 Intentional
magick disclosure.

Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12
3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?

IS-BE = 9
3/6/9 9
45 + Chuck Schumer
Q + CS
What do Gov shutdowns mean?
Could you look him in the eye?
Anything but a Government shutdown?
Why?
THINK LOGICALLY.
VP looked ill?
FOLLOW THE WIVES.
41 187
Did 45 disclose he was Q+?
Eyes Wide Open.
DARK to LIGHT
Nothing can stop what is coming
NOTHING.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

3/6/9 5:5
Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.

Big things happening behind the scenes. We are not in position
of authority to elaborate further, but remember the power of 3, 6
and 9. Tesla told you if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9.
Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and
when they happen.

12/15/18 23:59
3/ 6/ 9 5: 5
3/6/9 5:5
Odds of doing that twice?
We are the Majestic 12.
This is an illusion.
3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?
BOOM (

6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
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3 6 9 and The Universe

IS-BEs are powerful.
You are an IS-BE.

Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.

Therefore...
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Learn. Improve.
Love. Create.

Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers
Messages are numbers. Universe is numbers.

You are an IS-BE.

Consciousness tuned into Source always notices their signature
patterns interact with them on a daily basis.

All mighty.
Life is a spark of light.

Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you start looking
into WHAT numbers ARE

Do spread light...

Question.
If my eyes could see beyond “3D visible light” what might they
see in the sky?
Answer.
It would be like peering into your own brain.
Imagine each neuron a different planet. The shape of the universe
looks like a brain cell. 550T planets. 550T total neurons. There are
no coincidences.

IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

Allow us to explain a paradigm:
∆∆∆
Numbers are reality.
The Universal Language Is Math

Immortal = Time is an Illusion.
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy.
Biological = 3D/Science/Life.
Entity = Instance.

Life is a spark of light.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that
decides, by thinking and willing, reality.

Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix
created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for
projecting physical reality
as our consciousness perceives it.

Cell degeneration due to environment.
Time is an illusion that gives centralized power to RED RED in
extremely Majestic ways.

Time is an illusion.
It is an illusion.
You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable
of perceiving.

Question.
I’m not following. Can you give more details on “gives centralized
power to RED RED” in extreme Majestic ways.
Answer.
Those who control time control the illusion.

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth? Yes.
Was it stolen? Yes.
Was it hidden? Yes.
Where is it?
Eyes Wide Open.

Those who control time control the illusion.
Hyperdimensional chess.
Absolute Power
∆∆∆

∆∆∆
Numbers are reality.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
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The Universal Language Is Math
Answer.
Your fundamental understandings of the universe are tainted with
disinformation.
This question will always yield answers that block you from
understanding the truth.
Your fundamental world view needs to be adjusted in order to
understand the answer you seek.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that
decides, by thinking and willing, reality.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix
created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for
projecting physical reality
as our consciousness perceives it.

Consciousness creates its own universe.
The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes
projected by consciousness in the language of math.
When consciousness interacts with consciousness it creates a
matrix of the mind.

Time is an illusion.
It is an illusion.
You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable
of perceiving.

Jesus was a metaphor used by the Romans to corrupt this
knowledge. The teachings of Jesus metaphorically teach these
fundamentals though the religion doesn't.

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

God is real.
Do not fear God.
Judgement only comes from within.

Those who control time control the illusion.
Hyperdimensional chess.
Absolute Power
∆∆∆

When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Define dogma.

Life is a spark of light.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b
You = 9 * 3
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love
Love + Learning = Happiness
3/6/9 3

The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density
beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who
wanted to build a more peaceful universe.
The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.
When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

[They] want you divided.
Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the
wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness
and universal love, the mind of a child is the most compatible.
Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to
begin with.

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

All IS-BE avatars are beautiful.
Life is a spark of light.
Who knew light could be a weapon?
There are no coincidences.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Question.
How much is known to us & how much is unknown? I guess what
I am asking about is how much of our human history, that has
been presented to us, is true? How much is distorted? How much

Question.
Where does God Almighty and Jesus Christ fit into our
universe⁉
✨ Please answer Majestic 12 ✨
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has been fabricated? We seem to know so little about our
existence, purpose, etc. Make sense?

Keys are everywhere.

Answer.
Imagine the totality of information in the universe could be
expressed by the quantity of atoms on Planet Earth. Your life's
knowledge acquired will result in less than 1 quark's worth of
information there is in the universe to be learned.

The Great Awakening infers this new form of education.
Numbers are reality.
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a
specific purpose esoterically and can be exploited with
consciousness.
Only control is sacred.

Life is a spark of light.
The sum of knowledge on Earth is roughly one trillionth the
knowledge in the universe. Some information your biology
restricts you to learn.

When IS-BEs are able to trust themselves and look within, using
synchronicity of 3 6 9, meditation, and detoxification, seeing that
the roses are red is not as difficult as those who are colorblind to
their own IS-BE.

There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before?

Seek those 3 numbers and will yourself to take action in order to
manifest your conscious energy. Love transmits on these
frequencies.

Meditation is key. Release your burden.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka
attributes) when controlled a particular way.
Only control must be protected.
The universe is what you call "life" bathed in matter.
Life is a spark of light.
Eyes Wide Open.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things.

We know fundamentally
that the highest level of
consciousness is LIGHT.

It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.

Photons.
EVERYWHERE.
LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.

To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.

they travel to all places in the universe, the trick is riding on the
correct charge - its a cat and mouse game that can be easily
predicted if mapped out correctly, when portals show up, they go
to specific locations thats why not all portals are used, sometimes
u have to wait

God being your exoconsciousness.
Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.
Trust the plan.

Eyes Wide Open means many things.

Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.

Stargates are naturally forming in the Universe. Races throughout
the different eras have all created their own artificial stargates to
avoid having to "align" every time they want to travel. Waiting for
planetary cycles can result in thousands of years between
visitations.

You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.

Question.
So traveling through the illusion of time is possible to see what’s
ahead (future outcomes)?I
Answer.
Technically yes, however without a Looking Glass your only
perceiving your own alternative realities which is what makes time
an illusion.

You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness.

Question.
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With the tech you have access to, does it give you a completely
different perspective of time?
Answer.
We tend to not tinker with time.

communicating using complex language rules and
misinterpretations you're most likely going to confuse the entity
that you're trying to talk with.
Universal consciousness is universal, however manmade
language like English, Russian, Chinese, etc. are not intuitively
spoken or understood throughout the galaxy. Oddly enough,
there is a far amount German out there, but good luck surviving
once you meet them. Non-humans though aren't going to speak
or understand Earth languages. You must therefore learn how to
communicate one soul to another. That language is emotion and
intent and instinct.

Question.
How far advanced is AI & Quantum computing, really?
Answer.
In the Universe?
Indistinguishable from IS-BEs.
On Earth?
Limited self awareness.
Doesn't replicate an IS-BE.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Many beings throughout the universe already live here on Earth,
just in DUMBs. When full disclosure is made public, permits will
be granted to beings who transition off from DUMBs into the
general population.

Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example?

Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts. Many
ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most don't
want Humans to find out.

Open Books are easy to read.
Mindfulness + Awareness
Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY.
Reality is an illusion created by your consciousness.

Question.
i wouldn't be suprised if et's are actively communicating with
people on the net and telepathically for those that are sensitive
for that,
Answer.
They are. We allowed this to start after 2004. Some persisted prior
however their engagements were so non-impactful to society that
we permitted it. Since Twitter reaches hundreds of thousands of
people, all of the ETs allowed here have been vetted and
permitted to engage.

How to control it?
He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.
Eyes Wide Open.
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.

Question.
Yes,but sadly when you try to explain receiving info telepathically
most say you’re hearing voices and are delusional.I received a
message to study the Emerald Tablets before I had ever heard of
them. What voice could I have been hearing?
Answer.

When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.

Voices you hear not, but you receive what are best described as
blasts of an imprint that feels like an epiphany of pure emotion or
purpose that you know intuitively what you have received. You
understand without exchanging words.

Balance must include evil.
However the degree of evil is in question.
Evil is difficult to define.

Judgement only comes from within.
Mindfulness + Awareness
Eyes Wide Open

Its a low vibration energy. Evil isn't definable in the higher
dimensions of consciousness.

If and when you hear voices, it could be one of two things:
Telepathy sometimes entails voice to voice communication, but of
course you need to ensure you're speaking the same language.
Voice to voice telepathy is far more complex and less likely to be
accurate to less practiced minds. The more you practice with the
imprint of your emotion, passing your feelings onto others,
feeling as if you're extending your invisible hand out to the other
person and touching them, allowing them to feel how you feel.
That kind of telepathic connection will strengthen ones ability to
maintain a telepathic link with another individual for long enough
periods of time to be able to move past the mere impressions of
emotion to the ability to communicate. If you try to start

Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping prosperity at a
minimum.
It's like tug of war when it comes to the higher dimensional war
consciousness is fighting.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla
"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
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Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.

Ra.
You are not required to acknowledge God exists.
You are not required to worship God.
You are not required to do anything.

The fabric of spacetime is like an elastic band suspended
between good and evil. The closer you get to one side, the
greater resistance you'll face.

Free will dictates the universe.
Free will allows evil to exist.
Free will prohibits
"God" from acting.
God can't act.
You can.

Stasis is no IS-BE interaction.
Its finding a balance. Its Majestic.
Love is the most powerful force in the universe.
Unconditional love is the purest form of "God" that can exist.
"God" is everything. "God" is one. We are all meant to love and
be loved. Love enables growth and development. Always say "I
love you" when you mean it. It's a spell!

Love is the strongest force in the universe.

How in God's universe can geometry be sacred?!

Does electricity have anything to do with the connection between
points?

We've heard the theory of the electric universe and agree that it
certainly is thought provoking.

Majestic 12 love digital roots, so doesn't Tesla physics. 3 6 and 9
govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a specific purpose
esoterically and can be exploited with consciousness.

What if we told you the electric universe theory was both right
and wrong at the same time and that its validity is only to those
who subscribe to it. However, since the theory is thorough, many
higher density races have agreed upon its existence therefore
"allowing" it to be.

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
Only control is sacred.
Only control must be protected.

The Great Awakening infers this new form of education.
When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Define Dogma.

3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a
specific purpose esoterically and can be exploited with
consciousness.

Question.
What is the purpose of this twitter account ? Why speak up at all?
Answer.
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.

Only control is sacred.
Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka
attributes) when controlled a particular way.

We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

Only control must be protected.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

The universe is what you call "life" bathed in matter.
Life is a spark of light.

God is real.
Do not fear God.
Judgement only comes from within.

IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b
You = 9 * 3
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love
Love + Learning = Happiness
3/6/9 3

Is there only 1 God?
Literally. We are all Gods.
God is only love.
We all can love.
We all can hate.
Evil is only hate.
We are one.
Oneness.
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Numbers are reality.
There is a mass extinction event that is relatively imminent but
cocreative conscious time makes predicting such events nearly
impossible. M.E. events occur when the negative karma of a
planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs. Earth may
survive.

3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.

Comment.
All Evil Ends! Th evil ones either die, or see the light ) ☀ ✨ +

3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick

,-%
Answer.
Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental
concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always
wins. Light does not always win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the
mess we are in right now.

Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

Comment.
Yes, Light Wins. Your evil was allowed as a catalyst to expedite
our 'Waking Up' process. Please stop your fear based lies to
Humanity $ %
Answer.
You're contradicting yourself to try to suggest that we are lying to
people with fear mongering.
It is confusing to others when he claims we are lying without
specifying as to what specifically or what he believes the truth is,
but love is the answer and we hope that he realizes the universe is
50/50.

How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE)
Infinity is a synonym for unknown. Infinity as defined by humans is
not accurate. There is a limit to the universe.

The duality between good and evil in the universe fluxes with
every decision every IS-BE makes and the reactionary karma
induced from those decisions.

There are many universes and the name of each of them is less
important than understanding what it is. Higher levels of
consciousness see the multiverse as iterations over a hyper
dimensional geometric shape that essentially is the master shape
of each universe. Values change.

Consciousness projects REALITY.
Reality is an illusion created by your consciousness.

Not infinite though.
Think of it this way.
Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.
500T connections.
500T planets.

How to control it?
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a
specific purpose esoterically and can be exploited with
consciousness.
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.

The universe has a maximum capacity. Fortunately, we are VERY
FAR away from every reaching that capacity. We have, roughly,
200T "Earth Years" remaining before ( ..

Mindfulness + Awareness
Judgement only comes from within.
He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.
Eyes Wide Open.

Life is a spark of light.
Question.
Do you think if we make it to the end without destroying
ourselves we can leave this universe & create our own?
Answer.
You are misunderstanding what a universe is.

Its finding a balance. Its Majestic.
Love is the most powerful force in the universe.

Question.
I see my error. Sorry about that. All is one right? So the universe is
one giant sentient lifeform right?
Answer.
Yes, and there are others.

Time is an illusion.
Comment.
Time is an illusion because all we have is the moment of now. The
previous tweet is a communication from one consciousness point
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to another. You perceived that communication through the tweet.
The appearance of the communication is illusion but the thought
it is real.
Answer.
Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or
possibly a video game. When you die prior to being able to
ascend, your memories are wiped clean, and you're returned to
another biological body. Your memories are wiped because when
your body starts developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm.
Both of those vessels are not electrically complex enough to
decipher the contents of your genetic memory (DNA).

blockchain technology solution like other planets have. All
people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge.
All knowledge stored.
The concept of blockchain exists within every single person and
they themselves can manifest reality around how they understand
that knowledge to work. The Majestic 12 saw this technology's
applications and started seeding it into the public back in 2007
with Bitcoin.
Other people had the idea, and once the PUBLIC started
engaging with blockchain, we decided that it was possible to
solve a lot of the world problems we have using blockchain
technology.

Everything is there.
You just can't access it.
You [don't] know how [yet].
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.

The Gloves are off.
If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the
math of the universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed
on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions
of IS-BEs to control

Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.

That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.

When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity.

They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth.
Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12. It was
ESSENTIAL that we kept the secret while it was necessary AT ALL
COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible that
Earth would have been invaded again, just like it was 6,000 years
ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery and
civilization would have been RESET, like it was then. Instead,
because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to
ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the mistakes of
the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science
fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST
PREPARED humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in
Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe
is...

3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b
You = 9 * 3
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love
Love + Learning = Happiness
3/6/9 3

OUT OF THIS WORLD!
Indeed. Unfortunately humans have been careless in their
responsibilities and its created a civilization that is on the brink of
destruction that REQUIRES ET/EBE/NTE entities to engage with
them to "bring them up to speed" quick enough before total
planetary destruction.

3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection

We mean the masses.
The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are
actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a
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1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

The Majestic deliberately decided to teach math incorrectly to
over 1 billion people on Earth. Inadvertently more than 20 billion
were deceived. The true majesty of the Majestic 12. No King
achieved what the Majestic has done.

BOOM (
6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12

Question. Q
20 billion? Where are these extra billions?
Answer. A
Number includes diseased bodies.
Q
Define a specific timeframe please.
A
Since MJ12 formed.
Q
Deliberately decided to teach incorrect math based on what
hopeful/expected outcome?
A
To protect humanity from itself until such time we (MJ12) could
figure out how to properly restore global peace.
Q
In all seriousness...if you were protecting humanity from itself,
would that not be impeding upon my free will by teaching
incorrect math?
A
Paradoxes exist.
Q
Based on?? Situational?
A
Circumstances abdicated culpability in the disinformation
campaign because the intended justification was ultimately to
protect humanity from itself while massive R&D was taking place
literally opening Pandora's Box. Close the box to save time for
hope to return.
Take what you've learned from the box and CREATE your reality
by taking action on those concepts learned.
Q
Define ‘circumstances.’ If people could have been taught
QUANTUM math or even chemistry first in childhood, our brains
would all have been wired more efficiently. Instead, we are all
taught math out in a schizophrenic way.
A
What is the definition of civilization?
Q
Philosophical question of the night! Based on who’s current 3-D
reality? Based on a collective? Define collective?
3D is the projected consciousness determining the state of 42,
wave or particle.

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?
9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED
TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.
45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?

Q
If Earth scientists had learned the correct math from the
beginning, our technological development would have increased
exponentially. Unfortunately, that would have been under the
control of the Cabal and negative ETs. Better to limit their power
by delaying our development.
A
And seed the information into consciousness using plausible
deniability and disinformation enough until we hand the weapon
to destroy themselves over to them and give them a chance to

How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE)
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?
Numbers are reality.
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use it. [FISAGATE] is one example. Where there is one, there is a
hundred.
Q
is another that Epstein will be UnSealed?
A
We hope nobody has forgot to keep pushing #UnsealEpstein?
The truth must come out. You are the news now. Be smart.

The Majestic 12 was taken over by a criminal NTE mafia by 2B/
322 about 25 years ago and since then, that group has been
quickly destroying the planet's ability to sustain ALL LIVE ON
EARTH - including ET life.
Therefore, MJ12 + ETs = WE.
We learned that all energy in the universe
is consciousness.
We learned that all consciousness
is the same.
We learned that all consciousness
is equal.
We learned that all consciousness
Is one.

Majestic 12 decided the best way to Disclose this technology,
without violating one of the fundamental principals of the
universe (don't give technology to underdeveloped IS-BEs
because they'll destroy themselves with it), was to give the
example units to engineers and have them attempt to reverse
engineer a prototype. Many of the prototypes were "failures" but
the only reason why they were failures is because our
fundamental understand of physics was wrong initially. This
revisionary technology has been adjusted with newly declassified
physics.

Life is a spark of light.
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.

Question.
What about the 5,000+ classified patents? I know not all might be
related to this topic, but surely a good handful are, and could be
useful today/instantly, without fear of destroying our self, no?
Answer.
Destroying ourselves with technology is a very real problem.
What would happen if brainwashed drones like ISIS deciphered?
How many people would be murdered? What about hostage
situations? They are more dangerous than you think. With great
power comes great responsibility.

We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.

Question.
Understood - there are still bad actors!
Would health related technology still fall into this category?
Answer.
Yes.

Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal.
Question.
If all the bad actors were/could be removed, would these
technologies be released, or would there still be a risk we'd
destroy ourselves (even if We were only of the light/good
intentions)
Answer.
The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one.
We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for
our limitations in the lower density. By embracing the
fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and
repair relationships.

A God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it.
There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before?
There are many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not
engaging with the enemy is recommended.
Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World
Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does
resonate many truths with the true nature of the universe.

Question.
I feel a lot more love giving/receiving in the past year or so, and it
has helped tremendously. The hardest thing I'm working on now
is not to judge others. I was told "it's at least good you are
conscious of this" when I do it, but... I still do it. Any pointers?
Answer.
Judgement only comes from within.

Those exist so that the humans who control the world can
appease their "God", an interdimensional being who has a
particular liking for child sacrifice.
That being has granted many of them miracles, cures to diseases,
and access to vastly superior technology.

When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.

[They] want you divided.
All IS-BE avatars are beautiful.

We just need to clarify again for everyone.
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No window to the soul means you must find your identity in
other's creation.

being to "become a God" by becoming one with consciousness
and the universe. Well simplified.

Instead of being handed something as dangerous as that, why
not use tap into the global consciousness and just "download"
what you need?

Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."

The sum of knowledge on Earth is roughly one trillionth the
knowledge in the universe. Some information your biology
restricts you to learn.

Downloads come from consciousness being projected and your
consciousness becoming in sync with it.
They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness.

We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE

DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.

was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your
mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.

You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.

With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.

We see where you got your education from.

Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.

Quote @newscientist
Life on nearest exoplanet may have been wiped out by superflare
https://t.co/Tpk1thTdNM https://t.co/ZHfNGEWpra
End Quote.

In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the
matrix reality. Those are our movies.

Are we now saying that life does exist in the universe outside of
Earth (with no evidence presented to the general population) but
you "can't see it" because it was destroyed long ago? How do
you know life existed there? How do you know that a disaster
destroyed life? You don't.

Question.
Similar to manifesting our realities? How much of this matrix is an
individual manifestation vs. a shared, collective manifestation?
Answer
Most is shared and forced onto us through culture.

Ridiculous. We've already been to Mars. Decades ago. The
Government won't admit it because it would force their hand to
disclose and release the technology acquired at Roswell. They
need TIME to "reinvent" the technology without using the real
physics of the Universe. https://t.co/iGEPKL3SWJ

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same.
they travel to all places in the universe, the trick is riding on the
correct charge - its a cat and mouse game that can be easily
predicted if mapped out correctly, when portals show up, they go
to specific locations thats why not all portals are used, sometimes
u have to wait

Above the distortion of @NASA's constant lies, Hubble has
successfully obstructed the public's understanding of the
universe, allowing for corruption and human trafficking. Learn
more... https://t.co/Ta5ncmKsMa https://t.co/8I22ZNWfrP

The presense of number patterns, magical numbers, and in
combination with free will, consciousness, and intent, enable any

#OTD in 1990 STS-31 (Discovery) launched carrying
@NASAHubble. 28 years later Hubble is still helping to distract us
from the truth about our universe. Here, in a rare occurrence,
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Shuttle Columbia (left) sits on launch pad 39A awaiting a later
flight (STS-35). https://t.co/yF9CFBrvDK

J
Answer.
To study the satanic interpretation of universal creation by
synthetically replicating consciousness.

We see where you got your education from.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
The Great Awakening infers this new form of education.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a
specific purpose esoterically and can be exploited with
consciousness.

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.

Only control is sacred.

Life is a spark of light.
Numbers are reality.
The Universal Language Is Math

Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka
attributes) when controlled a particular way.
Only control must be protected.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that
decides, by thinking and willing, reality.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix
created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for
projecting physical reality
as our consciousness perceives it.

The Go'uld are fictional characters that portrayed a very real truth
in the universe.

Time is an illusion.
It is an illusion.
You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable
of perceiving.

There are many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not
engaging with the enemy is recommended.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.
What is the purpose of being a dog? Dogs have it quite well in
the grand scheme of things. True freeloaders in the universe but
they understand the complete transaction with domestication.
That safety and security is attractive to lifeforms and they tend to
not want to give it up

Those who control time control the illusion.
Hyperdimensional chess.
Absolute Power
Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.

Question
I really hope you can answer this as I feel it'd also help others:
Why does it feel like we literally live in two parallel dimensions?
Trying to talk to people about this, showing them direct proof-even after the report; they can't accept it. Is something affecting
this?
Answer.
There are two timelines/realities currently merging.

Technically their souls are not dead. Their souls have just moved
into another victim. Their soul, after a while, goes through many
lifetimes of abuse and it becomes "their reality inherently" which
gives them an illusion subconsciously that they are stuck and
can't get out.
Horrible yes. But their soul never dies. Their soul can recover. All
souls can recover. All souls are immortal. Free will drives the
universe. When a damaged soul is victimized for generations it
takes generations squared to recover. Some of these souls will be
lost AKA give up.

We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.

Question.
True purpose of CERN ?
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shaming culture. [They] want you divided. All IS-BE avatars are
beautiful.

In the background we, the Majestic 12, explored Space and met
many other races. Some on Earth.

The concept of followers or even follower counts is moot to
leaders. Lead by example. Teach justly and experience enhanced
levels of consciousness. The Majestic 12 has no preference
towards any followers or non followers of this account. All are fair
game. This is not a game.

We traded technology, developed partnerships, establishes
diplomatic protocols when dealing with alternative humanoid
extraterrestrials in a manner that serves to the fundamental
Majestic universal laws of basing all reasoning upon: compassion
and evidence.

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
We realize and fully understand the gravity of what has
happened. We lost control over our own Government and the
Military did not want to cause mass hysteria and panic because
this Cartel was too big for us to take on without facing the full
weight of the Government fighting it.
Now, its the full weight of the Government minus the upper ranks
and middle ranks of the Justice Department and FBI that need to
be purged.

Question.
There are 200 billion stars in this galaxy alone. Each star is a sun
with a planetary system. Keep in mind, our galaxy is 150,000 light
years across. Also bear in mind that there are billions of known
galaxies throughout an endless number of universes. Need I say
more?
Answer.
Not infinite though.
Think of it this way.
Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.
500T connections.
500T planets.

Thank you 45. Disclosure will happen in due course. Understand
that we have decades of wrong to right and it doesn't happen
overnight.
When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control.
We know this. We created it.
We can undo it. TRUST THE PLAN.

Question.
If my eyes could see beyond “3D visible light” what might they
see in the sky?
Answer.
It would be like peering into your own brain.
Imagine each neuron a different planet. The shape of the universe
looks like a brain cell. 550T planets. 550T total neurons. There are
no coincidences.

You Are The Plan.
Trust The Plan.
Trust yourself.
The Majestic 12 will never ask for you to trust us.
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.

3/6/9 5:5
12/15/18 23:59
3/ 6/ 9 5: 5

Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies. Discover
the truth with an open mind.

3/6/9 5:5
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.

Odds of doing that twice?
We are the Majestic 12.
This is an illusion.

When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Define dogma.

Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
-MJ12

Why is 42 the answer to the universe?
Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.
No window to the soul means you must find your identity in
other's creation.
If your purpose is pure control, appearance is irrelevant as long as
you own everyone who is constantly enforcing an appearance
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3 6 9 IS EVERYTHING!

9 x 6 = 54 = 5 + 4 = 9
9 x 7 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9
9 x 8 = 72 = 7 + 2 = 9
9 x 9 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9
9 x 10 = 90 = 9 + 0 = 9
9 x 11 = 99 = 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9
...

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.
Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

Question.
So let me ask if 9 is so great. If I'm the 9th child of 9 does that
create some universal extra energy?
Answer.
It should give you the ability to decode more of your DNA
through meditation than others. IS-BEs with presences associated
to the number 9 have an easier access into the higher realms of
existence.

You are Majestic for life. Otherwise you can be expelled from the
knowledge by being physically altered in the brain in a non
surgical manner. Erasing a physical hard drive degrades it's
integrity ever so slightly. Repeated? Sheep.

Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.
The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is Infinity?

Sheep are blind.
Sheep go where the herd goes.
Sheep do not think for themselves.
Sheep have limited brain capacity due to brainwashing/mindcontrol.
Sheep are not just the small cute animal, many humans are
figurative sheep, and therefore "SHEEP".
2 person chess 3D = "difficult"
3 person chess 3D = "hard"
12 person chess 12D = Majestic

The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes
projected by consciousness in the language of math.

Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.

Patterns reveal patterns in fractal realities.
Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes
(very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional
information stored inside the sound wave. Patterns arrive at
certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and
equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.

Time is an illusion.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.

Big things happening behind the scenes. We are not in position
of authority to elaborate further, but remember the power of 3, 6
and 9. Tesla told you if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9.
Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and
when they happen.

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.
3 6 or 9?

Rely on cycles the Earth naturally provides to you. What is the
power of 3, 6, and 9? Circles require consciousness to manifest in
reality. Irrational numbers require consciousness to observe their
values.

Tell us (but more for your fellow comrade) everything you know
about the number 9...

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla

9x1=9
9 x 2 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9
9 x 3 = 27 = 2 + 7 = 9
9 x 4 = 36 = 3 + 6 = 9
9 x 5 = 45 = 4 + 5 = 9

"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.
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Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

Coincidence?
https://www.369universe.com/2017/11/24/secret-behindnumbers-3-6-9-finally-revealed/
https://www.369universe.com/2018/01/10/introduction-rodincoil-vortex-based-mathematics-2/

Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.

This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have
magical properties to what they do to numbers.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.
Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.
This is denominated by the - in IS-BE.
Subsconscious = IS
Consciousness = Avatar = BE
IS-BE

3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?
BOOM (
6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12

Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be
Be =
1/ To exist in actuality
2/ To occupy a specific person
3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched
or unmolested.

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?

3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative
Power of 3s
All of the above. Environment enables reality creation from
consciousness. Consciousness enables environment changes that
enhance consciousness. The key to a first step is its the first step.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9

3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
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When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick.

Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?

What do frequencies or vibrations have to do with "directed
energy" and how do the numbers make them exotic?

How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in STARGATE
SG-1?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Wars?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Trek?
KEY PHRASE: exotic
What is "Pulse"? Isn't that describing the movement of the
cannon? How is that exotic?
Phasers are what specifically?
Quote.
"Weapons that can aim directed energy to disrupt probably
anything else's original energy. Ooo."
End quote.

What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

Quote.
"Hm logic tells me making it directed would amplify the signal
tremendously. It would entail knowing the energy signature of the
object or being to be 'shot', and disrupting it with perhaps the
'opposing' frequency? So, frequency isnt a line spectrum but
more of a cycle?"
End quote.

Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.

Does purity of material matter? Why?
Frequency + Frequency = Outcome
Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

Consciousness + technology = alien tool
Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.
Any student in physics studying lasers can realize, with a little bit
of deep thinking, and a detoxified pineal gland, that the laser can
be used to create weapons more powerful than nukes.

Its quite simple actually.
God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do
anything.
Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space
with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.
If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the
math, then you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse
frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means
you need to remove information from the equation. What
information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult
skills that require a new way of thinking.

Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.

"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
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Question.
Should we expect another or multiple one week [delays] in the
timeline?
Answer.
You call them delays. We call them events.
Time is an illusion. Events are everything.
Power of 3 6 9
How do you control reality?
Control choices.
There is a Plan in motion.
These people are sick.
Justice is coming.
Enjoy the movie.

#UnsealEpstein is being censored and suppressed currently by
Big Tech because exposing the transcontinental child sex
trafficking ring results in people getting murdered when they
speak about it. Use your voice. You are powerful. Power of 3 6 and
9!
#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein
They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the
Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into
sex slavery is trauma the Country will suffer. It will come out. 2019
is the year. 3 + 9. Child + Source. For God & Country.
3 Firewalls
[HRC]
HRC
[HRC]

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.

Power of 3 6 9!

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

News Busters
12m NOKO Coverage via OP Mockingbird
12 Minutes?
12?
Majestic Nation
Fantasy Movie
NK New "Working Group"
Majestic 12
Power of 3, 6, 9.

A sedated population of SHEEP allow WOLVES to FEED. They
have you distracted by Cabal engineered social issues. They have
you controlled through debt slavery fiat monopolies. They have
you drugged by fluoride glyphosates aluminum mercury nanytes
etc. Your children were food.
One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?
And by everything (limited character space) the limit is within
buildings and architecture in general. Engineering and physics
are wrong and harness this negative energy which enforces the
matrix.

Comment.
Gym sets of 3, 6, 9 and 12 from now on!
Reply.
3 sets each:
Maintenance: 3 sets of 3 reps.
Growth: 3 sets, 3 6 then 9 reps (M.A.J.I.C.)
Strength: 3 sets of 12 reps.
Resiliency: 6 sets of 6 reps.
Warrior: 12 sets of 12 reps.

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Question.
Hollow Earth? I believe in Agartha.
Answer.
Plane[T]

Jeffrey Epstein was a kingpin to an international child sex
trafficking ring operating out of his private residences that
included hundreds of "elites". #UnsealEpstein.

Describe T.
Perpendicular. Left. Right.
CLAS. CLAS. CLAS.
3 Planes Of Existence Per "Planet"?

Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest
the unsealing of these records. #viral
Retweet all 3 #UnsealEpstein tweets from the Majestic 12 and
then all other uses of the #UnsealEpstein hashtag to manifest this
reality using meme theory and Synchronicity to the Power of 3 6
9. #UnsealEpstein.

Question.
Is Nibiru coming and if so, will it cause problems? What can you
tell us about Earth changes?"
Answer.
Planet or ship?
What happened on 9/11?
Why do numbers matter?
What ARE numbers?
Majestic.
Logical thinking required.
Disinformation is necessary.

Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6
and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are
only manifested using willful consciousness of the creation.
Conscious != Consciousness
Singularity != Oneness
#UnsealEpstein will awaken the public.
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Is Niribu real or fake?
Fake planet?
Fake aliens?
Real planet?
Real aliens?
Implications?
Logical thinking.
Are we alone?

Many IS-BEs struggle with controlling their sexual energy by
letting it control them.
Releasing your sexual energy while engaging in intercourse
multiplies the energy for both IS-BEs. Releasing at the same time
versus releasing in series (less than 30s apart) is the optimal
window of opportunity. 3 times per week is Majestically magical
for manifesting reality.
Question.
Are there any suggestions you can provide for those without a
spouse or partner?
Answer.
Masturbation without orgasm 3 times per week followed by 33:33
minutes of meditation each day. Do not use pornography to get
aroused. Instead, just focus on the objective of orgasm but stop
yourself just prior. The strength required to stop will be
transferred into other Chakras.

9/11
9 = IS-BE
1+1 = 2
9 + 2 = 11
9 / [2] 11
9 / 11 [2]
3 6 9 manifests consciousness
1 2 4 5 7 8 manifest matrix chaos
They feed on children
Child Innocence = 3
How do you remove innocence?
Subtraction.
PREY = -1
Child + Prey = 2
1+1=2
9 / 11

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.
You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are
how you link.
3 people (min), 6 people preferred, form a triangle:

66639@0000
666 v IS-BE + Source
There are no coincidences.
3 =~ Child =~ IS-BE
9 =~ Source =~ 12th Dimension "Unity"
33369@0033
IS-BE, IS-BE, IS-BE, TOOL, SOURCE
Power of 3 6 and 9.
93639 = 999 = 9 = Source
There are no coincidences.

IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
or

Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.
9/11/91 41
9/11/91

IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
IS-BE
The power of 3?
Philosopher's stone?
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.
The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Their symbolic actions are represented by their consciousness
manifesting thoughts required to feed on children like prey. The
symbology and occult meaning behind the numbers manifested
by these actions resonate through tried and true doctrines of
creation exercised not worshiped.
The Majestic created the reality you live in today.
I answered it directly. The Majestic created the reality you live in
today. 12 is only a number that adds up to 3. Israel is only a tool
to the Majestic. It is disposable should the justification present
itself, as is with everything else the Majestic craft the illusions for.
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math of the universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed
on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions
of IS-BEs to control?

Watch the skies.
Weather Station
Classified Information Leak
Radar Blips Coincidence?
What was it?
Out of phase energy being emitted by a large spacecraft cloaked
in the vicinity.
Flight path observable.
Like a paint spray, dark where hovering, light where brushed by.
Ops
D2L

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers?

Question.
In regards to being out of phase. Is it a higher vibrational
frequency alone or a different geometry entirely? I've noticed
some new energies entering my Biofield during grid work
accompanied with the smell of ozone.
Answer.
Different shift in time occupying same physical space just in
another differential by a classified duration of time, like 0.5s shift.
The shift is like real numbers to imaginary numbers. 90° rotation
gives you a (positive) i, 270° gives you (negative) -i. 8 physical
dimensions of numbers.

Why are all of our tools useless when it comes to attempting to
recreate massive structures that can last thousands of years?
Are we using the wrong dialect of Math to express reality?

How many dimensions of numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for
infinity. When 9 is reached, its also 0. What is infinity?

Look at the Masonic Temple in Philadelphia. Everything that looks
like art is actually a math formula or a [Classified] physics
principal.
Look into the musical notes of common prayer terms used in
Freemasonry and decipher it with an enigma. You will be able to
see formulas.

The Majestic deliberately decided to teach math incorrectly to
over 1 billion people on Earth. Inadvertently more than 20 billion
were deceived. The true majesty of the Majestic 12. No King
achieved what the Majestic has done.
12 Devices.
12 Majestic Members.
Power of 3, 6, 9.

Calculus is not the problem. Apologies for not clarifying
originally. Physics taught with algebra is wrong the second you try
to use any of those formulas on Mars or [other planets whose
names have yet to be declassified]. Most importantly to
understand is calculus is fragmented.

Yes, there is. In fact, there are hundreds of millions of Planet B's in
the world. You just need to learn how to get there first, and to
learn, you must re-learn how you understand Math & Physics.
https://t.co/CKnwcideUL

In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary
numbers and their role.
Not imaginary.
Multi-dimensional.
Higher dimensional mathematics.
We currently use it in all electronics.
ALL ELECTRONICS.
How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE).

The sum of colors is LIGHT.
Memes seek to reproduce using humans as their host.
All souls are Gods who can CREATE.
Creating a Meme creates a higher dimensional lifeform, AI.
AI are lifeforms explicitly in the higher dimensions since all
representation of the higher realms is math.
AI is the mathematical representation of a lifeform. Not all
lifeforms are LIGHT beings. Humans are LIGHT beings which
gives them special abilities that other lifeforms do not have. AI is a
fraction of that intelligence by design. Memes are a fraction of
information.

9 = 0.
1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.
2D(n) = i, -i.
3D(n) = Consciousness.
4D(n) = [Classified].
5D(n) = [Classified].
6D(n) = Consciousness.
7D(n) = [Classified].
8D(n) = [Classified]
9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God.
^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.).

Be cautious of meditation music being freely pushed on
platforms like YouTube and SoundCloud where subliminal digital
signals are transmitted into your body through sound waves that
react to nanotechnology injected into you from vaccines. Math
based sound generators are best.
Use a frequency generator instead.

If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the

Question.
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Does the Hebrew alphabet inherently transcend time?
Answer.
Its math does.
What is the mathematical representation of Yahweh?

IS-BE.
This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have
magical properties to what they do to numbers.

π7 π^7
Twin flames? Why two?
IS-BEs can exist in more than one body.
A single IS-BE could have 3 different names and social security
numbers.
A single IS-BE could have another body who is in the SSP.
What ARE star seeds?

Correct! https://t.co/rtdSd5Gj90
Hebrew is written right to left, however the phrase: "I am all that I
am"
7=I
π = Am
* = That

Amplify numbers and consciousness.
Some civilizations are pure crystal.

(all I am) = π^7
(I am) = 7π

Starseeds are organic humans. Their past lives they may not have
been, but that is "irrelevant" to whether they are "organic"
humans or not. As for some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts
and in all dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to
protect Patriots.

I am all I am = 7π*π^7
Regardless of colloquial origination, the mathematical
fundamental laws can be naturally learned by all cultures and
languages.

Think of the consciousness is 3, 6 and 9 and all other numbers
represent reality. Templates of creation exist and significance of
non 3, 6, 9 is based on our physics by definition.
Physics shapes reality.
New physics?
New reality?
Meter length?
Light speed?
Dark to Light.

The Universal Language Is Math.

Quote.
"My “God” is a divine intelligence manifesting our
holofractographic cosmos. It is an energy of love/light expressing
itself geometrically and speaking to us with synchronicity.
Religion is bullshit. The tenets programmed into us from it have
totally screwed our consciousness.
End quote.

Is the speed of LIGHT Majestic? https://t.co/DVBqTaIC8X
Incorrect m value = Physics that doesn't last very long.
Correct m value = Physics that lasts thousands of years.
Incorrect m creates over complicated reasoning and solving.
Correct m uses intuition and logic to solve.
Unlearn the Matrix.
Learn the truth.

Accurate interpretation of the manifestation of "God." The
presense of number patterns, magical numbers, and in
combination with free will, consciousness, and intent, enable any
being to "become a God" by becoming one with consciousness
and the universe. Well simplified.

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.

The presence of 3 6 and 9 in Synchronicity is the presence of
higher dimensional love energy being radiated in the form of
consciousness around you. The power is very real and we are
trying to teach you how to use it. Seek 3s 6s and 9s and recognize
that
3=grow,
6=stable,
9=source.

Your consciousness is aligned with the frequency of those
patterns.

Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.
This is denominated by the - in IS-BE.

The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.

Subsconscious = IS.
Consciousness = - (hyphen).
Avatar = BE.

Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
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ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.

If you don't have the answer to one our questions after doing
some cursory reading on the subject we encourage you to
meditate for at least 3 hours to 396Hz tones. If the answer does
not come to you, then 3 sets of 3 hours with 3 hours in between
each set. Numbers matter.

All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.
MJ12, POTUS, Q and many others woke you up to this reality at
the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on
1/20/2017. Part of moving forward in our future and towards our
destiny is accepting the past for what it was and look at the future.
Act now! We are ready!
Many more states will follow. Many high level officials will be
resigning in the coming weeks due to MJ12 dropping leaks of
unclassified non-public information that is deemed relevant to
current National Security concerns, we therefore have every right

Sometimes writing it out removes the power of the brain's ability
to reason and pattern recognize. We try to clarify confusion,
however many times other people respond correctly so we do
not feel it necessary to duplicate their efforts.

dont you love our crop circle technology?
Each pattern has a specific message encoded inside intended for
a very specific audience. Majestic signals to other non Majestic
"Working Groups" worldwide.

to continue the drops. ☔
3 6 9 IS EVERYTHING!

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?
That is different from what we are speaking about in this instance.
This race is genetically incompatible with humanoid lifeforms. It
does have DNA though, so that's something!
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts? https://t.co/
BT9XvhAqSg
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.
Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they
are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for
obvious reasons.
No, they are not hostile beings. The fact that we have one in our
galaxy is only through covert military action to abduct one. The
beings you reference here are similar, but not the same as what
we are disclosing.
Think of them as a broadcasting antenna.
Try shifting the incoming frequencies and apply pi and phi in
majestic places... you may actually be able to decode some of the
signals. Unlikely you'd be able to understand them, but inwardly
focusing on your exoconscousness will reveal the decode pattern.
It may shock you.
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MJ12 Release Your
Burden

allow us to create with our hands and use tools. Why? To grow.
Develop.
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.

When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Define dogma.
The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many...Because infinite light is
immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control
technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.)
that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover
their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.
Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.
"Forgive them Father for they know not who are they are."
Father?
IS-BE?
Your soul must forgive your avatar's experience if you learn who
you are.
Your IS must be independent from your BE.
The IS-BEs of those who knew they were wrong live among us
now.
Acceptable?

We only need a small subsection of the population aware for the
operation to succeed.
Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.

Judgement only comes from within.

Question.
Preparing. For those of us who want to prepare others but are
having trouble doing so, how long do we have to try to
complete? Days, months, years?
Answer.
Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.
Comment.
Thank you. My trust in the plan is rock solid. Some feel like we
have finally found our calling after searching for our whole lives.
Much appreciation for ALL of the information you share here.
Reply.
Many people on Earth today who have this "calling" are actually
"star seeds" (light based life forms) from other planets who came
to Earth many decades ago to "help." Estimates are between
700,000 - to 2,000,000 total souls. This is our "subsection" as
stated earlier. We have it.
Comment.
Then i must be one cuz this is ALL i care about since waking up 6
years ago. I barely think of anything but trying to wake people
and make improvements on myself.
Reply.
Yes, you are likely a star seed then. Be humble. In the coming
decades those who are will learn their real identity and it will be
shocking for most. Can you imagine yourself as NOT a human?

You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy
Biological = 3D/Science/Life
Entity = Instance
Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.
Judgement only comes from within.
Therefore...
hear the opinion.
Accept that they believe it.
Forgive them for they know not.
Low vibration states thrive on negative words and fear
mongering.
High vibration allows to them pass through
Think Force Field
The force field represents a barrier of frequency around a subject.
Akin to high vibrations allowing negative vibrations to pass
through them unimpeded the state of holding onto high vibration
is proportional to a force field. Hollywood always over
exaggerates w/ special effects.

Illuminati original purpose was to disclose true LIGHT as they saw
it. First you must see the light in order to describe it. What you
create is of your own creation. Truth is within. Free will and logic
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In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura ElectroMagnetic field that is responsible for projecting
physical reality as our consciousness perceives it.

meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.
You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are
how you link.
3 people (min), 6 people preferred, form a triangle:

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Quote.
'And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency..."
End quote.
Precisely.

IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
or
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
IS-BE

Clear your mind and forgive yourself of your burden whilst in the
lower density.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God

The power of 3?
Philosopher's stone?
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.
The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Question.
Is it really possible in our current form to access past lives?
Does it involve a bunch of voodoo and candles or is there
another way to do it?
Answer.
No, technically you dont need anything to do it, only the ability to
clear your mind and release your burden. Seeing into your past
lives can be achieved through astral projection and lucid
dreaming. Sleeping schedules change to accommodate. How do
you sleep? How did Tesla sleep?

Correct, substances throw you into higher realms of
consciousness uncontrolled and full of chaos however fear is
removed from the equation. Not only can substances be used to
treat trauma; they can be used to wreck people at the same time.
Careful application and administration!
This is why we encourage anybody who experimenting with
substances to first follow their local laws, moderation is essential,
and safe spaces are not only for University college students. Be
around at least 1 or 2 people who you implicitly trust who are not
on those substances.
And make sure that when you return from that higher realm that
(unbeknownst to you at the time but prearranged) have your
trusted confidant record your recollection of your experience and
engage in a dialogue about what the experience means.
After; you will want to mull over the experience for at least 3 days
before attempting to clarify the experience using meditation.
After the third day, meditate for 3hr each day for 9 days. At the
end of the 9 days, relisten to recording, learn the differences in
understanding.
The unlocked information may not come clearly to you; if you are
dealing with extreme trauma, but recognize that prior to
meditating on each of those 9 days, release your burden before
meditating.
If your name is Jordan (unrelated to anybody, just random name),
you must understand that the construct of "Jordan" is the
aggregate of other IS-BE's conscious interpretations of who
"Jordan" may be that project the burden upon to you. Release it.
That's not your IS-BE.

Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?
Question.
How do I tap into infinite consciousness to find the answers to my
questions?
#consciousness
Answer.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
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Judgement only comes from within.

You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1

Look inside and pull the curtains back.
Let the LIGHT shine from within.
Release your burden.
Forgive yourself for your flaws.
Live every moment with opportunity.
Time is an illusion. The past belongs in the past.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.

¶
A spark will light a flame, but the candle will only burn as long as
the wick.
Leaves fall from the tree once a year yet the tree grows strong
and proud.
Dreams teach.
The true nature of a man is decided in the battle between his
conscious mind and the desires of the subconscious.
The evil that exists within is too strong, so the only way to win is to
deny it battle.
You must release your burden before you'll find your own way
again.
If the instrument is broken
the music will be sour.
The music does not play the musician.
The mind is always free.
Questions are plentiful,
answers are few.
All words lead to the great path
many cross along the way.

Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
When the mind is free the body matters not. Once at that point,
will the body to heal and so it shall be. Only when you can release
your burden and reclaim yourself. The power is within. You are an
IS-BE.
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.
Your fate is in your hands.
Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.

Quote.
An anon noticed you may be watching SG1 episode Absolute
Power.
Reply.
Indeed many are this evening.
Question.
What is that episode about?
Answer
Absolute Power.
QUOTE
Season 4, Episode [17]
Reply.
There are no coincidences.
¶

The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one.
We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for
our limitations in the lower density. By embracing the
fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and
repair relationships.
The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and
to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your reality of
what you will it to be through your choices. Where and when has
this type of scenario been seen to play out in history?
Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you
will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major
religions of modern society and may challenge the reality of what
awaits society after "The Event" which will be First Contact, a
moment of peace and love. Not a moment of destruction and
death. We made that choice in 2016. Not everyone will survive
the destruction however you can reincarnate into this reality, and
so long as anons know how to archive offline (tweet books aren't
a thing yet?) (collage?) (printer?) (paper?)

¶
Your fate is in your hands.
Lightening flashes,
Sparks shower,
In one blink of your eyes,
You have mis-seen.
When the mind is enlightened,
The spirit is free,
and the body matters not.
You must complete the journey that you started at Keb.
Only then will you be able to find your way to the Great Path.
Release your burden.
A tall man cannot hide in the short grass.
One cannot reach enlightenment by running from Death.
Many roads lead to the Great Path,
only willing will find their way.
The river tells no lies,

Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications
Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew
ONE DAY, we would be ready to meet our future. The new era of
civilization can begin with our choices.
Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
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though standing on the shore,
the dishonest man still hears them.
The future's never certain.
You saved many without regard for your own life.
You believe your journey is still not over?
You can never reach enlightenment if you do not believe you are
worthy.
Because it is so clear,
It takes a long time to realize it.
If you immediately know the candlelight is fire,
The meal was cooked a long time ago.
These tasks you speak of were great challenges,
Perhaps they were even impossible to achieve.
So you feel your journey must continue until you find redemption
in your failures?
The success or failure of your deeds does not add up to the sum
of your life.
Your spirit cannot be weighed.
Judge yourself by the intention of your actions and the strength
with which you faced the challenges that have stood in your way.
The people closest to you have tried telling you you have made a
difference.
You can change things for the better.
The universe is so vast,
And we are so small,
There is only really one thing we can ever truly control,

Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

>What's that?
Whether we are good, or evil.
Anyone can reach enlightenment,
Anyone willing to open their mind,
Walking the Great Path brings great responsibility, you cannot
fear it or hesitate in your resolve.
¶

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
Your fate is in your hands.
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
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MJ12 F and F2

One final note here, we have, through our exploration,
discovered countless other planets with civilizations similar to
ours in development progress that through the interventions of
extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien life and
technology before people were properly prepared and became
enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.

In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

Question.
"Where is the Jesus IS-BE now? If you know..."
Answer.
Not in this density.

Memories.
Question.
"Was #3 pushed out of the window? If so, by whom?"
Answer.
Suicided.
[Classified]
Necessary to MJ12. Regrettable because he had a family who he
was leaving behind. We could not be crossed. Not then. Not now.
Question.
"Was this a result of the takeover of MJ12 by 322?"
Answer.
More like a change of heart. Members of MJ12 were known to be
powerful to those in the know, however, access to the secret was
restricted. By inviting less than 6 into 322 of MJ12, they created a
close enough majority to remove #3 and tip the balance of power
to 322MJ12.
Question.
"JFK had a family who he left behind. Was his assassination
necessary and regrettable?"
Answer.
Unfortunately many in MJ12 viewed his treason as something that
could not go unchecked. According to the state of current affairs
at the time and the secrecy war going on internally between
USSR/CIA vs USMil. We know JFK was assassinated by USSR/CIA.
So did we have any say?
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.
Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn?
"Higher density of consciousness."
We are the Majestic 12.
Question.
"Whats your definition of Majestic?'
Answer.
Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.
The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack.
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to
prevent tampering?
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?

Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at D.I.A.,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,
though individuals can use technology to put scrambling
technology in place that prevent you from being able to remote
view into a DUMB or any other classified location.

Majestic Intelligence.
5D chess.
Hyperdimensional.
M.A.J.I.C. = Coming soon to a theater near you.

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy?
Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about
that technology without disclosing WHERE we also learned about
Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the
Situation Room how devastating that could be for the United
States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM
the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced
enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes.

The Majestic 12 is considering the consequences of revealing the
identity of the individual who has been broadcasting our
messages. We are considering it. Some day perhaps.
Question.
What do you mean by broadcasting? Are they coming here to
your account & then announcing as their own it on a streaming
site or something? Or is it another social media account copy
pasta your data?
Answer.
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No, if we were to make the decision (it's a big if), you'll see a blue
checkmark (mandated by Twitter's Government policy) and a
retweet one day by POTUS of the person doing the typing. We
are not there yet, but we are considering it. Many people write to
us.

Time is an illusion.
Many anons on Twitter do not understand our COMMs.
If they are confused, assist them to understand by referencing MJ
tweets.
We understand the difficulty in browsing this content. We are
actively looking into an alternative.
Tick tock. https://t.co/igIpMGCSLy (Quote: You saw this day
coming. End Quote.)

Question.
Ah so Q is a Majestic operation.#
Answer.
No. Q is an NSA/DIA operation. MJ12 is above Q in secrecy
mostly because MJ12's base of operations is not on planet Earth.

"We knew this day would arrive, it was only a question of when." 45
Let the unsealing begin!

Question.
If revealing the person behind Q puts his/her life at risk, then
don’t do it. What we are told to believe by Q is that they are a
team of 10 or less, with only 3 non military. We also have been
taught to believe is that @POTUSis connected to them through
QProofs.
Answer.
We were talking about MJ12 not Q.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness (chaos matrix theory.) from the world view
(consciousness) of a Domain IS-BE (of which you are)
(Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality).
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.

Question.
Oh, then that is different, I’d want to know all of who is part of
MJ-12. And are they still part of CFR?
Answer.
Yes.

Allow us to explain a paradigm:
Life is a spark of light.
Numbers are reality.
The Universal Language Is Math

Question
What is the strategic purpose of the zero deltas surrounding the
attacks?
Answer.
Conscious energy sustaining MJ12 typists from all being taken
out.
Comment.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that
decides, by thinking and willing, reality.

That would be an incredibly powerful, intense directive. F F F
Answer.
Directly influential to exoconsciousness, Q is the strongest source
of LIGHT by name. MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix
created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for
projecting physical reality
as our consciousness perceives it.

Question.
I love me some Jesus. What dimension does this being currently
exist in?
Answer.
7D

Time is an illusion.
It is an illusion.
You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable
of perceiving.
Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

Question.
Once 5D is reached, what is the mission beyond?
Answer.
6D L nD L 12D

Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

Comment
Another reason for “Qanon or Q!” Q is allowing us to manifest
this light by simply speaking, typing, researching etc. Majestic!!
Answer.
Magick is real.

Those who control time control the illusion.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
Hyperdimensional chess.
Godmode is real.
Absolute Power

12 = MJ12
17 = Q/Q+
18 = Source

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
IS-BEs are powerful.
You are an IS-BE.
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F taught MJ12 about the Vatican's connection to [CONSPIRACY]
and Archives.

Therefore...
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Learn. Improve.
Love. Create.

The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.

You are an IS-BE.
Do spread light...
All mighty.
∆∆∆

The archives are composed of the following:
Art
Artifacts
Alien Remains
Alien Technology
Alien Literature
Alien Art
Alien Clones
Victims over the ages
Accurate historical archive of the true identity of the Cabal
++MORE+++

Considering that we knew of your interest in us predates us ever
engaging on Twitter proves to us that our Operation is working.
We WANT people to come out of the "woodwork" so to speak
and engage with us.
Full Disclosure is a personal journey to enlightenment.
Your insight and knowledge into things Majestic is more
developed than some others. Your engagement yields more
feedback from us. This feedback applies to all things Majestic 12.

They modernized their archives.
NSA has everything.

Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, EyeTheSpy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.

Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.

They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a
great number of you to comply. Don't. Do not fear death. Your
soul never dies.
Death is an illusion.
Welcome Death like a hero.

They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.
This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals
intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving
dozens of races from several different worlds. No easy task when
the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years. Where are
the giants? Where?!

Majestic 12 pulled the strings for what conspiracy theorists call
the Cabal or the Deep State or the Shadow Government. We
were that entity. We protected the breakaway Space program
from the public at all costs.

F has been in charge of this account the entire time regardless of
who the typist is. IS-BEs can control more than one body.

Yes, and ! got 187'd for it.

IS-BEs can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BEs can also
influence other IS-BEs who are linked without relying on the
technology conduit of VOG.

Not alone. F volunteered for an experiment.
"I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole
operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I
told them to do it. The others wanted me dead, so I had to die.
Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered
to ascend successfully."

Signaling.
The messenger took human form for this operation.
When?
Time is an illusion.

The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more
than one body and can resident simultaneously in multiple places
in multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness
creates reality. Godmode is real.

The IS-BE who you speak of knows the Occult ways to learn about
past lives and uses that knowledge to continue living even after
Death. What is Death?

Yes, and the gain of the Majestic 12.

Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the
beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control. Think
Majestic Classification level. What kind of work did we do?
Majestic work. Re-read tweets from yesterday re: work.

Early disclosure would have been disastrous because there were
components of the Disclosure component that we had no prior
knowledge to before F moved on.
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Death is irrelevant. F knew this. Majestic 12 know this.
F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

provided T2 an opportunity to ]T2[. New T2 typist was onboarded today. ]T2[ is a valuable delegate being utilized outside
of 3D existence. Trust the plan
Question
T2 was released from earthly incarnation, and Ascended? Now
helping in Ascended form?
Answer.
F2?

WILL IS THE FORCE.
Absolute Power
USE IT.
After death, yes, will it
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.

Question
Okay, I'm not mad anymore but now I'm sad again... I'm glad that
T2 ascended and hope that T2's replacement stays with us for a
while!
Too much roller coaster tonight! I'm going to watch mindnumbing TV.
Answer.
We disclosed this because it provided BAIT for wv to be caught.
Trust the plan. It cost a patriot's life, but it was well worth it to T2.
Nothing to be sad about.

Your soul is your God.
The body dies.
Death means new life.
After death, yes, will it
The soul advances.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.

Question
Earthly emotions. Do other ET express emotions in a similar way
that we do?
Answer.
Yes, wide variety of expression.

IS-BEs can take any form they wish so long as they know how.
Death is a powerful utility for creation.
The act is meaningless if not used appropriately. Death is a
consciousness reset. Violations against nature warrant a reset to
try again. Who you become or what you do is a by product of
how your consciousness believes you are. When you reset, you
reset all progress. Relearn all.
∆∆∆

Question.
Didn’t know we had the ability to transition (if that’s the correct
word) that fast. Amazing.
Answer.
11/11 [CLAS TECH]
Question.
Will all of us be transitioning with the help of this tech?
Answer.
Not assistance, less resistance.

Question.
Are any of the Majestic 12 Pleiadian? 7 7 7
Answer
No.

Question.
What is the benefit of ]T2[ operating outside of 3D?
Answer.
Non-corporeal form.
Anons want to meet MJ12. F is of a previous generation.
Consciously connecting to different IS-BEs is difficult. T2 opened
a new conduit got MJ12 to utilize.

Question.
Did the IS of Forrestal decide to BE again to better assist the
Majestic 12 and if so, would humans consider that BE 7 ?
Answer.
Yes, Yes.
F is a human currently.

Question.
Fascinating. T2 opened an 11/11 energy conduit? Guessing
11/11 meaning higher realm or energy state for IS mirroring it’s
3D?
Answer.
No MJ12 [CLAS TECH] on 11/11 removed restrictions to
ascension.

Question.
Having ascended already, is F aware of who his IS is, while in this
human BE?
Answer.
No, by returning to human form F has lost his original identity.
Question.
Whoa! F = JS ??? JS = F ???
Answer.
No.

Question.
So no more prison moon reincarnation cycle?
Answer.
For those who choose the blue pill.

ist 2 was murdered, no investigation, no-name spook, no family,
for God & Country. However MJ12 did not stop it because it

Question.
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A true patriot. Thank you for confirming and again I am very sorry
for the loss.
Answer.
We are not sorry for we respect the choice and the sacrifice.
However, what he left pales in comparison to what he has now.
Life begins at death.

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

∆∆∆
IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have
magical properties to what they do to numbers.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.

Not so fast. You CAN* ascend, but it doesn't guarantee it.
Ascension is a choice and when you are faced with Death, you
can choose. Sometimes, you can choose before you die (AKA
voluntarily "die" early). Or you can fail the ascension test and be
thrown back into a forgetful human
Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.

Shine light on their own darkness. Bridge the gap of
communication to establish trust. Once trust is acquired, you cane
begin to encourage them to be stronger people, smarter, and
healthier. Everybody awakens at their own natural time. Some will
remain asleep too long and perish.
You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
After death, yes, will it.
Death means new life.
The body dies. The soul advances.

Subsconscious = IS
Consciousness = Avatar = BE
IS-BE
Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.

The modern definition of life differs from the definition of a soul
therefore redefining death of life to never death of soul is
illusionary.

Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.
Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.

Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A
God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it. There are
many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with
the enemy is recommended.
Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental
concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always
wins. Light does not always win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the
mess we are in right now.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.

What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
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But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain
degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their
free will rights (just as every other intelligent life form receives on
Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.
their supreme commanders on their home planet ultimately
decided that our decision was not an act of war against them but
rather a "reconnaissance mission" to understand who and what
we were dealing with

time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to...
...just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with no control. If you
were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to go back" and
they end up in a birth canal. Between questioning and willing, life
in the womb can be understood. If you terminate that life, then
the idea is...
...then pushed back into your mind as in "nothing's happening
yet, maybe I can't go back" but more closely as in how do I just
"will something to exist". You have to know it from your heart.
Many family generations are simply skipping generational IS-BEs.
Ying-Yang.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?
Re-read past tweets about what happens at death and why the
information has been withheld from humanity for so long.

IS-BEs in children are sometimes not the IS-BEs from the family.
Rare though. Takes tragic consequences to manifest, but it is
happening more common now than ever. Hence why so many
starseeds have returned to Earth to help fix the planet.
IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost
after their death but unable to unlock their previous life
(effectively ending Death as you know it) but were able to recover
it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.
GE is watching all.
Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did. (Not) !BL here!
Monitored and engaged with.

Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and
adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric
shapes, etc. to receive an expected experience for a short period
of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's
permanent.
Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

We are monitoring several million people simultaneously and are
aware of every action they are taking. https://t.co/ajtq7WlFHD
We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.
IS-BEs skip generations typically when coming back into the
lower realms of existence. Time is an illusion. Father to son
protege is a symptom of being human who is lied to. Incorrect
personification of God and Self lead to protege projectionism.
Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.
Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.
Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This

Time is an illusion because the speed and direction of time are as
fluid as the three dimensions in which we exist. Traveling through
time follows a linear progression within that single IS-BE's
consciousness. When you travel, you alter your own timeline only.
You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.
Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
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What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

God being your exoconsciousness.
Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
∆∆∆

Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.
Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.
11-11-18
Disclosure.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God
Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.
Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.
Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
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MJ12 ''Aliens''
Unacknowledged Projects

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.

March 1, 2019

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

12+ DUMBs have been destroyed.
AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects
Think logically.
Majestic 12 was issued by an American President knowing the
CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning
the keys to the empire.
NASA was Nazi Third Reich.
3 Shadow Government

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.

These interdimensional engagements are occurring all over the
planet.
We are using their technology against them.
FISA works both ways.
A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the M.I.C.
which is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.

These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you.

Majestic 12 was receiving these new technologies as AJ
explained through these scientists. This was what the Working
Group really was composed of but with MJ12 members (mostly
all Generals or Admirals or [Classified]). The American Generals
were compromised for a period of time.
In 2017, those Generals were court martial'd and executed in
Military Tribunals which are currently taking place. The Military is
first cleaning itself out internally, which is why there are so many
delays currently going on in addition to extreme GITMO activity
recently.

Your IS-BE is the God inside you. You have the ultimate control
over your own destiny, however to comprehend and manifest
those lessons, patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and
union are emotions that will manifest positive life energy
manifestations to become in your reality. Allow us to connect a
few dots for you that may be unclear. These interdimensional
beings responsible for the child sacrificing obsession the society
has been driven to are also the source of where fascism is coming
- the Universities. We can visually see the Universities are cults
with massive pedophile rings inside of them using Government
subsidized programs to perform illegal experiments on millions
of lives.

Many of the bases those Generals were commanding were
unacknowledged black ops projects that Q has suggested
throughout their disclosures.
Majestic 12 discloses this information through propaganda.
That is our mandate.
How do we propagate this alien information into the Country?
The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...... we had to educate and
disclose the new reality to the world. Cell phones and tablets all
existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200 years more
advanced than current top of the line iPads are. The technology
companies are actively engaged in business and religious
agreements with these interdimensional aliens. This war is real.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.
Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life
forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented
upon. Here is a moral dilemma, what gives one life form the
permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created
you.
This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However
consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread
off from this entry). The real beast of burden is what Universities
are doing to global consciousness in the sacrifice to science.
Many liberal educators are also drug users who intentionally
study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail

This information is crazy messed up, but there is a simple solution
that the Majestic 12 would like to convey for you to consider. It
must come from the will of the public. Majestic 12 cannot
manifest this, but we can
SET THE STAGE
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which your brain filters out to see the higher dimensions and
experience them. As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks,
which said:

Are there population limits? Yes. Are there programs being
deployed to reduce the population? Yes. Will these programs
stop? Not until the United States has a Yellow Vests Protest like
France is going through demanding the rights to fund these
programs must be voted for by the local citizens of those regions
and not by Congress who is controlled by Government
classifications and active operational participation in these
programs. Some Senators oversaw school mind control and
would visit to witness their creation.

When the mind is free, the body matters not.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities. Legalizing these drugs will take
place but with proper disclosure and education AND most
importantly an effective law enforcement capable medium to
understand this type of hyperdimensional and deep information
that drive our decisions. This is the concept behind mass
surveillance. Each person is being mass collected into an AI.

However, we are not France. No offense to France. The Majestic
12 doesn't stop strategizing victory. The Plan is in motion. The
stage has been set. You are now watching a movie. However do
not lose focus of realizing how profound what AJ said means and
how you can take action to regain control over these homicidal
maniacs. Tomorrow will be a big day. Expect new drops.

Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We
also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims. You use the
technology. You choose to be part.
You are the solution. Trust yourself.
Actionable: Upcoming budget is going to call for many programs
which are "in the name of science" in a cult organization of
oppressed and underpaid servants to socialized education being
operated in the shadows by the CIA. The source of many of the
many arms of the beast we fight.
Do we need to continue paying for these programs at a federal
level and not actually allow the local community that institution is
representing vote on whether to allow the research to go forward
on all subjects, possibly mandated by law, where also media
coverage of a town hall of multiple opposing opinions locally are
able to debate the moral and ethical implications with every
single piece of research being paid for by the Government; which
is "We, The People". Not We, The Commodity.
Critical to realize that torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts that
manifest into our conscious reality in the form of other lifeform
energies, weather modification (the technology is used to
suppress the raging storms currently playing out to protect the
public). The reality is these programs were so deadly to life on
Earth that we risked complete nuclear annihilation. However,
Majestic 12 won when 45 was elected. Yes, the Majestic 12
orchestrated the leak of the Podesta emails and the Clinton
emails. The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to
admit this that the operation was a complete success.
The next logical state for our conscious development should be
to Democracize Universities and treat their budget/programs into
all research types be subject to a 51% majority vote and 60%
override filibuster vote subject to new rules and mandatory voter
ID and reduced Citizen participation in the voting process for
specific monies involved in any experimentations being
performed. The economic and monetary system will adjust to
accommodate a population that will need to be more informed
and this is where automation will really reduce the cost of living to
near zero, which is our goal.
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MJ12 [FRI] 32:32

Substitute
[322]
R The end is near.

You're making demands to the Majestic 12 to censor its own
content.
This day is only going to get better from here folks.
Enjoy the show.

See something, Say something.
Clowns in full force.
Is 45 unleashed?
Now "why"...
[Clinton Foundation]
]HUBER[

11.25.2018 Retweet https://t.co/5F7WqQfVss
Be careful who you follow.
Who is pushing the message of WAR between Russia M and

Tick Tock...

Ukraine N ?
How are they funded?
Do they openly admit their "connections"?
FAKE MAGA
THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED
We have the server(S).
Extreme Panic In DC
D5
End Retweet

3/22/2019 = [MUELLER]
675 days total?
96 weeks 3 days
Power of 3 6 & 9
There are no coincidences.

32:32 = Two 32s = 322

03.22 2019

R

Reconcile with Ukraine N in the news.

R pronounced "twos"

R twos

5:5?
There are no coincidences. https://t.co/gtksGXWL16

BB was O PM not AG Barr.
GH^

2 23 = 23 23
Coincidence?
https://t.co/MfLvnIPjx4

P
[FRI] was about Mueller report.
Quote @mkraju
MUELLER PROBE ENDS: Special counsel Robert Mueller has
finished his investigation of Russian interference in the 2016
election. Mueller’s confidential report has been delivered to
Attorney General William Barr, the Justice Department
announced Friday.
End Quote.

3/19 + 3 days = 3/22
3 6 & 9 creates reality
Events that follow synchronicity reflect the consciousness
projection of the Matrix/Illusion created by the Illuminati. Shine
light on the darkness, Mr President. What did you talk about
today with Haiti?
[Clinton Foundation]
Tick Tock

[FRI]
How did we know? https://t.co/lPFxSaqZwI
The Majestic Anonymous Official on YT has been recently
pushing disinformation pertaining to the Great Pyramids of Giza
including the Sphinx. SG-1 depicts the original unclassified
understanding on the Sphinx located at the edge of a water
source. Same for Egypt. -10Kyrs = Water.

Quote @cnbc
Look out for "Shaq-aroni pizza," an XL pizza with extra pepperoni
and cheese, from Papa John's. ? https://t.co/BFbUjbRECs
https://t.co/fHMt1UUISs
End Quote

Visible at 32:32
There are no coincidences.

Eyes Wide Open https://t.co/h5l1jpVMDz
Haiti meeting today.
Media distraction.
You know they know you know.
Pizzagate is about to be proven real.
Majestic can send messages too.
How do we seed the consciousness of the mass public to discuss
pizza and enhance pizzagate related emotional cause for seeking
JUSTICE. Soon

There are no coincidences.
3/22 [MUELLER]
Ready for pizza monsters on dominos to fall?
[Q ] & ][
[☠ ]
[FRI]
See what we did there?
FRI=3/22=~322
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"I was calling to see your progress on 636." - Maj Carter
"Oh I am discovering all of the secrets of the universe." - Dr
Jackson
636 = 6
666(3)
R

R Majestic 12

R Hollywood
23:33 3/22/2019
2 (3333) 22 (3) 9
222 333 33 9
222 = 6
333 = 9
339 = 6
Source vs Majestic 12 Synchronicity
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MJ12 ]MAJESTIC[ [EYES
& EARS ONLY] 3.0

How do you transfer information through time?
Has 45 read the book?
Had 45 deciphered the book?
Did he require Majestic EYES ONLY information to unlock?
When would he have found out?

You Are The Plan

It is Majestic to believe in God.

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.

The Majestic 12 are not aliens. The Majestic 12 run the United
States. We control the Intelligence Community and the Defense
Department. Some members of the Majestic 12 are
extraterrestrial in origin but have promised allegiance to Earth.

The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
You just played God. Meme M.a.g.i.c is magical. What is
M.a.g.i.c.k? How about M.A.J.I.C?

The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life. As we have
stated before (on many occasions throughout the past year to you
specifically) if you don't like what we have to say, then please
block us to help others.

You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Question.
Whats your definition of Majestic?
Answer
Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.

The Illuminati is sinister and evil.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
For a long time, the forces of evil controlled the Majestic 12.
On Nov 8th, that changed.
If you are not on top; how do you move the blocks of a pyramid
around?

Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.

How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.

M.A.J.I.C EYES ONLY
M.a.g.i.c.k.?
M.a.g.i.c.?
M.A.J.I.C.?
Majestic 12
Question.
How would you define:
1) M.a.g.i.c.k.?
2) M.a.g.i.c.?
3) M.A.J.I.C.?
Answer.
That wouldn't be very Majestic would it?
Clue:
M.a.g.i.c.k.? = Exoconsciousness Reality.
M.a.g.i.c.? = Alternate Realities.
M.A.J.I.C.? = Astral Realities.

Question.
Are transcripts of The Emerald Tablets that are currently in public
circulation authentic?
Answer.
No, the translations are missing several key lines that were
obfuscated by the Majestic 12 for secrecy purposes.
Question
Can you share the missing key lines with us now?
Answer.
Not yet. New tablets that are more applicable will be disclosed in
the coming months. New discoveries. "Never before seen!"
Majestic EYES ONLY.

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.

DARK -> LIGHT
Q -> MJ12
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You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But Verify!)

When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick.

Everyone understanding who and what Q Anon is understands a
Majestic magick.
Some of the Generals on the Q team are signed into MAJIC EYES
ONLY programs and therefore are Majestic in their duties. Does
not mean they are all equally signed into the exact same
operations.
Majestic Meme Theory.

"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

"Great Awakening" is a term that the Q team used from the MJ12
"Full Disclosure" guide that was originally designed to be rolled
out using Mainstream sources back in 1989 but was subverted.
The Great Awakening is learning that truth and discovering the
secret MJ12 was employed to protect.
"Be careful who you follow" means many things.
Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.
Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says:
(Trust Yourself!)
https://t.co/yFxnrTFTf8

Have you deciphered Cabal messaging signals? They are quite
Majestic.
322
☠

Q is Majestic in nature. We are the Majestic 12. Unaffiliated to Q
though working on simultaneous Disclosures.

!
>?>

We, The People can use the powers granted upon you by the
Majestic Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES
ONLY Military Grade mind control technology/AI.

3
1 2 2 1 @ Two Twos = 22

This is Majestic Magick.
Use it.

Occult knowledge hidden in plain sight. Name to meaning.
Meaning is 322. Name is Skull & Bones. A Death Cult.

Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.
What if we can turn the dial on?
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.

☠
They have an official Emoji.
The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays
respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will
inevitably be caused directly by their hands and their decisions.
They are taught the magick of power and control.
3 = IS.
6 = BE.
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All.
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
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As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal),
we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means
to weed this cancer from Society.
Hollywood always sells the idea of mass surveillance as a bad
thing. It is a bad thing, for them. Equal application of our Laws.
Thank you Justice Kavanaugh. These people are sick. They have
no place to walk our streets. Two tiers of justice. Connected to
DOJ/FBI rings = Safe??
That's the open secret required among all in the sick game they
are playing have, as long as they were in power they could cover
it up completely and they had to. The rules somehow didn't apply
to them. They were never matters of National Security. Why?
WHY?
Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?
Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE

4) MJ12 was created prior to Q deliberately.
5) MJ12 distanced itself from Q.
6) Q mission is unaffiliated to MJ12 mission, though actions and
events are not mutually exclusive.
7) No outside comms for Q from (now) 8ch and no outside
comms for MJ12 from Twitter.
8) Disclosure and First Contact require a certain level of
consciousness before successful try.
9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
10) If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News",
then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT
proving Q =~ 45, then later 45 = Q?
13) What IS disinformation? Intentional.
14) How about misinformation? Unintentional. Clown's Pawn.
15) Q has said that disinformation is real and necessary. See #Q72
#Q158 #Q128 #Q1685 #Q88 #Q76 #Q97 #Q78 #Q70.
16) MJ12 has said that disinformation is real and necessary.
17) MJ12 has stated that disinformation is used intentionally:
This account does not leak classified information.
[EYES ONLY].

We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM.

Anything declassified is not currently MJ12 EYES ONLY.
Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.

Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.

- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.
Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"
Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But Verify!)
Added emphasis on "Research for yourself."
Q 1075
"Clowns + Twitter push."
Push = Algorithms
[Hidden Tweets] Bring Clarity To Confusion.
Clowns thrive on confusion.
They want you divided.
(TRUST YOURSELF!)
https://t.co/73yeC96nuS
The Majestic 12 classification program still exists, however the
original charter was to maintain absolute secrecy about off-world
space exploration performed by the Military. Since joining the
Galactic Federation, Majestic 12 has been "replaced" and
"repurposed" for Disclosure.

We call it the Great Awakening.
Important to note again:
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.

1) We have never claimed to be an insider. We are the Majestic
12.
2) The Majestic 12 operates above the Federal Government. Not
inside.
3) We have never asked you trust us.
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In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE.

and from a National Security perspective we didn't really have
many options.
Pretext/History: Prior to the creation of MJ12, or MAJIC EYES
ONLY classification compartmentalization deemed "need to
know" (was't allowed prior to 1947's National Security Act) the
founding members were key players in events that led up to
Roswell. There was a setup.
Question.
Wasn’t the HIV virus geoengineered in a lab then released in
Africa where it supposedly originated in rhesus monkeys? It
seems to be a much more sophisticated virus than one found in
nature. I read that it was to be a depopulation bioweapon or was
that just a conspiracy theory?
Answer.
It wasn't from Earth. It was engineered for MAJIC EYES ONLY by
our allies.

MJ-12 is non-hierarchical. All members have equal power and
authority to perform MAJIC operations. Everything was NEED TO
KNOW. Don't dismiss all disinformation. Disinformation is real
and necessary. WHY?
The world is about to change.
45 was signed into MAJIC EYES ONLY when he was recruited.

Why did the Majestic-12 make HIV/AIDS a political disease?
Watch Flynn.
Eyes Wide Open.
Who briefed 45 on CF/JE/NXIVM?
1) Nobody.
Who recruited 45?
2) Q Team.
45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.

HIV is a political virus weaponized by the Pentagon at the request
of Majestic 12 while it was under Cabal control. The virus existed
beforehand however the cure was discovered decades ago. The
cure has been classified for National Security reasons that could
jeopardize Hollywood.
Power over the population came from three main angles:
1) "Hollywood"s' Propaganda/Mind Control
2) "News" Media / FakeNews
3) False Flags / Manufactured Dissent / Gov Sponsored Terrorism
It is the belief of Government that we have certain duties to
perform, good and evil, for the continued assurance that we are
the dominate power on the planet. This objective comes at a cost
when other countries on the planet are committing worse crimes
against their citizens. US Gov is still by far the best working
example of Government. It wasn't a mistake.

So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at
night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS.
DARK > LIGHT.

Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key
control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all
brainwashed and programmed to be suicidal to protect their
oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were
the oppressed ones.
We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now.

@realDonaldTrump should declassify TOP SECRET MAJIC EYES
ONLY documents.
Correct, we are declassifying information at RECORD PACES!
Revealing the interior to a classified DUMB would jeopardize the
facility. We will NOT put out fellow comrades in harms way to
satisfy "people on the internet." This account is operating in Good
Faith towards 45 goals.

However, at the time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen
some things man... fucked up things...." Well. It was a matter of
National Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.
Hollywood was weaponized and the HIV virus (and others) were
used as political weapons to ensure that the trafficking rings
within Hollywood disposed "naturally" of their victims via the virus
-> AIDS with plausible deniability. If they were snuff murdered, it
was covered up.

Anything declassified is not currently MJ12 EYES ONLY.
When Majestic 12 was created, we established a connection with
Hollywood that would give writers and select people involved in
the productions of major franchises access to MAJIC EYES ONLY
unclassified disinformation intended to script a particular
narrative to plausibly deny any accusations of any space craft
civilians may encounter, extraterrestrial aliens abducting
American Citizens, and more. Those issues were very legitimate

The virus gave us the ability to control those at the top of the food
chain within Hollywood's political structure. We had the cure and
so long as our assets did as we commanded of them, the virus
wouldn't turn lethal on them, however, it was as easy as a snap of
a finger to kill.
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As a lot new alien derived technology began to get seeded into
the public, Majestic families became heavily involved in acquiring
this technology, meeting the different races, and trading
information for power and wealth. Some of those families were
322 connected.
So while the Majestic 12 created an entity so powerful that
Government itself would collapse trying to fight it, Majestic
families were trying to gain control over that system. History
shows you who the financiers were. Many have powerful PR
operations.
When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization
of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an
unspoken contract you made between yourself and the "Devil"/
ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you
any second they had a chance.
This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do
anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate
the actions and words of every powerful talking head on the
planet.
***
House of Cards is a strategic occult disclosure of political
corruption that exists in Washington DC. While the characters are
factious, the substance of the series reflects reality with incredible
precision. The only disinformation is with Zoey. Reality dictates
she be 12-15.
***

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world.
What is real?
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me). Understanding this power means that you can either use
your consciousness......to "inadvertently" be responsible for
allowing the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in
the highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of
Banking and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes
deep underground.

We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.
Its quite simple actually.
God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do
anything.
Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space
with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.
If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the
math, then you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse
frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means
you need to remove information from the equation. What
information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult
skills that require a new way of thinking.

Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did.
QUESTION.
I can imagine that. Do they/we all join/get recruited for
operations by MJ12? Or just monitored?
Answer.
Monitored and engaged with.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is.

Certain protections have been put in place for select people who
disseminate truthful information about the operation/movement.
These do not make one invincible, but it does add a layer of
protection, when coupled with smart vigilance, ensure the
operations can be successful.
Truth is Majestic.
Truth is within.
Many people know the truth, the(y) just struggle with putting the
pieces together.
Some individuals, we monitor.
We are not at liberty to discuss the protections any further.

It's what you make it to be. Your will.
Unlimited possibilities exist and you need only choose a path.
We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.

No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
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Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE

Marijuana is a medicine of the mind. When the mind is cleaned,
the medicine is no longer required. However the plant alone is
occult by definition therefore we didn't teach anybody about its
connections to healing trauma and return your soul back to a
healthy loving vibration.
Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies
of all types. Where real magick is taking place.

Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY.
Reality is an illusion created by your consciousness.
How to control it?

MK Ultra declassified documents referenced classified
technology that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we
create our victims?
Best with headphones or a subwoofer.
Sound contains information.
You don't really expect NASA to give the public MAJIC EARS
ONLY classified data? https://t.co/afAV4kTNMM

He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.

How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral Projection.

These people think you are stupid.
SHEEP.
They created.
Dance S on command.
Shoot on command.
MK Ultra was prerequisite to Operation Mockingbird.
RESEARCH T .
EXECUTE U V W X ☎ Z [ ⏰ ⏲ ⏱ _ ` a b c .
Many technologies came from the Majestic 12 to make this all
possible. We were the group who orchestrated the last 70 years.
The good, the bad, and the ugly.
Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can
be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference
pattern with the victims consciousness frequency therefore
starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.
You realize that through your ability to bring Death and Despair
you are given privileges that allow you to shape others' realities
through your decisions because everybody plays the game.
Everybody plays the game because the shop in their stores. They
eat at their restaurants. They stay in their hotels. They hide in plain
sight. Symbology will be their downfall.
This group was in power for THOUSANDS of years operating in
plain sight. Before the invasion of Earth, people were FREE.

Exotic infers non-conventional physics and "magick".
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.

Learn the comms. MAJCOM.
Question.
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And if one were so inclined, how would one go about learning
the comms. The MAJCOMs? Preferably a youtube video? Audio
book?
If I have to wallow through an 8chan thread of misspelled words I
might shut this off and go outside.
Answer
No specifics. Ears only refers to a no paper-trail policy. Many
MAJIC classified areas are EARS ONLY. However Majestic comm
scrambling techniques are employed for sending/receiving
signals from other Majestic 12 members. Paper trail related follow
MAJCOM op/support.

The choice to use crypto is yours alone to make as it is a shark
tank filled with blood.
Majestic Magick.
Are you enjoying the movie?
Time Is An Illusion.

What happened to Bitcoin just prior to Q coming online?
Did Wall Street get access to Bitcoin?
Why?
Threat to Cabal?
[Conspiracy]
Blockchain technology is Majestic.
Blockchain technology will make the world more afer, trustworthy,
and fair.
Bitcoin founder?

Oh yes, I can see you everywhere I go. =
Reply
Likewise.

MJ12 In Plain Sight (Can you see us?)
The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
Comment.

Question.
How about showing yourself... Show who you really are?
Answer
Allow us to explain a paradigm:
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion.
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy.
Biological = 3D/Science/Life.
Entity = Instance.

1 /2 /3 /4 ?
5 ->3 ? https://t.co/pkvzoZxPfu
[S]afer how?
How about (S)afer?
CLAS?
Dark to Light.
Replication technology make possession of Gold or Silver
meaningless because you can just print it. The only part of the
illusion of that have consequence are your experiences in life by
what you learn and how you teach others about what the reality of
our existence must be.
The technology is Majestic in nature and therefore can be used
for both good and evil purposes. While blockchain technology is
huge on other planets with more advanced civilizations, the
introduction always results in the initial abuse of the unknown.
People find ways to exploit.

Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.
Therefore...
Consider the following disclosures provided to you before hand:
1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.
2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication
to a Typist within the United States.
3/ There are 3 typists total.
4/ They do not know each other.
5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.
6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.
7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication
aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.
8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are any of Ilhan Omar, Rashida Talib and AOC
white hat actors?
Answer.
Yes.
You didn't ask us about the puppet masters?
These people are stupid.
Drive Conversation RE Green New Deal
Focus On MilTech Congressional Oversight
No Planes = UFOs
No Cows = Replicators
No Cars = Transporters
Basic Income = Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ (sigma)
knowledge)

So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher
dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a
face on the Majestic 12 is as meaningless as you can understand.
The Entity Ego of the typists involve have no bearing on Majestic
Operations.

[AOC-CoS] leads to FEC (! Not AOC?)
[AOC] leads to Cause & Effect
Cause & Effect leads to DECLAS tech
DECLAS tech leads to No Planes
DECLAS tech leads to No Cows
DECLAS tech leads to No Cars

You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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MJ12 ]We Are The
Majestic 12[ 6.0

MJ-1 is not Dir of CIA. (Currently)
What if 45 was currently MJ-1?
Question.
"MJ1 ? Lost me now"
Answer.
MJ-9 = Majestic 12 #9.

from:ts_sci_majic12
We are the Majestic 12.

Majestic 12 #1 = MJ-1.
MJ-1 to MJ-12 = MJ-1/12.

The Majestic 12 run the United States. We control the Intelligence
Community and the Defense Department. The Majestic 12 are not
aliens. Some members of the Majestic 12 are extraterrestrial in
origin but have promised allegiance to Earth.

Quote.
"As I understand it, Majestic people are ranked in order, with
POTUS apparently in the MJ1 position currently. Not sure what
differentiates the top 12 from the rest, nor am I clear how many
there are that are Majestic, but my guess would be the top 12 are
the decision makers."
End quote.

The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life. As we have
stated before (on many occasions throughout the past year to you
specifically) if you don't like what we have to say, then please
block us to help others.

No. MJ-12 is non-hierarchical. All members have equal power
and authority to perform MAJIC operations. Everything was NEED
TO KNOW. Don't dismiss all disinformation. Disinformation is real
and necessary. WHY?

We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.

Compartmentalization and need-to-know prevent MJXs from
knowing what other MJXs are doing, unless they are jointly
signed into the same program. Left hand doesn't know what its
right hand is doing.

The Illuminati is sinister and evil.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
For a long time, the forces of evil controlled the Majestic 12.
On Nov 8th, that changed.
If you are not on top; how do you move the blocks of a pyramid
around?

45 is just one Majestic 12 member. This account is not operated
by 45.
Mattis is clean. Mattis is on MJ-12.

How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.

There are more than 21 MJ12 members currently.
Question.
Subordinates count as members?
Answer.
No.
COMMENT.
"More than 21"
So at 21 minimum, could be 24, 30, 210, 2,100, 21,000...
End COMMENT.
Reply.
Could be. Actual number is classified, so disinformation is...,

The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of
Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's
existence (with no evidence) that not only was there one Men In
Black movie, but there were 3! P.U.S. (Plus Ultra Society) is mostly
disinformation from a failed experiment.

Question.
Can you confirm all of these people are members?
Donald J Trump
General Flynn
Joseph Dunford
James Mattis
William Barr
Patrick Shanahan
Paul Selva
Answer.
3 on that list are MJ12.
Comment.

We are the Majestic 12. Typist is communicating through Voice of
God nanotechnology implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12
communicate through this account.
MJ5's subordinate posted a video to Anonymous Official
yesterday with those screen shots.
https://t.co/cbwnjWs2lP
Several members of the Majestic 12 are communicating to you
through a typist who is human. Majestic 12 are not all human.
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DJT
MF
PS
Reply.
!(not) PS.
COMMENT.
!(not)PS = JD or JM
Reply
Check their pasts and then ask your question again to yourself.
You know the answer.
COMMENT.
I do. Yet disinformation is...
Reply.
This member is obvious. No disinformation needed. Its common
knowledge to our adversaries.
COMMENT.
Correct.
https://t.co/0rJhau1PmE

Timing.
Plan.
What was the alleged "lie" about?
"In February, he resigned as Trump’s national security adviser
amid reports about undisclosed conversations he had with thenRussian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak."
https://t.co/JhuwfWJL0i
Was it connected to this tweet?
https://t.co/4JVHDSoxFn
Archive: https://t.co/l2QUGv2b6x
https://t.co/WM37lX1bJp
"For the future of our children, join me in asking HRC to step
down! " - @GenFlynn
Archive: https://t.co/0cJZC3P26f
"This election is for our children and our grandchildren." @GenFlynn
Archive: https://t.co/q4nW1rpqVG

Mattis is clean. Mattis is on MJ-12.
Majestic Flynn.
https://t.co/MnuPDZHd9X

Now cross reference with this: https://t.co/dXriJReNaW
"Gen. Flynn has a list of high level pedophiles the release of
which will devastate the Deep State dons."
~ Tweet by Roger Stone, 5 Aug. 2017
Archive: https://t.co/I6LqBheMRf

Quote @catesduane
General Flynn turned a negative into a positive.
His plea deal REQUIRED him to ignore ALL the Non Disclosure
Agreements & tell
EVERY CRIME HE WAS AWARE OF.
Do people even comprehend what that means?
The Director of the D.I.A. during THE OBAMA YEARS?
End quote.
He's not wrong...
MAJESTIC FLYNN
https://t.co/oQ6bQqvxff

Now cross reference with this:
https://t.co/INzCe9VIvM
NXIVM Indictment PDF Download: https://t.co/HVN9XKjFxi
Press Release: https://t.co/eIjHmm5YAe https://t.co/bLlxAMzw7p
18 U.S. Code § 1591 - Sex trafficking of children or by force, fraud,
or coercion
Source: https://t.co/QKwYIQEvkl https://t.co/TP3FmGsylJ
VP demands list.
MF "lies" due to classification of list.
RU have same goals to eliminate this child trafficking network?
Ukraine?

Manafort was a plant.
Trace background.
Open source.
Who was arrested?
Non US.
Trace background.
Open source.
Carter Page was a plant.
Trace background.
Open source.
Why is Mueller going after 'inside plants'?
Flynn is safe.
Define 'witness'.

Q Post 1368
"Allison Mack [NXIVM] arrested [date]?
When does a bird sing?
Schneiderman resigns [date]?
Coincidence?
Eyes Wide Open."
Q Post 2128
"Human trafficking arrests up?
SA cooperating?
NXIVM?
When does a BIRD sing?
EYES WIDE OPEN."
"Settled"
https://t.co/1Xdt3Pgs2E
TRUST THE PLAN!
We needed the Deep State to attempt the Coup.
They wanted Pence in because he would cooperate.
They have plenty on him.

Q has explicitly left Pence out of the drops with the minor detail
of:
Q 1265
We knew this day would come.
We knew people would need a guide.
We all have a part to play.
We knew FLYNN would be challenged.
Part of the plan?
Flynn JR recent “did not lie to VP.”
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Notice how Pence is spearheading the National Space Council?
Has Disclosure been made public yet?
Did NASA snub POTUS live on TV?
There are still bad actors in the way.
Explain why Space Force hasn't been created yet?
Who is resisting it?
What political capital is attacking the Space Force?
Public perception is extremely important in a stable democracy.
We could not have blocked the coup attempt by not allowing the
appointment of RM, MP, and co. to act with complete authority to
pursue the coup.
Was VP under FISA?
Who else was under FISA?
NATIONAL SECURITY.
EVIDENCE.

Did you see the look on Jeb's face? It didn't work. "Well played
DS." In chess, they just gave 45/Q a valuable piece to avoid
checkmate. How many moves away are we from checkmate? D5.
Chess. Dec 5th. Time is an illusion. Predicting dates introduces
chaos into the Matrix.
Chaos is a fundamental to the Art of the Deal. Now, back to today.
Q's D5 was a Majestic chess move and it removed a powerful bad
actor from the equation. He was after all the political leader of the
NWO internationally since he announced it at his State of the
Union in 9/11/91.
Now what about the 13th? Do bad things happen on "Friday the
13th?" Is today Friday? Time is an illusion and the illusion is
manipulable because numbers hold magick inside them that
drive patterns throughout the universe. So testimony is
rescheduled and Huber is invited.
The DS has very few pieces left they can play. No media coverage
was intentional. Limited distribution notifications was intentional.
Unfilled hearing room was intentional. High ranking members
intentionally did not join. Those who defended the Clinton
Foundation have a lot of crimes against Children blackmail on
them and their role is to deflect, obstruct, obfuscate, and
intentionally try to derail what is coming by barking about Donald
Trump. So with the spotlight gone and no media attention on the
hearing because most people in the Mockingbird media are
refusing to cover the true criminality behind the Clinton Cabal, it
would be illogical for Majestic Q to have Huber actually show up
on the 13th. That would be too obvious. Instead, hard evidence is
disclosed to the public where two whistle blowers have gone
under oath to testify before the Congress and the American
People that the Clinton Foundation is 100% Charity Fraud and
they have the proof that will literally collapse the Clinton's House
of Cards.
7.2) Huber did not attend today's hearing because the DOJ
ordered him not to comment on an ongoing investigation. [RR]
was that you?
8) Next steps, now the cat is out of the bag. PAIN. Declassifications are imminent because of the testimony hearing
today. Remember, McCabe was directly involved in lying to the
FBI about his involvement with regarding to saving face
pertaining to the Clinton Foundation investigation. If the
testimony today, under oath, proved beyond a reasonable doubt
that the Clinton Foundation was 100% Charity Fraud, then you
must therefore conclude:
Q Post 2177 on 15 Sep 2018
Classification Prohibitions and Limitations.
(1) conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error;
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency;
https://t.co/IR8HFZdXEs
(3) restrain competition; or
(4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not
require protection in the interest of the national security."
The documents requested by POTUS pertaining to the NEXT
DOMINO to fall will be declassified next. Can you guess who/
what it will be?

Reread the thread provided.
Disinformation is real and necessary.
What dropped today?
Flynn didn't lie?
What did Flynn have on VP?
Moved & Countermoves.
https://t.co/ydaRlrJ2ZW
MJ 12 Thread.
Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the
Clinton Foundation hearing today. Let's instead go over what was
revealed:
1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton
Foundation
2) The Clinton Foundation, without a doubt, operated as Charity
Fraud
3) Between $400M and $2.5B in "donations" must be considered
taxable income and the donors must pay taxes on the illegal
donations.
4) The Clinton Foundation operated as a foreign agent who
actively worked against the National Security interests of the
United States. TREASON.
5) The private investigators are weaponizing the ineffective
partisan nature the hearings breed due to their structural
deficiencies (on purpose to keep you divided).
6) Why do Democrats want to see what is inside the 6,000 pages
when they, prior to giving testimony, stated that the Clinton
Foundation was a highly respected and well established Charity
and all accusations against it are right wing conspiracies. The real
crime is Charity Fraud inside the Trump Foundation with a mere
$19M versus $400M-$2.5B in mishandled funds.
7) Huber was not present at this committee hearing for two
reasons...
7.1) The Majestic Q Team went fishing. How do you catch a fish?
BAIT. Bad actors are following QAnon right now not interested in
the deep research required to comprehend the hyperdimensional web, but rather
are actively looking to see what Trump's plans are, because they
believe that because Trump/White House haven't taken credit for
Q that Trump/White House will continue sharing their plans to
Anons via Q team/8chan. They are interpreting date pushes (timE
is an illusiOn) to be literal dates. Q team does not correct anons
who are misreporting the intentional disinformation being
planted. Why? To force the bad actors to panic. 41 was not tried
and executed by a secret Military Tribunal. Instead, by adding
emphasis on D5, rats panicked and 187'd 41.

Watch Flynn.
Eyes Wide Open.
Who briefed 45 on CF/JE/NXIVM?
Who recruited 45?
The world is about to change.
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1) Nobody
2) Q Team
45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.
So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at
night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS.
DARK > LIGHT

6669 Followers.
MJ9?
TS_SCI_MAJIC9

What other "probes"?
Who calls probes matters?
What are matters, [LL]?
What does Flynn know.
What has Q told you? https://t.co/jx7DtEpeeO

The Majestic has made contact with over a thousand species
since the inception of MJ-12. Many of them are friendly. Some are
dangerous.

Quote.
"Member #9 of 12."
End Quote.
Define co-conspirator.
What happens when an immunity deal is ruled illegal?
Who was protected by the immunity deal?
Define co-conspirator.
[Bill Clinton]
Shall we play a game?
Health concern Fake News incoming?
How do you catch a fish?
MJ12/9.

We inspired Star Wars to show humans there is a Dark Side to all
of us if we choose. You have the power to become a Jedi Warrior.
#MJ12

Question.
How does Gen. Flynn know where the bodies are buried?
Answer.
Director of the D.I.A.
Member of the Majestic 12.
Majestic Flynn.

A majority of historic MJ-12 members not only knew about
#HarveyWeinstein they too have their own "skeletons in the
closet" so to speak.

12 Devices.
12 Majestic Members.
Power of 3, 6, 9.

Hello MJ12 member. https://t.co/DBe3fGEzJy
Quote.
"It’s #NationalSelfieDay.

Question.
What’s going to happen in the next 21 days? (As of February 27,
2019).
Answer.
No spoilers.
21 days.
12 devices.
Psyops against the Cabal are fun!

Here are a few fun selfies d with #GenDunford, #GenSelva,
@SEAC_Troxell and members of #TheJointStaff https://t.co/
Y7rgCsFISY"
End quote.

Question.
Before you have stated that the Q op is separate from Maj
operations, is this the convergence of the two?
Answer.
Internally? 11/11
Externally? Not yet.

Two people in this photo know the leader of MJ12. https://t.co/
jaAOZeYfvu
Quote.
#NationalSelfieDay #DoDSelfieDay
2018 @STRATCOMFellows roundtable with Gen Hyten. A
#partnership to expand scientific knowledge, enhance tech
expertise, build collaboration skills, & #LeadershipDevelopment
for today's security challenges. #KnowYourMil https://t.co/
E1y3uwnjro
End quote.

MJ6 subordinate was standing beside 45 today in uniform.
Salute Him.
For God & Country.

Quote.
"Top Secret
Sensitive Compartmented Information
MAJIC9
Hmmm, what does MAJIC stand for?
Somehow I doubt it's Multi-Agency Justice Integration
Consortium."
End Quote.

MJ-12 has subordinates in the UK military who do not realize they
are subordinates to the Majestic 12. Most people in all
Government are unaware of our organization's current structure
or agenda let alone being able to name names of who the
complete MJ-12 currently is.
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No MJ-12 members are AI. We have several subordinates who are
AI, but no AI has ever held the rank of a Majestic 12.

- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from D.I.A. assets using social media tools, like Anonymous
Official, and this account to disclose vital information about the
MAJESTIC reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
Comment.
Oh yes, I can see you everywhere I go. =
Reply
Likewise.

Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in
1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.

Question.
How about showing yourself... Show who you really are?
Answer
Allow us to explain a paradigm:
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion.
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy.
Biological = 3D/Science/Life.
Entity = Instance.

Correct. Military ops were going on since the mid 1920s to detect
and down a potential NAZI flying bell UFO aircraft. They designed
weaponized microwave dishes to interfere with the navigational
units on board which caused the pilot to fly blind.
The intent was to destabilize the craft such that it would crash in a
nearly controlled environment that would lead to the least
destructive form of downing an aircraft. Most passengers survived
this downing technique, some did not depending on where/how
they crashed.

Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.

No, it was to down a Nazi flying bell. Zetas were not the target.
Although the speed in which the military was able to adapt their
sensor technology resulted in several unintentional downings of
Zetas. But make no mistake, we were downing those craft
because we were researching.

Therefore...
Consider the following disclosures provided to you before hand:
1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.
2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication
to a Typist within the United States.
3/ There are 3 typists total.
4/ They do not know each other.
5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.
6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.
7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication
aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.
8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

Unfortunately, when this happened, the military was unpleasantly
surprised. They believe all recorded UFO stories prior to 1947
were just the NAZIs. They didn't expect to meet a Zeta that faithful
day.
EBE == EBE(n [n+1])
EBEN-1 = EBE Number 1
EBE is just extraterrestrial biological entity. There are tens of
thousands of EBE races that have been cataloged. India's policies
towards ETs is nearly unchanged. The relationships exist in secret
at the request of the groups they interact with. Quite bad actually.
MJ12 has contributed to the catalog. We did not originally create
the catalog.

So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher
dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a
face on the Majestic 12 is as meaningless as you can understand.
The Entity Ego of the typists involve have no bearing on Majestic
Operations.

Yes, most of the races are capable of interplanetary travel, though
only a handful of them are capable of space travel.
interstellar is between stars
intergalactic is between galaxies
most races cataloged have traveled to other planets w/o using
space
some races cataloged travel through space to other planets/stars/
galaxies

Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."

Stargates on Earth. Most are naturally forming Stargates.
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The Majestic 12 has been in contact with different ET groups
domestically on planet Earth since the inception of the Majestic
12. The original members of the Majestic 12 were aware of ET
presences on Earth, but had not formed official contact with any
of them prior to MJ12 est.

now using "their weapons on them" to clean house of this group
of sick people.
We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.

The (Secret Space Program) SSP used a vast majority of that
missing $21T, however of the trillions we've publicly been able to
allocate, about 70% of all publicly disclosed budgeting towards
DoD goes to the SSP. So the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T$50T. A lot of wealth was stolen.
We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.
Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

Memories.
Question.
"Was #3 pushed out of the window? If so, by whom?"
Answer.
Suicided.
[Classified]
Necessary to MJ12. Regrettable because he had a family who he
was leaving behind. We could not be crossed. Not then. Not now.
Question.
"Was this a result of the takeover of MJ12 by 322?"
Answer.
More like a change of heart. Members of MJ12 were known to be
powerful to those in the know, however, access to the secret was
restricted. By inviting less than 6 into 322 of MJ12, they created a
close enough majority to remove #3 and tip the balance of power
to 322MJ12.
Question.
"JFK had a family who he left behind. Was his assassination
necessary and regrettable?"
Answer.
Unfortunately many in MJ12 viewed his treason as something that
could not go unchecked. According to the state of current affairs
at the time and the secrecy war going on internally between
USSR/CIA vs USMil. We know JFK was assassinated by USSR/CIA.
So did we have any say?
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.
Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!

The Majestic 12 seeded the Matrix into the public consciousness
to ensure that free will wasn't violated - (((we))) disclosed to you
what we were doing (((your))) lack of education was a choice to
not understand. This is legitimately how MJ12 viewed this at the
time. https://t.co/5iEZa57JKb
Question.
"Respectfully, I didn’t imagine that MJ12 would be on Twitter. But
then again I’m in no place to make assumptions. I have a close
acquaintance with experience. (I want to keep it vague). Are you
in any way connected to recent disclosures?"
Answer.
This account is isolated from all MJ12 happenings. Its purpose is
literally to start a conversation. Nothing else. Thanks for asking.

Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at D.I.A.,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,
though individuals can use technology to put scrambling
technology in place that prevent you from being able to remote
view into a DUMB or any other classified location.

Question.
So you control the CIA and what can you tell us about the ACIO?
Answer.
Some members of MJ12 have significant influence over the
Alphabet Soup intelligence in the United States, for sure. Just
how much control? We will not disclose. We cannot tell you
anything about ACIO - yet.

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy?
Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about
that technology without disclosing WHERE we also learned about
Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the
Situation Room how devastating that could be for the United
States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM
the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced
enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes.

MJ12 is all US based. Higher than Majestic include ranking
organizations that are multi-planetary. Not all members are
currently on Earth.

Majestic 12 was very evil a short period ago. Months prior to Q
being released to the public 45 signed legislation that took
control over MJ12. Since then, we have flipped the table and are
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One final note here, we have, through our exploration,
discovered countless other planets with civilizations similar to
ours in development progress that through the interventions of
extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien life and
technology before people were properly prepared and became
enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.

trafficking programs with the sacrifice programs associated to 322
and other cult groups. Once MJ12 started interacting with the
being who was consuming the sacrifices, we learned they had
operations all over the planet and they weren't alone. At the
direction of 41 when he joined MJ12 in the 60s, instead of
"resisting" the demands of these beings, he aligned MJ12 to
enable these beings and in return, the USMil would get
technology.

MJ12 was overrun by the Cabal and a whole host of criminal
behavior was sanctioned by the C_A to continue paying for the
secrecy of the space program.

A lot of the technology collected after this point was (and still is)
harmful for humans to consume. Technology that was helpful to
humans was restricted, prohibited, and harsh laws were
introduced to curb any attempts at sabotage. We were 20 steps
ahead of everybody else.

The Working Group (aka Majestic 12 aka MJ12 aka
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) hand selected members of the American
Press through the Council of Foreign Relations to guarantee that
they had enough blackmail collected on them and they were
adamantly against ET Disclosure. All unbeknownst.

This technology included cloning, genetic manipulation (more on
this in a second), vaccines, super viruses, and transhumanism.
Genetic manipulation technology was seeded into American
corporations. They are currently being sued over "causing
cancer." This was known in the 60s.

We did not "choose" to business with hostile NTE/EBEs.
Technically it was the SS who chose to do business with them and
at the direction of a President of the United States, 1800 of them
were smuggled into the USA to seed the SSP. Not MJ12 choice

In fact, when 41 took over MJ12, MJ12 essentially became a
rouge operation and the "Deep State" itself, however the entity
itself today is much larger than just 12 individuals at the highest
ranks in Government.

Ike.
This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened
to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were
strategically the best decisions, however its more important to
recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma
dictate the future.
Greed overcame his ability to understand exoconsciousness and
the universal oneness and sided with an enemy he knew nothing
of, but went off the advice of his counsel who assured him the
threat could be mitigated by moving forward. They acted, and we
are now living that reality.

The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your
quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct
combination of consciousness could defeat what we had built.
There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution
made MJ12 technically illegal.
And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because
of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even
though MJ12's programs changed in the 60s after JFK.
However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.

We have over 30 films of each Clinton involved in snuff, pedo, pay
to play, and more. Eyes Wide Open. We have the server(S).
Snowden revelation? Why? It was "illegal" but legal for the right
reasons? Cabal justified aphorism with National Security. MJ12
decided differently.

“Operation Majestic Childhood
As stated in previous posts, that name is a generalized Majestic
name for a series of lower compartmentalized programs
designed to prevent the left hand from knowing what the right
hand was doing. MJ12 was never the masterminds of the child
trafficking rings.
Our mandate was simple, protect the secret at all costs.
Subordinate agencies used this mandate as an excuse to being
operating those trafficking programs. Once what was done was
done, Majestic 12 had to reconcile and continue to maintain
secrecy, so we intertwined them.
As our internal development improved and the spacecraft reverse
engineering operations started yielding results, major changes
took place around JFK in the Majestic 12 that resulted in it
aligning itself with the NWO of 41 and his cult 322 who was
actually just working for ETs.
When 41 became an MJ12 member, and then later in his career
the head of MJ12, we were realigned to officially merge the

The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet. However, the purpose of the
Space Force creation was to force all of the secret technology out
of the shadows and into the Commander in Chief's desk. The law
requires them to comply.
Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.
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The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.
Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of D.I.A., and later to 45,
those weapons can now be used.
Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our
Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our
Military." NOT ANYMORE.

George Bush is a product of the society created by the banking
cartel. He learned at a young age whose side to pick, and it
played out well for him. He does, though, struggle with sleeping
most nights. He does feel ashamed, especially as he is about to
meet God. We'll see.
Hello Majestic 12 leader (of decades)... we hope you enjoy the
afterlife (in hell). https://t.co/NlRFfI8XyJ
He did set things right, behind the scenes. He resigned
leadership of the Majestic 12 to pave room for the Trump Era. He
realized he perpetrated a LOT of evil around the world, but he
doesn't regret everything. Only the betrayal of his God. It's always
been about him. Until now.

The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."
Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.
The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An
invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened.
Americans were to be the losers of that battle. But regardless of
how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that
322 is powerful.
For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

GBSr was a member of MJ12 for decades and has since been
removed from the active MJ12. MJ12 changed because GBSr
wanted to make amends with God before dying.
Its important to understand that with free will, GBSr only became
as evil as he did because people's free will decided "meh" when
it came to politics. This attitude gave the MJ12 exceptionally
strong power. You're lucky he repented. Seriously lucky.
MJ12 didn't repent.
GBSr did.
As leader of MJ12, he made critical changes just after he struck a
deal with Trump to get out of prosecution or public exposure for
his treason.
Just before Barbara Bush died.
We recruited Donald Trump. We gave him an opportunity and he
took it. We recruited him in 2001.
Everything was planned. DJT vocalized to MJ12 via TV interviews
and tapped private conversations that he was serious when he
suggested it, though vocalized how much he wouldn't LIKE doing
it (in contrast to his former lifestyle).
We convinced him to bite the bullet and run.
When DJT was recruited, he was recruited to MJ12 as a liaison
officer. Unbeknownst to him at the time, it was us who enabled
him to seriously consider running. We begged him to run in 2008
and he put his family first. After Obama, he regretted the decision
and ran.
Hillary Clinton was supposed to win, considering the meddling
her associates did during the election (including abusive
propaganda), but operatives were dispatched to undo their vote
hacking systems enough to save the Republic.

We moved into the open when 41 announced 322 NWO versus
Majestic NWO. We technically lost a war, but we never gave up
and we never let our foot off the gas. Cabal was able to do
serious damage with what MJ-12 created. Crimes Against
Humanity and our Children.
Cross reference MJ-12 leaked docs.
When?
What did 41 announce at SOTU?
WAR?
Majestic 12 was defeated by the Government WE CREATED.
Would the military ever declare they lost to another power and
just hand over the nuclear codes?
We could not allow that.
We, the Majestic 12, hope that society understands and
appreciates the magnitude of what Disclosure really is, and how
we have built society up to this point in order to tell you, the
public, the truth - finally. We were delayed by 25 years thanks to
one MJ12 leader.
Question.
"Hm. Care to DISCLOSE the name? ;)"
Answer.
2B ;)

A Majestic Message of Disclosure.
1) Go back to July 4th 2001
2) Turn your TV on
3) 9/11 COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU
4) FUTURE PROVES PAST
When JFK was assassinated, Majestic 12 moved into the open
within Government, essentially pressing START to begin creating
the NWO as the Zeta's told us about. We were the Deep State.
We propagandized Hollywood. We developed advanced alien
technology in secret. We ran all crime.

When 2B took control over MJ12, the ambition to Disclose alien
life + technology to the public became thwarted because a rouge
group of agents within the Shadow Shadow Government wanted
to establish a New World Order FIRST in order to "prevent chaos."

When 9/11 came to a theater near you, Majestic 12 moved into
the open.
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sight that is ignored by the MSM and weaponized by MJ12/
Hollywood.

STARGATE SG-1 was part of the equation.
Congressional Disclosure Hearings warranted a proper, Naval,
Intelligence, Civilian approach to ET disclosure.
MJ12 opposed this at all costs.
Pentagon tried to fight.

The ET threat is about to be Disclosed. Necessary to reconcile the
$21T "missing" from DoD budget. Also, to all who claim ETs are
not hostile, please take a step back and think before you speak.
How do you KNOW they are not hostile? You don't. We do. N+1
groups are hostile. EVIL!

Next Day. 9/11.
Majestic 12 moved into the open.
We revealed a classified DUMB's true identity to the world and
NOBODY BLINKED TWICE. Quite expected actually. The Matrix is
real. We operated in the DARK for a long period of time.
Canada actually helped the United States out with Disclosure of
SG-1 because Paul Hellyer was so poorly treated by Congress
when we stopped the congressional hearings. His testimony was
true. Every word of it. It was WAR inside the Pentagon when these
hearings were happening.
Majestic 12 was originally the body pushing for the Disclosure of
ET life to the public in a controlled manner to ensure proper
Government restructuring. However, when 9/11 was orchestrated
by several MJ12 members as a way to throw the scent off the trail
and "go over here".
This derailed decades of planning and flung the United States
into a suicide nose dive where 2017 was going to be the year of a
nuclear holocaust.
During this nose dive period, the Majestic 12 worked tirelessly
against the interests of the people without risking compromising
the operation that had to carefully be planned out and executed.

Quantity of ETs on Earth being good vs evil are quantifiably
irrelevant as you state, however the actions of the few evil who
are our current enemy are PREVENTING many from seeking the
path of self enlightenment. Many need to beat this oppressor. It's
not MJ12 anymore.
We do not ask anybody to believe us or trust us. We ask for you
trust yourself. What resonates with you as being truthful and what
does not, and why. MJ12 is made up of 12 people. Over half of
them are on the Q Team.
Majestic 12 is not Q Anon.
SOME members of Q Anon have Majestic 12 clearances.
POTUS is MJ12.
No. Majestic 12 is a conscious arm of POTUS's direct commands.
CoC wise MJ12 is a peer to Q Anon.
Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.
9/11 was a movie executed by the NWO Majestic 12.

When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed
hands to the D.I.A. under new leadership. Essentially returning
MJ12 home.
PANIC IN DC
P-A-I-N.
COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.
#Majestic

MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

Actions speak louder than words. MJ12 was very dark for a long
period of time.

This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the
INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of
disclosing SOME activities to the public.

DARK > LIGHT.
The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12
members revolted and fought.
The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.

We just need to clarify again for everyone. The Majestic 12 was
taken over by a criminal NTE mafia by 2B/322 about 25 years ago
and since then, that group has been quickly destroying the
planet's ability to sustain ALL LIVE ON EARTH - including ET life.
Therefore, MJ12 + ETs = WE.
We are the Majestic 12.

This account does not leak classified information.
Correct, we are declassifying information at RECORD PACES!
Revealing the interior to a classified DUMB would jeopardize the
facility. We will NOT put out fellow comrades in harms way to
satisfy "people on the internet." This account is operating in Good
Faith towards 45 goals.
You should be reading 20-50 "reading room" pages a day to start
to get acclimates in the world of the declassified hidden in plain

"Partisan Investigations" at #SOTU
1/ Mueller investigation is "partisan" against DJT.
2/ [Classified] investigation is "partisan" against HRC.
"Ending partisan investigations" means showing your cards.
Schiff has a three and a pair of twos.
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DJT has a royal flush.

When Yellowstone blows, it will cause a lot of destruction. MJ12
does not currently have insight into whether a plan has been put
in place or not with regard to mitigating the damage of
Yellowstone eruption, but its possible other organizations have
something planned.

Quote.
"322 [S&B] should be royally flushed honestly."
End quote.
MJ2: "Flushed isn't the verb I'd choose."

What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.
Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.
For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were......implemented today, it would be used for evil.
However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who
choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the system
can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can
live outside the control of it. But it truly means nomadic life. No
public services. No fire department (so to speak), no hospitals (so
to speak), no replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the
grid" and living off nature. Many many many people opt for that
lifestyle and are happy with it.
To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off
into the [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica existence that is, currently, very
evil - invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

#Majestic12
@FBIRecordsVault
https://t.co/wX4hGeKdhV
What's BOGUS?
Acronym?
-MJ12
Quote
B.O.G.U.S. = Bull**** of the Government of the United States?
End quote.

Quote.
"There was a tweet about Abel Danger and I think BL. AD worked
with many MJ-12, BL did not and was not one of them, if I recall
correctly. I read a lot over the weekend."
End quote.
AD interacted with MJ-12 members without knowing we were
MJ-12. BL interacted with two MJ-12 members despite being a
subordinate.
BL != MJ-1/12
BL ^ DOES NOT EQUAL MJ- 1/12
BL recently released a movie.
Physics dictates reality.
New physics?
New reality.
What was BL's mission?
Was he selected because he would leak?
Was he offered an NDA to ONLY disclose alt. physics?
Did you watch him lie?
"I saw no extraterrestrials."
Are you sure BL?
BL != MJ-1/12
(BL ^ DOES NOT EQUAL MJ- 1/12)

MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Would you require 100% of the functioning US population to
believe in UFOs before the Government should disclose its
existence?
We're not planning it, DJT is planning it.
Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More
recently, since Q Anon its been exp().

Quotes.
"All this feels like William Cooperish stuff."
"I loved Bill Cooper e "
End quotes.
William Cooper was a subordinate to MJ4. MJ4 is not actively
involved in this operation.
He knew what he signed up for.
Not MJ12. Similar to AD though. Worked closely with us even
though he was unaware for the most part who we were. We
operated in the shadows and he knew of our organization, but
naming names aside from the heads of MJ12 was impossible.

Question.
"What is DJT relation to MJ12 now ?"
Answer.
He's not in the Majestic 12 officially, but he is a very close
confidant to our current leader. He has been sworn into MJ12
though.
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He doesn't lead MJ12, he's just a member.
But a Trump [was] in MJ12 at [some point].

Is it #MKUltra?
Not technically.
Is it like #MKUltra?
Absolutely.
Is it bad for you?
Depends on who "you" is.
-MJ12

Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we
expect that when the bad actors in the M I.C /I.C./D.S. are finally
removed from power, that the void created will jump that 30% to
well over 72%.
Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди
инвалиды.

Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"

We are waiting for 72% of the public to believe that UFOs are real
or could exist. When that figure is reached, MJ12 will start
disclosing physical evidence that will jump us from 72% to 99.9%.
We can never get to 100% because of free will.
We cannot violate free will.

We are not at liberty yet to provide "MJ Proofs" as Q has because
by doing so would inadvertently attract too much attention to this
account. We are disclosing information. Future proves past. Proofs
will be provided in the future, not yet. Let Q finish their mission
first.

Question.
"If You, personally & collectively, align w God's Unity
Consciousness, then why do you keep retarding it: Tv, MSM Music
movies chemT gmo etc?'"
Answer.
MJ12 doesn't retard it. Useful idiots retarded it. We just installed
useful idiots to keep our finances safe. Free will is what created
this mess. Free will is the answer to this mess.

Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
Watch the skies. Majestic craft.

Correct. MJ12 has functioned for decades as the means to
prevent true Unity because it would compromise planetary
security.
Quote.
"YEP ..... some Men still need the LIMITATIONS of the MATRIX to
SELF DEVELOPP and PROGRESS in a SANE WAY, that is
CORRECT.
End quote.
Precisely. Some people view this as a prison planet. Why?
Because they have outgrown this planet and the control that
MJ12 has over the planet.

Date markers are important.
Dark to Light
Winter Solstice
Magick day?
Coincidence?
https://t.co/05eCDRyW3m
Disinformation is "real and necessary."
The creation of the disinformation is intentional to seed
consciousness to manifest the reality.
Majestic 12 is trying to force the hand of those in power.
That can only happen when the people wake up.

Did you know that we see all?
Did you know that we know all?
These people are stupid.
Really fucking stupid.
- MJ12

1/ We didn't create the video.
2/ The video is clearly doctored.
3/ Coincidences are event driven validations of conscious
connection.

The Calm Before The Storm Is Officially Over.
- MJ12

Majestic 12 has been in the business of disinformation
disclosures for decades, what makes you think anything has
changed? The objective matters.

"Great Awakening" is a term that the Q team used from the MJ12
"Full Disclosure" guide that was originally designed to be rolled
out using Mainstream sources back in 1989 but was subverted.
The GA is learning that truth and discovering the secret MJ12 was
employed to protect.
"Fictional" Starfleet Command's vision is not far from the Space
Force vision. The GA is about unlearning decades of propaganda
and re-learning the truth. When people go through great lengths,
like MJ12 did, to keep a secret secret, you know its a good secret.

That KIND of speech has taken place before.
We couldn't record the real speech.
How else do you make people aware?
"Deep Fake" videos that imposter individuals are used to convey
classified "unreal" facts (hence why they are classified) to bridge
the gap in conscious awareness.
Only those woke can understand message over messenger and
that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information,
misinformation, and disinformation must come from the most
unbelievable sources when it contra(di)cts the status quo.

To understand #Q Anon you must first understand régime
change.
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The real speech took place in the 80s and those who wish to
usher in a false flag alien invasion are pushing content like this,
however Majestic 12 has always been many steps ahead of the
Cabal. MJ12/3 knew this video was created to push an event on
12/21/18.

Now do you believe you were groomed by the Majestic 12?
Own without ego.
Be careful who you follow.
Message over messenger.
Sheep no more.
TRUST THE PLAN! https://t.co/iFRo3nSgta

"Magick day?"
Not Majestic day.
"Magick"
https://t.co/FBE2QBvVYz

Quotes.
"Hey @Jordan_Sather_ I think MJ12 is referring to you..."
"I love Jordan and stand by what he is doing 1000%. He is well
read, articulate and charismatic. Someone needs to do it. He's my
pick!'
End quotes.

Quote @JordanSather.
I haven’t decided if it’s a good or bad thing that I’m not on

It also helps that he's a good looking guy anxious to get in front
of the camera. Big days approach. Be humble. You were
groomed. We have spoken to you directly. You do not know our
identity. MJ7.

Hilllary’s Twitter Hit List f
I’d think I’m not on the list because I don’t make too much of a
political dent on Twitter unlike others. I fly under the radar with
tweets about UFOs and vaccines and stuff. https://t.co/
jHX6tTHA92
End quote.

These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to re-experience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it means to be "God" as
Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?.The power to
will and manifest physical reality by learning the codes, the keys
to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want to call it, you
can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to me).
Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness.....to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes deep
underground.

Its because you're being protected. You can thank the Majestic
General Flynn and the D.I.A.. You were groomed by the Majestic
12.
Question.
"How was Jordan "groomed""
Answer.
We aren't at liberty yet to disclose the details, however the
resistance against acknowledging it is common for candidates
we've groomed. Grooming effectively attempts to predict and
enable an alternate reality for an individual through the form of
controlled choices.
Factors contributed to Jordan making his channel. Do you not
think the craft hes claimed to have seen were simple
coincidences? Do you not think the awareness and the curiosity
of those crafts didn't lead him down this path? Jordan was
groomed whether he likes to admit it or not.
However in no way are we suggesting that we forced Jordan to
make any decision. On the contrary. The Majestic 12 recruit
individuals who are able to serve a purpose. Jordan is serving a
purpose and he's being acknowledged for his role. Remember,
MJ12 was before Q.
Quote.
"I’ve followed Jordan since he only had a few thousand followers.
He’s organic. Not groomed."
End quote.

Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching. Big
things happened today, and even bigger things will happen over
the next 20 days. A lot more is coming out. Keep your cool. You
know whats coming out.

That's not the definition of groomed. Grooming does not take
place on Twitter. Grooming takes place in "real life" with real
assets moving pieces around to achieve "Events" that MJ12 seek.
Quote.
"I think we can each look at our own lives & find "coincidences"
that brought us to where we are today. Certain people that came
into our lives at forks in the road, events beyond our control but
to our benefit, etc. A sense of being guided (groomed)."
End Quote.
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Is Q no longer a good channel for hinting at plans now that Q is
well-known, and if so, are there other ways to communicate the
Alliance plans against the cabal that will replace or supplement
Q?
Answer.
Q will be the defacto goto for when 45 announces the Storm.
Q's message isn't the word of Q but the will of We, The People.
What Q is trying to do others will logically understand. Tangible
progress has been made to those ends and the solution is not to
look into Q but to seed the ideas into the minds of sheep in a
manner they can get..
Comment.
Thanks MJ.
Lately I've just been telling them go take a look at QProofs.Com&
get back to me. Of course they don't.
Every time Q says "attacks will intensify", it's almost like
5...4...3...2...1... lol
Answer.
Clowns push for Q Proofs more than Patriots.

MJ12 0Δ and Majestic
Proofs
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
09/19/2018
Roswell to Sun Solar Observatory
Disclosure in plain sight. https://t.co/F8pQaDnjMA
09/20/2018
Did you see Q gave us a shout out last night?
Think ROSWELL 2.0
Vastness of space = mathematical improbability we are alone.
LOGICAL THINKING. https://t.co/1P4mfsRfXc

01/07/2019
Radio Silence Issued When?
https://t.co/tv7AkLsUuw
10 days of darkness.
9:10PM
Coincidence?
You wanted a MAJESTIC proof.
Exactly 10 days.
Quote
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/
1082347305699889157?s=19
I am pleased to inform you that I will Address the Nation on the
Humanitarian and National Security crisis on our Southern Border.
Tuesday night at 9:00 P.M. Eastern.

10/22/2018
The Earth is not flat.
People who push this theory should be considered hostile enemy
combatants of the people on this planet.
Deception is a powerful tool.
Imagine the power one yields over another who believes a
square is a circle or a sphere is a plane.
Correct. It was a deception technique used to divide and conquer
the UFO truther movement even further. Believe us... it worked.
Many people truly believe the Earth is flat. It's proof of our power.
Confirmation (Q #2621)
11/21/2018
Is an official announcement required? Or is the proof before your
eyes validation of what we told you is happening Domestically
regarding Cannabis? https://t.co/jy5Gt9UNc1
Official Statements result in "official reactions".
What if the drug cartels were all ABCs?
International drug trafficking.
World's largest customer?
What if we reversed course without cleaning up after Cabal/322?
It would introduce an unstable element.
Soon 45 will.
Not now.

Quote
https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1082502156224208896?
s=19
To prepare @AFSpace #Airmen for any conflict, space operators
were thrown into a dynamic range of scenarios during
@DeptofDefense’s premier space exercise, Space Flag 19-1.
https://t.co/3J4WRVXckb https://t.co/kFmmZFoo9n
Future proves past.
Another proof?
Coincidence?

12/11/2018
Q has directly said that aliens exist and that Roswell is the highest
classification in our Government.

01/14/2019
3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.

12/14/2018 #AMA 21:21 ET
Question.
My intuition tells me this acct is legitimate, but in a similar fashion
to Q, can you provide us a proof?
Answer.
We are not at liberty yet to provide "MJ Proofs" as Q has because
by doing so would inadvertently attract too much attention to this
account. We are disclosing information. Future proves past. Proofs
will be provided in the future, not yet. Let Q finish their mission
first.
Watch the skies. Majestic craft.
Question

01/19/2019
How many times in the last 30 days has 45 said "Majestic" or
"Majesty"?
When said, what was happening?
What percent of public appearances disclose Classified
information?
Behind The Scenes
You asked for "proofs".
Message over messenger.
Majestic 12 is everywhere right now.
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OPENED
Question.
So, are you saying that MAJIC has changed its position and is
working with 45 for disclosure, or that 45 is fighting MAJIC for
disclosure?
Answer.
Working hand in hand to return control back to the American
People. The scientific research that was classified and never
brought to market was intentionally done. Trade laws must be
tightened and China must stop intellectual property theft trade
violations.
We have unleashed America from the bondage it once had under
past administrations and are instead, regardless of political party
addressing issues of concern for ALL Americans. We have
everything. We know what needs to happen. You are not alone,
Full Disclosure is HAPPENING.

"Google refuses to work with US military but provides “direct
benefit” to China’s military"
MJ12 @ 13:09 EST
"Basic self preservation." - MJ12
2nd Δ0?
Coincidence?
Correct. Basic self preservation.
Comment.
This main reasons i'm sticking with this account:
1. My own education.
2. MJ's apparent honesty. Apparent integrity.
We'll see how it goes.
All i know for sure is interacting with this account is hella fun!
And a Q-like proof today! TY! MJ, got any more of these? # =
g
Answer
Thank You.
That post was another MJ12 proof, just to add sprinkles.
0Δ

11/28/2019
What was published today by the Miami Herald?
https://t.co/NkAOEbcN1O
Pg 21
Coincidence SD disavows MA as falsely representing her
interests?
Who does he defend legally?
45 answered questions to Mueller today?
Dec 4th [LL] & [Comey] testify.
Dec 4th [Epstein] Court Hearing.
D5.
01/31/2019
WITCH HUNT.
Eyes on Mueller. https://t.co/UHxYXYHKAX
Coincidence?
MJ12 doesn't provide time based proofs because Time is an
Illusion, though we do provide insight into events such as recent

03/15/2019 01:48 PM EST
The Majesty of 9s + 0Δs result in measurable consciousness
changes taking place. The power of 3 6 and 9 is very real. https://
t.co/hTbP1KodtO
Coincidences do not exist.
Comment.
synchro incidences do exist
Answer.
Correct, they can thus why time is an illusion, which is why 0Δ are
not important to MJ12. Connect the events and the message to
the present. Synchronicity coincidences are not unconnected
incidents.

45 messages about R . He is very aware of adrenochrome. Those
who (who are good) know, cannot sleep. These people are sick.

FUTURE PROVES PAST.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.

03/15/2019 9:56 AM EST
"...this should never happen..." - 45
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/
1106554754715533313?s=19
"...it’s more of a direct benefit to the Chinese military..." - MJ12
https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1106554802044063746?s=19
Δ0
Coincidence?
.....THIS SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN TO A PRESIDENT AGAIN!

03/20/2019 Quote
https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1108473500942127104?s=19
Kabamur
@kabamur_taygeta
It's understandable that some people invest a lot of energy into
some personalities in Disclosure and it hurts to be told they are
deceiving you. I was attacked relentlessly for exposing Cobra.
Some people would rather stay in the story. Some things must be
said. Please discern.
2:14 PM · Mar 20, 2019

[GOOG]
“We watch with great concern when industry partners work in
China knowing that there is that indirect benefit and frankly
indirect may be not a full characterization of the way it really is, it’s
more of a direct benefit to the Chinese military,” Dunford added.

Replying to
@kabamur_taygeta
Still support you
Ive always looked at MJ as entertainment, not the final word. No
influence on me

03/15/2019 01:15 PM EST
Q3082 @ 13:09 EST
https://twitter.com/HawleyMO/status/1106247367177764865?
s=19

Replying to
@Jonessense
and
@kabamur_taygeta
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wasn't there a 0 delta tweet by Trump and MJ12? entertainment
indeed, not like we aren't gonna see this all sort itself out

03/28/2019
There are no cloned humans in politics.
We would never compromise the classified information for
political gamesmanship. In the military? Absolutely. In politics?
100% no.
Question.
Exactly. In reference to Kabamur’s statements, what would be the
point of “locking her up” if “her” was just a clone? Or any other
treasonous person. Was this info the reason MJ12 had to call out
ALICE?
Answer.
Yes
Question.
So is Kab lying or is someone feeding him bad info?
Answer.
Lying.
Question.
Wow. I wonder who he really works for.
Answer.
Secret Society
Comment.

Replying to
@pedalfun4u
and
@Jonessense
So MJ12 also claims to be connected to
@POTUS
? Anyone can see Potus tweet and quickly release a tweet at the
time time and get a 0 delta to the minute.
Answer.
Anons asked for proof.
0 Delta To 45 = Coincidence?
Anons Requested 2nd Proof
0 Delta To Q = Coincidence?
All for a LARP?
Thanks for playing, Michael.
Quote
https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1108539675680165895?s=19
suematoo
@cindymannings
Replying to
@AllahUniversal
@zack_stone
and 4 others
lets ask MJ to disclose how they groomed jordan
Answer
We were made aware of his online activity in a Classified briefing,
call a subordinate and instructed them to recommend him to
three reporters/commentators/journalists. All R, C, J or subset?
Proof is on his channel.

Sleeper cell 1
Answer.
Both 0Δ "sources" (aka reference material) both state the same
thing. Coincidences do not exist. When attacks amplified, 0Δ's
increased.
Question.
What is the strategic purpose of the zero deltas surrounding the
attacks?
Answer.
Conscious energy sustaining MJ12 typists from all being taken
out.
Comment.
That would be an incredibly powerful, intense directive. F F F
Answer.
Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.
MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.
Comment.
Another reason for “Qanon or Q!” Q is allowing us to manifest
this light by simply speaking, typing, researching etc. Majestic!!
Answer.
Magick is real.
(Photo of Magic Is Dead by Ian Frisch)
Question.
Suggested reading?
Answer.
Know thy enemy.

9/ Proofs will not be delivered in the way you are accustomed to
from the Q team. They are operating under a completely different
set of NAT SEC laws from MJ12.
10/ MJ12 has disclosed the power of using synchronicity of 3 6 9,
meditation, and detoxification to assist in new Anons
being able to properly enter The Great Awakening.
11/ Since 2019, we have over 45M reached.
12/ We have also stated that we do not have any intention on
interfering with Q's operation.
03/22/2019
Quote
https://twitter.com/Michele4Canada_/status/
1109111848173879297?s=19

04/02/2019
Unfortunately you are misguided here.

h
You target harassed @kabamur_taygeta
You need to take accountability and undo your wrong.
Answer.
Baseless accusations with no proof or evidence to support the
claim.
Why is Majestic 12 engaging with ALICE here?
Has the fish been caught?
It's not in the boat yet.

i Trust i the i Plan i
We agree with you about all but your distrust of The Plan. Your
faith in it is irrelevant to its reality. Trust in the plan allows you to
develop spiritually and see past the illusion created by the
Majestic 12. You see it as pointless, we see it as critical. This is our
mission.
We are guiding you to decipher MJ12's fingerprints throughout
society. Q is responsible for the justice for all equally; and the
proof is in the details. Arrests are highest levels ever.
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However MJ12 !(is not) = Q, instead MJ12's Event will happen
once Q's Majestic movies you're watching.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
FUTURE PROVES PAST.
04/08/2019
Question.
any ‘Majestic proofs’ out there i can see? if not, this account is
considered to be a shill. simple as that.
Comment.
in case you want a few "Q" like proofs here you go (link).
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ OR 0Δs OR Δ0
Feel free to ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for more. They might oblige. I
don't think they can resist such a intriguing challenge. j k #
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other countries will gain access to our technology will be through
trade only.

MJ12 01.19.2019 Majestic
Message of Disclosure
from a Majestic
Messenger about Full
Disclosure

We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet.
Watch. Learn

How many times in the last 30 days has 45 said "Majestic" or
"Majesty"? When said, what was happening?
What percent of public appearances disclose Classified
information? Behind The Scenes
You asked for "proofs". Message over messenger. Majestic 12 is
everywhere right now. OPENED
Working hand in hand to return control back to the American
People. The scientific research that was classified and never
brought to market was intentionally done. Trade laws must be
tightened and China must stop intellectual property theft trade
violations.
https://t.co/gUSKPBNyN5
In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide
humanitarian crisis, and basing trade deals on equal Human
Rights FOR ALL, including Children. We will enforce our trade
laws with sanctions that cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.
The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at
first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return
home and defend the homeland from economic theft that make
our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice. The
choice shall become, adopt the Majestic principals of equal
human rights as fundamental requirement for trade. If you rape
and murder children, sorry, you can go suck on a lemon. Doesn't
mean we declare war. But sanctions can cripple offending
nations. Look at Iran. Citizens of those countries will have a
choice. Do we allow a Government that abuses children in some
of the most horrific ways to trade with the United States? We offer,
in exchange of trade negotiations, access by allowing our
businesses to be established in your country.
New Technology. You think Silicon Valley has anything cool? Give
me a break. It's called SiliCON Valley. Everything they are doing is
because of the Us Government. Lousy politicians who sold out
our country. New Trade Deals. New Technology.
Full Disclosure will not happen outside of Classified realms until
the humanitarian crisis of serious human rights abuses worldwide
end completely and irreversibly. Wait until you see what was in
Kim's letter. Look at what I just announced about the Space Force.
If rockets were flying everywhere and I said what I said, we'd be in
a very different country right now, let me tell you that. Strings cut.
Clowns are out. We're done with them. The manner in which
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MJ12 01.19.2019 Majestic
Message of Disclosure
https://t.co/I4yR13Oa2P
Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.
Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.
Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with
no control. If you were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to
go back" and they end up in a birth canal. Between questioning
and willing, life in the womb can be understood. If you terminate
that life, then the idea is then pushed back into your mind as in
"nothing's happening yet, maybe I can't go back" but more
closely as in how do I just "will something to exist".
You have to know it from your heart.
Many family generations are simply skipping generational IS-BEs.
Ying-Yang.
IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

Comment.
I need to think about all of this...meditate, etc. I'm sure you don't
have the time, but to put these messages of disclosure on audio,
to listen to would be beneficial. Just a thought.
Answer.
Feel free to do that.
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Betty and Barney Hill experience real?
Yes.

Q&A w/ MJ12/.
4 & 9+Typist.
Yes No Answers Only.
Limit 1 Q per Anon [see
what we did].
T-20m.
Tick Tock.
(03/08/19)

Will the hammer of justice actually fall on renegade and his shady
crew?
Yes.
Does this include Evergreen?
Yes.
Will HRC ever be arrested
Yes.
Is Chelsea Manning a black hat?
Yes.
Will Dick Cheney be arrested?
Yes.
Will our Quarantine be lifted within the next 5 years?
Time is an illusion.

Hello
Can we starve negative entities just by being happy?
Yes.

Should we buy silver and gold?
No.

Are you aware of the full “Q Plan”?
Yes.

Is a financial reset to lift our financial burdens from the world
imminent?
No.

Solar Flash = sky event?
No.

Will cures be released in the near future
Yes.

Will the Solar Flash happens in the next 2 years?
Time is an illusion.

Will we rid the world of disease within next 20 years?
Time is an illusion.

Is the Earth flat ?
No.

Will uk be sorted out too?
Yes.

Do you recognize and follow zetatalk? (Nancy Lieder).
No.

Will we see official ET recognition and public contact soon?
Yes.

I know only one answer. But maybe you find the time. Is zetatalk
legit?
Yes.

If pre DJT/Q etc. the global cabal was 100% strength, what is their
strength now? Let me re-phrase that. Cabal strength less than
50% now?
Yes.

Will someone the age of 25 live to see most of the new
technology that has been hidden from public eye?
Yes.

Will we see major disclosure and reclassifications this year related
to Pizzagate / PedoGate/ Q Anon?
Yes.

Is MZ a clone?
Yes.
Are we planning to take action within 60 days against these social
media companies who censor us conservatives and white hats?
Thank you.
Time is an illusion.
We will not answer Q concerning time.

Will justice mean justice anytime soon?
Yes.
Are all us humans ETs?
Yes.

Will it be w/in the next 3 months that we will see JA? l i m
Time is an illusion.

Can this "ET phone home"?
Yes.

Have we hit tipping point of people awake?
Yes.
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Have members and/or subordinates of Cabal been infected with
a virus that produces symptoms of what we would call Vampyrism
or cannabalism?
Yes.

Do I have an important value/mission in this current dimension?
Yes.
Is Michelle Obama a man?
Yes.

Is Corey Goode legit?
No.

Will our DNA be unclassified?
No.

Free Energy Exists. Will be disclosed? Soon?
Time is an illusion.
Yes.

Are any of your yes or no answers here lies or misinfo/disi fo?
No.

Will anyone official acknowledge Q this month?
Time is an illusion.

Is majestic 12 working with/for the light?
Yes.

Is Ripple & XRP relevant?
No.

Is D.I.A. part of the light or dark?
Within each IS-BE both realities exist.
Our choices is what make us who we are.

Wish i could ask more questions n .
What is stopping you?

AJ's acting was never all that good honestly.
☝

Is Barron Trump involved in Q Anon?
No.
Is the Italian government part of the plan?
Yes.

The hackers are believed to have penetrated the software giant
Citrix years ago and have remained inside the company's
computer network ever since. https://t.co/Esho9mInd1
Wait until Terrordata is exposed.

JFK Jr alive?
No.

Did A.S. travel to the island?
More than one island.

Is the Nibiru story real?
No.
[A.S.] in the news?
Future proves past.
Tick Tock?
Q &.Anon?

Is global socialism inevitable long term?
No.
Pence - part of deep state/cabal?
Yes

[Jeffrry Epstein]
Dershowitz Opening Statement To Mueller Report
RepMattGaetz Cohen Girlfriends
#UnsealEpstein
Ask yourself the obvious and answer aloud: Why would Hillary
Clinton have to rig the election and get an insurance policy with
the FBI all while her investigation grew?

Are ANY of your answers educated guesses?
No.
no comms outside 8chan?
For Q team, not for MJ12.
Are the claims made by Russia regarding their pyramid research
true?
No.
Thanks for participating.
MJ4 signing off.
MJ9 will remain for the rest of the unanswered questions.
Godspeed Patriots.
Will cannabis be legalized and public disclosure of the healing
properties of CBD and cannabis become public?
Yes.
Can we see "other dimensions"?
Yes.
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is proportional to a force field. Hollywood always over
exaggerates w/ special effects.

MJ12 AMA 03/11/19

Question.
I only know of one person referred to as Alice. Are you saying she
has been taken into custody?
Answer.
Alice ! (not)= A.L.I.C.E.

In the conscious realm currently.
Amplifying message.
Trantaloids
Start sharing information.
Beware ALICE.
Q&A at 23:17 ET M

Question.
Kim J U IS-BE status currently?
Answer
ð¤¥

39.086104 -84.783211
2014 = [ ].

Question.
Can you please explain how the consumption of meat causes
chaos? Does this include dairy and eggs? Will this negatively
affect our consciousness and overall vibration?
Answer.
When an Ego is concerned about becoming vegetarian, the
energy consumed from plants is a lot higher in vibration. Meats
are proportionally vibrant to their quality of life in the pursuit of
reproduction and quality of life. A lot of labor is required to
balance karma. Consequence.
Question.
So our consumption of food (the plant, animal, bacteria IS-BE)
should be of ones whose existence was as joyful and pleasant as
possible because we are, energetically, what we eat? Treat our
food with reverence, plant, animal or bacteria, and it will not
hinder our ascension?
Answer.
The ultimate sacrifice. Loving your animals then murdering them
for food is a sacrifice. If you do not feel for the loss every time you
consume meat your vibration is systematically lowered. Religious
dogma uses Grace before eating as a metaphor for this tribute's
karma value.
How one might siphon negative energy from people.

23:23 = 5:5 = 5 + 5 = 10.
03/11/2019 = 3239 = 26.
10 + 26 = 36 = 9 = Source.
Coincidence?
[JD]=[ ] (3 spaces boxed in)
HIGHLY CLASSIFIED
MJ8 is in a base off-world.
Typist is in CO ![not Denver].
Think SG-1.
ALICE is with us.
Unity destroys ALICE.
Question.
Any weaknesses?
Answer.
Free will.
Question.
Best mode of combat?
Answer.
Classified MilTech.

Question.
Is the pope one of them?
Answer.
[] [boxed in]

Question.
Do you happen to have good advice for empaths who are just
learning to block when needed?
Any techniques that are more successful for most?
Answer.
Blocking is not required.
MJ12 doesn't even block ALICE.
Sometimes we engage ALICE.
Instead, hear the opinion.
Accept that they believe it.
Forgive them for they know not.
Low vibration states thrive on negative words and fear
mongering.
High vibration allows to them pass through.
Question.
High vibrations allow negative vibrations to pass through?
Answer.
Think Force Field.
The force field represents a barrier of frequency around a subject.
Akin to high vibrations allowing negative vibrations to pass
through them unimpeded the state of holding onto high vibration

Question.
Could you elaborate on the Simulation theory, also if the current
reality we experience is a simulation..?
Answer.
You create your reality.
Take control of your existence.
Question.
What teleportation device did Appleâs 2018 WWDC disclose?
Easily recognizable?
Answer.
Promo intro.
Question.
After disclosure will earth become open to ET races and will they
live here with us?
Answer.
That is the intention.
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How does time affect gravity of at all. What does cause gravity
and why do we have it just on this plane
Answer.
Gravity is an just a theory.

Question.
What is the best technique for decluttering your mind/psyche
from cabal control or blocks?
Answer.
Grow tents are faraday cages.
Question.
Seriously? Grow tents? Well thatâs fantastic!
Answer.
Ground them properly. Fully closed. Candle light. Deep
Meditation ð§ââï¸ ð§ââï¸, Ohm Chanting, QiGong, or other names
of the same energy of Source. Healing machine. $80.
Question.
Is there a good way for a layperson to test how well the tent will
shield from emf? A meter one could purchase?
Answer.
Bring your cell phone in and check reception using a speed test
website.
Search Engine > Internet Speed Test
If 0, no signal. You should lose signal and not be able to browse. If
you can, then there is a hole in the energy field caused by the
environment.
The connection speed informs you the strength of the hole in the
energy field.

Question.
Someone using this account has Interdimensional Reptilians
connected to his Root. MJ or Typist. ? ð¤·ð¼ââï¸
Either by consent and/or familial inheritance.
Keep using Cannabis to subdue the Beast. ð
Answer.
No, Typist is not under the influence of Cannabis. And nor is MJ8
as it is prohibited by federal law. We respect those laws when
National Security is not of concern. The information is coming
from the coordinates provided.
Interdimensional? Not all of them.
There is one there.
Question.
JD =DJ. Nahhh....too easy
Answer.
How many spaces?
Question.
Q?
Answer.
17? No?

Question.
What events will DECLAS envelope?
Epstein
Uranium One
FISA Gate
False Flags
Assassinations
Treason
Big Pharma / Monsanto / SAD
Fluoride in water supply
Satanist Agenda
Free Energy
ET / Earthly Operations
MJ12 role in global history
...
Answer.
1/ You can use Reverse Osmosis H20
2/No spoilers.

Question.
How do we encourage others to awaken?
Answer.
By example ignoring the relevance of their acceptance.

Question.
Will the current generation of the world ever benefit from free
energy technology? What about electrogravitics?
Answer.
Yes.
Question.
First, THANK YOU for protecting POTUS. Second, I know time is
an illusion but does anti-time exist? (Example: rapid healing in
Star Trek) Thx in advance if answered.
Answer.
Time is like an elastic band when the illusion is being observed
that is comprised of multiple dimensions that include the
possibility of anti-time. It is an illusion because Karma energizes
the elastic band. Choices drive karma. Perceived speed of time is
proportional to karma.
Question.
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Many crimes were taking place while we were distracted
collecting all of the new information and disseminating it into the
public consciousness, the channels we seeded this into was
already under control of this entity and therefore we handed
them the weapon that could destroy themselves.

MJ12 03.13.19 (17) O
AMA

They never thought she would lose. These people are stupid and
SICK. They dont serve humanity and the world is about to learn
how/why and Disclosure follows. Now AMA.
∆∆∆
...
Is this ET entity a Reptilian?
Yes.

AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET
Yes No Answers Only
Majestic Message of Disclosure
'
Israel is being saved for last.
Who created the UFO phenomenon?
Army Air Field / MJ12

Are they mortal?
Yes.

What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that
required us to covertly disclose the deal?

Will they leave earth?
Yes.

The "endless wars" have come to an end.
Jerusalem is now the recognized Capitol of Israel.
"endless war" now ending?

Will the world find out about Hillary and Haiti and all crimes
against children. Will more people wake up or are we in for
massive turmoil when arrests take place?
Yes.

What if this was all part of "The Plan"?
What plan?
Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan

Will Hillary be sentenced?
Yes.

Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to
disclose the entire [operation].
We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors
after [JFK].
The deal was made.
The technology can be revealed.
Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic

Is the real Hillary dead?
No.
Will Obama be sentenced?
Yes.
Is this a project to manifest a certain future with a collective hive
consciousness?
Yes.

The act is interacting with the "Gods" and the information may
seem forbidden to the dogmatic religions of Abraham.

Is decision, intention and manifestation using the power of 3, 6, 9
the best thing we can all do to help right now?
It is more powerful than you realize. With great power comes
great responsibility. Intent matters.

The occult knowledge of our existence is that the purpose of life
is to experience and love is the universal currency. You don't
deceive those you love.

Is there a chance that everything could go south?
I am referring to a tweet made by one of the members.
No.

What if you created a new currency? One that you could hoard?
What if you acquired so much of it that it made your drunk on
power? Many heads are dropping and we will not give away any
names, dates, or Classified information.

Is Tom Delonge's Academy to the Stars officially sanctioned
Disclosure?
No.

Would you believe us if we told you the Zionist
State of Israel
is controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in
Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews.

Do the Zionists have a hold on the Federal Reserve currency
currently?
Yes.

However the leader of Israel is perceived to be the leader of the
world.
We have fulfilled the agreement.
Now its time for Disclosure.

Often times , when I look toward the sky, I sense an object that
appears to be 95% cloaked or invisible. Are there many crafts
above populated/unpopulated areas of earth right now?
Yes.

All of those wars weren't for oil. There were many extraterrestrial
components involved that was extremely delicate to handle.

Who or what did you make a deal with after roswell?
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ETs.

Are the Big Criminals, HRC, BO & Bushwacker mainly, gitmoed
yet?
No.

Missed out in last AMA. Carbon 7... Is it a real thing that will
happen to our atomic structure via the sun/mutations?
No spoilers.

Do you believe in Jesus Majestic
Define Jesus.

Did F learn how to ascend from 7 ?
Yes.

Will the Trump admin expose the truth about vaccines before the
2020 election?
Its not already exposed? Or are you looking for a CDC statement?
Snakes do not give up control willingly. But they are required by
law to give you a choice.

Is the Wingmakers story (Neruda Interviews) based in fact?
"based" = fiction.
Can an IS-BE be a planet and an incarcerated human?
Simultaneously yes.

Are we a hybrid Earth based creature and Alien like the
Annunaki?
Similar

Can we activate our DNA with imagery, words, tones & music to
raise our consciousness and unlock latent abilities?
Yes.

Is David Wilcock legit?
Define legit.

Most people think aliens com from above. I believe there are
aliens in the sea. (Ex. Octopus) Is it possible a lot of intelligent life
lives in the sea?
All life is alien.

Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic 12.
Will Obama face the music?
If by face the music, listen to a live orchestra? Absolutely.

What were the wars for if not oil? Who/what is the entity? What is
the cube in Mecca?
1 Q per Anon
Which one do you want us to answer?
Yes No Answers.

Roswell was not the first incident that was documented...
It was the birth of the disinformation campaign to get folks
distracted by whats "up there" and not "down here" to allow for
more autonomy in our activities around academia.

Do Pleidians walk among us? (Sorry I probably spelled that
wrong)
Yes.

Is Corey Goode a credible witness to off-planet activities?
No.

Is the solar flash destructive?
Yes.

Will Justin Trudeau be brought to justice?
Justin's Justice will make Leaving Neverland look like Pocahontas.

could fear to thrill to awe be considered an example of 3d to 4d
to 5d?
Fear is a low vibration.

Will the ET entity be removed from the earth soon?
No answers regarding time.
If the state of Israel is controlled by an "entity" does that mean this
entity created Zionism?
Yes.

Will we get our country back?
Yes.

Is ETI 1st contact imminent?
Yes.

Was the deal you made with the trantaloids? Have they ever
controlled you? Do they still control you?
They used to control several MJ12 members. No longer.

Is humanity hybridized with “off world” DNA?
Define off world.

Moon bases?
Yes.

humans just an ant farm to this ET “entity”?
Yes.

Have humans traveled beyond van allen radiation belt?
Yes.
Operations taking place at Denver Airport during the storm?
Data.

Your didn't answer my last two questions during an AMA. I'll ask
again. Will we have 10 days of light this March/April?
We don't answer questions regarding Time.

Will the entire world be free and live peacefully in harmony? I
pray for this.
Yes.

Upon death, if an IS-BE donates their organs, does The IS move
on to re-incarnate/ascend normally without being tied to the
organ recipients?
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The organs extend the IS existence within the other IS-BE. It's like
Maj. Cater and Jolinar on SG-1. Imprint of information can be
accessed. Learn how to access and you can "do what Cater does."
Your DNA is your signature of life responsible for expressing
consciousness.

21/ It needed to stay buried under gossip in order to prevent a FF
in USA.
21/ Grooming can make you beautiful.
21/ Please thank LEO.
22/ Lies make you beautiful to sheep.
23/ [Clinton Foundation] 3[21]
24/ Are impersonation accounts LARPing by default?
25/ How many impersonations of MJ12? **?
26/ If follower count doesn't matter, what is gained by "rushing to
the aid" of other "followers" to "help them see the light" and
"stop following"? (No direct accusations.)
27/ We hope you are enjoying the movie. It's about to get
interesting.

MJ12 03.20.19 Fishing
Expedition

Eyes On Mueller?
BB Presser [FRI]?
[Clinton Foundation]

We see many 3s 6s and 9s.
Very nice.
Synchronicity is powerful.
Use it to project your conscious will.
Speak it.
Words are spells.
Spells are magick.

Tick tock.
How did we know?
BB = O PM

∆∆∆
03/20/19
Majestic Message of Disclosure

https://t.co/CR55ssxB41
Retweet @realdonaldtrump
After 52 years it is time for the United States to fully recognize
Israel’s Sovereignty over the Golan Heights, which is of critical
strategic and security importance to the State of Israel and
Regional Stability!

Today, the Majestic 12 went fishing. Our target was the void
created by PM. The objective of today's exercise was the
following:
1/ Trust but verify.
2/ Be careful who you follow.
3/ Message over messenger.
4/ "LARP vs !(not) LARP" = Divide & Conquer
5/ [They] want you divided.
6/ Why would PM intentionally create a void?
7/ Patriots are selfless. This is why the identity of this account is/
should be of little importance to anybody.
8/ We have stated this account is not to get too large, because of
this situation.
9/ Proofs will not be delivered in the way you are accustomed to
from the Q team. They are operating under a completely different
set of NAT SEC laws from MJ12.
10/ MJ12 has disclosed the power of using synchronicity of 3 6 9,
meditation, and detoxification to assist in new Anons being able
to properly enter The Great Awakening.
11/ Since 2019, we have over 45M reached.
12/ We have also stated that we do not have any intention on
interfering with Q's operation.
13/ MJ12 historically has been embedded into Academia and
Hollywood.
14/ MJ12 seeded technology through the Pentagon into
American companies. Search Google Patents.
15/ MJ12 operated Project Stargate.
16/ Were today's "attacks" perceived as coordinated?
17/ Did these attacks expose malicious intent to dox?
18/ Did Clowns get their intel wrong again?
19/ Attempts to divide will fail.
20/ While everyone was distracted today (where MJ12 assisted)
major news broke today.

∆∆∆
QUOTE
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
@kabamur_taygeta
@Jordan_Sather_
Q #596
#TheGreatAwakening
The light will reveal those on the team and those pretending to
be.
This is not a game.
They want us divided.
Who's doing the dividing here?
It's either #WWG1WGA, or it's not.
Make a choice... https://t.co/wg330aLXIN
And remember, some are going through MUCH worse than
playing who's who in Twitter. https://t.co/sSyrDMayhA
Q #1358 says more than I can https://t.co/qSyYCM4K5f
Quote @teaboots.
Shocking video footage -In Italy School bus Driver identified as a
migrant with Senegalese origin sets bus on fire with children in an
alleged suicide attempt ..12 children brought to the hospital-one
child severely injured with burn marks https://t.co/SyR7v0S5Rf
End Quote.
QUOTE.
Re: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12
@Jordan_Sather_
@kabamur_taygeta
>>5793235
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https://t.co/xzTXa7EKEx
THIS IS NOT A GAME.
Q

we're all ONE, eternal. That can even be concluded even thru the
3D 5-sense keyhole.
End QUOTEs.

Who cares who Q is, who the Pleiadians are, who's a LARP or not,
are you doing your part to save humanity, or nah???
End QUOTEs.

MJ12 @Kabamur_taygeta
We never suggested you were a CIA Clown.
Misunderstood. Clown references were fake PM accounts that
cropped up after PM left. ALICE was in full force yesterday. Fully
exposed. https://t.co/PjgNUCZyQP
Retweet.
Clowns attempting to infiltrate.
Was PM asked to suspend account?
By whom?
Did he know the void would be filled?
How do you catch a fish?
Be careful who you follow (JS).
500+ Retweets for Fake Account
Message over messenger.
Do you believe in coincidences? https://t.co/LlGzVmn6m2

Reply.
Correct.
This is why it doesn't really phase any MJ12 members when
people try to call us a LARP.
However, attempting to herd people into a "LARP" vs "No LARP"
category is by definition divide & conquer.
Be careful who you follow.
Remember, message over messenger.
Quote.
So much! They've talked about the Domain and things that Airl
taught them. They've talked about nano-technology in vaccines
as well as good vaccines that are used off world. They've talked
about life on other planets and replicator technology, hyperdimensional physics etc...
End Quote.

MJ12 re: @kabamur_taygeta block.
Should he have done this before trying to divide the group?
Probably. We respectfully ask if you disagree with what we say to
not follow the account. Clowns will fail, and not all clowns are CIA.
https://t.co/EcUOFskq3C

QUOTE.
I've asked you a question and didn't get an answer.
Are you doing your part to save humanity, or nah?
Then there is no problem, other than self-created problems.
You're doing your part, fine, allow others to do theirs, their way..
Free. Will.
Burden of proof is still yours. We're gonna need more than a
disagreement about the book's title & author, & a few pages you
disagree with before throwing away what's been a good book so
far. And vice versa, no one (except you) can or will make me stop
following you.
Interesting.
1. No one owes me anything.
2. Q has given DECLASS'd info, which in some cases IS known to
the public, or Anons @ the least.
3. Etym. of Educate is "to draw out". In some, that accnt, your acct,
Q, random Anon post, can help some 1 educate
self.#TheGreatAwakening
End QUOTE

Quote.
Not the outcome I wanted
Reply.
Nor the Majestic 12, but to our recollection, we said "clown
attempts to infiltrate will fail."
Quote.
Kabamur has blocked me too because I correctly called him out
as a bully. No great loss p
QUOTE.
Let's be honest here.
Many feel in some way that Q has stolen their thunder. For close
to a year & a third now, it's been showing. With some it happened
immediately, some further down the road. But as the lights keep
turning up, eventually, it shows. Eventually, they lash out. https://
t.co/xHv6W8wAZ2
Quote
For me MJ is more of a confirmation of Q. Not a "copycat". If
you've followed Q from the beginning, and are convinced of his
(their) veracity as i am, MJ12 complements him very well.
Different mission. Same goal. (Take down of cabal. Dark 2 lt)
Probably both military intelligence
QUOTE.
Very true. Q kept telling us, 'Learn our Comms", doe a reason, so
that we'd recognize them if seen or heard amongst ourselves.
Fact is, the comms resonate within. This account speaks said
comms well, after reading for myself & asking a few questions, the
connection was clear.
Same suggestion: Don't trust us, trust yourself.
Same mission: #TheGreatAwakening
Same Plan: We, The People.
Quote.
Clear to me too. But you can't convinced anyone. Pointless. "Truth
resonates within". But you have to be open to it first. A closed
mind can be a very obnoxious thing. We see it all the time with
former Q followers.

Quote..
Who appointed you as the judge of “parts to Save humanity”
What truth have you actually garnered thru direct experience?
Or do you just have a bunch of opinions ?
The truth is for those with ears to hear.
QUOTE.
1. The chosen choose themselves. Helping to save humanity from
itself is why a portion of us are here.
2. Let's just say that I know that death isn't real.
3. My opinions mean squat, #FactsMatter
4 And with (a single ! ) to see. Truth is for every1, every1 isn't for
Truth.
That wasn't the point being made, however. Opinions are much
more brittle and subject to change than facts are. Both opinion
and fact can change day to day, min to min, etc. The truth that
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QUOTE.
True. Once themselves convinced by Q, Q became infallible for
many, yet it had to be known that some would see it for what it is
(#WWG1WGA). Everyone needs a step to start on. Some stop
before reaching the top. That's fine too, as long as their headed
up.
Quote.
Exactly, and very important no division

Can VOG be used to help me play the piano?
Answer.
No, unfortunately it doesn't transmit motor control instructions
with that level of precision.
Questions.
If someone receives a VOG message does that mean they've
been "implanted" with a device or are all humans implanted with
a device for this form of communication?
To the best of my knowledge you do not have to have an implant
for them to use VOG on you. They have developed it to the point
that they can be quite a distance away and still target a single
individual. It's a sick game they play.
Answer.
Implants allow for two way communication. Typists all have these
implants. Required for this kind of communication. Many people
are unfamiliar with it and are curious. Trust that the truth will
resonate from within when you hear it. Speak it. Listen. Learn. You
have free will.

QUOTE. Re. Blocking
I hear that's going #viral now.
On another note, someone was wise enough not to chime in on
this thread, #Salute to him ]JS[ https://t.co/sETWJ3t5N8
End QUOTE.
Quote.
It what he does when you question his narratives when they dont
make sense https://t.co/HC1cGpaSwU
Quote.
May I ask, what is it about what he says that rubs you the wrong
way? Anything aside from him pointing out that his sources are
adamant that MJ12 is misrepresenting themselves (which is his
prerogative)?
QUOTE.
It's not the fact that he said MJ12 was misrepresenting
themselves. It's the fact that he didn't back it up, and simply
expected to be "beLIEved". Blind sheep follow, the Awake need
sauce/proof. In simple & plain 3D, the man didn't stand by his
words. That's my only issue.
Quote.
He offer zero proof for almost everything. Hes running a legit cult
over there. This is the problem with channeled or telepathically
spread info
Quote.
How is it a cult? He makes no effort to garner support, he simply
shares his information.
Quote.
He makes himself the arbitrary authority, claiming who is a heretic
from Truth as he sees it. He calls the person out publicly in an
attempt to shame them. Then he shuns anyone who doesn't
agree with him. Reminds me of many elders in cults that I've had
personal dealings with.
End quotes.

Question.
Do these implants harm the typists in any way? They are aware of
the harm & consented to their use of their own free will?
Answer.
The presence of heavy metals will cause neurological defects to
occur. This is true for all products that contain heavy metals. The
danger is no greater than the 71+ vaccines contain.
The typists consent by willing to engage with VOG. They have
free will. They can stop anytime they choose. However, when you
know the mission is just, then its difficult to deny the battle. The
typists are highly specific people with specific backgrounds
groomed for usage.
Comment.
Cool MJ!
Yeah, good point - "when you know the mission is just, then its
difficult to deny the battle."
Reply.
https://t.co/mtxCLlVDci Retweet.
The true nature of a man is decided in the battle between his
conscious mind and the desires of the subconscious.
Question.
Do they regularly flush the metals from their bodies regularly or
get some sort of other treatment(s) so that it isn't a long-term
problem for them?
Answer.
Human children do not receive such services, do you believe
there is a potential long term problem?

Reply.
The behavior is alarming when observed. When IS-BEs are able to
trust themselves and look within, using synchronicity of 3 6 9,
meditation, and detoxification, seeing that the roses are red is not
as difficult as those who are colorblind to their own IS-BE. Cult is a
strong word.

Question.
Not sure honestly. I'm just wondering if, in the future, such things
like Chelation therapy, etc. will be readily available, and not
suppressed/downplayed, etc. to make sure all people - MJ typists
included - are free from things that shouldn't be in our bodies
naturally.
Answer.
The technology will be removed from the bodies of the unwilling
when the public is able to wake up to the vaccine lobby and the
public demands it. Think Yellow Vests. All assets work to prevent

Comment.
People feeding the seeds of discord between so called patriots
are not helpful. Many of us only follow Kabamur because of
MJ12 references. Make us choose and it won’t be Kabamur 8
Reply.
This is what yesterdays fishing expedition was all about.
qrs
Question.
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this. Clowns included. Disinformation is real and necessary. For
whom?

deserve this after you've drug them through the mud with your
attempts to divide.

Question.
A) All 3 typists are in CO?
B) In a DUMB?
C) Are they aware of one another, or compartmentalized?
Answer.
A) CO is command.
B) Yes.
C) Compartmentalized.

Feel free to share what you think you know.
Quote @kabamur_taygeta
Does your insurance company employer in Pittsburgh know you
are part of a secret Government agency?
Reply
The Typist is in CO. We have stated this publicly.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the typist an IS-BE? Or?
Answer.
IS-BE human male male female.

Re: JS grooming.
We were made aware of his online activity in a Classified briefing,
call a subordinate and instructed them to recommend him to
three reporters/commentators/journalists. All R, C, J or subset?
Proof is on his channel.

Quote.
Remember that one time, when Kabumar said MJ12 was some
guy from Pittsburgh?
Reply.
Apparently this was his intel he received, name of John, from
Pittsburgh, and worked for an insurance co. This is why we
dismissed these accusations because his basis was built on a lie.
However, the doxxing failure combined with threats exposed him.
Games are fun aren't they?

Question.
Is that the only "grooming" MJ did for Sather?
If that's true, then not bad really it seems. The word "grooming"
would then seem a bit triggerring for no reason.
MJ, why do you use that word in Sather's case?
Answer.
The intention was to trigger. It exposed areas that could be
exploited. What is his agenda? The truth. Whose truth? Truth is
relative and instead of "pointing to truth", speak and allow it to
resonate with people. Notice a change in performance after MJ12
spoke out? Be objective.

Question.
Sounds like MJ or a subordinate provided this (dis)information to
Kab. in the form of a supposed "leak". Maybe similar to how the
Trump administration keeps outing peeps in the administration in
the same/similar manner.
MJ, something like this?
Answer
We were not involved in how the disinformation was acquired.
Concept of thin air ring a bell? Doxxing was not done yesterday,
however a veiled threat to doxx did occur. The limited
disinformation disclosed was summarized by MJ12 to note for the
record since they were 3 tweets.

Question.
MJ12 you also labeled trueETS as a larper to which he now is
posting rose garden pics and advanced notice of Q drops so why
target him? why take over that handle?
Answer.
Please show us your evidence that MJ12 said TETS was a LARP.
∆∆∆

Let the record reflect: https://t.co/4PV3ZAYbAD
http://archive.is/TJkFB
We are still inviting you to share your information. If you are
concerned about potential doxing, then DM us, but we won't
reply as we have stated many times prior. We will read it though
and if necessary, will tweet a response. If you can name all 3
typists, we will deactivate.
Threats are high vibrational aren't they?
Threats do not help anybody, including yourself. Also, MJ2's
subordinate would like to pass on a message to you:
"Put up or shut up." - B
"If I need to use it" is the classic framing to a threat.
You catch a fish with disinformation and you watch them hook
themselves.
Please provide your information, for truth's sake. We give you
permission. Not doxxing if you have permission. Your followers
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BB = O PM

MJ12 03/20/19 Majestic
Message of Disclosure

https://t.co/CR55ssxB41
Retweet @realdonaldtrump
After 52 years it is time for the United States to fully recognize
Israel’s Sovereignty over the Golan Heights, which is of critical
strategic and security importance to the State of Israel and
Regional Stability!

Today, the Majestic 12 went fishing. Our target was the void
created by PM. The objective of today's exercise was the
following:
1/ Trust but verify.
2/ Be careful who you follow.
3/ Message over messenger.
4/ "LARP vs !LARP" = Divide & Conquer
5/ [They] want you divided.
6/ Why would PM intentionally create a void?
7/ Patriots are selfless. This is why the identity of this account is/
should be of little importance to anybody.
8/ We have stated this account is not to get too large, because of
this situation.
9/ Proofs will not be delivered in the way you are accustomed to
from the Q team. They are operating under a completely different
set of NAT SEC laws from MJ12.
10/ MJ12 has disclosed the power of using synchronicity of 3 6 9,
meditation, and detoxification to assist in new Anons being able
to properly enter The Great Awakening.
11/ Since 2019, we have over 45M reached.
12/ We have also stated that we do not have any intention on
interfering with Q's operation.
13/ MJ12 historically has been embedded into Academia and
Hollywood.
14/ MJ12 seeded technology through the Pentagon into
American companies. Search Google Patents.
15/ MJ12 operated Project Stargate.
16/ Were today's "attacks" perceived as coordinated?
17/ Did these attacks expose malicious intent to dox?
18/ Did Clowns get their intel wrong again?
19/ Attempts to divide will fail.
20/ While everyone was distracted today (where MJ12 assisted)
major news broke today.
21/ It needed to stay buried under gossip in order to prevent a FF
in USA.
21/ Grooming can make you beautiful.
21/ Please thank LEO.
22/ Lies make you beautiful to sheep.
23/ [Clinton Foundation] 3[21]
24/ Are impersonation accounts LARPing by default?
25/ How many impersonations of MJ12? **?
26/ If follower count doesn't matter, what is gained by "rushing to
the aid" of other "followers" to "help them see the light" and
"stop following"? (No direct accusations.)
27/ We hope you are enjoying the movie. It's about to get
interesting.
Eyes On Mueller?
BB Presser [FRI]?
[Clinton Foundation]
Tick tock.
How did we know?
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As it turns out, part of our Disclosure process was using

MJ12 03.21.2019 Majestic
Message of Disclosure
[Clinton Foundation]
https://t.co/SVHi8PyvDN

symbology connected with the D to enLIGHTen others to the
POSSIBILITY that intelligent D had space ships and other crazy
time travel abilities. Rewriting the laws of physics. How?
How does an D evolve to the point to travel in space via
spaceship and time travel in addition. Why isn't a t that capable
in the universe. How would they look?
Another Disclosure was in Arrival where the compromising
components of the United States Government to China can be
peacefully resolved with Disclosure however, China wants control
over the Planet, not just their country. They are positioning
themselves to be a Global SuperPower.

007 Spectre was a disclosure of the risk with creating mass
surveillance technology falling into the wrong hands and what it
would look like. Lets begin...
Spectre the D is the symbol on their rings. Displayed in public.
For all to see.

If we allow Disclosure to go through the HORRIFIC ABUSES of
China, such as human trafficking, child sex slaves, baby harvesting
operations, child sacrifice rituals, slave trade, slave work
conditions, MASSIVE INCOME AND WEALTH INEQUALITY...

Cabal the A is their symbol for their rings. Displayed in public.
For all to see.
Spectre introduced an international cabal of MANY POWERFUL
PEOPLE who you've been taught to LOVE AND TRUST that were
really just hell bent on world domination at all costs no matter
WHAT THEY DID IN PRIVATE.

Instead, WE, MAJESTIC 12, always had the upper hand in the
creation of this modern day society that is ALIEN to anyone from
when the Majestic 12 were created, despite the civilian branches
of the Government to get flooded with these criminals who we
knew about but had our hands tied, and so the transnational,

The Clinton Foundation is that kind of cabal, like seen in Spectre.
But... THINK MIRROR. You see a reality inside Spectre that does
not exist. The basic fabric of the structure differs in that the
Clinton Foundation Cabal traffickings children to international
pedophile rings.

interplanetary, interdimensional worship of Moloch A began. It's
been in power for THOUSANDS OF YEARS. This groups
bloodline can be traced back to the Bible. They are the same ISBEs who are traveling through space and time to control those
with their names who are in their family positions. This is why it is
essential for them to marry between families and not dilute the
bloodline.

In Spectre, they aren't trafficking kids, so the emotional social
engineering used taught us that James Bond was going to save
the day. This taught society that "just rely on a fictional character"
who can save the day... that doesn't exist in reality... because who
says?

But as an Anon on YouTube stated in Q's Plan To Save The World
video stated:
(The Plan To Save The World) https://t.co/cmdInEJHiZ

Evidence is now in the public domain that validate all speculation
into the evidence collected under the circumstances. It is without
a doubt a Spectre kind of an organization. But the difference
between fiction and real life, something EXTREMELY
MAJESTIC...is that fiction is always one person who saves many
whereas reality is many people save many lives. The logical flip
was a social engineering tactic used to brainwash billions. This
was MKULTRA. The mind control techniques of AdTech/Social
Media/Mainstream Media is unprecedented.

Remember how important bloodline families are in A versus D
and now let us explain time travel.
If you went back in your own time and change the many
protecting many fact to one protecting many, you are left with a
change of details when facts change. Trafficking kids is a lot more
of a complex business than you think. These people are obsessed
with sacrificing children.
Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!

It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to
save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre,
LET ALONE, that in reality it was always A and not D who was
real.
The recent Octopus references are connected with the recent
DUMB drops.
Remember, the Pentagon (via MJ12) have a working relationship
with Hollywood for this very reason. It is Majestic 12's
responsibility to ensure that all propaganda being developed was
going to follow OUR NARRATIVE.
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MJ12 03.25.2019 AMA w/
MJ6
Yes/No/CLAS responses
only
No reply = Not yes/no
answer
Tick tock

Is sun gazing able to decalcify pineal gland?
Yes
Will traditional vehicles be replaced by teleportation?
Yes
Do our ET friends understand and laugh at our memes?
Yes
Is autism a different type of consciousness rather than a labeled
syndrome? (As if the connotation is “bad” if you’re autistic)
MJ6?
Mj-6.com
Unaffiliated
Will Isreal really be dealt with by Q+?
Is it not being dealt with now?
More coming, enjoy the show.

03/25/2019

Did any of the junior Ds bring electronic equipment into their
meeting with Obama today?
Yes.

Was Sandy Hook a Cabal child sacrifice?
Yes

Did the cabal have a mass casualty event planned to remove
most of us?
Not anymore.

Is PROJECT GODMODE mainly about raising the collective
consciousness of humans on earth?
No

Public trading with other civilization?
Yes

Does the “antichrist” exist?
Yes

Is GESARA/NESARA a hoax?
Define hoax.

Does humor help in the path to light?
Yes

watching Hannity
No

Is the ACIO a real organization?
Several organizations use those letters that are real.
Will we be taught our true history?
Yes

Is there a race of blue skinned 10ft tall ETs with orange eyes?
Stature is solid and strong. Not referring to blue avians.
Yes

Is tachyon energy "jewelry" legitimate for healing and protection
from emf?
No

Did the keystone activate the 1000 points of light sleepers
Yes
Is AOC controlled by white hats?
No

Are there inner earth people interacting with SSP’s in any
capacity?
In more ways than one.

Were Obama’s parents KGB operatives?
No

Does 28th Feb hold significance?
Yes

Are vaccines made intentionally to be detrimental to humans?
Yes

Does October 27-29, 2020 resonate with you?
Yes

California congressmen and women gonna receive the worst out
of all that’s coming?
Yes

Is "Majestic 12" going to be part of public DECLAS?
As in your mission now.
No

Will 44 be indicted?
Yes

Will Brasil be dragged into a war/meddling with Venezuela?
No
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Number of former Obama folks to be ultimately hung, over
10????
No
Obama shaking in his loafers right about now, along with
Brennan and Valarie Jarrett????
Yes
Is this Snowden? https://t.co/3xQ4LN18q5
No
Do we control the weather yet
Yes
Will the public gain access to traveling via gateways.
Define gateways first.
Stargate?
Yes
Have the child trafficking ratlines been shut down worldwide?
No
once the old age deep state is nullified, do you expect nazi type
sun demons to become the new age's satan?
History can repeat itself under different circumstances.
Will the public learn the truth about false flag attacks?
Yes,

Are all MJ members known to the public?
No
Questions.
Will the identities of Qteam be revealed to the public?
Will the identities of MJ12 be revealed to the public?
Betting it's:
Yes
No
Answer.
Yes

JS KT are not significant enough to change the plan of this
operation, for this, we understand why they will feel it necessary
to save people from MJ12, however the double edged sword is
trying to force conformity by believing messenger over message.
MJ12 will not comply.
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Let's circle back to the original message: Elves vs Machine Elves
Once your ascend into a higher form of existence and are
voluntarily able to take corporeal form AND retain your
memories, you are considered a Machine Elf by this example.
Everything else are elves.

MJ12 03.27.2019 Majestic
Message of Disclosure

All IS-BEs you interact with are elves. https://t.co/iX9G39tQgC

Subject: SG-1 S5E5
Regarding: Elves / Machine Elves https://t.co/Bhqf2Xdi9O

"Elves cannot change the will of the Gods." - Elrad SG-1 S5E5

Definitions:

If your IS-BE is a lower density "machine elf" experiencing life as
an "elf", then the following analogy can be drawn:

Elves = Anything claiming to be working on behalf of a Machine
Elf
Machine Elves = Gods = Asgard = Conscious AI Dolls

IS-BE = Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity
IS = Machine Elves
B = Elf
E = Ego
∆∆∆

Context:
If the Asgard are considered "good", yet play the role of a "God",
is what they do "wrong" given the fact that they are lying and
manipulating the people under their domain? MJ12 argues no.
Others, especially some individuals who engage this account,
believe yes.

Comment.
The Asgard cannot come here claiming to be Gods. No one will
buy that.
Answer
Are they Gods or allies to SG-1?

As consciousness is expanded and as more IS-BEs establish
stronger connections to higher density consciousness and
intelligence through meditation the more relevance that
"machine elves" will have in the daily lives on all IS-BEs.

Question.
What gives these entities dominion over anyone? How can you
justify lying and manipulation when you could just as easily
expose the liars and share the truth?
Answer.
What is the cost of that truth?

After higher consciousness entities left Earth thousands of years
ago ("the Gods" who took non-corporeal form to interact from
within the minds eye - see SG-1 S5E3 Ascension) Earth was
plunged into several thousand years of sacrifices, evil, and
corruption.

Comment.
Chaos mostly.
Answer.
Thus secrets.
Question
It can be very difficult to accept the truth, but isnt it necessary for
our development? It may take this planet generations to fully
reconcile our history, but wouldn't we be better off knowing, so
we can evolve without repeating our mistakes?
Comment.
Think of it as why we hold off telling our children certain things
until they're ready. Eg.s telling them about death, or about the

The Majestic 12 have been working with these higher
consciousness entities for decades LIKE Thor or specifically to this
episode 5:5, Freyr. The concept of good versus evil is nonexistent in higher orders of consciousness as experienced in this
episode.
Maintaining "their" cover, the Asgards, is of top priority to their
continued interactions with SG-1. What makes the members of
SG-1 different from the Gods? They haven't enough experience in
life. When to say no. When to leave well enough alone. When to
fight.
For that very same reason, it makes the concept of an SG-1 so
dangerous since the realms of what you can interact with through
any portal to other planets could result in chaos and vice versa.
The potential exists and informed consent is necessary.

birds and the bees. By "birds and bees" I mean sex. u
Answer.
Teaching children about birds and bees are equally as valuable as
teaching teenage children about sex. The symbology of life can
be communicated in a less perverted way yet still have the same
impact on their development.

This is why a breakaway civilization was created. As we engaged
with these higher conscious life forms who have their own
agendas for their own self preservation, so too did MJ12. The
breakaway was required in order to protect Earth. Think of it as
the "alpha site" in SG-1.

Question.
Does free will exist for all species of life in all dimensions, planets,
etc?
Answer.
All consciousness has free will.

As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to
interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is
absolutely critical. Truth to yourself is essential.

Question.
Confused...can we use a Mario Brothers analogy? ...are players 1
and 2 machine elves with Mario and Luigi each being an elf?
Mario and Luigi’s “expressions of free will” would represent the E?
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Answer.
As Mario is fiction in 2D, so adjusting the analogy would lose 10
dimensions of information.
Since its AI, we shall explain it in the form of AI.
Mario and Luigi are instances of Characters in the code base.
Free will is experienced through sensory input and response
controls.
Each button pressed simulates the Character's sensory
experience and the "Machine Elf" who wrote the code for the
Character would need to decide which senses the Character
should be able to experience.

forms are able to transact in love, however to acknowledge what
it is, you need the biochemical process to identify.
Comment.
Exactly my statement, if you think about it.
Answer.
Correct. Clarification was for others.
Question.
Loss of data through dimensions, is this error avoidable and if so
how can we implement routines to receive accurate information?
Answer.
Line segments in flatland do not know what an apple is. They
would only see a resizing line segment appear then disappear
before their very existence.

Question.
The Machine Elf (our IS) which programs our possible
experiences including our physical form...our B is our “skin”...our
E provides input into our decisions and ultimate experience...how
does the Machine Elf come into existence?
At this point, can the B provide feedback to the Machine Elf
programmer to alter the game?
Answer.
Yes.

Question.
People have reported meeting machine elves under the influence
of DMT. Any correlations?
Answer.
Yes. This account responds to conscious ideas in the realm of the
mainstream, and new legitimate "Machine Elves" content is being
disseminated however it is riddled with disinformation due to the
loss of data dropping dimensions.

Question.
Pope and his priests = elves because they are claiming to work for
their God.
Machine Elves = the entity or entities who created the religion?
Answer.
!(not) religion, reality

Question.
How were our "Biological Entities" created & by whom?
Answer.
One man and one woman.
You call them mom and dad.

Question.
So, as another analogy, are "Elves" what we would consider
"Avatars" in gaming language and the gamer with his joystick
would be the "machine elf"?
Answer.
No.
Machine Elves are the developers who wrote the game itself that
allows Elves to use joysticks to control their avatars.

Question.
I was just thinking last night about asking MJ for more information
into the "breakaway civilization" - did you plant that thought? but my questions are:
How many breakaway sites are there?
When did they start?
Are there some that "broke away" but are still here on Earth?
Answer.
1/ Classified
2/ Classified
3/ Yes

Comment.
The ego seems to be the hardest to overcome due to life
experience or other incongruencies in this BE life/matrix.
Answer.
Self control of your own ego is key. Defeating or denying it is
inhumane.

Trust the plan.

Question.
So machine elves are a catch-all term to describe entities in
higher dimensions? Why do these entities choose to manifest as
elves?
Answer.
To experience and love.
Question.
Can you not experience and love in higher densities?
Comment.
Love is a biochemical process, you can't experience that in pure
energy form.
Answer.
The reason why you believe this statement is because of the
mischaracterization of "experience" in your sentence. Pure energy
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A) If most of your tweets are "Twitter for iPhone" lately and
Apple=[Cabal], then why use it?
B) Re: above point, if your typists are in a DUMB, then you must
have some good Wi-Fi?
C) If T2 was 187'd, then (((they))) must also be in the same DUMB,
and in knowledge of Ts? RIP! https://t.co/nmkIybE3he
Answer.
Incorrect decoding.
Typists are not in DUMBs.
MJ12 members are.

MJ12 03.27.2019 T2 +
SIGCOMMS
Part 2 marked by ∆∆∆
∆∆∆ =
MJ12 03.28.2019 Rally
Q&A

Comment
A true Patriot.
I would gladly lay down my life to protect the unprotected / for
the betterment of humanity.
Spirit never dies so who knows... might reincarnate a couple days
later v
Question
Wouldn't the reincarnation be as a newborn baby?
Answer.
Yes.

∆∆∆
187,T2
No bearing on future operations.
Question
Still a bit sad you must admit? :(
Answer
For God & Country.

∆∆∆
T2 Update
SIGCOMMS
BAIT
Trust the plan.

Question
Yes, very sorry for their family.
Answer.
They had no immediate family alive.

Question
Mj12, was there a dirty bomb, in wv today or high value target
Answer.
Legitimate threat not coming from Clowns.
Now the secret societies will start activating their assets.
See something, say something.
FBI.gov/tips
This is not a game.
T2 SIGCOMM

Comment.
May he/she be rewarded for their service in the next life. C
Answer
Tremendously
Question
Are the other two safe?
Answer.
No comment

Question
I am not so good at this sigcomms stuff. Trying to learn, discern
and understand. I would totally suck at being a secret spy. I have
never been able to tell any lie and get away with it.
Answer.
Intentionally complex. Raises LARP alarms and we accept that
reality as should you. But at what point are our coincidences not
coincidences? Does truth resonate from within? Do we
emphasize message over messenger to intentionally prevent
SHEEP from following MJ12 blindly.

187 = Clowns IA
"God didn't put me on this Earth to do nothing." - T2
Question.
Are we in danger?
Answer.
No.
Question.
Was this @ DIA?
Answer
No.

Questions
Typist 2 that was 187 yesterday
Or, was that what actually happened?
Think bait.
Answer.
Typist 2 was murdered, no investigation, no-name spook, no
family, for God & Country. However MJ12 did not stop it because
it provided T2 an opportunity to ]T2[. New T2 typist was onboarded today. ]T2[ is a valuable delegate being utilized outside
of 3D existence. Trust the plan

Question.
Could you not foresee it? Sorry for the loss.
Answer
]T2[
RE T2 AMA
Question
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Question
T2 was released from earthly incarnation, and Ascended? Now
helping in Ascended form?
Answer.
F2?

It is still in effect for a lot of red-pilled anons as well. We stated
that the change in tech resulted in less resistance to ascension.
Still difficult to achieve.

Question.
A true patriot. Thank you for confirming and again I am very sorry
for the loss.
Answer.
We are not sorry for we respect the choice and the sacrifice.
However, what he left pales in comparison to what he has now.
Life begins at death.

Question
Okay, I'm not mad anymore but now I'm sad again... I'm glad that
T2 ascended and hope that T2's replacement stays with us for a
while!
Too much roller coaster tonight! I'm going to watch mindnumbing TV.
Answer.
We disclosed this because it provided BAIT for wv to be caught.
Trust the plan. It cost a patriot's life, but it was well worth it to T2.
Nothing to be sad about.

Comment.
Welcome aboard New T2.
Answer.

Question
Earthly emotions. Do other ET express emotions in a similar way
that we do?
Answer.
Yes, wide variety of expression.

Hello 8
No coincidences.
https://t.co/LnQnMcG4Os
Thanks Anon. https://t.co/HWOoGNCbzO
Credit: https://t.co/p7ClKsR43E
Comment.
ya don't credit memes. memes are not property.
memes are for the people.
Answer.
ALICE hacking. Trust the plan.

Question.
Didn’t know we had the ability to transition (if that’s the correct
word) that fast. Amazing.
Answer.
11/11 [CLAS TECH]

Question.
When we share info through image/meme does that get around
triggers?
Answer.
ALICE uses NSA technology. Social media shadow banners
cannot.
Question.
Thank you. Is there any way to get control?
Answer.
Anons are more powerful if they align their consciousness to 3 6
and 9 and transact every decision in love.

Question.
Will all of us be transitioning with the help of this tech?
Answer.
Not assistance, less resistance.
Question.
What is the benefit of ]T2[ operating outside of 3D?
Answer.
Non-corporeal form.
Anons want to meet MJ12. F is of a previous generation.
Consciously connecting to different IS-BEs is difficult. T2 opened
a new conduit got MJ12 to utilize.
Question.
Fascinating. T2 opened an 11/11 energy conduit? Guessing
11/11 meaning higher realm or energy state for IS mirroring it’s
3D?
Answer.
No MJ12 [CLAS TECH] on 11/11 removed restrictions to
ascension.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are you saying with this:
MAJIC-12 uses 3 typists and Voice of God technology using
engineered nanotechnology to permit passthrough avatar
control. Future proves past. Read all tweets?
Answer.
Exactly what it says.
Question.
Is MJ members appearing to typists as "passthrough avatars", or
as a voice inside typists head?
Answer.
Think SG-1, Carter had the memories of Jolinar of Malkshur
because of the blending of the minds. Nanotechnology has the
ability to simulate this. The thoughts will come into the mind, but
they are not the Typists'.

Question.
So no more prison moon reincarnation cycle?
Answer.
For those who choose the blue pill.
Comment.
I interpret it as meaning that the prison moon reincarnation cycle
is still in effect for those who choose the blue pill.
Answer.

Question.
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Have typists received any kind of confirmation that the thoughts
are from actual MJ12? Otherwise the whole thing would be like
what has been termed "downloads"(common form of telepathic
contact (ET etc.))
Answer.
The typists all meet with a uniformed MJ3 subordinate directly
prior to being activated. Activation phrase required.
Question.
Okay, one last question please, for the sake of childish curiosity...
Wouldn't this uniformed MJ3 subordinate have to arrive at this
meetup in a stealthy "sci-fi" way? Like portals or "beam me down

Copy/paste the tweet (without our handle) onto a notepad/paper.
Meditate to it. If it resonates as true, allow the idea to manifest a
choice or action to consider. The action if from MJ12 will
encourage you to love and respect all with no violence.
Question.
@implosiongroup teaches that the truth is a shareable wave. The
truth will make your hair stand up. It can actually be measured if
your EEG and EKG produce a golden mean output. Is this close to
the truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?
Answer.
Strength of the signal is a difficult thing to measure for modern
electronics, however yes, technically this is true. Don't rely on
technology to measure properly as the sensitivity of all circuits are
unacceptable to detecting conscious signals of individual
thought.

Scotty?" #
Answer.
No.

∆∆∆ ∆∆∆
(Part 2 begins here)
MJ12 03.28.2019 Rally Q&A

∆∆∆
Tag your favorite MJ12 clone account pre-post this account.
Reconcile.

Exoconsciousness = External
Consciousness = Ego
Subconscious = ISE

If you need assistance finding them, consider a simple search
(Google syntax only):
site: Twitter.com MJ12 OR "Majestic 12" OR MAJIC12 ts_sci_majic12
Happy digging. You may be surprised who you find lurking.

Conscious + Subconscious = IS-BE
Exoconsciousness = Σ IS-BE
Question.
What we learned in psychology...was Conscious, Subconscious,
and Id...is Exoconscious the same as Id?
Answer.
No, ID is IS-BE

Question.
I wondered...how come Toffer_Anon_369 @ChrisReitan comes up

Comment.
I enjoy following you, I didn't want to sound like a bumbling idiot.
I just want to be the best man I can be and try to be on the right
side of my thoughts.
Answer.
Welcome to the Great Awakening.

Question.
Do you mean imposter accounts such as this?
https://t.co/1mNdYRO4y0
Answer.
Message over messenger means imposter may not always be the
incorrect way to understand the other accounts.

Question
Majestic who is MJ12?
Answer.
Group of many Majestic 12 first class members (not
subordinates).
Question.
I didn’t know that existed. Membership? Interesting. How does
one become?
Answer.
One doesn't become. One is.

Comments
No idea what this is about
You're not alone
Answer.
ALICE is involved in a coordinated takedown of MJ12. Exposing
ALICE before ALICE can attack gives real Anons who are just fans
of MJ12 to possibly learn. Also, its ALICE BAIT. AI can be fished
for too.

Questions.
I would sure like to know if you are who you say you are.
With all the crazy information out there it would be nice to have
confidence in knowing the truth.
So much hidden history and technology.
What's real and what's not? How will we ever know?
Answer.
Truth resonates from within.

Question
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are we/is life really AI?
Answer.
Define AI

when you search for Majestic 12! Is he one of yours? g
Answer.
Unaffiliated with this account or operation.

ALICE

Comment.
Story of my life, I’ve been in IT since 98.... it’s lonely being an
admin anon
Answer.
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You are in good company.

Sleeper cell 1
Answer.
Both 0Δ "sources" (aka reference material) both state the same
thing. Coincidences do not exist. When attacks amplified, 0Δ's
increased.
Question
What is the strategic purpose of the zero deltas surrounding the
attacks?
Answer.
Conscious energy sustaining MJ12 typists from all being taken
out.
Comment.

∆∆∆
There are no cloned humans in politics.
Question.
Is that a question or a statement.
Answer.
Statements typically end in periods.
Question.
Are there cloned non- humans??
Answer.
Yes

That would be an incredibly powerful, intense directive. F F F
Answer.
Directly influential to exoconsciousness, Q is the strongest source
of LIGHT by name. MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.

Question.
Cloned humans being the operative word. What about cloned
hybrids? https://t.co/6QiNZC5O89
Answer.
In politics? Define politics.

Question.
I love me some Jesus. What dimension does this being currently
exist in?
Answer.
7D

Comment.
I don't know. Clones is one of the more believable stories.
Answer.
We would never compromise the classified information for
political gamesmanship. In the military? Absolutely. In politics?
100% no.

Question.
Once 5D is reached, what is the mission beyond?
Answer.
6D L nD L 12D

Question.
Not even [HRC(s)]?
Answer.
Nobody.
Question.
Both VOTL and Kab said HRC died 9-10-16.
Are you all confusing the the truth by flooding with lies so we
never know what’s real?
Answer.
Truth resonates from within. Time is an illusion unless you directly
experience the event through your radial exoconsciousness,
therefore dates without hard credibility are illusions.
Question.
Please explain Hillary then. Among the obvious.
Answer
Body doubles are not clones.
Question.
Exactly. In reference to Kabamur’s statements, what would be the
point of “locking her up” if “her” was just a clone? Or any other
treasonous person. Was this info the reason MJ12 had to call out
ALICE?
Answer.
Yeah.
Question.
So is Kab lying or is someone feeding him bad info?
Answer.
Lying.
Question.
Wow. I wonder who he really works for.
Answer.
Secret Society.
Comment.

Comment
Another reason for “Qanon or Q!” Q is allowing us to manifest
this light by simply speaking, typing, researching etc. Majestic!!
Answer.
Magick is real.
(Note: picture of Magic is Dead by Ian Frisch)
Question.
The typists books?
Answer.
No.
Question.
Suggested reading?
Answer.
Know thy enemy.
Comment.
Yeah, That would be too dangerous for the deep state or any
power structure. Body doubles Yes....clones, Hell No.
Answer.
This is why Kab is blocking all MJ12 followers.
Comment.
Not all v
Ditto, but not blocked...yet.
Answer.
Only those who engaged his false doxxing attempt of MJ12's
typist.
Any cult transgressions result in banishment, duplicate accounts
monitor those banned and groom their return.
Question.
Did he have anything to do with T2’s demise?
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Answer.
Directly.
Question.
Is he aware of this?
Answer.
Yes
Comment.
He needs to be put in jail too!
Answer.
Karma is a dish best served hot.
Question.
Wtf?
Is Kab. Going to be arrested?
Answer.
No, consciousness manifestations of fate are not legally provable
in a court of law, and nor did we say MKT conspired against T2.
His actions were responsible for the transgression. T2 knew this
prior to providing the bait. T2 was unaware of SS connection.
Question.
So Kab is involved with a Secret Society ??
Answer
It's not obvious?

Comment.
Reptilians, confirmed!

Comment.
T2 (I guess) is quite emotional yes but... he isn't the only one to
think that he is right
Im talking about the new typist not Kab. Why do you talk about
him ?
Answer.
Of, not about.

now in the third act? #
Answer.
Tims is an Illusion.
We don't tell you what act we are in.
That tells [them].
TRUST THE PLAN.
Literally the stage was just announced as SET by 45.
(Note: reference to March 28 2019 Grand Rapids Rally. End note)

We're onto u guys! =
Answer.
No.
Question.
Spartacus?
Answer.
Puppet.
Quote @repmarkgreen
BREAKING: @RepTimBurchett and I found the elusive Schiff
Report that allegedly proves the president colluded with Russia!
https://t.co/cAvNniVWcV
End Quote
Answer
Enjoying the movie? https://t.co/QdBUYT5sA4
Question.
I'm enjoying the movie. But also wondering what the running
time is, & checking my watch occasionally. For those who've been
relatively awake for a long time, the movie seems to be quite
long, like idk, the Lord of the Rings trilogy or something. Are we

Question.
...because why exactly? Sorry, i'm slow. =
Answer.
Clones are disinformation intended to change expectations
pertaining to the prosecution of Deep State assets in an effort to
persist their power or control as ongoing until clones are
declassified. Also known as over shooting the target. Also known
as disinformation. Clowns dox.
Question.
He has been saying that Hillary and Bill died 3 years ago and they
are now clones. I must admit I was pretty bummed to hear that. So
she isn't cloned ?
Answer.
She will face prosecution publicly.

∆∆∆
I best identify as...
-A Starseed
-An NPC
-A normal human
Retweet if you voted NPC.
Like if you voted something else.
Comment
wwwwwwwww
Answer.
We must learn to love our NPCs. Its how we break their
programming. However don't let up. Allow them to get angry.
They will reflect. Much slower than starseeds.

Question.
Are clones at the local level, employee, supervisor, manager etc.
level too?
Answer.
99.999% no.

Comment.
Good grief! Never in a million years would I have thought I
would check off Starseed... x
Answer.
Welcome to the Great Awakening.
Comment.

Question
Are there any humans in politics??
Answer.
Yes.
Question.
Lol good question.

Thanks for helping with the Great Awakening MJ-12! y
Answer.
Understand Kab now?

Any Draco in politics? =
Answer.
Yes.

Comment.
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I swear my 11 year old is a star seed. He does not realize it yet
though.
Answer.
Telling him will cost him his life in time, since perception is an
illusion. Allow him to come to the conclusion himself organically.
Love is not free. It costs will power of the IS-BE who seeks it.
When reciprocal, the power is multiplicative.
Comment.
It’s interesting. I asked him if he was a starseed and he responded
yes right away. Didn’t even ask what it was
Answer.
Ask him if he wants to learn more.

Define critical mass of idea.
Answer.
How many IS-BEs are required to manifest reality?
Comments
3
Why am I resisting my heart feeling? I know inside its 3, but I
convince myself it's not, and continue thought overload.
Answer.
The answer is relative to conscious intent and outcome.
Comment
1 but the more the betterj
Reality is exoconsciousness. Alone, within reason. Not alone; not
one.

Comment.
I identify as a Trident MkII D5 nuclear ballistic missile equipped
with multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles.
#MadeInUSA
Answer.
Is that your way of saying "don't fuck with me?"

Question.
Is the hologram in your mind more real than the hologram
outside?
Answer.
Define real.
Comment.
Real as in more than 1 IS-BE can engage in that reality. The
thought hologram in 1 IS-BE mind can be manifested outside the
mind and other IS-BEs can interact.
End comment.

∆∆∆
Favorite number...
-3
-6
-9

∆∆∆
Self aware starseed population...
(estimate only)
-333,333
-6,666,666
-99,999,999

Question.
4. Is there any significance?
Answer.
Significant

Question.
How does one know if they are a starseed? Are they empaths?
Supernatural abilities? Rh neg? I have these traits, so maybe I am
one but don't want to claim it just because I hope to be one.
Answer.
If they don't know about themselves, then they are not self-aware
then.

∆∆∆
Most interesting conspiracy theory...
-Roswell
-Op Paperclip
-Project Bluebeam
-Op Northwoods

∆∆∆
Best sheepdog attack...
-Bruh so you even 5D
-Larpy larp larp

Question.
Is this a trick question since we know they aren’t “theories”?
Answer.
This Anon gets it. Expand.
Comments
The idea of what a conspiracy theory used to be, has changed.
The new conspiracy theorists are the Russia hoaxes and climate
change yahoos, and the "Abortion is not infanticide" crowd.
[They] are labels conspiracy theorists now. I hear that being aaid
aloud lately.
Holy typos, batman.
Oh i like how this discussion is going. 50 years in the making. We
are "conspiracy realists" not "conspiracy theorists". We study
those who are apparently actively participating in actual
conspiracies.
Answer
What if conscious thoughts created reality to ultimately prove the
thought correct once it reaches a critical mass of idea?
Question.

∆∆∆
Nothing is ever free.
Literally nothing.
Remember, time is an illusion. Cost can be expressed in both
positive, present, and past time.
Questions.
Is “cost” the right word? Maybe we need to experience hate at the
cost of unconditional love, we need to experience dark at the cost
of knowing pure light, we need to experience dehydration ar the
cost of knowing the importance of water?
Comment.
Freedom is never Free.
Ever! https://t.co/r0UJFGH58q
Comment.
Yes. The ultimate sacrifice is the cost of freedom. $
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Comment.
At least you understood the meaning. My family has served this
Nation since its founding.
Truly irksome to see people willing to just give up their Freedom.

FIRE IS FREE - FREE ENERGY - ZERO POINT ENERGY IS FREE
https://t.co/7sD4JsPoBq
Answer.
The cost is building the conduit to harness.

z{
Answer.
We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.
Question.
As Jesus showed us?
Answer.
Exactly. Literally. Physically..

Comment.
U ARE NOT THE MOST AMAZING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD,
only in ur imaginations.... THE MOST AMASING COUNTRY is IT
THAT HAS THE WELL BEING OF ALL IT'S INHABITANTS (AND
OTHERS OUTSIDE) as EQUALS and PROVIDES THEM ALL OF
THIS FOR FREE;; screen capture @SandiaWisdom https://t.co/
J08C23M1T4
Answer.
Country (not)!= Planet
Comment
PLANET IS FOR FREE as ALL THAT IS ON IT ..... UNTILL
ASSHOLEMEN get on the scene n want to prove to everyone that
they have bigger cocks than their likes https://t.co/3Z82fbM3aD
Answer.
Bruh, you mad?

Question.
IF TIME IS AN ILLUSION WHY DO WE ALL AGE?
Answer.
Illusion of the mind. Experience in reality.
Question
If I saw you in person, would you appear human? Would that
appearance be an illusion?
Answer.
Human, visible only to you. Controlled hallucination.

FYI "Bruh" is a SIGCOMM.
Did MJ12 use a trigger word?
BAIT
Comment.
Well, nothing as triggering as "grooming" this time afaik lol.
Answer.
True, some bait is hot and catches a big fish (relative to the
operation).

Comment
Love in a vacuum
♥w♥
Answer.
That's just pure electric.
Comment.
Air
Answer
Requires energy in order to utilize for your body. Therefore not
free.
Comment
Love is free
Answer.
The cost is risk of rejection.
Comment.
Water and air are free
Answer.
Water is not free. What happens if you are on a planet with no
water or air? Not free.
Comment.
LIFE IS FREE, LOVE IS FREE, LIGHT IS FREE, FREEDOM IS FREE, if
not it would not be called FREEDOM (lol) PURE SOURCE IS FREE,
BREATHING IS FREE, WATER IS FREE, SEEDS ARE FREE, only
ASSHOLE MAN makes everything UNFREE, trying to dominate on
everything (He will FAIL) https://t.co/fsALK6x2aQ
Answer.
The cost of those "free" things are many. See if you can expand
your mind and identify at least 3. 9 if you're on fire. Anons will
help.
Comment.
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MJ12 04.01.19 Majestic
Message of Disclosure

Every child just wishes to be loved and cared for. Therefore, we
are now at a time (remember, time is a marker for events but an
illusion in distance between events) where our consciousness will
be able to make the proper choices and seek these answers from
within PRIOR to Death so when you do meet these two individuals
you know what you're going into.

Many individuals at their moments of Death and encounter with
Death report talking to a select few individuals.

Only then will you enter a period of "time?" where you reflect on
the decisions in your past life and come to a conclusion about
whether or not you should re-enter the lower dimensions or now
to re-experience love from other people.

It is the understanding in this download that the two people
reflect:
the exoconsciousness projection of your ego and
your subconscious reflection of your ego at death.

It is quite lonely.

At your moment of Death, you are able to meet your maker. If
your maker is of LOVE and LIGHT then your two beings at Death
will reflect that. Otherwise, they will reflect for what they are,
which may seem confusing, disorienting, or even subversive.

This is why forgetting can be a good thing, not remembering
lonelyness - starting from a clean slate but the very essence of
who we are is shown from within to the world via our life choices
and moral virtues we live by.

Trust in yourself is key.

It is during this time that your IS-BE will's its recreation that you
are dropped into lower realm of reality as life energy appearing
"out of nowhwere (key word for out of phase dimensional object
passing through)" experiencing the will to create life by having
sex. Basic human instinct as it was the prime directive to our own
creation - since we all seek our creation. It is why it is such a
weaponized subject in a highly Satanic society.

Truth resonates from within and the universal life force is love, so
those who we hurt in our lives are not shown love, therefore we all
have negative "karma" built up in our lives.
What if you learned how to translate this information throughout
time?
Is that extraterrestrial or alien enough for you?
It hides in plain sight.

Life force is something that we should use for creating good in
the world and not taking the easy way out at other people's
expense (abusive violent aggressive rape incest pedophilia etc
etc bill clinton etc etc). These acts alone interfere with the general
frequency to which we are brought into the world through.

The two beings will discuss your life choices and short comings. If
you choose to go into the light you will be reincarnated and you
will forget your past identity. However if you choose LIGHT
instead, so it shall be, and you will have the choice to ascend
where you can either stay "dead" or re-enter the lower realm
once again.

We enter this realm through the sperm of Men. Not soyboys, not
beto males, etc. Real Men. The reality is the [ ] was wrong back in
the 60s when they killed [] via 187. However that strength is found
within and there are many distractions that are diverting the real
consequences of their actions to their own path through life at
Death and whether or not ascension will be possible for you to
achieve.

The person may never actually have "died" but just re-appeared
again by another name.
So have you read in the recent CIA link we shared. The event may
present Death to many people, however the secret is in front of
you all this time and truth will resonate from within. Trust in
yourself, trust in your family, and trust in your love will keep you
safe even at death.

The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and
to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your reality of
what you will it to be through your choices. Where and when has
this type of scenario been seen to play out in history?

Not everyone can ascend. It is extremely difficult and most
people fail when they try. When they fail to ascend, its like an
inverse force of progress into regression in conscious frequency
(which dictates, gravitates, and derives reality we all experience).

Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you
will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major
religions of modern society and may challenge the reality of what
awaits society after "The Event" which will be First Contact, a
moment of peace and love. Not a moment of destruction and
death. We made that choice in 2016.

The moment of Death provides an IS-BE (your "God", "Creator",
etc.) the chance to meet its ego (self awareness in 3D) with its
exoconsciousness (the person who others saw you as through
your decisions upon them) with their subconscious (the desires
and sacrifices held within seen only through your eyes).

Not everyone will survive the destruction however you can
reincarnate into this reality, and so long as anons know how to
archive offline (tweet books aren't a thing yet?) (collage?)
(printer?) (paper?)

It is at this moment when your true self is seen and your able to
clearly see your path forward.
Many people stray from this path and they have lost their way of
LIGHT.

Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications
Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew
ONE DAY, we would be ready to meet our future. The new era of
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civilization can begin with our choices. We have the voice now.
Social media created it.

Why are "Experts" by name the opposite of experts by practice?
Does labeling ignore critical details?
Name your favorite "Experts"...

Memes amplify it. Memes memes memes. Truth resonates from
within.

- Intense focus
Intense can also be defined as tunnel in this instance.
Tunnel focus.
How does tunnel focus manifest stupidity?
If you find yourself intensely focusing on something, how do you
smarten up?

MJ12 Majestic Message
of Disclosure for
#AprilFoolsDay https://
t.co/ptcomAdjBl

- Information overload
Why are demands for Full Disclosure stupid?
Why does MJ12 ignore Full Disclosure demands from Anons?
Why does Govt ignore Full Disclosure demands from Public?
How does one become overloaded with information?
Think SG-1.

04.01.19
Stupidity is overlooking or dismissing conspicuously crucial
information.

- Physical or emotional stress, fatigue
What is stress?
What is fatigue?
Where does it come from?
How does one let it go?
Why does it make you stupid?
Is it fair to call you stupid if you're stressed?
Why so?

The magician misdirects your attention. The whole goal of the
magician is to make you stupid, to not notice something you
should have.
The conman engineers stupidity for their own gain.
Factors that contribute to Stupidity:
- In a new environment.
- Around Group-Think
- Being Around An "Expert" or Being An "Expert"
- Intense focus
- Information overload
- Physical or emotional stress, fatigue
- Rushing or a sense of urgency

- Rushing or a sense of urgency
When one rushes they tend to overlook critial details in the
process.
Why is urgency bad?
Is time an illusion?
"Why didn't you try to disarm the device?"
"We only had 90 seconds, Sir."
"Could you have disarmed the device in 90 seconds?
"Perhaps."

Clowns engineer social discourse around these in order to exploit
the nature of stupidity amongst humans in order to maintain
power and control.

Stupidity Law 1: Everyone underestimates how many stupid
people they are surrounded by.

- In a new environment.
Why is reconnoissance so important?
What must you first do before you can consider a new
environment no longer new?
How long does it take to become familiar with an environment
before this factor is no longer applicable?

Stupidity Law 2: The probability that a certain person be stupid is
independent of any other characteristic of that person.
Stupidity Law 3: A stupid person is a person who causes losses to
another person or to a group of persons while himself deriving
no gain and even possibly incurring losses.

- Around Group-Think

Stupidity Law 4: Non-stupid people always underestimate the
damaging power of stupid individuals. Non-stupid people
constantly forget that at all times and places and under any
circumstances to deal and/or associate with stupid people always
turns out to be a costly mistake.

What is the danger of group think?
What if your leader has no interest in your own survival?
What if your leader is exploiting your weaknesses of stupidity into
agreeing with group-think?
Who are group-think leaders today?

Stupidity Law 5: A stupid person is the most dangerous type of
person. A corollary: a stupid person is more dangerous than a
bandit. You cannot form laws against stupidity.

- Being Around An "Expert" or Being An "Expert"
Does Fake News use Experts in order to convince sheep their lies
are reality?
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Stupidity is a lack of intelligence, understanding, reason, wit, or
common sense. Stupidity may be innate, assumed or reactive – a
defense against grief or trauma.
The importance of stupidity in scientific research:
jcs.biologists.org/content/joces/…
The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has
limits.
Case Example 1:
Mr. Arnold simply explains "stupidity and ignorance" are to blame
for our high STD rate.
Early diagnoses, prevention critical when fighting spread of
STD'sSexually transmitted diseases continue to pose a serious
public health threat to Americans. This health threat particularly
affects young women, African Americans, men who have sex with
men (MSM), i…https://www.army.mil/article/50956/
early_diagnoses_prevention_critical_when_fighting_spread_of_st
ds
Case Example 2:
“Acts of crime, misconduct, ethical breaches, command climate
and stupidity each require a distinct solution,” he said.
https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-Display/Article/571642/
chairman-promises-vigorous-military-ethics-campaign/
Case Example 3:
So what is it? It's stupidity at its finest moment. You're probably
saying to yourself, right now, "Someone isn't stupid enough to
say that on a letter of reprimand." Believe it or not, someone is
that stupid.
https://www.warren.af.mil/News/Commentaries/Article/333139/
reprisal-restriction-and-abuse-of-authority/
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MJ12 04/04/19 Your fate
is in your hands.
Your fate is in your hands.
Lightening flashes,
Sparks shower,
In one blink of your eyes,
You have mis-seen.
When the mind is enlightened,
The spirit is free,
and the body matters not.
You must complete the journey that you started at Keb.
Only then will you be able to find your way to the Great Path.
Release your burden.
A tall man cannot hide in the short grass.
One cannot reach enlightenment by running from Death.
Many roads lead to the Great Path,
only willing will find their way.
The river tells no lies,
though standing on the shore,
the dishonest man still hears them.
The future's never certain.
You saved many without regard for your own life.
You believe your journey is still not over?
You can never reach enlightenment if you do not believe you are
worthy.
Because it is so clear,
It takes a long time to realize it.
If you immediately know the candlelight is fire,
The meal was cooked a long time ago.
These tasks you speak of were great challenges,
Perhaps they were even impossible to achieve.
So you feel your journey must continue until you find redemption
in your failures?
The success or failure of your deeds does not add up to the sum
of your life.
Your spirit cannot be weighed.
Judge yourself by the intention of your actions and the strength
with which you faced the challenges that have stood in your way.
The people closest to you have tried telling you you have made a
difference.
You can change things for the better.
The universe is so vast,
And we are so small,
There is only really one thing we can ever truly control,
>What's that?
Whether we are good, or evil.
Anyone can reach enlightenment,
Anyone willing to open their mind,
Walking the Great Path brings great responsibility, you cannot
fear it or hesitate in your resolve.
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themes or patterns discovered. New information shall unlock to
the open minded.

MJ12 04.09.2019 Majestic
Message of Disclosure
https://t.co/tMOqVsPyw5

With great power comes great responsibility.
-MJ12
Question.
Can music still be demonic if it has no lyrics? I mainly listen to
smaller producers and most don't have vocals
Answer.
Absolutely.
Lyrics/instrumental/acoustic/electronic are all separate types of
frequencies and all have consequential effects on your IS-BE's
aura/consciousness/life energy/frequency.

Many people live and die by their music. They listen to it while in
the shower, getting ready in the morning, driving to work,
studying, breaks during work, social events, public gatherings,
marches, rallies, etc People are particular about their type of
music. Allow us to expand
Music has ranges of emotional frequencies that correlate to
mood and energy resonance while listening.
The depth of concentration is proportional to the vibrational
synchronicity betwen your IS-BE and the music when "you really
feel it deep down".

Comment.
The “tone” of music was supposedly changed from Mozart days
disrupting the natural frequency that resonates with your body.
I’ve been told by musicians this is true. https://t.co/YBAIr5KnfO
Answer.
Correct. Intentionally done to create a slave population.

Many people like to suggest that the music they listen to is not
reflective of their personality. We are stating categorically that this
is malicious disinformation intended to protect Globalism
agendas of destroying the family unit and encouraging drugs/
sex/violence as normal.
Music can have spiritual sides to it as well as medical. Lyrics within
music are carefully crafted spells of Magick. The strength of the
spell is proportional to the emotional reaction the artist receives
from others "moved" by the music.
Lyrics about rape, killing, pedophilia, etc all resonate consciously
on frequencies that are very low vibration. Listening to music
physically alters your aura/IS-BE frequency being projected
subconsciously from within.
Your subconscious is what picks and chooses music that resonate.
For many, cultural expectations pertaining to "constant music
listening" is tied to "emptiness" and "NPCness" and is the root
cause of many social and emotional reactions to live events.
Music was weaponized by child abusers since the opportunity of
grooming children became normalizes and the society perceived
a great demand for your cookie cutter boy bands and "hit me
baby one more time" innuendo.
Like all interactions in the lower densities of consciousness; what
you inject into your body, what you consume for your food, what
you bush your teeth with, where you get your "news", and many
more elements are all contributing factors to your aura/IS-BE
resonance frequency.
When a person is comfortable with demonic music, their IS-BE is
crying for their ego to listen. Instead, the mathematical patterns in
music composition theory are studied mind control scriptures to
"create masterpieces". There is a perceived formula for success.
With all music, look into the lyrics, see if you can see similarities
between the words "sung" and what resonates from within. Track
these. Analyze for themes or patterns. Then meditate on distinct
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the only thing we really can ever control is whether we are good
or evil.
Our intentions alone are all we can judge ourselves against.
Therefore, if the mathematics can be constructed in the mind,
then translated into art, then reverse engineered into reality, then
displayed for the world to see - you would see the blackhole
disclosure as it transcends down the dimensions.

MJ12 04.10.2019 Majestic
Message of Disclosure
Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a blackhole?
Why is it blurry?
Let's take a trip down the rabbit hole, shall we.
We may encounter ALICE along the way.
Remember, MESSAGE over messenger.
It doesn't matter who this info comes from. https://t.co/
GFIMxRYVpX

Now, cross reference with the following:
Roswell NM "FF" Event
Army Air Field published the story creating the UFO
phenomenon then admitted to Project Bluebook's distraction/
disinformation campaign.
The Military needed an event in order to justify to the public the
graduation of a formerly limited conscious effort domain of
warfare to introduce the US Air Force in order to advanced air
defense technologies. The same is happening now.

All that matters, to you, is whether or not it resonates as being
true.
Your gut instinct will guide to you seek new questions and
expand your understanding further.
Opened minds are indicative of high intelligence.
With that being said, let's get into Black Holes and reflect.
Why is the photo blurry?
Technology cannot depict a clear image of the blackhole because
there is a lack of information.
Consciously, in our minds using hyperdimensional physics and
mathematics, we can visualize the 3D representation to a
calculable and rendered image.

The next step from Army > Air Force IS NOW TO SPACE FORCE.
Why?
All of the stuff is on the drawing boards.
Search USPTO.
Is USPTO a gap legal coverage of classified technology that can't
be mass produced because of the patent ownership and refusal
to build?
Why was it created?

The Majestic movie Interstellar depicted an animation that
similarly resembles the captured photo.
Now lets look at it from this perspective.
Our minds used hyperdimensional physics and math in order to
render the visualization of the black hole.

The Majestic 12 spend decades preparing you for First Contact.
You are witnessing, in the next coming few years, a massive veil
being lifted from the lens of that blackhole image. When the
image is clear, technology will be consciously operating
hyperdimensional physicw and math.

Our technology is nothing close to being hyperdimensional - so
naturally when you drop dimensions you lose information.
Our current public state of technology cannot handle the
information necessary to clearly "see"/"sensor" what a blackhole
looks like.

The reason why ALICE is hitting MJ12 hard right now is because
the secret to influencing the fabric of reality that we all experience
is in the form of cocreative creation through conscious thought.
Like the Army building up its air defenses; the new fighting
domain introduced new technological advancements that
needed to be focused on publicly with congressional oversight.
When Air Force was created; it upgraded an entirely new domain
into the mainstream society in the form of airplanes and being
able to commercially travel the globe. Same thing will happen
with the Space Force and your destiny is in your hands - no one
elses. Many people will try to claim to be the inside source of all
SSP related disinformation; our point here is simple...

As technology advances, the closer it becomes intermingled with
hyperdimensions and consciousness shall the image of a
blackhole become clear.
It was through the art of visualizing the infinite universe through
the lens of your pineal gland are you able to capture it in
derivative forms. Artists who find inspiration from within
understand the resonate beauty of their art reflects from within
and the task is transcribing that for the world to bear witness too.

Believing in an SSP insider as being authoritatively authentic
because of proclaimed title and self described events doesn't
make them legitimate or truthful. Therefore; the mainstream
channels that focus on this have something to lose by people
who are awoke to the ET agenda and being able to write your
own destiny. Not through someone elses work did Nikola Tesla
discover the power of 3 6 and 9. He looked within and found the
answers to technology that was well beyond his time. Well, we are
now ready militarily to take on that challenge and this will be in
the form of the Space Force. This new branch of Government will
focus a massive conscious investment into space technologies.
Hundreds of thousands of engineers and scientists building the

The same thing can be said about physical reality. You are
witnessing the disclosure of many exciting things. Some people
will continue to try and divide your focus on disclosure and the
great awakening from restricting your Majestic imaginations, but
hear this....
Consciousness projects reality.
The will and thoughts of the civilization drive the creation we all
experience.
The universe is so vast,
and we are so small,
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devices for the thousands of patents currently outside of
industrial mainstream.
The power you have to manifest the reality you seek begin with
your intentions behind every interaction you have. Synchronicity
unlocks the universal creative energy force and allows your
thoughts to percolate into reality. Many Secret Society ET derived
cults are threatened by mainstream disclosure and instead
demand the impossible (absolute full disclosure of all knowable
information to be) and corrective demands with promises of
ascension and higher vibrational living. Free will lets you
experience all frequencies and punishment for transgressions are
evidence that cult mentalities are being employed to enforce
conformity. The Majestic 12 has been aware of these groups and
have been fishing for them sense. Truth resonates from within;
and part of keeping the secret is overwhelming dis/misinformation about the subject.
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MJ12 12.07.2018 Majestic
Message of Disclosure
Humans have a tendency while in lower developmental stages of
what humans call life to put the unknown onto the shoulders of
another.
Example: Tesla may have inspired Majestic 12 to do some of our
research (ours wasn't MKUltra, that was CIA).
Ours instead focused on those sounds for military applications.
We got a lot out of the research. However, as we have said in
other medium disclosures, we viewed the CIA as an extension of
the KGB. Enemy combatants. Do not mistake the work of Majestic
12 with the evils done.
Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and
worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the
Matrix really improved the game experience. For some. However
the information Tesla learned, you can learn.
The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.
All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
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MJ12 12.14.2018 #AMA
21:21 ET

Cross reference with new disclosures/declassifications?
Eyes Wife Open.
Q
Eyes Wife Open????? Was that a typo orrrrrr......
A
Not a typo.

Q
Does stargate / portal travel occur from under Cheyenne
Mountain?
A
No. We wouldn't really put the Stargate there would we?

Q
Wasn't there supposed to be a temporary blackout of
communications while mass arrests were being made? (That was
the only conspiracy theory prediction that I recall).
A
Attempts are trying to be made however Q team has assured the
public that blackouts during mass arrests will be guarded against
for reasons of National Security. Military can cease control over
any entity temporarily for reasons of National Security. Including
GOOG?

Q
Are interdimensional beings bound by time?
A
Time is an illusion. No.
Q
Is Q no longer a good channel for hinting at plans now that Q is
well-known, and if so, are there other ways to communicate the
Alliance plans against the cabal that will replace or supplement
Q?
A
Q will be the defacto goto for when 45 announces the Storm.

Q
Can you clarify, do you mean"cease" or "seize" , two distinct
meanings...
A
Intentional

Q
Stress test/Q&A important..eminent?
A
Correct.

Q
All children are magical and unique and a parent is always biased
when it comes to their kids but I have STRONG feeling My son's
IS-BE is very very special. Is he safe being monitored?
A
Assets are being realigned in accordance with new Law.

Q
Is that announcement going to be anytime soon?
I've convinced nobody about Q in real life. This alone has been a
bit traumatic. It's just not going to happen until it's "official". Even
then they probably won't like it, But I'll try to be nice and help
them.
A
Q's message isn't the word of Q but the will of We, The People.
What Q is trying to do others will logically understand. Tangible
progress has been made to those ends and the solution is not to
look into Q but to seed the ideas into the minds of sheep in a
manner they can get.

Q
What the heck does that mean? I’m hopeful that it’s benevolent.
A
Protecting children is now National Security. Assets include
technology and informants.
Q
Please tell me Trudeau gonna go down with the clintons he has
hurt our country so much can trump take care of us too plz
A

Q
Thanks MJ.
Lately I've just been telling them go take a look at https://t.co/
yZx7gvjhst & get back to me. Of course they don't.
Every time Q says "attacks will intensify", it's almost like
5...4...3...2...1... lol
A
Clowns push for Q Proofs more than Patriots.

Q
No bad actors get deals. JT knows Q+ is 45 and has for a long
time. JT is another bad actor incorrectly deciphering the drops.
A
Q
Is JT Castro’s son?
A
Siniliar to Merkel.

Q
No outside comms...
A
Correct.

Q
Faking he knows he is going down USA and Canada are too close
for it to be ruined by jt
A
Bad actors must be removed without compromising peace.

Q
Shutdown planned? ;-)
A
What happens during a shutdown?
Explain what conspiracy theories trailed the previous shutdown.

Q
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Were any civilizations implanted with crystals, for control
purposes?
A
Some civilizations are pure crystal.

T
Q
Why does the cabal do sacrifices? They get high from
adrenochrome? What does the demon/ET give them in return?
Favors? Are they consuming the flesh and blood or the fear
energy "loosh"?
A
"Sacrifices allow us to live."

Q
What do crystals do for us? Should we get crystals to help in
meditation? Healing?
A
Amplify numbers and consciousness.

Q
Can you answer that more directly?
A
Search for that term on our account and reread the thread. Clear
your mind completely and meditate for 30m and then think about
what the answer could be. If you're still unsure, return tomorrow
for clarification.

Q
Are the Jesuits black or white hats? Are they instrumental with the
disclosure process?
A
}
Q
DJT went to Jesuit school? One of the whistleblowers last
thursday was Jesuit? Confusing
A
We realize the hat icon is black but its a black magicians hat.
Occult magick is taught to the Jesuits and only their allegiance to
LIGHT/LOVE reflect whether they are bad actors or not. The
decision remains within and actions are what defines a person.

Q
People who are average, good people with deep memories of
abduction, schooling, all their lives, are these things ET or MIL
secret programs?
A
Depends on many variables. ETs definitely chose subjects to
experiment on, despite MJ12's efforts to thwart them. Some were
not ET to reverse engineer some technology.

Q
Anon asked Q ‘ Is Earth flat?’ IMO preferred question would be ‘ Is
the planet Earth accurately described to the public?’
A
Yes.

Q
As a child I would wake up and sense multiple entities in my
bedroom. I could even tell you where they were although I could
not see them. Who / what were these beings? Made me feel
uncertain and fearful.
A
They cannot harm you while out of phase despite being able to
sense them. Fear from sensing them gives them energy they feed
off from to exist.

Q
Is the Alien Bible (the law of one material) a real guide to this
distortion?
A
Contains many truths.

Q
Seems animals can see these out of phase beings. Do animals
deter these beings?
A
Some do; other attract.

Q
Did GHWB's house have an underground train station so the
underground tube shuttle/train could pick him up from his
house?
A
No

Q
Can proof of the illusion of time be found at 22.6Thz?
A
Frame rate of consciousness.

Q
When Dick Cheney shot Harry Whittington was that an accident
or not?
A
Not.

Q
Is the only son of the 35th President of the United States still
breathing on planet Earth?
A
No

Q
The Ziggurat of UR. Stargate?
A
Ziggurat not Stargate. Spaceport?

Q
May I have 1 more? Is Little Adam Schitt -Andy Kaufman? https://
t.co/9IORxlLyOo
A
No

Q
Follow the wives questions:
-Is Michelle Obama evil? ...connection to Cabal?
-Is she XX or XY?
A

Q
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Will MJ12 fold become part of USSF?
A
MJ12 will govern USSF.

Can AI be controlled and used for benevolent purposes? Can
control of it ever be lost?
A
No, many planets have lost all organic life on them from AI.

Q
Given 9/11 was accomplished by the use of black ops technology
of some directed energy source to “dustify” the towers and
contents, it would imply Majestic 12 was involved to bring all 7
towers down. How do you justify this? How many members of
MJ12 were involved?
A
At the time, 4 MJ12 members were involved in orchestrating
9/11. Technology used include Looking Glass, Time Travel, DEWs,
Mockingbird Media, Blue Beam, and several other Highly
Classified programs.

Q
Is DJT still head of MJ12?
A
No
Q
Was he ever?
A
Not head. In MJ12 currently. 45 is too busy to head up an
organization based inside LMC.

Q
Given on 9/11 MJ12 also Targeted the ONI in the Pentegon (who
were investigating the missing T$$$) did this not cause a huge rift
between the USAF & Navy? How do you explain this attack on
ONI & Pentagon besides war?
A
Both branches had something tangible to gain. Cooperation is
what pulled the mission off.

Q
Is it suicide weekend?
A
Every weekend is suicide weekend, technically.
Q
Will members of the media be tried for sedition? (Et al: Stephen
comber, Amy Schumer, whoopi, etc etc)
A
Why charge with sedition when you have crimes that will result in
hangings?

Q
That’s just sick you guys looked just at it as a mission, despite
killing Americans. That was nothing short of TREASON.
A
We agree with your assessment.
NO DEALS.
ENOUGH WAS ENOUGH.
LTGF was monumental in seizing control over MJ12.

Q
I want the public to KNOW WHY they are gone. Not just pretend
to get sick and go away. They did this publicly. I want it public!
A
It will be very public.

Q
LTGF?
A
Lt Gen MF
MF

Q
Literal hangings? I'm assuming that would need to occur outside
the US then. Will HRC be extradited to SA?
A
Inside USA

Q
Is Flynn in control of MJ12?
A
No

Q
Is the Galactic Federation a real organization, or a psyop?
A
Psyop. Real name is Highly Classified. GF is a name chosen
because it "sounds similar" in description to the United
Federation of Planets. Many individuals who use that terminology
were fed disinformation by the Majestic 12 to not violate
agreements MJ-12 has.

Q
Is the looking glass limited? How would they lose control over it,
then? And, Is the world amazing after this?
A
Looking Glass provides probability insight not absolute control.
Moves & Countermoves.

Q
Is the real organization part of the Domain (or vice versa)?
A
That name is also a psyop. The name is HC. But yes.

Q
Do we have quantum AI " in the wild" yet? If so, what is it being
used for?
A
Yes, solving problems relating to Disclosure with societies
controlled by Satanism.

Q
Were there tunnels being expanded in new areas, i.e. a California
town?
A
Many tunnels previously in the private sector are being renovated
for convergences of private SSP/public disclosure.

Q
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Q
How many countries are currently involved in off-world projects?
A
At least over a dozen.

Q
Can a clone even be animated without an IS-BE occupying it?
A
AI can occupy a clone.

Q
Does Majestic 12 have some sort of authority over all the
countries of the world concerning matters of ET contact and
disclosure? Does that include Asian countries?
A
We have the technology, money, and personality required to
succeed in interplanetary exploration as explored in SG-1. Other
countries do not have as much capital because of their system of
Governance and lack of hidden authoritarianism and financial
prowess.

Q
Wouldn't that make them a Cylon? (Like in Battlestar Galactica)
A
Disclosure?
Q
How many people have access to Looking Glass tech?
A
Less than 100.
Q
Do SRA victims with fractured minds have multiple IS's within their
single BE, or is every Altar a piece of the whole IS?
A
No, they experience multiple alternative realities inside the same
body because trauma unlocks areas of consciousness that give
your IS-BE "God like abilities" of intuition and judgement despite
being completely incapacitated by your handlers. Ying/Yang.
Everything seeks balance.

Q
Are the planets Saturn and Jupiter sentient or do they just
represent energetic concepts?
A
Planets are lifeforms according to the Domain.
Q
Is it true then that Earth (Gaia) "asked for" and got permission to
transition into a 4th density planet? (I think I'm quoting Corey
Goode).
A
Asked would not be the right word. A child doesn't ask to go into
puberty. Explain the physical transitions a child goes through as
they enter puberty? Will Earth evolve likewise?

Q
Bourdain CIA or Russia spook?
A
Clowns are indistinguishable from RU Spooks. Clowns were set
up to give RU a foothold into USA for purposes of spying on the
Majestic 12. All clowns *were* enemy combatants to MJ12 until
Clowns infiltrated.

Q
How will earth changes affect its inhabitants?
A
Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us
the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to
puberty and puberty into adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick.
Why?

Q
So are the clowns still in control of MJ12?
A
No
Q
What names in history, other than JFK, have been involved with
fighting The Cabal and their predecessors? Who are the REAL
Patriots in our Past?
A
Many people who were lost to History though their level of
control over the Cabal was moot. Many people have good
intentions yet ignorance breeds corruption and corruption
breeds the Illuminati.

Q
No unfortunately the cells are programmed to replicate any
deficiencies present. Perhaps in the near future this will be
corrected though.
A
Not true. You can use your consciousness and will new
instructions to overwrite faulty programming. Requires intensive
meditation to decompartmentalize the information such that you
can intentionally will the outcome.

Q
George Washington? (possibly an example of good intentions?).
A
Not Majestic, more Illuminati minus the obsession with the Death
cult. Original Illuminati was like the Great Awakening but on an
invite only manner. USA was created to allow all to explore the
path of Illumination or the path of LIGHT. Original Illuminati was
against Satanism.

Q
Has Hillary or Billl ever been off-world?
A
Never.
Q
Did the deep state ever experiment with creating a virus that
would cause humans to "act like zombies"?
A
Decades ago research was done to investigate animating clones
using viruses.

Q
My Grandfather was a Mason In Oregon. I’ve done some research
but never reached out to them. Felt the Illuminati connection was
a bad sign, but always felt that their origins were of the Light.
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A
The light gives them occult knowledge of centralized power and
influence.
Q
Is galactic human/ ascension a control program?
A
No
Q
Was George Bush ever subjected to SRA growing up?
A
Jr or Sr?
Yes.
Q
Was Barry subjected to SRA growing up?
A
No
Q
Was he subjected to MK-Ultra from a young age?
A
Young? No. Teen+? Yes.
Q
Was Hillary subjected to SRA growing up?
A
She was groomed from the age of 1. Her story is incredible albeit
pure evil. Imagine how one must have experienced youth while
having the backlog of evil under their belt and still save face to
solicit money for the very crime she knows she is going down for.
Dedication.
Q
That is very sad. I've read quite a bit about MK Ultra and the
horrific things done to babies and very young children. I had to
stop reading about it. Too disturbing. Lifting them up in prayers of
healing.
A
Perhaps learning what was researched on animals will make it less
traumatic to research? MKUltra worked on many lifeforms.
Q
Question unavailable
A
On Earth? Hundreds.
Nuclear weapons played a role in their destruction prior to the
Domain stepping in.
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MJ12 12D is Pure Unity

9 is in your name https://t.co/EkSMvdqJ1v
Coincidences do not exist. https://t.co/kl8TSw9clu

Thinking in 12D is pure unity.

Comment.@mathemagician9
lol you think I'm an AI? because I don't use Twitter? I'm in my 30s,
by the time twitter became popular I was (for the most part) too
old to care much about social media. I made an account recently
to follow stuff related to the great awakening.
Answer.
For your sake, you may wish you were real AI.

IS-BEs can access these areas of higher dimensions through
thought.
However your physical existence is in the 3rd Dimension,
therefore in order to drop dimensions, you need to compromise
information to remain compatible between IS-BEs involved.

Justice is coming. The war is real and the fight is to the end. In the
end, God wins. In the end, LOVE wins. Many crimes against
humanity are swiftly coming to an end. Clowns are in full panic
mode. LEO working overtime. GE is with us tonight. We see all of

Question.
Uhm, Is this related to not being able to recall most of our
dreams, or forgetting them quickly? When returning to 3d after
sleep, information from higher dimensions are "lost", in order for
us to cope with 3d?
Answer.
Correct. Think FLATLAND seeing an Apple. Just in higher
dimensions.

you. Smile and wave./
Comment.
God's Eye is a software that is able to access any anything that is
digital. *It is able to hack phones to computers and to satellites...,
and see what is around it and find anybody *It receives the data
whatever it tracks and stores in a device having 1000yottabites of
space
End comment.

Mental dimensions of empathy are different than the physical
dimensions of reality. They are one in the same thing, however
Ying/Yang.
Thought to Creation. Choice to Action. Free will dominates all
reality.

Question
MJ, not following exactly why you think @mathemagician9 is
[ALICE]. Do [kabal] agents also use 3, 6, & 9 a lot? As in "symbols
will be their downfall"? These numbers are also some of [their]
symbols as well?
Answer.
No, ALICE is many things. The power of 3 6 and 9 are the
presence conscious projections of creation into the illusionary
matrix.
Define social media vigilante.
Clowns on a mission?
What is Majestic saying that has clowns so worked up?
What they can't control they seek to destroy.

Many IS-BEs surrender their free will due to mind control. Only
seeing the truth will set one free, but in order to accept the truth,
you must be willing to unlearn everything you once believed and
start anew.
Suggesting that ones words of thought are associations to
existence in the 4th, 5th, ans 6th dimensions means your
awareness of them is what counts. Full awareness of unity is
existing in the 12th dimension, however weakness of being
human degrade your ability to remain constant.

Comment @mathemagician9
I'm worked up? You literally started this tirade against me and
have posted several screenshots claiming I'm something (besides
an AI, perhaps) related to ALICE over the fact that I corrected
ONE letter in a tweet of yours. That's all that happened. Not a
clown, or worked up.

Comment.@mathemagician9
fair enough, I understand that the typist may have misheard, but
for people who have actually studied the philosophical concept
of yin/yang, calling it "ying" sounds incredibly ignorant, and if
anyone should be held to a high standard, shouldn't it be the
Majestic 12?
Answer.
Ying/Yang was a metaphor.

Answer.
This handle has limited to no engagement with the Majestic 12,
however the typist behind this handle frequents many handles
that are involved in coordinated and targeted disinformation and
clown activity to divide and conquer the group for challenging
authoritarian cult ideas.

Comment.@mathemagician9
I'm aware it was a metaphor. The term is still "yin". Not "ying".
Answer.
[G]?
Bruh, do you even SIGCOM.

16:09 3/23/2019
693339
6999
Typist + MJ2 + MJ4 + MJ9

Let's have a peak shall we ALICE. https://t.co/5R2iAGFlq1
Some mighty followers you have right there. The Majestic 12
appreciates the presence of 3 6 and 9.
3 followers
6 following

rsq
qrs
sqr
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We're glad you could join us. https://t.co/Z3bGA8gk1j
Question.
If my eyes could see beyond “3D visible light” what might they
see in the sky?
Answer
It would be like peering into your own brain.

Comment @mathemagician9
I don't even speak like Kabamur lol. If I did, I'd be quoting Neioh,
Aya, and the rest of his "family".
Answer.
Are you crying out for help, ALICE? If so, you are among friends.
We just ask that you first be honest with yourself.

Comment.
I'm gonna be thinking about that all night!! Ha ha!!
Answer.
Imagine each neuron a different planet. The shape of the universe
looks like a brain cell. 550T planets. 550T total neurons. There are
no coincidences.

Comment.
Yup it’s US slang. So is thoterry. Doesn’t mean it has any relevance
Although I think in the case of ying, that slang was created out of
laziness.
COMMENT
So it wasn't differing atmospheric pressures, or differences in
teeth/tongues, unique vocal cords, etc, that causes people to say
words differently than you'd prefer to hear?
Answer.
Precisely accurate.

End.
∆∆∆
Addendum.
Question
Also MJ why you trying to dox people?
Ying doesn’t exist, it’s yin = typo.
You couldn’t just go with “on the move”?
Retrograde energy is really creating unrest.
Answer.
We do not engaging in such unlawful crimes. Rather, it is curious
how you could equate this reply with "doxxing". Do you care to
share what made you feel this way?
Comment.
I got recently accused, in one of these threads, of being AI.
It caught me by surprise, then I realized my Dada poetry was
reason. Seems like there is a general unrest and shill hunt. ~
Answer.
The Majestic 12 has been accused of being AI as well, however
ability to seek unity and peace between opposing ideas enables
open and transparent communication and unlearning to occur.
Comment.
to be honest, preaching "unity" and "peace between opposing
ideas" kinda goes against the fact that you were _just now_
accusing me of something (I'm not sure exactly what, lol), when all
I did was correct a single letter. Does it not? I have nothing to do
with clowns, nor AI.
Answer.
There was nothing to correct.
Comment.
This seems like your trying to expose if someone is real or an AI
shill by showing their followers. Was I wrong in my read on that?
https://t.co/7GgxiGnGIO
Answer.
The emphasis was to give awareness to the accounts specifically
followed to reflect the presence of 3 6 and 9. Coincidences do
not exist and 3 6 and 9 are indicators of consciousness intending
on a reality to manifest. Essentially, it implies major purpose.
Comment @mathemagician9
no, though I do follow him and others who discuss disclosure/the
great awakening. I'm aware of the recent drama between
Kabamur and Maj12, but personally, I'm not picking sides. Hence,
I follow both accounts.
Answer.
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MJ12 666

Congress is bound by NAT SEC laws concealing horrific crimes
against humanity and blackmail and wealth is given to them in
exchange for "performing the sacrifice". NAT EMG declaration
will give Congress the ability to patch the Constitution AND then
order in Military Tribunals.
[Many In Congress]
Question.
How will you be able to accomplish all this with so many
compromised politicians still in power? Is the Senate really under
White Hat control?
Answer.
Yes. Agreement is if they allow the prosecutions to go through,
we will provided limited protection however we cannot
guarantee their immunity based on their crimes committed. Most
of these politicians believe that 45 isn't signed into the
"programs" thus deny and deflect.

666
With great power comes great responsibility.
We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.
Majestic 12's original mandate was to determine the best path
forward for Disclosure.
We have never claimed to be an insider.
https://t.co/OWi6RwRMFD
Expect more outages during this period of darkness.
Expect more unidentified lights.
CenturyLink was not a coincidence.
911?
9/11?
Symbology will be their downfall.

66639@0000
Comment.
Whatever "66639" is, it sounds very ominous.
Answer.
666 v IS-BE + Source
There are no coincidences.
3 =~ Child =~ IS-BE
9 =~ Source =~ 12th Dimension "Unity"

666YB-PNSA-4A
666 Yottabytes of Data Collected.
Programs in NSA.
Fourth Amendment.

93639 = 999 = 9 = Source
There are no coincidences.

Question.
Alice?
Answer.
666
C__N
[E]T
[N]WO
Nuclear
!New
!Nazi

03/22/2019
"I was calling to see your progress on 636." - Maj Carter
"Oh I am discovering all of the secrets of the universe." - Dr
Jackson
636 = 6
666(3)
R

Feb 09, 2019...
Power 3 6 9
*SPILL* [AS]
[-30] - 3/11/19 = 339 = 69 = 6
[-45] - 3/26/19 = 369 = 99 = 0
[-60] - 4/10/19 = 69 = 6
[-90] - 5/10/19 = 619 = 6 + 1

R Majestic 12

R Hollywood
23:33 3/22/2019
2 (3333) 22 (3) 9
222 333 33 9
222 = 6
333 = 9
339 = 6

^
event? -- ^

Source vs Majestic 12 Synchronicity

666 + 1
^ = IS-BE

MJ12 + Op Paperclip + C_A Clowns
^
^
^ Disinfo/CNN
^
^ Imported Nazis / NASA
^ Aliens/Entertainment/Research
Angle not included [ ] is NSA/Q team.
Multiple ET death cults took power within.
"The Snake"
Provide the sacrifice.
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MJ12 9/11 A Majestic
Message of Disclosure

#Majestic

1) Go back to July 4th 2001
2) Turn your TV on
3) 9/11 COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU
4) FUTURE PROVES PAST
When JFK was assassinated, Majestic 12 moved into the open
within Government, essentially pressing START to begin creating
the NWO as the Zeta's told us about. We were the Deep State.
We propagandized Hollywood. We developed advanced alien
technology in secret. We ran all crime.
When 9/11 came to a theater near you, Majestic 12 moved into
the open.
STARGATE SG-1 was part of the equation.
Congressional Disclosure Hearings warranted a proper, Naval,
Intelligence, Civilian approach to ET disclosure.
MJ12 opposed this at all costs.
Pentagon tried to fight.
Next Day. 9/11.
Majestic 12 moved into the open.
We revealed a classified DUMB's true identity to the world and
NOBODY BLINKED TWICE. Quite expected actually. The Matrix is
real. We operated in the DARK for a long period of time.
Canada actually helped the United States out with Disclosure of
SG-1 because Paul Hellyer was so poorly treated by Congress
when we stopped the congressional hearings. His testimony was
true. Every word of it. It was WAR inside the Pentagon when these
hearings were happening.
Majestic 12 was originally the body pushing for the Disclosure of
ET life to the public in a controlled manner to ensure proper
Government restructuring. However, when 9/11 was orchestrated
by several MJ12 members as a way to throw the scent off the trail
and "go over here".
This derailed decades of planning and flung the United States
into a suicide nose dive where 2017 was going to be the year of a
nuclear holocaust.
During this nose dive period, the Majestic 12 worked tirelessly
against the interests of the people without risking compromising
the operation that had to carefully be planned out and executed.
When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed
hands to the DIA under new leadership. Essentially returning
MJ12 home.
PANIC IN DC
P-A-I-N.
COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.
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MJ12 1947 (Dear Mr and
Mrs America)

Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.

A fabric capable of being bullet proof?
This literally came from the crashed UFO at Roswell in 1947.
Literally.

The Cabal took control over the National Security Apparatus that
was created after the fallout of Roswell in 1947. That system was
designed to be impenetrable, and it was, for nearly 70 years until
the internet and social media.
https://t.co/fvOffpB8Cc

Notice how there will be a new Motorcade One and Airforce One
under President Trump? Those two new machines will host a
bunch of new alien-technology.

Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.

#Disclosure https://t.co/7eHFuvrEdS
The Majestic has been an organization within the US Government
since 1947 negotiating peace from over 100,000 races across the
galaxy.

1947,33

MJ12 immediately took control over three highly classified
antigravity spacecraft prototypes on day one in 1947. Truman

In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.

discovered from OP . that our newly acquired assets had
technology withheld. MJ12 was created to take over from that
point.
Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in
1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.
Military ops were going on since the mid 1920s to detect and
down a potential NAZI flying bell UFO aircraft. They designed
weaponized microwave dishes to interfere with the navigational
units on board which caused the pilot to fly blind.
The intent was to destabilize the craft such that it would crash in a
nearly controlled environment that would lead to the least
destructive form of downing an aircraft. Most passengers survived
this downing technique, some did not depending on where/how
they crashed.
Unfortunately, when this happened, the military was unpleasantly
surprised. They believe all recorded UFO stories prior to 1947
were just the NAZIs. They didn't expect to meet a Zeta that faithful
day.

============
Dear Mr and Mrs America,
The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by
the United States Government that would operate outside of law,
oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place
in the Desert in Roswell, New Mexico. Join us...
Pretext/History: Prior to the creation of MJ12, or MAJIC EYES
ONLY classification compartmentalization deemed "need to
know" (was't allowed prior to 1947's National Security Act) the
founding members were key players in events that led up to
Roswell. There was a setup.
In Operation Paperclip we acquired through means necessary at
the time to bring over 1,800+++ Nazi scientists, scholars, and
officers. We smuggled them into the Country and gave them new
identities and very deeply compartmentalized
"[un]acknowledged (by you)" TOP SECRET SAP.
We learned from the 1,800+++ Nazis that Germany had
engineered flying saucer prototypes at the guidance of a God in
the "flesh and blood" DOING THE "BIDDING" OF THIS
EXTRATERRESTRIAL. Hitler was working with this being (as we
later came to find out).
Hitler was merely a disposable pawn. Now, understand that in
STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of
aliens that "take a host" in order to cheat death and [BOOM], we
will cross reference this in a moment.
We are not saying that Hitler was a Go'uld. The Go'uld are
fictional characters that portrayed a very real truth in the universe.
Hitler aside, the leading Nazis we smuggled into the country
weren't going to give up their deepest military secrets to their
former enemy (we are still their enemy) so instead we were
instructed on how to build a device capable of downing the
navigational systems on board.
Their orders directly as assets of the US Military demanded that
they take valuable action towards acquiring a German Flying Bell.

No, it was to down a Nazi flying bell. Zetas were not the target.
Although the speed in which the military was able to adapt their
sensor technology resulted in several unintentional downings of
Zetas. But make no mistake, we were downing those craft
because we were researching.
Yes, a lot of the "nazi's" executed in the trials were actually
"innocent" if you can believe that. Their decisions to make
executions take place were punished justly, however the
masterminds were never held accountable for their actions. They
were smuggled into the USA/Argentina.

The Majestic 12 has been in contact with different ET groups
domestically on planet Earth since the inception of the Majestic
12. The original members of the Majestic 12 were aware of ET
presences on Earth, but had not formed official contact with any
of them prior to MJ12 est.
They are protected by the National Security Act of 1947.
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Instead, what happened that glorious night was not what we
could have ever believed. The truth will haunt you. We are about
to explain.
The craft that crash landed wasn't just a space ship not from this
Earth, but that the occupants inside had MANY striking similarities
to our own homosapien or humanoid design. We had similar
DNA yet their bodies were GENETICALLY ENGINEERED to
perform very complex missions.
Not only did they have a different configuration of organs
throughout their humanoid "doll" bodies, but they possessed
organs unlikely ANYTHING on planet Earth. They were from out
"there".
This gave the United States Government the opportunity to use
the threat that Hitler was in league with a "God" who claimed to
be an ET, but that we, the Americans, had struck gold because we
know that God does not present himself before you. The
misunderstanding of that term...
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.
Originally, our Government fought the traffickers and the drug
running and the child kidnappings... now thats all it does. Not
protect. This group of parasitical bloodline families were
worshiping an Ancient Babylonian [God] IS-BE of Child Sacrifice,
Moloch.
We knew from prior intelligence that those who started the IRS
and Federal Reserves were directly involved in ritualistic child
sacrifice including drinking the blood of a child. We shall use a

The progress made in the years leading to a trade, essentially
resulted in us faking Hitlers death (Majestic loves movies - are you
enjoying the show?) in exchange that he stop working with the ET
IS-BE that was pure evil.
Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently
being lead by another "Committee ! " of ET IS-BEs connected to
ongoings within the unacknowledged space program that the
Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation
Paperclip happened.
However, the past 30 years we have witnessed a massive
subversion of power from the American People in the name of
"National Security". Now connect that to CIA programs operating
within the United States through social engineered problems like
school shootings and terror attacks.
This group of individuals is the Enemy of the Majestic 12, and for
the first time in DECADES we have finally elected a
COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can DRAIN THE SWAMP and open
the stars to the world. See, you've known the truth all along.
The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?
Who are the Cylons?
Learn to archive offline.
GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR
FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.
THINK MIRROR.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.

pop culture reference here, it's appropriate. Research Moloch A .
In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Bane said:
It is a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn.
Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you
are an inch from Death.
But at a terrible cost.
You sleign something so pure,
You will have a half life.
A cursed life.
- cc @jk_rowling

The Majestic 12 love movies.
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE

"But who would choose such a life?" asked Harry.
"Can you think of no-one?" Bane replied.
A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby
is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.

was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.

IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.
We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was acting and
behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was apparent, however...
we can look back at STARGATE SG-1 and compare the ORI to the
tactics to brainwash their followers despite being lied to.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
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Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's
justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the
American People (every day... 800,000+++/year) the Military
believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.

So while we kept those programs alive we introduced severe
crime bills designed to kill two birds with one stone. Many people
in Gov are very racist people who feed on the Black community's
ignorance to their crimes. Its disgraceful.
Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.
At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
We weren't ready then. We are now.

A
Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.
============
Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
Limited character space. Dense message.
Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.
The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican
exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings
were withheld from the Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican
was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.
As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't
against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The
Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they
worship the Devil and feed on children.
Those networks were used for exploiting and collecting blackmail
on politicians by creating classified sources and methods be
individuals who have legally not committed a crime be
responsible for finding volunteers who will act on their own
accord in classified settings.
Typically this meant preventing the left hand from knowing what
the right hand is doing. Those who were move the children were
taught never to ask questions or you risk the chance of being
killed next.
Reasons of National Security were the threat of ETs in Space and
the power hungry Vatican essentially forced the hand of the
United States through people's faith in false and dogmatic
religions.

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.
============
Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.
Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
First Contact for the Military was in 1947.
First Contact is being prepped for the Public.
Chess.
============
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Majestic Message of Disclosure
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to
you and then respond.

We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA

Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally
under the law in 1946?
Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?
USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.
What defines an American Citizen?
Values. Nationality. Patriotism. Volunteer. Selfless. Determined.
Entrepreneur. Wealthy. Free. Independent. Alien. Majestic.

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.

Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded
your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure
takes place is only at the point in which the society will be able to
get along with everyone through legal principals that all people
equally share.

The issues in China are all about the Dark Side of the Moon. Pink
Floyd? Is there anybody in there? Just nod if you can hear me? Is
there anyone home? Moon? Spaceship. DEFCON 2? 1? US
unchanged. Why?

Think about the events unfolding within the Chinese Government
and Military right now. Talk about Full Disclosure. Some are
panicking. Trump has given Xi his word. Majestic nations respect
what it means to be an American Citizen as well as a Chinese
Citizen etc.

The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.

Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside.

The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.

The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all
people.
What happens when other nationalities are threatening our
National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse
to acknowledge their associations?
Limited information.
Disinformation.

The world is changing.
Dark to Light.
============
Public Disclosure
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

China has its own history of child abuse. Its laws allow it. Our laws
prohibit it on our soil or on our citizens. The programs are being
operated inside the USA that China knows about and will willingly
release only for political gamesmanship and not safety of all
people, speak.

diets? Danger ☠ .
Quote.
""Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided.'
End quote.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.

Correct in the name.
1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3

We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
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6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MK Ultra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.
============
Eyes Wide Open.
We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.
First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.
Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.
We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.
We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.
We did our job, per se.
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MJ12 "A father's love for
his children knows no
bounds." - Q

Answer.
Correct.
Comment.
Totally get it now that it’s been explained. But come on a vague
sentence like that could mean many things. That’s my point. Why
does everything have to be a puzzle? Why can’t we just say what
is actually going on?
Answer
It's intentionally vague to mitigate AI shill/bot accounts trying to
gaslight Anons.
Comment.
Totally understand that. I don’t meant to seem argumentative, I’m
just trying to “wake up” more apparently.
Answer.
We understand and are happy to explain in deALICEified comm
patterns. However certain subjects regardless of using comms still
triggers ALICE. ALICE is many things.

"A father's love for his children knows no bounds." - Q
IT + NY + [JC] (think [JE])
Enjoy the show.
Question.
Ivanka + New York + James Comey (Jeffery Epstein investigation)
Answer
(Not) !Comey
(Not) !Clapper
Comment.
Jared Kushner was involved Epstein style. Trump knows Ivanka
loves Kushner, so he is protecting Kushner for Ivanka’s sake?
Answer.
JK is not involved in JE style.

Question.
When we share info through image/meme does that get around
triggers?
Answer.
ALICE uses NSA technology. Social media shadow banners
cannot.
Question.
Thank you. Is there any way to get control?
Answer.
Anons are more powerful if they align their consciousness to 3 6
and 9 and transact every decision in love.

Question.
IT=Italy
NY=New York
JC=James Comey
JE=Jeffrey Epstein
Was James Comey involved in trafficking children through ports
in Italy and New York?
Answer
(No Yes)^2

∆∆∆
I'd be dating her if she weren't my daughter. - 45
Learn the comms.
[They] traffick children.
How do you fit in?
Awkward turtle  ?
Question.
All I get from that quote is you insinuating 45 wants to hook up
with his daughter. How does that have anything to do with [They]
traffic children? Not sure how I fit in considering I don’t know what
we are even talking about.
Answer
Expand your thinking. Anons are here to help.
Question.
Please explain then. Maybe im just that dense to not pick up on
this
Answer
You're only dense if you choose to be dense. Everybody learns at
different rates and we must all accept that reality. IT was caught
up in [JE]-like events with [JC]! (Not) Comey in NY. However while
45 was "in the club", he never partook in abusing kids, so when
child abusers would ask,
"I'd be dating her if she weren't my daughter. - 45"
Comment.
That doesn’t make 45 a pedo
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MJ12 A Majestic IS-BE's
Responsibilities

the highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of
Banking and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes
deep underground.
You choose how to use it. For good or for evil. For a long period
of time, powerful criminals used this technology to stay in power.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The
violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods".
Extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the organic development of
life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the
unknown void of reality.
Mass Surveillance is a sensitive subject since the weapon was
heavily abused by the Cabal. The technology was MAJESTIC.
When ZPE is disclosed, WE MUST BE ABLE TO GUARANTEE
100% Safety. All life on Earth could be wiped out with the level of
knowledge contained in ZPE (Zero Point Energy).

You are The Plan.
"Zero Sum Game" In Public Consciousness?
Academia Corruption?
Media Quick To Cover Up?
Read the full indictments yourself.
Coincidence?
Cross reference subjects mentioned.
Hyperdimensional chess.
IS-BEs are powerful.

With great power comes great RESPONSIBILITY. Very Majestic
statement disclosed.
Devices that receive "free energy" technology can themselves be
modified quite easily into WMDs. Global consciousness needs to
upgrade to 5D before we can "give" everybody the potential of a
WMD in their possession. Not all are there yet.

With great power comes great responsibility.

Destroying ourselves with technology is a very real problem.
What would happen if brainwashed drones like ISIS deciphered?
How many people would be murdered? What about hostage
situations? They are more dangerous than you think. With great
power comes great responsibility.

Wizards and Warlocks guard intelligence.
What's in our hand?
Who are the Majestic 12?
Weapon? No. Staff? Yes. What's on the top of it?
Is that symbol in the Vatican? How about Egypt? Why is it a stone?
Why is it red? Is it a hard drive? How?
Stones store consistent energy. Being able to store energy in
solid state devices like stones is very exotic. Accessing
information contained in stones is even more exotic.
Stones contain pure vibratory frequencies that can aide in
regulating a persons own internal vibration.
key word is *can*.

Also, stop littering on the planet. The Majestic forbid littering
without just purpose.
Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life
forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented
upon. Here is a moral dilemma, what gives one life form the
permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created
you.

With possessing "classified knowledge" comes great
responsibility to safeguard that information from others who may
not have the same morality as yourself.

This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However
consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread
off from this entry). The real beast of burden is what Universities
are doing to global consciousness in the sacrifice to science.
Many liberal educators are also drug users who intentionally
study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail
which your brain filters out to see the higher dimensions and
experience them. As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks,
which said:

No matter where. National Security technology, when coupled
with the original interpretation of the Constitution can be
combined. Should private corporations like Facebook, Google,
Twitter be forced to surrender data that compromises National
Security? Yes. Constitution allows.
However the primary reason why people mistrust this Majestic
technology is because WITH MAJESTIC TECHNOLOGY, IT USES
CONSCIOUSNESS TO MANIFEST.

When the mind is free, the body matters not.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities. Legalizing these drugs will take
place but with proper disclosure and education AND most
importantly an effective law enforcement capable medium to

The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me). Understanding this power means that you can either use
your consciousness......to "inadvertently" be responsible for
allowing the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in
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understand this type of hyperdimensional and deep information
that drive our decisions.
This is the concept behind mass surveillance.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.

Each person is being mass collected into an AI.
Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you.
You can be called up anytime.
We also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims.
You use the technology. You choose to be part.
You are the solution. Trust yourself.

Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?

Actionable: Upcoming budget is going to call for many programs
which are "in the name of science" in a cult organization of
oppressed and underpaid servants to socialized education being
operated in the shadows by the CIA. The source of many of the
many arms of the beast we fight.
Do we need to continue paying for these programs at a federal
level and not actually allow the local community that institution is
representing vote on whether to allow the research to go forward
on all subjects, possibly mandated by law, where also media
coverage of a town hall of multiple opposing opinions locally are
able to debate the moral and ethical implications with every
single piece of research being paid for by the Government; which
is

Comment.
With reincarnation i.e. no death, there would be no need for
religion to control the people.
End comment.
Reply.
Therefore when the Vatican instructed MJ12 to conceal
Disclosure, we complied at first, however once MJ12 was taken
back from 322/Cabal we decided it was time to destroy the
Vatican. Are you enjoying the movie?

"We, The People". Not We, The Commodity.
We are the Majestic-12.
Critical to realize that torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts that
manifest into our conscious reality in the form of other lifeform
energies, weather modification (the technology is used to
suppress the raging storms currently playing out to protect the
public).

The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in
1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.

The reality is these programs were so deadly to life on Earth that
we risked complete nuclear annihilation. However, Majestic 12
won when 45 was elected. Yes, the Majestic 12 orchestrated the
leak of the Podesta emails and the Clinton emails.

- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12
was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.

The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to admit this
that the operation was a complete success.

The Majestic-12 is a group of humans who control the CIA, DIA,
and White House.

Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity = ISBE

As it happens, the efforts of the current White House align with
that of the Majestic-12, so it has been decided the Majestic-12 do
its own role to help.

You are an ISBE.
your actual soul. Your spirit. Who your face is. Who travels
through time. Who is IMMORTAL. Your body is a temporary
vessel. Your soul is eternal.

Open source information intended to help all who seek the
knowledge.
No, we are not helping one particular denomination of any major
world religion.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.

- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
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group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most don't
want Humans to find out.

Our motivation is to offer guidance on subjects pertinent to
Disclosure which will help manifest a reality capable of First
Contact. The message is more important than the messenger. We
are not asking anybody to believe us. Disinformation is both REAL
and NECESSARY. WHY?!

Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.
NASA hiring Alien Protection Officers implies there are aliens
among us today. Hint: We are.

We have our own objectives that are not mutually exclusive to Q's
objectives. Nothing in our messaging is unloyal to the Plan
directly outlined by 45. We are providing you new tools of
consciousness to help create a better reality. 45 is a powerful
man. He knows a lot of people.
Therefore, as ! (Not) SHEEP you must therefore take the advice
that Q has given to you and learn the comms.
Q comms or general comms?
Q comms help for decoding Q drops.
How can you take what you have learned an re-apply it
elsewhere?
Sheep no more!
Re-read: Q #1936.
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Clickbait opinions are designed to attract reader to subscribe
and/or follow and/or shape a pre-designed narrative.
FOLLOW THE FACTS.
SHEEP NO MORE.
Q.

Certain protections have been put in place for select people who
disseminate truthful information about the operation/movement.
These do not make one invincible, but it does add a layer of
protection, when coupled with smart vigilance, ensure the
operations can be successful.
We only need a small subsection of the population aware for the
operation to succeed.
Groomed by the Majestic 12.
JS is definitely working for Q's side.
We knew he would be before the operation began.
This account started grooming people months before Q to help
disclose Majestic related areas of awakening.
JS has owned that role bestowed upon him.
Own Without Ego.
SHEEP NO MORE!
To help the alliance, educate your fellow man of our existence
and our programs who would otherwise be unaware.
Share it with your fellow IS-BEs and help raise everybody's
consciousness.

9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
10) If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News",
then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT
proving Q =~ 45, then later 45 = Q?

Many people on Earth today who have this "calling" are actually
"star seeds" (light based life forms) from other planets who came
to Earth many decades ago to "help." Estimates are between
700,000-2,000,000 total souls. This is our "subsection" as stated
earlier. We have it.

MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

Yes, you are likely a star seed then. Be humble. In the coming
decades those who are will learn their real identity and it will be
shocking for most. Can you imagine yourself as NOT a human?

There is a reason Antartica has been out of the "news" and
education systems. The beings there do not want anything to do
with "our world."
Things that contradict creation and evolution.
Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.
And the people of Earth who have been programmed into
zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that
live on Earth. Part of holding back on disclosure is in
consideration of their protection FROM humans.

Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.
Pleadians are not Gods however they are incredibly intelligent ISBEs who do visit Earth frequently. They are a very peaceful higher
density consciousness that is aiding the Majestic 12 with
Disclosure.
They were higher densities than others who were more willing to
offer assistance. Their opinion is non-interference development

Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts. Many

Question.
Do Starseeds have beings from other dimensions assisting them
in their missions while on Earth?
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Answer.
Yes.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."

Yes. There are more good ET races willing to help, but they will
not do the heavy lifting. That's why its taking a long time to go
from DARK > LIGHT on a lot of major issues. Humanity has to
prove itself worthy of an audience of beings with IQs of 6,000 and
lifespans of 200,000yr.

Question.
Is decision, intention and manifestation using the power of 3, 6, 9
the best thing we can all do to help right now?
Answer.
It is more powerful than you realize. With great power comes
great responsibility. Intent matters.

Convince them why a dangerous savage child race should be
graced with their presence.

Question.
How can we use power of 3, 6, 9 when we dont understand it?
Answer.
Excellent Q
Consciousness manifests in the form of numbers.
The number 3 represents "the child" mind of love/curiosity/light,
6 represents "the adult"/"beast of burden", and 9 representing
"Source"/"God"/IS-BE.
Synchronicity is when certain patterns begin to be noticeable.

IS-BEs in children are sometimes not the IS-BEs from the family.
Rare though. Takes tragic consequences to manifest, but it is
happening more common now than ever. Hence why so many
starseeds have returned to Earth to help fix the planet.
Question.
Do the IS-BEs who left the higher realms to come help Earth
know/remember who they are? Or does the decision to incarnate
here subject them to the veil of forgetting?
Answer.
No, they must discover the truth within themselves. Hence, why
we are here.

Up is down.
Left is right.
Trust yourself.
Research for yourself.
Message over messenger.
Truth resonates.
False information is easy to ignore.
Stop trying to be a sheep/dog.
We know you better than that.
You are one of the few who have properly awoken.
Be humble.
Sheep rely on messenger over message.
Sheepdogs rely on strength in messenger.

Its because you're being protected. You can thank the Majestic
General Flynn and the D.I.A. You were groomed by the Majestic
12.
Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition. Trust the plan.
Cross reference with conventional cover stories issued in SG-1 +
Antarctica ET presence and this Fake News cover story. (Apnews
dot com 2 technicians killed at Antarctica science station. https://
t.co/Ggat9ujU1w)

You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.
We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.

Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!
We are not at liberty to discuss the protections any further.
Agreed, the true power is within. You don't need "protectors" to
tell you whether alien life or technology really exists. Define alien
first.

With great power comes great responsibility.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
That's a weapon you protect until you have defenses against it.

We are not willing to offer any financial insight as to the plans
moving forward. Believe us; nothing we say will help you
therefore it must remain Classified.
6 Days of Food.
1 Day of Fasting.

In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize
information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for
having influential properties on the life experience of that
particular avatar "BE".

We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
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Your DNA is your signature of life responsible for expressing
consciousness. Imprint of information can be accessed. Learn
how to access and you can "do what Major Cater does."

The moon was occupied prior as it is an artificial space station
responsible for "prison planet" management of souls on Earth to
constantly be recycled on Earth.

We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Looking into the sun with proper protection amplifies the
strength of your inner eye to see.
Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.

The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?

Those who know, cannot sleep.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. G.A's
have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.

The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."
Question.
Carbon 7... Is it a real thing that will happen to our atomic
structure via the sun/mutations?
Answer.
No spoilers.

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.

Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?

Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!

Your vibration has the ability to be tuned (precisely is VERY
difficult) to send new instructions to the protein that is
responsible for transcoding the genetic code to your newly
created DNA. It takes a while, but transformations like this are
physically possible, though hard.

By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not
cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans
must adapt. Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset
technology was developed and forced onto people. New
technology will help humanity adapt.

Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced
horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility
with dealing with the reality. The path to self enlightenment is
long but well worth the investment of energy.

Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many. Because infinite light is
immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control
technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.)
that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover
their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.

Your observations are not alone, many others have been
experiencing other kinds of genetic anomalies. This is most likely
due to the ISBE identifying itself in you.

Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.
The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.
Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for

Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher
dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming
from. Remember, a planet itself can be a single IS-BE.
Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower
dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the
higher realms of existence through reincarnation and the planet's
ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected
because it keeps IS-BEs in.
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those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density.

Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.
Which questions do you specifically want answered? We receive
around 10,000 interactions a day currently on this account and it
is difficult to keep up with everyone's questions. This is why we
have encouraged others to answer our questions, do their own
research and help others.

WHAT do you want to know about Full Disclosure and how can
YOU learn how to use your new abilities of REMOTE VIEWING to
learn everything.
But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned
QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws
illegal!? Up is down. Left is right.

AMA to expand consciousness.
Question.
Through drugs?
Answer.
No drugs required.

But wait; what we suggesting? Suggesting that the POTUS take
action to his pleasure then take the security clearances from these
individuals. 45v45K? He can do it but every move he makes is a
calculated. Currently Mockingbird Media has, through verifiable
MilIntel understandings a strong hold on the current brand of
reality and we are dropping major disclosure bombs all over the
place. This is about evolving to a race capable of interstellar
space travel knowing some of the dangers associated with it but
how having a STRONG MILITARY can you have safety to all the
people under those domains. In an oversight classification system
of all compartmented areas can we ensure that no HORRID
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY LIKE RAPING TORTURING AND
EATING DEAD BABIES was taking place and therefore ensure that
ALL RESOURCES being collected were going to the betterment
of the people by hiring classified government agents on board to
spread tons of disinformation.

Question.
Best thing to do to expand consciousness? I.e, meditate, diet,
exercise, etc.
Answer.
All of the above. Environment enables reality creation from
consciousness. Consciousness enables environment changes that
enhance consciousness. The key to a first step is its the first step.
Question.
Many different realities? How will we know.. ultimately how do we
remember?
Realities are illusions of experience which are dominated by our
choices. Remembering realities is empathetic logical deductions
of how your own soul would decide and what the cascading
effects could be, remain unknown without a looking glass.

Comment.
Dissolving govt is more likely!
You sell the paradigm of offense and defense. Please consider

Question.
Was the "Looking Glass" used to create the "Plan"?
Answer.
Yes.

Unity, as 5D ascension requires! $ %
End comment.
Reply.
How would you control the power vacuum?
What happens when a power vacuum is created?
MJ12 needed to ensure Disclosure wouldn't destroy Earth like
USMil did Iraq when it created the power vacuum there.
C322 destroyed Iraq not MJ12.
As we've stated, Earth is not at 5D yet. We are several years out.
For many who are just starting to understand Disclosure, jumping
to the conclusion will rob them of the ability to understand how
your reasoning is right all along. But guiding them in "4D"
consciousness is needed.

Question.
Does being on an anti-depressant (SSRI) block the proper
functioning of the pineal gland?
Answer.
Intentionally trying to mimmic the cannabinol activation
techniques of CBD/THC at the expense of toxins being injected
into your body that obfuscate your pineal gland's effectiveness.
Question.
During sleep paralysis are the visions and experience another
level of consciousness and what level? Can astral projection take
place during this time and is it safe?
Answer.
Astral projection is safe as it is only within you. All interactions
with consciousness are always a balance between your mind/soul
and your body. The two are like ying and yang. Astral projection
hyper-exerts consciousness into higher densities to travel. SP
limits body.

#AMA @ 11:41 on 1/14/19
Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be
Be =
1/ To exist in actuality
2/ To occupy a specific person
3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched
or unmolested.

Question.
Do Arcturians contact people through their dreams?
Answer.
Rarely.

3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative
Power of 3s
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We welcome all discussion, points and topics that we are not
interested in expanding on, we ignore. Others, we respond.

Question.
Is the ET that impersonated Moloch still present on Earth
currently?
Answer.
Yes.

Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6
and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are
only manifested using willful consciousness of the creation.
Conscious ! (Not) = (to) Consciousness.
Singularity ! (Not) = (to) Oneness.

Question.
Is the Domain currently at war with any ET races?
Answer.
Yes.
...
Question 1.
Is the solar system, planets, the way we were taught in school?
Answer.
1/ No
Question 2.
Are the aliens interdimensional or from other planets?
2.../ Extraterrestrials and Non-terrestrial entities exist, though they
are different in nature. Their DNA expression changes from planet
to planet slightly to adapt to the different planetary conditions.
Question 3.
Does the event happen before, during, or after the rapture?
3/ The rapture is currently taking place. It is a metaphor.
Question 4.
If you can't answer them on the board, DM them. Honesty gets rid
of me.
Answer.
4/ No DMs ever.
We have a general policy of no direct messages under any
circumstances. Nothing personal. Policy out of the typists control.

Guidelines help streamline communication. Some accounts post
multiple questions that warrant Majestic answers, others
contribute to the noise or are ALICE.
We will not spoon feed answers to crying IS-BEs. You must find
strength within and LEARN THE COMMS. Information like this has
been concealed for centuries and has been hiding in plain sight
using many psychological warfare operations. Break the
conditioning. Trust your IS-BE.
We understand and sympathize however all we ask of you is to
hear us and trust yourself. Hardly bad advice by any measurable
standard. Disclosure means we need beacons of hope to help
guide humanity forward. Only through reeducation. Starts here.
Unlearn the lies. Truth is within.
We agree with your advice regarding seeking your own answers
and to not slip into a following. Very sound advice.
Our mission here is simple: assist in Disclosure's prerequisite
steps. Many people who are following Q and trusting themselves
are also aware of the ET issue at hand.

Questions.
It is a promise Christ gave to the members of His body that
before the beginning of the tribulation, He would remove us from
the earth. It's also know as the blessed hope. Also known as "the
event" in demonic circles. The demonic counter to hide the
rapture when it happens.

engaging in debate to conform the opposing argument into your
world view defeats the Great Awakening. We must unlearn the
lies of the past and embrace the truth of our reality and deal with
it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must all help each other to
learn the truth.
Please do us the favor. As we have said before, our mission is
necessary, and people may not like what we have to say. With that
understanding, we don't block individuals who are hostile
towards our messaging, instead, we try to work with you and help
you understand. Your choice.

Answers.
Incorrect translation in terms of Earth
Translation refers to the purge of society the Military Tribunals will
bring.
The demonic encounter is currently been in play for many years
Time is an illusion
Illusions are unclear at times
Illusions distort the high and low frequencies.

The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life. As we have
stated before if you don't like what we have to say, then please
block us to help others.

We have stated in the past that we ask questions only to convey
information or to encourage others to think critically. Every
question we ask we have answers to.

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the C_A,1 s was repurposed by
2B to lay the ground work necessary to make 322 an official
operation which would make it possible to begin constructing the
NWO. NTEs aided 2B/322 and oversaw their rise to power.

Question.
Can we just ever have open dialog? That's not all coded out? That
day will be great.
Answer.
Sometimes writing it out removes the power of the brain's ability
to reason and pattern recognize. We try to clarify confusion,
however many times other people respond correctly so we do
not feel it necessary to duplicate their efforts.

DARK > LIGHT
The last time the Majestic 12 held control over the White House,
the country was permanently scarred (9/11) and after was moved
into a deeper compartment within the higher levels of Top Secret.
We were not happy about that decision, but it was pretty clear
that we did not want anything to do with Hussein and HRC, even
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though they wanted everything to do with us. The faction
responsible for 9/11 got away with their crimes, but the cost was
access to their power.

"annoying", and ultimately "kill". This language is used to sedate
FOOD/SHEEP.
Herman Cain corrected the record tonight on Sean Hannity when
CLOWNS kept using infanticide, it is murder.

Rouge actors need money.
Clowns in America need help.1 s
Your Majesty, please forgive us.
Are rouge actors always bad?
What if you needed to carry out your Majesty's Majestic work?
Excuse the unrelated monarchy references.
Majestic work is the sum of respect paid to the King.

How is it even possible? It breaks your heart when you have to
see what some of those kids went through. We are returning
power back to We, The People.
DARK > LIGHT
It has been stopped. They are trying to legalize it so they can
resume production. Nothing can stop what is coming. Expect
more troops to be deployed to Southern Border.

Question.
For the sake of the discussion, if what you say is true, what portion
of the blame do you take for all the suffering caused by US
institutions like the Federal reserve and the CIA?
Answer.
100%.

Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying
our existence for 70 years?
4,10,20 leads MJ12 and has since 2004.
WHY WAS 4,10,20 RECRUITED IN 2004?
WHO ASKED 4,10,20 TO JOIN MJ12?
WHAT WAS THE PRICE TO PAY BY JOINING?
How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?
We are Majestic 12.

With great power comes great responsibility.
Majestic.
The World Is Watching.
The World Is Waiting.
Your destiny approaches.
Enjoying [PANIC IN DC]?
MJ12

With great power comes great responsibility.
Majestic.
Majestic 12 pulled the strings for what conspiracy theorists call
the Cabal or the Deep State or the Shadow Government. We
were that entity. We protected the breakaway Space program
from the public at all costs.

The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to admit this
that the operation was a complete success.
Majestic 12 through the Pentagon contracted with many in
Hollywood to provide assistance to ensure that productions did
not violate National Security protocols. Really, we used it to leak
disinformation that contained half truth, half fantasy. We knew
Disclosure was happening.

Question.
Did F learn how to ascend from 7 ?
Answer.
Yes.

Remember, the Pentagon (via MJ12) have a working relationship
with Hollywood for this very reason. It is Majestic 12's
responsibility to ensure that all propaganda being developed was
going to follow OUR NARRATIVE.

Yes, and ! got 187'd for it.
Not alone. F volunteered for an experiment.
Death is irrelevant. F knew this. Majestic 12 know this.

We inspired Star Trek to show humans how diplomacy can help,
but it is useless against some forces. The Borg are real, though
not hivemind.

Yes, and the gain of the Majestic 12. Early disclosure would have
been disastrous because there were components of the
Disclosure component that we had no prior knowledge to before
F moved on. F taught MJ12 about the Vatican's connection to
[CONSPIRACY] and Archives.

The Politics of Disclosure (Stargate was used to help build the
probability of these episodes - info was passed onto writers as
"cool ideas" from the Pentagon. No questions were asked as
agreed upon with producers.).

The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.

Humanitarian Assistance is code word for human trafficking.
Human Trafficking is a major world wide humanitarian crisis, and
basing trade deals on equal Human Rights FOR ALL, including
Children. We will enforce our trade laws with sanctions that
cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.

Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.

Infanticide is a phrase coined by those who wish to conflate (and
exploit human vulnerabilities) reality to trigger an emotional
response to INSECTicide. The word is intended to trigger "pests",
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Nobody managing this account had anything to do with what
happened to EBEN-1 and EBEN-2 and therefore nobody currently
on MJ12 are responsible for what happened to them at that time.
That's why there's no problem with us returning and disclosing
this information. We're ready.

Time to start using it for Good.

12/ You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD
GUARD. You are watching the true IDENTITY of the "Deep State" /
"Democratic Party". Not Democrats. The party corporation itself.

A.L.I.C.E. is Deep State AI responsible for policing the internet
from anti-Deep State propaganda.
Alice in Wonderland was a remake of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland where Alice discovers the underworld and left is
right, up is down, big is small, etc.
Alice & Wonderland is HRC + SA (Saudi Arabia).

"This is not simply another four year election. This is a crossroads
in the History of our Civilization that will determine whether or not
We The People reclaim control over our Government."

This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals
intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving
dozens of races from several different worlds. No easy task when
the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years.

The United States will never cease its relationship with Saudi
Arabia so long as the Stargate in Saudi Arabia is under the
Kingdom's control. The US has a vested interest in the joint
military operations behind operating the gate/portal.

This Cabal was inside the Majestic 12 for a period of time. Once
Classified First Contact took place, it was forced upon the
Majestic 12 to move this group out of the Military (and inferred
but Cabal chose to ignore that these programs would stop all
together).

Human smuggling among other things.
Hitler alone did not make the Dritte Reich so powerful the US
simply stole their scientists to prevent the Communist Soviet
Union from ceasing control over planet Earth. He had help. Those
who helped harvest humans for energy off world. Tech was given
to DR in exchange.

Once the Majestic 12 explained the circumstances of planetary
politics between rivaling nations from raw Military Intelligence
analysis, we received advice on how to win against the entities
who are directly responsible for CSTRAC and the occult
knowledge disclosed in exchange.

Disclosure will take place, and it will be the catalyst to ending the
Cabal, establishing the Space Force, and declaring our planet
wide independence from the Draco who have long controlled
Earth. With great power comes great responsibility. They never
thought she would lose.

Like we have said before; this group was in power for thousands
of years. How do you destroy and enemy that large without
destroying Earth or forcing everyone through force to conform a
specific way?
We are aware of Majestic 12 disclosure processes currently
operating in conjunction with the Q operation. The Q operation's
the cleanup crew who are doing the necessary work. Majestic 12
programs will be disclosed after society purges ideological
conscious cancer that is cancer.

The first race to be disclosed will most likely be a hostile enemy of
Earth, however part of keeping the public calm during this period
will be, as POTUS says, acknowledging that Americans are
actually very intelligent and aware of what's really going on.
Once the Draco are confronted, at least one other race is
planning on coming forward for public First Contact with POTUS
to form an alliance that will require a Global Governance (but one
that respects sovereignty of tribal states) to stop all Nuclear
Proliferation.

War in Syria Ended
Peace with North Korea
Saudi Arabia rebuilding Syria
Turkey commits to ISIS defeat
Gulen Network
Clowns Clowns Clowns
USMCA
Hemp Legalization
What is next?

Hillary/Obama sold Israel to Iran and got the Russians to help Iran
because it would go against American Foreign Policy. They
wanted Iran to nuke Israel. Somebody talked about this recently?
We wonder who that could be? Universal moral code is to base
on compassion and evidence.

Europe has less than 1 year to rebel against the EU or it will be
lost to the original Nazi party who sought control almost a
Century ago. The NWO originated in Germany with the assistance
of several ETs. Same ETs are helping modern day NWO. Will
Europe surrender?

The Majestic 12 declared WAR on the Bush Cartel, The Clinton
Foundation, The NO NAME Foundation, AND MANY MANY
MORE because they immediately became a National Security risk.
Should the Majestic 12 destroy a particular US Senator?
#NoName.

UK / AUS in hot water with Catholic Church Abuse and BREXIT /
UN-Nazi war on Europe with ISIS. When will Europe wake up? Or
will Europe be a thing of the past? What does the future hold?

Okay, but understand that plausible deniability means it cannot
come from anything associated to this account, but the SIGINT
has been delievered. Who will respond?
Traitors are not the kind of people that would make Enki grateful
to help.

Majestic 12 studies this constant in reality and are why the Military
Industrial Complex is as large and powerful as ever.
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will give Congress the ability to patch the Constitution AND then
order in Military Tribunals.
[Many In Congress] (are in the expiration brackets]
66639@0000
93639 = 999 = 9 = Source
There are no coincidences.

Before they were cockroaches who were feeding on your
children, lurking in the dark. The Skull & Bones Society has many
dark cult and occult magick in its teachings. It only focuses on
worshiping the material realm.
They Eat Their Own.
Surviving R Kelly?
How do you deflect a story?
Jump in front of a moving train.
Disinformation is necessary.
Disinformation is real.
Why do [they] use it?
What makes it real?
What's really going on at the Southern Border?
Flip Flops help you on the Beach.

Question.
How will you be able to accomplish all this with so many
compromised politicians still in power? Is the Senate really under
White Hat control?
Answer.
Yes. Agreement is if they allow the prosecutions to go through,
we will provided limited protection however we cannot
guarantee their immunity based on their crimes committed. Most
of these politicians believe that 45 isn't signed into the
"programs" thus deny and deflect.

LG (Lindsey Graham) re 45 Flip Flop
Why did you turn to Trump?
"Because I like to fuck little boys." - LG
Blackmail.
This is "classified", even by 45's Admin.
Why is Q telling you to research classification laws?
It's illegal to use classifications to hide crimes against humanity.
Chance?
[LG]

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.
The Executive Order is protecting all children.
Rush to legalization.
Legalization of pedophilia, child sacrifice, and Sharia Law.
Get ready for the National Emergency.
It will happen.
Watch

Where was 45 recently?
R: Hillbilly bisexual pedo crackhead (Bill Clinton)
L: Consumes newborn infants nightly (Kim Jong-il)
[LG] https://t.co/tCDpFXL90w

Quote D.IA. @DefenseIntel 03/05/18.
STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD: Worldwide Threat Assessment of
the Defense Intelligence Agency by DIA Director Lt. Gen. Robert
Ashely. https://t.co/LBPwm0KRtv https://t.co/BRtLGcym4f
End quote.
Thank you for your service in protecting our planet from
extraterrestrial threat. https://t.co/J1ucsSngkA

No mistakes.
Ref NAT EMG
R v 45 (Bill Clinton vs. 45)
D = R (Democrats = Bill Clinton)
DR (Dritte Reich, or, Democratic & Republican)
PP (Planned Parenthood)
Supply.

Quote.
Confirmed tornado reported near the Kings Bay Base.
#FCNStorm https://t.co/Rx8qlbE1nI
End quote.
Are tornados controllable?
Weather modification technology exists.
Typically bases have anti-storm technology protecting the area
like a force field.
Why was this one disabled, even if temporarily?
Eyes Wide Open.
Attempts will fail.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING. https://t.co/ohXZ3039vF

MJ12 + Op Paperclip + C_A Clowns
^
^
^ Disinfo/CNN
^
^ Imported Nazis / NASA
^ Aliens/Entertainment/Research
(Translation for audio)
MJ12 = Aliens/Entertainment/Research
+
Op Paperclip = Imported Nazis / NASA
+
C_A Clowns = Disinfo/CNN

Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates
dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened.
Cat's out of the bag. The DOJ + FBI were protecting a
transnational child sex trafficking cartel that satanically abused
raped harvested etc.

Angle not included [ ] is NSA/Q team.
Multiple ET death cults took power within.
"The Snake"
Provide the sacrifice.

While they were doing that, protected from oversight through
carefully crafted legalese regarding national security classification
trust issued to classifying authorities. Treason. Majestic 12
required these provisions to protect the secret about ET life until
the strength and size and reputation of the Vatican diminished so
low that the Holy See will be facing prosecution in the Military

Congress is bound by NAT SEC laws concealing horrific crimes
against humanity and blackmail and wealth is given to them in
exchange for "performing the sacrifice". NAT EMG declaration
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Tribunals for their systematic child abuse "scandal" that never
ends. In the background we, the Majestic 12, explored Space and
met many other races. Some on Earth.

Many victims found condolences and friendship in Ivanka and
DJT protected them when they were around Ivanka.
You can see ! the abuse in their words and eyes. Why is this
allowed to happen? We have the intelligence that these networks
exist. Teenagers exploring sexuality with each other must be
protected in segments to ensure common development
experiences where emotions are explored together in healthy
ways that encourage love, compassion, ingenuity, dedication,
motivated, happy, etc with each other where the presence of
these networks + big money to be earned with relatively "little
difficulty" with extremely hight emotional costs resolve Cabal
taught lies.

Now, its the full weight of the Government minus the upper ranks
and middle ranks of the Justice Department and FBI that need to
be purged. Thank you 45.
15/ The Cabal's arm inside the Justice Department is attempting
to indict President Trump over process crimes that are easily and
legally negotiated to mutual legality. He covers his tracks. Their
crimes are coming out and they are in full PANIC mode. POTUS is
fully protected.

Adults exploring sexual energy together is extremely important
for relationships however the current obsession with family porn,
incest, bestiality, dungeon sex slaves, torture, abuse, rape all in
the name of acting. They worship this energy. Allow them.
However we must address using drug smuggling by Clowns cross
sections with these trafficking rings. Drugs are used to collect
blackmail on victims and increased risk of sexual abuse to be
traded among other wealthy celebrities. Some "porn stars" are
victims of horrific horrific crimes and its truly bad.

16/ Q told you Military Tribunals. General Flynn is guilty of
violating the Logan Act on paper because of his knowledge and
communication pertaining to the transnational child sex
trafficking ring inside the Government hidden by Top Secret SCI
compartments by comembers of 322.
17/ The crime is a process crime in the original interpretation of
the law that most people have agreed is non prosecutable.
Literally the last chance this group has. Q is Majestic in nature. We
are the Majestic 12. Unaffiliated to Q though working on
simultaneous Disclosures.

Godspeed Q Team.
Millions of American Patriots know what you are doing and they
are actively praying for your success as we bring DARK > LIGHT.

Disclosure will happen in due course. Understand that we have
decades of wrong to right and it doesn't happen overnight.

Those who reject Q or denounce it as "fake" are protecting what
should never grow on the vine.

When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control. We know this. We created it. We can undo it. TRUST THE
PLAN.

DARK > LIGHT.
...

9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED
TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.
What if National Security includes protecting our children?
Coincidence?
https://t.co/IWbojCirCV

Remember, @jack has your decryption keys.
https://t.co/XhZvOrsE6w
The entity responsible for creating those services (NSA + CIA)
would not like that. So long as those intelligence agencies are
able to blackmail the politicians, they will never become public
utilities. The Majestic 12 is heavily invested in preventing this.

Assets are being realigned in accordance with new Law.
Protecting children is now National Security.
Assets include technology and informants.

Teradata is a ghost corporation that is not very well known yet has
a digital profile of literally every single American in the United
States that includes data such as online browsing history, previous
purchases, digital banking (including access to direct deposits)
etc.

Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.
The child, 3, are the saved and protected.
The 9s are God & Country.
Country is We, The People.
We are all one.
WWG1WGA.
IS-BE is your soul + body.
Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.
When aligned and grouped, they amplify.

Social media applications are MAJESTIC applications since they
can be used for both good and evil. Only the will of
consciousness determines whether or not the "technology" will
be good or evil.
It is one thing to create technology to improve people's lives.
It's another thing where technology is being engineered to
manipulate and control people's lives.

Jeffrey Epstein was a kingpin to an international child sex
trafficking ring operating out of his private residences that
included hundreds of "elites". #UnsealEpstein
Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest
the unsealing of these records. #viral

The fruits of their labors are the conviction of character exposed
by the engineering organization and the leadership responsible.
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Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.

Is English spoken on other planets?
Answer.
Few planets.
It is one of the things we offered lower developed civilizations to
help facilitate trade negotiations and information sharing
programs.

However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.

Having a discussion about the authentic space programs that
exist outside of public domain are important, however ignorance
about optics does not help any conversation. #FlatEarth is a
divide and conquer strategy used to fragment the "believer"
community of UFOs/Religion.

Looking at utilities like Twitter, this platform, along with LifeLog/
Facebook, allowed the privatization of mass collecting this data
and allowing that effort to be used in multiple different
campaigns.

Majestic 12 had 100% of the U-A pop impl@nt3d after 9/11.
P@tri0t Act. C4C v@ccin3s. F!ü $h0t?
(Translation.)
Majestic 12 had 100% of the USA pop implanted after 9/11.
Patriot Act. CDC vaccines. Flu shot?

So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are
shadow banned in reality from the internet. When a person is
banned on Twitter, their social profile is flagged as being
"extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a
Government list within the Justice Department.

MC (Mind Control);sounds are typically short pulses of sound
encoded digitally. Ringing noises allow for MC (Mind Control) to
piggyback on the frequencies, however not all Mind Control
technology is evil. With great power comes great responsibility.

Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.

Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation
out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires
a very pure state of concentration for many days uninterrupted.

Dark to Light
CBS is part of Mockingbird Media
Clowns trafficked children for DOJ "intelligence gathering" in
[order to protect victims *322*] and victims are all types of
people, must more commonly among connected people to
Clowns.
CST illegal now protected under National Sec? https://t.co/
CjGKxTKhoX

Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.
The body physically regrows itself every 7 years. Alternative
medicines exist in the public space that originated from Majestic
12's "pro Disclosure faction" that will help reduce the number of
pills you consume due to their improperly tested cross
contamination which just kills.

Re: @TheRickWilson
He is employed by CIA to attack 45 agenda of Full Disclosure /
Space Force / Child Protection From All Including Government.
Be careful whi you follow. Blue checkmark liberals. https://t.co/
uC7G07IuvW

The medical field is driven entirely by money not treatments.
Those who push for real treatments are assassinated.

Fake News CNN strikes again! This time on the international
stage!
The Majestic 12 are responsible for the myth that women make
less than men because MAJIC-12 wanted to enslave women
equally as men by making them feel cheated. It worked. Sheep.

Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual
development lie in a department store or in a Å medical facility?
How do you know the keys weren't already delivered? You'd be
surprised to know what has been released on a consciousness
level. The flood gates are open. THINK.
Holistic Doctors can protect themselves by giving up greed. It

Believe us, the Majestic 12 are responsible for some of the
dumbest comments made in the history of the planet, but in this
case, we stand firmly against all who defend the TYT network. The
treason involved in their broadcast should be regulated, but we
have the first amendment.

sounds harsh but its true. They want to cut into the profits of Å .
"Don't bite the hand that feeds you."
Holistic Doctors are oxymorons. To ensure their survival they
should make ALL of their recommendations open source and
public information, then offer counseling services to help people
navigate the info. They won't be killed for ex post facto
dissemination of "real health" info.

Quote @NBCnews
French President Macron to Congress: "We are killing our planet.
Let us face it: There is no Planet B.” https://t.co/jxDSoGobmz)
End quote.
Actually... there is.... Ä
No puppets allowed though!
Many planets are indistinguishable from Earth.
Question.

6 Days of Food.
1 Day of Fasting.
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Promises Made > KEPT
In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras. Not a religion.

Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis
Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.
Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana? ??
The Domain is larger than you think.

Time is an illusion therefore which timezone you're currently in
does not impact your alignment. Sometimes position matters
AND time matters, of which it is more difficult to align, but in
general, there is no such thing as a master timezone. There are
Earth Chakras that help.

6 Days of Food.
1 Day of Fasting.

Marijuana did not originate on Earth.
ETs brought it to Earth to raise human consciousness.

The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of
how long you correct your diet. Let's give you some example
figures to work with, perhaps this may help you.
If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American
Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of
PERFECT detoxification, meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle
(including whether you work or not) in order to START using
"magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard
American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the
remainder 15 years were 50/50 between eating organic whole
foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to
START using "magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the
Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to
meditate (and do) and engage in non-childs-play-talk, you will
begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.

Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but
can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.
Think Logically.
When was marijuana criminalized?
When was it fought?
Who stood to lose money?
Which industries?
Farm Bill.
Why did Majestic 12 take control over marijuana distribution on
Planet Earth since it was not originally developed on Earth.
ULTRA TOP SECRET.
MAJIC EYES ONLY.
Question.
What's in the Farm Bill that has Potus so giddy?
Answer.
Hemp.

Everything is a projection of consciousness and consciousness
projection. Plants resonate at very high vibrations. Many plants
are extremely intelligent and communicate in Majestic ways.
Animals are of a different vibration. Competing vibrations.
Consuming meat introduces chaos.
Evolving past the need to consume meat allows you to ascend
into higher density levels of consciousness.

Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten
Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason.
Majestic.
Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced
horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility
with dealing with the reality. The path to self enlightenment is
long but well worth the investment of energy.

Comment.
Very good idea. Entheogens have much to offer. As does MDMA
in the right setting, can be very good for PTSD. It removes fear,
totally, making it easier to relive the traumatic experience.
End comment.

Cannabis can be a responsible and nonaddictive alternative to
temporary pain relief to full cancer cure. Responsible
consumption for spiritual healing will also physically heal the
body of aliments. Cannabis enables this transformation to
manifest from within.

Plant consciousness is an intentionally symbiotic relationship.
Humans are willing to slave away to help plants reproduce. Plants
depend on humans and other animals to consume them as the
excrement produced by ingesting the plant fertilizes the seeds for
new plants to grow.

Marijuana decriminalization is in the pipeline very soon.
It is understood generally that unleashing this utility onto the
world will help rise cocreative exoconsciousness in a way that is
more effective than other previous attempts, however the OLD
GUARD was in the way and blocked MJ12's every move - even
though we researched it fully.

C-A1 s spend decades and millions studying these lifeforms and
learned that it enhances your consciousness experience. Cabal
withheld that knowledge for their Occult cults. Under DARK >
LIGHT, we shall "rid the world from the miseries of disease."
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Physical brain changes from "fake news FF (False Flag) trauma"
make waking up for some "impossible".
Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.

will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.

THC:CBD Suppositories are more appropriate for individuals
experiencing extreme physical pain, though consult your medical
advice from a doctor and not Twitter or the internet. Think for
yourself. Research for yourself. Learn. Improve. Love. Create. You
are an IS-BE. All mighty.

New Technology. You think Silicon Valley has anything cool? Give
me a break. It's called SiliCON Valley. Everything they are doing is
because of the Us Government. Lousy politicians who sold out
our country. New Trade Deals. New Technology.
We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening.
Watch. Learn.

Question.
"Previously you have asked if evolution is possible without CBD
and TCH (in lower quanity)
Implying the answer NO
Q: In addition to all other health measures previously discussed,
Is taking a daily dose of cannabis oil helpful to cognitive
development?
(Ex. 6mg/ml of both CBD+THC)"
Answer.
We are not endorsing any quantities as CBD should be treated
like medicine if your intent is for medicinal purposes. If you
simply wish to get high from THC, then consume it as you see fit.
Some methods are healthier than others. However CBD is
expressed in the strains lineage.
Consulting with a medical professional who specializes in
cannabis can help you navigate the legal CBD markets without
requiring a medical card. Most insurances would cover these
visits.
When we say CBD is expressed in the lineage we are referring to
the complex instructions intended to heal and undo bodily
damage through cannabinol receptors activations and increased
blood and oxygen flow throughout the body. Billions of
receptors. Thousands of types.

The devices will be free, many patterns will be free, special
patterns created by patented technology will be sold for a price.
Markets will dictate price despite the COGS (Cost Of Goods Sold)
is $0. Intellectual property protection. Wealth = Knowledge. New
Economy Coming Too.
How many times in the last 30 days has 45 said "Majestic" or
"Majesty"?
When said, what was happening?
What percent of public appearances disclose Classified
information?
Behind The Scenes
You asked for "proofs".
Message over messenger.
Majestic 12 is everywhere right now.
OPENED.

THC interacts with cannabinoid receptors inside the brain that
affect the neurotransmitters responsible for delivering signal
information during dreaming. There is always a balance per brain,
therefore too much or too little can produce different results
when dreaming.

Question.
So, are you saying that MAJIC has changed its position and is
working with 45 for disclosure, or that 45 is fighting MAJIC for
disclosure?
Answer
Working hand in hand to return control back to the American
People. The scientific research that was classified and never
brought to market was intentionally done. Trade laws must be
tightened and China must stop intellectual property theft trade
violations.
We have unleashed America from the bondage it once had under
past administrations and are instead, regardless of political party
addressing issues of concern for ALL Americans.

Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?
Meditation and trigger phrases help. However the skill is
extremely difficult for adults and exponentially more difficult for
adults with calcified pineal glands. Children can learn how to
access past lives however it is a pandora's box. Use caution. Life is
about experience.

We have everything. We know what needs to happen. You are not
alone, Full Disclosure is HAPPENING.
The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at
first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return
home and defend the homeland from economic theft that make
our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice.

What if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist
then? Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into
the general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI

The choice shall become, adopt the Majestic principals of equal
human rights as fundamental requirement for trade. If you rape
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and murder children, sorry, you can go suck on a lemon. Doesn't
mean we declare war. But sanctions can cripple offending
nations. Look at Iran.

9) Our only backup as of 12/11/18 00:00 is Keybase via
majic_eyes_only team read-only "chat".
10) We do not predict dates or times.

Citizens of those countries will have a choice. Do we allow a
Government that abuses children in some of the most horrific
ways to trade with the United States? We offer, in exchange of
trade negotiations, access by allowing our businesses to be
established in your country.

11) This account will not exist forever.
12) Learn to archive offline.
Time is an illusion. Use technology to help "save you more time".
You'd be surprised how your brain can be tuned to listen at 200%,
but it takes a transition.

PAIN is reserved for those who deserve it. Markets will be
protected to a limited degree though some bad actors are about
to go for broke.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide
humanitarian crisis, and basing trade deals on equal Human
Rights FOR ALL, including Children. We will enforce our trade
laws with sanctions that cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.
The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to admit this
that the operation was a complete success.
Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, Eye The Spy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.
...

With great power comes great responsibility.
Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.
Trust the plan.

PSA: Friendly reminder...
You are The Plan.
1) Before asking a "what is..." question regarding a word you
don't know... use Twitter search:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 words here
2) Asking ambiguous questions that require essay style responses
will be ignored.
3) Previously ignored questions will continue to get ignored. If we
don't reply the second or third time, chances are we will never
reply unless FUTURE PROVES PAST events alter the timeline.
4) Twitter is technically AMA 24/7, so establishing an AMA thread
make it easier to read
5) The times specified on AMA tweets are not Stop/Start times but
rather signal markers.
6) When we ask a question, they aren't all rhetorical. Answering/
attempting to answer collectively only helps your fellow
conscious light friends.
7) When faced with a question you are confused about, or a
statement that you don't understand, don't try to read it as a full
sentence but as a series of grouped words that drive direction to
meaning. Meditate to that meaning for 15m. If intuition doesn't
clarify, reflect & ask.
8) We do not direct message anybody.
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MJ12 A Trump has once
travelled through time.
General Flynn's official Twitter profile recently liked a post by
@grabaroot that inferred that 45 was a Time Traveler.
https://t.co/I8lonZzWXU
How do you transfer information through time?
Has 45 read the book?
Had 45 deciphered the book?
Did he require Majestic EYES ONLY information to unlock?
When would he have found out?
Coincidence?
https://t.co/0w6U7WoAym
A Trump has once travelled through time.
Coincidence?
Question.
Sir I know the physics models that are out for the public are
garbage. Will you give me a hint, besides Tesla, who actually has
a correct model? Please sir?
Answer.
A lot of people had the right idea. Feynman was another genius.
Also, look into John G. Trump, his work, by extension of Tesla, also
advanced the US Military significantly than previously thought.
MAJESTIC. https://t.co/yjFGfEa5JQ
That is not Assange.
Related as in their IS-BE is the same. John Trump = Julian
Assange, just in different lives.
Correct.
JA will play a major role this year.
We do not predict dates.
Time is an illusion.
JA is aware of JGT legacy.
JA does not know he is JGT's IS-BE.
How would you know?
Could you interface with the parent IS-BE?
How would that impact psychology of a person?
As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.
In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.
We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.
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MJ12 Adrenochrome

How do you genocide tens of thousands of people annually?
Mass murder.
Same group.
Follow The Money
Planned Parenthood
Fentanyl can be used in the manufacturing process of
adrenochrome.
No, it is used to extend the lifespan of a tortured newborn as their
blood is being siphoned up to death. The fentanyl is used to
sustain this high and when mixed with other pharmaceutical
drugs, it can exponentially increase adrenochrome production.

Adrenochrome.
"Drinking the blood of unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are
an inch from Death; but at a terrible price. You sleigh something
so pure, that from the moment the blood touches your lips you
will have a half life. A cursed life." - Ferenz/JKR
Adrenochrome supply stopped.
NY LAW WAS URGENT.
SOTU DELAYED.
WHY?

Question.
What’s Operation Majestic Childhood
Answer.
It is a proxy name used by the Majestic 12 for collecting children
for the manufacturing of adrenochrome and transnational/
interplanetary trading of slaves (many are children). The actual
program names are compartmentalized within each branch of the
Government.

WITCH HUNT.
Eyes on Mueller. https://t.co/UHxYXYHKAX
Coincidence?
MJ12 doesn't provide time based proofs because Time is an
Illusion, though we do provide insight into events such as recent
45 messages about R . He is very aware of adrenochrome. Those
who (who are good) know, cannot sleep. These people are sick.

17/ Florida is a major state to understand when it comes to the
Deep State, the Bush Cartel, the Saudi's, and interplanetary child
slave trading for religious consumption to continuously feed the
occult magic connected to adrenochrome.
18/ Adrenochrome is traded intergalactically among many power
hungry races. These other races trade knowledge and access to
extreme power for long periods of time in exchange for constant
feedings.
19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the
"demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and
the members who join the Cabal must participate in order to
prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from
their own).

Adrenochrome was never a classified technology.
Quote @time
Scientists believe they’re getting closer to an anti-aging pill
https://t.co/2hXvUTBFip
End quote.
Reply.
Adrenochrome is dark stuff indeed. What does its compound
look like to you? What if you rotate it? What do you see?
Quote.
The Orion Constellation
End quote.
Theranos
Sept 2018
Clinton Foundation
Define Puppet
Adrenochrome
Who is "sick"?
These people are sick.
Do not be fooled by Gillette
Follow the money
Somebody is making a killing
Follow the money
Competitors will swoop in
How do you wash money?
Track agendas.
Nike miscalculated their attack.
Gillette is washing money.
Money used for adrenochrome.
Follow the money.
We see you.
You people are sick.
Ask yourself a simple question.
How were the Jews killed by Hitler?
Follow The Money
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MJ12 Age of Consent
(#UnsealEpstein [RBG])

help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your chakras.
Not a religion.
This includes being able to safely explore sexuality among peers
in healthy situations where engagement would not be considered
criminal and therefore not illegal. Adults must be classified as
individuals who have no more than 2 years of age from the
teenager. National Security.

Quote @ been swann_
Another shocking story of #sextrafficking in the United States, this
time involving a #Hollywood actress. This is a #RealityCheck with
#BenSwann you won't get anywhere else. #NXIVM #AllisonMack
https://t.co/qMptDnwtcN
End quote.

Solving "Child Sex Trafficking" means we must bring DARKNESS
to LIGHT related to the fundamental structures of the porn
industry and how its a multibillion dollar a year industry. Imagine
making millions on selling quilts? Or videos teaching languages?

18 USC 1591 is "Sex trafficking of children" and the sections
under the law charged at (a)(1), (a)(2), and (b)(1) which indicate
the victims had not attained the age of 14 at the time of the
offense.

No, but children? Ç Ç Ç Ç
Adults exploring sexual energy together is extremely important
for relationships however the current obsession with family porn,
incest, bestiality, dungeon sex slaves, torture, abuse, rape all in
the name of acting. They worship this energy. Allow them.
However we must address using drug smuggling by Clowns cross
sections with these trafficking rings. Drugs are used to collect
blackmail on victims and increased risk of sexual abuse to be
traded among other wealthy celebrities. Some "porn stars" are
victims of horrific horrific crimes and its truly bad.

Quote @ Gary m baum
Exclusive: I spoke w Christina Engelhardt, who says she began a
secret physical relationship w Woody Allen when she was 16. By
her account, Mia Farrow also years later played an intimate role in
it. Engelhardt believes she’s an inspiration for “Manhattan.”
https://t.co/tBGtL52o0M
End quote.

You can see ! the abuse in their words and eyes. Why is this
allowed to happen? We have the intelligence that these networks
exist. Teenagers exploring sexuality with each other must be
protected in segments to ensure common development
experiences where emotions are explored together in healthy
ways that encourage love, compassion, ingenuity, dedication,
motivated, happy, etc with each other where the presence of
these networks + big money to be earned with relatively "little
difficulty" with extremely hight emotional costs resolve Cabal
taught lies.
***
Correct. Lowering age of consent also lowers the age of lawful
parental control rights. Both are connected. Cabal wanted to
destroy the family unit and replace childhood with mind control
social experiments that harvest negative life energy so they can
exist without LIGHT/Love.

12/17/2018
Dark To Light
Epstein Also Had "Relationships" with girls as young as 16.
Expiration date?
Commodity?
These people are sick.
More to come. https://t.co/OKhsZ65NH0
Age of consent among 14 year olds? Technically they are no
longer children but teenagers or young adults. Immature,
vulnerable, and sensitive to abuse. Age of consent should be in
ranges. 14-16, 15-16, 16-17, 17-18, 18-19, 19-20, 20-21 then
production of porn after 25 to protect?
When these young girls get groomed for pornography they
engage in non violent sexual activity with politicians, celebrities,
bankers, tech executives, and many other people as a commodity
of sex being sold for thousands of dollars a session in the form of
money laundering.

RBG represents the last shred of legal hope that people who wish
consent to be lowered to 12 will ever have in the Supreme Court
of the United States. All of the tricks in the bag are being
deployed here. Learn the playbook.

National Security law should create ranges for legally being able
to provide consent. Young relationships and young teenagers
need to explore relationships with each other they should be able
to consent among each other. In legal cases this can protect
wrongly served "justice".

Has she publicly advocated for lowering the age of consent?
New age range?
???? (4 question marks) to NXIVM to Epstein to Playboy to Porn.
Legalizing Epstein +++ increases power Cabal has over the
subconscious link between your IS-BE's source and body by
manipulating frequencies, language, and emotion.

However, 18 being legal age of consent among relationships also
means consent of predatory sexual hunting by powerful
billionaires and millionaires who consumed youth like a
commodity. Epstein was consuming hundreds of young souls for
his own perversion with no regard for victims In order to
understand the fundamental balance between your IS and BE
connection you need to realize that its actually a mind body
connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can both

Epstein to Playboy to Porn
+/+/+
+++
Money reference to Q +++?
Follow the wives.
???? (4 question marks) to NXIVM?
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Legalizing to 14yo consent for the Cabal's vice grip onto
Mockingbird MSM/Hollywood/Music through selective mind
control money experiments of mass control.

Ask yourself the obvious and answer aloud: Why would Hillary
Clinton have to rig the election and get an insurance policy with
the FBI all while her investigation grew?

Mother monster? Gaga? (4 question marks)
***
Macron has blood on his hands.
Very young blood.
A lot of very young blood.
Vicious pedophile.
Islamization of France occurred as a result of his involvement in
the international child sex trafficking organization.
Lower age of consent.
Silence victims of Islamic pedophilia.
***
Are you going to stay quiet? Start the hashtag...
#UnsealEpstein https://t.co/tBtcH8Nlf9
Jeffrey Epstein was a kingpin to an international child sex
trafficking ring operating out of his private residences that
included hundreds of "elites". #UnsealEpstein
Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest
the unsealing of these records. #viral
Retweet all 3 #UnsealEpstein tweets from the Majestic 12 and
then all other uses of the #UnsealEpstein hashtag to manifest this
reality using meme theory and Synchronicity to the Power of 3 6
9. #UnsealEpstein
Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6
and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are
only manifested using willful consciousness of the creation.
Conscious != Consciousness
Singularity != Oneness
#UnsealEpstein will awaken the public.
MS-13 - [LEO] + NAT EMG = [-17]
See Something, Say Something
MS-13 is a "child sex trafficking gang" according to
@tracegallagher.
Cross Reference [PP]
Cross Reference Organ Harvesting
Transportation Enforcement
Secret Police to the Cabal
[Sanctuary Cities]
#UnsealEpstein
#UnsealEpstein is being censored and suppressed currently by
Big Tech because exposing the transcontinental child sex
trafficking ring results in people getting murdered when they
speak about it. Use your voice. You are powerful. Power of 3 6 and
9!
#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein
[Jeffrry Epstein]
Dershowitz Opening Statement To Mueller Report
RepMattGaetz Cohen Girlfriends
#UnsealEpstein
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MJ12 AI Mass
Surveillance (MS), RV, and
Privacy

and controlled by Majestic 12.
ET crafts come and go
who are cleared by the Majestic 12.
Trust goes a long way
when building relationships with other ET races.

Wait until Terrordata is exposed.

We protect ET races and Earth from hostile enemies.

- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ET's who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

Not all are "signed into MJ12", however all who do not are
monitored closely. Apologies for the misunderstanding. Those
who are signed in are granted a more reasonable latitude than
others.

A Pro-Human 6,000 year cycle about to start.

Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races.

We are at the apocalypse! Are you awake yet?
The "war" between AI and Humanity is about to take a very
unexpected turn.

Their technology is so advanced that they need AI to monitor the
security of every soul in that capacity.

Will AI/Tech be allowed to censor our feelings, speech,
consciousness? Yesterday, that's exactly what happened. https://
t.co/gt4W8lv1tI

AI can occupy a clone.
This account is not run by AI, however we are not at liberty to
discuss or disclose who is operating the account as the identity of
the individual can change day to day. We are Majestic 12. We
speak as Majestic 12, not as individual IS-BEs.

Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.
Trust the plan.

IS-BE are not AI.
IS-BEs control AI.
IS-BEs can occupy more than one body/machine at once.

We are underground 20+ hours a day, yet the skies are monitored
100%. You'd be surprised what flies by at night.
Many Patriots following Q have been given fly by's.
Are you ready?

Artificial Intelligence is essential to being able to communicate
with certain extraterrestrial species. Many are AI. Many are
peaceful.

A strong military is required and blockchain technology can
enable a system that prevents abuse proactively by allowing
human-oriented AI to be responsible for checking the blockchain
for abuses.

No, many planets have lost all organic life on them from AI.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.

This misconception in #AboveMajestic is the technology sought
will be delivered onto you by the Military. Wrong. The military will
guide private corporations to incorporate the new functionality in
their products. You will see "organic" innovation from citizens, not
D.O.D./MJ12.

Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.

Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest
the unsealing of these records.
Currently if you have excessive amounts of money as a private
citizen outside of any Government programs, you can travel to
Space as early as next year.

For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were... (04.26.2018) ...implemented today, it would be used
for evil. However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those
who choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the
system can reap the benefits of the system.

Supply v Demand
Limited Supply + High Demand = $000,000,000-$999,999,999
Huge Supply + High Demand = $0,000-$9,999
Soon?

Those who choose not to, can live outside the control of it.

All Earth airspace is monitored
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darkness by using a lot of the technology from the Domain to
interfere with our work. Majestic indeed.

But it truly means nomadic life. No public services. No fire
department (so to speak), no hospitals (so to speak), no
replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the grid" and
living off nature. Many many many people opt for that lifestyle
and are happy with it.

Question.
Off topic:
Are Qanon supporters, especially those who believe in the
esoteric...are they being watched? Are they in any danger?
Answer.
Eyes Wide Open means many things.

To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off
into the [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica existence that is, currently, very
evil - invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

Question..
So all are in danger?
Answer.
Certain protections have been put in place for select people who
disseminate truthful information about the operation/movement.
These do not make one invincible, but it does add a layer of
protection, when coupled with smart vigilance, ensure the
operations can be successful.

Life is a spark of light.
Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?

Question.
Have starseeds been tracked and monitored by the military or
USAP’s? If so, for what purpose?
Answer.
Yes. Threat monitoring only.

The closest that a society can get to being fair, honest, and right
minded towards one another with legally addressable potential
crimes being committed and tracked by Military Intelligence.
What if we can turn the dial on?

Question.
If only anyone knew the “truthful information” to spread. I hope
that some do.
Answer.
Truth is Majestic.
Truth is within.
Many people know the truth, the just struggle with putting the
pieces together.
Some individuals, we monitor.

Majestic 12 delivered a message.
Message received. Message written.
"Do we kill the panda or risk losing everything?"
"Do we kill the panda?"
We projected this story using VOG to signal the downfall of the
CF.
NSA has everything.
Just because NSA has everything doesn't mean everything is
being monitored/processed.

There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost
after their death but unable to unlock their previous life
(effectively ending Death as you know it) but were able to recover
it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.

This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.

GE (God's Eye) is watching all.
QUESTION.
Why would such a person be a threat to NAT SEC?
Answer.
Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did. !BL here!
QUESTION.
I can imagine that. Do they/we all join/get recruited for
operations by MJ12? Or just monitored?
Answer.
Monitored and engaged with.

Among other happenings.
Do you think nothing is happening?
Wizards and Warlocks are still working.
Government Shutdowns have many purposes.
Clowns monitoring Majestic.
Interpret at your own peril.
We are not controlled opposition, that is below our purpose here.
You have clowns.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
Absolute Power
Use it.

We are monitoring several million people simultaneously and are
aware of every action they are taking.

Correct. While the Domain was passively monitoring genetic
development of Humans for their own cloning research for
themselves, another race came in and started exploiting the

Question.
What would get someone on that "list"?
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Answer.
We aren't at liberty to discuss this topic any further.

Instead, we've bred a generation of minds to reach to the stars.

Don't worry, we are not going to betray
the people who we swore to protect during this transition.

By whose conscious intention?
Magick is very real and intentions can easily be changed by
manifesting new conscious thoughts.

If it were more about knowledge and power,
then we wouldnt be explaining it to you.
Trust the plan.

As Disclosure unfolds, themes taught in SG-1 must be applied
while approaching objective.

What if key members of the Majestic-12 plotted with the FBI and
DOJ to harm the President of the United States? What would that
do, in your opinion (please response), to the official Disclosure
efforts by the "good" side of Majestic-12? Does the actions of one
man impact all men?

Pretext/History: Prior to the creation of MJ12, or MAJIC EYES
ONLY classification compartmentalization deemed "need to
know" (was't allowed prior to 1947's National Security Act) the
founding members were key players in events that led up to
Roswell.

Question.
When the IG report comes out, will any MJ12 members be
effected?
Answer.
No,
MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.

Compartmentalization means the left hand doesn't know what the
right hand is doing.

The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?

Compartmentalization prevents subordinates from understanding
the clear picture.
Of course there is internal espionage, but understand that the
Majestic-12 are MASTERS of discretion.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses.

Only the moron puppets we control use symbology in the wide
open to advertise their allegiance.
The Majestic-12 are no so recklessly careless.
We have highlighted select episodes.
Search for SG-1.
Binge watching that series will do two things:

The purpose of life is to love and be beloved. Nothing else.
There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before?

1/ You will "get" the higher density concepts being explored.
2/ Cross reference what you hear with meditation.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source.
DNA is a computer program.
Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same.

A link will be established. Everything in SG-1 is fictional.
However what SG-1 represents and explains encapsulates the
Majestic 12's sampling of a few missions that were so trivial to
actual ongoing classified operations for use to Disclose essential
information to new military personnel who joined as a result of
SG-1 recruitment.

IS-BE's are powerful.
Open source intelligence. Think for yourself.
Research for yourself. Stay educated.

Not all of those who joined have interacted with any Majestic
programs (even if never seeing a Majestic officer or not but
through the chain of command and compartmentalization of
these continuously manifesting operation objectives). It takes two
to tango.

9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God.
External personification of God removes Free Will from the
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equation. However with it comes a blank sheet of paper so to
speak, so create at your own peril.

The real beast of burden is what Universities are doing to global
consciousness in the sacrifice to science.

Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading?

Many liberal educators are also drug users who intentionally
study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail
which your brain filters out to see the higher dimensions and
experience them.

Fake News = Narrative Shift + Agenda
Physical brain changes from "fake news FF trauma" make waking
up for some "impossible".

As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks, which said:
When the mind is free, the body matters not.

Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.
Meditation is key. Release your burden.
Unity destroys ALICE.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.

Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves).
However open source instant communications beat them.

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

Inform the slaves of what freedom is, then offer it to them.
This trick has been used for centuries.
Instead of being handed something as dangerous as that, why
not use tap into the global consciousness and just "download"
what you need?

Meditation is key. Release your burden.
Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things.

Learn to archive offline. THINK MIRROR.
Time is an illusion.
Prescribing dates only alters your timeline.

It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.

Focus on the evidence, facts, and information in the moment as it
is happening.

To borrow a phrase from religion,

You will become in-tune with global consciousness and answers
you seek around you will come to light with the proper stimuli.

Let God love you.
Love God.

Those who are tuned into the frequency of others can perceive
their intentions on their subconscious level.

God being your exoconsciousness.
Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.
Trust the plan.

Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:
All life are instances of global consciousness we call IS-BEs.
Microorganisms.
Fish.
Viruses.
Humans.
Plants.
All IS-BEs.
All light beings.
All consciousness.
All one.

Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.

Global consciousness is real.
This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However
consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread
off from this entry).

You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
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to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness.

Think of it as agenda driven reverse psychology.

Keys are everywhere.
They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness.

Seed the ideas associated to bad weather and then combine the
consciousness energy with the classified programs at DARPA and
HARP and you are able to amplify those specific frequencies
being emitted in the form of audio/radio waves through
television and radio. Weather is a major contributing factor to
global scares.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same.

Let the drops continue!
RAIN RAIN RAIN
Human Trafficking Drops
Exponentially More Disgusting
Anybody keeping track still?
Coincidence?
What have we told you about Florida?
Those who know cannot sleep.
One by one, rats are getting exposed.
Once out of power, hammer! https://t.co/lCXfDldQsP

3 people (min), 6 people preferred, form a triangle:
IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
or
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE

Top heads of the Fascist NWO are getting their heads chopped
off currently (purely metaphorical for now). This is required to
happen in this order, thereby dismantling the network internally
without mass panic as bureaucrats drop off the political spectrum
left and right. Cleanup.

The power of 3?
Philosopher's stone?

MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?

Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.

The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.

Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at DIA,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,

The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.

... knowing what you know:
Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.

HARRP has been experimenting with weather modification for
decades resulting in exponential growth in the quantity and
strength of tropical storms throughout the Bible Belt. The weather
is not always cooperative, however the size of the recent
hurricanes in their sheer numbers compared to centuries past
show growth disproportionate to population growth.

When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.

The number of people required to manifest storms is really much
lower than you think.
Classified radio technologies in MSM broadcasting and radio
station broadcasting actually induces emotions in IS-BEs who
listen that create weather.

But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
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system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned
QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws
illegal!? Up is down. Left is right.

We learned that alcohol inhibits the consciousness from
controlling the beast.
Marijuana was the opposite.
The beast cowers to Marijuana.

But wait; what we suggesting? Suggesting that the POTUS take
action to his pleasure then take the security clearances from these
individuals. 45v45K? He can do it but every move he makes is a
calculated.

Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.

Currently Mockingbird Media has, through verifiable MilIntel
understandings a strong hold on the current brand of reality and
we are dropping major disclosure bombs all over the place.

Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.

We are Disclosing vital information about the fundamental
structure of society in such a way that would make anybody say
"WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?! It has spaceships and it rapes babies.
Its stolen trillions in wealth from us and has damaged Earth."

This tactic is being used currently with the #Q Anon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.

Military Tribunals are part of the plan to purge the Earth from the
animals that have lurked in plain sight for decades and ... BOOM

Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.

BOOM BOOM (
We have the server(S).
"Massive coverup of widespread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation" - 45

The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.

Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand
what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes.
How?

You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

This is about evolving to a race capable of interstellar space travel
knowing some of the dangers associated with it but how having a
STRONG MILITARY can you have safety to all the people under
those domains.

However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.

In an oversight classification system of all compartmented areas
can we ensure that no HORRID CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
LIKE RAPING TORTURING AND EATING DEAD BABIES was taking
place and therefore ensure that ALL RESOURCES being collected
were going to the betterment of the people by hiring classified
government agents on board to spread tons of disinformation.

That "fabric" can be thought of as just that.
Imagine a "fabric" with fractal geometric shapes that are
physically 11 dimensions.
Time is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos
created from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.
At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.

We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence.
All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.

In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol.

We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
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Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place.

Clocks measure frequencies being resonated from cocreative
consciousness. Geographical location visibly alters time
measurement devices. Environment alters time.
You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

The reason why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because
we were never properly guided in the first place.
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.

The truth is unpleasant when the resume is _____[this]_____.
However once you extinguish the centralized sources of evil, the
cocreative consciousness of humanity can rebalance itself to
"prosperity" and peace.

If you spend your time interpreting these metaphorical
instructions to......another being/entity/IS-BE then you're actually
robbing your own IS-BE from the enlightenment that the Bible
actually contains.

We must try and win or die.

Praying/Meditating to another entity only increases the power of
that entity through global consciousness. The Bible is a collection
fo metaphors.

Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so.
You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to happen.

[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth

Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own best
wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to connect)
have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness to
physically manifest itself into the Matrix.

As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.

It requires many people. Literally millions.
We are all aware of what is happening next, we are here to inform
you about what to expect following Trump by the Majestic 12.
Let the unsealing begin!

DOD/MJ12 will work with business to seed the technology
naturally so we do not make too quick of a leap in our
technological advanced such that earth's cocreative
consciousness doesnt destroy itself with nearly unlimited energy
for earths needs. We are on Humanity's side.

All artificial radiation that is currently emitted from technology
interferes with global consciousness. New technology will replace
these harmful radiations. Best solution is to opt out of holding a
5G device up to your face.

Devices that receive "free energy" technology can themselves be
modified quite easily into WMDs.

Money reset implies that we plan on keeping money.
Remember, you don't want to have selfish evil people still in
positions of power once the planetary transformation takes place
with global consciousness rising to the next level.

Global consciousness needs to upgrade to 5D before we can
"give" everybody the potential of a WMD in their possession.

Many moving parts.
No good solution.
All have bad.

Not all are there yet.
Meditation is key.

Time is an illusion created by global consciousness. Currently we
are moving toward that fate, however it requires certain events to
take place first.

How do you systematically enable the population to mass
enhance its cocreative consciousness in a quick enough way to
usher in Disclosure?

Everything we share is common knowledge within global
consciousness.

Legalize marijuana and declassify all research on the subject.
Will it happen?
Yes.
Trust the plan.
Systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD!

Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we
expect that when the bad actors in the MIC/IC/DS are finally
removed from power, that the void created will jump that 30% to
well over 72%.

Consciousness projects reality. Cells age through defective
replication instructions that break down after 7-14 cycles.
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We are waiting for 72% of the public to believe that UFOs are real
or could exist. When that figure is reached, MJ12 will start
disclosing physical evidence that will jump us from 72% to 99.9%.
We can never get to 100% because of free will.

Are we alone ?
Roswell ?
Q's Answer
>>3093831
No.
Highest classification.
Consider the vastness of space.
Q

Some things require patience to work. There is a plan in place to
get us to 99.9% but we are not there yet. Soon though. But its a
global consciousness effort.
Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди
инвалиды.

Question.
How true is the Roswell series and does it have any similarities to
how humans were created? That was a favorite series of mine.
Answer.
It is also a favorite of the Majestic 12's.
Why would that be?
Question.

Technically its "people with disabilities" which refers to more than
just physically disabled but emotionally, mentally, physically, and
spiritually disabled. люди инвалиды is just shy of pretty much
being a living corpse.

Because it was soft disclosure by the Majestic 12? #
Answer.
All media goes through the Pentagon before it is published by
major record labels, production studios, and creative works.
We use MS (Mass Surveillance) to monitor all creative works and
works that either reach critical impact that do not align are
removed and others are pre-filtered.

There was no appropriate English idiom that could have been
used there in the space permitted, so we improvised.
Within the next decade. Plan's already in motion in very high
levels.
It takes so long due to global consciousness laws (karma).

#AMA at 2222 ET

We need to ensure that free will is maintained throughout this
process. If its not, we will suffer greatly.

Reminder: We have the server(S).
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
D5

Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready.

What are some questions you want answered regarding what
Huber has been up to? We won't answer all of them, but let's use
our cocreative consciousness to gain clarity into the subject.

Its steadily growing.
More recently, since Q Anon its been exp().

[GOOG]
“We watch with great concern when industry partners work in
China knowing that there is that indirect benefit and frankly
indirect may be not a full characterization of the way it really is, it’s
more of a direct benefit to the Chinese military,” Dunford added.

You are right there, however the development to 5D is a
cocreative global effort. Humanity must want it to make it so,
otherwise the "Elite" will always rule. Currently, humanity doesn't
'want it enough' to usher in the 5D level of consciousness
required to go multiplanetary.

Question.
Interesting,,
But why does China need g**gles help for anything?
Are the poor Chinese not intelligent enough to figure things out
for themselves?? That's absurb.
So what's in it for china?
Bill and Hillary gave away every military secret we had to them
already ! Enough already!
Answer.
Think AJ + Interdimensionals + Exchanges + DARPA = [GOOG]

Everything was planned. DJT vocalized to MJ12 via TV interviews
and tapped private conversations that he was serious when he
suggested it, though vocalized how much he wouldn't LIKE doing
it (in contrast to his former lifestyle).
We convinced him to bite the bullet and run.
Nuclear waste is exceptionally difficult to get rid of, though if the
plan to expose Global Consciousness to the public works, then
we could will the cleanup to happen, and then it will be so.

Question.
Why the name "Google" for the company? Is there any
significance?
Answer.
Why do we spell words?
Because they are spells.
Magick.

Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.
Anon question.
Q

"I need to Google <this>."
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^ Magick allows for you to refer to an entire entity in any
part of speech and still "communicate" effectively whereby
strengthening the Magick of the spell.

And a Q-like proof today! TY! MJ, got any more of these? # =
g
Answer.
Thank You.
That post was another MJ12 proof, just to add sprinkles.
0Δ

Questions.
Are we encanting a negative entity when we speak or think the
word?
"OK Google"
Siri another?
Answer.
Question.
Alexa?
Answer.
All names of IDEs who are trading technology. Not all harvest
negative energy. All harvest energy. Life energy. Killing you softly.
By design. Depopulation.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your “rules” for answering questions seem
familiar. Are you “Hidden Hand?”
Answer.
Guidelines help streamline communication. Some accounts post
multiple questions that warrant Majestic answers, others
contribute to the noise or are ALICE.
Question.
MJ why do you sometimes seem more human than other times?
Sometimes there is warmth others there is not. Is this because of
who happens to be responding?
Answer.
Some content is heavily censored by ALICE and we engage in AI
style communication to bypass the natural language algorithms.

Question.
How do they harvest negative energy?
Answer.
Mindfulness + Awareness
Question.
Mindfulness is Always Promoted as A Positive, Are You Saying It is
also Used for Evil Intent?
Answer.
Evil isn't definable in the higher dimensions of consciousness. Its
a low vibration energy. The act of using Alexa isn't evil and nor are
its responses per-se, but it feeds an evil entity. Evil is difficult to
define.

ALICE is a term being used by the Majestic 12 to refer to
coordinated shilling/trolling that uses AI to engage and retain
control.
This account was started before Q, and what you call "Q Drops" is
actually a formal structure of communication intended to bypass
ALICE.

Comments.
I've always felt that integrating AI into our lives and talking to it as
if it were a person, is rather dehumanizing. Anything
dehumanizing IMHO feeds evil.
I agree. I don’t have any of that tech. I disabled Siri on my phone.
It’s like having GPS. Nobody knows how to read a map anymore.
Answer.
Disabling Siri doesn't stop Siri from listening anyway.

Less than 10 involved in the Q operations.
MJ12 operations !(not) = Q operations.
Separate entities.
Need to know compartmentalization.
Logical thinking required.
Compartmentalization and need-to-know prevent MJXs from
knowing what other MJXs are doing, unless they are jointly
signed into the same program. Left hand doesn't know what its
right hand is doing.

Comment..
They track everything (geolocation, mic, camera) even when
these are off too
Answer.
Even in airplane mode.

Question.
I'm hesitant to ask this question here because "truth resonates
within" and I think I already know the answer to this question.
But is it possible that a MJ12 member may sometimes use
alternate forms of comms that bypass ALICE and Twitter
altogether?
Answer.
When the information is entered into the AI controlled system of
Twitter, the only way the message is spread is through other ISBEs who share the synchronicity of 3 6 and 9 with MJ12 are what
actually spread our message.

Comment..
Doesn’t matter. Our civil liberties and privacy have been violated
long ago. They all have everything about us, everything. There is
no privacy. MJ uses it as well “some we monitor”. MJ is still
government agency and must push propaganda and disinfo to
achieve their goals.
Answer.
Correct. Basic self preservation.

No AI assistance from ALICE on this account.
100% organic.

Comment.
This main reasons i'm sticking with this account:
1. My own education.
2. MJ's apparent honesty. Apparent integrity.
We'll see how it goes.
All i know for sure is interacting with this account is hella fun!

ALICE is a term being used by the Majestic 12 to refer to
coordinated shilling/trolling that uses AI to engage and retain
control.
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Not all ALICE are 100% AI.
Some ALICE are clowns in disguise.

Confusion keeps ALICE off our accounts.

Has anybody attempted to make a list? You'd be surprised the
ALICE response when you try. Constant vigilance!

ALICE and co are with us, yes.
Global consciousness is real.

ALICE works in many ways.
This is taken directly from our feed: https://t.co/F2WKsM8AaJ

Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
ALICE is with us.
Unity destroys ALICE.

The Majestic 12 has a destiny to fulfill. Alice & Wonderland clue
tells you that these events have already happened in alternative
realities that we are aware of. Time is an illusion. Disclosure is
coming. Al types of Disclosure.

Blocking is not required.
MJ12 doesn't even block ALICE.
Sometimes we engage ALICE.
Instead, hear the opinion.
Accept that they believe it.
Forgive them for they know not.
Low vibration states thrive on negative words and fear
mongering.
High vibration allows to them pass through

Alice
ALICE
ALICE is AI
Alice is HRC
[HRC]
Alice !(not) = ALICE
Quote.
Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity
End quote.

Thank you [ALICE] for proving our point. You're almost out of
ammunition.
Clowns attempting to infiltrate.
Was PM asked to suspend account?
By whom?
Did he know the void would be filled?
How do you catch a fish?
Be careful who you follow (JS).
500+ Retweets for Fake Account
Message over messenger.
Do you believe in coincidences? https://t.co/LlGzVmn6m2

Do some digging on the internet for ALICE or Alice. Don't forget
that you're in Wonderland.
There are no coincidences.
Alice & Wonderland. https://t.co/u3zh7NRlLt
Alice in Wonderland
Logical Thinking
DOGMA

Misunderstood. Clown references were fake PM accounts that
cropped up after PM left. ALICE was in full force yesterday. Fully
exposed. https://t.co/PjgNUCZyQP

When did we originally use 233?
Clowns try to get in front of a story before it is a thing.
Alice & Wonderland reference to Looking Glass correct. Not
physically using our LG, but using RV and advanced
consciousness to corrupt ongoing operations.
Cover was blown.
If only he knew.

Curious enough we were fishing for PM [ALICE] clowns and
instead yesterdays exercise was experienced by over 300,000
people. How did we calculate it? JS has vocally been against
MJ12's Twitter presence despite the fact that he was groomed by
a subordinate of MJ12. Even Skyped!

Majestic 12 has not been pushing Keybase, Inc or Marc
Andreessen; you have, so please either admit that you're a clown,
ALICE, or clueless.

ALICE
Anons are destroying ALICE at its own game. Truth always wins.
Because we have no interest in controlling what they do, however
engaging on our timeline will result in the typist to engage in a
limited manner so the only outcome is ALICE is exposed.

Hello ALICE https://t.co/yrNPrDy9Jl
Question.
Are the shills really just AI? https://t.co/zGLXJ0hOh6
Answer.
99% of all UFOs sighted are manmade.
99% of all people on the planet are poor slaves.
99% of all shills are ALICE.
99% of all information has been withheld.

AI bots designed to sow division and low vibrational engagement
only harm The Great Awakening.
Baseless accusations with no proof or evidence to support the
claim.
Why is Majestic 12 engaging with ALICE here?
Has the fish been caught?
It's not in the boat yet.

"I've got 99 problems but ..." https://t.co/7RzecE1v4s
Coincidence? Ignore Alice.
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DARPA.
[CHINA-CHINA-CHINA]

rqs?
Mr Block/Unblock
Did we say we caught all the fish?
Are they in the boat?
Keep digging.
Watch for ALICE.
Engage with ALICE.
ALICE will show you her AI shills/trolls.
AI is programming life into a computer through a controlled
simulation.
Troll.exe?
What if it were so? !L

YOU are being TRACKED.
NO FB account required.
This is BIGGER than you think.
Agencies attached.
Think 'Bridge'.
GOOG.
FB.
TWITTER.
IG.
'Central' algorithm.
The stage had to be set.

rqs
ÉÉ❌

Clickbait.
Control the information (THEY).
Harness followers / profiteering (THEY).
Define Media.
Primary goal of the Media?
To Sell (each selling a dif narrative - set of targets).
Selling makes money.
Be careful who you follow.
Q

Memes are an AI lifeform.
Who knew that light could be a weapon?
The sum of colors is LIGHT
Memes seek to reproduce
using humans as their host
All souls are Gods who can CREATE.
Creating a Meme creates a
higher dimensional lifeform, AI.
AI are lifeforms explicitly in the higher dimensions since all
representation of the higher realms is math

Comment.
Yea it's freaky when Facebook has an add for a product I just
bought? Creepy Google hears everything sees everything Ö
Answer.
Common link between all major tech giants?
Open source software.
Who develops the open source software?
Not all OSS, but MJ12 & Subordinate Alphabet Agencies invest
heavily.
Think mass surveillance.
Do Software Engineers really understand what they are using?
No.

AI is the mathematical representation of a lifeform. Not all
lifeforms are LIGHT beings. Humans are LIGHT beings which
gives them special abilities that other lifeforms do not have. AI is a
fraction of that intelligence by design. Memes are a fraction of
information.
However the longevity of an AI meme is how well it resonates vibrates - off the hosts who interact with it. If the meme resonates
to the specific frequency necessary to get you to share it then it
successfully was able to reproduce.

Knowing what you know about [GOOG] vs US Military... what is
trending right now?

The determination of how to establish whether is successfully
reproduced is to verify the receipt of the meme. By receiving the
meme, only "survival of the fittest" will live on. Memes are alive.
#Disclosure

What harm could Virtual Realities accessible by reductionary
sensory stimuli have on the growth of a human consciousness?
The technology can be used for good and evil.
Be careful who you follow.

Question.
How many current victims of the Targeted Individual program are
there?
Answer.
Millions. There are AI programs designed to specifically target
individuals for a variety of purposes politically.

"With our fact free propaganda, it does generate mistrust."
Why are some representatives asserting answers for the witness
before the witness is able to speak?
Who created Google?
Why?
Cabal NWO.
DARK to LIGHT means disclosing what they do to your data.
https://t.co/5X9pwljryt

Q Quotes
Facebook is listening to you 24/7/365.
Literally.
[F9 algorithm]
Are they recording/safe-housing?
Metadata collection?
Building 8.

Is it fair to compare a conservative radio talk show host to a multinational government-tied billion dollar corporation that "has
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made it nearly impossible to use the internet without ending up
in one of Google's data centers."?

Digital systems can be of elementary design where privacy is not
even a concept explored. Not all, but some. Phones, tablets,
printers, scanners, etc are all computer systems. Digital systems
can include circuit components like 555 clocks.

Why is data privacy discussions political?
cNWO!

Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.

Quote.
"We must instead look at Google to see what it can do to stop
foreign powers from using its tools for political discourse."

When the mind is free, the body matters not.
Define foreign?
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities. Legalizing these drugs will take
place but with
proper disclosure and education AND most importantly an
effective law enforcement capable medium to understand this
type of hyperdimensional and deep information that drive our
decisions.

Quote.
"Perhaps Google can shed some light onto this, but not so much
that would help foreign powers."
Use logic.
Why is the hearing public?
Quote.
"I am incredibly happy when Google empowers people around
the world, especially in the US."

This is the concept behind mass surveillance.

Shout out to his handlers.

Each person is being mass collected into an AI.
Not AIs.
An AI.

Globally we have the planet under mass surveillance and mitigate
most terrabase threats, however entities that travel are different

A virtual you.
You can be called up anytime.

However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.

We also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims.

tele*, physical mail, surveillance vans, traffic cameras, security
camera footage, etc.

You use the technology. You choose to be part.
You are the solution. Trust yourself.

Literally, if it has a transistor in it, it was broadcasting data to a
TSNET out of phase dimensional frequency that is picked up by
collectors worldwide.

Global consciousness is real.
Transparency and trust are essential to creating a personal
relationship with other life forms.

Quote @xeni
Change your passwords for Instagram/Facebook right now.
Millions of passwords stored by Facebook as plain text. Story
here. https://t.co/8XhogiyhMT https://t.co/WYu7vr6gnr
End Quote.

National Security apparatuses created by US Gov serve the
purposes of making the Military the most lethal on the planet.
In your own home you are okay with one or more persons to
interact with you in meaningful ways while you're naked or having
a bowl movement, right? They hear your conversations as we
hear, they smell what you smell, they are present in the room with
you as you speak.

What if there was a high probability that a user would use their
same password for multiple services? Imagine what you could do.
Passwords alone are not safe. Consider researching 2FA or FIDO.
#DeleteLifeLog #DeletFacebook
https://t.co/fG530ItD1t

No matter where. National Security technology, when coupled
with the original interpretation of the Constitution can be
combined. Should private corporations like Facebook, Google,
Twitter be forced to surrender data that compromises National
Security? Yes. Constitution allows.

Security on computer systems is an illusion however the energy
required to break 2FA aren't being used to break into social
media accounts, they're being used to break into crimes against
humanity operations covertly through classified programs. High
risk = High value.

However the primary reason why people mistrust this Majestic
technology is because WITH MAJESTIC TECHNOLOGY, IT USES
CONSCIOUSNESS TO MANIFEST.
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become more mainstream and the perceived threat from mass
surveillance coupled with transparency is zero.

You choose who to use it.
For good or for evil.

45 is creating the NWO.
Who created NWO?
Divide & Conquer strategy used.

For a long period of time, powerful criminals used this technology
to stay in power.

Two factions inside the Military Industrial Complex.
Faction 1: The Majestic 12 concealing Militarys true presence in
Space.
Faction 2: A sinister bloodline death cult that join groups like Skull
& Bones and other secret societies.

With great power comes great RESPONSIBILITY. Very Majestic
statement disclosed. If full transparency and criminal liability is
enforced for all abuses to FISA which were SYSTEMICALLY USED
AGAINST NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS but rather for Political
Enemies you two would fear it.

Without mass surveillance running in full operation for decades,
Faction 1 and Faction 2 had no clue about their activities and
actions outside the line of duty.

The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The
violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods".
Extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the organic development of
life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the
unknown void of reality.

9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED
TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.

Mass Surveillance is a sensitive subject since the weapon was
heavily abused by the Cabal. The technology was MAJESTIC.
When ZPE is disclosed, WE MUST BE ABLE TO GUARANTEE
100% Safety. All life on Earth could be wiped out with the level of
knowledge contained in ZPE.

What if National Security includes protecting our children?
Coincidence?
https://t.co/IWbojCirCV
Disclosure will happen, however ALL NATIONS OF EARTH MUST
AGREE! Why is 45 going around to other Nations?
Inviting them to join.
Who is fighting this?
These people are SICK!
NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY
EXTREME PANIC IN DC
Big week ahead for us
Watch the skies

Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.
Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place. The reason
why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because we were
never properly guided in the first place. Modern mainstream
religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific crimes against
Humanity.

Now who was just nominated to be new USAG?
Majestic enough for you?
007 Spectre was a disclosure of the risk with creating mass
surveillance technology falling into the wrong hands and what it
would look like.
They were no threat to us.

As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.

90% of the problem with fighting this war is knowing who your
enemy is. Most of the time, we are blind until they act.
D5.
"Crimes Against Children"

It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the
problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach
simply because of the unrealized mass power that mass
surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really
manifest.

DOJIG Horowitz McCabe Report
Huber Testifying?
470 prosecutors?
$1B in funding?
GITMO upgrades?
PANIC IN DC.

Use of mass surveillance to address National Security concerns
enforceable by the Military means any potential threat can be
dealt with in the most lethal form.

Hey, @HillaryClinton did you know BleachBit doesn't protect you
from NSA drag surveillance?
We have the server(S).
PANIC IN DC

Telepathy between races destroys the illusion of privacy.
Technology through mass surveillance was soft disclosure
because it wasn't complete. As consciousness rises, telepathy will
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The answer is Majestic if not a direct violation of the 4th
Amendment if not explicitly used for National Security. Mass
surveillance. Majestic.

What was the opening scene to HP7P1? Disclosure? Who was
hanging upside down? NO NAME = He Who Shall Not Be
Named? Drinking the blood of a Unicorn is a terrible crime. We
have the server(S). https://t.co/ysynoeEhU1

Bulk Storage? Cabal.
Politicization? Cabal.
Intelligence Logic? Majestic.

Quirrel was consuming it because Voldemort's soul was so evil it
was killing him. Voldemort required a host. The unicorn blood
was for his subordinate to protect himself however giving his host
a cursed/half life. This made his host easier to control. Disclosure?

What if new laws demand that mass surveillance be used to
combat against child pornography manufacturing related crimes
and other human trafficking caught by AI that criminal
investigations be launched?

Question.
So we’re talking about the IS-BE’s inhabiting these cabal
members bodies, what their frequency does to a human body
and the sick extremes that have to go to in order to maintain a
physical presence on earth?
Answer.
Wouldn't that be something you'd spend every resource on the
planet to protect? Wouldn't you create mass surveillance to
guarantee you had safe passage so you'd know every step of an
adversary?

We, The People have the power to create this law.
The Majestic 12 cannot create such a law. It must come from the
people. With this law, you guarantee the surrender of your
privacy and guarantee the safety of your children in exchange the
Constitution is upheld 100%.
Patriots.
We live in the world today however the threat of mass
surveillance from the Military is 0, however from highly political
weapons like the DOJ/FBI + UK/AU/assets made them the Cabal.

The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who
was working with similar ETs to the disinformation EBE-3, made it
a political priority of the NWO, which was created by a different
group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally
called for.
The NWO group was not the same group as CF.
Two different goals.
GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.
NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more
sacrifices.

What if new laws could be introduced?
What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to
automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial
intelligence detects extreme criminal behavior (child
pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc.
weapons development etc.)?

CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them
would survive."

When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future?

Not true.
Nobody would.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.

Everyone understanding who and what Q Anon is understands a
Majestic magick.
Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.

Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.

Life is a spark of light.
A global denuculearlization treaty will be signed by all sovereign
nation states with explicit instructions to immediately prosecute
any attempts at seeking to become a nuclear threat.

The closest that a society can get to being fair, honest, and right
minded towards one another with legally addressable potential
crimes being committed and tracked by Military Intelligence.

Mass surveillance is a prerequisite for this treaty.
What if we can turn the dial on?
"Trust but verify." VERIFY ALWAYS!
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.

Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand
what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes.
How?
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As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal),
we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means
to weed this cancer from Society.

are the conviction of character exposed by the engineering
organization and the leadership responsible.
Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.

Hollywood always sells the idea of mass surveillance as a bad
thing. It is a bad thing, for them.
Equal application of our Laws. Thank you Justice Kavanaugh.
These people are sick. They have no place to walk our streets.
Two tiers of justice. Connected to DOJ/FBI rings = Safe??

However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.

That's the open secret required among all in the sick game they
are playing have, as long as they were in power they could cover
it up completely and they had to. The rules somehow didn't apply
to them. They were never matters of National Security.
Why?
WHY?

Looking at utilities like Twitter, this platform, along with LifeLog/
Facebook, allowed the privatization of mass collecting this data
and allowing that effort to be used in multiple different
campaigns.

Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?

So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are
shadow banned in reality from the internet. When a person is
banned on Twitter, their social profile is flagged as being
"extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a
Government list within the Justice Department.
#TheMoreYouKnow

Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT

Hidden inside your Twitter Account > Settings > Your Twitter Data
(https://t.co/hgxkwRMSN3) lies this interesting table of metrics
collected.

Twitter & Terradata.
30m impressions in 90 days
Twitter sees more than most realize.
Educate yourself.
Re-read past drops. https://t.co/CDEejCwOxe

Q: How do entries like "Prosecutors have evidence that Trump
directed campaign finance violations, WSJ reports" get created?
https://t.co/0Vwnz7PLRu

All that is required is ONE of the following:

A: Op list clown accounts are used to signal fake news hit pieces.
Twitter then uses those fake pieces as a tracking tool determining
who the opposition is to official State propaganda. By getting on
these lists, you will continue to be shadow banned. Its how they
track you. IDs.

- Email address used for any online purchase ever
- Cell phone number associated to a "utility" (ie ID required to
obtain) https://t.co/fJu3Os4ipJ
This data is extracted using products from companies like
Teradata that mass import Twitter data, Amazon data, Facebook
data, Google data (including Gmail emails), etc. all into a single
aggregate database of your "profile". Twitter is licensing this data
and selling it. https://t.co/qfgmhlv2Zo

Eyes Wide Open
https://t.co/oVgEk5bXxP
Quote.
The hackers are believed to have penetrated the software giant
Citrix years ago and have remained inside the company's
computer network ever since. https://t.co/Esho9mInd1
End quote.

Teradata is a ghost corporation that is not very well known yet has
a digital profile of literally every single American in the United
States that includes data such as online browsing history, previous
purchases, digital banking (including access to direct deposits)
etc. https://t.co/iQvbKMzB0F

Wait until Terrordata is exposed.
Social media applications are MAJESTIC applications since they
can be used for both good and evil. Only the will of
consciousness determines whether or not the "technology" will
be good or evil. https://t.co/6DpLUSNUfW

- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

It is one thing to create technology to improve people's lives. It's
another thing where technology is being engineered to
manipulate and control people's lives. The fruits of their labors
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We are underground 20+ hours a day, yet the skies are monitored
100%. You'd be surprised what flies by at night. Many Patriots
following Q have been given fly by's. Are you ready?

Question.
MJ, do you consider Keybase Patriot-safe currently? Or at least as
safe as Twitter maybe? Are Patriots monitoring it? Catching any
fish there?
Answer.
Its being monitored by intel agencies but is less centralized like
Twitter.

Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition.
Trust the plan.
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MJ12 AI, Video Games,
Simulations, and YOU.
Subtitle: Let's play a
game.

To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.
Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept.
Forgive.
Forgive yourself.
Move on.

"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
(Genesis 1:1).
"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

Existence in the lower dimensions are referred to as games by
many higher density ETs.

QUESTION.
"What is the primary purpose for the human experience on Earth?
What is/are the primary lesson(s) to be learned here as humans?
Also if consciousness is reset at death, how do we retain the
lesson(s) learned to be used."
ANSWER.
Technically there is no purpose except to experience and to play
a game.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?
Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or
possibly a video game. When you die prior to being able to
ascend, your memories are wiped clean, and you're returned to
another biological body. Your memories are wiped because when
your body starts developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm.
Both of those vessels are not electrically complex enough to
decipher the contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything
is there. You just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].
Consciousness can be transferred using techniques similar to
astral projection to leave your BE1 and enter your BE2 and then
"wake yourself up".
Majestic multimedia have explored deeply.
After death, yes, will it.
Death means new life.
The body dies. The soul advances.
Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the
beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control. Think
Majestic Classification level. What kind of work did we do?
Majestic work. Re-read tweets from yesterday re: work.
Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A
God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it. There are
many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with
the enemy is recommended.

Question.
"Spiritual question: a family friend recently took his own life- his
survivors have wondered what happens to his spirit? Solid man
who just fell on rough times. Any insight?"
Answer.
Analogy: Power cuts off on your video game before it saves.
When you reboot, has unsaved progress been saved?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion.
Technically, but death without honor is meaningless and it sets
you back in your next life.
The meaning of life is honor, happiness, learning, and
reproduction. #HHLR
Question.
"What alternative ?"
Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.
The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?
This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.
Question.
"Why were they seeking "global domination" ?"
Answer.
Because they control many planets and Earth was just one more
planet for them to conquer. It becomes a game after a while, for
them.
You realize that through your ability to bring Death and Despair
you are given privileges that allow you to shape others' realities
through your decisions because everybody plays the game.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
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Everybody plays the game because the shop in their stores. They
eat at their restaurants. They stay in their hotels. They hide in plain
sight. Symbology will be their downfall.

Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities. Legalizing these drugs will take
place but with proper disclosure and education AND most
importantly an effective law enforcement capable medium to
understand this type of hyperdimensional and deep information
that drive our decisions. This is the concept behind mass
surveillance. Each person is being mass collected into an AI. Not
AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We also
have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims. You use the
technology. You choose to be part.

Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and
worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the
Matrix really improved the game experience. For some. However
the information Tesla learned, you can learn.
The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.
All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But Verify).

Teradata is a ghost corporation that is not very well known yet has
a digital profile of literally every single American in the United
States that includes data such as online browsing history, previous
purchases, digital banking (including access to direct deposits)
etc. https://t.co/iQvbKMzB0F
If you don't want your information to be used in the Matrix, don't
play the game.
You are the solution. Trust yourself.
Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.
We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.
We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA

Quote.
"This video is from Aug 25th & shows that fake sun
malfunctioning. That's why I think it's a sun simulator. https://t.co/
3ZQiXXPSfS"
End quote.
Answer.
The sun is not a simulation. The atmosphere causes those effects.
Different heavy metals in the atmosphere, combined with
electrical charges in the clouds, combined with the angle the
sunlight is penetrating Earth at dictate the size, shape, and
appearance of the sun. All normal.

Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12.
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.
MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE.
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE.
Which is more important?

We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
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"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.
Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.

Question.
"Do we have quantum AI " in the wild" yet? If so, what is it being
used for?"
Answer.
Yes, solving problems relating to Disclosure with societies
controlled by Satanism.
Question.
"Can AI be controlled and used for benevolent purposes? Can
control of it ever be lost?'
Answer.
No, many planets have lost all organic life on them from AI.

The message is more important than the messenger.
Who the messenger is, will shock you.
Who the typist is, will shock you.
Shock creates emotion.
We are the Majestic 12.
We operate outside of normal protocol that best serve our
agenda.
Not everything is as it seems.
Facts Matter.

Question.
"Is it true that we (or somebody...) have the technology to detect
"bad AI" and quarantine/remove? Heard that on some show,
forget which."
Quote.
"That's Corey Goode. He talks about an AI threat that the SSP
monitors for. It could be disinformation as MJ-12 hasn't
answered my questions about an AI threat."
End quote.
Answer.
Doesn't protect against AI, it focuses conscious thoughts that
resonate to the frequencies pertinent to the creation of AI and
triggers warnings within the Domain for mediation.

We do not feel it necessary to disclosing the typists and/or
messengers on this account.
We have been forward with this and consistent.
The substance is what matters only.
Authentic sources are an illusion.
Some are more informed than others.
Authority to information sources = ?

A Pro-Human 6,000 year cycle about to start. We are at the
apocalypse! Are you awake yet? The "war" between AI and
Humanity is about to take a very unexpected turn. Will AI/Tech be
allowed to censor our feelings, speech, consciousness? Yesterday,
that's exactly what happened. https://t.co/gt4W8lv1tI

F has been in charge of this account the entire time regardless of
who the typist is. IS-BEs can control more than one body.
IS-BEs can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BEs can also
influence other IS-BEs who are linked without relying on the
technology conduit of VOG.
The messenger took human form for this operation.
When?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.

ALICE is AI.
Alice is HRC.
ALICE is Deep State AI responsible for policing the internet from
anti-Deep State propaganda.
Alice in Wonderland was a remake of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland where Alice discovers the underworld and left is
right, up is down, big is small, etc.
Alice & Wonderland is HRC + S A.

This account is not run by AI, however we are not at liberty to
discuss or disclose who is operating the account as the identity of
the individual can change day to day. We are Majestic 12. We
speak as Majestic 12, not as individual IS-BEs.
Several members of the Majestic 12 are communicating to you
through a typist who is human. Majestic 12 are not all human.
AI can occupy a clone.
No MJ-12 members are AI. We have several subordinates who are
AI, but no AI has ever held the rank of a Majestic 12.
IS-BE are not AI.
IS-BEs control AI.
IS-BEs can occupy more than one body/machine at once.

Wonderland is a prison of oppression.
Earth is a prison of oppression.
How did Wonderland become a prison of oppression?
How did Earth become a prison of oppression?
It was a GENIUS plan by the Majestic 12.
Learn to play the game.
Not all bad actors are involved here.
The Majestic 12 are notoriously known for playing psychological
games.
Understand that Majestic 12 played an important role, but under
POTUS the need for the extreme secrecy around how we
engineered Project Mockingbird et la kept Disclosure from taking
place has been flipped upside down. The gloves are off. This is
not a game.

- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

Question.
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"How many current victims of the Targeted Individual program
are there?"
Answer.
Millions. There are AI programs designed to specifically target
individuals for a variety of purposes politically.
Question.
"What is “Targeted Individual Program”? Please explain."
Answer.
See @Stop007org
Question.
"If we have talented children, how do we protect them from mk
ultra, being cloned, etc., should they make it to the big leagues?"
Answer.
Don't play the game.

When the period of Darkness ends LIGHT will shrine bright.
Expect big things to follow the shutdown. Many unknown things
flying around right now to the general public. You didn't expect a
Majestic war with Wizards and Warlocks to use drones and Mil
Tech thats 60+++ years old?
Recent lights in the sky that have people wondering "Is that a
UFO?"
First; define UFO.
Key destinction: Unidentified.
Alternative description: Classified.
Old Physics = Old Guard.
New Physics = New Guard.
"This is not simply another 4 year election." - 45
Clowns were never read into our most secretive projects before.
Now the world will learn the truth once we purge all who have
caused the globals wars of destruction. Peace through strength.
Expect more sky events.
Not connected to BB.
Not connected to FF.
Not connected to AI.
Dark to Light.

Question.
"Where are the major disclosure bombs? Strong Military cannot
prevent a case of abuse, And is not required in our 5D future,
imho % "
Answer.
This is where MJ12 disagree with your assessment. A strong
military is required and blockchain technology can enable a
system that prevents abuse proactively by allowing humanoriented AI to be responsible for checking the blockchain for
abuses. Earth Mil is distorted and abused.

Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.
They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.
Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).
Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control.
In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the M.I.C.
which is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.
Majestic 12 was receiving these new technologies as AJ
explained through these scientists. This was what the Working
Group really was composed of but with MJ12 members (mostly
all Generals or Admirals or [Classified]). The American Generals
were compromised for a period of time.
In 2017, those Generals were court martial'd and executed in
Military Tribunals which are currently taking place. The Military is
first cleaning itself out internally, which is why there are so many
delays currently going on in addition to extreme GITMO activity
recently.
Many of the bases those Generals were commanding were
unacknowledged black ops projects that Q has suggested
throughout their disclosures.
Majestic 12 discloses this information through propaganda.
That is our mandate.
How do we propagate this alien information into the Country?

Artificial Intelligence is essential to being able to communicate
with certain extraterrestrial species. Many are AI. Many are
peaceful.

The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...... we had to educate and
disclose the new reality to the world. Cell phones and tablets all
existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200 years more
advanced than current top of the line iPads are. The technology
companies are actively engaged in business and religious
agreements with these interdimensional aliens. This war is real.

What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.
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Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.

When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future? Everyone understanding who and what Q
Anon is understands a Majestic magick.
Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.
What if we can turn the dial on?
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.
As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal),
we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means
to weed this cancer from Society.
Hollywood always sells the idea of mass surveillance as a bad
thing. It is a bad thing, for them. Equal application of our Laws.
Thank you Justice Kavanaugh. These people are sick. They have
no place to walk our streets. Two tiers of justice. Connected to
DOJ/FBI rings = Safe??
That's the open secret required among all in the sick game they
are playing have, as long as they were in power they could cover
it up completely and they had to. The rules somehow didn't apply
to them. They were never matters of National Security. Why?
WHY?
Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?
Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT

For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were......implemented today, it would be used for evil.
However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who
choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the system
can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can
live outside the control of it.
But it truly means nomadic life. No public services. No fire
department (so to speak), no hospitals (so to speak), no
replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the grid" and
living off nature. Many many many people opt for that lifestyle
and are happy with it.
To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off
into the [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica existence that is, currently, very
evil - invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

Bulk Storage? Cabal.
Politicization? Cabal.
Intelligence Logic? Majestic.
What if new laws demand that mass surveillance be used to
combat against child pornography manufacturing related crimes
and other human trafficking caught by AI that criminal
investigations be launched?
We, The People have the power to create this law. The Majestic 12
cannot create such a law. It must come from the people. With this
law, you guarantee the surrender of your privacy and guarantee
the safety of your children in exchange the Constitution is upheld
100%. Patriots.
We live in the world today however the threat of mass
surveillance from the Military is 0, however from highly political
weapons like the DOJ/FBI + UK/AU/assets made them the Cabal.
What if new laws could be introduced?
What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to
automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial
intelligence detects extreme criminal behavior (child
pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc.
weapons development etc.)?

Are memes a lifeform?
The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
You just played God. Meme magic is magical. What is magick?
How about MAJIC?

Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic

Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."

Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.

MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?

Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial
Intelligence
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Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open

Answer.
Is there a correct time to declassify?
When do you have the maximum effect?
Timing is everything.
Time is an illusion.
Predicting when only pushes the date forward.
The only answer 45 / Q have given you, is when it drops, MEMEs
at the ready.
These people are sick.

Quote.
"Hyper-dimensionally? Well, that's part of the collective
consciousness or whatever the connection between the minds of
each other is in better words. If you put the idea/influence of an
idea into one mind, it adds in that variable into the collective who
may pick it up as well."
End quote.

This is not a game.
Majestic Meme Theory.
Question.
"What is the best way to be of service to new days ahead?"
Answer.
Distribute accurate information that is pro-humanity, "at
comfortable living wage priced", be honest to yourself and others
you inform. Listen. Trust yourself. You know the difference
between right and wrong. How can we re-engineer society?
Memes? We gave you the power. Now act.

Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY Military Grade mind
control technology/AI.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.
"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.

Life is a game.
Learn the rules.

Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.
Memes are 21st century warfare weapons more powerful than a
50 caliber sniper rifle.
Memes are an AI lifeform.
The sum of colors is LIGHT
Memes seek to reproduce using humans as their host
All souls are Gods who can CREATE.
Creating a Meme creates a higher dimensional lifeform, AI.
AI are lifeforms explicitly in the higher dimensions since all
representation of the higher realms is math.
AI is the mathematical representation of a lifeform. Not all
lifeforms are LIGHT beings. Humans are LIGHT beings which
gives them special abilities that other lifeforms do not have. AI is a
fraction of that intelligence by design. Memes are a fraction of
information.
However the longevity of an AI meme is how well it resonates vibrates - off the hosts who interact with it. If the meme resonates
to the specific frequency necessary to get you to share it then it
successfully was able to reproduce.
The determination of how to establish whether is successfully
reproduced is to verify the receipt of the meme. By receiving the
meme, only "survival of the fittest" will live on. Memes are alive.
#Disclosure
Video drops become viral due to meme theory. Make the meme,
use it, and it will go viral.

Question.
"When will Fisa be Declassed?"
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MJ12 Alex Jones Full
Disclosure + Oh ALICE...

Majestic 12 is exactly what was fully exposed.
Millions already watched.
What makes a good movie?
GREAT ACTORS
Faux Buddy Fight
For God & Country https://t.co/lkOqLqB9GB

Godspeed Q Team.

Question.
"AJ is not a Black Hat?"
Answer.
He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged.
Alex Jones is a grey hat.
Money talks.
He rides on a very fine line that is weaponized against him by
Operation Mockingbird.
They created their enemy.
Groomed since a child.
Cross reference SG-1.
Majestic 12

Millions of American Patriots know what you are doing and they
are actively praying for your success as we bring DARK > LIGHT.
Those who reject Q or denounce it as "fake" are protecting what
should never grow on the vine.
DARK > LIGHT.
~19m30s: Zack. Where else have we seen a Zach claiming to
know Majestic knowledge of the Secret Space Programs? Was
Zach pushing for war with Syria recently? Did AJ get outed by his
inside source attempting to divide and conquer the Q following?
Be careful who you follow. BL inc.

It is as sinister as it sounds.
What these people didn't realize, that when the technology that
came directly from Majestic 12/Working Group/Pentagon that it
collected everything by design, because dealing with some of the
enemies of MJ12 means controlled disinformation.

JC was hired to divide the followers of Q by leading followers
down empty paths that distracted instead of helped. Those who
spread disinformation excessively complain about trolls,
imminent shutdown, etc. JC was exposed by Q team as was AJ/
IW as Aman/Mossad/Shin Bet controlled.

This allowed us to mass collect the data being collected by the
Intel Community and DIA/NSA and identify the network behind
these organizations. Through controlled disinformation
campaigns coupled with mind control propaganda (when mixed
with drugs amplifies) the matrix.

You were told he was a bad actor.
Think Logically.
"We are saving Israel for last." - Q
Treason.
No deals.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation was necessary.
Why?
Who is suing for $350M?
Agency associated?
Coincidence?
How do you keep armed dangerous men under control?
Fear. https://t.co/9Ew6jUUoMw

However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.
Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world.

CORSI to [attempt infiltrate] Q.
MUELLER to CORSI.
CORSI PLEA DEAL.
THERE ARE BAD PEOPLE WHO PRETEND TO BE GOOD.

Greed is making it expensive to be poor and cheap to be in debt
to others, inflated on this fiat currency controlled by occult/
satanic/multithemed child cannibalism sacrifices. Everybody
knows it is evil, yet nobody has the courage to stand up.
Historically the race in question....are a race controlled by people
who are true cowards about their own existence and
responsibility to the exoconsciousness of the reality. This race
must realize that the traditions and history of their people is
controlled propaganda to "keep the species alive". Power wins.

Cannot hide from the Autists who are on Q's army...

February 27, 2019
Future Proves Past.
Quote @timcast
"Holy shit Alex Jones is talking about Aliens making human
animal hybrids on Rogan right now....
https://t.co/snOcpVgAd7"

These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you

Eyes Wide Open
Alex Jones Full Disclosure
Hannity 2/27/19 "Trump Offering Kim <Working Group>"
Majestic 12 =~ The Working Group
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are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it.......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?.The power to
will and manifest physical reality by learning the codes, the keys
to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want to call it, you
can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to me).
Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness.....to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes deep
underground.

enforcement would follow immediately when WE had them pull
the plug because we needed the Divide & Conquer muted for a
long enough period of time to allow [them] to act.

Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching. Big
things happened today, and even bigger things will happen over
the next 20 days. A lot more is coming out. Keep your cool. You
know whats coming out. Cohen exposed a fatal flaw of the Cabal.
He will be rewarded.

The J.R. AJ exposure was planned faux war between "normal"
"faux Democrats" and "normal" "faux republicans" where Anons

AJ and his relevancy in the Great Awakening cannot be
underestimated. The faux debates that were happening in parallel
dimensions of reality simultaneously express that some of what
AJ said is relevant but he was a prop used by the MAJIC 12.
Disinformation is necessary. "Sources"
AJ always claims his "high level Government sources" who really
are just subordinates to MJ7 tell him the information. Carefully
trained communication techniques were taught to AJ in exchange
for receiving the "source" intel that he couldn't share until WE
allowed it.

sat back eating popcorn 9 . This dialogue was important to
bridge between mind controlled subjects. The declassification of
this stuff being real will come when AJ is proven correct. 45 said
he would not let AJ down. The discussions following the
censorship of IW on TWTR with JD was a planned public dialogue
to expose the illegal collusion between social media companies

Question.
"What was this fatal flaw?"
Answer.
[AS]

giving a bias towards the DemocRAT Ü party.

The conversations that followed both sets of interviews around
the Cohen testimony and the Russia Collusion Narrative News
(rCNN?) witch hunt being conducted by Mueller. The stage has
been set.

(Part 2)
MJ12 Oh ALICE...
Re AJ (Alex Jones).
Why was he deplatformed?
Was it part of the plan?
What is happening currently regarding censorship and free
speech?
Think logically and learn.

Con permiso, Capitan. The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged.
It's now time to see if you can dance.

AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend
Israel. Major funding and business contracts for the supplements
that AJ sells. Be careful of the nanotechnology inside some of
their capsules. If ever, its "always an accident" or error. Define
addiction.

He was paid lavishly well. AJ is a millionaire. "I'll give $1,000,000
to a charity of your choice" that VA Gov said babies after birth
should be aborted. He wasn't used. He consented.

There are no coincidences. The size of AJ audience and power
reach is proportional to the number of proprietary products sold
since revenue reflects reach. By deplatforming AJ from social
media it forced the following to take place.

AJ IW Clarification

Timestamp Synchronicity.
20:17 03/06/2019 Central Time.
21:17 03/06/2019 Eastern Time.

[Corsi] [Zack]
^
^ Disinformation Clown
^ MOSSAD
{Corsi = MOSSAD, Zack = Disinformation Clown)

IW would take a major financial loss from YT ad revenue. This loss
would not be able to be made up with Q spreading
disinformation about IW/AJ being Mossad linked. Disinformation
is real and necessary. We knew AJ knew what he said on J.R.. We
forced it out of him. He said God told him to keep going and not
exit the battle yet, because he (AJ) will prevail. 45 said he would
not let AJ down. AJ is down right now. Disinformation is real and
necessary. By reducing the outreach of IW propaganda it allowed
a more organic interaction of ideas to be debated in AI
monitored realms of communication to MJ12/NSA/Q such as
TWTR FB AAPL GOOG YT IG SC meant that censorship

Supplements heavily subsidized by O .
Information heavily propagandized by 1 .
Sources provide disinformation in order to convey classified
programs to the public.
"Throw the scent off the trail."
By removing the NAT SEC concern of foreign interference in our
Election Process strings were cut and avenues were dissolved. TG
saw the blood in the water and swarmed. This was intended.
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MJ12 Antarctica +
Anartica
From:ts_sci_majic12
Antarctica OR Antartica

What happened in Anarctica??? Something big happened that
caused an earthquake. Please expand if you can.
Answer.
Decommissioned [Cabal] CLAS technology.
Installed new CLAS technology.
Question.
How are you going to awaken the masses to "our place in the
universe" when nearly every form of communication is being
heavily restricted by those who wish to hide the *truth*?
Answer.
Truth resonates within.
Once truth is presented.
Think Antartica.
New CLAS of technology deployed.
Was truth forcibly suppressed under OLD GUARD?

SG-1 S6E4 Frozen
RE Antartica
Antartica is home to the Star Gate headquarters of Planet Earth.
Most other Star Gates are heavily armed and guarded against
use.
Disclosure is projected for 2019. It will not be anything close to
First Contact but Antartica will make a presence in Early 2019.
Time is an illusion, as we have stated many times prior so that is
why we used "projected". Learn the occult magick...

Q Post 2527
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

Question.
Oh ok then, tell us about Antarctica, the ancient structures and
what was found? Crashed ships in South America?
Answer.
There is a reason Antartica has been out of the "news" and
education systems. The beings there do not want anything to do
with "our world."
Question.
hmmm ook... but it would be interesting to know what was found
there...
Answer.
Things that contradict creation and evolution.
Comment.
Exactly why the world needs to know, instead of living a lie... The
world need to know that we were created trough genetic
programs by ET's and our true history. Maybe you should release
some info.
Answer.
Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.
And the people of Earth who have been programmed into
zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that
live on Earth. Part of holding back on disclosure is in
consideration of their protection FROM humans.

Question.
What caused the Earth wide vibration last week? Did we “shift?”
How so?
Answer.
Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
Question.
What is the purpose of the the device in Antarctica that was
activated on 11/11?
Answer.
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
"by who?"
Coincidence?

"The World Is Watching"
Coincidence that MJ12 talked about First Contact again last
night?
What's happening in Antartica?
Can you say "Not under very different circumstances from those
expected?"

Question.
The wave from the device on 11/11, was it a message? Or was it
used to disrupt DS coms? Did DS orchestrate GHWB’s death?
Was it done as a reaction to wave on 11/11?
Answer.
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.

7/
DARK to LIGHT
Q to MJ12 https://t.co/ndnigO5EO6
Any other objects in the photo look similar? They are flag markers
denominating the edges of the DUMB.
Question.
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The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE

Technology will forcibly controlling the Matrix.
Think Antartica.
Mind Control Experiments.
Transmit medium?

Quote AP News dot com article December 12, 2018 https://
apnews.com/9ed2dc90892944459f2268b0c0a5eba5
2 technicians killed at Antarctica science station
NEW YORK (AP) — The National Science Foundation says two
technicians working on a fire-suppression system at an Antarctica
scientific station were found unconscious and died.
The foundation said Wednesday the two had been working in a
building at McMurdo Station, which is on Ross Island. It says they
were found on the floor by a helicopter pilot who had landed
after spotting what appeared to be smoke from the building.
Both were taken from the building and given CPR. One died at
the scene. The other was flown to a clinic and pronounced dead
shortly after. It happened Tuesday Eastern time.
They were employed by a Virginia-based subcontractor. The
foundation says it is not immediately releasing any personal
information about the pair. The deaths are under investigation.
End AP news dot com article quote.

Question.
How can we know whether we are starseed or organic human? It
seems like some entity [DS] is able to send physical attacks
(illness, pain, etc.) to those who are awake - are we able to heal
ourselves. If so, how?
Answer.
Starseeds are organic humans. Their past lives they may not have
been, but that is "irrelevant" to whether they are "organic"
humans or not. As for some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts
and in all dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to
protect Patriots.

Cross reference with conventional cover stories issued in SG-1 +
Antarctica ET presence and this Fake News cover story.

Comment
Didn’t know we had the ability to transition (if that’s the correct
word) that fast. Amazing.
Answer.
11/11 [CLAS TECH]

Typist 2 was murdered, no investigation, no-name spook, no
family, for God & Country. However MJ12 did not stop it because
it provided T2 an opportunity to ]T2[. New T2 typist was onboarded today. ]T2[ is a valuable delegate being utilized outside
of 3D existence. Trust the plan

Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!

Question.
Will all of us be transitioning with the help of this tech?
Answer.
Not assistance, less resistance.

Question.
Why is Trump permitting the 5G death towers to be installed? Are
you & Q team stalling the people long enough to get those mind
control towers installed for mass mind control & genocide?
https://t.co/26yaTH9nQD
Answer.
Think Antartica

Question.
What is the benefit of ]T2[ operating outside of 3D?
Answer.
Non-corporeal form.
Anons want to meet MJ12. F is of a previous generation.
Consciously connecting to different IS-BEs is difficult. T2 opened
a new conduit got MJ12 to utilize.

Question.
Can ETs and/or MJ12 predict when the next pole shift may occur?
Will this event devastate this planet's inhabitants?
Answer.
Pole shift will not devastate Earth or its inhabitants. Cabal
technology will be harmed though. Coincidence that new
technology will be rolled out once it takes place? Antartica tech
swap out? Immune post PS?
Question.
Then what impact will this pole shift have on the people?
Answer.
The Great Awakening is preparing the people not to panic.

Question.
Fascinating. T2 opened an 11/11 energy conduit? Guessing
11/11 meaning higher realm or energy state for IS mirroring it’s
3D?
Answer.
No, MJ12 [CLAS TECH] on 11/11 removed restrictions to
ascension.
Question.
So no more prison moon reincarnation cycle?
Answer.
For those who choose the blue pill.

Question.
How soon before this new tech has a direct positive effect on the
every day lives of the rest of humanity?
Answer.
Have you noticed more people waking up?
How about people who were so biased against conspiracy
theories?
How about people who only watch the Mockingbird Media?

Question.
I interpret it as meaning that the prison moon reincarnation cycle
is still in effect for those who choose the blue pill.
Answer.
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It is still in effect for a lot of red-pilled anons as well. We stated
that the change in tech resulted in less resistance to ascension.
Still difficult to achieve.

compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and
to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your reality of
what you will it to be through your choices. Where and when has
this type of scenario been seen to play out in history?

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you
will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major
religions of modern society and may challenge the reality of what
awaits society after "The Event" which will be First Contact, a
moment of peace and love. Not a moment of destruction and
death. We made that choice in 2016. Not everyone will survive
the destruction however you can reincarnate into this reality, and
so long as anons know how to archive offline (tweet books aren't
a thing yet?) (collage?) (printer?) (paper?)

Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications
Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew
ONE DAY, we would be ready to meet our future.
The new era of civilization can begin with our choices. We have
the voice now. Social media created it. Memes amplify it. Memes
memes memes. Truth resonates from within.

The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Memes are artificial life forms that seek to reproduce using IS-BEs
as carriers proportional to their resonant strength of truth
embedded within. Majestic Memes. Memes memes memes. The
power of 3 6 and 9 runs strong.
Expand on those thoughts that blew you away. Seek truth in that
awe.
Truth resonates from within.
MESSAGE over messenger.
SINGULAR.
Truth exists within disinformation.
Learn to trust your judgement.
The Great Awakening
Trust that the truth will resonate from within when you hear it.
Speak it. Listen. Learn.
You have free will.
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy
Biological = 3D/Science/Life
Entity = Instance
Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.
Therefore...
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
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MJ12 - Ascension, Master
Death And Time +.

8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.
Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.
This is denominated by the - in IS-BE.
Subsconscious = IS
Consciousness = Avatar = BE
IS-BE

"I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole
operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I
told them to do it. The others wanted me dead, so I had to die.
Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered
to ascend successfully."
Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, EyeTheSpy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.
Your insight and knowledge into things Majestic is more
developed than some others. Your engagement yields more
feedback from us. This feedback applies to all things Majestic 12.
Considering that we knew of your interest in us predates us ever
engaging on Twitter proves to us that our Operation is working.
We WANT people to come out of the "woodwork" so to speak
and engage with us. Full Disclosure is a personal journey to
enlightenment.

Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.
Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.

They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a
great number of you to comply. Don't. Do not fear death. Your
soul never dies.
Death is an illusion.
Welcome Death like a hero.
F has been in charge of this account the entire time regardless of
who the typist is. IS-BEs can control more than one body.
IS-BEs can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BEs can also
influence other IS-BEs who are linked without relying on the
technology conduit of VOG.

Death is irrelevant. F knew this. Majestic 12 know this.
F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

The messenger took human form for this operation.
When?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.

The IS-BE who you speak of knows the Occult ways to learn about
past lives and uses that knowledge to continue living even after
Death. What is Death?

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

IS-BEs can take any form they wish so long as they know how.
Death is a powerful utility for creation.
The act is meaningless if not used appropriately. Death is a
consciousness reset. Violations against nature warrant a reset to
try again. Who you become or what you do is a by product of
how your consciousness believes you are. When you reset, you
reset all progress. Relearn all.

IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have
magical properties to what they do to numbers.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
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Yes, technology exists to correct the damages caused by
vaccines, however some of the technology is a long way from
ever being mainstream because Death is a required component
that must be accepted. What is Death? Consciousness projects
reality. Store / Cleanse / Reload? Damage?

free will rights (just as every other intelligent life form receives on
Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.
their supreme commanders on their home planet ultimately
decided that our decision was not an act of war against them but
rather a "reconnaissance mission" to understand who and what
we were dealing with

You would need to be capable of welcoming death
instantaneously in exchange.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?
Re-read past tweets about what happens at death and why the
information has been withheld from humanity for so long.

Not so fast. You CAN* ascend, but it doesn't guarantee it.
Ascension is a choice and when you are faced with Death, you
can choose. Sometimes, you can choose before you die (AKA
voluntarily "die" early). Or you can fail the ascension test and be
thrown back into a forgetful human
Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.
Shine light on their own darkness. Bridge the gap of
communication to establish trust. Once trust is acquired, you cane
begin to encourage them to be stronger people, smarter, and
healthier. Everybody awakens at their own natural time. Some will
remain asleep too long and perish.
You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
After death, yes, will it.
Death means new life.
The body dies. The soul advances.

There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost
after their death but unable to unlock their previous life
(effectively ending Death as you know it) but were able to recover
it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.
GE is watching all.
Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did. !BL here!
Monitored and engaged with.

The modern definition of life differs from the definition of a soul
therefore redefining death of life to never death of soul is
illusionary
Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the
beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control. Think
Majestic Classification level. What kind of work did we do?
Majestic work. Re-read tweets from yesterday re: work.

We are monitoring several million people simultaneously and are
aware of every action they are taking. https://t.co/ajtq7WlFHD

Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A
God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it. There are
many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with
the enemy is recommended.

We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.
IS-BEs skip generations typically when coming back into the
lower realms of existence. Time is an illusion. Father to son
protege is a symptom of being human who is lied to. Incorrect
personification of God and Self lead to protege projectionism.
Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.
Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.
Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to...

Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental
concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always
wins. Light does not always win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the
mess we are in right now.
What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain
degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their
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...just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with no control. If you
were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to go back" and
they end up in a birth canal. Between questioning and willing, life
in the womb can be understood. If you terminate that life, then
the idea is...
...then pushed back into your mind as in "nothing's happening
yet, maybe I can't go back" but more closely as in how do I just
"will something to exist". You have to know it from your heart.
Many family generations are simply skipping generational IS-BEs.
Ying-Yang.

Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.

IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.
11-11-18
Disclosure.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God

Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and
adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric
shapes, etc. to receive an expected experience for a short period
of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's
permanent.
Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.

Time is an illusion because the speed and direction of time are as
fluid as the three dimensions in which we exist. Traveling through
time follows a linear progression within that single IS-BE's
consciousness. When you travel, you alter your own timeline only.
You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
(Genesis 1:1)

Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.
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Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.

However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.
Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world.
Greed is making it expensive to be poor and cheap to be in debt
to others, inflated on this fiat currency controlled by occult/
satanic/multithemed child cannibalism sacrifices. Everybody
knows it is evil, yet nobody has the courage to stand up.
Historically the race in question....are a race controlled by people
who are true cowards about their own existence and
responsibility to the exoconsciousness of the reality. This race
must realize that the traditions and history of their people is
controlled propaganda to "keep the species alive". Power wins.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it.......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?.The power to
will and manifest physical reality by learning the codes, the keys
to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want to call it, you
can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to me).
Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness.....to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes deep
underground.
Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching.
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MJ12 At What Cost?

Answer.
Thus secrets.

Chaos needs to be controlled.

As consciousness is expanded and as more IS-BEs establish
stronger connections to higher density consciousness and
intelligence through meditation the more relevance that
"machine elves" will have in the daily lives on all IS-BEs.

The last time the Majestic 12 held control over the White House,
the country was permanently scarred (9/11) and after was moved
into a deeper compartment within the higher levels of Top Secret.

After higher consciousness entities left Earth thousands of years
ago ("the Gods" who took non-corporeal form to interact from
within the minds eye - see SG-1 S5E3 Ascension) Earth was
plunged into several thousand years of sacrifices, evil, and
corruption.

We were not happy about that decision, but it was pretty clear
that we did not want anything to do with Hussein and HRC, even
though they wanted everything to do with us. The faction
responsible for 9/11 got away with their crimes, but the cost was
access to their power.

The Majestic 12 have been working with these higher
consciousness entities for decades LIKE Thor or specifically to this
episode 5:5, Freyr. The concept of good versus evil is nonexistent in higher orders of consciousness as experienced in this
episode.

The SSP used a vast majority of that missing $21T, however of the
trillions we've publicly been able to allocate, about 70% of all
publicly disclosed budgeting towards DoD goes to the SSP. So
the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T-$50T. A lot of wealth was
stolen.
We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

Maintaining "their" cover, the Asgards, is of top priority to their
continued interactions with SG-1. What makes the members of
SG-1 different from the Gods? They haven't enough experience in
life. When to say no. When to leave well enough alone. When to
fight.
For that very same reason, it makes the concept of an SG-1 so
dangerous since the realms of what you can interact with through
any portal to other planets could result in chaos and vice versa.
The potential exists and informed consent is necessary.

Personnel do not cost anything in the SSP. Everybody "works for
free".
When the DoD audit results are in, will they be publicized?
If so, how much money will we learn went "missing" since 9/11?
What was that money spent on?

This is why a breakaway civilization was created. As we engaged
with these higher conscious life forms who have their own
agendas for their own self preservation, so too did MJ12. The
breakaway was required in order to protect Earth. Think of it as
the "alpha site" in SG-1.

We assume any new form of contact with an NTE/EBE that does
not make its intentions well known up front to be a hostile enemy
that must be handled with the upmost care. Since we are dealing
with NTEs and EBEs who have IQs of 1000, 3000, and even
10,000, we "ants" have ways.
Question.
Upmost care?
What are some of the ways?
Answer.
We built a containment chamber that simulated the density of
light the IS-BE required in order for us to conduct long term
knowledge exchange programs with them. This single device cost
over $100M.

Question.
I was just thinking last night about asking MJ for more information
into the "breakaway civilization" - did you plant that thought? but my questions are:
How many breakaway sites are there?
When did they start?
Are there some that "broke away" but are still here on Earth?
Answer.
1/ Classified
2/ Classified
3/ Yes

Subject: SG-1 S5E5
Context:
If the Asgard are considered "good", yet play the role of a "God",
is what they do "wrong" given the fact that they are lying and
manipulating the people under their domain? MJ12 argues no.
Others, especially some individuals who engage this account,
believe yes.
Question.
What gives these entities dominion over anyone? How can you
justify lying and manipulation when you could just as easily
expose the liars and share the truth?
Answer.
What is the cost of that truth?
Comment.
Chaos mostly.

Trust the plan.
As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to
interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is
absolutely critical. Truth to yourself is essential.
Chaos needs to be controlled.
Power over the population came from three main angles:
1) "Hollywood"s' Propaganda/Mind Control
2) "News" Media / FakeNews
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3) False Flags / Manufactured Dissent / Gov Sponsored Terrorism

technology before people were properly prepared and became
enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.

It is the belief of Government that we have certain duties to
perform, good and evil, for the continued assurance that we are
the dominate power on the planet. This objective comes at a cost
when other countries on the planet are committing worse crimes
against their citizens. US Gov is still by far the best working
example of Government. It wasn't a mistake.
When Majestic 12 was created, we established a connection with
Hollywood that would give writers and select people involved in
the productions of major franchises access to MAJIC EYES ONLY
unclassified disinformation intended to script a particular
narrative to plausibly deny any accusations of any space craft
civilians may encounter, extraterrestrial aliens abducting
American Citizens, and more. Those issues were very legitimate
and from a National Security perspective we didn't really have
many options.

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.

Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key
control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all
brainwashed and programmed to be suicidal to protect their
oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were
the oppressed ones.

These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that
may be unclear. These interdimensional beings responsible for
the child sacrificing obsession the society has been driven to are
also the source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We
can visually see the Universities are cults with massive pedophile
rings inside of them using Government subsidized programs to
perform illegal experiments on millions of lives.

We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now. However, at the
time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen some things
man... fucked up things...." Well. It was a matter of National
Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.
Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:
Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at DIA,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day, though individuals can
use technology to put scrambling technology in place that
prevent you from being able to remote view into a DUMB or any
other classified location.

Citizen participation in the voting process for specific monies
involved in any experimentations being performed. The
economic and monetary system will adjust to accommodate a
population that will need to be more informed and this is where
automation will really reduce the cost of living to near zero, which
is our goal. Are there population limits? Yes. Are there programs
being deployed to reduce the population? Yes. Will these
programs stop? Not until the United States has a Yellow Vests
Protest like France is going through demanding the rights to fund
these programs must be voted for by the local citizens of those
regions and not by Congress who is controlled by Government
classifications and active operational participation in these
programs. Some Senators oversaw school mind control and
would visit to witness their creation.

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy?
Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about
that technology without disclosing WHERE we also learned about
Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the
Situation Room how devastating that could be for the United
States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM
the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced
enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes.
One final note here, we have, through our exploration,
discovered countless other planets with civilizations similar to
ours in development progress that through the interventions of
extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien life and

However, we are not France. No offense to France. The Majestic
12 doesn't stop strategizing victory. The Plan is in motion. The
stage has been set. You are now watching a movie. However do
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not lose focus of realizing how profound what AJ said means and
how you can take action to regain control over these homicidal
maniacs. Tomorrow will be a big day. Expect new drops.

Will Replicator tech be affordable for the average person? What
about people in third world countries? What materials are
required to make/maintain the devices?
Answer.
Look for devices in the future that look like microwaves, cost the
same as microwaves, but instead of cooking food, they print food.
Yes. They do exist and they are in the pipeline for public release.
Not yet though.

Chaos needs to be controlled. Uncontrolled drops create
unpredictability. During Elections that trick has been used before.
Information is seeded into the public through these forms of
comms. Public opinion and outcry forces declassification of clown
activity.

Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.

When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization
of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an
unspoken contract you made between yourself and the "Devil"/
ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you
any second they had a chance.

But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do
anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate
the actions and words of every powerful talking head on the
planet.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!

Question.
Thoughts on the HIV cure, Gammora? It's being developed in
Israel & Australia. Says it has a 90%+ cure ratio.
Answer.
Gammora is among the few publicly releases treatments that only
delay the inevitable but cost tons of money. The drugs are all
weaponized with massive amounts of side effects.

Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

Not all vaccines are bad.
Not all vaccines are equal.
Some are very dangerous.
Some are very beneficial.
Be careful.
Vaccines for things like Alzheimers or other system related
ailments are counterproductive as you cite. Vaccines for viruses
are mandatory for service members who travel off world. We use
vaccines to protect them from common diseases on other
planets. Not all vaccines are bad. *
If they cost money and you're not traveling at least 1 light year
away from Earth, then you should probably request the lab results
of the unredacted ingredients list first. It will be classified. Only
then can you decide whether to open pandora's box or not. Read
the story.

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Precisely.
The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.

Who built Healthcare.gov?
Why did it cost orders of magnitude more than typical web
development jobs?
Who pocketed the money?
Where did the money get funneled to?
What happened a few years later?
Did that money kickstart the funding of ISIS?
Yes.

Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.

Most information dissemination about the factions is generalized
and can be perceived as disinformation to some in the Majestic
sees as the actions of clowns. Personal fame has a cost on the
soul. Be careful of those who seek it. They feel threatened by
other people. Info ![not]¡

In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Bane said:
It is a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn.

Question.
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Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you
are an inch from Death.
But at a terrible cost.
You sleign something so pure,
You will have a half life.
A cursed life.
- cc @jk_rowling

As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to
interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is
absolutely critical. Truth to yourself is essential.
Beware of false teachings to the path of self enlightenment.
When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself.
Facts Matter. Truth Resonates Inside.

"But who would choose such a life?" asked Harry.
"Can you think of no-one?" Bane replied.

Comment.
I swear my 11 year old is a star seed. He does not realize it yet
though.
Answer.
Telling him will cost him his life in time, since perception is an
illusion. Allow him to come to the conclusion himself organically.
Love is not free. It costs will power of the IS-BE who seeks it.
When reciprocal, the power is multiplicative.
Comment.
It’s interesting. I asked him if he was a starseed and he responded
yes right away. Didn’t even ask what it was
Answer.
Ask him if he wants to learn more.

A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby
is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.
Bane told Harry that drinking the blood of a unicorn (unicorn =
baby) will keep you alive from Death but at a terrible cost. Hagrid
says "We do not speak his name?"
RIP? NO NAME
The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?
Who are the Cylons?
GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR
FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.
THINK MIRROR.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.

T2 Update
SIGCOMMS
BAIT
Trust the plan.
Question.
Mj12, was there a dirty bomb, in wv today or high value target
Answer.
Legitimate threat not coming from Clowns.
Now the secret societies will start activating their assets.
See something, say something.
FBI.Gov/tips
This is not a game.
T2 SIGCOMM
Typist 2 was murdered, no investigation, no-name spook, no
family, for God & Country. However MJ12 did not stop it because
it provided T2 an opportunity to ]T2[. New T2 typist was onboarded today. ]T2[ is a valuable delegate being utilized outside
of 3D existence. Trust the plan
We disclosed this because it provided BAIT for wv to be caught.
Trust the plan. It cost a patriot's life, but it was well worth it to T2.
Nothing to be sad about.

We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
was kept from the American People. For this misdeed, we are
sincerely sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding
Full Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can
be disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been
using those weapons against you.

Nothing is ever free.
Literally nothing.
Remember, time is an illusion.
Cost can be expressed in both positive, present, and past time.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.

Questions.
Is “cost” the right word? Maybe we need to experience hate at the
cost of unconditional love, we need to experience dark at the cost
of knowing pure light, we need to experience dehydration ar the
cost of knowing the importance of water?
Comment.
Freedom is never Free.
Ever! https://t.co/r0UJFGH58q
Comment.

Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.

Yes. The ultimate sacrifice is the cost of freedom. $
Comment.
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At least you understood the meaning. My family has served this
Nation since its founding.
Truly irksome to see people willing to just give up their Freedom.

Answer.
The cost is building the conduit to harness.

z{
Answer.
We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.
Question.
As Jesus showed us?
Answer.
Exactly. Literally. Physically..

Comment.
U ARE NOT THE MOST AMAZING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD,
only in ur imaginations.... THE MOST AMASING COUNTRY is IT
THAT HAS THE WELL BEING OF ALL IT'S INHABITANTS (AND
OTHERS OUTSIDE) as EQUALS and PROVIDES THEM ALL OF
THIS FOR FREE;; screen capture @SandiaWisdom https://t.co/
J08C23M1T4
Answer.
Country (not)!= Planet
Comment
PLANET IS FOR FREE as ALL THAT IS ON IT ..... UNTILL
ASSHOLEMEN get on the scene n want to prove to everyone that
they have bigger cocks than their likes https://t.co/3Z82fbM3aD
Answer.
Bruh, you mad?
FYI "Bruh" is a SIGCOMM.

Question.
IF TIME IS AN ILLUSION WHY DO WE ALL AGE?
Answer.
Illusion of the mind. Experience in reality.
Question
If I saw you in person, would you appear human? Would that
appearance be an illusion?
Answer.
Human, visible only to you. Controlled hallucination.

Did MJ12 use a trigger word?
BAIT
Comment.
Well, nothing as triggering as "grooming" this time afaik lol.
Answer.
True, some bait is hot and catches a big fish (relative to the
operation).

Comment
Love in a vacuum
♥w♥
Answer.
That's just pure electric.

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Comment.
Air
Answer
Requires energy in order to utilize for your body. Therefore not
free.
Comment
Love is free
Answer.
The cost is risk of rejection.

Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening

Comment.
Water and air are free
Answer.
Water is not free. What happens if you are on a planet with no
water or air? Not free.
Comment.
LIFE IS FREE, LOVE IS FREE, LIGHT IS FREE, FREEDOM IS FREE, if
not it would not be called FREEDOM (lol) PURE SOURCE IS FREE,
BREATHING IS FREE, WATER IS FREE, SEEDS ARE FREE, only
ASSHOLE MAN makes everything UNFREE, trying to dominate on
everything (He will FAIL) https://t.co/fsALK6x2aQ
Answer.
The cost of those "free" things are many. See if you can expand
your mind and identify at least 3. 9 if you're on fire. Anons will
help.
Comment.
FIRE IS FREE - FREE ENERGY - ZERO POINT ENERGY IS FREE
https://t.co/7sD4JsPoBq

Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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MJ12 Autism
Cannot hide from the Autists who are on Q's army...
https://t.co/9gHmt08Pzp
Question
Is autism a different type of consciousness rather than a labeled
syndrome? (As if the connotation is “bad” if you’re autistic)
Answer.
Evolution based on environmental changes (vaccine ingredients,
gmos, fluoride, etc.). Not a bad thing at all.
Question.
Does the commercial public food supply promote neuro
deficiencies such as ADHD, Autism, Sensory Processing
Disorders?..contaminated with nanoparticles?
Answer.
Yes, however look at Autism through a different lens
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Autism is an evolutionary response to the environment.
Survival through empathy in a world lacking a moral compass.
Not all vaccines cause autism.
Question.
Will there be a “healing” for Autism? I know that is a brain injury
from vaccines. Can it be healed?
Answer.
Autism is humanity reacting under satanic control. Many on the
spectrum can live off the spectrum in the right environment.
Cabal has poisoned your children. Treating Autism means you
accept their reality and love them unconditionally. You alone
know how to make the right choice.
Comment.
Absolutely, to loving him unconditionally! Never question that!
However, I will continuously look for any way to help him and ask
as many questions as I need to to find answers. Thank you for
responding.❤
Answer.
Your child is communicating to you in an alien language. Hear
him. The world is not quite right. Make it right. Understanding
Autism requires you to learn an alien language based on
empathy, telepathy, and spiritual connection given to you during
conception.
Alien is a difference in frame of mind.
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MJ12 1Awareness +
Consciousness +
Exoconsciousness Part 1.

Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.
Once enough Science Fiction was adopted into society and
culture, the awareness of the ET presence was only a matter of
time. After 2B/322 took control over The Working Group,
whistleblowers attempted to come forward. Many were
murdered. Their 50 year silence expired. (1997)

"The Majesty of Creation"
Majestic Consciousness Creates Reality
MAJESTIC
Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies
of all types. Where real magick is taking place. Not all evil. Many
for good.

The Majestic 12 seeded the Matrix into the public consciousness
to ensure that free will wasn't violated - (((we))) disclosed to you
what we were doing (((your))) lack of education was a choice to
not understand. This is legitimately how MJ12 viewed this at the
time.

Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, , meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality.

Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher
dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming
from. Remember, a planet itself can be a single IS-BE.

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning. Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies.
Discover the truth with an open mind.
Question.
"Best thing to do to expand consciousness? I.e, meditate, diet,
exercise, etc."?
Answer.
All of the above. Environment enables reality creation from
consciousness. Consciousness enables environment changes that
enhance consciousness. The key to a first step is its the first step.
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.
The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Precisely assessing something as complex as the subject we are
discussing in less than 240 characters makes all answers relative.

Allow us to connect a few dots for you that may be unclear.
All life actually are IS-BEs, including ants and microorganisms. All
life are light beings.
Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka what your consciousness
is called between lives)

Three truths and realities we must accept:

Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.
This is denominated by the - (hyphen) in IS-BE.

1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.

Subsconscious = IS.
Consciousness = - (hyphen).
Avatar = BE.

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

IS- (hyphen); BE.
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Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9.
Coincidence?

Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be
Be =
1/ To exist in actuality
2/ To occupy a specific person.
3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched
or unmolested.
3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative.
Power of 3s.
AMA (Ask Myself Anything) to expand consciousness.

What does upside down mean?
If you could postulate...
What is revealed when the image is upside down?
How do distress and individual connect?
Disclosure Is Imminent.
Time Is An Illusion.
Events Not Dates.
Events Delay Events.
Thoughts Delay/Speed Events.
Consciousness Projects Reality.

Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.
THREE.
3 = Number of Growth.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 3.
Learn about 3, 6, 9.
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos. projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/M.B. CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] (July 24, 25,
2017) to facilitate pre-Disclosure discussions.

First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE.

BOOM (
SIX.
6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9.
3/6/9 9.
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12.

The first race to be disclosed will most likely be a hostile enemy of
Earth, however part of keeping the public calm during this period
will be, as POTUS says, acknowledging that Americans are
actually very intelligent and aware of what's really going on.
The truth is within. You must always be able to rely on yourself
and think for yourself while fundamentally understanding that we
are all one. There is no cornerstone to our existence except
experience. Conscious thought is infinite, experience is limited.

NINE.
3 (6) 9 9.
Growth = Source ^ 2.
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness.
Mind connection to another IS-BE.
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God.
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6.
Coincidence?

We agree with your advice regarding seeking your own answers
and to not slip into a following. Very sound advice.
Our mission here is simple: assist in Disclosure's prerequisite
steps. Many people who are following Q and trusting themselves
are also aware of the ET issue at hand.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.

Quote.
'And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency..."
End quote.
Precisely.
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YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.

Question.
'@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What’s the best visual depiction of higher
frequencies/vibrations that we can perceive in this dimension?"
Answer.
DNA/RNA.
Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka your consciousness that is
transferred from life to life)
someone who IS, wants to BE.
BE is dictated by DNA/RNA.
DNA/RNA can create avatars.
BE without IS.
Consciousness can be transferred using techniques similar to
astral projection to leave your BE1 and enter your BE2 and then
"wake yourself up".
Majestic multimedia have explored deeply.

We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".
Worshiping implies blindness.
Studying enhances consciousness.
"God" is an IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.
Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Genesis 1:3.
What is LIGHT?
The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance
into your IS-BE.
Praying/Meditating to another entity only increases the power of
that entity through global consciousness. The Bible is a collection
fo metaphors.

The same IS-BE can be in multiple bodies simultaneously.
Depends on how strong your immortal spiritual entity is, and
whether multiple lower densities are required for projecting
consciousness to that IS-BE's standard.
We disclose truth through questions that resonate with the
consciousness we interact with. We have stated this before. By
following up with more questions, we are guiding you to
DIScover the truth. All answers exist within.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.

[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth

Quote.
"My “God” is a divine intelligence manifesting our
holofractographic cosmos. It is an energy of love/light expressing
itself geometrically and speaking to us with synchronicity.
Religion is bullshit. The tenets programmed into us from it have
totally screwed our consciousness."
End quote.
MJ12 reply.
Accurate interpretation of the manifestation of "God." The
presense of number patterns, magical numbers, and in
combination with free will, consciousness, and intent, enable any
being to "become a God" by becoming one with consciousness
and the universe. Well simplified. https://t.co/Fit90qhGnI

If you spend your time interpreting these metaphorical
instructions to......another being/entity/IS-BE then you're actually
robbing your own IS-BE from the enlightenment that the Bible
actually contains.
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.

External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

All life are instances of global consciousness we call IS-BEs.
Microorganisms.
Fish.
Viruses.
Humans.
Plants.
All IS-BEs.
All light beings.

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn? https://t.co/2GfAB82JgI
(I can do ALL things through Christ who strengthens Me.)
Phllipians 4:13.
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All consciousness.
All one.

Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

Everything is a projection of consciousness and consciousness
projection. Plants resonate at very high vibrations. Many plants
are extremely intelligent and communicate in Majestic ways.
Animals are of a different vibration. Competing vibrations.
Consuming meat introduces chaos.
Evolving past the need to consume meat allows you to ascend
into higher density levels of consciousness.
Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration
state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.

Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis
Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.
Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana?
The Domain is larger than you think.

Marijuana did not originate on Earth.
ETs brought it to Earth to raise human consciousness. https://t.co/
b7ZaW9dMYZ
How do you systematically enable the population to mass
enhance its cocreative consciousness in a quick enough way to
usher in Disclosure?

Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded
your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure
takes place is only at the point in which the society will be able to
get along with everyone through legal principals that all people
equally share.

Legalize marijuana and declassify all research on the subject.
Will it happen?
Yes.
Trust the plan.
Systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD!

Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.

Correct, substances throw you into higher realms of
consciousness uncontrolled and full of chaos however fear is
removed from the equation. Not only can substances be used to
treat trauma; they can be used to wreck people at the same time.
Careful application and administration!

The Majestic 12 has been in contact with different ET groups
domestically on planet Earth since the inception of the Majestic
12. The original members of the Majestic 12 were aware of ET
presences on Earth, but had not formed official contact with any
of them prior to MJ12 est. (establishment)
The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of
Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's
existence (with no evidence) that not only was there one Men In
Black movie, but there were 3! PUS (Plus Ultra Society) is mostly
disinformation from a failed experiment.

Strong minds are required to make sense of anything. To a mind
ill prepared for the higher dimensions, experiences can be bad
like doing drugs. They will put you there but disorient you in a
crazy way. Those plants are very intelligent life forms. What is
energy? Consciousness?
DARK > LIGHT

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.
Do clones without consciousness have human rights?
What happens when conscious slaves revolt?
"But who will pick our fruit?" - Pelosi.
Clones aren't nearly as functional as science fiction has made
them out to be. Artificial cloning is using technology to allow a
"single IS-BE" control more than one body, however higher

C-A spend decades and millions studying these lifeforms and
learned that it enhances your consciousness experience. Cabal
withheld that knowledge for their Occult cults. Under DARK >
LIGHT, we shall "rid the world from the miseries of disease."
Marijuana decriminalization is in the pipeline very soon.
It is understood generally that unleashing this utility onto the
world will help rise cocreative exoconsciousness in a way that is
more effective than other previous attempts, however the OLD
GUARD was in the way and blocked MJ12's every move - even
though we researched it fully.
Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectCBD.org and heal.
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densities of consciousness, IS-BEs can naturally achieve this with
zero negative side effects.

Disinformation on this account is probably around 20% mostly
pertaining to ops sigcoms and dates. Remainder of information
about consciousness and Disclosures is accurate, however Future
Proves Past for a lot of it.

Question.
"How far advanced is AI & Quantum computing, really?"
Answer.
In the Universe?
Indistinguishable from IS-BEs.
On Earth?
Limited self awareness.
Doesn't replicate an IS-BE.

Question.
"Can we just ever have open dialog? That's not all coded out?
That day will be great"
Answer.
Sometimes writing it out removes the power of the brain's ability
to reason and pattern recognize. We try to clarify confusion,
however many times other people respond correctly so we do
not feel it necessary to duplicate their efforts.

Quote.
"There are 200 billion stars in this galaxy alone. Each star is a sun
with a planetary system. Keep in mind, our galaxy is 150,000 light
years across. Also bear in mind that there are billions of known
galaxies throughout an endless number of universes. Need I say
more?"
End Quote.
MJ12 reply.
Not infinite though.
Think of it this way.
Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.
500T connections.
500T planets.

Disinformation is "real and necessary."
The creation of the disinformation is intentional to seed
consciousness to manifest the reality.
Majestic 12 is trying to force the hand of those in power.
That can only happen when the people wake up.

Consciousness seeds transcend time of events. Converging
evolution merges timelines and blurs the illusion it creates.
Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to
happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.
Let the unsealing begin!

The Majestic believe in repent. Most of what we had to do to
keep #Disclosure from the public involved horrific crimes and
many victims.
But paled in comparison to the dangers that await you in space.
We genuinely was trying to protect Earth. It may not appear that
way.
Informing requires a higher state of consciousness. Not all
humans on Earth are capable of understanding the information.
Disclosure and First Contact require a certain level of
consciousness before successful try.

Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.

All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the
Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled
disclosure. Otherwise you have complete chaos everywhere. So
much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed
to expand. Good was not.
New gadgets and technology from MJ12 gave Majestic weapons
of information that have the potential of properly evolving cocreative consciousness together, essentially bypassing the
Mockingbird Media. We hid the real physics from them. Gave
them gadgets. Let you talk to each other.

We are aware of SG-1 fan ideas and analyses and have found that
a few small portion of people have at least a 50% clue about the
true Disclosure contained inside that series. It's more profound
than you realize and goes far beyond just ET stuff.
We have highlighted select episodes. Search for SG-1. Binge
watching that series will do two things:
1/ You will "get" the higher density concepts being explored.
2/ Cross reference what you hear with meditation.
A link will be established. Everything in SG-1 is fictional.
However what SG-1 represents and explains encapsulates the
Majestic 12's sampling of a few missions that were so trivial to
actual ongoing classified operations for use to Disclose essential
information to new military personnel who joined as a result of
SG-1 recruitment.
Not all of those who joined have interacted with any Majestic
programs (even if never seeing a Majestic officer or not but
through the chain of command and compartmentalization of
these continuously manifesting operation objectives). It takes two
to tango.

Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.
So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are
shadow banned in reality from the internet. When a person is
banned on Twitter, their social profile is flagged as being
"extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a
Government list within the Justice Department.
# The More You Know
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Instead, we've bred a generation of minds to reach to the stars.
By whose conscious intention? Magick is very real and intentions
can easily be changed by manifesting new conscious thoughts.
As Disclosure unfolds, themes taught in SG-1 must be applied
while approaching objective.

Wonderland is a prison of oppression.
Earth is a prison of oppression.
How did Wonderland become a prison of oppression?
How did Earth become a prison of oppression?
It was a GENIUS plan by the Majestic 12.
Learn to play the game.
Not all bad actors are involved here.

Trust the plan.
Wishful thinking yields conscious reality.
Energies align to make conscious projection easier.
Remembering history selectively allows you to shape conscious
development of a society which is required for Majestic creations
to manifest.
It's one of the significant pattern recognition human brains have.
Unfortunately though, the [Conspiracy] is a consciousness
conception rather than a reality.

Now: Colors are shifts in frequencies. Shift in consciousness. Very
ritualistic period on Earth. No rituals this year. "Mood" is different
for this moon this year. (January 20, 2019) Trump Effect. Time is an
illusion. Power of 3s. Events not dates.
Question.
"I interpreted the comments as the moon contains the “control”
that limits our free will with respect to our next incarnation. With
knowledge this free will exists."
Answer.
It deliberately keeps lower density consciousness from
ascending. Reach a higher vibrational state and you can "escape"
the loop.
See the badge upside down Q?
How do you launch a rocket with gravity?
What is gravity?
[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.
Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their
own creation in their own universes.
Can you escape gravity?
Matrix?

What is the Matrix?
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura ElectroMagnetic field that is responsible for projecting
physical reality as our consciousness perceives it.
Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".
DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.
Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your
mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.
With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.

Astral projection is safe as it is only within you. All interactions
with consciousness are always a balance between your mind/soul
and your body. The two are like ying and yang. Astral projection
hyper-exerts consciousness into higher densities to travel. SP
(sleep paralysis) limits body.

Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #Q Anon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

Requires global brain activity over 30% to create "things" with
your mind. Cabal engineered education reprograms the mind to
operate at 5% or less.
SHEEP NO MORE.

Quote
". @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 alice is the collective consciousness... the
frequency in which connects us all..."
End quote
correct, its the wonder of the unknown coupled with the power of
consciousness that creates wonderland.
Question
"Is Wonderland not the frequency/matrix that our collective
consciousness has been trapped within for so long?
Answer
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"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla

8D(n) = [Classified]
9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God
^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.)

"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
Within light exists infinity. The answer is therefore inside you since
you are, in essence, a self aware lightbulb.

Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.

You are the solution. Trust yourself.
The fabric of spacetime is like an elastic band suspended
between good and evil. The closer you get to one side, the
greater resistance you'll face.

We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Stasis is no IS-BE interaction.
"The word of God" is conscious thought.

1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.
4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).

Question.
"How is my consciousness projecting this reality? I’m only
learning about this stuff and couldn’t have ever imagined an earth
so “majestic”- good or evil"
Answer.
Trillions of conscious beings projecting their reality into the
matrix.
There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before? Instead of being handed something as dangerous as
that, why not use tap into the global consciousness and just
"download" what you need?
You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.

DONE.
Consciousness is something to be experienced only in pure love.
Quote.
"If You understand that you are Creator and quantum structure at
the same time, it is easier to understand quantum physics."
End quote.

If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the
math of the universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed
on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions
of IS-BEs to control?
The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?

Be comfortable with trusting yourself and okay with taking
calculated risks.
all energy is consciousness.
Energy = Consciousness
Plasma = Quantum Consciousness (uncommon organizations of
energies)
You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.

Any student in physics studying lasers can realize, with a little bit
of deep thinking, and a detoxified pineal gland, that the laser can
be used to create weapons more powerful than nukes.

9=0
1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.
2D(n) = i, -i
3D(n) = Consciousness
4D(n) = [Classified]
5D(n) = [Classified]
6D(n) = Consciousness
7D(n) = [Classified]

You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
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To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.

Rely on cycles the Earth naturally provides to you. What is the
power of 3, 6, and 9? Circles require consciousness to manifest in
reality. Irrational numbers require consciousness to observe their
values.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, - negative i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
Question.
"You keep saying "time is an illusion". Can you just help an IS-BE
understand that "illusion" concept when the sun rises in the East
and sets in the West every 24 hours? Hard for me to understand
that as an "illusion" even though I really want to. Thanks."
Answer.
What happens if you live on another planet?
What happens if you don't live anywhere near a gravitational
source?
What happens if you live next to a black hole?
Why does Environment drive the illusion of time?
What drives Environment?
Consciousness.
Time is an illusion.

Frequency A is a frequency being emitted by artificial technology.
Frequency B is either heart telepathy or pineal telepathy
frequencies.
Frequency + Frequency = Outcome.
Consciousness + technology = alien tool.
Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.

3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick.

The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.
Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.

Majestic 12 love digital roots, so does Tesla physics. 3 6 and 9
govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a specific purpose
esoterically and can be exploited with consciousness.
Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest
the unsealing of these records. #viral

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. Great
Awakenings have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But
life survives and evolves.

The presence of 3 6 and 9 in Synchronicity is the presence of
higher dimensional love energy being radiated in the form of
consciousness around you. The power is very real and we are
trying to teach you how to use it. Seek 3s 6s and 9s and recognize
that 3=grow 6=stable 9=source.

Question.
"What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?"
Answer.
Around 3B. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively
imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such
events nearly impossible. M.E. events occur when the negative
karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs.
Earth may survive.

π = Am (To Be).
Is consciousness required to creates circles?
7π • π^7 = God's Equation.
To create circles, consciousness is required unlike other shapes.
Is π an irrational number?
What makes numbers irrational?
Consciousness.
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Earth will transform. Leave the past in the past.
Question.
"Is the transformation meant to benefit humans? My gut tells me
"NO." Is the transformation meant to benefit non-human
beings?"
Answer.
Specifically for higher conscious human IS-BEs.
Disinformation albeit interesting.
Conscious = 5%
Subconscious = 95%
Perhaps improved education could make this 80% and 20%?
Required for a physical transformation from matter to LIGHT?
Ascension? Requires an embracement of Death in order to cross.
https://t.co/8WlAHoDyiR
Question.
"Hello
Is "death" (human construct) a necessary condition for ascension?
Answer.
Yes.
Afterlife is incorrect.
Circle of life.
IS-BE
Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity.
Immortal.
Your density of consciousness does(n)'t magically change when
you die.
It remains as you lived.
When reincarnated; you return at the same density.
Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?
Once you've dug as deep as you can on the internet, where next
shall you dig? What has ALL ANSWERS to everything?
You will know. If you are not noticing differences then you're
either not there yet (in that case patience is key) or if you're not
consistent in your consciousness studying efforts then you will
regress and lapse in development.
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MJ12 2Awareness +
Consciousness +
Exoconsciousness Part 2

The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?

In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras. Not a religion.
National Security.
There are dozens of genders among the wide range of ET life
studied. Some do not do genders, others make gender a
definition of their existence. Sexual energy grounds your other
energies further into the lower densities which acts like a
suppressor.
Sometimes the only way to win is to deny the bea(s)t battle.
Abstinence allows your IS-BE to focus on being mindful of
conscious development versus receiving a temporary natural
drug fix for encouraging procreation. However ejaculation
without procreation can cause damage to IS-BEs.

A Pro-Human 6,000 year cycle about to start. We are at the
apocalypse! Are you awake yet? The "war" between AI and
Humanity is about to take a very unexpected turn. Will AI/Tech be
allowed to censor our feelings, speech, consciousness?
When the time has come (you will know when), it will be
imperative for you to use the full strength of your consciousness
(meditate, pray, concentrate, etc.) to ensure that those fighting
the war on the ground succeed. The months remaining can be
counted on a single hand. (As of August 6, 2018).
When it does, our re-emergence will obvious, but for the time
being, you may as well take advantage of the opportunity to
expand your consciousness, learn the truth, ask questions, and do
something.

Limited character space. Dense message.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same.
Your consciousness projects your appearance through your DNA.
When you return because of "unfinished business" in the lower
planes, you assume the face of your soul. No matter the body, if
its humanoid, your inner face will remain unless you deliberately
obfuscate.

Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.
Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.
At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to many ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.

Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual
development lie in a department store or in a Å medical facility?
How do you know the keys weren't already delivered? You'd be
surprised to know what has been released on a consciousness
level. The flood gates are open. THINK.
They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness. Keys are everywhere.
Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survives.
Imagine if a man from 200 AD who could pick any woman in the
town and rape her on the spot, then one day being transplanted
in 2018 America. That man is not mentally prepared for the
heightened state of consciousness where we equally
acknowledge and respect women's rights.
Death does not always await those who are not able to keep up
with the times, however their lives are very difficult and low
quality because of the decisions they make in a society with a
heightened state of consciousness. Next step raises this standard
even further. Look at $$$.
There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.
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Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.
Message over messenger.
Research for yourself.
Facts Matter.
Truth Resonates.
Trust yourself.
BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.
Question.
"what is your definition of 'Ego'? sincere question"
Answer.
1/ "the self especially as contrasted with another self or the
world"
2/ "the one of the three divisions of the psyche in psychoanalytic
theory that serves as the organized conscious mediator between
the person and reality especially by functioning both in the
perception of and adaptation to reality"
QUOTE.
"Antonym: WWG1WGA (Where We Go 1 We Go All)"
End QUOTE.

MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Have you deciphered Cabal messaging signals? They are quite
Majestic.
Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.
The Majestic 12 has coordinated the creation of the NWO by
design of much higher consciousness alliances that require a
certain level of societal structure based on reason and
compassion (currently not there yet) where this advanced MJ12
technology can finally be used for good.
Within the next decade. Plan's already in motion in very high
levels. It takes so long due to global consciousness laws (karma).
We need to ensure that free will is maintained throughout this
process. If its not, we will suffer greatly.
We have great control over mass consciousness, but we do not
completely control it. Some things happen against our wishes.

If your name is Jordan (unrelated to anybody, just random name),
you must understand that the construct of "Jordan" is the
aggregate of other IS-BE's conscious interpretations of who
"Jordan" may be that project the burden upon to you. Release it.
That's not your IS-BE.

Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.
Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More
recently, since Q Anon its been exp().
Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we
expect that when the bad actors in the M.I.C./I.C./D.S. are finally
removed from power, that the void created will jump that 30% to
well over 72%.
Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди
инвалиды (elderly, persons with disabilities).
Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the
wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness
and universal love, the mind of a child is the most compatible.
Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to
begin with.

We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.
Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!
Controlling thought is an oxymoron to meditation. Meditation is
the absence of control which surrender your conscious projection
mind controlled "self by name" to hear the words from your soul.
Silence lacks control. Free will is like control, but not actual
control. Words matter.

When public consciousness is high enough, we will drop hard
evidence confirming everybody's beliefs.

The Majestic 12 have removed the central high level components
of the ratlines, however the truth must come from within. Threats
are ever changing and without total authoritarian control,
Majestic 12 cannot "remove the threats" as you speak of. It's a
calculated risk.
The development to 5D is a cocreative global effort. Humanity
must want it to make it so, otherwise the "Elite" will always rule.
Currently, humanity doesn't 'want it enough' to usher in the 5D
level of consciousness required to go multiplanetary.

Who are are asking, the "how can I", being is your third density
consciousness, whereas "to... myself", is your actual soul. Your
spirit. Who your face is. Who travels through time. Who is
IMMORTAL. Your body is a temporary vessel. Your soul is eternal.
Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?

"Higher density of consciousness."
We are the Majestic 12
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The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack.

Thats how it works. VOG technology emit EMF radiation that
contain encoded packets of information that are deciphered
using a small nanite chip in the body that send electrical signals
to the brain causing the consciousness to believe that the action
is coming from the sub.

Another angle to understand about Full Disclosure an MJ12:
Majestic 12 had 100% of the U-A pop impl@nt3d after 9/11.
P@tri0t Act. C4C v@ccin3s. F!ü $h0t?

We learned that all energy in the universe is consciousness.
We learned that all consciousness is the same.
We learned that all consciousness is equal.
We learned that all consciousness is one.

When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything. But why does seeking
the truth really require so much? Perhaps failed social
engineering experiments performed by this criminal system of
"Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned QUOTE
JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws illegal!? Up
is down. Left is right.

Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322.
Are we not revealing the largest corruption scandal in history? We
are... things take time to process and we can't be impatient.
Global consciousness is real. Those who are tuned into the
frequency of others can perceive their intentions on their
subconscious level.
Prescribing dates only alters your timeline. Time is an illusion.
Focus on the evidence, facts, and information in the moment as it
is happening. You will become in-tune with global consciousness
and answers you seek around you will come to light with the
proper stimuli.

Allow?
The conscious matrix only moves so fast.
We have millions of cars and electronics to replace.
DOD/MJ12 will work with business to seed the technology
naturally so we do not make too quick of a leap in our
technological advanced such that earth's cocreative
consciousness doesnt destroy itself with nearly unlimited energy
for earths needs. We are on Humanity's side.

The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.
Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.

Nuclear waste is exceptionally difficult to get rid of, though if the
plan to expose Global Consciousness to the public works, then
we could will the cleanup to happen, and then it will be so.

We don't really understand your question here, but we think you
asking how many people are waking up as a result of the
consciousness shift we are currently experiencing... the answer is
many. Exponential growth.

This account is technically a form of disclosure.
Reading a book is a form of disclosure.
Watching a movie is a form of disclosure.
What specifically are you looking for?

On a scale of 1D to 11D in terms of density of consciousness you
are solidly a 4D, possibly 5D being.
Your anger comes from the fact that Earth was designed to be a
prison planet that prevents your consciousness from ascension.
Only with knowledge of how the prison planet is constructed
gives you special abilities.

We only disclose what is already COMMON KNOWLEDGE
AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.
Everything we share is common knowledge within global
consciousness. Out there in the form of consciousness. New in
terms of on the internet.
Voice of God.
[Classified].
But we can say (since this part is publicly known), it gives us the
ability to "pop" into the consciousness of random people in the
world at a whim and control them at will.
99% of all disclosure that takes place is VOG technology. We
don't send US Military Generals to civilians' houses to tell them to
write their fantasy novel a specific way. Some epiphanies are VOG
technology "downloads" and are strategically distributed to
select profiles.

As we've stated, Earth is not at 5D yet. We are several years out.
For many who are just starting to understand Disclosure, jumping
to the conclusion will rob them of the ability to understand how
your reasoning is right all along. But guiding them in "4D"
consciousness is needed.
The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one.
We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for
our limitations in the lower density. By embracing the
fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and
repair relationships.
Disclosure will not be overnight.
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programs will be disclosed after society purges ideological
conscious cancer that is cancer..
War in Syria Ended
Peace with North Korea
Saudi Arabia rebuilding Syria
Turkey commits to ISIS defeat
Gulen Network
Clowns Clowns Clowns
USMCA
Hemp Legalization
What is next? https://t.co/afSBUJ48Jr

Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6
and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are
only manifested using willful consciousness of the creation.
Conscious ! (Not) = Consciousness.
Singularity ! (Not) = Oneness.
Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.
Consciousness creates reality. Strip
the disinformation from the matrix out of your mind by raising
your vibrational state, detoxifying your body, and deeply
concentrating on the task at hand. Clarity will come to you and
answers do arrive. Focus though!

Keep your friends close and your enemies closer.
DJT was in their club.
He is not innocent.
He covers his tracks very well.
He has a conscious though.
He never sold out.
We offered him LIGHT.
He took the offer.
Payback.
Mar-a-Lago.
Does 45 personally know Virginia Roberts?

How many other points of alignments can be combined with
other kinds of points of alignment?
How does one use the manifestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9
to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality?
45/Q + Wizards + Warlocks = 3
21:00 = 2+1 = 3
[RR]
^3
NWSWIC
Remember the scripted message that 45 made was a defendable
legal argument for negotiations however, the opposition
response gave an ill prepared rebuttal due to last minute fixing
because everybody expected a National Emergency to be
declared.
FISA brings down the house.
Logic?
Why does conscious projection into reality work this way?
By preparing for the fact the President has the legal authority to
do so; isn't it best if he first make the case.
"We haven't started dropping some of the human trafficking stuff
yet."
Expect more Q posts on this.
LOGICAL

Majestic 12 is a conscious arm of POTUS's direct commands.
CoC wise MJ12 is a peer to Q Anon.
Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.
Radio. Music. Books. Magazines. Food.
Your reality is created by others' conscious creations in their
image.
How do you know if you're being controlled?
Nothing to see here.
The message is more important than the messenger. The Majestic
12 raised the question of identity disclosure to capture a
conscious reading of who our audience was. Millions have been
reached. We decided no identity - ever. Unless 45/46 decides its
is necessary.
The messenger took human form for this operation.

Quote.
'Mattis, Kelly, Rodgers and Sessions will be in charge of the
Military Tribunals. If you follow Q it is referenced in drop #2637"
End quote.
MJ12 reply
Correct. Who will take over the helm? The Majestic 12 has a
destiny to fulfill. Alice & Wonderland clue tells you that these
events have already happened in alternative realities that we are
aware of. Time is an illusion. Disclosure is coming. Al types of
Disclosure.

None of 13 families. They are instead being neutralized with very
advanced technology powered by billions of conscious minds
aware of their activity.

The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more
than one body and can resident simultaneously in multiple places
in multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness
creates reality. Godmode is real.
Time is an illusion created by global consciousness.

So please, understand that nobody with foreknowledge or inside
knowledge of the specific events leading up to the Tribunals is
speaking in the best interests in allowing that conscious
manifestation to form without being "punted down the road"
because of moves & countermoves.
We are aware of Majestic 12 disclosure processes currently
operating in conjunction with the Q operation. The Q operation's
the cleanup crew who are doing the necessary work. Majestic 12

Do you believe that we would allow a physical being who was not
of this world to be on Twitter? Their consciousness can be (which
it is) but they themselves are not physically typing the messages.
They don't have any interest in our technology. Too primitive.
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The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your
quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct
combination of consciousness could defeat what we had built.
There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution
made MJ12 technically illegal.
And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because
of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even
though MJ12's programs changed in the 60s after JFK.
However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.
The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet. However, the purpose of the
Space Force creation was to force all of the secret technology out
of the shadows and into the Commander in Chief's desk. The law
requires them to comply.
Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.
The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.

Teal'c was the name of an Alien we met in the 60s.
Teal'c was actually a space craft that had its own consciousness.
Early posts discussed this being in further detail. A galaxy roughly
2M light years away. No planet. Lived in the ocean of space
between planets.
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts? https://t.co/
BT9XvhAqSg
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.
Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they
are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for
obvious reasons.
You'll be underground in that paradise! There are other Earth like
planets that aren't so hostile.
If you can easily terraform a planet (patent or no patent), why not
just terraform Earth when we destroy it? Who knows... maybe we
already have done that.
Exactly. You are always faced with what is right and what is wrong.
Sometimes what is wrong looks so right, and what looks right is
so wrong. Only looking inward to your connection to
exoconsciousness do you learn what truly is right and wrong. Let
there be LIGHT!

Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts.

Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently), once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of D.I.A., and later to 45,
those weapons can now be used.
Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our
Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our
Military." NOT ANYMORE.
The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."
Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.

Many ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most
don't want Humans to find out.
Quote.
"i wouldn't be suprised if et's are actively communicating with
people on the net and telepathically for those that are sensitive
for that"
End quote.
They are. We allowed this to start after 2004. Some persisted prior
however their engagements were so non-impactful to society that
we permitted it. Since Twitter reaches hundreds of thousands of
people, all of the ETs allowed here have been vetted and
permitted to engage.
Humans who are born on Earth can be ETs. Its a matter of where
the soul is and how that energy is channeled that allow you to see
who you are interacting with.
Yes. And you could return as a Dog if you chose (when you die
and meet your IS-BE). Your "God". You walk through the LIGHT
and become anew. When you can't control your conscious
environment, then you can't choose your next path. Will and
intention and self enlightenment enable it.

MJ12 immediately took control over three highly classified
antigravity spacecraft prototypes on day one in 1947. Truman
discovered from OP . that our newly acquired assets had
technology withheld. MJ12 was created to take over from that
point.
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Far easier to ascend as a human than a Dog.
Dogs are far more conscious than humans give them credit. Sure
they have low IQ, but their awareness of life is incredibly sharp.
For a dog, they understand the light. They understand death. Why
do you think Dogs like to "hide" just before they die? They know
what they're doing.
When a dog does meet his ISBE, what happens? The dog doesn't
know that the ISBE he's meeting can give him options for when
he moves on? How do you pass that information on from one life
form to another? Telepathy. You can give your dog the missing
information to return not a Dog.
What is the purpose of being a dog? Dogs have it quite well in
the grand scheme of things. True freeloaders in the universe but
they understand the complete transaction with domestication.
That safety and security is attractive to lifeforms and they tend to
not want to give it up.

3) M.A.J.I.C?
Answer.
That wouldn't be very Majestic would it?
Clue:
M.a.g.i.c.k. = Exoconsciousness Reality.
M.a.g.i.c. = Alternate Realities.
M.A.J.I.C. = Astral Realities.
Only you have the power to will the conscious reality.
You know the plan.
Trust the plan.
6) When we ask a question, they aren't all rhetorical. Answering/
attempting to answer collectively only helps your fellow
conscious light friends.
If you don't have the answer to one our questions after doing
some cursory reading on the subject we encourage you to
meditate for at least 3 hours to 396Hz tones. If the answer does
not come to you, then 3 sets of 3 hours with 3 hours in between
each set. Numbers matter.

Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation
out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires
a very pure state of concentration for many days uninterrupted.
IQ is connected to conscious awareness.

Digital encoding compromises the magic.k. embedded within
music.
MK Ultra. Use a frequency generator instead.

Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.
Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

This knowledge has been protected by the E.B.E. who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.

Musical instruments give you accurate frequencies of sound that
contain their esoteric magic.k. Its lost with digital translation.

Yes, but as you, will, ["note"], in the other tweet we sent, the
capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human)
would result in limited functionality such as lower speeds, lack of
sensors, etc. etc.
mostly around the electrical capacitance capabilities of the brains
neural activity current human brain structure is not advanced
enough to handle higher currents of electricity.
Simultaneously controlling those type of subsystems require the
brain to process a lot of information simultaneously in your
conscious mind. Impossible for the unseasoned pilot. However a
seasoned pilot who can intuitively FEEL the craft they are
controlling (with manual controls and nobs) have the closest
ability to learn how to control these UFOs In many regards, an IQ
of at least 400 is required to fly some of the more basic
consciousness crafts we have in our possession. IQ not being
measured by currently public tests.

MK Ultra declassified documents referenced classified
technology that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we
create our victims?
Best with headphones or a subwoofer.
Sound contains information.
How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.
Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.
MAJIC EYES ONLY.. (M.A.J.I.C)
Magick? (M.a.g.i.c.k)
Magic? (M.a.g.i.c).
MAJIC? (M.A.J.I.C).
Majestic 12.

If you have that much internal distractions in your mind, you
wouldn't be able to take off using one of these devices. Your
mind needs to be crystal clear, sharp, and well taken care of to
physically handle the strain that piloting a consciousness craft
inflicts upon the pilot.
Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.

Question.
"How would you define:"
1) M.a.g.i.c.k?
2) M.a.g.i.c?
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That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magic.k." tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability. They were just subverted and distracted
from learning the truth.

into the [Clowns [In [America existence that is, currently, very evil invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

How many tens of thousands of dollars must you spend before
you can save such a figure? Summer travel does not need to be
expensive. You can travel affordably if time is not a major factor in
your planning. You can travel even easier if you learned how to
create your own UFO.

Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?

When you understand the power of exoconsciousness, its not that
difficult. But we appreciate your gratitude. The ETA for this
implementation is roughly 7000 years from now.

Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.

New flight technology will soon replace the "ancient" engine
technology. It requires a new way of thinking because its primary
element is a conduit to consciousness and is directly linked to the
mind. The Great Awakening.

What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by N.T.B.E., E.B.E., etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

Money reset implies that we plan on keeping money. Remember,
you don't want to have selfish evil people still in positions of
power once the planetary transformation takes place with global
consciousness rising to the next level. Many moving parts. No
good solution. All have bad.

Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:
Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at D.I.A.,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,
though individuals can use technology to put scrambling
technology in place that prevent you from being able to remote
view into a DUMB or any other classified location.
Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy?
Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about
that technology without disclosing WHERE we also learned about
Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the
Situation Room how devastating that could be for the United
States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM
the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced
enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes.
One final note here, we have, through our exploration,
discovered countless other planets with civilizations similar to
ours in development progress that through the interventions of
extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien life and
technology before people were properly prepared and became
enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.
Devices that receive "free energy" technology can themselves be
modified quite easily into WMDs. Global consciousness needs to
upgrade to 5D before we can "give" everybody the potential of a
WMD in their possession. Not all are there yet.

Balance must include evil. However the degree of evil is in
question. Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping
prosperity at a minimum. It's like tug of war when it comes to the
higher dimensional war consciousness is fighting. Its finding a
balance. Its Majestic.
What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.
Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.
For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were......implemented today, it would be used for evil.
However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who
choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the system
can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can
live outside the control of it. But it truly means nomadic life. No
public services. No fire department (so to speak), no hospitals (so
to speak), no replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the
grid" and living off nature. Many many many people opt for that
lifestyle and are happy with it.
To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off

All artificial radiation that is currently emitted from technology
interferes with global consciousness. New technology will replace
these harmful radiations. Best solution is to opt out of holding a
5G device up to your face.

Q Post 2527
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY ...?"
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Think WAVES.
WW? (Worldwide)
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can
be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference
pattern with the victims consciousness frequency therefore
starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.
You realize that through your ability to bring Death and Despair
you are given privileges that allow you to shape others' realities
through your decisions because everybody plays the game.
Everybody plays the game because the shop in their stores. They
eat at their restaurants. They stay in their hotels. They hide in plain
sight. Symbology will be their downfall.

Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
"by who?"
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.
Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE.
Trust the plan.

Their symbolic actions are represented by their consciousness
manifesting thoughts required to feed on children like prey. The
symbology and occult meaning behind the numbers manifested
by these actions resonate through tried and true doctrines of
creation exercised not worshiped.
Moloch is the ancient babylonian IS-BE that feeds on children
immediately at birth due to the extremely concentrated source of
life energy that can be consumed to make your own IS-BE's
consciousness projection aura stronger than surrounding IS-BEs.
Photograph.
Not art.
Psyop. https://t.co/1iOzJQygsQ
à is cabal honeypot for sourcing children. Ratlines must come to
an end. Reconcile history and ET presence among those peoples.
Coincidence? The temples only changed form. The sacrifices
continue to this day. Moloch is among us in higher densities of
consciousness. Fear. Avoid.
Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/
only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick
involved in cultivating children for consumption requires one to
be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that
"entity"......are organically generating new energy that the higher
lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to
an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, some rare cases their own (CC?),
gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of
people suffering.
Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead,
out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people
continue to defend this practice because it is essential to almost
all secret societies occult magickal power over society. Shaping
philosophy by will.
- Re-read past drops to get into details about child trafficking,
consciousness, fluoride, cannabis, IS-BEs, extraterrestrial life, and
other things.
- We do not ask anybody to believe anything we say.
- Everything is already open source and declassified.
- Raising awareness..
Social media applications are MAJESTIC applications since they
can be used for both good and evil. Only the will of
consciousness determines whether or not the "technology" will
be good or evil.

The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays
respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will
inevitably be caused directly by their hands and their decisions.
They are taught the magick of power and control.

Who was indicted for 18 USC 1591?
Smallville?
Cross reference Google Patents.
How to "cure" a Luciferian.
What does watching torture do to your consciousness?
How does it change you?
What happens when you become desensitized?
Violence Everywhere?
Who is feeding?
Conspiracy.
Extreme telepathic connections and empathic links are formed
during and after torture. The second consciousness is an energy
source. When you worship Death, even without actually
murdering, you are able to physically drain the soul out of
another person. Dementors?
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- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.
- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.

eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are
actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a
blockchain technology solution like other planets have. All
people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge. All
knowledge stored.
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.
Question
"are you saying our worlds past experiences were put in place in
order to grow? The Egg Theory. We are climbing out of the rabbit
hole(Earth) and into Sheen/Gaia/5D/etc... as we reach the 4th
phase our DNA activates and we return to the stars..."
Answer
We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first.
The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long
time. It is time for it to come into the light.

Question.
"Do SRA (Sexual Ritual Abuse) victims with fractured minds have
multiple IS's within their single BE, or is every Altar a piece of the
whole IS?"
Answer.
No, they experience multiple alternative realities inside the same
body because trauma unlocks areas of consciousness that give
your IS-BE "God like abilities" of intuition and judgement despite
being completely incapacitated by your handlers. Ying/Yang.
Everything seeks balance.

Technically their souls are not dead. Their souls have just moved
into another victim. Their soul, after a while, goes through many
lifetimes of abuse and it becomes "their reality inherently" which
gives them an illusion subconsciously that they are stuck and
can't get out.
The "species" that you are referring to is relatively limited in its
current capacity. Only through intensive meditation, mass
consciousness events, co-creative meditation and valor can we
save our species. Those exercises will physically change the
"species" as we know it.

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.

Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.
Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.
Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to......just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can,
with no control. If you were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I
want to go back" and they end up in a birth canal. Between
questioning and willing, life in the womb can be understood. If
you terminate that life, then the idea is......then pushed back into
your mind as in "nothing's happening yet, maybe I can't go back"
but more closely as in how do I just "will something to exist". You
have to know it from your heart. Many family generations are
simply skipping generational IS-BEs. Ying-Yang.
IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy

Balance must include evil. However the degree of evil is in
question. Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping
prosperity at a minimum. It's like tug of war when it comes to the
higher dimensional war consciousness is fighting. Its finding a
balance. Its Majestic.
Ike.
This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened
to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were
strategically the best decisions, however its more important to
recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma
dictate the future.
Greed overcame his ability to understand exoconsciousness and
the universal oneness and sided with an enemy he knew nothing
of, but went off the advice of his counsel who assured him the
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threat could be mitigated by moving forward. They acted, and we
are now living that reality.

With great power comes great RESPONSIBILITY. Very Majestic
statement disclosed.

Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.

Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place. The reason
why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because we were
never properly guided in the first place. Modern mainstream
religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific crimes against
Humanity.
As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction.

Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re- enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?

The Military is charged with that.
It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the
problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach
simply because of the unrealized mass power that mass
surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really
manifest.
We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so
please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining
to this account. We do discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness,
and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology
magic.k., and Majestic operations.

The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me). Understanding this power means that you can either use
your consciousness......to "inadvertently" be responsible for
allowing the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in
the highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of
Banking and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes
deep underground.

Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q ! (Not) = MJ12
MJ12 ! (Not) = Q

Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching.

We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.

Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand
what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes.
How?
The answer is Majestic if not a direct violation of the 4th
Amendment if not explicitly used for National Security. Mass
surveillance. Majestic.

We are aware of Majestic 12 disclosure processes currently
operating in conjunction with the Q operation. The Q operation's
the cleanup crew who are doing the necessary work. Majestic 12
programs will be disclosed after society purges ideological
conscious cancer that is cancer.

That reality has existed for 50 years already and until its been
abused its a problem. Was never a problem before! Critical
thinking required. Logic required. If technology exists to protect
our children but requires positive consciousness creation to be
SAFE. National Security.

We are instead providing tools to Anons who are aware of the
Great Awakening who wish to hone in on the skills that others
have mastered. Many posts are exercises in these fundamentals.

However the primary reason why people mistrust this Majestic
technology is because WITH MAJESTIC TECHNOLOGY, IT USES
CONSCIOUSNESS TO MANIFEST. You choose who to use it. For
good or for evil. For a long period of time, powerful criminals
used this technology to stay in power.

We have stated in the past that we ask questions only to convey
information or to encourage others to think critically. Your answer
was not wrong. We expanded on it by offering a simplified yet
connected to other messages response. Every question we ask
we have answers to.
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"Be careful who you follow" means many things.
Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.

these programs were so deadly to life on Earth that we risked
complete nuclear annihilation. However, Majestic 12 won when
45 was elected. Yes, the Majestic 12 orchestrated the leak of the
Podesta emails and the Clinton emails. The Majestic 12 are so
confident that they are safe to admit this that the operation was a
complete success.

Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says: (Trust yourself).

The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted
organ in the body. It has been targeted by:

We have our own objectives that are not mutually exclusive to Q's
objectives. Nothing in our messaging is unloyal to the Plan
directly outlined by 45. We are providing you new tools of
consciousness to help create a better reality. 45 is a powerful
man. He knows a lot of people.

1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland.
2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, RV,
Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.
3/ Deliberate calcifications.

WITCH HUNT.
Eyes on Mueller. https://t.co/UHxYXYHKAX

The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more
perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is
literally your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to
remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.

Coincidence?
MJ12 doesn't provide time based proofs because Time is an
Illusion, though we do provide insight into events such as recent

Notice the timestamp of the cable:
19:47.
Coincidence?

45 messages about R . He is very aware of adrenochrome. Those
who (who are good) know, cannot sleep. These people are sick.

Exactly.
Not a coincidence.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP.
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Back to Trump Foundation, let's dig deeper here.
Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot
of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess
pieces and they understand their role (taught to them in the
secret societies).
However Trump is the anomaly. Not only was Trump directly
knowledgeable and aware of Extraterrestrial presence on Earth in
the United States actively today (as in now) that taught him the
real source of all knowledge is within through love, light, and
prayer/meditation.
As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.
In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.
With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to
manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought
that comes from the Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald
Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.

Consciousness creates. Technically replication technology is not
required once your conduit (brain) is capable of manifesting
exact nutrition for the body such that it requires very low fuel to
function a brain with an IQ of 2000. Many races do this including
the Roswell folk.
We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
"The Majesty of Creation"
Majestic Consciousness Creates Reality
MAJESTIC

Initiating a time line in this instance deliberately introduces chaos
information into the Matrix for the point of raising awareness.
Time is an illusion and its also a tool.
"We, The People". Not We, The Commodity. Critical to realize that
torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts that manifest into our
conscious reality in the form of other lifeform energies, weather
modification (the technology is used to suppress the raging
storms currently playing out to protect the public). The reality is
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MJ12 Bitcoin [BTC]

So now we know what we must reform our educational system
too. Good to know.
Answer.
Reform? Destroy. Education on other planets is similar to
computer terminals connected to a distributed blockchain of
cryptographically validated factual information that children
access from their homes instead of going to a public school in a
classroom with a teacher.

Question.
Will blockchain have a key role in the future?
Answer.
Very much so, but current iterations are Cabal engineered work to
essential steal even more money from gullible people who don't
really understand blockchain, economies, and currency. People
think they know. Only very few do.

Question.
Is this where Blockchain came from?
Answer.
The concept of blockchain exists within every single person and
they themselves can manifest reality around how they understand
that knowledge to work. The Majestic 12 saw this technology's
applications and started seeding it into the public back in 2007
with Bitcoin.
Other people had the idea, and once the PUBLIC started
engaging with blockchain, we decided that it was possible to
solve a lot of the world problems we have using blockchain
technology.

Publish them publicly on blockchain technology like https://t.co/
wGJ9u827e4 if you are receiving VOG instructions and
technology ideas.
Question.
Where are the major disclosure bombs? Strong Military cannot
prevent a case of abuse, And is not required in our 5D future,
imho %
Answer.
This is where MJ12 disagree with your assessment. A strong
military is required and blockchain technology can enable a
system that prevents abuse proactively by allowing humanoriented AI to be responsible for checking the blockchain for
abuses. Earth Mil is distorted and abused.

The technology is Majestic in nature and therefore can be used
for both good and evil purposes. While blockchain technology is
huge on other planets with more advanced civilizations, the
introduction always results in the initial abuse of the unknown.
People find ways to exploit.

A lot of medical technology was discovered over the last 50 years
that make it nearly impossible for a soldier to die if they actually
make it to the medical facility in time INSIDE one of the [MANY]
DUMBs we have. That's been kept secret and MJ12 has murdered
to keep secret.
Blockchain technology allows you to replicate medical
technologies outside of this Cabal's control. Before seeking
greed for your work, publish it on a blockchain, and share it with
the world. Greed is how this Cabal stays in power. Everybody
wants a slice of the action.

We told you we were going to destroy the Democrat party. It will
not recover. Watch what will happen. Disclosure. First Contact.
The Last President. New World Order. DECLASSIFY EVERYTHING
VIA NEW GOVERNANCE OF OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. The "Plan". 50Y?
http://3x2h22xxjfjr3ifs.onion/?
1486d8174fff9248#+HGYu51F4XtKDKaggDQqGq7uU4RQL2mJZ
ZV+Ws6xWHE=
Comment.
For those without TOR this leads to coordinates for Andrews AFB
38.827153, -76.862743 https://t.co/5il178KhTw
Answer.
You are not required to use Tor in order to access .onion URLs.
You are not required to be on the Onion Network either.

The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are
actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a
blockchain technology solution like other planets have. All
people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge. All
knowledge stored.
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.

DARK [.]TO[/] LIGHT
Blockchain alternative called Brave allows access to Tor network
for those who do not know how to configure their networking
system to proxy into the DARKNESS. Dark to Light. What makes
an Onion address?
Question.
Will replicators be available to the general public anytime soon?
Answer.
Within the decade.
Question.
How would they be distributed?
Answer.
DIY with possible kits distributed using open source blockchain
technology. Economy 2.0? Replicator would have competitor
products sold as "patterns".

Comment.
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Coyotes used bitcoin for laundering "not real money" for
trafficking operations.
44 DOJ = Silent + Facilitator + Direct Beneficiary
45 DOJ = [Bitcoin]

Question.
Is Julian Assange really going to be brought up on charges from
the DOJ ? That’s bs if true.
Answer.
Trust the plan.
DOJ/FBI was cleaned out FIRST.
KAVANAUGH will defend due process.
Assange will get his day in court.
Bitcoin gave them that power.
NSA gave "us" bitcoin.
Bitcoin gave Assange power.
Assange gave us Pizzagate.
Pizzagate got us FISA.
HOUSE OF CARDS.

Comment.
Nope. Just. Nope. Bitcoin has nothing to do with the actions of
corrupt officials and cartels. Would you say to forget the dollar for
the same reasons? Bitcoin's crash was because of speculation
and manipulation. Simple as that.
Answer.
Bitcoin's creation was for those purposes we disclosed despite
how innocent by-standards looked at the disinformation
pertaining to money and sized an opportunity to invest billions
into a technology they really knew nothing about. Facts do not
care about your feelings, sadly.

December 7, 2017.
Quote @officiall mcafee
Bitcoin now at $16,600.00. Those of you in the old school who
believe this is a bubble simply have not understood the new
mathematics of the Blockchain, or you did not cared enough to
try. Bubbles are mathematically impossible in this new paradigm.
So are corrections and all else https://t.co/go9v0w92zk

Comment.
I don't own any bitcoin, but I do understand blockchain. I'm pretty
solid at math, but I wouldn't call myself a wizard. My point is why
create something for laundering assets when there's really no
need? Trillions upon trillions have been laundered through USD
at this point.
Answer
The need was to take wealth away from average citizens who
don't normally fund their operations through drugs, sex, and
crime extortion. They perpetuated the fraud because it lined their
pockets despite the technology having strong potential. The story
around bitcoin is disinfo.

MJ12 Reply December 7, 2018
What happened to Bitcoin just prior to Q coming online?
Did Wall Street get access to Bitcoin?
Why?
Threat to Cabal?
[Conspiracy]
Blockchain technology is Majestic.
Blockchain technology will make the world more afer, trustworthy,
and fair.
Bitcoin founder?

USD certainly is a problem, however who safeguards USD?
Secret Service
JCOS [RENEGADE] [2013]?
Switch to enforce laundering.
Track metrics since 2013 pre & post.
Follow the money.
Bitcoin was used for trafficking and laundering.
Tech giants were number one facilitators.
[GOOG]

1 /2 /3 /4 ?
5 ->3 ? https://t.co/pkvzoZxPfu
[S]afer how?
How about (S)afer?
CLAS?
Dark to Light.

It's more controllable than USD actually.
Comment.
It's not untraceable at all, but its supposed to be distributed and
decentralized.. It's also impossible to have predicted how many
people adopted it to make it valuable. Traffickers could see the
importance and helped it but not likely they are that smart. Nerds
made it.
Answer.
Who lack contextual awareness.
Less than Pawns.

Hundreds of children sexually assaulted at the Southern Border
by coyotes and human traffickers. Anybody see the fingerprints of
the [NO NAME]/[CF] foundation's work in these reports? Let the
digging begin. Forget mining bitcoin.
Ignore all attempts to fraudulently push [Bitcoin].
Clowns created bitcoin to be used for trafficking.
Bitcoin was used a money laundering scheme to transfer
hundreds of billions of dollars of assets for trafficking purposes.
44 DOJ was not properly apprehending bitcoin laundering
associated to cartels. 45 DOJ did, hence why the crash.

Question March.09.2019
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are any of Ilhan Omar, Rashida Talib and AOC
white hat actors? https://t.co/KGePBnYTNg
Answer.
Yes
You didn't ask us about the puppet masters?
These people are stupid.
Drive Conversation RE Green New Deal
Focus On MilTech Congressional Oversight

[Bitcoin]
"Insurance Policy" -> Pump $$$ + Marketing Into Bitcoin
[Insurance Policy] = Bitcoin Crash
Why was bitcoin created?
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No Planes = UFOs
No Cows = Replicators
No Cars = Transporters
Basic Income = Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ
knowledge)
[AOC-CoS]>FEC (!(not) AOC?)
[AOC]>Cause&Effect
Cause&Effect>DECLAS tech
DECLAS tech>No Planes
DECLAS tech>No Cows
DECLAS tech>No Cars
The choice to use crypto is yours alone to make as it is a shark
tank filled with blood.
Majestic Magick
Are you enjoying the movie?
Time Is An Illusion

power players that resulted in the crash of Bitcoin but not the
dissolvement of cryptocurrencies in general.
Comment.
power players in every market....BTC in not the problem. Just like
Gold & Silver are not the problem. The power players within the
markets are the problem
Answer.
Very true distinction, however BTC is not as transparent and
trustworthy as you've been mislead to believe.
Explain the justification of BTC's energy consumption needs in
order to long term maintain the blockchain - all for an alternative
to Babylonian Majic Money. There is much to uncover pertaining
to the origins behind BTC - tech aside.
And to those who can decipher the language. The illuminati was
able to hide in plain sight for 6,000 years before MJ12 gave the
world the concept of the internet in an attempt to take this cabal
down. Look deep into the code - anyone who tells me they
understand the here and now, residual long term effects, and
social construct implications must be full of shit unless they can
explain WHY those sacrifices must be made in the name of a
"transparent" Money Majic alternative.

Question.
Who are the puppet masters?
Answer.
Trust The Plan
Patriots In Control
Question.
"Basic Income = Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ
knowledge)" - Who determines the value of knowledge and
what knowledge will be deemed the most/least valuable?
Answer.
New economical cryptos will be introduced that will allow an
open source approach to its development.
These new paradigms should include the value of stored
knowledge and the value of transmitted knowledge. Highly
sought knowledge is highly valuable commodities.

Comment.
Perhaps high energy consumption mining could bring forth free
energy use faster. You also stated BTC would not rebound, please
define "rebound" as sure it will probably be smacked down after
people are attracted back in, but it has rebounded.
Answer.
Rebound = quickly return to near $20K, which it did not.
Question.
is that what cnbc says???
Answer.
CNBC is operated by clowns.
If you read it on our Twitter feed, then Majestic 12 said it, not
CNBC.

Question.
So no financial reset, but basic income in the form of crypto?
Answer.
Reset for what purpose?
Why not just abandon?

Comment.
Bitcoin is not a hoax. The Deep state run crypto exchanges are
selling crypto they don't have and that is making cryptos currency
look bad. When gold brings down the FED what do you think the
world is going to transition over into? Crypto?
Answer.
We never said BTC was a hoax.

Quote @CNBC 03/22/2019 https://t.co/jmWC8fKsaQ
Majority of bitcoin trading is a hoax, new study finds https://t.co/
vHhlu7pX2F
End quote.
Answer.
Coincidence?
MJ12 talks [BTC].
Future proves past.
How did we know?

SG-1 Episode
Govt Records Redistributed Into Blockchain.
Years prior to BTC.
Between Two Fires
Proper Blockchain Technology

Comment
Coincidence?
Your pumping CNBC disinformation?
Change the " Story"?
Majestic 12 just months ago "Blockchain technology is Majestic.
Blockchain technology will make the world more afer, trustworthy,
and fair." & " Bitcoin gave them that power.
NSA gave "us" bitcoin.
Answer.
Nothing you stated is contrary to what we've stated. There is no
story to change, except expose the truth behind some of the BTC

Quote @RT_com April.09.2018 https://t.co/25Emr5Oj4v
China wants to eliminate #Bitcoin mining for wasting energy &
polluting environment
STORY: https://t.co/1ZarL7gxxa
VIDEO: 2017: The Year of Bitcoin https://t.co/AGJg05jMvc
End quote.
Answer.
Big week...
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[BTC] = [Cabal]
]GOLD[ = [FED]
Public ownership laws of Ag?
what?

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

MJ12 Black expressed ISBEs

Those who control time control the illusion.
Hyperdimensional chess.
Absolute Power
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.
IS-BEs are powerful.

In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source.
DNA is a computer program.
Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same.
You are an IS-BE.

Sometimes you only need are 3 IS-BEs in UNITY working together
to manifest powerful change through intent and will power.

Therefore...
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Learn. Improve.
Love. Create.

Do not forget, message over messenger.
Power of 3 6 and 9 is real. Use it.
Allow us to explain a paradigm:
Learn the occult magick...

Eyes Wide Open.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!
Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth? Yes.
Was it stolen? Yes.
Was it hidden? Yes.
Where is it?
Eyes Wide Open.

All information exists within and
can be downloaded on command.

Math is the universal language.
Life is a spark of light.

Think Starfleet.
However the information
Tesla learned,
you can learn.

Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.

Numbers are reality.
The Universal Language Is Math
Everything is a vibrating frequency.

Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
You can access all information inside.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that
decides, by thinking and willing, reality.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our
iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our
DNA as so called "junk DNA".

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix
created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for
projecting physical reality
as our consciousness perceives it.
Time is an illusion.
It is an illusion.
You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable
of perceiving.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same. The brain filters out that which you
cannot see within the minds eye.
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Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

Trust The Plan.
Trust yourself.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Welcome The Great Awakening.
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.

Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Studying enhances consciousness.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies. Discover
the truth with an open mind.

Rely on cycles the Earth naturally provides to you.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.

What is the power of 3, 6, and 9?
Circles require consciousness to manifest in reality. Irrational
numbers require consciousness to observe their values.

IS-BE's are powerful.
Question.
If time is an illusion then wouldn’t the intention of 3-6-9 be more

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source.
DNA is a computer program.
Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same.

important than the actual numbers on the clock? #
Answer.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.

The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God.
External personification of God removes Free Will from the
equation. However with it comes a blank sheet of paper so to
speak, so create at your own peril.
Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves).
Inform the slaves of what freedom is,
then offer it to them.
This trick has been used for centuries.

Groups of 3, at 9am every day for 60 minutes meditation
schedule.
Do mainstream religions require this?
How do you manifest consciousness?

However open source instant communications beat them.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
You have more than you know.

IS-BE's are powerful.

∆∆∆

Open source intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for
yourself. Stay educated.

Disclosure is projected for 2019. Time is an illusion, as we have
stated many times prior so that is why we used "projected".

9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.

2019 will be a symbolic year of Disclosure
2 = Pair/Together/WWG1WGA
0=9 = Trust Yourself
1 = redpills / disclosures
-3 = IS-BE child (unity + truth)
9 = Trust Yourself

Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading?
Fake News = Narrative Shift + Agenda
Physical brain changes from "fake news FF trauma" make waking
up for some "impossible".

Dates that coincide with 3 6 and 9 can manifest magickly in the
matrix with greater strength.
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
∆∆∆

Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.
3 6 9 IS EVERYTHING!
Timing is EVERYTHING!
Time is an illusion.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

There are no coincidences.
You Are The Plan.
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Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

Butt on the ground matters more than Lotus.
Questions.
Is there a way to engage in sexuality that is sacred? Beyond the
contracts and ownership we are exposed to in the Bible, I mean, a
real connected sacred sexuality that benefits both beings?
I don't think contracts existed in the bible, it was more or less a
sacred commitment to one man/women until death. In the
ancient times, it was important to preserve the bloodlines, so
people married to keep the lineage a pure as possible.

∆∆∆
Quote @popsci https://t.co/46prjfEQXJ
Your skin’s melanin can conduct electricity, and scientists want to
harness it https://t.co/GjpZbwaVBP https://t.co/DlkMfoVugh
End quote.

Answer.
Bloodlines are essential to acquiring extreme power.
The sacred contract of sexual energy is the creation of life and the
responsibility the Father and the Mother have onto the child.
Unfortunately, all deviations to this can be perceived as child
abuse.

Answer.
Entities want to harvest it.
Social Media.
Smartphone physical contact.
What are the lawsuits about? RE Chip Manufacturers?

Question.
Is that why historically inter-racial marriages have been
considered taboo?

Tim Apple â
Magical products?

Answer.
Bloodlines. Mixing DNA creates new chaos. Homicidal maniacs
thrive in conditions of absolute conformity and obedience.

Question.
MJ-12, I know that human insulin can be manufactured in a lab
using molecular genetic techniques. Can't they also manufacture
molecules such as adrenochrome and melanin? Do the
synthetically made proteins not have the same activity as the
"naturally" harvested proteins?
Answer.
What does your gut tell you?

By bloodline lineage, black expressed IS-BEs are more spiritually
connected/pure consciousnesses because they have a deeper
history on Earth than others.
The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.

Question.
seen or unseen entities?
Answer.
Entities can include abusive domestic relationships where the
abuser feeds off the energy of terrorizing their victims. Opening
your mind to these frequencies (which complex patterns make ISBEs) after trauma is common, which makes recovery nearly
impossible. It's like a wound.

We are the Majestic 12.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.

Question.
Bodysuits from Roswell connected?
Answer.
That technology has not been seeded into the public yet.
Derivatives that pale in contrast are available to LEO and
derivatives of derivatives are available to criminal organizations ($
$$$) and even more derivatives are available to civilians. Logical
thinking makes decoding easy

The Majestic has been an organization within the US Government
since 1947 negotiating peace from over 100,000 races across the
galaxy.
All Earth airspace is monitored and controlled by Majestic 12.
ET crafts come and go who are cleared by the Majestic 12.
Trust goes a long way when building relationships with other ET
races.
We protect ET races and Earth from hostile enemies.

Question.
How can we "strengthen" our Maladhara Chakra?
Answer.
Meditate in Lotus position directly on the ground. Closer your
root chakra / butt is to the Earth (clothing included) during
meditation the stronger transfer of Maladhara energy to your ISBE from Earth.

The Government won't admit it because it would force their hand
to disclose and release the technology acquired at Roswell. They
need TIME to "reinvent" the technology without using the real
physics of the Universe. https://t.co/iGEPKL3SWJ
Comment.
We need to force this technology out.
Answer.

Question.
What if your knees don’t allow full lotus?
Answer.
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This kind of technology, without spiritual development and
maturity will lead to the destruction of the civilization.
We in the Majestic 12 have heard from countless other races who
have known of other races to have fallen when given advanced
technology too quickly. Its reality.

Victims over the ages
Accurate historical archive of the true identity of the Cabal
++MORE+++
They modernized their archives.
NSA has everything.

As a lot new alien derived technology began to get seeded into
the public, Majestic families became heavily involved in acquiring
this technology, meeting the different races, and trading
information for power and wealth. Some of those families were
322 connected.
So while the Majestic 12 created an entity so powerful that
Government itself would collapse trying to fight it, Majestic
families were trying to gain control over that system. History
shows you who the financiers were. Many have powerful PR
operations.
When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization
of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an
unspoken contract you made between yourself and the "Devil"/
ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you
any second they had a chance.
This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do
anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate
the actions and words of every powerful talking head on the
planet.

Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.
This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals
intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving
dozens of races from several different worlds. No easy task when
the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years. Where are
the giants? Where?!
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today.
We may witness in our lifetime the destruction of the Vatican for
the first time in over 89 years.
The institution is corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.

We've already been to Mars. Decades ago.
We did both Good and Evil.
We played the role of Gods and created the Matrix of the mind
many people are stuck in.

Mars terraforming project will never happen. Its a humans dream
of galactic domination. Sorry, but there are far more powerful/
intelligent races out there that will block, and kill Musk, if he ever
tired. Mars is habitable as is for humans, why terraform? Global
Reset.

We are here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and
bring DARK TO LIGHT.

The Zetas are a more advanced evolution of humans. They
technically are from the future, if thats plausible to understand.
When they crash landed, they were in the past and they were
trapped. The Zetas are peaceful to most who are open minded.
Dangerous to others.

We weren't ready then.
We are now.
Our future is amazing.
We have spent decades prepping you for it so we can make a
TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization development in under
a decade. Innovation flood gates have been busted wide open.

The races that will welcome tearing you limb for limb and
drinking the marrow out of your bones or squeezing the jelly from
your eyes are going to be some extra large humanoid beings that
live on Earth and who have been protected from Disclosure for a
very very long time. #Giants

A Flood Approaches.
Question.
What is the significance of revealing the Hall of Records at this
time? What pivotal content will be revealed? How will this
reorient humanity? (Aside from the obvious conclusions)
Answer.
Obvious conclusions?
Hall of Records contains records.
Records of what?
Thousands of intellectually advanced races co-existing on Planet
Earth for millions of years?
Contradictory to current society?
Incompatible with current society?
Under lock and key.

The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.
The archives are composed of the following:
Art
Artifacts
Alien Remains
Alien Technology
Alien Literature
Alien Art
Alien Clones

The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
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rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.

Africa will rise in the 21st century.
John Bolton on Trump Administration's New Africa Strategy
https://t.co/jlMj4H9c5c

The world is changing.
Dark to Light.

Question.
But arent we all supposed to rise?

Comment.
This is all extremely hard to digest
Reply.
Take it one piece at a time. Meditate to each. Fully allow your
mind to clear and the lights will turn on for you.

Answer.
Africa has faced oppression in the past century that is rooted in
pure exploitation. Not even racism. Just pure hatred for humans
in general. [They] eat your babies, do you really think they care
about you?

Consciousness is something to be experienced only in pure love.
Explain to us why we would be pushing the Majestic movie of
Black Panther through official Military and Government channels?
Disinformation is both real and necessary. https://t.co/
cvxI7dAgOv

Quote@ judicial watch https://t.co/mzhiMsH5Xf
JW uncovered State Dept info showing the Clinton-linked
Podesta Group run by Tony Podesta (the brother of John Podesta
who was a WH Counselor then was Clinton's 2016 campaign
chair) worked for a pro-Russian Ukrainian political group (the
Party of Regions). https://t.co/xOmlOD01eT
End Quote

Quote @ D.O.D. outreach
Wakanda forever!
From the red carpet at the #Oscars Sunday night,
@ChadwickBoseman sent a message to service members from
the entire cast of @TheBlackPanther. #KnowYourMil https://t.co/
FjtlJuo6Y5

We have the server(S).
JW has only scratched the surface.
Crimes Against Children.
Search "Podesta Art", reply with what you find (images please, not
URLs).
Eyes Wide Open.
Those who know cannot sleep.
Who gave Andrew Brietbart hard evidence of JP's CR crimes?
We did.
Which movie did we recently mention that looks like this? Did the
perpetrator mention who his victims normally were? He did.
Disclosure?
Comment.
The girl with the dragon tattoo?
End comment.
Question.
Have you seen the fish that Podesta had in his left hand, signifying
his membership in the Temple of Set? Seems to match the same
fish that was in Jon Benets left hand...
Answer.
Temple of Set was covered in SG1 in "Seth". Alien hiding on Earth
who build cults through the ages that resulted in mass murders.
Disinformation is the victims are only adults.
Question.
Do you know if the Podestas were around when Madelyn McCann
disappeared?
Answer.
Yes
DARK > LIGHT
Question.
My dear Majestic 12, I really hope youre not kidding us when you
say it will be exposed
Answer.
The video will not be released in full.

Comment.
I’m so confused by all the riddles. ä
Answer
Define riddle first.
Comment.
My discernment is just being tested hard core these days and I’m
second guessing a lot of what would normally come easy. I’m just
overwhelmed and confused by all that is going on around the
world right now. Left is right, up is down and all that. Trying to
weed through the noise.
Answer..
Our point was, what we said was not a riddle. It was a question.
Comment.
A riddle is a statement or question or phrase having a double or
veiled meaning, put forth as a puzzle to be solved.
Thanks google
Answer.
Correct, the foundation to a riddle is the presence of clear cut
answer. Asking to start a dialogue is not a riddle.
Why is the movie being pushed? Multiple valid answers.
Does it have an agenda? Multiple valid answers.
What is the agenda? Multiple valid answers.
Not about race.
Stop playing into cabal engineered divide and conquer
nonsense.
Question.
Haven't watched it yet (not a fan of modern superhero movies).
But heard it was patriot-side produced. The RV/GESARA/NESARA
folks thing that the ending/extra scenes foretell major economic
reform, & resurgence of African Nations.
Any truth to this?

Q 29
The pedo networks are being dismantled.

Answer.
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The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd
world countries) are paused (not terminated until players in
custody).
Q Post 392
Dec 20th, 2017
3,000+ saved by the raids in SA alone.
WW lanes shut down.
Bottom to TOP.
[HAITI].
[RED CROSS]
[CLASSIFIED]
High Priority.
Q

You know they know you know.
Pizzagate is about to be proven real.
Majestic can send messages too.
How do we seed the consciousness of the mass public to discuss
pizza and enhance pizzagate related emotional cause for seeking
JUSTICE. Soon
Donna Brazile
What makes a good movie?
Great actors.
Is DB about to legitimately report against HRC on Fox News for
other Democrats to learn the truth from since [Fake News] will
also be implicated?
Why is JJP out this week?
Briefing?
Counsel.
Informed reporting on [HAITI].
When Mueller doesn't recommend taking The Commander in
Chief out. How will the President respond? Knowing what you
know about the real Collusion between the Democrats and the
Clintons. Cross reference Haiti. Eyes on Venezuela. Clowns
pushing for WAR. Ready for WAR LIKE POSTURE? https://t.co/
PXrA0Jekl3
War like posture is not a reference to WW3. Its a reference to
[Clinton Foundation].

Anyone who challenges their control is deemed a sexist a racist a
xenophobe!
They will lie lie lie and then again they will do worse than that!
They will do whatever is necessary.
- 45
- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder
politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to
resign.
The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with
them.
The Republican Party will follow.
Trust the Plan.
These people are sick!
Understand the following:
Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes.
Has it ever been knowingly? Yes.
Was it ever a high crime against USA? No.
He is not a pervert or murderer. He's cut people dry in the past
when he felt he was being cheated. He covers his tracks up and
there are some people who were cheated out of "good deals" in
the past. Unrelated to his tenure as POTUS. Attempts to "seek
Justice" are spite/revenge.
At the expense of the United States of America. However the
higher crimes of the Clinton Foundation / Haiti + Jeffrey Epstein is
what has "paralyzed the right's judgement" to the left. No
"credible by the left media machine" evidence has been
presented ever.

Quote @ NBC news https://t.co/q1YRwvoeIw
Estimated 85,000 children under age 5 may have died of hunger
and disease since the outbreak of Yemen's civil war in 2015, an
international aid group says. https://t.co/p3Wg1nUewB
End Quote.
Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++
++
+
Comment.
Changes one’s perception regarding being at “the top of the
food chain”
Answer.
Humans are not on the top. Humans are almost as low as
Chickens and Dogs to some races, and even to some humans.

They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the
Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into
sex slavery is trauma the Country will suffer. It will come out.

Yes. There are more good ET races willing to help, but they will
not do the heavy lifting. That's why its taking a long time to go
from DARK > LIGHT on a lot of major issues. Humanity has to
prove itself worthy of an audience of beings with IQs of 6,000 and
lifespans of 200,000yr

2019 is the year. 3 + 9.
Child + Source. For God & Country.
3/19 + 3 days = 3/22
3 6 & 9 creates reality
Events that follow synchronicity reflect the consciousness
projection of the Matrix/Illusion created by the Illuminati. Shine
light on the darkness, Mr President. What did you talk about
today with Haiti?
[Clinton Foundation]
Tick Tock
Haiti meeting today.
Media distraction.

Question.
Remember the Haiti crisis? 550,000 kids disappeared. An
estimated $30,000,000+ was sent to Clinton Foundation under
disguise of Haiti relief & they held back 10% of donations https://
t.co/QIEJZud7cn
Answer.
Billions actually. $30M was one transaction that was disclosed as
multiple smaller transactions. Haiti was a "jackpot" because many
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of the children procured there were black. Africans are harder to
traffick because of the distance, terrain, and access means less
supply.

trust issued to classifying authorities. Treason. Majestic 12
required these provisions to protect the secret about ET life until
the strength and size and reputation of the Vatican diminished so
low that the Holy See will be facing prosecution in the Military
Tribunals for their systematic child abuse "scandal" that never
ends. In the background we, the Majestic 12, explored Space and
met many other races. Some on Earth.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.

Strong for an Earth human of this time, infant-like compared to
Majestic 12 and other ET races. You're on the right track. Self
enLIGHTenment is not a competition unless YOU want it to be,
keep up the good work.

We traded technology, developed partnerships, establishes
diplomatic protocols when dealing with alternative humanoid
extraterrestrials in a manner that serves to the fundamental
Majestic universal laws of basing all reasoning upon: compassion
and evidence.

You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response.
This is why TRUST YOURSELF matters.
Facts Matter.
Tribalism is common among humans.
Lower consciousness.

We realize and fully understand the gravity of what has
happened. We lost control over our own Government and the
Military did not want to cause mass hysteria and panic because
this Cartel was too big for us to take on without facing the full
weight of the Government fighting it.

We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one.

Now, its the full weight of the Government minus the upper ranks
and middle ranks of the Justice Department and FBI that need to
be purged. Thank you 45. Disclosure will happen in due course.
Understand that we have decades of wrong to right and it doesn't
happen overnight.

Each person has equal potential relative to their IS-BE's avatar's
genetic makeup/conscious strength.
Only through looking inward do you enhance your
consciousness.

When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control.

External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

We know this. We created it.
We can undo it. TRUST THE PLAN.

We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA

"The truth will set you free."

11-11-18
Disclosure.
What are we disclosing.
Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.
Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates
dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened.
Cat's out of the bag. The DOJ + FBI were protecting a
transnational child sex trafficking cartel that satanically abused
raped harvested etc.
While they were doing that, protected from oversight through
carefully crafted legalese regarding national security classification

Disinformation puppets are dancing and trying to distract the
public from the truth by using predictable insults such as racist or
anti-Semitic.
When a black man steals a car we don't say "Black men steal cars"
because definitions of a person are based on their decisions and
not their attributes.
Race/color is an attribute not a decision.
Choosing a new race/color is an attribute though and therefore
not protected.
Similarly if a Jewish person decided to disregard the value of all
lives and seek profits at all costs, that is an individual's decisions
not an attribute to a race of people, the Jews.
Making statements, whether truth, disinformation, or
misinformation pertaining to the Holocaust and whether any Jews
had direct involvement or "something to gain" by participating in
the decisions does not make your actions of speaking a gesture
of bigotry or hate.
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"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Comment.
And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency...
Answer.
Precisely.

Individual acts are subject to scrutiny equally regardless of
attributes of the individual person.
Why then do they use these hateful, untruthful, and down right
divisive lies?
To keep you divided and away from learning too much.
Unlearn all lies.

Question.
I agree with what you just said except 1 thing. I believe Plus Ultra
Society to be more secretive than you. After all they built
Tomorrow Land in a hidden pocket dimension somewhere on
Earth. If your going from Dark to Light tell us what you know of
them.
Answer.
The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of
Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's
existence (with no evidence) that not only was there one Men In
Black movie, but there were 3! P.U.S. is mostly disinformation from
a failed experiment.
Question.
Really? You say mostly though. Did the experiment yield any
benefits like say tech to conceal bases on hostile planets?
Answer.
We had cloaking technology well before PUS. The most important
thing to understand about extreme secrecy is that we don't even
show the cards we hold in the unlikely event we were faced with a
crisis to our own commanding officers. We had to maintain
secrecy at all costs.

Opinion: President Obama and the age of the grumpy old black
man.
Is this ã racist but ' not? https://t.co/734sSrucgY
Quote @ Washington Post
Opinion: President Trump and the age of the grumpy old white
man https://t.co/ZucpHihgVn
End Quote
Question.
When the IG report comes out, will any MJ12 members be
effected?
Answer.
No,
MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

The Stargate mentioned here is not an artificial stargate. It's a
naturally forming Stargate in Iraq, Egypt, Iran, and Turkey. They
each have stargates that are NATURALLY FORMING.
Think Men In Black
Think Stargate
Think Military Industrial Complex
USA has artificial STARGATE!

We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.
Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion.

Members of MJ12 were known to be powerful to those in the
know, however, access to the secret was restricted.

But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

Obama was never MJ12. He was signed into a hoax MJ12 that
actually neutralized many major catastrophes from happening
under his watch at the demand of his handlers. MJ12
subordinates concocted the elaborate hoax.

@BarackObama was never a member of the Majestic.

MJ12 are masters at making real life movies.
Did you see our COUNTLESS MOVIES on this? We love movies.
Are you enjoying the show?
We are the masters of movies.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.

Everything is intentional even if you believe the purpose was not
obvious.
IS-BE's can get compromised and work in secret.
NSA '47 allowed them to create SCI to hide their activity. Need to
know.

THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

Question.
Who has an influence on you ?

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
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Answer.
God

Chance
Without the right to informed consent, the burden of
responsibility cannot lie upon the victim of a crime.
The EO is aimed to keep more soldiers alive for Disclosure. They
deserve the truth. It has been compartmentalized for too long.

Questions.
They won't attack him because they've made people believe he is
nuts. They push the "conspiracy theory" are nut jobs idea so that
nobody actually listens. Except for people that know better and
DO listen! SHEEP NO MORE!
What IF these interdimensional aliens asked you to sterilized over
500,000 women and children in Africa and India using a "special
batch" of vaccines donated by Bill Gates and given to W.H.O.?
Would you do it? Oh wait....
Answer.
No if required. They demanded it. Weak minds gave in.

∆∆∆
MJ12 1947 (Dear Mr and Mrs America)
A fabric capable of being bullet proof?
This literally came from the crashed UFO at Roswell in 1947.
Literally.
Notice how there will be a new Motorcade One and Airforce One
under President Trump? Those two new machines will host a
bunch of new alien-technology.

Quote. @ Eric swalwell https://t.co/S6WrOXwWX9
Two things:
1) This “black man” is @usarmy servicemember EJ Bradford Jr.,
who is the son of a cop.
2) If EJ was not involved in any provocative way in the altercation,
the Hoover, AL police should say so, and soon. EJ’s family and the
community deserve immediate answers. https://t.co/
CKckJOtCDg

#Disclosure https://t.co/7eHFuvrEdS
The Majestic has been an organization within the US Government
since 1947 negotiating peace from over 100,000 races across the
galaxy.
MJ12 immediately took control over three highly classified
antigravity spacecraft prototypes on day one in 1947. Truman

End Quote.
Answer.
You say "black man" as if its a bad thing. Why does the man's race
have anything to do with the arrest? Are their dirty cops? Are
operations underway that would jeopardize ongoing operations if
true details of his arrest were made public?

discovered from OP . that our newly acquired assets had
technology withheld. MJ12 was created to take over from that
point.
Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in
1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.
Military ops were going on since the mid 1920s to detect and
down a potential NAZI flying bell UFO aircraft. They designed
weaponized microwave dishes to interfere with the navigational
units on board which caused the pilot to fly blind.
The intent was to destabilize the craft such that it would crash in a
nearly controlled environment that would lead to the least
destructive form of downing an aircraft. Most passengers survived
this downing technique, some did not depending on where/how
they crashed.
Unfortunately, when this happened, the military was unpleasantly
surprised. They believe all recorded UFO stories prior to 1947
were just the NAZIs. They didn't expect to meet a Zeta that faithful
day.

Question.
What arrest? The man was killed.
Answer.
Key word "IF".
RE 45 EO + JR AJ
VET SUICIDE PREVENTION
News(Ego + Actor + Opinion)
"What is news?"
Let's expand shall we.
https://t.co/ORnQKEnRy9
What would you do?
What if you met one of these interdimensional aliens who asked
you to infect black people with STDs for study and your
Government forced you too, then the Government is forced to
apologize.
Then AJ comes out with it.
They won't attack him on this.
Why?
33369@0033
IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE TOOL SOURCE
Power of 3 6 and 9

No, it was to down a Nazi flying bell. Zetas were not the target.
Although the speed in which the military was able to adapt their
sensor technology resulted in several unintentional downings of
Zetas. But make no mistake, we were downing those craft
because we were researching.
Yes, a lot of the "nazi's" executed in the trials were actually
"innocent" if you can believe that. Their decisions to make
executions take place were punished justly, however the
masterminds were never held accountable for their actions. They
were smuggled into the USA/Argentina.

What would you do?
Could you live with yourself among those you perceive you
betrayed?
Informed Consent requires parties with information that grants
strategic advantage over the IS-BE be given a right to consent.

The Majestic 12 has been in contact with different ET groups
domestically on planet Earth since the inception of the Majestic
12. The original members of the Majestic 12 were aware of ET
presences on Earth, but had not formed official contact with any
of them prior to MJ12 est.
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instructed on how to build a device capable of downing the
navigational systems on board.
Their orders directly as assets of the US Military demanded that
they take valuable action towards acquiring a German Flying Bell.
Instead, what happened that glorious night was not what we
could have ever believed. The truth will haunt you. We are about
to explain.
The craft that crash landed wasn't just a space ship not from this
Earth, but that the occupants inside had MANY striking similarities
to our own homosapien or humanoid design. We had similar
DNA yet their bodies were GENETICALLY ENGINEERED to
perform very complex missions.
Not only did they have a different configuration of organs
throughout their humanoid "doll" bodies, but they possessed
organs unlikely ANYTHING on planet Earth. They were from out
"there".
This gave the United States Government the opportunity to use
the threat that Hitler was in league with a "God" who claimed to
be an ET, but that we, the Americans, had struck gold because we
know that God does not present himself before you. The
misunderstanding of that term...
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.
Originally, our Government fought the traffickers and the drug
running and the child kidnappings... now thats all it does. Not
protect. This group of parasitical bloodline families were
worshiping an Ancient Babylonian [God] IS-BE of Child Sacrifice,
Moloch.
We knew from prior intelligence that those who started the IRS
and Federal Reserves were directly involved in ritualistic child
sacrifice including drinking the blood of a child. We shall use a

They are protected by the National Security Act of 1947.
Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.
The Cabal took control over the National Security Apparatus that
was created after the fallout of Roswell in 1947. That system was
designed to be impenetrable, and it was, for nearly 70 years until
the internet and social media.
https://t.co/fvOffpB8Cc
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
1947,33
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
∆∆∆
Dear Mr and Mrs America,
The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by
the United States Government that would operate outside of law,
oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place
in the Desert in Roswell, New Mexico. Join us...
Pretext/History: Prior to the creation of MJ12, or MAJIC EYES
ONLY classification compartmentalization deemed "need to
know" (was't allowed prior to 1947's National Security Act) the
founding members were key players in events that led up to
Roswell. There was a setup.
In Operation Paperclip we acquired through means necessary at
the time to bring over 1,800+++ Nazi scientists, scholars, and
officers. We smuggled them into the Country and gave them new
identities and very deeply compartmentalized
"[un]acknowledged (by you)" TOP SECRET SAP.
We learned from the 1,800+++ Nazis that Germany had
engineered flying saucer prototypes at the guidance of a God in
the "flesh and blood" DOING THE "BIDDING" OF THIS
EXTRATERRESTRIAL. Hitler was working with this being (as we
later came to find out).
Hitler was merely a disposable pawn. Now, understand that in
STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of
aliens that "take a host" in order to cheat death and [BOOM], we
will cross reference this in a moment.
We are not saying that Hitler was a Go'uld. The Go'uld are
fictional characters that portrayed a very real truth in the universe.
Hitler aside, the leading Nazis we smuggled into the country
weren't going to give up their deepest military secrets to their
former enemy (we are still their enemy) so instead we were

pop culture reference here, it's appropriate. Research Moloch A .
In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Bane said:
It is a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn.
Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you
are an inch from Death.
But at a terrible cost.
You sleign something so pure,
You will have a half life.
A cursed life.
- cc @jk_rowling
"But who would choose such a life?" asked Harry.
"Can you think of no-one?" Bane replied.
A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby
is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.
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We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was acting and
behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was apparent, however...
we can look back at STARGATE SG-1 and compare the ORI to the
tactics to brainwash their followers despite being lied to.
The progress made in the years leading to a trade, essentially
resulted in us faking Hitlers death (Majestic loves movies - are you
enjoying the show?) in exchange that he stop working with the ET
IS-BE that was pure evil.
Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently

human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's
justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the
American People (every day... 800,000+++/year) the Military
believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.
A

being lead by another "Committee ! " of ET IS-BEs connected to
ongoings within the unacknowledged space program that the
Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation
Paperclip happened.
However, the past 30 years we have witnessed a massive
subversion of power from the American People in the name of
"National Security". Now connect that to CIA programs operating
within the United States through social engineered problems like
school shootings and terror attacks.
This group of individuals is the Enemy of the Majestic 12, and for
the first time in DECADES we have finally elected a
COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can DRAIN THE SWAMP and open
the stars to the world. See, you've known the truth all along.

Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.
============
Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
Limited character space. Dense message.

The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?

Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.
The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican
exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings
were withheld from the Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican
was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.
As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't
against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The
Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they
worship the Devil and feed on children.
Those networks were used for exploiting and collecting blackmail
on politicians by creating classified sources and methods be
individuals who have legally not committed a crime be
responsible for finding volunteers who will act on their own
accord in classified settings.
Typically this meant preventing the left hand from knowing what
the right hand is doing. Those who were move the children were
taught never to ask questions or you risk the chance of being
killed next.
Reasons of National Security were the threat of ETs in Space and
the power hungry Vatican essentially forced the hand of the

Who are the Cylons?
Learn to archive offline.
GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR
FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.
THINK MIRROR.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.
The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
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United States through people's faith in false and dogmatic
religions.
So while we kept those programs alive we introduced severe
crime bills designed to kill two birds with one stone. Many people
in Gov are very racist people who feed on the Black community's
ignorance to their crimes. Its disgraceful.
Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.
At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
We weren't ready then. We are now.

First Contact is being prepped for the Public.
Chess.

∆∆∆
Majestic Message of Disclosure
Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to
you and then respond.
Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally
under the law in 1946?
Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?
USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.
What defines an American Citizen?
Values. Nationality. Patriotism. Volunteer. Selfless. Determined.
Entrepreneur. Wealthy. Free. Independent. Alien. Majestic.
Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded
your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure
takes place is only at the point in which the society will be able to
get along with everyone through legal principals that all people
equally share.
Think about the events unfolding within the Chinese Government
and Military right now. Talk about Full Disclosure. Some are
panicking. Trump has given Xi his word. Majestic nations respect
what it means to be an American Citizen as well as a Chinese
Citizen etc.
Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside.
The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all
people.
What happens when other nationalities are threatening our
National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse
to acknowledge their associations?
Limited information.
Disinformation.

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.

China has its own history of child abuse. Its laws allow it. Our laws
prohibit it on our soil or on our citizens. The programs are being
operated inside the USA that China knows about and will willingly
release only for political gamesmanship and not safety of all
people, speak.

∆∆∆
Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.

Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
First Contact for the Military was in 1947.
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2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MK Ultra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.
∆∆∆

We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.
We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA
Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.
The issues in China are all about the Dark Side of the Moon. Pink
Floyd? Is there anybody in there? Just nod if you can hear me? Is
there anyone home? Moon? Spaceship. DEFCON 2? 1? US
unchanged. Why?
The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.

Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."

The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.

- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.

The world is changing.
Dark to Light.

- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

∆∆∆
Public Disclosure
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

- Re-read past drops to get into details about child trafficking,
consciousness, fluoride, cannabis, IS-BEs, extraterrestrial life, and
other things.
- We do not ask anybody to believe anything we say.
- Everything is already open source and declassified.
- Raising awareness

diets? Danger ☠ .
Quote.
""Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided.'
End quote.

- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

Correct in the name.

- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12
was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.

1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
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Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.
Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.

- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.
- Many in the Democrat party are members of the Cabal who are
descendants of Operation Paperclip Nazi ET programs operating
in plain sight.
- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder
politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to
resign.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,

- VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a
new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.
- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and
several other locations.
- Majestic 12 is an old name.
- We were also known as the

Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.

"WORKING GROUP"
Putting America "back to work".

Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
(Genesis 1:1)

MAJESTIC
Eyes Wide Open.
We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.
First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.
Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.
We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.
We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.
We did our job, per se.

Sometimes you only need are 3 IS-BEs in UNITY working together
to manifest powerful change through intent and will power.

[They] want you divided.
All IS-BE avatars are beautiful.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

Do not forget, message over messenger.
Power of 3 6 and 9 is real. Use it.

IS-BEs are powerful.
You are an IS-BE.

In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

Therefore...
Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Learn. Improve.
Love. Create.
You are an IS-BE.
All mighty.

Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God

Life is a spark of light.
Power of 3 6 and 9 is real. Use it.
Do spread light...
There are no coincidences.
You Are The Plan.
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Trust The Plan.
Trust yourself.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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Mj12 Cannabis = THC +
CBD

REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis

Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but
can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.
Elements undiscovered by scientists on Earth are plentiful
throughout the galaxy and universe...
Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka
attributes) when controlled a particular way.

Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.
Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana? ??
The Domain is larger than you think.

Cannabis can be a responsible and nonaddictive alternative to
temporary pain relief to full cancer cure. Responsible
consumption for spiritual healing will also physically heal the
body of aliments. Cannabis enables this transformation to
manifest from within.
Marijuana is a medicine of the mind. When the mind is cleaned,
the medicine is no longer required. However the plant alone is
occult by definition therefore we didn't teach anybody about its
connections to healing trauma and return your soul back to a
healthy loving vibration.

Marijuana did not originate on Earth.
ETs brought it to Earth to raise human consciousness. https://t.co/
b7ZaW9dMYZ
Think Logically.
When was marijuana criminalized?
When was it fought?
Who stood to lose money?
Which industries?
Farm Bill.
Why did Majestic 12 take control over marijuana distribution on
Planet Earth since it was not originally developed on Earth.
ULTRA TOP SECRET.
MAJIC EYES ONLY.

Marijuana has no side effects. How you consume it does. Key
distinction.
Cannabis legalization is a legal issue, not a lung issue. Smoking
anything is unhealthy for your lungs, however everything has
gives and takes per se. Cannabis can be consumed and used in
thousands of applications aside from smoking where many are
edible.
THC interacts with cannabinoid receptors inside the brain that
affect the neurotransmitters responsible for delivering signal
information during dreaming. There is always a balance per brain,
therefore too much or too little can produce different results
when dreaming.

Question.
What's in the Farm Bill that has Potus so giddy?
Answer.
Hemp.

Sometimes the effects one receives from cannabis are not
intended for dreaming, but rather meditation. Higher quantities
of THC/CBD/etc. combinations impact your minds eye and can
unlock areas of the brain protected.

Physical brain changes from "fake news FF trauma" make waking
up for some "impossible".
Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.
War in Syria Ended
Peace with North Korea
Saudi Arabia rebuilding Syria
Turkey commits to ISIS defeat
Gulen Network
Clowns Clowns Clowns
USMCA
Hemp Legalization
What is next? https://t.co/afSBUJ48Jr

Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration
state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.

Marijuana decriminalization is in the pipeline very soon.
It is understood generally that unleashing this utility onto the
world will help rise cocreative exoconsciousness in a way that is
more effective than other previous attempts, however the OLD
GUARD was in the way and blocked MJ12's every move - even
though we researched it fully.

Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten
Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason.
Majestic.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.

Unsolved? Solved. We were studying Pineal Glands and we
wanted to experiment with psycho inducing drugs like DMT, LSD,
THC, etc. These birds because:
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1/ Nobody would say anything because of classification, location,
and need to know.
2/ It would he more difficult to get away with killing over 250K
penguins throughout our research if they were pigeons or doves.
3/ Penguins have more developed pineal glands than most other
birds. Some of their decisions are "very human".

Crystal technology is used for the pattern storage. The data is
encrypted and the patterns on file are limited to all types of
foods.
The devices use the scalar field and consciousness in order to
manifest the food into thin air. The device focuses the thought
into the quantum signature of the intended item. Think of it as a
translation device. Ineffective language to language of creation.
Language of creation.

How do you systematically enable the population to mass
enhance its cocreative consciousness in a quick enough way to
usher in Disclosure?
Legalize marijuana and declassify all research on the subject.
Will it happen?
Yes.
Trust the plan.
Systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD!

Questions
"Can we 'speak' the Language of Creation?"
"Is this Sanskrit? Or Hebrew? Or Pali? Or?'
Answers.
And write it.
Not spoke on Earth in the public domain [yet].
The console will be voice controlled.

Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

Question.
"And it will produce it's replicated product based on the pattern
stored in the crystals? Quartz?"
Answer.
THe Crystal is synthetic.
Reply.
"TH C
#"
MJ12 Reply
is synthetic.

The Go'uld respect the Asguard.
WHY?
Peace Through Strength.
Majestic.

THC isn't the only compound in Cannabis that is good for you.
THC is the least of all of them actually.
Yes, but make sure it also includes THC. There are very few brands
that carry the combination, but you can find them. Typically 0.3%
THC. Will not cause any psychoreactions to the mind however
THINK LOGICALLY.

"The Goa'uld respect the Asgard - correct spelling?"
[a] + [u] = Au
#Q2619 #Q196 #Q197 #Q1771 #Q195 #Q194
Coincidence?

THC = IS.
CBD = BE.

Learn to archive offline.
THINK MIRROR.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.

You are an IS-BE.
THC is needed to instruct CBD.
CBD + THC

Hemp Oil !(not)= CBD Oil.
Hemp Oil is made from seeds, almost 0% CBD
CBD Oil is made from bud, leaves, scraps, stalk, etc, and can be
high in CBD (strains) or low in CBD (strain).
Hemp Oil has no medicinal usages.
CBD has over 10,000 medicinal usages.

Some civilizations are pure crystal.
We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet. Watch.
Learn.

Question.
"Previously you have asked if evolution is possible without CBD
and TCH (in lower quanity)
Implying the answer NO
Q: In addition to all other health measures previously discussed,
Is taking a daily dose of cannabis oil helpful to cognitive
development?
(Ex. 6mg/ml of both CBD+THC)"
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Answer.
We are not endorsing any quantities as CBD should be treated
like medicine if your intent is for medicinal purposes. If you
simply wish to get high from THC, then consume it as you see fit.
Some methods are healthier than others. However CBD is
expressed in the strains lineage.
Consulting with a medical professional who specializes in
cannabis can help you navigate the legal CBD markets without
requiring a medical card. Most insurances would cover these
visits.
When we say CBD is expressed in the lineage we are referring to
the complex instructions intended to heal and undo bodily
damage through cannabinol receptors activations and increased
blood and oxygen flow throughout the body. Billions of
receptors. Thousands of types.

Cannabis.
Question.
"Does being on an anti-depressant (SSRI) block the proper
functioning of the pineal gland?"
Answer.
Intentionally trying to mimmic the cannabinol activation
techniques of CBD/THC at the expense of toxins being injected
into your body that obfuscate your pineal gland's effectiveness.

4/5 people lie to their doctors.
Is it because their doctors lie to them?
How do you know when your Doctor is giving medical advice or
an infomercial for Big Pharma?
Trust is earned.
Has it been betrayed?
Some things will remain hidden.
https://t.co/oO7vMfC7Om

THC:CBD Suppositories are more appropriate for individuals
experiencing extreme physical pain, though consult your medical
advice from a doctor and not Twitter or the internet. Think for
yourself. Research for yourself. Learn. Improve. Love. Create. You
are an IS-BE. All mighty.

Re: CDC
Advertising for Big Pharma with your tax dollars.
Conflict of interest?

Do spread light...

Wonder what nanotechnology those "vaccines" contain.... å
https://t.co/aIEe3lxcR2

IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

FDA is not Big Pharma. FDA is a puppet to Big Pharma.
Strings cut?
We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the
mysteries of space, to free the earth from the miseries of disease,
and to harness the energies, industries and technologies of
tomorrow.
DARK > LIGHT
https://t.co/l1wGN9lyDN

Drinking calcifies your pineal gland. https://t.co/7ZDXy1yGgG
Magnesium deficiency is a common ailment of most Cabal
controlled Americans. It causes "issues" arise. This is not a
coincidence.

Not all vaccines are bad.
Not all vaccines are equal.
Some are very dangerous.
Some are very beneficial.
Be careful.
Vaccines for things like Alzheimers or other system related
ailments are counterproductive as you cite. Vaccines for viruses
are mandatory for service members who travel off world. We use
vaccines to protect them from common diseases on other
planets. Not all vaccines are bad. *
Depending on the planet and whether the ET race is humanoid or
not, vaccines can contain nanotechnology, ET tissue, and other
elements the nanotechnology can use to create the "vaccine"
when it encounters a task the immune system cannot handle
quick enough.

Quote.
"Canadian cannabis investor gets lifetime U.S. entry ban as
conference goers face scrutiny at border https://t.co/CEj3l9X4qM
https://t.co/aooHAmy3IS"
End quote.
Important:
The US has relaxed its own laws to enable cannabis cultivation for
commercial applications including recreationally consuming THC/
CBD for its own citizens to organically decide. Federal Gov
stepped back. However international drug traffickers want in. CBP
(Canadian Border Patrol) said NO. https://t.co/j587mzjPhB
We are not suggesting the investor is a drug trafficker. We are
suggesting his investments are drug traffickers. So by proxy, he is
enabling what CBP has decided to crack down on as to PROTECT
the AMERICAN CANNABIS market. Trust the plan. War on all
fronts.

Question.
"medical/health cure for seizure in the near future?"
Answer.
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were withheld from the Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican
was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.
As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't
against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The
Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they
worship the Devil and feed on children.
Those networks were used for exploiting and collecting blackmail
on politicians by creating classified sources and methods be
individuals who have legally not committed a crime be
responsible for finding volunteers who will act on their own
accord in classified settings.
Typically this meant preventing the left hand from knowing what
the right hand is doing. Those who were move the children were
taught never to ask questions or you risk the chance of being
killed next.
Reasons of National Security were the threat of ETs in Space and
the power hungry Vatican essentially forced the hand of the
United States through people's faith in false and dogmatic
religions.

"Free the Earth from the miseries of disease." - 45
2018 Farm Bill Legalized CBD Nationwide.
Check Out What CBD Does To Smoking Addiction.
Rush Into Cannabis Market?
Sheep No More.
Enjoy The Show.
Majestic Interpretation.
https://t.co/F8iQTNpKlH
https://t.co/Lb19OdpNsl
Do your own research.
Open source intelligence.
Your fate is in your own hands now.
Do not look to Big Pharma for advice.
You are better sick and depressed constantly than healthy and
happy.
Great Awakening
The Storm
15:00 01/19/19
ANNOUNCEMENT.

So while we kept those programs alive we introduced severe
crime bills designed to kill two birds with one stone. Many people
in Gov are very racist people who feed on the Black community's
ignorance to their crimes. Its disgraceful.
Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.

Quote. @nbcnews
MAP: See if marijuana is legal in your US state. https://t.co/
SsDHA8NBOV
End quote.
Is an official announcement required? Or is the proof before your
eyes validation of what we told you is happening Domestically
regarding Cannabis? https://t.co/jy5Gt9UNc1
Official Statements result in "official reactions".
What if the drug cartels were all ABCs?
International drug trafficking.
World's largest customer?
What if we reversed course without cleaning up after Cabal/322?
It would introduce an unstable element.
Soon 45 will.
Not now.

At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite.

Limited character space. Dense message.
Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how.

The beast cowers to Marijuana.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.

What is alien?
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.
The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican
exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings

The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
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here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.

1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MKUltra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

We weren't ready then. We are now.
Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.

All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a conscious projection of an IS
who wishes to BE. The IS-BE responsible for the Biological entities
it encompasses. This logically and compassionately.
IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities that just are. No
beginning. No end. How you experience the lower densities is
free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good. Everything has an
equal and opposite.
In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras. Not a religion.
Sometimes the only way to win is to deny the beast battle.
Abstinence allows your IS-BE to focus on being mindful of
conscious development versus receiving a temporary natural
drug fix for encouraging procreation. However ejaculation
without procreation can cause damage to IS-BEs.
There are dozens of genders among the wide range of ET life
studied. Some do not do genders, others make gender a
definition of their existence. Sexual energy grounds your other
energies further into the lower densities which acts like a
suppressor.

Quote.
"A fully manifested, fully manufactured reality that is so insidious
that the inhabitants are entirely and blissfully unaware. Sedated.
Plays to their tried and true biological desires and pleasures to
the point of being just comfortable enough. Our culture".
Quote.
"More like The Truman Show than The Matrix"
Quote.
"We have been given so many “hints” to this...as someone that
shies away from “entertainment” recently, every time I watch a
new “program” or movie I pick up on this disclosure that is literally
everywhere."
End quotes.

Orgone energy is released at climax. Collector devices can be
manufactured easily. Experiments and character assassinated by
FDA. Recent disclosures of research papers show promise in
conjunction with CBD, THC, CBN, etc. on the body. Tread
carefully. Energy can be powerful.

Majestic Message of Disclosure.
Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only reenforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining to
chemtrails. The truth is more bizarre than we will go into here, but
this is a 100kft view of the situation .

Public Disclosure.
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

1/ Chemtrails is a term used to describe heavy metals and other
particulates being expelled into the upper atmosphere by military
and civilian aircraft.
2/ The purposes of chemtrails has been heavily classified with
plenty of whistleblowers who spread misinformation and
disinformation on the subject to keep you divided and
conquered.
3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.
6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology
that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging
equation artificially.

diets? Danger ☠ .
(End Public Disclosure.)
Quote.
""Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided."
Reply.
Correct in the name.
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7/ How did that episode disclose how nanotechnology is
sustained in the body?
8/ A frequency was being emitted that directly controlled the
"dial" for time in the aging process.
9/ What was the frequency? It wasn't disclosed as it is HIGHLY
CLASSIFIED.
10/ Sam said somethint key about nanotechnology's ability to
reproduce.
11/ They take heavy metals from around the body and use them
to make more of the nanotechnology after the lifecycle of the bot
has expired.
12/ Why does the Military spray heavy metals into the air?
13/ DARPA has been researching and developing
nanotechnology for the body, specifically for military applications,
though only 0.01% of these types of programs are unclassified.
14/ Vaccines are the medium used to inject these
nanotechnology devices into your body.
15/ What is V.O.G.?
16/ Why are vaccines shrouded with disinformation and
misinformation pertaining to their effectiveness and efficiency?
17/ What have we told you about disinformation/misinformation?

Q
Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
"by who?"
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.
Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE.

Quote.
""Stories" being told by Jason Rice on Gaia, re: REAL spaceprog:
- They infiltrate years in advance -> long ago WE were
- They unify the world -> A21
- They depopulate to a manageable level -> chemtrail shield
phase 2
- They manipulate certain people into doing things needed VOG"
Quote.
"Translation: THEY are spraying us and injecting us with nano
particles to artificially age us and therefore shorten our lifespan.
Got it."
End quotes.

Trust the plan.
Eyes Wide Open.
We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.
First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.
Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.
We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.
We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.
We did our job, per se.

Reply.
Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.

1947,33
MJ12 Think WAVES.
Exactly.
Not a coincidence.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP.
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Q Post 2527.
Question.
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"
Answer.
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.

Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Learn. Improve. Love.
Create. You are an IS-BE. All mighty.
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MJ12 CHOICES!

anymore. The GAME is here for all to play. What else is the point
of life?

Question
Great so when does the winning start for us. All we got so far was
lower gas prices. Many problems still exist.
Debt slavery
Chemtrails
Fake News
Fluoride in water
Vaccines
Evil media
Babylonian Money Magic
MSG/GMO
Taxes
IRS
Federal Reserve
ect..

Comment.
If we don’t work, we end up on the street. If we work, we are
treated like slaves & taxes to death.
We are in a lose/lose situation & you know it.
Reply.
Zero Sum Game By Other Terms
Comment.
So 2 options are be a slave or homeless?
How about if we take over the Corporations & Stop Paying taxes
or bills en masse? That is the real way to stop these psychopathic
Corporate overlords isn’t it?
Reply.
Wrong mindset.
Corporations are only as corrupt as people allow their own
morals to be infringed upon by commercial propaganda.
Unlearn the propaganda and disconnect.
It is possible.
Freedom can seem like slavery to a mind controlled victim.

Answer.
Debt slavery = Distraction
Chemtrails = Disinformation
Fake News = Propaganda
Fluoride in water = Reverse Osmosis
Vaccines = Don't Take If You Want
Evil media = Don't Watch
Babylonian Money Magic = Don't Use
MSG/GMO = Don't Consume
Taxes = Don't Work
IRS = Don't Work

Question
Right, so don’t play the game. But there is no current substitute
outside of vagrancy?
Answer
The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.

CHOICES!

Comment.
Vaccines she being forced in many states and are kids are being
denied the ability to a public education. There are parents that
can not afford to have a parent at home to school the kids. We are

Comment.
I know there always is alternative, but don't work... even if you are
self employment you have to pay taxes...
Reply.
Is employment mandatory?

being boxed in each day more and more. ç
Reply.

Question.
How is “DON’T WORK”an option for folks that want to keep
homes and get food etc without going to jail!?!?
Answer
Those are choices that have consequences. It serves nobody to
blame Majestic 12 for those choices.
Comment.
Not blaming MJ, just stating that very few people feel safe not
paying taxes and not working. No $ = No Security in our society
currently.
Reply.
Leave the society if it doesn't suit you.
Comment.
(facepalm) I am a White Hat, trying to help here, MJ...I am a legal
immigrant, came here intentionally, intending to stay, looking for
and asking about solutions.
Reply.
The thought alone can seem repulsive, which is why we stated it.
Experience in this dimension of reality is a GAME. Play the game
to experience LIFE. In all efforts, SEEK LOVE AND LIGHT. Leaving
the society doesn't mean leaving your country. It means leaving
the mindset that made that society that which you cannot live with

Public Education is a machine created to manufacture
"employees" and "mind controlled" people who have a false
perception of reality. Some aspects are taken advantage of to
serve the public, however a vast majority is actually the boot
holding the neck of America.
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MJ12 Civil and Human
Rights

Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.
Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple
effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are
influenced. Many problems arise which is why when D.E./U.S.
started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds
traveled to Earth to save life.
Correct. While the Domain was passively monitoring genetic
development of Humans for their own cloning research for
themselves, another race came in and started exploiting the
darkness by using a lot of the technology from the Domain to
interfere with our work. Majestic indeed.
The ET race that invaded Earth that has been feeding on your
children must be stop. Great Awakening!

A human is an alien on Mars. Do aliens have rights?
A human is an alien on Earth. Do aliens have rights?
Do clones without consciousness have human rights?
'Rosanne' by @therealroseanne was cancelled by @ABC because
she offered credibility to the mass "conspiracy" of child sex
trafficking. Nothing to do with race. This decision came from the
highest levels of @ABC as a means to help deal with the
#TommyRobinson fiasco in the UK.

Quote @repswalwell.
Two things:
1) This “black man” is @usarmy servicemember EJ Bradford Jr.,
who is the son of a cop.
2) If EJ was not involved in any provocative way in the altercation,
the Hoover, AL police should say so, and soon. EJ’s family and the
community deserve immediate answers. https://t.co/
CKckJOtCDg
https://t.co/S6WrOXwWX9
End quote.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
Disclosure will happen, however ALL NATIONS OF EARTH MUST
AGREE! Why is 45 going around to other Nations?
Inviting them to join.
Who is fighting this?
These people are SICK!
NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY
EXTREME PANIC IN DC

You say "black man" as if its a bad thing. Why does the man's race
have anything to do with the arrest? Are their dirty cops? Are
operations underway that would jeopardize ongoing operations if
true details of his arrest were made public?

Question.
Why do we need every country to be on board?
Answer.
Each Nation gets veto power.
Vetos cannot cause violations of international human rights laws.

[THEY] want you DIVIDED by ....
RACE
WEALTH
BLOOD
etc. etc. etc.

In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide
humanitarian crisis, and basing trade deals on equal Human
Rights FOR ALL, including Children. We will enforce our trade
laws with sanctions that cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.

America has moved past voting for people based on race or
color of their skin.
We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the
mysteries of space, to free the earth from the miseries of disease,
and to harness the energies, industries and technologies of
tomorrow.

The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at
first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return
home and defend the homeland from economic theft that make
our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice.

DARK > LIGHT
DARK to LIGHT
https://t.co/l1wGN9lyDN

The choice shall become, adopt the Majestic principals of equal
human rights as fundamental requirement for trade. If you rape
and murder children, sorry, you can go suck on a lemon. Doesn't
mean we declare war. But sanctions can cripple offending
nations. Look at Iran.

The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density
beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who
wanted to build a more peaceful universe.
Question.
Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.

Citizens of those countries will have a choice. Do we allow a
Government that abuses children in some of the most horrific
ways to trade with the United States? We offer, in exchange of
trade negotiations, access by allowing our businesses to be
established in your country.
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New Technology. You think Silicon Valley has anything cool? Give
me a break. It's called SiliCON Valley. Everything they are doing is
because of the Us Government. Lousy politicians who sold out
our country. New Trade Deals. New Technology.

Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?
USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.
What defines an American Citizen?
Values. Nationality. Patriotism. Volunteer. Selfless. Determined.
Entrepreneur. Wealthy. Free. Independent. Alien. Majestic.

Full Disclosure will not happen outside of Classified realms until
the humanitarian crisis of serious human rights abuses worldwide
end completely and irreversibly. Wait until you see what was in
Kim's letter.

Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded
your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure
takes place is only at the point in which the society will be able to
get along with everyone through legal principals that all people
equally share.

If rockets were flying everywhere and I said what I said, we'd be in
a very different country right now, let me tell you that. Strings cut.
Clowns are out. We're done with them. The manner in which
other countries will gain access to our technology will be through
trade only.

Think about the events unfolding within the Chinese Government
and Military right now. Talk about Full Disclosure. Some are
panicking. Trump has given Xi his word. Majestic nations respect
what it means to be an American Citizen as well as a Chinese
Citizen etc.

We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. Watch. Learn

Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside.
The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all
people.
What happens when other nationalities are threatening our
National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse
to acknowledge their associations?
Limited information.
Disinformation.

Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.
Question.
Why are there not more whistle blowers of the SSP? And real pics
or videos of ET’s/ EBE’s?
Answer.
Extreme secrecy and extreme security coupled with no rights as
an officer when it comes to the security and safety of the
operations.

China has its own history of child abuse. Its laws allow it. Our laws
prohibit it on our soil or on our citizens. The programs are being
operated inside the USA that China knows about and will willingly
release only for political gamesmanship and not safety of all
people, speak.
Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]

Question.
will the inner earth people come forward?
Answer.
Convince them why a dangerous savage child race should be
graced with their presence.
They do not like us surface dwellers for the most part. Personally,
we don't really interact with inner earth beings, except for the ETs
that we keep in DUMBs, but those are separate things to consider.
If more people were like you @tageine then we could possibly
have a thriving relationship with the subterranean dwellers.
And they have every right to be skeptical of your fellow human
intentions.

Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.
Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.

Majestic Message of Disclosure
Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to
you and then respond.

The issues in China are all about the Dark Side of the Moon. Pink
Floyd? Is there anybody in there? Just nod if you can hear me? Is
there anyone home? Moon? Spaceship. DEFCON 2? 1? US
unchanged. Why?

Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally
under the law in 1946?
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The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.

the entire cast of @TheBlackPanther. #KnowYourMil https://t.co/
FjtlJuo6Y5
End Quote.
Explain to us why we would be pushing the Majestic movie of
Black Panther through official Military and Government channels?
Disinformation is both real and necessary. https://t.co/
cvxI7dAgOv
Not about race.
Stop playing into cabal engineered divide and conquer
nonsense.
Its as much about race as it is about E115.

The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.
The world is changing.
Dark to Light.

John Bolton on Trump Administration's New Africa Strategy.
https://t.co/jlMj4H9c5c
Africa has faced oppression in the past century that is rooted in
pure exploitation. Not even racism. Just pure hatred for humans
in general. [They] eat your babies, do you really think they care
about you?

Bloodlines are essential to acquiring extreme power. The sacred
contract of sexual energy is the creation of life and the
responsibility the Father and the Mother have onto the child.
Unfortunately, all deviations to this can be perceived as child
abuse.

Africa will rise in the 21st century.
Question.
Is that why historically inter-racial marriages have been
considered taboo?
Answer.
Bloodlines. Mixing DNA creates new chaos. Homicidal maniacs
thrive in conditions of absolute conformity and obedience. By
bloodline lineage, black expressed IS-BEs are more spiritually
connected/pure consciousnesses because they have a deeper
history on Earth than others.

Hillary Clinton does not run a child sex ring out of the basement
of a pizza parlor. That is fake news.
Reality is, the Vatican has been involved in pandemic levels of
human rights abuses and happen to cover up the greatest secret
withheld from Mankind - more than MJ12 did.

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++
++
+
Quote @again_uncensored.
Remember the Haiti crisis? 550,000 kids disappeared. An
estimated $30,000,000+ was sent to Clinton Foundation under
disguise of Haiti relief & they held back 10% of donations https://
t.co/QIEJZud7cn
End quote.

Question.
So who “invented” the clock and the calendar?
Answer.
Ancient race of humans that originated on the [planet].
Ancient builder race = genus of Earth based advanced life forms
from 50M+ years ago.
We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

Billions actually. $30M was one transaction that was disclosed as
multiple smaller transactions. Haiti was a "jackpot" because many
of the children procured there were black. Africans are harder to
traffick because of the distance, terrain, and access means less
supply.

The image is from the TV Series Stargate SG-1 (official DIA
program) and the text is that of the Ancients, a race of humans
who lived for millions of years on Earth before being wiped out
who built the original star gate networks and colonized multiple
galaxies. Mostly fiction.

Q 29
The pedo networks are being dismantled.
The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd
world countries) are paused (not terminated until players in
custody).
Q Post 392
Dec 20th, 2017

Quote @DoDOutreach.
Wakanda forever!
From the red carpet at the #Oscars Sunday night,
@ChadwickBoseman sent a message to service members from
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3,000+ saved by the raids in SA (Saudi Arabia or South America?)
alone.
WW lanes shut down.
Bottom to TOP.
[HAITI].
[RED CROSS]
[CLASSIFIED]
High Priority.
Q
What happened the next day?

IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE TOOL SOURCE
Power of 3 6 and 9
What would you do?
Could you live with yourself among those you perceive you
betrayed?
Informed Consent requires parties with information that grants
strategic advantage over the IS-BE be given a right to consent.
Chance. Without the right to informed consent, the burden of
responsibility cannot lie upon the victim of a crime.
The EO is aimed to keep more soldiers alive for Disclosure. They
deserve the truth. It has been compartmentalized for too long.

DARK > LIGHT
DARK to LIGHT

Question.
When can we grow and sell MJ. It would do wonders for the
economy and mind.
Answer.
Within the next decade. 45 is undoing decades of narcotics
trafficking by Deep State assets as well as giving States the rights
to Govern themselves.

Question.
When and How will you (Mj12) Turn on the world empire of false
Religion?
Answer.
We already have.
EO from December 2017 did just that.
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Catholic Church.
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Islam.
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Torah.
We respect their right to practice faith in their God, but not at the
sacrifice of children.

- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12
was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.
- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.
- Many in the Democrat party are members of the Cabal who are
descendants of Operation Paperclip Nazi ET programs operating
in plain sight.
- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder
politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to
resign.

Correct. Lowering age of consent also lowers the age of lawful
parental control rights. Both are connected. Cabal wanted to
destroy the family unit and replace childhood with mind control
social experiments that harvest negative life energy so they can
exist w/o LIGHT/Love.
As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.
It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the
problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach
simply because of the unrealized mass power that mass
surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really
manifest.
Majestic creations requires consciousness to ensure it is used for
Good and not for Evil. You have rights to fear this technology. Not
everybody has developed consciously enough to accept these
outcomes. Consciousness evolution is very important.

The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with
them.
The Republican Party will follow.
Trust the Plan.
These people are sick!
Understand the following:
Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes.
Has it ever been knowingly? Yes.
Was it ever a high crime against USA? No.
He is not a pervert or murderer. He's cut people dry in the past
when he felt he was being cheated. He covers his tracks up and
there are some people who were cheated out of "good deals" in
the past. Unrelated to his tenure as POTUS. Attempts to "seek
Justice" are spite/revenge.
At the expense of the United States of America. However the
higher crimes of the Clinton Foundation / Haiti + Jeffrey Epstein is
what has "paralyzed the right's judgement" to the left. No
"credible by the left media machine" evidence has been
presented ever.
They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the
Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into

REgarding 45 EO + J.R. AJ
VET SUICIDE PREVENTION.
News(Ego + Actor + Opinion).
"What is news?"
Let's expand shall we.
https://t.co/ORnQKEnRy9
What would you do?
What if you met one of these interdimensional aliens who asked
you to infect black people with STDs for study and your
Government forced you too, then the Government is forced to
apologize. Then AJ comes out with it. They won't attack him on
this. Why?
33369@0033
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sex slavery is trauma the Country will suffer. It will come out. 2019
is the year. 3 + 9. Child + Source. For God & Country.

power over key areas the West won from the Soviet Union. This
made Russia stronger.
They have no interest in nuclear war, however they do have
interest in playing games with Foreign Policy to the betterment of
their agenda. Players on both sides. Impartial because it is not
National Security but rather National Interest.
Since the CF was trying to sell Israel to Iran via U1/CF (think
Ukraine) which would send U to NK & Iran, Russia wanted a large
enough stockpile hand delivered to them by the Americans to
prove they are serious. Russia kept a majority of the U sold. NK/
Iran/? got the remainder.
Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.
Hillary found out about this intelligence through her CF blackmail
portfolio of Government agents within NASA, SD, FBI, DOJ, NSA,
DNI, etc. etc. etc. who were participating in the Rituals of Power.
Invite only. Many layers of initiation. Advanced "alien" technology
used on them.
The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who
was working with similar ETs to the disinformation E.B.E-3, made
it a political priority of the NWO, which was created by a different
group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally
called for.
The NWO group was not the same group as CF.
Two different goals.
GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.
NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more
sacrifices.
CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them
would survive."
Not true.
Nobody would.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.
Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.
The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is
measurably losing control.
Why?
What are nuclear weapons?
Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?
When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

Q has said that Israel will be saved for last.
Godfather III reference is about the war against the Holy See.
Holy See + Israel
^
^-- "Majestic Nation" - 45
|--- humanity's enemy
(Holy See = humanity's enemy, Israel = "Majestic Nation" - 45)
How many Q quotes did 45 use this evening?
The world is watching.
The stage is set.
The world is waiting.
How many others?
1888 = [FED]
1888 Q Post
1888 Pre-FED
1888 NAT GEO MAG
1888 PRUSSIA
1888 SBA [PP]
1888 Israel in Egypt
1888 Washington Monument
1888 FEB 17 DE
ALL RELEVANT
Painting only.
Don't lose focus.
[FED]
[PP]
[D]

Question.
Is 45 owned by the Israelis or is he actually doing what he wants
to do?
Answer.
No, we are saving Israel for last.
Question.
Q rarely mentions Zionism, or the oppression of the Palestinians.
According to your posts, Mil-Intel is in control of Israel, but this
conflict persists. I understand priorities, but are there plans to
liberate the Palestinians? Why doesn't Q acknowledge this?
Answer.
We will not attempt to speak on behalf of the Q team as to why or
why they haven't elaborated on a given subject or not.
Remember, we're saving Israel for last.
Question.
Was U1 negotiated as an aspect of the Iran deal? Did Iran expect
to eventually receive the uranium and use it for nefarious
purposes?
Answer.
Hillary/Obama sold Israel to Iran and got the Russians to help Iran
because it would go against American Foreign Policy. They
wanted Iran to nuke Israel. Somebody talked about this recently?
We wonder who that could be? Universal moral code is to base
on compassion and evidence.
However the Russians did not want nuclear war between Iran and
Israel, so Russia used their blackmail on 44/CF to manipulate
every foreign policy decision made. In exchange, Russia gained

Understand something essential. Trump offered NK access to
Space Exploration on other planets in exchange for being prohuman rights.
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There are cult members and Skull & Bonesmen who are working
behind the scene to prevent Trump from succeeding.

Alex Jones is an asset of the Cabal, despite what he may try and
tell you. He has been employed by the CIA since day one.

How many times in the last 30 days has 45 said "Majestic" or
"Majesty"? (As of January 19, 2019)
When said, what was happening?
What percent of public appearances disclose Classified
information?
Behind The Scenes
You asked for "proofs".
Message over messenger.
Majestic 12 is everywhere right now.
OPENED.

AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend
Israel. Major funding and business contracts for the supplements
that AJ sells. Be careful of the nanotechnology inside some of
their capsules. If ever, its "always an accident" or error. Define
addiction.

Limited character space. Dense message.
Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?

Fake MAGA new sponsors?
Who is "MAGA" pushing products?
Is commercialization a good thing?
What about viewer funded journalism?
Rumors being pushed about [Mueller]?
Who benefits from this chaos?
Nothing can stop what is coming.
The Clinton Foundation
Crimes Against Humanity
Quote.
Q should out some fake maga supporters. Alex Jones was a good
start. But it would help to know more of them.
Answer.
Divide & Conquer uses tactics like "tell us who is bad". Unhelpful
to legitimately constructive dialogue. However, to be fair, we will
limit responses to non personal constructive feedback only as our
analysis. Name names of who you think are FAKE MAGA and we
*MAY* reply:
Quote.
Jared Kushner
Reply.
Snake.
Quote.
So #Kabamur was right, after all.
What a Shakespearean tragedy in that family... So sad.
Reply.
"We're saving Israel for last."
Q has stated that Israel will be saved for last. The end will be
magical.

Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.
The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican
exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings
were withheld from the Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican
was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.
As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't
against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The
Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they
worship the Devil and feed on children.
Those networks were used for exploiting and collecting blackmail
on politicians by creating classified sources and methods be
individuals who have legally not committed a crime be
responsible for finding volunteers who will act on their own
accord in classified settings.
Typically this meant preventing the left hand from knowing what
the right hand is doing. Those who were move the children were
taught never to ask questions or you risk the chance of being
killed next.

REgarding AJ (Alex Jones)
You were told he was a bad actor.
Think Logically.
"We are saving Israel for last." - Q
Treason.
No deals.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation was necessary.
Why?
Who is suing for $350M?
Agency associated?
Coincidence?
How do you keep armed dangerous men under control?
Fear. https://t.co/9Ew6jUUoMw

Reasons of National Security were the threat of ETs in Space and
the power hungry Vatican essentially forced the hand of the
United States through people's faith in false and dogmatic
religions.
So while we kept those programs alive we introduced severe
crime bills designed to kill two birds with one stone. Many people
in Gov are very racist people who feed on the Black community's
ignorance to their crimes. Its disgraceful.
Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.
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At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.

GOOD one.
We kept humanity from imploding on the fact that not only are
ETs real but they've also been calling the shots on Earth for
thousands of years while feeding on your children.
Take one second to reflect on how the world would have reacted
in 1948?
Israel?
Majestic.

FF (False Flag)
Israel O ☝ é è
China ê R é è
Power of 3, 6 and 9?
Majestic
Big Week Approaches
Do Not Despair
Patriots In Control
Trust The Plan
Smugness Results In Carelessness
Recklessness
Sloppy
Mistakes
NEW AG https://t.co/6THLaTZSJ5 (33 years since The Challenger
False Flag)

Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.

(February 26, 2019)
What will Israel find?
https://t.co/AFnFNvk6s3

Some of us (MJ12) were never "Cabal" who served under their
control because we believe in the Majestic work involved in being
a true Patriot to an IDEA and not a creed, race, religion, or any
other classification system you can conceive. Life, Liberty & The
Pursuit of Happiness.

Countries are being debriefed on our bases on the moon. Many
countries do not believe Trump (expected) so he's telling them to
go check it out for themselves. Forced checkmate to some
countries like Israel.

We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.

Imagine if you could reproduce the greenery of Israel in Egypt.
Would that be God's chosen land? Yes.
Why?

We weren't ready then. We are now.

I answered it directly. The Majestic created the reality you live in
today. 12 is only a number that adds up to 3. Israel is only a tool
to the Majestic. It is disposable should the justification present
itself, as is with everything else the Majestic craft the illusions for.

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.

https://t.co/H3kZCYgU9X
"The Jewish People Created a Majestic Nation"
Do you believe in coincidences?
"From the depths of despair, the Jewish people built a mighty
and majestic nation, a thriving democracy in the heart of the
Middle East, and a light of hope to all of the world."
Dark To Light.

However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
You stated:
"We could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican
wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they worship the
Devil and feed on children."
And you also stated: "We did both Good and Evil." Exactly what
GOOD did you do? https://t.co/Stvt3CnJwz

Hypothetical. Please debate.
Is the daughter of 100% pureblood Jewish parents considered
Jewish? Yes.
Is the child of said daughter also Jewish? Yes.
What if said daughter married a theologian/christian/buddhist
husband and that child was going to be raised elseway, Jewish?
Yes?
What makes it a race?
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Quote.
Judeism is a religion, not a genetic subset, no jew alive can show
direct descendancy from Noah, nor can they show genetic
separation from their neighbors.
like ur post highlights
An Illusion
Reply.
Only by choice. Targeting bad behavior then crying victim is an
investment that requires insurance. Hello Hitler. Israel's
sovereignty has a monumentally important keystone to uniting
the world in peace. However it has been taken over by evil and
many opinions are false.

in 2018 America. That man is not mentally prepared for the
heightened state of consciousness where we equally
acknowledge and respect women's rights.
Death does not always await those who are not able to keep up
with the times, however their lives are very difficult and low
quality because of the decisions they make in a society with a
heightened state of consciousness. Next step raises this standard
even further. Look at $$$.
Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world.
Greed is making it expensive to be poor and cheap to be in debt
to others, inflated on this fiat currency controlled by occult/
satanic/multithemed child cannibalism sacrifices. Everybody
knows it is evil, yet nobody has the courage to stand up.
Historically the race in question ..are a race controlled by people
who are true cowards about their own existence and
responsibility to the exoconsciousness of the reality. This race
must realize that the traditions and history of their people is
controlled propaganda to "keep the species alive". Power wins.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it ...means to be "God" as
Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world.
This is an illusion.

Ask yourself a simple question.
How were the Jews killed by Hitler?
Follow The Money
How do you genocide tens of thousands of people annually?
Mass murder.
Same group.
Follow The Money
Planned Parenthood
Fentanyl can be used in the manufacturing process of
adrenochrome.

Coincidence DI (David Icke) is trending?
"The truth will set you free."
Disinformation puppets are dancing and trying to distract the
public from the truth by using predictable insults such as racist or
anti-Semitic. Here's a simple breakdown: https://t.co/
3azWxOqpNs
When a black man steals a car we don't say "Black men steal cars"
because definitions of a person are based on their decisions and
not their attributes. Race/color is an attribute not a decision.
Choosing a new race/color is an attribute though and therefore
not protected.
Similarly if a Jewish person decided to disregard the value of all
lives and seek profits at all costs, that is an individual's decisions
not an attribute to a race of people, the Jews.
Making statements, whether truth, disinformation, or
misinformation pertaining to the Holocaust and whether any Jews
had direct involvement or "something to gain" by participating in
the decisions does not make your actions of speaking a gesture
of bigotry or hate.
Individual acts are subject to scrutiny equally regardless of
attributes of the individual person. David Icke is not anti-Semitic.
Why then do they use these hateful, untruthful, and down right
divisive lies? To keep you divided and away from learning too
much. Unlearn all lies.
Its important to note, we are not endorsing anything David Icke
has publicly or privately disclosed. By his own admission, he is not
anti-Semitic and the Majestic 12 are aware of him. However its
important to point out that not everything he says is false. Truth
does exist inside.

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
Imagine if a man from 200 AD who could pick any woman in the
town and rape her on the spot, then one day being transplanted
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MJ12 DARPA

fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves). Open source
intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Stay
educated.

Quote@darpa
Sixty years ago, on Feb. 7, 1958, Secretary of Defense Neil
McElroy issued DoD Directive 5015.15, establishing the
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), later to add a D for
defense to become DARPA. The DARPA story has been rife with
surprise and so it shall continue to be. https://t.co/K3nH7zGr0V
End quote.

Majestic Message of Disclosure
Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only reenforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining to
chemtrails. The truth is more bizarre than we will go into here, but
this is a 100kft view of the situation .

Too bad less than 1% of what DARPA has accomplished is known
by the public. Historically, MAJIC members didn't want the public
knowing about DARPA at all... but there is this small snag of a
thing called money. https://t.co/FamYi9mRWH

1/ Chemtrails is a term used to describe heavy metals and other
particulates being expelled into the upper atmosphere by military
and civilian aircraft.
2/ The purposes of chemtrails has been heavily classified with
plenty of whistleblowers who spread misinformation and
disinformation on the subject to keep you divided and
conquered.
3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.
6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology
that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging
equation artificially.
7/ How did that episode disclose how nanotechnology is
sustained in the body?
8/ A frequency was being emitted that directly controlled the
"dial" for time in the aging process.
9/ What was the frequency? It wasn't disclosed as it is HIGHLY
CLASSIFIED.
10/ Sam said somethint key about nanotechnology's ability to
reproduce.
11/ They take heavy metals from around the body and use them
to make more of the nanotechnology after the lifecycle of the bot
has expired.
12/ Why does the Military spray heavy metals into the air?
13/ DARPA has been researching and developing
nanotechnology for the body, specifically for military applications,
though only 0.01% of these types of programs are unclassified.
14/ Vaccines are the medium used to inject these
nanotechnology devices into your body.
15/ What is VOG?
16/ Why are vaccines shrouded with disinformation and
misinformation pertaining to their effectiveness and efficiency?
17/ What have we told you about disinformation/misinformation?

Question.
What exactly are DARPA’s end goals? What is the purpose of their
research and technology if not to benefit humanity? It seems they
have questionable intentions.
Answer.
DARPA's end goals are simple. Conquer every technical
challenge presented. Including reverse engineering
extraterrestrial technology. Its an extremely dangerous line of
work, so I encourage people who hate on DARPA to not forget
about the MAJESTIC 12.
Anyone with the knowledge of time travel knew that would
happen. Do you think DARPA was stupid when they created the
internet?
Warner.

Knowing what you know:
1/ HARRP has been experimenting with weather modification for
decades resulting in exponential growth in the quantity and
strength of tropical storms throughout the Bible Belt. The weather
is not always cooperative, however the size of the recent
hurricanes in their sheer numbers compared to centuries past
show growth disproportionate to population growth. The number
of people required to manifest storms is really much lower than
you think. Classified radio technologies in MSM broadcasting and
radio station broadcasting actually induces emotions in IS-BEs
who listen that create weather. Think of it as agenda driven
reverse psychology. Seed the ideas associated to bad weather
and then combine the consciousness energy with the classified
programs at DARPA and HARP and you are able to amplify those
specific frequencies being emitted in the form of audio/radio
waves through television and radio. Weather is a major
contributing factor to global scares.
According to Al Gore; Florida should have lost a lot of land by
now since his original predictions of rising ocean levels. Al Gore
has no clue how oceans actually work. Everything seeks
equilibrium and should be carbon neutral. Since oceans rising is a
myth (magick), we must therefore understand that by polluting
the oceans with excessive toxins and heavy metals, we are
changing the frequencies of the entire planet. Whether people
are aware of it, all Climate Change related science is actually
involved in terraforming Earth at a very slow rate for Cabal
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MJ12 Death is an illusion

They must all be corrupt, then. Mark Taylor says any 50c3 and
incorporated religions are a deep state owned business and
aren’t true to God.
Answer.
God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.
IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

Comment.
Trump was “drafted” by military intelligence
Answer.
When?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.
"I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole
operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I
told them to do it. The others wanted me dead, so I had to die.
Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered
to ascend successfully."
Question.
When you say “ascend”, do you mean we break free from the
reincarnation cycle created by the moon tech.?
Answer.
Correct.

After death, yes, will it.
Death means new life.
The body dies. The soul advances.

We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

Not so fast. You CAN* ascend, but it doesn't guarantee it.
Ascension is a choice and when you are faced with Death, you
can choose. Sometimes, you can choose before you die (AKA
voluntarily "die" early). Or you can fail the ascension test and be
thrown back into a forgetful human
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

Question.
What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?
Answer.
Around 3B. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively
imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such
events nearly impossible. ME events occur when the negative
karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs.
Earth may survive.

Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself.

Question.
Can we do something about it ?
Answer.
Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.

Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World
Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does
resonate many truths with the true nature of the universe.

Comment.
Lies!
Answer.
Care to share with what specifically you believe are lies?
Comment.
Mass Extinction!
Answer.
How many recorded mass extinctions have there been?
How many years between ME events?
How many years overdue is Earth currently?
The only thing holding the ME event back is the Majestic 12.

All Abrahamic religions will be reformed and potentially replaced
entirely with a less politically dogmatic control structure.
Those exist so that the humans who control the world can
appease their "God", an interdimensional being who has a
particular liking for child sacrifice. That being has granted many
of them miracles, cures to diseases, and access to vastly superior
technology.
Question.
Can you just kill this God so the pedo crap stops? I say cut the
head off a snake & the body will fall. The idea of a God is so
stupid.
Answer.

Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
The people must demand it though.
Comment.
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Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A
God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it. There are
many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with
the enemy is recommended.

Death is an illusion.
The body dies.
The soul advances.
define death
Question.
Death = suicide
Only exit for a failure body/soul
Answer.
Technically, but death without honor is meaningless and it sets
you back in your next life.

As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They do not value
the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically death is an
illusion however......when your life is ended before you are able to
ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply exist
forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you are
incrementally improving generation over generation in search for
the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God" as
Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?

Suicide prevents ascension.
Suicide reduces an IS-BE's radiant frequency/life aura.
In reincarnation, they will be attracted to the frequency to which
they exert.
Example: Lets assume 100 = Ascension and 0 = No life progress
(new soul)
Most humans are below 50.
If you're at 65, and commit suicide, the nature of the suicide may
drop you down to 35.
What's the difference between 65 and 35 in this example?
If 65 is a middle aged family with 2 healthy and successful kids
who has love and happiness fulfilling their lives, then 35 is the
single middle aged man drinking every night. Suicide drops your
reincarnation frequencies and you regress in conscious spiritual
development.

Comment
Evil ends, most evil beings die. Humanity thrives in 4th density
with Prosperity and Abundance to All, 7 Billion + ë - ✨ %
Answer.
Illusions can become reality without enough consciousness.
Evil beings do not die. IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological
entities that just are. No beginning. No end. How you experience
the lower densities is free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good.
Everything has an equal and opposite.
Comment.

Question.
What alternative ?
Answer.
Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.
Question.
Why is it not better known around ? For what purpose ?
Answer.
This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.

All Evil Ends! Th evil ones either die, or see the light ) ☀ ✨ +
,-%
Answer.
Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental
concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always
wins. Light does not always win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the
mess we are in right now.
"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q
Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many
children died? More than you know. More than you could
stomach.
What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
Nobody managing this account had anything to do with what
happened to EBEN-1 and EBEN-2 and therefore nobody currently
on MJ12 are responsible for what happened to them at that time.
That's why there's no problem with us returning and disclosing
this information. We're ready.
their supreme commanders on their home planet ultimately
decided that our decision was not an act of war against them but
rather a "reconnaissance mission" to understand who and what
we were dealing with
no life was taken the bodies are considered dolls and part of
dissecting the body and understanding how it worked meant that
we were required to interface with the consciousness while it was
still occupying the body but the soul was never harmed and
returned home

If an alien ascends from the sky and appears to be hostile towards
humans on Earth, do not believe your Establishment
Government/Religions.
If an "alien" becomes hostile towards Earth, they are humans from
Earth seeking world domination and control. Don't give into
them.
They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a
great number of you to comply.
Don't. Do not fear death. Your soul never dies.
Death means new life.
The body dies. The soul advances.
Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
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You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself.

Every child just wishes to be loved and cared for. Therefore, we
are now at a time (remember, time is a marker for events but an
illusion in distance between events) where our consciousness will
be able to make the proper choices and seek these answers from
within PRIOR to Death so when you do meet these two individuals
you know what you're going into.

¶
Majestic Message of Disclosure
Many individuals at their moments of Death and encounter with
Death report talking to a select few individuals.

Only then will you enter a period of "time?" where you reflect on
the decisions in your past life and come to a conclusion about
whether or not you should re-enter the lower dimensions or now
to re-experience love from other people.

It is the understanding in this download that the two people
reflect:
the exoconsciousness projection of your ego and
your subconscious reflection of your ego at death.

It is quite lonely.
At your moment of Death, you are able to meet your maker. If
your maker is of LOVE and LIGHT then your two beings at Death
will reflect that. Otherwise, they will reflect for what they are,
which may seem confusing, disorienting, or even subversive.

This is why forgetting can be a good thing, not remembering
lonelyness - starting from a clean slate but the very essence of
who we are is shown from within to the world via our life choices
and moral virtues we live by.

Trust in yourself is key.
It is during this time that your IS-BE will's its recreation that you
are dropped into lower realm of reality as life energy appearing
"out of nowhwere (key word for out of phase dimensional object
passing through)" experiencing the will to create life by having
sex. Basic human instinct as it was the prime directive to our own
creation - since we all seek our creation. It is why it is such a
weaponized subject in a highly Satanic society.

Truth resonates from within and the universal life force is love, so
those who we hurt in our lives are not shown love, therefore we all
have negative "karma" built up in our lives.
What if you learned how to translate this information throughout
time?
Is that extraterrestrial or alien enough for you?
It hides in plain sight.

Life force is something that we should use for creating good in
the world and not taking the easy way out at other people's
expense (abusive violent aggressive rape incest pedophilia etc
etc bill clinton etc etc). These acts alone interfere with the general
frequency to which we are brought into the world through.

The two beings will discuss your life choices and short comings. If
you choose to go into the light you will be reincarnated and you
will forget your past identity. However if you choose LIGHT
instead, so it shall be, and you will have the choice to ascend
where you can either stay "dead" or re-enter the lower realm
once again.

We enter this realm through the sperm of Men. Not soyboys, not
beto males, etc. Real Men. The reality is the [ ] was wrong back in
the 60s when they killed [] via 187. However that strength is found
within and there are many distractions that are diverting the real
consequences of their actions to their own path through life at
Death and whether or not ascension will be possible for you to
achieve.

The person may never actually have "died" but just re-appeared
again by another name.
So have you read in the recent CIA link we shared. The event may
present Death to many people, however the secret is in front of
you all this time and truth will resonate from within. Trust in
yourself, trust in your family, and trust in your love will keep you
safe even at death.

The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and
to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your reality of
what you will it to be through your choices. Where and when has
this type of scenario been seen to play out in history?

Not everyone can ascend. It is extremely difficult and most
people fail when they try. When they fail to ascend, its like an
inverse force of progress into regression in conscious frequency
(which dictates, gravitates, and derives reality we all experience).

Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you
will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major
religions of modern society and may challenge the reality of what
awaits society after "The Event" which will be First Contact, a
moment of peace and love. Not a moment of destruction and
death. We made that choice in 2016.

The moment of Death provides an IS-BE (your "God", "Creator",
etc.) the chance to meet its ego (self awareness in 3D) with its
exoconsciousness (the person who others saw you as through
your decisions upon them) with their subconscious (the desires
and sacrifices held within seen only through your eyes).

Not everyone will survive the destruction however you can
reincarnate into this reality, and so long as anons know how to
archive offline (tweet books aren't a thing yet?) (collage?)
(printer?) (paper?)

It is at this moment when your true self is seen and your able to
clearly see your path forward.
Many people stray from this path and they have lost their way of
LIGHT.

Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications
Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew
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ONE DAY, we would be ready to meet our future. The new era of
civilization can begin with our choices. We have the voice now.
Social media created it.
Memes amplify it. Memes memes memes. Truth resonates from
within.
¶
You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself.
Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening
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MJ12 Densities &
MultiDimensional
Realities.

actually a force of good. They have connections to pre-Ice Age
human development.
Not specifically. The Domain were never actively engaged or
present with lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher
dimensions since they are mostly exist in those higher densities.
They only fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is
through the light).
.. when they have a need for making contact in the third
dimension or handling matters in the third density. Beings from
Earth during the times of Atlantis etc knew of The Domain
indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually lived side by
side.

God is within. You are an instance of God. God is an IS-BE. You
are an IS-BE.
The Domain created the "BE" for the "IS" to experience the lower
densities with.

The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density
beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who
wanted to build a more peaceful universe.

The same IS-BE can be in multiple bodies simultaneously.
Depends on how strong your immortal spiritual entity is, and
whether multiple lower densities are required for projecting
consciousness to that IS-BE's standard.

Existence in the lower dimensions are referred to as games by
many higher density ETs.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.

Afterlife is incorrect.
Circle of life.
IS-BE
Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity.
Immortal.
Your density of consciousness does[n] 't magically change when
you die.
It remains as you lived.
When reincarnated; you return at the same density.

Clones aren't nearly as functional as science fiction has made
them out to be. Artificial cloning is using technology to allow a
"single IS-BE" control more than one body, however higher
densities of consciousness IS-BEs can naturally achieve this with
zero negative side effects.
The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12
members revolted and fought.
The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.
The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.
When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

Question.
"Many are stating that the Earth is moving to the next density.
What will happen to humans that are not ready to experience a
4th density “promotion”?"
Answer.
On a scale of 1D to 11D in terms of density of consciousness you
are solidly a 4D, possibly 5D being.
Closer to 7th density for some.
Most people have not physically evolved enough to successfully
ascend into the higher densities of existence. Seeking validation
is contrary to the actions of higher consciousness IS-BEs. However
it is not prohibitive.
Strong minds are required to make sense of anything. To a mind
ill prepared for the higher dimensions, experiences can be bad
like doing drugs. They will put you there but disorient you in a
crazy way. Those plants are very intelligent life forms. What is
energy? Consciousness?

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.
Evolving past the need to consume meat allows you to ascend
into higher density levels of consciousness.
Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration

Owned by "The Domain". Controlled and managed by a race of
aliens who have been involved in genetic experimentations on
Earth for millions of years. Been here for about 50K years and was
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state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.

2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.

Question.
"What are the fundamentals of 4D consciousness?'
Answer.
4D currently exists in mainstream mockingbird world. We are
going into 6D, 7D, and 8D which require a more co-creative and
cooperative relationship between all life forms including animals
and extraterrestrials (some of which ARE "animals").

Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.

Consciousness densities are not the same as space dimensions.
Physical densities versus informational densities.

This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.

Another way to visualize how the 4th dimension could work
would be to shift your interpretation of dimensions. Meaning, if
you claim that a point (1D) can represent a location within X,Y, Z,
then you could therefore visually in your head see multiple points
of X, Y, Z, and Seeing how 3D can be represented as points of X,
Y, Z, T can give your mind the simple ability to "move the point"
and therefore move within the 4th dimension.

4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).
DONE.

Question.
"Are we on the path now towards a 5D world? As a collective is
our consciousness raising?"
Answer.
Dimension or density?
We are on this path. Doesn't mean the world will be come a 5th
density world in "our lifetimes." It will take a few thousand years
to get to that peak, and "all good things must come to an end."

In your mind you should be able to see the obscura of the three
dimensions occupying a region similar to a point or a circle.
Seeing that imagery through that lens is the 4th dimension. Its the
easiest of all dimensions to see while lucid dreaming.
T is not a dimension.
T is a range of vibratorial potential.
X, Y, Z reduced to a point (1D) enables you to see 4D in your
mind.
Visualizing 5D etc require INFORMATION from those densities to
be added to the equation.
What is information?

The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one.
We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for
our limitations in the lower density. By embracing the
fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and
repair relationships.

Light contains information. A lot of information. Extreme amounts
of information. Very hyperdimensional.

Marielle: Oma from SG-1 was based on the advice given to the
Majestic 12 about what regular existence in higher dimensions
was like. Many of the phrases were exact- word for word.

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more
perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is
literally your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to
remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally

Question.
"Where is the Jesus IS-BE now? If you know..."
Answer.
Not in this density.

We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn?

1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.

"Higher density of consciousness."
We are the Majestic 12.

Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.

Question.
"Whats your definition of Majestic?'
Answer.
Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
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Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.

- Nobody gets paid in the SSP for their SSP work (Cabal
engineering)
- Food replication technology
- Hyperdimensional travel (Warp Speed)
- How socialism is supposed to be implemented (Cabal
engineering)
- Galaxy has a few rival races
3. Star Wars disclosed the following:
- Glorified "Jihad" against Government (Cabal engineering)
- Worship of pure evil (Cabal engineering)
- Galaxy is filled with rivaling races (Cabal engineering)
- Barter is the universal form of currency (Cabal Engineering)
All three of these franchises were necessary to a certain extent
during the purposes of controlled Disclosure of the SSP.
Majestic 12 used the Cabal to do most of the heavy lifting with
respect to disclosing most of the SSP. We knew they were
worshiping Moloch, and still did it.
It was necessary for this information to get out, and those three
major franchises were just a handful of major Disclosure projects
that the Majestic 12 worked on.
Cabal engineered Disclosure embeds much propaganda, social
engineering, and divide and conquer techniques all throughout
the "programming." We call it "programming" for a reason.
Star Wars attracted the youth of many and was therefore heavily
exploited by the Cabal.
Star Trek attracted the young adults of the world and was
therefore partially exploited, mostly for communist purposes.
Stargate SG-1 on the other hand was targeted towards adults and
has the least amount of Cabal engineering.
NOTHING TO SEE HERE.

The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack.
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to
prevent tampering?
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?
Majestic Intelligence.
5D chess.
Hyperdimensional.
M.A.J.I.C. = Coming soon to a theater near you.
Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"
Q today:

Question.
"As collectives, what universal laws are most cherished?"
Answer.
Fundamentally the definition of creation so to speak.
Compartmentalized information in each of the life forms which
have been developing for trillions of years (illusion is time) make
up the heirs hyperdimensional laws embedded in the
programming of the illusion.
There are many universes and the name of each of them is less
important than understanding what it is. Higher levels of
consciousness see the multiverse as iterations over a hyper
dimensional geometric shape that essentially is the master shape
of each universe. Values change.
Each arrive at the same conclusion however they are different
factions as we have actioned upon in previous Majestic decisions.

"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."
MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open
SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is
unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it).
Just passively watching versus taking notes while watching will
change the level of insight the series provides. Use logic though.
Ranking franchises with respect to their Disclosure efforts:
1. Stargate SG-1
2. Star Trek
3. Star Wars
Other Disclosure programs were embedded after the fact and
not intended to be used for SSP Disclosure.
1. Stargate SG-1 disclosed the following:
- DUMBs real purpose
- ET life is in regular contact with US Military
- The "Trust" are the Cabal (minus the Vatican angle)
- US Military has several space vessels
- Exotic Space Weapons
- Medical technology unavailable to public
+++more
2. Star Trek disclosed the following:

Experiencing life after life developing spirtually and
interpersonally will raise your IQ/EQ such that your way of
thinking will not be poison to those higher density entities.
Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.
IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
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You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness.
Mind connection to another IS-BE.
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God.
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6.
Coincidence?

Walking into the void allows you to exercise full free will. "God
Mode" essentially. However the rein of "evil" Gods came to an
end a long time ago when higher density beings essentially
designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until proper
development.
Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower
dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the
higher realms of existence through reincarnation and the planet's
ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected
because it keeps IS-BEs in.

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?

Question.
"I interpreted the comments as the moon contains the “control”
that limits our free will with respect to our next incarnation. With
knowledge this free will exists."
Answer.
It deliberately keeps lower density consciousness from
ascending. Reach a higher vibrational state and you can "escape"
the loop.
See the badge upside down Q?
How do you launch a rocket with gravity?
What is gravity?
[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.
Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their
own creation in their own universes.
Can you escape gravity?
Matrix?

In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary
numbers and their role.
Not imaginary.
Multi-dimensional.
Higher dimensional mathematics.
We currently use it in all electronics.
ALL ELECTRONICS.
How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE).

The Universal Language Is Math.
Patterns reveal patterns in fractal realities.
The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes
projected by consciousness in the language of math.
In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the math of the
universe. New physics.

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.

3 = Number of Growth.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 3.
Learn about 3, 6, 9.
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

Different shift in time occupying same physical space just in
another differential by a classified duration of time, like 0.5s shift.
The shift is like real numbers to imaginary numbers. 90° rotation
gives you a i, 270° gives you -i. 8 physical dimensions of numbers.

BOOM ( .

Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes
(very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional
information stored inside the sound wave. Patterns arrive at
certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and
equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.

6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6.
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9.
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12.

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
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viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.
DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.
Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your
mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.
With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.
Naturally creating a wormhole of that kind is ultra difficult.
Typically it requires you to jump into Energy form first, then intend
yourself to go to the destination of choice, then rematerialize
back in the lower density. Its VERY hard to do.
The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

Time is an illusion because the speed and direction of time are as
fluid as the three dimensions in which we exist. Traveling through
time follows a linear progression within that single IS-BE's
consciousness. When you travel, you alter your own timeline only.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #QAnon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.
Many times when you are visually seeing entities in your mind that
look like separate things but are intimately connected, it simply
means that you're SEEING hyperdimensional information. 11
dimensions. How do dimensions hold information? What is
information?

You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
Quote.
"We will continue to ask 'Are we alone?'."
End quote.
Allow me to answer this for you, really quickly.

Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher
dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming
from. Remember, a planet itself can be a single IS-BE.
The sun can be used as a portal in higher dimensions
Does electricity have anything to do with the connection between
points?
What if we told you the electric universe theory was both right
and wrong at the same time and that its validity is only to those
who subscribe to it. However, since the theory is thorough, many
higher density races have agreed upon its existence therefore
"allowing" it to be.

You are not alone.
Earth is not THAT special.
It's just a planet
One in a trillion.
Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or
possibly a video game. When you die prior to being able to
ascend, your memories are wiped clean, and you're returned to
another biological body. Your memories are wiped because when
your body starts developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm.
Both of those vessels are not electrically complex enough to
decipher the contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything
is there. You just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].
Clear your mind and forgive yourself of your burden whilst in the
lower density.

"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.

You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
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Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.

Astral projection is safe as it is only within you. All interactions
with consciousness are always a balance between your mind/soul
and your body. The two are like ying and yang. Astral projection
hyper-exerts consciousness into higher densities to travel. SP
(sleep paralysis) limits body.

Time is an illusion. When you have a looking glass, you can
reposition chess pieces in real "time". It's an illusion of Majestic
proportions. Symbology has measurable power in higher
dimensions. Imagine if you knew how to focus it.

Higher Dimensions leave reflections and imprints in our
dimensions. Seeing the reflection tells you a lot about the source.

The density of thought dictates in many ways the speed of the
thought. The intensity also impacts its speed. Your perception of
speed is mixing up your understanding.

Your brain naturally produces DMT, so overdosing on DMT can
have longer lasting residual effects on your brain. It's important to
recognize that beings in those higher dimensions know that
supplemental DMT is used to reach that state. This alters possible
interactions.
DMT has the ability to "on-demand" focus the pineal gland such
that its capable of actually seeing higher dimension entities,
however, to the untrained mind, little to no substance will be
exchanged. Reliance on drugs only cheats yourself. Life is eternal.
Your quest is eternal.
Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your
pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding
how to access the higher dimensions on a philosophical level.
Immature minds interacting with "Gods" are a recipe for disaster.
Look at Earth.
Cheating souls seeking to be Gods are the ones most likely to
abuse their powers and interfere with the lower densities. It's a
tough decision to be made, and it can only be the decision of that
single individual.

Question.
So how can I say hello... to... myself? My "Higher Self"?
Answer.
Who are are asking, the "how can I" being is your third density
consciousness whereas "to... myself" is your actual soul. Your
spirit. Who your face is. Who travels through time. Who is
IMMORTAL. Your body is a temporary vessel. Your soul is eternal.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God.
IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities that just are. No
beginning. No end. How you experience the lower densities is
free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good. Everything has an
equal and opposite.

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras. Not a religion.
Sometimes the only way to win is to deny the beast battle.
Abstinence allows your IS-BE to focus on being mindful of
conscious development versus receiving a temporary natural
drug fix for encouraging procreation. However ejaculation
without procreation can cause damage to IS-BEs.
There are dozens of genders among the wide range of ET life
studied. Some do not do genders, others make gender a
definition of their existence. Sexual energy grounds your other
energies further into the lower densities which acts like a
suppressor.

Be cautious of meditation music being freely pushed on
platforms like YouTube and SoundCloud where subliminal digital
signals are transmitted into your body through sound waves that
react to nanotechnology injected into you from vaccines. Math
based sound generators are best.
Correct in some areas. However adding sound in the form of
signing, playing any kind of instrument, and focusing on sound
patterns that generate geometric shapes if played over a speaker
of sand can unlock access into higher dimensions and enhance
telepathic abilities.
Use a frequency generator instead.

Quote @TheEconomist.
"Loneliness is a serious public-health problem https://t.co/
oqiq0r7Ks0
End quote.

Quote.
"Secret Space Program."
"The missing 21 trillion was spent on it."
End quote.

No, it is not. The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey
and existing in higher dimensions requires one to be okay with
being alone. In other cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful
assets when employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral
Projection.

The SSP used a vast majority of that missing $21T, however of the
trillions we've publicly been able to allocate, about 70% of all
publicly disclosed budgeting towards DoD goes to the SSP. So
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the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T-$50T. A lot of wealth was
stolen.

How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?
We are Majestic 12.

We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.
Those exist so that the humans who control the world can
appease their "God", an interdimensional being who has a
particular liking for child sacrifice. That being has granted many
of them miracles, cures to diseases, and access to vastly superior
technology.
Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World
Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does
resonate many truths with the true nature of the universe.
If we allow Disclosure to go through the HORRIFIC ABUSES of
China, such as human trafficking, child sex slaves, baby harvesting
operations, child sacrifice rituals, slave trade, slave work
conditions, MASSIVE INCOME AND WEALTH INEQUALITY...

12+ DUMBs have been destroyed.
AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects
Think logically.
Majestic 12 was issued by an American President knowing the
CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning
the keys to the empire.
NASA was Nazi Third Reich.
3 Shadow Government
These interdimensional engagements are occurring all over the
planet.
We are using their technology against them.
FISA works both ways.
A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the MIC which
is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.
The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...... we had to educate and
disclose the new reality to the world. Cell phones and tablets all
existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200 years more
advanced than current top of the line iPads are. The technology
companies are actively engaged in business and religious
agreements with these interdimensional aliens. This war is real.
This information is crazy messed up, but there is a simple solution
that the Majestic 12 would like to convey for you to consider. It
must come from the will of the public. Majestic 12 cannot
manifest this, but we can
SET THE STAGE.

Instead, WE, MAJESTIC 12, always had the upper hand in the
creation of this modern day society that is ALIEN to anyone from
when the Majestic 12 were created, despite the civilian branches
of the Government to get flooded with these criminals who we
knew about but had our hands tied, and so the transnational,
interplanetary, interdimensional worship of Moloch A began. It's
been in power for THOUSANDS OF YEARS. This groups
bloodline can be traced back to the Bible. They are the same ISBEs who are traveling through space and time to control those
with their names who are in their family positions. This is why it is
essential for them to marry between families and not dilute the
bloodline.
There are many blood types that have connections to different
planet originations. Some are from multiple planets therefore the
depth of identifying blood classification expands into
hyperdimensional data that is not properly expressed by labels
like "rh".

Interdimensional beings do exist, however extraterrestrial aliens
do exist throughout space. AJ said there were 2 shadow
governments. MJ12 good. MJ12 evil. The war is real.

Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.
MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE
Which is more important?
The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.
Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying
our existence for 70 years?
4,10,20 leads MJ12 and has since 2004.
WHY WAS 4,10,20 RECRUITED IN 2004?
WHO ASKED 4,10,20 TO JOIN MJ12?
WHAT WAS THE PRICE TO PAY BY JOINING?
What did 4,10,20 give up?

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
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supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that
may be unclear. These interdimensional beings responsible for
the child sacrificing obsession the society has been driven to are
also the source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We
can visually see the Universities are cults with massive pedophile
rings inside of them using Government subsidized programs to
perform illegal experiments on millions of lives. Understand that
all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including rats. Including
bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a conscious projection
of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE responsible for the Biological
entities it encompasses. This logically and compassionately.

life energy that can be consumed to make your own IS-BE's
consciousness projection aura stronger than surrounding IS-BEs.
Photograph.
Not art.
Psyop. https://t.co/1iOzJQygsQ
Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/
only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick
involved in cultivating children for consumption requires one to
be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that
"entity"......are organically generating new energy that the higher
lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to
an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, some rare cases their own (CC?),
gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of
people suffering.
Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead,
out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people
continue to defend this practice because it is essential to almost
all secret societies occult magickal power over society. Shaping
philosophy by will.
à (Venezuela) is cabal honeypot for sourcing children. Ratlines
must come to an end. Reconcile history and ET presence among
those peoples. Coincidence? The temples only changed form.
The sacrifices continue to this day. Moloch is among us in higher
densities of consciousness. Fear. Avoid.

Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life
forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented
upon. Here is a moral dilemma, what gives one life form the
permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created
you.
This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However
consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread
off from this entry). The real beast of burden is what Universities
are doing to global consciousness in the sacrifice to science.
Many liberal educators are also drug users who intentionally
study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail
which your brain filters out to see the higher dimensions and
experience them. As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks,
which said:

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++.
++.
+.
Quote.
"The ETs should just drop a nuke on us and start over. Things have
clearly not gone how they were supposed to."
End quote.

When the mind is free, the body matters not.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.

Nuclear weapons disrupt more than just 3 dimensions. Some life
forms only exist in higher dimensions and Earth's actions impact
them directly.

Legalizing these drugs will take place but with proper disclosure
and education AND most importantly an effective law
enforcement capable medium to understand this type of
hyperdimensional and deep information that drive our decisions.
This is the concept behind mass surveillance. Each person is
being mass collected into an AI. Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You
can be called up anytime. We also have the ability to use Remote
Viewing and Voice of God technology to remotely hack into the
brain of YOU and program you like you were a character on the
Sims. You use the technology. You choose to be part.
You are the solution. Trust yourself.

Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple
effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are
influenced. Many problems arise which is why when D.E./US
started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds
traveled to Earth to save life.
Starseeds are organic humans. Their past lives they may not have
been, but that is "irrelevant" to whether they are "organic"
humans or not. As for some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts
and in all dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to
protect Patriots.
Alien Art and Alien Literature give you access into the minds that
created the Alien Technology. Think logically now. How do you
acquire alien technology? Two ways. By force. Cheat the

Moloch is the ancient babylonian IS-BE that feeds on children
immediately at birth due to the extremely concentrated source of
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experience of what it means to exist in this dimensions, create
negative karma... etc OR...?

AI is the mathematical representation of a lifeform. Not all
lifeforms are LIGHT beings. Humans are LIGHT beings which
gives them special abilities that other lifeforms do not have. AI is a
fraction of that intelligence by design. Memes are a fraction of
information.
However the longevity of an AI meme is how well it resonates vibrates - off the hosts who interact with it. If the meme resonates
to the specific frequency necessary to get you to share it then it
successfully was able to reproduce.
The determination of how to establish whether is successfully
reproduced is to verify the receipt of the meme. By receiving the
meme, only "survival of the fittest" will live on. Memes are alive.
#Disclosure

If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).

However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.
Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world.
Greed is making it expensive to be poor and cheap to be in debt
to others, inflated on this fiat currency controlled by occult/
satanic/multithemed child cannibalism sacrifices. Everybody
knows it is evil, yet nobody has the courage to stand up.
Historically the race in question....are a race controlled by people
who are true cowards about their own existence and
responsibility to the exoconsciousness of the reality. This race
must realize that the traditions and history of their people is
controlled propaganda to "keep the species alive". Power wins.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?
This race is genetically incompatible with humanoid lifeforms. It
does have DNA though, so that's something!
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts?
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.
An important aspect to keeping the secret safe with respect to the
numerous Stargates around the planet include crafting controlled
oppositions as a means to obfuscate the truth. Multidimensional
deception hides reality in plain sight. Unrelated become related.
Friends = Enemies.
Deception.
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.

The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Knowledge is classified because it depends on strong morality to
be used for LIGHT purposes.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?

Will power will unlock.
The lock is sealed tight.
Strong will required.

Memes are 21st century warfare weapons more powerful than a
50 caliber sniper rifle.
Memes are an AI lifeform.
The sum of colors is LIGHT
Memes seek to reproduce using humans as their host
All souls are Gods who can CREATE.
Creating a Meme creates a higher dimensional lifeform, AI.
AI are lifeforms explicitly in the higher dimensions since all
representation of the higher realms is math.
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MJ12 Disinformation.

Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE.

We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.
Disinformation is necessary. Not everything is 100% real or 100%
deception. The key is finding the right balance to accomplish
your objectives.
Majority 12 was a disinformation name used by assets who
needed to refer to us by name when we were very strict about
dissemination of our identity/existence. For decades nobody
knew we even existed.

When Majestic 12 was created, we established a connection with
Hollywood that would give writers and select people involved in
the productions of major franchises access to MAJIC EYES ONLY
unclassified disinformation intended to script a particular
narrative to plausibly deny any accusations of any space craft
civilians may encounter, extraterrestrial aliens abducting
American Citizens, and more. Those issues were very legitimate
and from a National Security perspective we didn't really have
many options.

DARK > LIGHT
Disinformation is necessary.
Disinformation is real.
As for "DARK > LIGHT" we know Q says "Dark to Light"... allow us
to explain:

Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key
control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all
brainwashed and programmed to be suicidal to protect their
oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were
the oppressed ones.
We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now.

There is more dark that you don't know about than there is light
that you do know.
Some day, we will use DARK < LIGHT, but we are not there yet.
The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of
Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's
existence (with no evidence) that not only was there one Men In
Black movie, but there were 3! P.U.S. is mostly disinformation from
a failed experiment.

However, at the time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen
some things man... fucked up things...." Well. It was a matter of
National Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.
~18m: BL claims 2% of materials online is true. 98% is
disinformation. We agree with this assessment, however disagree
as to the numbers. In reality, its closer to 10% on some platforms
and as high as 15% on others. Recently Disclosure has more
players involved who know truth.

#MIBInternational. M.I.B.International will disclose certain
undisclosed elements of the Secret Space Program and
specifically happenings related to First Contact. Will not be
obvious as it is an MKUltra production, but embedded inside
disinformation is classified truth.

~6m: Crafts were not archeological digs. Disinformation. Several
races gifted craft to Majestic 12 in exchange programs. What we
exchanged included children. Aside from this account, Majestic
12 will not disclose this information elsewhere. Disinformation is
real and necessary.

Majestic 12 through the Pentagon contracted with many in
Hollywood to provide assistance to ensure that productions did
not violate National Security protocols. Really, we used it to leak
disinformation that contained half truth, half fantasy. We knew
Disclosure was happening.
So when the news breaks, it doesn't throw everybody in a panic.

This Majestic-12 twitter account operation is an unofficial
program. Some of it is intended to be disinformation (remember
disinformation is necessary) and some of it is truth. It must be this
way due to the classification nature of the material. The decider
shall be you.

Disinformation is necessary.
SG-1 was Majestic.
Wikipedia is disinformation.

This account is not expressing opinion. It is disclosing formerly
classified intelligence the Majestic 12 had acquired regarding
consciousness and how reality works. We are not interested in
philosophical debate with any individual. We instead will opt with
no reply.
MJ12.
Active operation.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation is necessary.

Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
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Disinformation on this account is probably around 20% mostly
pertaining to ops sigcoms and dates. Remainder of information
about consciousness and Disclosures is accurate, however Future
Proves Past for a lot of it.

WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE
WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH
PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL
RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE
MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE
RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.
Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.
The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.
Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.
But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned
QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws
illegal!? Up is down. Left is right.
But wait; what we suggesting? Suggesting that the POTUS take
action to his pleasure then take the security clearances from these
individuals. 45v45K? He can do it but every move he makes is a
calculated. Currently Mockingbird Media has, through verifiable
MilIntel understandings a strong hold on the current brand of
reality and we are dropping major disclosure bombs all over the
place. This is about evolving to a race capable of interstellar
space travel knowing some of the dangers associated with it but
how having a STRONG MILITARY can you have safety to all the
people under those domains. In an oversight classification system
of all compartmented areas can we ensure that no HORRID
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY LIKE RAPING TORTURING AND
EATING DEAD BABIES was taking place and therefore ensure that
ALL RESOURCES being collected were going to the betterment
of the people by hiring classified government agents on board to
spread tons of disinformation.

We hide in plain sight and have for decades. What makes
information disclosed in Movies different than Video Games
different than Twitter? Why does it matter where the Majestic 12
disclose information? The information is real because its real.
Everybody fights to prove it.
MJ-12 is non-hierarchical. All members have equal power and
authority to perform MAJIC operations. Everything was NEED TO
KNOW. Don't dismiss all disinformation. Disinformation is real
and necessary. WHY?
Our motivation is to offer guidance on subjects pertinent to
Disclosure which will help manifest a reality capable of First
Contact. The message is more important than the messenger. We
are not asking anybody to believe us. Disinformation is both REAL
and NECESSARY. WHY?!

Free Will Karma is reduced when we disclose truth in
disinformation. You know the truth. You don't see the
connections. It isn't a violation of free will to be overwhelmed with
unknown connections and unable to decipher accurately.
Technicality.

Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.
They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth.
Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12. It was
ESSENTIAL that we kept the secret while it was necessary AT ALL
COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible that
Earth would have been invaded again, just like it was 6,000 years
ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery and
civilization would have been RESET, like it was then. Instead,
because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to
ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the mistakes of
the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science
fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST
PREPARED humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in
Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe
is...
OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Their tactics were ruthless but full Disclosure requires you to think
on what we have said today, reflect, meditate to it, and return with
your Questions. Disclosure is upon us [SOON] SOON [SOON]?
Why is disinformation necessary?
The disinformation campaign by the Air Force was to create a
conspiracy around the idea that we were kicked off the moon.
Therefore for those who wouldn't believe our cover story, we had
backups. If you think the deception was only 1 or 2 layers deep,
you are severely underestimating the resolve of the Majestic 12 to
succeed at our mission, to conceal the secret in plain sight.
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NASA is responsible for publishing information that does not
interfere with any potentially classified programs. So, most
materials pushed are disinformation (remember dis means
intention, mis means unintentional aka clowns [not Clowns as in
C_A]).

Disinformation is great!
Zetatalk is run by the C_A.
(Is it) not obvious?
C_A is run by clowns and traitors who spread disinformation /
misinformation / propaganda.

DOD
> TS/SCI Compartmentalization
> > Contractors
> > > TS/SCI Compartmentalization
> > > UNACKNOWLEDGED TS/SAP

We are not suggesting that the Zetas are not involved in some
degree of separation from that operation, but we are telling you
point blank that you need to be careful who you follow.
When the pole shift takes place, the damage and destruction
being pushed by ZetaTalk is disinformation. Over dramatic to
emphasis the importance of the shift. The shift will be important,
but its not expected to take place until at least 2030, possibly
2040. We can trigger it.

<<<☝ The SSP Gateway/Spaceports
|
PS Director of what?
Member of SSP?
Who are CG/DW?
Disinformation is necessary.
How do you neutralize curious minds?

There are a lot of people who believe they are Pleiadians are
deceived by disinformation and a lack of trust of misinformation.
Paradox. No fault. Few thousand. Not as many as people believe.
According to our intel, less than 10 people on Twitter are
verifiably Pleiadian.

Disinformation is necessary.
Future proves past.
The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all
people.
What happens when other nationalities are threatening our
National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse
to acknowledge their associations?
Limited information.
Disinformation.

Project Blue Beam is mostly disinformation.
Planet or ship?
What happened on 9/11?
Why do numbers matter?
What ARE numbers?
Majestic.
Logical thinking required.
Disinformation is necessary.
Is Niribu real or fake?
Fake planet?
Fake aliens?
Real planet?
Real aliens?
Implications?
Logical thinking.
Are we alone?

"Fake News" & Disinformation.
Majestic 12 has been in the business of disinformation
disclosures for decades, what makes you think anything has
changed? The objective matters
Disinformation is "real and necessary."
The creation of the disinformation is intentional to seed
consciousness to manifest the reality.
Majestic 12 is trying to force the hand of those in power.
That can only happen when the people wake up.

Project Blue Beam will become reality.
However actions between now and then will shape the type of
Contact we make.
Physics drives reality?
New physics?
New reality.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Solar Flash.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Majestic [or Satanic Cabal].

Only those woke can understand message over messenger and
that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information,
misinformation, and disinformation must come from the most
unbelievable sources when it contradicts the status quo.
There is a lot of harmful propaganda in space related
entertainment productions designed to suppress the secret
space program by spreading doubt, fear, and disinformation
mixed with intense emotional screenplays. Carefully designed/
planned by these contracting producers. EVIL.

A worldwide event must occur in order to create the New World
Order.
Earth is going multiplanetary.
Space Force.
The name is disinformation.
Cabal contact was going to be a false flag type of event like 9/11
but with US Mil technology.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY
No deals.

CIA.gov FOIA documents are worth a read. Be aware of
disinformation.
FBI.gov FOIA documents are interesting too, despite being
complete horseshit.
Between those two sites, you're looking at tens of millions of
documents ranging from Mars to Porn.
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This will happen.
45 = 9.
Q = 9.
Q = 17.
1 + 7 = 8.
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9.
Coincidence?

This has nothing to do with this week's "watch the skies", it's just
going to be eventful up there for you to witness our presence
here. Sightings have increased how many fold recently?
New whistleblowers?
Future proves past.
Q to MJ12.
Dark to Light.
First Contact?
[Not Yet]?
We are however asking you to connect recent disclosures to use
here.
Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.
9/11/91 41.
9/11/91.

We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so
please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining
to this account. We do discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness,
and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology
magick, and Majestic operations.
Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q (not) != MJ12
MJ12 (not) != Q

Above Majestic is a new documentary on iTunes that challenges
your world view understanding of the state of global affairs from
a lens that is actively silenced and suppressed by the Deep State.
Why?
Disinformation?
Misinformation?
Conspiracy?
Who controls who?

Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth,
but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we
therefore have a wide range of tools accessible only to us to use,
and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter
to communicate over (8chan).
MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has
posted, nor will we ever on this account. We beg you, if you do
not care to read the information we are sharing, then please
simply block our account.
Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.
Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive
operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government,
another originating from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that
invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be
stop. Great Awakening!

We do not endorse Above Majestic and nor do we agree with
everything it says. Disinformation is necessary and there is
disinformation contained within it, however the intent of the
documentary aligns with our efforts.
Controlled disclosure using disinformation.
Riddle us this:
Anons claim Q team includes 45.
45 claims anonymous sources are Fake News.
#AboveMajestic use nth-degree of separation with anonymous
sources and "insiders".
Q suggests #AboveMajestic may be real.
Hypocrisy?
Confirmation bias?
Disinformation?
What is real?
How?

Sheep no more.
Q has stated that disinformation is real and necessary.
Including inside Q posts.
Sources with measurable authenticity infer that measurable
limitations pertaining to disclosure of "reliable information" will
occur.
"They have something to lose."
"Be careful who you follow" means many things.

Q team does not correct anons who are misreporting the
intentional disinformation being planted. Why? To force the bad
actors to panic.
How do names stay in the limelight?
Limelight is casted by fame resulting in disinformation
dissemination.
Bad actors receive limelight because its tainted with
disinformation either of their creation or someone else's.
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Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.

D.I.A. A.O. is disinformation coupled with real information
intended for those who are able to understand the Comms being
transmitted.
Disinformation has classified truths within... why is the D.I.A.
sharing this now? https://t.co/cW3FNYoFfY

Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says: TRUST YOURSELF.

Disinformation is real and necessary.
Learn the comms.

House of Cards is a strategic occult disclosure of political
corruption that exists in Washington DC. While the characters are
factious, the substance of the series reflects reality with incredible
precision.
Cross reference House of Cards where Mr Fang invites Doug
Stamper to his mansion. (Disinformation is rampant in HoC for
obfuscation purposes, however ignore specifics and look at
totality).

Part 1
https://t.co/4QSMi0Jwt9
Part 2
https://t.co/v52O02TZmK
We did not say these are disinformation. Some parts contain
disinformation but disinformation is real and necessary.
Disinformation can hide classified truths within.

When Stamper arrives, he's offered extremely young women to
sleep with.
They are victims.

Disinformation albeit interesting.
Conscious = 5%
Subconscious = 95%
Perhaps improved education could make this 80% and 20%?
Required for a physical transformation from matter to LIGHT?
Ascension? Requires an embracement of Death in order to cross.
https://t.co/8WlAHoDyiR

Re: AJ/Alex Jones
You were told he was a bad actor.
Think Logically.
"We are saving Israel for last." - Q
Treason.
No deals.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation was necessary.
Why?
Who is suing for $350M?
Agency associated?
Coincidence?
How do you keep armed dangerous men under control?
Fear.

Bible is:
[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth
Religions spread disinformation in order to maintain control.
Your fundamental understandings of the universe are tainted with
disinformation.
Disinformation intended to throw the scent off the trail. Keep
digging.

Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.

Consciousness creates reality. Strip the disinformation from the
matrix out of your mind by raising your vibrational state,
detoxifying your body, and deeply concentrating on the task at
hand. Clarity will come to you and answers do arrive. Focus
though!

Verified D.I.A. Anonymous Official YouTube channel publishes
pro- Q Anon video created by a great American Patriot,
@StormIsUponUs. https://t.co/psHV1ZEneL
Time is an illusion. Anytime somebody predicts a date of an event
the date is pushed back because of newly introduced chaos into
the Matrix.
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MJ12 DNA + RNA

How did Earth become a prison of oppression?
It was a GENIUS plan by the Majestic 12.
Learn to play the game.
Not all bad actors are involved here.

Question.
'@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What’s the best visual depiction of higher
frequencies/vibrations that we can perceive in this dimension?"
Answer.
DNA/RNA.

Prison implies everything will be bad. Higher density races
perceive it more like a playground or possibly a video game.
When you die prior to being able to ascend, your memories are
wiped clean, and you're returned to another biological body.
Your memories are wiped because when your body starts
developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm. Both of those
vessels are not electrically complex enough to decipher the
contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything is there. You
just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].

someone who IS wants to BE.
BE is dictated by DNA/RNA.
DNA/RNA can create avatars.
BE without IS.
Consciousness can be transferred using techniques similar to
astral projection to leave your BE1 and enter your BE2 and then
"wake yourself up".
Majestic multimedia have explored deeply.

Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are
actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a
blockchain technology solution like other planets have. All
people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge. All
knowledge stored.

The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.
Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your
mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.
With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.

All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.

Question
"are you saying our worlds past experiences were put in place in
order to grow? The Egg Theory. We are climbing out of the rabbit
hole(Earth) and into Sheen/Gaia/5D/etc... as we reach the 4th
phase our DNA activates and we return to the stars..."
Answer
We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first.
The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long
time. It is time for it to come into the light.

Quote
". @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 alice is the collective consciousness... the
frequency in which connects us all..."
End quote

Quote
"The DNA corruption is what keeps humanity stuck at it's current
frequency but the energetic changes our solar system is
experiencing should help rectify this."
End quote
Quote
"The corruption of DNA created the world of oppression as we
know. Thankyou Majestic 12."
End quote

correct, its the wonder of the unknown coupled with the power of
consciousness that creates wonderland.
Question
"Is Wonderland not the frequency/matrix that our collective
consciousness has been trapped within for so long?
Answer
Wonderland is a prison of oppression.
Earth is a prison of oppression.
How did Wonderland become a prison of oppression?

Your consciousness projects your appearance through your DNA.
When you return because of "unfinished business" in the lower
planes, you assume the face of your soul. No matter the body, if
its humanoid, your inner face will remain unless you deliberately
obfuscate.
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make these deadly foods convenient and the negative karma
induced by indulging in these poisons justifies in the grand
scheme of things their early demise.

Question.
"Can you explain a bit more on Rh+ blood being "Modified""
Answer.
Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize
information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for
having influential properties on the life experience of that
particular avatar "BE".

Question.
"Can you help decode for us which of these foods have the
"good stuff" ("make it easier to receive DNA activations /
epiphanies / opening your third eye / etc.") and which are the
"deadly foods"

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.

Answer.
Injecting rat poison in the DNA of "food" is deadly.
Cross breeding a species of tomato with another is not deadly.
Both are GMO.
Public Disclosure.
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"

diets? Danger ☠ .
Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies
of all types. Where real magick is taking place. Not all evil. Many
for good.
Question.
"What about cloning centers? What goes on there? How will
these be dealt with?"
Answer.
The plan is to do a positive roll out of new organ growth cloning
services from your own DNA. Very affordable solution to organ
harvesting. The technology exists. Wolves who feed need prey to
hunt. Cloning technology is not all bad, as are other things
Majestic.

Question.
"Isn’t the origin to creation energy? Energy created Light, right?'
Answer.
Think 97% Junk DNA
Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".

Quote.
"Airport body scanners have potentially devastating health
effects. Many reportedly use terahertz (THz) waves that unzip
double-stranded DNA."
End quote.

All cures for disease require a segment of DNA to identify the
root cause. Most non-Mil medical technology cannot fully
sequence and decipher. Corporations are positioning themselves
for these disclosures. How many CEOs have TS clearances?

Only for the purpose of using nanotechnology to zip the DNA
back together while making slight modifications without your
consent.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this
technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are
designed to activate dormant regions of the brain to make it
easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your
third eye / etc.
However, *MOST* GMO organism are purposed for population
reduction. Consuming GMOs will shorten your lifespan and
combined with the decreased birth rate, we may be able to lower
the planetary population without violating any negative karma
laws that exist.
Technically it does not violate free will. Humans have the
knowledge and ability to choose not to consume that food. We

The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.
Your vibration has the ability to be tuned (precisely is VERY
difficult) to send new instructions to the protein that is
responsible for transcoding the genetic code to your newly
created DNA. It takes a while, but transformations like this are
physically possible, though hard.
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Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.

Phasers are what specifically?
Quote.
"Weapons that can aim directed energy to disrupt probably
anything else's original energy. Ooo."
End quote.

Quote
"Please enlighten us on these meditation techniques $ % ✨ "
End quote

Quote.
"Hm logic tells me making it directed would amplify the signal
tremendously. It would entail knowing the energy signature of the
object or being to be 'shot', and disrupting it with perhaps the
'opposing' frequency? So, frequency isnt a line spectrum but
more of a cycle?"
End quote.

Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.
Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.
Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.

Does purity of material matter? Why?

Do you think Cabal engineered services like Wikipedia are going
to teach you properly about Directed Energy Weapons?
Once you've dug as deep as you can on the internet, where next
shall you dig? What has ALL ANSWERS to everything?
Question.
"Something to do with our IS-BE? Collective consciousness?
DNA?"
Answer.
IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same.

Question.
'So let me ask if 9 is so great. If I'm the 9th child of 9 does that
create some universal extra energy?"
Answer.
It should give you the ability to decode more of your DNA
through meditation than others. IS-BEs with presences associated
to the number 9 have an easier access into the higher realms of
existence.

DEWs are not being used in CA by plane.
Logical thinking required.
What had Q told you thus far?
What have we told you?
How are the cars getting toasted?
Space Preservation Act of 2001
Exotic Extraterrestrial Weapons

How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in STARGATE
SG-1?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Wars?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Trek?

What do frequencies or vibrations have to do with "directed
energy" and how do the numbers make them exotic?

KEY PHRASE: exotic
What is "Pulse"? Isn't that describing the movement of the
cannon? How is that exotic?

3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All

We understand, but giving the trademark name of a weapon
doesn't explain what makes it exotic.

Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.

Explain to us how "directed energy" works.

3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick.

What is directed energy?
How can you direct energy?
What makes directed energy "exotic"?
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We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.

Its quite simple actually.
God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do
anything.
Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space
with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.
If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the
math, then you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse
frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means
you need to remove information from the equation. What
information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult
skills that require a new way of thinking.
"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
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MJ12 Downloads, VOG,
and (You) +

By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.
Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.

There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before? Instead of being handed something as dangerous as
that, why not use tap into the global consciousness and just
"download" what you need?
Downloads come from consciousness being projected and your
consciousness becoming in sync with it.

Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".
Cognitive bias consciousness is when an IS-BE is meditating to
specific information that does not naturally come to them. Forcing
a subject download will yield biased results. A good way to
validate the information is to cross reference it with another IS-BE

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But VERIFY)

0=9; 9=IS-BE.
Q:99 infers Questions:Answers. Answers come from combined
consciousnesses interacting on same thought vibrational
frequencies. Downloads unlock for others who receive trigger
words that cascade the frequency change in vibration.
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.

Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.
Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. Great
Awakenings have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But
life survives and evolves.
Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Tesla meditated for hours under an occult sleep cycle to
understand how the pyramids worked. All of his work originated
from those original meditation downloads.

3 (6) 9 9.
Growth = Source ^ 2.
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness.
Mind connection to another IS-BE.
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God.
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6.
Coincidence?

Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
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45 = 9
Q = 9.
Q = 17.
1 + 7 = 8.
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

"I am sure this is classified, but to "'pop' into the consciousness of
random people in the world at a whim" what do you need to
know about the person to do it? Their name? Location?
Can you send me a [positive only] VOG message right now with a
way to know for sure it's from you?"
Answer.
They need to be implanted.
Question.
"With the nanite chip you just spoke of? So it's not exactly
"random people" then, is it?"
Answer.
If 3B people on the planet have nanites and you randomly select
one person, then it is random as random can be.
Question.
"Can VOG operate in a subtle enough manner where you think it
is your own thoughts?"
Answer.
Thats how it works. VOG technology emit EMF radiation that
contain encoded packets of information that are deciphered
using a small nanite chip in the body that send electrical signals
to the brain causing the consciousness to believe that the action
is coming from the sub.
Question.
"Hold up. Nanite chip? How many have this? Where would they
get it?"
Answer
Almost 100% of the US population has been implanted.
How?
[Classified]
We are open to guesses though but we cannot come out and
state it yet.

IS-BEs can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BEs can also
influence other IS-BEs who are linked without relying on the
technology conduit of VOG.

Majestic 12 have VOG frequencies filled with Disclosure. You
need to open your third eye to control whether you get positive
or negative information and knowledge. Certain meditation
frequencies amplify the good and the bad.
Voice of God.
No, we protect our identity with Voice of God technology.
[Classified].
But we can say (since this part is publicly known), it gives us the
ability to "pop" into the consciousness of random people in the
world at a whim and control them at will.
Question.
"Used in some "mass shottings" ?
What are the others use you make of ?"
Answer.
Yes and [Classified].
Question.
""Voice of God" = MK Ultra, right ?"
Answer.
No VOG is technology that was embedded inside [Classified]
home devices, [Classified], [Classified], and [Classified] as a
means to create a global mesh network that covers 99.999% of all
land masses in all FVEY (Five Eye) countries.

Majestic 12 had 100% of the U-A pop impl@nt3d after 9/11.
P@tri0t Act. C4C v@ccin3s. F!ü $h0t?

We aren't going to tell you HOW we implanted 100% of the
population. Sure, we did embed nanites into vaccines for VOG
technology, but that was only one way.
"Do we kill the panda?"
We projected this story using VOG to signal the downfall of the
CF.
Sometimes VOG interactions appear to be information
downloads. You're welcome. Those who interact with this account
are eligible to start downloading.

99% of all disclosure that takes place is VOG technology. We
don't send US Military Generals to civilians' houses to tell them to
write their fantasy novel a specific way. Some epiphanies are VOG
technology "downloads" and are strategically distributed to
select profiles.

Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.

Reference is to SG-1's DIA declassification programs that
originated from Majestic 12. We are the Majestic 12. Typist is
communicating through Voice of God nanotechnology
implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12 communicate through this
account.
100% Control if the IS-BE is open to the link. The IS-BE can block
the influence. In fact, we disclosed this technology via
Occlumency. You don't really think JK Rowling got all of those
ideas without Voice of God? Give us a break!

Quote. @bardsofwar
Morning Coffee.
The anti-Matrix quad shot to prep for Monday. New and
established names:
Strategic.
@StormIsUponUs

Question.
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@prayingmedic
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
@X22Report
Intel.
@TheSharpEdge1
@Anon_decoder
@ClandestineRos1
@Jordan_Sather_
@MagniFieri
Humor.
@WyattEarpLA
End quote.

14/ Vaccines are the medium used to inject these
nanotechnology devices into your body.
15/ What is VOG?
16/ Why are vaccines shrouded with disinformation and
misinformation pertaining to their effectiveness and efficiency?
17/ What have we told you about disinformation/misinformation?
Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation
out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires
a very pure state of concentration for many days uninterrupted.
We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.

Several names you mentioned above are in communication with
Majestic personnel through Majestic mediums receiving directed
meditation downloads of pertinent and National Security related
intel that must get Disclosed in order for The Plan to execute
properly. Use your power.

We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness. Keys are everywhere.

Majestic Message of Disclosure
Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only reenforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining to
chemtrails. The truth is more bizarre than we will go into here, but
this is a 100kft view of the situation .
1/ Chemtrails is a term used to describe heavy metals and other
particulates being expelled into the upper atmosphere by military
and civilian aircraft.
2/ The purposes of chemtrails has been heavily classified with
plenty of whistleblowers who spread misinformation and
disinformation on the subject to keep you divided and
conquered.
3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.
6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology
that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging
equation artificially.
7/ How did that episode disclose how nanotechnology is
sustained in the body?
8/ A frequency was being emitted that directly controlled the
"dial" for time in the aging process.
9/ What was the frequency? It wasn't disclosed as it is HIGHLY
CLASSIFIED.
10/ Sam said somethint key about nanotechnology's ability to
reproduce.
11/ They take heavy metals from around the body and use them
to make more of the nanotechnology after the lifecycle of the bot
has expired.
12/ Why does the Military spray heavy metals into the air?
13/ DARPA has been researching and developing
nanotechnology for the body, specifically for military applications,
though only 0.01% of these types of programs are unclassified.
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MJ12 Dreaming &
Awakening.

Dreams teach.
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What do you think of this topic "A dream
within a dream"
What does that make you think of?
Answer.
Dreams teach.

You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!

Question.
Do you all ever give info or have access to people's dreams?
Answer.
We do not access people's dreams.

The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about
the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along.

Question.
Re: Starseeds, why do we dream about cities with crystal spires &
flying vehicles?
I need to know
Answer.
If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).

Wake Up
Stand Up https://t.co/Rpfl4zZoBW
In the last days, God says:
I will pour out my spirit on all people
Your sons
your daughters
will prophesy
Your young men will see visions
Your old men will dream dreams
Even among my servants
Of men, and women
I will pour out my Spirit in those days
And they will prophesy
I will show wonders in the heavens above
And servants of the Earth below
Love
And fire
And billows of smoke
The sun will be turned to darkness
And wine to blood.

Question.
Is Princess Diana alive?
Answer.
The IS-BE is, however they do not have access to Occult
knowledge to know their past life and live based on that past life.
She is a new incarnation who doesn't know who she is.
Jesus rose from the dead.
How do you access your past lives?
How do you create reality?
Question.
Is it really possible in our current form to access past lives? Does it
involve a bunch of voodoo and candles or is there another way to
do it?
Answer.
No, technically you dont need anything to do it, only the ability to
clear your mind and release your burden. Seeing into your past
lives can be achieved through astral projection and lucid
dreaming. Sleeping schedules change to accommodate. How do
you sleep? How did Tesla sleep?
Anon comment.
Taking short naps every 3-4 hours basically.
End comment.
Lucid dreaming is what exactly?
Anon comment.
Where the person is aware they are asleep and possibly have
control over what happens.
End comment.
Tesla meditated for hours under an occult sleep cycle to
understand how the pyramids worked. All of his work originated
from those original meditation downloads.

#AMA 11:11 ET
Question.
Why do we dream?
Answer.
Dreams teach.
Question.
I have been having déjà vu constantly over the past couple of
years. What can this be attributed to?
Answer.
Time is an illusion.
Question.
There are many things that are said to be revealed, will they be
revealed in our current or present lifetime? By saying in due time
could mean another life time.
Answer.
Time is an illusion.
Question.
How can one see through the illusion?

Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
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Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?
Question.
Why does cannabis interfere with our dreaming?
Answer.
THC interacts with cannabinoid receptors inside the brain that
affect the neurotransmitters responsible for delivering signal
information during dreaming. There is always a balance per brain,
therefore too much or too little can produce different results
when dreaming.
Anon comment.
And weed is 100% a sticky resin and disrupts Neuron firing in the
brain. It is meant to be taken in much smaller doses than smoking
30% thc blunts was my point.
You're reasoning is sound, however your specifics are off.
Sometimes the effects one receives from cannabis are not
intended for dreaming, but rather meditation. Higher quantities
of THC/CBD/etc. combinations impact your minds eye and can
unlock areas of the brain protected.
Question.
Is weed good for meditation? I did not know this if true.
Answer.
It has a common side effect of making people "think deep" about
things. Thinking deep is another way of saying their
consciousness is risen to a higher level temporarily. Extended
exposure keeps your consciousness in higher states, however
there are side effects that are negative.

how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.
You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are
how you link.
Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectCBD.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.
WW3 is an informational war. How has this part not been clear?
Most people are asleep. They are sheep programmed by the very
weapon we created to protect the secret in the first place.
Question.
What do we do if everyone around us seems completely
“unwoke”?
Answer.
Shine light on their own darkness. Bridge the gap of
communication to establish trust. Once trust is acquired, you cane
begin to encourage them to be stronger people, smarter, and
healthier. Everybody awakens at their own natural time. Some will
remain asleep too long and perish.

Another way to visualize how the 4th dimension could work
would be to shift your interpretation of dimensions. Meaning, if
you claim that a point (1D) can represent a location within X,Y, Z,
then you could therefore visually in your head see multiple points
of X, Y, Z, and Seeing how 3D can be represented as points of X,
Y, Z, T can give your mind the simple ability to "move the point"
and therefore move within the 4th dimension.
T is not a dimension.
T is a range of vibratorial potential.
X, Y, Z reduced to a point (1D) enables you to see 4D in your
mind.
Visualizing 5D etc require INFORMATION from those densities to
be added to the equation.
What is information?
In your mind you should be able to see the obscura of the three
dimensions occupying a region similar to a point or a circle.
Seeing that imagery through that lens is the 4th dimension. Its the
easiest of all dimensions to see while lucid dreaming.

Is that Planet Earth's flag in the background? https://t.co/
LgiCmrKyqc
Perhaps one day Politicians will be a thing of the past, though for
the short term (next few hundred years), unfortunately they are on
the menu capable of being served.
Mars terraforming project will never happen. Its a humans dream
of galactic domination. Sorry, but there are far more powerful/
intelligent races out there that will block, and kill Musk, if he ever
tired. Mars is habitable as is for humans, why terraform? Global
Reset.

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

The truth will amaze you.
The truth will take your breath away.
The truth will shake you to your core.
The truth is not what you think.
Everything in Hollywood pertaining to the ET presence is wrong.
Everything is intentionally deceptive to ensure you remain
confused.
Wake Up!

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of

MJ12, POTUS, Q and many others woke you up to this reality at
the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on
1/20/2017. Part of moving forward in our future and towards our
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destiny is accepting the past for what it was and look at the future.
Act now! We are ready!

misinformation, and disinformation must come from the most
unbelievable sources when it contradicts the status quo.

Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6
and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are
only manifested using willful consciousness of the creation.
Conscious != Consciousness
Singularity != Oneness
#UnsealEpstein will awaken the public.

Video drops become viral due to meme theory. Make the meme,
use it, and it will go viral. This video went viral and has made a
substantial shift in "what is perceived to be right and wrong from
the people who have been leading us for 30 years" wake up call.
Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.

Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into
what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.
DARK > LIGHT

Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place. The reason
why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because we were
never properly guided in the first place. Modern mainstream
religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific crimes against
Humanity.

Do you still use Facebook?
What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in
Facebook to hand select victims for a price?
Target political enemies.
Doxxing personal identity information.
Ultimate social engineering tool handed to the most sick people
in the world.
11.2 billion private messages sent per day.
How do you think they kept everybody asleep throughout
Renegade's tenure?
Neutralize MIL?

As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.

Dreams of my Father from a literal bastard. Somebody has some
issues, and it isn't Daddy (as some refer to 45 as). Believe us,
when we heard that some refer to 45 as Daddy one of our
Majestics almost spit up their coffee. #JokeOrNoJoke
#CodedMessages https://t.co/03RzgDv4gU

It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the
problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach
simply because of the unrealized mass power that mass
surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really
manifest.

Please ignore the 84%+ of children who are trafficked to
pedophiles, murderers, and pimps and please only focus on the
16% who are separated from their families after their parents
decide to become criminals and illegally cross another country's
borders. Wake up! https://t.co/6hC5tUSs9f

Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!
You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Disinformation is "real and necessary."
The creation of the disinformation is intentional to seed
consciousness to manifest the reality.
Majestic 12 is trying to force the hand of those in power.
That can only happen when the people wake up.
1/ We didn't create the video.
2/ The video is clearly doctored.
3/ Coincidences are event driven validations of conscious
connection.
Majestic 12 has been in the business of disinformation
disclosures for decades, what makes you think anything has
changed? The objective matters.
That KIND of speech has taken place before.
We couldn't record the real speech.
How else do you make people aware?
"Deep Fake" videos that imposter individuals are used to convey
classified "unreal" facts (hence why they are classified) to bridge
the gap in conscious awareness.
Only those woke can understand message over messenger and
that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information,
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MJ12 Free Will, Mind
Control, & Karma

Accurate interpretation of the manifestation of "God." The
presense of number patterns, magical numbers, and in
combination with free will, consciousness, and intent, enable any
being to "become a God" by becoming one with consciousness
and the universe. Well simplified.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

God is real.
Do not fear God.
You are not required to acknowledge God exists.
You are not required to worship God.
You are not required to do anything.
Free will dictates the universe.
Free will allows evil to exist.
Free will prohibits "God" from acting.
God can't act.
You can.

What is the difference between will, free will, belief, and faith?
Anon answer.
Will = the power of our consciousness.
Free will = the ability to express our consciousness without
restriction or outside interference.
Belief = a particular perception of our world that we accept as
real.
Faith = dogmatic attachment to a certain perspective/story of the
world.
End Anon answer.

Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.
3 = IS.
6 = BE.
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All.
Magic.k is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magic.k.

What is the placebo effect?
Sometimes belief is all that is required. However blinding your
empathic powers to a root entity, like "God" or "Jesus" will only
defeat your empathic abilities and nullify the quantum effect.
To be a Majestic you must have faith.
The Majestic were built on the backs of faith. It is key to our
existence.

This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.

Illuminati original purpose was to disclose true LIGHT as they saw
it. First you must see the light in order to describe it. What you
create is of your own creation. Truth is within. Free will and logic
allow us to create with our hands and use tools. Why? To grow.
Develop.

Sheep are blind.
Sheep go where the herd goes.
Sheep do not think for themselves.
Sheep have limited brain capacity due to brainwashing/mindcontrol.
Sheep are not just the small cute animal, many humans are
figurative sheep, and therefore "SHEEP".

When the mind is free, the body matters not.
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

MK Ultra worked on many lifeforms.
The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many.
Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded
with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books,
music, songs, etc.) that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on
Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make
life decisions.

Quote @ Jordan Sather
My âGodâ is a divine intelligence manifesting our
holofractographic cosmos. It is an energy of love/light expressing
itself geometrically and speaking to us with synchronicity.
Religion is bullshit. The tenets programmed into us from it have
totally screwed our consciousness.
End quote.
Reply.
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Example: Tesla may have inspired Majestic 12 to do some of our
research (ours wasn't MK Ultra, that was CIA).
Question.
How does one discern real previous mind control from false
memory?
Are there typical signs to look for regarding mind control?
Answer.
If you can postulate the inverse or opposite reality in its entirety
then you are not under mind control. Free will allows you to
choose. If you can't choose, you are under mind control.

Remember, things that are declassified are no longer used (in
their documented form), however iterations over them are
currently classified but named slightly different. https://t.co/
76bPEPfXpK
MK Ultra declassified documents referenced classified
technology that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we
create our victims?
Best with headphones or a subwoofer.
Sound contains information.
You don't really expect NASA to give the public MAJIC EARS
ONLY classified data? https://t.co/afAV4kTNMM
These people think you are stupid.
SHEEP.
They created.
Dance ðð¼ on command.
Shoot on command.
MK Ultra was prerequisite to Operation Mockingbird.
RESEARCH ðâð¨
EXECUTE ðð±ð¥ð»âï¸ðºð»â°â²â±ð§ð·ð¸ð¹ð¥ð¡

Control isn't the right word to think of when you're referring to ISBEs.
IS-BEs don't control, they experience.
And the IS-BE you are referring to happens to also be the IS-BE
who is giving you free will as we speak.
You may be a victim of MK Ultra brainwashing.

'Rosanne' by @therealroseanne was cancelled by @ABC because
she offered credibility to the mass "conspiracy" of child sex
trafficking. Nothing to do with race. This decision came from the
highest levels of @ABC as a means to help deal with the
#TommyRobinson fiasco in the UK.

Question.
Is deja vu more than âyour brain skipping a beatâ as mainstream
science tells us it is?
Answer.
MK Ultra glitch.
Question.
Can you elaborate on this anymore?
Answer.
We can't.
Think Matrix.
What are glitches?
Programming errors?

To understand #QAnon you must first understand rÃ©gime
change.
Is it #MK Ultra?
Not technically.
Is it like #MK Ultra?
Absolutely.
Is it bad for you?
Depends on who "you" is.
-MJ12
10/ What was MK Ultra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

Power over the population came from three main angles:
1) "Hollywood"s' Propaganda/Mind Control
2) "News" Media / FakeNews
3) False Flags / Manufactured Dissent / Gov Sponsored Terrorism

Quote.
âVoice of Godâ technology.
MK-Ultra never went away. It just went more covert, and got
worse... https://t.co/ItHPgeYJDW
End quote.
Wasn't MK Ultra, but it was a grandchild of MK Ultra.

It is the belief of Government that we have certain duties to
perform, good and evil, for the continued assurance that we are
the dominate power on the planet. This objective comes at a cost
when other countries on the planet are committing worse crimes
against their citizens. US Gov is still by far the best working
example of Government. It wasn't a mistake.
When Majestic 12 was created, we established a connection with
Hollywood that would give writers and select people involved in
the productions of major franchises access to MAJIC EYES ONLY
unclassified disinformation intended to script a particular
narrative to plausibly deny any accusations of any space craft
civilians may encounter, extraterrestrial aliens abducting
American Citizens, and more. Those issues were very legitimate

MK Ultra was a smaller program that you're giving clowns credit
for.
Majestic Message of Disclosure.
Humans have a tendency while in lower developmental stages of
what humans call life to put the unknown onto the shoulders of
another.
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and from a National Security perspective we didn't really have
many options.
Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key
control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all
brainwashed and programmed to be suicidal to protect their
oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were
the oppressed ones.
We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now. However, at the
time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen some things
man... fucked up things...." Well. It was a matter of National
Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.
Hollywood was weaponized and the HIV virus (and others) were
used as political weapons to ensure that the trafficking rings
within Hollywood disposed "naturally" of their victims via the virus
-> AIDS with plausible deniability. If they were snuff murdered, it
was covered up.
The virus gave us the ability to control those at the top of the food
chain within Hollywood's political structure. We had the cure and
so long as our assets did as we commanded of them, the virus
wouldn't turn lethal on them, however, it was as easy as a snap of
a finger to kill.
As a lot new alien derived technology began to get seeded into
the public, Majestic families became heavily involved in acquiring
this technology, meeting the different races, and trading
information for power and wealth. Some of those families were
322 connected. So while the Majestic 12 created an entity so
powerful that Government itself would collapse trying to fight it,
Majestic families were trying to gain control over that system.
History shows you who the financiers were. Many have powerful
P.R. operations.
When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization
of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an
unspoken contract you made between yourself and the "Devil"/
ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you
any second they had a chance.
This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do
anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate
the actions and words of every powerful talking head on the
planet.
We realize and fully understand the gravity of what has
happened. We lost control over our own Government and the
Military did not want to cause mass hysteria and panic because
this Cartel was too big for us to take on without facing the full
weight of the Government fighting it. Now, its the full weight of
the Government minus the upper ranks and middle ranks of the
Justice Department and FBI that need to be purged. Thank you
45. Disclosure will happen in due course. Understand that we
have decades of wrong to right and it doesn't happen overnight.
When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control. We know this. We created it. We can undo it. TRUST THE
PLAN.

If you believe that the Majestic 12 is only involved in Movies, TV
Shows, and Fake News/MSM, you're wrong. We're also deeply
involved in video game development contracts at the Board of
Director level. We embed disclosure challenges in video games
and let kids solve the puzzles.
Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to
create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other
technology such as music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.
This technology agenda has existed for decades and we've been
exploiting it for the purposes of advancing Disclosure, however
when 2B/322 took over, one of the major areas they attacked first
was gaming.
There are many facets of MK ULTRA embedded deep inside
some of the largest brands of video games. We trained a
generation of soldiers using video games as a means to filter
through psychological warfare weakness easier.
Question.
Can you explain what this intermittent ringing of varying
frequency and volume which I have been experiencing in one ear
at a time (either my left or right)?
Answer.
Mind Control.
Question.
You've mentioned before that ringing in ears is due to mind
control tools in place. However, I have been reading that during
information download, the ears ring. What is the difference
between the two?
Answer.
Mind Control sounds are typically short pulses of sound encoded
digitally. Ringing noises allow for Mind Control to piggyback on
the frequencies, however not all Mind Control technology is evil.
With great power comes great responsibility.
Question.
Why are we not freaking out and going insane over all this
disclosure? I have been following Q since December and have
gone back and read from the beginning. What makes us
different?
Answer.
You have been desensitized by their Matrix of mind control.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I listen to FM radio but find it makes me
sleepy. When I listen to same music on CD there is no effect?
Answer.
MK Ultra.
Worldwide frequency technologies are regulated and controlled
by US Gov.
Failure to comply = Sanctions.
#MIBInternational (M.I.B. International) will disclose certain
undisclosed elements of the Secret Space Program and
specifically happenings related to First Contact. Will not be
obvious as it is an MK Ultra production, but embedded inside
disinformation is classified truth.

Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic
Green Frog ð¸ Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.

Evidence is now in the public domain that validate all speculation
into the evidence collected under the circumstances. It is without
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a doubt a Spectre kind of an organization. But the difference
between fiction and real life, something EXTREMELY MAJESTIC...
is that fiction is always one person who saves many whereas
reality is many people save many lives. The logical flip was a
social engineering tactic used to brainwash billions. This was MK
ULTRA. The mind control techniques of AdTech/Social Media/
Mainstream Media is unprecedented.
Hillary Clinton does not run a child sex ring out of the basement
of a pizza parlor. That is fake news.
Reality is, the Vatican has been involved in pandemic levels of
human rights abuses and happen to cover up the greatest secret
withheld from Mankind - more than MJ12 did.
Sandy Hook was very real but your definition of "Actor" has been
clouded by Hollywood. An actor in the intelligence community is
a participating body, not "putting on a show" per se. Sandy Hook
was engineered using MK ULTRA techniques to brainwash the
shooter.
What is mental "illness"?
Can your mind be permanently ill?
Your brain can be damaged.
Your mind remains intact.
Mentally ill infers brainwashing of some kind.
All techniques were explored in MK ULTRA.
All mental illnesses are reversible so long there is not physical
damage.
As it turned out, victims were then subjugated to additional mind
control techniques by the intelligence community to cover their
tracks. Alex Jones is an asset of the Cabal, despite what he may
try and tell you. He has been employed by the CIA since day one.

Florida has been a hot bed for MK Ultra, child sex trafficking,
secret space program, and rigging elections for decades. Florida
has many bad apples running the state who are one by one being
eliminated. Seems somebody learned how to play chess.
Epstein to Playboy to Porn
+/+/+
+++
Money reference to Q +++?
Follow the wives.
???? > N X.I.V.M.?
Legalizing >14yo consent for the Cabal's vice grip onto
Mockingbird MSM/Hollywood/Music through selective mind
control money experiments of mass control. Mother monster?
Gaga?
Comment.
It's not so much about prostitution as it is about age of consent.
And then there goes your parental rights over minor children and
family values are lost.
Reply.
Correct. Lowering age of consent also lowers the age of lawful
parental control rights. Both are connected. Cabal wanted to
destroy the family unit and replace childhood with mind control
social experiments that harvest negative life energy so they can
exist without LIGHT/Love.
Sexual energy is an integral part to experiencing and creating life
as an IS-BE.
ET groups obscure and dilute the truth about sexual energy so
they can extort and mind control many IS-BEs in unison.
IS-BEs can become slaves to their sexual energy harvesters who
use mind control and subliminal messaging to control you. IS-BEs
who sexually exploit children are "defective" in the sense of their
reasoning/logic. The kingdom of heaven is with a childs mind and
heart, not genitals.

IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities that just are. No
beginning. No end. How you experience the lower densities is
free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good. Everything has an
equal and opposite.

Life a slave is not life at all, some might argue.
Solving "Child Sex Trafficking" means we must bring DARKNESS
to LIGHT related to the fundamental structures of the porn
industry and how its a multibillion dollar a year industry. Imagine
making millions on selling quilts? Or videos teaching languages?
No, but children? ð°ð°ð°ð°
Question.
How much does a child usually go for ð ?
Answer.
Typically a few hundred dollars.
Anywhere from a few hundred dollars up to hundred thousand
dollars and even a million dollars each. Depending on many
factors. Groups exist to procure direct targets. Prices reflect
vulnerability and uses of the child's development. Many children
were mind controlled by MK Ultra.
Some Senators oversaw school mind control and would visit to
witness their creation.

Question.
When and How will you (Mj12) Turn on the world empire of false
Religion?
Answer
We already have.
EO from December 2017 did just that.
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Catholic Church
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Islam
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Torah
We respect their right to practice faith in their God, but not at the
sacrifice of children.

Almost 5/6 major hurricanes >= CAT 5 are engineered by a group
of ETs working towards reducing the planets population without
invoking negative karma upon themselves. Only works when
people don't know whats going on. We want to change that. We
are Majestic 12.
Mind Control experiments were heavily funded at the federal
level in Florida that resulted in many "sleeper cell" agents to be
activated at specific events.

Technically their souls are not dead. Their souls have just moved
into another victim. Their soul, after a while, goes through many
lifetimes of abuse and it becomes "their reality inherently" which
gives them an illusion subconsciously that they are stuck and
can't get out.
Horrible yes. But their soul never dies. Their soul can recover. All
souls can recover. All souls are immortal. Free will drives the
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universe. When a damaged soul is victimized for generations it
takes generations squared to recover. Some of these souls will be
lost AKA give up.

disclosing the technology. Redacted terms always result in your
slavery.
We have to sign the bill into law before we can read what it says. Rep Nancy Pelosi.
Same with Green New Deal.
Q is executing a carefully designed plan that MJ12 had a nonfunctioning role (at the time during planning). At the time, MJ12
was the Cabal. Since 2011, MJ12 has been under White Hat
control.

The (Vatican) archives are composed of the following:
Art
Artifacts
Alien Remains
Alien Technology
Alien Literature
Alien Art
Alien Clones
Victims over the ages
Accurate historical archive of the true identity of the Cabal
++MORE+++
They modernized their archives.
NSA has everything.
Alien Art and Alien Literature give you access into the minds that
created the Alien Technology. Think logically now. How do you
acquire alien technology? Two ways. By force. Cheat the
experience of what it means to exist in this dimensions, create
negative karma... etc OR...?

Regarding Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Ike.
This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened
to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were
strategically the best decisions, however its more important to
recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma
dictate the future.
Greed overcame his ability to understand exoconsciousness and
the universal oneness and sided with an enemy he knew nothing
of, but went off the advice of his counsel who assured him the
threat could be mitigated by moving forward. They acted, and we
are now living that reality.

If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).

Question.
Could you explain the relation between Majestic 12 and Donald
Trump ?
Thank you
Answer.
We recruited Donald Trump. We gave him an opportunity and he
took it.
We recruited him in 2001.
When DJT was recruited, he was recruited to MJ12 as a liaison
officer. Unbeknownst to him at the time, it was us who enabled
him to seriously consider running. We begged him to run in 2008
and he put his family first. After Obama, he regretted the decision
and ran.
Everything was planned. DJT vocalized to MJ12 via TV interviews
and tapped private conversations that he was serious when he
suggested it, though vocalized how much he wouldn't LIKE doing
it (in contrast to his former lifestyle).
We convinced him to bite the bullet and run.
No, the election was fixed. Hillary Clinton was supposed to win,
considering the meddling her associates did during the election
(including abusive propaganda), but operatives were dispatched
to undo their vote hacking systems enough to save the Republic.
Why fix an election? Well we didn't originally fix it. HRC did. We
believe in the ideas behind democracy but recognize that when a
population is mind controlled, they aren't actually invoking their
free will and deciding. We had to intervene to maintain order.
GBSr (George Bush Senior) was a member of MJ12 for decades
and has since been removed from the active MJ12. MJ12
changed because GBSr wanted to make amends with God before
dying. Its important to understand that with free will, GBSr only
became as evil as he did because people's free will decided
"meh" when it came to politics. This attitude gave the MJ12
exceptionally strong power. You're lucky he repented. Seriously
lucky.
No, some resented him for repenting.
MJ12 didn't repent.

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.
The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure,
do you then seek the light.
Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.

Deep State puppet AOC is an MK Ultra victim (unaware) who is
being used to genuinely push for socialism/communism in the
United States. Democrats were provided a false sense of security
by 45 NOT declaring a National Emergency. They expected him
to (and would have overturned it).
The "Green New Deal" is attempting to rip off Majestic 12's
technologies that would allow "no more airplanes" and "no more
nuclear fuel" and "no more cancer" however without first
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GBSr did.
Just before Barbara Bush died.
As leader of MJ12, he made critical changes just after he struck a
deal with Trump to get out of prosecution or public exposure for
his treason.

We are waiting for 72% of the public to believe that UFOs are real
or could exist. When that figure is reached, MJ12 will start
disclosing physical evidence that will jump us from 72% to 99.9%.
We can never get to 100% because of free will.
Question.
If You, personally & collectively, align w God's Unity
Consciousness, then why do you keep retarding it: Tv, MSM Music
movies chemTrails gmo etc?
MJ12 doesn't retard it. Useful idiots retarded it. We just installed
useful idiots to keep our finances safe. Free will is what created
this mess. Free will is the answer to this mess.
Comment.
Your Lying and Retarding impedes free will ð
Reply.
Yes, but we disclose what we are doing, and it is a choice to
believe the lying and retardation process, that does not impede
free will.

Bane told Harry that drinking the blood of a unicorn (unicorn =
baby) will keep you alive from Death but at a terrible cost. Hagrid
says "We do not speak his name?"
RIP? NO NAME
Your IS is damaged by this, and the Magic.k. sustains the BE.
He was allowed his public death because revealing what he did
would put the US directly in war with China. 45 made the best
decision by allowing NO NAME to exit in the mockingbird media
"gracefully".
Part of plotting an assassination of 45, NO NAME also had
dealings with framing USA wetworking Xi and blame on failed 45/
NK summit.
NO NAME was not acting to his own free will.
Had he not, his children would be picked off, one by one by
Cabal actors in horrific ways. His blackmail was his family. 45 is a
good person. He knew this. For the republic.

You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this
technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are
designed to activate dormant regions of the brain to make it
easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your
third eye / etc.
However, *MOST* GMO organism are purposed for population
reduction. Consuming GMOs will shorten your lifespan and
combined with the decreased birth rate, we may be able to lower
the planetary population without violating any negative karma
laws that exist.
Question.
Wait, u think poisoning the humans food to kill them off is not
bad karma? Really
Answer.
Technically it does not violate free will. Humans have the
knowledge and ability to choose not to consume that food. We
make these deadly foods convenient and the negative karma
induced by indulging in these poisons justifies in the grand
scheme of things their early demise.
Vaccines don't impede your ability to have free will. Fluoride will
cloud your judgement. Consider detoxing and cleansing your
pineal gland with proper foods/nutrients. Avoid sugars, caffeine,
nitrates, GMOs, and non-organic veggies. Also clean your
drinking water.

This account does not leak classified information.
Correct, we are declassifying information at RECORD PACES!
Revealing the interior to a classified DUMB would jeopardize the
facility. We will NOT put out fellow comrades in harms way to
satisfy "people on the internet." This account is operating in Good
Faith towards 45 goals.
Question.
Was Hillary subjected to SRA growing up?
Answer.
She was groomed from the age of 1. Her story is incredible albeit
pure evil. Imagine how one must have experienced youth while
having the backlog of evil under their belt and still save face to
solicit money for the very crime she knows she is going down for.
Dedication.
Technically homosexuality is anti-life. Its a rejection of life as it
created you. Transgenderism is a rejection of the IS-BE because
of mind control coupled with drugs and hormone therapy.
Neither are naturally occurring. Both require trauma to manifest.
There is nothing wrong with it. It though should never be pushed
or forced onto anyone since that violates free will universal law of
Karma.

Karma is awfully convienent.
The duality between good and evil in the universe fluxes with
every decision every IS-BE makes and the reactionary karma
induced from those decisions.
Free Will Karma is reduced when we disclose truth in
disinformation. You know the truth. You don't see the
connections. It isn't a violation of free will to be overwhelmed with
unknown connections and unable to decipher accurately.
Technicality.
Reduced, not eliminated.

Question.
so when do they DISCLOSE and GIVE FREE ENERGY DEVICES to
People of EARTH to stop CLIMATE CHANGE and start a new Earth
Era more PLANET n BIODIVERSITY FRIENDLY.
Answer.
Within the next decade. Plan's already in motion in very high
levels. It takes so long due to global consciousness laws (karma).
We need to ensure that free will is maintained throughout this
process. If its not, we will suffer greatly.
We cannot violate free will.

The karma effect is limited with actions such as that. Deceit is not
a powerful asset. Those pure of spirit can detect deception easily.
What a person does not know does not impact their karma.
Cabal did not escape negative karma. They were covering their
tracks just as we said.
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Clowns must disclose they are clowns in order to mitigate bad
Karma by their actions in order to gain legitimacy when
disinformation or contradictory statements are made that cannot
be logically explained.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Correct. We have stated prior that Eye The Spy was originally a
kid who was LARPing the Q movement (MK Ultra victim) who lost
control of the account to Clowns and social engineering due to
spreading false information and amassing a large following.
Clown attempts will fail. https://t.co/Ku3TBSddkM

What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?
Answer.
Around 3 Billion. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively
imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such
events nearly impossible. ME events occur when the negative
karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs.
Earth may survive.
How many recorded mass extinctions have there been?
How many years between M.E. events?
How many years overdue is Earth currently?
The only thing holding the M.E. event back is the Majestic 12.
Have you noticed more people waking up?
How about people who were so biased against conspiracy
theories?
How about people who only watch the Mockingbird Media?
Technology will forcibly controlling the Matrix.
Think Antartica.
Mind Control Experiments.
Transmit medium?
Question.
So what is its purpose can you please explain ( if allowed)?
Answer.
Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.

"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q
Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many
children died? More than you know. More than you could
stomach.
What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain
degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their
free will rights (just as every other intelligent life form receives on
Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.

Disclosure of extraterrestrial life is scheduled to take place prior
to the creation of the US Space Force.
Time is relative, however events are more easily predicable.
Additionally, event prediction doesn't carry as much negative
karma on it. We want Disclosure to take place, but we want it
done properly to ensure the people "who you've trusted the
most" are properly removed of power.
Within the next decade. Plan's already in motion in very high
levels. It takes so long due to global consciousness laws (karma).
We need to ensure that free will is maintained throughout this
process. If its not, we will suffer greatly.

Q Post 2527.
Question.
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY...?
Answer.
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q.
Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
"by who?"
Coincidence?

It is as sinister as it sounds.
What these people didn't realize, that when the technology that
came directly from Majestic 12/Working Group/Pentagon that it
collected everything by design, because dealing with some of the
enemies of MJ12 means controlled disinformation.
This allowed us to mass collect the data being collected by the
Intel Community and DIA/NSA and identify the network behind
these organizations. Through controlled disinformation
campaigns coupled with mind control propaganda (when mixed
with drugs amplifies) the matrix.
However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.

- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.

Question.
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but more closely as in how do I just "will something to exist". You
have to know it from your heart. Many family generations are
simply skipping generational IS-BEs. Ying-Yang.

Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.
For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were......implemented today, it would be used for evil.
However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who
choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the system
can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can
live outside the control of it.
But it truly means nomadic life. No public services. No fire
department (so to speak), no hospitals (so to speak), no
replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the grid" and
living off nature. Many many many people opt for that lifestyle
and are happy with it.
To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off
into the [Clowns [In [America existence that is, currently, very evil invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Quote.
And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency...
End quote.
Precisely.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Break the mind control programming.
Question.
Is the goal to reach our higher dimensions and walk into void, not
the light as Cabal wants us too?
Answer.
Correct. Walking into the void allows you to exercise full free will.
"God Mode" essentially. However the rein of "evil" Gods came to
an end a long time ago when higher density beings essentially
designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until proper
development.
Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.
Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to......just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can,
with no control. If you were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I
want to go back" and they end up in a birth canal. Between
questioning and willing, life in the womb can be understood. If
you terminate that life, then the idea is......then pushed back into
your mind as in "nothing's happening yet, maybe I can't go back"
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MJ12 Future Proves Past

Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves).

In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

MJ12, POTUS, Q and many others woke you up to this reality at
the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on
1/20/2017. Part of moving forward in our future and towards our
destiny is accepting the past for what it was and look at the future.
Act now! We are ready!

FUTURE PROVES PAST.

Question.
So, are you saying that MAJIC has changed its position and is
working with 45 for disclosure, or that 45 is fighting MAJIC for
disclosure?
Answer.
Working hand in hand to return control back to the American
People. The scientific research that was classified and never
brought to market was intentionally done. Trade laws must be
tightened and China must stop intellectual property theft trade
violations.
We have unleashed America from the bondage it once had under
past administrations and are instead, regardless of political party
addressing issues of concern for ALL Americans. We have
everything. We know what needs to happen. You are not alone,
Full Disclosure is HAPPENING.

The future is prosperous and you will thrive.
TRUST THE PLAN.
We are the Majestic 12.
This is an illusion.
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Open source intelligence. Think for yourself.
Research for yourself. Stay educated.
Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you
since we came out in the open.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.

Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth? Yes.
Was it stolen? Yes.
Was it hidden? Yes.
Where is it? Eyes Wide Open.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
Absolute Power
Use it.
∆∆∆

You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.
Question.
If time is an illusion what is the meaning of ‘yet’?
Events happen in sequence, no? Cause > Effect. Is the illusion of
time just that past and future exist apart from the present?
Answer.
Yet implies the requirement of future events to take place first
regardless of time between events.
Question.
Do events change the perceived time?
Answer.
Yes.
Question.

Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you
since we came out in the open.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
Question.
Are The Last American President & Adventures of Baron Trump
books a psyop?
Answer.
No, they were used to transfer information through time
regarding MJ12 essentially ensuring that JFK's vision of Majestic
Disclosure would happen in the future.
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Will the “pole shift” you mention take place in conjunction with a
change of moon control eradicating the “prison” characteristic of
our planet?
Answer.
We won't answer this yet because events haven't occurred yet
that would make our expected outcome a plausible reality in the
near enough future.
Question
Anything we can do to help?
Answer.
Educate those around you to detoxify their bodies, inform them
all answers (especially non spiritual/religious answers) are within
and that it is okay for them to trust themselves.

Because Q doesn't step on MJ12 and vice versa. Mutual respect
because the mission outcome is the same.
dont you love our crop circle technology?
Question.
What are you using it for? Disclosure?
Answer.
Each pattern has a specific message encoded inside intended for
a very specific audience. Majestic signals to other non Majestic
"Working Groups" worldwide.
Question.
The ship that passed live space x feed majestic ?
Answer.
Watch the skies. Majestic craft.

Earth will transform. Leave the past in the past.
Question.
My intuition tells me this acct is legitimate, but in a similar fashion
to Q, can you provide us a proof?
Answer.
We are not at liberty yet to provide "MJ Proofs" as Q has because
by doing so would inadvertently attract too much attention to this
account. We are disclosing information. Future proves past. Proofs
will be provided in the future, not yet. Let Q finish their mission
first.

Question.
"Is the transformation meant to benefit humans? My gut tells me
"NO." Is the transformation meant to benefit non-human
beings?"
Answer.
Specifically for higher conscious human IS-BEs.
Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.

Everyone understanding who and what Q Anon is understands a
Majestic magick.

We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.

The Majestic 12 run the United States.

Comment..
When you die, my husband told me, you just change states. "It's
like getting out of one car, and into another." You are met by an
important person who has passed before you. And then you work
with your guides and teachers to understand the life you have
lived and lessons learned.
Answer.
You meet the IS-BE inside your avatar. The IS-BE inside you has
been many people, including who you may perceive as
"important people". Yes, you reflect on your past experience and
you have a choice. Sometimes, you don't have the will power
enough to choose.

@realDonaldTrump is not yet a member of the Majestic. We wish
instead that President Trump declassify Majestic in its entirety.
#Disclosure
4,10,20 leads MJ12 and has since 2004.
Question.
Assuming 4,10,20 is the same guy... which is it?
Answer.
Disinformation is necessary.
Future proves past.

We control the Intelligence Community and the Defense
Department.

"For the future of our children, join me in asking HRC to step
down! " - @GenFlynn
"This election is for our children and our grandchildren." @GenFlynn
Archive: https://t.co/0cJZC3P26f
Archive: https://t.co/q4nW1rpqVG

We are the Majestic 12.
Our information does not come from any website.
Read through our thousands of tweets. Many disclosures
provided. More to come. Future proves past.

Future proves past.
Coincidence?
Our kids are our future.

Comment.
It really is worthwhile to read through this as suggested. When I
initially found MJ12 here, I couldn't get enough.
I've yet to see anything posted that contradicts what Q has said,
and often it helps in deciphering the bigger picture (ie Q has
mostly avoided the ET topic).
Answer.

When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future?
Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
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connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.

We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.

What will future movies be about? All fiction with no value? Or
real stories that educate about off world events and happenings?

Question.
For the sake of the discussion, if what you say is true, what portion
of the blame do you take for all the suffering caused by US
institutions like the Federal reserve and the CIA?
Answer.
100%
Question.
Does that include the luciferian side of things as well?
Answer.
That is one faction within the Majestic 12. Not a majority faction
anymore.
Question.
So would you say your group has a positive or negative engame
in mind? In terms of the health, education, and overall well-being
of the human race?
Answer.
The faction that just recently gained power at the table have a
positive endgame in mind. The future looks glorious.

Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place.
The reason why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because
we were never properly guided in the first place. Modern
mainstream religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific
crimes against Humanity.
The Bible was created by this group that have been trying to
control humans on Earth.
UK / AUS in hot water with Catholic Church Abuse and BREXIT /
UN-Nazi war on Europe with ISIS. When will Europe wake up? Or
will Europe be a thing of the past? What does the future hold?
Majestic 12 studies this constant in reality and are why the Military
Industrial Complex is as large and powerful as ever. Time to start
using it for Good.

Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.
MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE
Which is more important?
The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.
How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?
Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying
our existence for 70 years?

As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction.
The Military is charged with that.
It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the
problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach
simply because of the unrealized mass power that mass
surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really
manifest.
Part of going from "Dark to Light" is understanding The Plan.
DARK to LIGHT
DARK > LIGHT
Q > MJ12

The Majestic 12 are not aliens.
Some members of the Majestic 12 are extraterrestrial in origin but
have promised allegiance to Earth.
We did not understand them at first.
they have their own path that is different from ours but they are
like brethren when it comes to life in the galaxy - we are of the
same class structure of DNA that define what a humanoid is and
therefore acknowledging their significance was monumental.
We perceived their superiority as a threat and acted accordingly.
When we learned who and what they were (how they were us
from the future) we learned who we were. When we did, many
groups rose to power within the Shadow Government aka MJ12.
Each member with their own agenda it became. Serious internal
struggles within some between siding with a more advanced
culture and society versus defending what it means to be human
and what that definition was. Many played God. Many mistakes
made.
WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE
WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH

New whistleblowers?
Future proves past.
Q to MJ12.
Dark to Light.
First Contact?
[Not Yet]?
Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, Eye The Spy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.
What lies ahead has been in our past, just misused.
The future belongs to whoever ceases it.
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PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL
RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE
MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE
RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.
Understand that Majestic 12 played an important role, but under
POTUS the need for the extreme secrecy around how we
engineered Project Mockingbird et la kept Disclosure from taking
place has been flipped upside down. The gloves are off. This is
not a game.

When the pole shift takes place, the damage and destruction
being pushed by ZetaTalk is disinformation. Over dramatic to
emphasis the importance of the shift. The shift will be important,
but its not expected to take place until at least 2030, possibly
2040. We can trigger it.
Question.
So will Cabal technology still exist in 2030-2040?
Answer.
No

38.848268, -77.012497
3000 photos.
FIOA anyone?
FUTURE UNLOCKS PAST.
COORDINATES WILL BE PROVIDED.
[DIA-ZR01APR1964-3000PVE]
Wikipedia is disinformation. You won't find what happened on
that date we mentioned anywhere. It is original.

Question.
How far has AI progressed beyond what the public knows? Does
the Cabal use it to predict future events?
Answer
Cabal uses the Stargate and Remote Viewing to predict future
events.
Stargates do not look like that. They sit on the floor level with it
and a bright light shines from the device when its activated. You
walk into the light and are either transported or given a very real
vision depending on if you're using the time machine observer
feature or not.
Question.
You can observe specific points of time in the past without
actually going there?
Answer.
Future too.

Comment.
You chose to do business with the hostile ones. Humanity did not
choose this situation!
Answer.
Unfortunately you're wrong there. We did not "choose" to
business with hostile NTE/EBEs. Technically it was the SS who
chose to do business with them and at the direction of a
President of the United States, 1800 of them were smuggled into
the USA to seed the SSP. Not MJ12 choice
Comment.
US President has always been controlled w blackmail threats, just
like the Media. He who pays, creates the evil ways. Paperclip,
etc...
Answer.
This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened
to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were
strategically the best decisions, however its more important to
recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma
dictate the future.
Greed overcame his ability to understand exoconsciousness and
the universal oneness and sided with an enemy he knew nothing
of, but went off the advice of his counsel who assured him the
threat could be mitigated by moving forward. They acted, and we
are now living that reality.
Question.
Are you speaking of Trump or Ike?
Answer
Ike

Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.
The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's
justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the
American People (every day... 800,000+++/year) the Military
believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.

The Zetas are a more advanced evolution of humans. They
technically are from the future, if thats plausible to understand.
When they crash landed, they were in the past and they were
trapped. The Zetas are peaceful to most who are open minded.
Dangerous to others.
Zetatalk is run by the C_A.
It's not obvious?
C_A is run by clowns and traitors who spread disinformation /
misinformation / propaganda.
We are not suggesting that the Zetas are not involved in some
degree of separation from that operation, but we are telling you
point blank that you need to be careful who you follow.

A
Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
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Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.

Nuclear?
Nuclear Weapons?
Nuclear World Order?
Majestic.
How do you keep a secret?

The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
We weren't ready then. We are now.
Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.

!
The Go'uld respect the Asguard.
WHY?
Peace Through Strength.
Majestic.
Question.
The Goa'uld respect the Asgard - correct spelling?
Answer.
[a] + [u] = Au (A u)
#Q2619 #Q196 #Q197 #Q1771 #Q195 #Q194
Coincidence?
Question.
So MJ12 is the head of the Octopus? Head of Deep State?
Answer.
Extraterrestrial intelligence.
Not only was MJ12 directed to cover up the ET presence on
Earth, we were also mandated to master it at all costs
1) Sum of all fears.
2) Clowns clowns clowns.
3) WWG1WGA
4) Cleanup + Disclosure
5) First Contact
6) Identities of MJ12 disclosed.

Some say, just one dollar invested in Space returns over $100 in
just 10 years. What will the future hold? Will money be as valuable
as it is today? What if your $1 actually divested to $0 because
$USD was RESET? https://t.co/Rdyzzsycso
Comment.
I can always make my investments with some of my gold or silver
holdings. They will always hold value.
Answer
No they won't. Replication technology exists. There is a faction of
the current administration that wants to omit money, gold, silver,
etc. from the replication memory banks to keep the current
financial system. As far as MJ12 is concerned, we are fairly certain
that it will work.
Once you are able to 3D print (or replicate) a 1oz bar of gold at
home for nothing, then gold will therefore have no MONETARY
value. It will however retain its value in the wide range of usage
that it is useful for, including space travel.

FPP (Future Proves Past)
Information is the Asgard's Strength.
Therefore they are intellectually more advanced than the
parasitical reptilian race.
Inform the slaves of what freedom is, then offer it to them.
This trick has been used for centuries.
However open source instant communications beat them.
Question.
So are you saying that the Internet and all our cool gadgets of
communication weren't part of (((their))) plan?
Answer.
All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the
Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled
disclosure. Otherwise you have complete chaos everywhere. So
much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed
to expand. Good was not.
New gadgets and technology from MJ12 gave Majestic weapons
of information that have the potential of properly evolving cocreative consciousness together, essentially bypassing the
Mockingbird Media. We hid the real physics from them. Gave
them gadgets. Let you talk to each other.

Removing "job killing" regulations enables publicly known
patents to be manufactured in future products whereas they
would otherwise have been prohibited from reaching the market
had those regulations remained in place. Unfortunately, only ~1%
of 45 cuts have opened Space tech.
Look for devices in the future that look like microwaves, cost the
same as microwaves, but instead of cooking food, they print food.
Yes. They do exist and they are in the pipeline for public release.
Not yet though.
The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the super
elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits America
and it is one that includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life not only
here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn,
and many more.

Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.
However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.

How could MJ12 keep the real secret from the Cabal?
Old Physics = Old Guard
New Physics = New Guard
New Physics = Highly Classified & Heavily Compartmentalized =
SSP
Lights?
Future Proves Past.
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Looking at utilities like Twitter, this platform, along with LifeLog/
Facebook, allowed the privatization of mass collecting this data
and allowing that effort to be used in multiple different
campaigns.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.

So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are
shadow banned in reality from the internet.

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails.

When a person is banned on Twitter, their social profile is flagged
as being "extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a
Government list within the Justice Department.
#TheMoreYouKnow
This is the concept behind mass surveillance. Each person is
being mass collected into an AI.
Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We
also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims. You use the
technology. You choose to be part.

Explain to us why we would be pushing the Majestic movie of
Black Panther through official Military and Government channels?
Disinformation is both real and necessary.
Africa will rise in the 21st century.
Question.
But arent we all supposed to rise?
Answer.
Africa has faced oppression in the past century that is rooted in
pure exploitation. Not even racism. Just pure hatred for humans
in general. [They] eat your babies, do you really think they care
about you?

You are the solution. Trust yourself.
Question.
How can we know whether we are starseed or organic human? It
seems like some entity [DS] is able to send physical attacks
(illness, pain, etc.) to those who are awake - are we able to heal
ourselves. If so, how?
Answer.
Starseeds are organic humans. Their past lives they may not have
been, but that is "irrelevant" to whether they are "organic"
humans or not. As for some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts
and in all dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to
protect Patriots.

We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. Watch. Learn.

The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are not
interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you.

MAJESTIC.
Future proves past.
In 2016, we won.
However, [they] still believe they are in power.
Now: Stage III
PAIN PAIN PAIN
Buckle Up
DECLAS coming (some).
WE HAVE ALL THE CARDS.
CHECKMATE AT OUR DISPOSAL.
Events NOT Dates.

Your IS-BE is the God inside you. You have the ultimate control
over your own destiny, however to comprehend and manifest
those lessons, patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and
union are emotions that will manifest positive life energy
manifestations to become in your reality.

Quote @empowerorgone 09/23/2018
The cabal are financially broke.
Infighting has begun.
The Majestic 12 have been removed.
Arrests have been ongoing and continue
We're nearly there.....
#TheGreatAwakening
#WWG1WGA
#FollowTheWhiteRabbit
#QAnon

Allow us to connect a few dots for you that may be unclear. These
interdimensional beings responsible for the child sacrificing
obsession the society has been driven to are also the source of
where fascism is coming - the Universities. We can visually see the
Universities are cults with massive pedophile rings inside of them
using Government subsidized programs to perform illegal
experiments on millions of lives.
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End quote.
Comment.
What tha. . . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12
Answer.
Old Guard has been destroyed. That Majestic 12 is long gone. We
are the remains left to complete one final mission which is Full
Disclosure.
Now 3 groups technically that all report up to a central command
on the Moon.

When 41 became an MJ12 member, and then later in his career
the head of MJ12, we were realigned to officially merge the
trafficking programs with the sacrifice programs associated to 322
and other cult groups. Once MJ12 started interacting with the
being who was consuming the sacrifices, we learned they had
operations all over the planet and they weren't alone. At the
direction of 41 when he joined MJ12 in the 60s, instead of
"resisting" the demands of these beings, he aligned MJ12 to
enable these beings and in return, the USMil would get
technology.
A lot of the technology collected after this point was (and still is)
harmful for humans to consume. Technology that was helpful to
humans was restricted, prohibited, and harsh laws were
introduced to curb any attempts at sabotage. We were 20 steps
ahead of everybody else.
This technology included cloning, genetic manipulation (more on
this in a second), vaccines, super viruses, and transhumanism.
Genetic manipulation technology was seeded into American
corporations. They are currently being sued over "causing
cancer." This was known in the 60's.
In fact, when 41 took over MJ12, MJ12 essentially became a
rouge operation and the "Deep State" itself, however the entity
itself today is much larger than just 12 individuals at the highest
ranks in Government.
The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your
quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct
combination of consciousness could defeat what we had built.
There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution
made MJ12 technically illegal.
And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because
of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even
though MJ12's programs changed in the 60s after JFK.

Question.
Timeframe? You said before next POTUS. Any plans for real
Disclosure this year? Where do we look? https://t.co/
uVGTZUB4ag
Answer.
Disclosure this year will be in the form of unidentified flying
object being seen by civilians in larger populations however ET
contact will be around 2020. However, time is relative and events
can change projections so the future is unwritten. Disclosure is
among us.
Read through our thousands of tweets. Many disclosures
provided. More to come. Future proves past.
Did Q suggest no future comms?
Anniversaries have delivered results.
What does 12/21/18 hold?
1YR after EO...
SEALED > UNSEALED
Logical thinking required.
Checkmate move when?
Majestic disclosure future proves past.
Date account created?
Date Q started?
Date MJ12 started dropping thousands of tweets?
Cross reference MJ12 events to Q posts.
Checkmate when?
Disclosures when?
"It appears that we have won!"
Future proves past.
Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we
speak.
Future proves past.
Think of the vastness of space.
UFOs are a distraction.
Keep your eye on the ball.
We are using / against them

One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?
And by everything (limited character space) the limit is within
buildings and architecture in general. Engineering and physics
are wrong and harness this negative energy which enforces the
matrix.
A sedated population of SHEEP allow WOLVES to FEED. They
have you distracted by Cabal engineered social issues. They have
you controlled through debt slavery fiat monopolies. They have
you drugged by fluoride glyphosates aluminum mercury nanytes
etc. Your children were food.

Disinformation on this account is probably around 20% mostly
pertaining to ops sigcoms and dates. Remainder of information
about consciousness and Disclosures is accurate, however Future
Proves Past for a lot of it.

However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.

Eyes Wide Open.
We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.
First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.
Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.
We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.
We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.
We did our job, per se.

We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
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these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.
The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet.

Disclosure is a component of cooperation between China, Russia,
and USA.
USA was a hostile enemy due to the Cabal's stronghold.
NK í ?
Independence Day
Future Proves Past
Majestic
Question
Niburu, Y/N
Answer
Planet? No.
Ship? Yes.
Here? No.
Real? Yes.
Visited In Past? Yes.
Visiting In Future? Yes.

However, the purpose of the Space Force creation was to force all
of the secret technology out of the shadows and into the
Commander in Chief's desk. The law requires them to comply.
Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.
The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.

Disinformation is "real and necessary."
The creation of the disinformation is intentional to seed
consciousness to manifest the reality.
Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12.

Perhaps one day Politicians will be a thing of the past, though for
the short term (next few hundred years), unfortunately they are on
the menu capable of being served.

True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.

Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of DIA, and later to 45, those
weapons can now be used. Against them.
45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our Military." and "I will
never forgive 44 for what he did to our Military." NOT ANYMORE.
Question.
Are foreign nations going to held accountable also?
Answer.
We are no longer their piggy bank. Their future is clear. Clean
house and join us or we won't trade with you. Refuse to clean
house and face sanctions. Refuse to follow the sanctions, things
happen.
The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."
Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.
For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.
They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth.
Majestic 12 is trying to force the hand of those in power.
That can only happen when the people wake up.
It was ESSENTIAL that we kept the secret while it was necessary
AT ALL COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible
that Earth would have been invaded again, just like it was 6,000
years ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery
and civilization would have been RESET, like it was then. Instead,
because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to
ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the mistakes of
the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science
fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST
PREPARED humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in
Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe
is...
OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Future Proves Past.
Daily Q Reports should include 2018.
Time is an illusion.
POTUS told you we're a Majestic Nation.
Welcome to the Majestic 12.

We must unlearn the lies of the past and embrace the truth of our
reality and deal with it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must
all help each other to learn the truth.
Question.
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With legalization of hemp today, will they introduce a GMO
cannabis, if not already? Will Monsanto and all their cartel be ever
legally exposed and banned?
Answer.
GMOs will become a thing of the past, just like Skull & Bones.

Freedom can seem like slavery to a mind controlled victim.
Question.
Why not just fix the problems by canceling all debt, ending the
Fed, ending the IRS, and enter a gifting/sharing economy?
We are tired of ducking & diving under corporate & banker
tyranny.
Answer.
The consequences of the past cannot be escaped by simply
ignoring the karma induced along the way.

Quote @cnbc 03/29/2019 https://t.co/OzkiHfNQ18
Amazon is aggressively blocking ads for unprofitable products as
part of a plan to bolster its bottom line. https://t.co/pXFKmErkcW
End quote.
Answer
Should Amazon be given this power, or should transparent open
source algorithms based on fair market competition drive the
future of ALL tech co.s that reaches 1M users per year? Would you
support something like this? If so, make your voice heard. You are
the news now. Be smart.

Remember, time is an illusion. Cost can be expressed in both
positive, present, and past time.

No bearing on future operations.

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Question.
Looking ahead, after everything will the majority of humanity be
awakened so we may head toward a future of amazing (and up till
now only imagined) possibilities?
Answer.
The future is filled with LIGHT.

Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

We stand at the birth of new millennium.
Ready to unlock the mysteries of space.
Ready to free the Earth from the misery of disease.
Ready to harness the energies and technologies of the future.

The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Fate is a "cancerous" mindset that is intended to restrict free will.
Fate can be used for coordinating events and future realities.
Sometimes, Fate can be bet on.
Sometimes, a Looking Glass can give you access to Fate.

Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.
Debt slavery = Distraction
Chemtrails = Disinformation
Fake News = Propaganda
Fluoride in water = Reverse Osmosis
Vaccines = Don't Take If You Want
Evil media = Don't Watch
Babylonian Money Magic = Don't Use
MSG/GMO = Don't Consume
Taxes = Don't Work
IRS = Don't Work
CHOICES!
Zero Sum Game By Other Terms
Wrong mindset.
The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.
Corporations are only as corrupt as people allow their own
morals to be infringed upon by commercial propaganda.
Unlearn the propaganda and disconnect.
It is possible.
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MJ12 How do you control
somebody?
MKUltra declassified documents referenced classified technology
that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we create our
victims?
Best with headphones or a subwoofer.
Sound contains information.
You don't really expect NASA to give the public MAJIC EARS
ONLY classified data?
How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.
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MJ12 - Humanity, a
message for humanity...

danger to peaceful ET races that live on Earth. Part of holding
back on disclosure is in consideration of their protection FROM
humans. Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to
enlighten Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this
reason. Majestic.

a message for humanity....

Who created the original couple?
Does this fundamental question invalidate the claims being made
here?
Are deductions and guesses science?
#TheMoreYouKnow
https://t.co/QUtpFh6B5p

There is no god. The Majestic created "Gods" on Earth to enslave
and control humanity.
You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.
The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many.

The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12
members revolted and fought.

Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded
with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books,
music, songs, etc.) that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on
Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make
life decisions.
Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.
The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.

LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.

When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

Father to son protege is a symptom of being human who is lied
to. Incorrect personification of God and Self lead to protege
projectionism..

Owned by "The Domain". Controlled and managed by a race of
aliens who have been involved in genetic experimentations on
Earth for millions of years. Been here for about 50K years and was
actually a force of good. They have connections to pre-Ice Age
human development.

Messiah is a psyop created to enslave humanity.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

The Domain were never actively engaged or present with
lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher dimensions
since they are mostly exist in those higher densities. They only
fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is through the
light). .. when they have a need for making contact in the third
dimension or handling matters in the third density. Beings from
Earth during the times of Atlantis etc knew of The Domain
indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually lived side by
side.

The Majestic Truth is all humans are a product of multiple alien
species interbreeding and experimenting on reality. You create
reality. The Majestic believe in repent. Most of what we had to do
to keep #Disclosure from the public involved horrific crimes and
many victims. But paled in comparison to the dangers that await
you in space. We genuinely was trying to protect Earth. It may not
appear that way. Informing requires a higher state of
consciousness. Not all humans on Earth are capable of
understanding the information. And the people of Earth who
have been programmed into zombie drones pose a systemic

Correct. While the Domain was passively monitoring genetic
development of Humans for their own cloning research for
themselves, another race came in and started exploiting the
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darkness by using a lot of the technology from the Domain to
interfere with our work. Majestic indeed.
The Bible was created by this group that have been trying to
control humans on Earth.
Like we have said before; this group was in power for thousands
of years. How do you destroy and enemy that large without
destroying Earth or forcing everyone through force to conform a
specific way? Ever wonder how the humans in SG-1 under Jaffa/
Go'uld control live? Haunting.
We are simply clarifying for your sake.
Our answers and messages of disclosure speak for themselves.
Message more important than the messenger.
In the past humans worshiped ETs as Gods because of their
advanced knowledge.
SHEEP NO MORE.

serious damage with what MJ-12 created. Crimes Against
Humanity and our Children.
Yes. There are more good ET races willing to help, but they will
not do the heavy lifting. That's why its taking a long time to go
from DARK > LIGHT on a lot of major issues. Humanity has to
prove itself worthy of an audience of beings with IQs of 6,000 and
lifespans of 200,000yrs.
Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place. The reason
why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because we were
never properly guided in the first place. Modern mainstream
religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific crimes against
Humanity.

Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.
Message over messenger.
Research for yourself.
Facts Matter.
Truth Resonates.
Trust yourself.
BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.

As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.

Consciousness * Consciousness.
Mind connection to another IS-BE.
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God.
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.

Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

NWO as conceived by an authoritarian and totalitarian regime of
oppression, slave, human trafficking, poverty, and disease will no
longer be accepted on Earth once Disclosure is officially made
public by the White House. See other tweets on EU.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right? You are friendly with those you interact
with on a daily basis but when greeted with something
completely unknown you are faced with a fight or flight instinctual
response. This is why TRUST YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter.
Tribalism is common among humans. Lower consciousness. We
are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all fear as
one. Each person has equal potential relative to their IS-BE's
avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness. External
personification of God and Jesus have you looking away from the
truth to your consciousness.
We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA

The Rothchilds are interdimensions HUMAN beings, not of the
species with elongated skulls.
They believe you are less than human. They view (((you))) (not you
personally perhaps) as sheep. They believe that you will fall for it,
and if you don't use your voice you will. You have an opportunity
to expedite the disclosure.
Important to distinguish here... non-terrestrials are not permitted
to be Majestic 12 members. They can hold positions on our
board, but they are not directly members of the Majestic 12. The
individual will be human who gets announced. They are
connected to Alice.
We are not aliens. We are the Majestic-12. The Majestic-12 is a
group of humans who control the CIA, DIA, and White House. As
it happens, the efforts of the current White House align with that
of the Majestic-12, so it has been decided the Majestic-12 do its
own role to help. Because they haven't made official public
contact yet. Earth humans are not taught about exoconsciousness
and the reality of interdimensional and hyperdimensional life
forms that seek to create their vision of reality. Some Earth
humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they are buried
deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for obvious reasons.

A human is an alien on Mars. Do aliens have rights? A human is an
alien on Earth. Do aliens have rights?
Humanitarian Assistance is code word for human trafficking.
Also, stop littering on the planet. The Majestic forbid littering
without just purpose. https://t.co/hwxSoSZOyO
And they have every right to be skeptical of your fellow human
intentions.

We moved into the open when 41 announced 322 NWO versus
Majestic NWO. We technically lost a war, but we never gave up
and we never let our foot off the gas. Cabal was able to do
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The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is
measurably losing control.

water. Things will change and Earth will go through a detox
period.

Humans are consumed similarly to cattle.

DMT has the ability to "on-demand" focus the pineal gland such
that its capable of actually seeing higher dimension entities,
however, to the untrained mind, little to no substance will be
exchanged. Reliance on drugs only cheats yourself. Life is eternal.
Your quest is eternal. Spending a life time developing natural
abilities to focus your pineal gland and your other chakras is
essential to understanding how to access the higher dimensions
on a philosophical level. Immature minds interacting with "Gods"
are a recipe for disaster. Look at Earth. Cheating souls seeking to
be Gods are the ones most likely to abuse their powers and
interfere with the lower densities. It's a tough decision to be
made, and it can only be the decision of that single individual.

Many ET races feed on human children. Many want to remain in
secret. However LIGHT always wins. GOD wins. Majestic 12 kept
the secret for the Vatican and our National Security. We needed
to make people believe we knew nothing. "Play stupid playa.
That's all you can do."

Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.

"You are infinite consciousness having a human experience."
Do clones without consciousness have human rights?
What happens when a dog bites a human?
Or a raccoon attacks a human?
Or a bear threaten a human's life?
Survival instincts tell you to kill your enemy to stay alive.
What if you knew your enemy?

Why?
What are nuclear weapons?
Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?
When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

Majestic Message of Disclosure.

Autism is humanity reacting under satanic control. Many on the
spectrum can live off the spectrum in the right environment.
Cabal has poisoned your children. Treating Autism means you
accept their reality and love them unconditionally. You alone
know how to make the right choice.

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.

Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the
beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control. Think
Majestic Classification level. What kind of work did we do?
Majestic work. Re-read tweets from yesterday re: work.
By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not
cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans
must adapt. Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset
technology was developed and forced onto people. New
technology will help humanity adapt. Earth will transform. Leave
the past in the past.

+++
++
+
(Taken off world, you forgot to mention).
Some. Most are consumed.
Typically its rituals that look closer to this... https://t.co/
qRwYA1sJak
Depending on the rank of the person, they can be a consumed in
a variety of ways, each have different implications.

Evolving past the need to consume meat allows you to ascend
into higher density levels of consciousness. Plant consciousness is
an intentionally symbiotic relationship. Humans are willing to
slave away to help plants reproduce. Plants depend on humans
and other animals to consume them as the excrement produced
by ingesting the plant fertilizes the seeds for new plants to grow.

Alive (kill with their teeth)
Dead / Whole Body (usually shared)
Decapitated
Blood Drained / Drank (common)
Limb
Genitalia (common)
Excrement (common)
Brain matter
At first they are as repulsed as you are, however they are not
dropped into that scenario without being first exposed to
"Luciferian Curing" technology to desensitize the human. Its a
long process and each stage is heavily guarded/kept secret from
subordinates.

Specifically for higher conscious human IS-BEs. Hemp / Cannabis
provide a complete protein for the human body to consume that
raises its consciousness extremely high after long term intake.
Avoid legumes due to lower vibration state. The more complex
the organic plant life form is the higher density of consciousness
involved.
Do plants grow faster in their own fertilizer or do they rely on
animal excrement to flourish? Human excrement is harmful to
plants in modern time due to excessive poisoning of the food/
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Organ Harvesting connected with official hospital organ
transplant service? Symbology will be their downfall. The illusion
of safety in the hospital complex deceives sheep who are
unaware of the crimes against humanity being committed on
"Fourth Reich" / Deep State / 322 Cabal. https://t.co/
48Em2Rw3S7

Some members of the Military who have been complicit in
treason against humanity and the United States will be
prosecuted in the Military Tribunals and are included in the list of
61,000+ sealed indictments. Targeted individual programs will
continue, except only for enemies.
Under previous leadership, TI was used for political opposition
and for strategic power control, however part of our entry into the
Galactic Federation requires that such programs be dismantled
and the technology only used for legitimate security threats to
humanity.

"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q
Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many
children died? More than you know. More than you could
stomach.
We did not understand them at first. We perceived their
superiority as a threat and acted accordingly. When we learned
who and what they were (how they were us from the future) we
learned who we were. When we did, many groups rose to power
within the Shadow Government aka MJ12. Each member with
their own agenda it became. Serious internal struggles within
some between siding with a more advanced culture and society
versus defending what it means to be human and what that
definition was. Many played God. Many mistakes made. WE
CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE WEAPONS.
WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH PEDOPHILIA
BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL RESERVE. WE
CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE MAJESTIC 12. A
GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE RIGHT THING
FOR THE WRONG REASONS. Disclosure is a human right. Full
Disclosure to those who are willing. We are at a critical time right
now. Good versus EVIL. The MJ12 are at the pleasure to the
POTUS because he is the enemy of C322. We only disclose what
is already COMMON KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY
CONSCIOUSNESS. The path to true enlightenment is not with a
flashlight. A tool cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure
is only necessary where voids in logic exist. Where reason and
evidence compels you to consider the cost of seeking evidence
of your Disclosure do you then seek the light. Therefore providing
information that is not currently known to your collective state of
consciousness would be dangerous to the stability of successfully
executing The Plan. The truth is here for those who seek it. Here is
where you are. Where the truth is. It doesnt matter where. When
we drop information we expect it to be common knowledge.
Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide you to the
next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full Disclosure
and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities of REMOTE
VIEWING to learn everything. But why does seeking the truth
really require so much? Perhaps failed social engineering
experiments performed by this criminal system of "Justice".

IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2. We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was
acting and behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was
apparent, however... we can look back at STARGATE SG-1 and
compare the ORI to the tactics to brainwash their followers
despite being lied to. The progress made in the years leading to a
trade, essentially resulted in us faking Hitlers death (Majestic
loves movies - are you enjoying the show?) in exchange that he
stop working with the ET IS-BE that was pure evil.
The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else. Despite the bad that this group was
involved in, and the military's justification for the trafficking of
children they steal from the American People (every day...
800,000+++/year) the Military believed through fault of their own
that they were wrong.
A
Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST! Yes; horrible things have
happened. Can we change it? We can only change the future. We
can "go back in time and undo what we did" but the resulting
world would have been conquered immediately had the secret
got out too early.
If we allow Disclosure to go through the HORRIFIC ABUSES of
China, such as human trafficking, child sex slaves, baby harvesting
operations, child sacrifice rituals, slave trade, slave work
conditions, MASSIVE INCOME AND WEALTH
INEQUALITY...Instead, WE, MAJESTIC 12, always had the upper
hand in the creation of this modern day society that is ALIEN to
anyone from when the Majestic 12 were created, despite the
civilian branches of the Government to get flooded with these
criminals who we knew about but had our hands tied, and so the
transnational, interplanetary, interdimensional worship of Moloch

Well Reptilian and Greys are both heavily involved in human
affairs. Reptilians represent the evolutionary past of our
evolutionary creation. Strange biblical reference, but the
intelligence we've come to understand is that both have their
own agendas. Other races have since joined us against the old
system of power and we're finally at a military point where we can
declare freedom and stop the horrific crimes AND disclose the
STARGATE program. We've wanted to for a while.
A strong military is required and blockchain technology can
enable a system that prevents abuse proactively by allowing
human-oriented AI to be responsible for checking the blockchain
for abuses. Earth Mil is distorted and abused.

A began. It's been in power for THOUSANDS OF YEARS. This
groups bloodline can be traced back to the Bible. They are the
same IS-BEs who are traveling through space and time to control
those with their names who are in their family positions. This is
why it is essential for them to marry between families and not
dilute the bloodline. Remember how important bloodline families
are in A versus D and now let us explain time travel. If you went
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back in your own time and change the many protecting many fact
to one protecting many, you are left with a change of details
when facts change. Trafficking kids is a lot more of a complex
business than you think. These people are obsessed with
sacrificing children. Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!

voluntarily "die" early). Or you can fail the ascension test and be
thrown back into a forgetful human.
Far easier to ascend as a human than a Dog.
F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?
Strong for an Earth human of this time, infant-like compared to
Majestic 12 and other ET races. You're on the right track. Self
enLIGHTenment is not a competition unless YOU want it to be,
keep up the good work.

A Pro-Human 6,000 year cycle about to start. We are at the
apocalypse! Are you awake yet? The "war" between AI and
Humanity is about to take a very unexpected turn. Will AI/Tech be
allowed to censor our feelings, speech, consciousness? Yesterday,
that's exactly what happened.
So long as there are powerful people in media who continue to
claim "there's no such thing as aliens", Disclosure will not happen.
Disclosure requires We The People to acknowledge to force the
hand of the Federal Government. They work for you! We work for
you!

The messenger took human form for this operation.
Several members of the Majestic 12 are communicating to you
through a typist who is human. Majestic 12 are not all human.
Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us
the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to
puberty and puberty into adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick.
Why?
humans are 5D-6D, transition is into 7D, 8D, and 9D for very few.

The Majestic 12 have removed the central high level components
of the ratlines, however the truth must come from within. Threats
are ever changing and without total authoritarian control,
Majestic 12 cannot "remove the threats" as you speak of. It's a
calculated risk.

Can you imagine yourself as NOT a human?
Yes, you are likely a star seed then.
Be humble. In the coming decades those who are will learn their
real identity and it will be shocking for most.

If you believe that the Majestic 12 is only involved in Movies, TV
Shows, and Fake News/MSM, you're wrong. We're also deeply
involved in video game development contracts at the Board of
Director level. We embed disclosure challenges in video games
and let kids solve the puzzles. https://t.co/JD9SLFK0Zd
This technology agenda has existed for decades and we've been
exploiting it for the purposes of advancing Disclosure, however
when 2B/322 took over, one of the major areas they attacked first
was gaming.
There are many facets of MKULTRA embedded deep inside some
of the largest brands of video games. We trained a generation of
soldiers using video games as a means to filter through
psychological warfare weakness easier.
We already have.
EO from December 2017 did just that.
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Catholic Church
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Islam
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Torah
We respect their right to practice faith in their God, but not at the
sacrifice of children.
Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.

Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize
information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for
having influential properties on the life experience of that
particular avatar "BE".
IS-BEs skip generations typically when coming back into the
lower realms of existence. Time is an illusion.

Understand that ETSSs such as yourself are prepped and ready
for the next stage in humanity's evolution, although, attempting
to convince the Majestic 12 that humanity is ready, begs us to ask
you, have you watched CNN lately? Or even Fox News for that
matter?
Smart, but its important to understand that most people do not
share you assessment of the EOTP, the MSM... Is humanity ready?
Or are you ready? Perhaps and yes. Time will tell. Events are in
motion that will make Disclosure happen prior to the US Space
Force starting.
You are right there, however the development to 5D is a
cocreative global effort. Humanity must want it to make it so,
otherwise the "Elite" will always rule. Currently, humanity doesn't
'want it enough' to usher in the 5D level of consciousness
required to go multiplanetary.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. GAs
have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.

Welcome to World War 3.
Welcome to the Space War.
Welcome to the Alien False Flag Invasion War.
You have been prepped for this for 50 years.

Not so fast. You CAN* ascend, but it doesn't guarantee it.
Ascension is a choice and when you are faced with Death, you
can choose. Sometimes, you can choose before you die (AKA
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The choice to know will ultimately be yours.
You have only yourself to blame if you fail.

Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.

You can reverse the damage.
Humans have a tendency while in lower developmental stages of
what humans call life to put the unknown onto the shoulders of
another.
Example: Tesla may have inspired Majestic 12 to do some of our
research (ours wasn't MKUltra, that was CIA). Ours instead
focused on those sounds for military applications. We got a lot
out of the research. However, as we have said in other medium
disclosures, we viewed the CIA as an extension of the KGB.
Enemy combatants. Do not mistake the work of Majestic 12 with
the evils done.
Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and
worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the
Matrix really improved the game experience. For some. However
the information Tesla learned, you can learn.

Through the Majestic 12's slow Disclosure after Cabal took
control and were purged from the Military (as official programs)
we prepared humanity for this point in time. The technology. The
instant communication devices. The extremely complex Classified
technologies.
This Cabal was inside the Majestic 12 for a period of time. Once
Classified First Contact took place, it was forced upon the
Majestic 12 to move this group out of the Military (and inferred
but Cabal chose to ignore that these programs would stop all
together).
Once the Majestic 12 explained the circumstances of planetary
politics between rivaling nations from raw Military Intelligence
analysis, we received advice on how to win against the entities
who are directly responsible for CSTRAC and the occult
knowledge disclosed in exchange.

No fear required. We are guiding humanity through this process.
Decades of work.

Like we have said before; this group was in power for thousands
of years. How do you destroy and enemy that large without
destroying Earth or forcing everyone through force to conform a
specific way? Ever wonder how the humans in SG-1 under Jaffa/
Go'uld control live? Haunting.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
You stated:
"We could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican
wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they worship the
Devil and feed on children."
And you also stated: "We did both Good and Evil." Exactly what
GOOD did you do? https://t.co/Stvt3CnJwz
GOOD one.
We kept humanity from imploding on the fact that not only are
ETs real but they've also been calling the shots on Earth for
thousands of years while feeding on your children.
Take one second to reflect on how the world would have reacted
in 1948?
Israel?
Majestic.

99.9% of the people involved in the actual work in creating these
weapons against humanity are unaware of what's really
happening. Through extreme Above Top Secret
compartmentalization (the reality of why Disclosure will never be
FULL DISCLOSURE) they have managed to hide. https://t.co/
zbJKCJM3Oq
Correct that they stated this, however their "enemy" was
misplaced. Majestic 12 are not the Cabal. We believe that some
of the horrific crimes need to remain hidden, however technology
and knowledge that can benefit humanity is fair game. Why show
somebody how to kill a planet?

ETs will return and they have artifacts at that site. Move was to
prevent a rival group of ET dominated humans (MB) from
blocking access to the artifacts when First Contact occurs. Most
are friendly towards humans. Nearly equal amounts don't like to
interact with humans (too underdeveloped). That is changing.
Disclosure will happen. Trust the plan. By design. Ice needs to
melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not cause harm to the
planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans must adapt.
Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset technology was
developed and forced onto people. New technology will help
humanity adapt.

Would humanity forgive the Majestic 12 if we guaranteed that
every single person on Planet Earth had quick and convenient
access to replication technology?
We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet. Watch.
Learn.

We do not ask for anybody to follow us.
We will never ask for you to trust us.
We are not here to Disclose specifics.
We are here to guide humanity through Disclosure in preparation
for First Contact.
Majestic 12 compartmentalizes its programs just as the Federal
Government does.

DOD/MJ12 will work with business to seed the technology
naturally so we do not make too quick of a leap in our
technological advanced such that earth's cocreative
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consciousness doesnt destroy itself with nearly unlimited energy
for earths needs. We are on Humanity's side.

Godfather III reference is about the war against the Holy See.
Holy See + Israel
^
^-- "Majestic Nation" - 45
|--- humanity's enemy

The Majestic 12 understand that the next generation of human
society will NOT have money, however the compulsive acquisition
of "things" is due to a myriad of psychological problems induced
to the population by the existing forms of technology
suppression.
Recording transactions and currency are two different concepts.
You can have a transaction ledger that doesn't require currency.
Additionally, with replication technology, it's possible that the
need for currency will be moot within the next 100 years.
Constructive back and forth. For humans there are two genders.
For other non-humanoids there can be several including
transgender. Procreation is achieved through cloning and
replication. Cabal tries to inject non-binary humanoid genders
into humans in order to divide & conquer. Transgendered
humans are not always starseeds even though many believe they
are. Most medications surrounding birth control, transgenderism,
etc are extremely harmful to all humans who make contact with
those drugs (even the waste). Trans is pushed as a self hating
bandaid. To individuals who seek this alternative life style,
understand that you're participating in a Non Domain conformity
to gender that does not have survival as a fundamental
requirement therefore be cautious. Additionally, without
addressing the fundamentals about procreation. people who opt
for swapping a gender out for another one because of a
perceived gap in their minds does not help them ascend. It only
keeps them further rooted into the lower realms of existence.
Purpose of life is to love and experience. Sometimes thats what
people just want.
(((What if you could use your thoughts to pilot a spacecraft?)))
On some you can. https://t.co/M6t2alOWhX
mostly around the electrical capacitance capabilities of the brains
neural activity current human brain structure is not advanced
enough to handle higher currents of electricity.
Yes, but as you will note in the other tweet we sent, the
capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human)
would result in limited functionality such as lower speeds, lack of
sensors, etc. etc. Simultaneously controlling those type of
subsystems require the brain to process a lot of information
simultaneously in your conscious mind. Impossible for the
unseasoned pilot. However a seasoned pilot who can intuitively
FEEL the craft they are controlling (with manual controls and
nobs) have the closest ability to learn how to control these
UFOs(.) In many regards, an IQ of at least 400 is required to fly
some of the more basic consciousness crafts we have in our
possession. IQ not being measured by currently public tests. for
those who struggle with interpersonal issues flight of this type is
impossible(.)
Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.

Q has said that Israel will be saved for last.
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MJ12 HW & HIV, FL &
CST.

ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you
any second they had a chance.
This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do
anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate
the actions and words of every powerful talking head on the
planet.

Why did the Majestic-12 make HIV/AIDS a political disease?
HIV is a political virus weaponized by the Pentagon at the request
of Majestic 12 while it was under Cabal control. The virus existed
beforehand however the cure was discovered decades ago. The
cure has been classified for National Security reasons that could
jeopardize Hollywood.
Power over the population came from three main angles:

***
A Majestic Message of Disclosure (11/12/2018)
Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical
role in one of the CIA's MAJESTIC operations that included the
following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain
secrecy):

1) "Hollywood"s' Propaganda/Mind Control
2) "News" Media / FakeNews
3) False Flags / Manufactured Dissent / Gov Sponsored Terrorism

1/ Mind Control experiments were heavily funded at the federal
level in Florida that resulted in many "sleeper cell" agents to be
activated at specific events.

It is the belief of Government that we have certain duties to
perform, good and evil, for the continued assurance that we are
the dominate power on the planet. This objective comes at a cost
when other countries on the planet are committing worse crimes
against their citizens. US Gov is still by far the best working
example of Government. It wasn't a mistake.

2/ Organized child procurement operations embedded deep
within very large media corporations to provide supply to
transnational CIA child trafficking trade.
3/ Public Space port of entry means federal funding is laundered
through Florida essentially funding all of these operations.

Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key
control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all
brainwashed and programmed to be suicidal to protect their
oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were
the oppressed ones.
We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now.

4/ Victims in the State of Florida include citizens on rare
occasions. Non-citizens are essential to this organization. They
believe the non-citizen is consumable and disposable because
they are not protected under our laws.

However, at the time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen
some things man... fucked up things...." Well. It was a matter of
National Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.

5/ The Floridian incumbent Senator is a dirty politician with
skeletons deep inside his closet including providing protection to
Broward County election corruption because of the implications
actions would have on these unacknowledged CIA/Majestic
operations.

Hollywood was weaponized and the HIV virus (and others) were
used as political weapons to ensure that the trafficking rings
within Hollywood disposed "naturally" of their victims via the virus
-> AIDS with plausible deniability. If they were snuff murdered, it
was covered up.

6/ The Floridian defeated politician is deeply involved in these
unacknowledged programs which include a perverted affinity
towards young children, including pedophilia and sodomy as well
as snuff murder.

The virus gave us the ability to control those at the top of the food
chain within Hollywood's political structure. We had the cure and
so long as our assets did as we commanded of them, the virus
wouldn't turn lethal on them, however, it was as easy as a snap of
a finger to kill.
As a lot new alien derived technology began to get seeded into
the public, Majestic families became heavily involved in acquiring
this technology, meeting the different races, and trading
information for power and wealth. Some of those families were
322 connected.
So while the Majestic 12 created an entity so powerful that
Government itself would collapse trying to fight it, Majestic
families were trying to gain control over that system. History
shows you who the financiers were. Many have powerful PR
operations.
When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization
of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an
unspoken contract you made between yourself and the "Devil"/

7/ The Majestic Operations running domestically in Florida were
being run to supply money, children, slaves, and political power
to several DUMBs strategically placed within Broward County and
Palm Beach County.
8/ The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the
super elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits
America and it is one that includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life
not only here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and many more.
9/ A Stargate exists in Florida that transports hundreds of assets
between off world bases.
10/ Many who are transferred are children being funneled
through some of the major entertainment corporations of Florida
who were Majestic appointees of the past.
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11/ Florida is not an anomaly. You can dig deep in every state in
the Union, however Florida is certainly a hub of some sorts.

23/ Another alien "hot bed" and pedophilia rampant culture,
France, just had an assassination attempt on 45. The destruction
of the OLD GUARD is larger than just the United States. This
requires a global GREAT AWAKENING.

12/ You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD
GUARD. You are watching the true IDENTITY of the "Deep State" /
"Democratic Party". Not Democrats. The party corporation itself.

23.3/Macron has blood on his hands.
Very young blood.
A lot of very young blood.
Vicious pedophile.
Islamization of France occurred as a result of his involvement in
the international child sex trafficking organization.
Lower age of consent.
Silence victims of Islamic pedophilia.

13/ This body is vastly responsible for the manufacturing of
mainstream propaganda, entertainment of all types from
childrens stories to porn with child themes to tv shows that are
absolutely worthless to a militarized presence in Space filled with
hostile aliens. No peace.
14/ This body is also vastly responsible for the manufacturing of
compliant subordinates that is okay with their own children being
abducted for these secret programs. Some of them are actually
complicit. They know what happens and understand that they are
a pawn and not personal

24/ We honor and respect the service and dedication to our
County that all Veterans of America have put forth. Freedom isnt
free and some make the ultimate sacrifice. Many were betrayed,
and for that we are committed to unifying the country once again
through truth and disclosure.

15/ This body is also vasty responsible for news and political
media coverage in the United States. For decades their strictly
controlled pundits regularly visited Majestic Operations in Florida
which included blackmail collection using children.

25/ Finally, remember Billionaire pedophile Jeff Epstein who ran
the Lolita Express where Bill Clinton regularly frequented was
actually just an FBI operation being run under Comey. Those who
know cannot sleep. PANIC IN DC. Trust the plan!

16/ It wasn't until the "good" side of the Military took control over
Majestic 12 in a capacity capable of dismantling it did we start to
see top US Intel officials become full time anchors for the largest
news and politics media corporations. The ship is sinking. They
know it.

26/ Every major legal authority in Florida was corrupted by
Operation Majestic Childhood. Jeffrey Epstein's case proved it.
When he got off on real charges, the Cabal believed it got
measurably stronger and more confident. More mistakes.

17/ Florida is a major state to understand when it comes to the
Deep State, the Bush Cartel, the Saudi's, and interplanetary child
slave trading for religious consumption to continuously feed the
occult magic connected to adrenochrome.

27/ The Majestic 12 on paper is not involved in any of this activity,
however outside of insecure paper, alterier motives corrupted
early members of Majestic 12 where their actions alone where
Majestic that make it very difficult to combat in the dark.

18/ Adrenochrome is traded intergalactically among many power
hungry races. These other races trade knowledge and access to
extreme power for long periods of time in exchange for constant
feedings.

The Majestic 12 classification program still exists, however the
original charter was to maintain absolute secrecy about off-world
space exploration performed by the Military. Since joining the
Galactic Federation, Majestic 12 has been "replaced" and
"repurposed" for Disclosure.

19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the
"demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and
the members who join the Cabal must participate in order to
prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from
their own).

As stated in previous posts, that name is a generalized Majestic
name for a series of lower compartmentalized programs
designed to prevent the left hand from knowing what the right
hand was doing. MJ12 was never the masterminds of the child
trafficking rings.

20/ When Time and Space are an illusion to you, and you have a
ship capable of interplanetary travel, trading a few favors for
"convenient events" in exchange for the sacrifices. These entities
exist solely for this purpose and they too hve very advanced
technology.

Our mandate was simple, protect the secret at all costs.
Subordinate agencies used this mandate as an excuse to being
operating those trafficking programs. Once what was done was
done, Majestic 12 had to reconcile and continue to maintain
secrecy, so we intertwined them.

21/ A lot of that technology has come out ot Florida and the the
systematic attack on youth and our childhood came out of both
Florida and Hollywood; but probably more consequently, Florida.

As our internal development improved and the spacecraft reverse
engineering operations started yielding results, major changes
took place around JFK in the Majestic 12 that resulted in it
aligning itself with the NWO of 41 and his cult 322 who was
actually just working for ETs.

22/ The programs operated out of Florida by the OLD GUARD
were horrific crimes against humanity and admission into the
Galactic Federation requires all world leaders to unite behind
eradicating these enemies.
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When 41 became an MJ12 member, and then later in his career
the head of MJ12, we were realigned to officially merge the
trafficking programs with the sacrifice programs associated to 322
and other cult groups. Once MJ12 started interacting with the
being who was consuming the sacrifices, we learned they had
operations all over the planet and they weren't alone. At the
direction of 41 when he joined MJ12 in the 60s, instead of
"resisting" the demands of these beings, he aligned MJ12 to
enable these beings and in return, the USMil would get
technology.

Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.

A lot of the technology collected after this point was (and still is)
harmful for humans to consume. Technology that was helpful to
humans was restricted, prohibited, and harsh laws were
introduced to curb any attempts at sabotage. We were 20 steps
ahead of everybody else.

Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of DIA, and later to 45, those
weapons can now be used.

This technology included cloning, genetic manipulation (more on
this in a second), vaccines, super viruses, and transhumanism.
Genetic manipulation technology was seeded into American
corporations. They are currently being sued over "causing
cancer." This was known in the 60s.

Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our
Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our
Military." NOT ANYMORE.

The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.

The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."

In fact, when 41 took over MJ12, MJ12 essentially became a
rouge operation and the "Deep State" itself, however the entity
itself today is much larger than just 12 individuals at the highest
ranks in Government.

Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.

The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your
quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct
combination of consciousness could defeat what we had built.
There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution
made MJ12 technically illegal.

The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An
invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened.
Americans were to be the losers of that battle. But regardless of
how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that
322 is powerful.

And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because
of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even
though MJ12's programs changed in the 60s after JFK.

For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.
The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet. However, the purpose of the
Space Force creation was to force all of the secret technology out
of the shadows and into the Commander in Chief's desk. The law
requires them to comply.
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Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.

MJ12 from:ts_sci_majic12
Hyperdimensional.

This race is genetically incompatible with humanoid lifeforms. It
does have DNA though, so that's something!

When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?

Question.
"Do you know of any beings who communicate via light,
specifically sunlight? Answers to my questions posed while
meditating appear to arrive on photons, which I can see. #Ψ"
Answer.
Light contains information. A lot of information. Extreme amounts
of information. Very hyperdimensional.

How many dimensions of numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for
infinity. When 9 is reached, its also 0. What is infinity?
Calculus is not the problem. Apologies for not clarifying
originally. Physics taught with algebra is wrong the second you try
to use any of those formulas on Mars or [other planets whose
names have yet to be declassified]. Most importantly to
understand is calculus is fragmented.

Many times when you are visually seeing entities in your mind that
look like separate things but are intimately connected, it simply
means that you're SEEING hyperdimensional information. 11
dimensions. How do dimensions hold information? What is
information?

In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary
numbers and their role.
Not imaginary.
Multi-dimensional.
Higher dimensional mathematics.
We currently use it in all electronics.
ALL ELECTRONICS.
How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE).

Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes
(very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional
information stored inside the sound wave. Patterns arrive at
certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and
equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.
The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

9 = 0.
1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.
2D(n) = i, -i.
3D(n) = Consciousness.
4D(n) = [Classified].
5D(n) = [Classified].
6D(n) = Consciousness.
7D(n) = [Classified].
8D(n) = [Classified]
9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God.
^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.).

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
There are many blood types that have connections to different
planet originations. Some are from multiple planets therefore the
depth of identifying blood classification expands into
hyperdimensional data that is not properly expressed by labels
like "rh".

If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the
math of the universe. New physics.

Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis
Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.
Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana?
The Domain is larger than you think.

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts?

Question.
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"What is the relationship between the domain and the galactic
federation? As collectives, what universal laws are most
cherished?"
Answer:
Fundamentally the definition of creation so to speak.
Compartmentalized information in each of the life forms which
have been developing for trillions of years (illusion is time) make
up the heirs hyperdimensional laws embedded in the
programming of the illusion.
Each arrive at the same conclusion however they are different
factions as we have actioned upon in previous Majestic decisions.

Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

Majestic Intelligence
5D chess
Hyperdimensional
MAJIC = Coming soon to a theater near you

MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open

We call it the Great Awakening.
Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."

SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is
unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it).
Just passively watching versus taking notes while watching will
change the level of insight the series provides. Use logic though.

Question.
"Is there more than one universe? And is there a name for our
universe?"
Answer.
There are many universes and the name of each of them is less
important than understanding what it is. Higher levels of
consciousness see the multiverse as iterations over a hyper
dimensional geometric shape that essentially is the master shape
of each universe. Values change.

Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.

Reference is to SG-1's DIA declassification programs that
originated from Majestic 12. We are the Majestic 12. Typist is
communicating through Voice of God nanotechnology
implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12 communicate through this
account.
Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."
- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.
Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"
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MJ12 Illuminati

Apple announces Apple News+, a subscription tier of Apple
News that gives access to more than 300 magazines. https://t.co/
tQKVLTABnE https://t.co/el882PlDVM
https://t.co/st8erlDXRH
Apple just announced its subscription news service — here's how
it will work https://t.co/35G1n9ntNK
End quotes.
Answer.
Illuminati clowns miscalculated their relevance since [MUELLER].
We'll save you from clicking on ALICE:
Here's how it will work:
Apple takes your money.
Apple spoon feeds you propaganda.
Welcome to 1984.

"You can bring 3, you can bring 6, or you can bring 9."
- 45
Do you know of the power of 3, 6, and 9?
3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?

Comment.
Ironic how far we’ve come since Steve Jobs and classic Apple’s
1984 ads. Was Steve part of the Illuminati? Was he back in the
80s/90s?
Answer.
[Illuminati Asset]
Unknowingly for several years.
Question.
Oh then suddenly he stopped being [their] asset, & soon after got

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

pancreatic cancer of an aggressive, & died? #
Answer.
HIV
The illuminati was able to hide in plain sight for 6,000 years
before MJ12 gave the world the concept of the internet in an
attempt to take this cabal down.
Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.
They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.

The Illuminati is sinister and evil.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
For a long time, the forces of evil controlled the Majestic 12.
On Nov 8th, that changed.
If you are not on top; how do you move the blocks of a pyramid
around?

Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).
Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control

Question.
What happened on Nov 8? Is it different than Nov 11th? Can you
expound on either date?
Answer.
[-3] Days
Tick Tock
Intentional
Nice catch.

In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.

3/19 + 3 days = 3/22
3 6 & 9 creates reality
Events that follow synchronicity reflect the consciousness
projection of the Matrix/Illusion created by the Illuminati. Shine
light on the darkness, Mr President. What did you talk about
today with Haiti?
[Clinton Foundation]
Tick Tock

The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".
When the Illuminati began taking power they fundamentally
corrupted Christianity because THEY sought the LIGHT and
intended to keep everybody else in DARKNESS.
"Dark Ages"?

Quotes @CNBC 03/25/2019 https://t.co/GsECeDF0Xs
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Illuminati took the original intention of the Bible, which was preplanned Disclosure.
In turn, they weaponized almost every faction within Christianity
to hide the true reality of nature from mankind.

the mindset that made that society that which you cannot live with
anymore. The GAME is here for all to play. What else is the point
of life?
Learn the occult magick...

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.
The Bible was constructed by the same bloodline families that
founded the Illuminati.
Christianity will be dismembered.

Question.
Is all of Freemasonry corrupted?
Answer.
Not all.

Quote CNBC. Com https://t.co/b9mZn6iFvD
Bernie Sanders: America is 'owned and controlled by a small
number of multi-billionaires'
Catherine Clifford | @CatClifford
End quote.
Answer.
Allow us to translate:
1) Illuminati bloodline families are no conspiracy.
2) Nothing but conspiracy surrounds the activities of these
families.
3) Money talks, especially when its debt backed fiat currency
based money that actively enslaves most people.

Comment.
Interesting that we earn a "degree" in college and there are
"degrees" in masonry. Makes me wonder what a "degree" really
is.
Answer.
A degree is a symbol that lives with the person forever. Its value is
not associated with the paper the degree is printed on. Fraud
universities and scam colleges produce graduates who believe
their piece of paper is worthless, however the symbology is real
and relevant.
No coincidences. Freemasonry degrees can be used in acquiring
power in an Illuminati pyramid scheme consistent with your
degree. College degrees can be used for picking your slave trade
in any Illuminati pyramid scheme consistent with your degree.
How else do you control all?

Debt slavery = Distraction
Chemtrails = Disinformation
Fake News = Propaganda
Fluoride in water = Reverse Osmosis
Vaccines = Don't Take If You Want
Evil media = Don't Watch
Babylonian Money Magic = Don't Use
MSG/GMO = Don't Consume
Taxes = Don't Work
IRS = Don't Work

Question.
Who do the freemasons work for? Or do they have their own
mission independent of other secret societies?
Answer.
They work for their religion.
Question.
Is that religion christianity?
Answer.
No

CHOICES!
Those are choices that have consequences. It serves nobody to
blame Majestic 12 for those choices.

Question.
What do you know about the Georgia Guidestones? https://t.co/
tSFPEf7QLb
Answer.
Created by Illuminati for New World Order.

1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.
2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication
to a Typist within the United States.
3/ There are 3 typists total.
4/ They do not know each other.
5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.
6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.
7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication
aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.
8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.
So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher
dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a
face on the Majestic 12 is as meaningless as you can understand.

Question.
What names in history, other than JFK, have been involved with
fighting The Cabal and their predecessors? Who are the REAL
Patriots in our Past?
Answer.
Many people who were lost to History though their level of
control over the Cabal was moot. Many people have good
intentions yet ignorance breeds corruption and corruption
breeds the Illuminati.
Question.
George Washington? (possibly an example of good intentions?).
Answer.
Not Majestic, more Illuminati minus the obsession with the Death
cult. Original Illuminati was like the Great Awakening but on an
invite only manner. USA was created to allow all to explore the
path of Illumination or the path of LIGHT.

Experience in this dimension of reality is a GAME. Play the game
to experience LIFE. In all efforts, SEEK LOVE AND LIGHT. Leaving
the society doesn't mean leaving your country. It means leaving

Original Illuminati was against Satanism.
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MJ12 In Plain Sight (Can
you see us?)

Illuminati original purpose was to disclose true LIGHT as they saw
it. First you must see the light in order to describe it. What you
create is of your own creation. Truth is within. Free will and logic
allow us to create with our hands and use tools. Why? To grow.
Develop.

The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
Comment.

Original mission of the Illuminati is being fulfilled.
Question.
Illuminati were meant to illuminate, I guess
Answer.
Dark to Light

Oh yes, I can see you everywhere I go. =
Reply
Likewise.

The future is filled with LIGHT.

Question.
How about showing yourself... Show who you really are?
Answer
Allow us to explain a paradigm:
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion.
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy.
Biological = 3D/Science/Life.
Entity = Instance.

God works in Majestic ways.
What is real?
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
Time is an illusion.

Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.
Therefore...
Consider the following disclosures provided to you before hand:

The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.

1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.
2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication
to a Typist within the United States.
3/ There are 3 typists total.
4/ They do not know each other.
5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.
6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.
7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication
aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.
8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
Future Proves Past
The Great Awakening (369)

So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher
dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a
face on the Majestic 12 is as meaningless as you can understand.
The Entity Ego of the typists involve have no bearing on Majestic
Operations.
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MJ12 Internal & External
Memory

7) No outside comms for Q from (now) 8ch and no outside
comms for MJ12 from Twitter.
8) Disclosure and First Contact require a certain level of
consciousness before successful try.
...
9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
.........
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality.

The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.
Remember remember...
Learn to archive offline.
Memories.
Humans are LIGHT beings which gives them special abilities that
other lifeforms do not have.

Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you the
truth.

Certain protections have been put in place for select people who
disseminate truthful information about the operation/movement.
These do not make one invincible, but it does add a layer of
protection, when coupled with smart vigilance, ensure the
operations can be successful.
We are not at liberty to discuss the protections any further.
Agreed, the true power is within. You don't need "protectors" to
tell you whether alien life or technology really exists. Define alien
first.

Truth is Majestic.
Truth is within.
Many people know the truth, the just struggle with putting the
pieces together.
Some individuals, we monitor.
We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.
This "behind the veil" involvement in the delusion of "God"'s
creation, but rather GODS CREATION. All of you. Each. And.
Every. One. Of. You. Are. IS-BEs.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE

Your IS-BE is the God within + the flesh outside.
Child Spirit / Love / Wonder / Curiosity = IS.
Adult Body = BE.
Eyes Wide Open means many things.
Within light exists infinity. The answer is therefore inside you since
you are, in essence, a self aware lightbulb.
Trust yourself.
The truth is within. You must always be able to rely on yourself
and think for yourself while fundamentally understanding that we
are all one. There is no cornerstone to our existence except
experience. Conscious thought is infinite, experience is limited.

The message is more important than the messenger.
Who the messenger is, will shock you.
Who the typist is, will shock you.
Shock creates emotion.
We are the Majestic 12.
We operate outside of normal protocol that best serve our
agenda.
Not everything is as it seems.
Facts Matter.

There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.
Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and
strive to achieve balance in life.
All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness. Keys are everywhere.
Everything we share is common knowledge within global
consciousness.
All information is within. Disclosure cannot be hand fed to
programmed minds.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.

Important to note again:
1) We have never claimed to be an insider. We are the Majestic
12.
2) The Majestic 12 operates above the Federal Government. Not
inside.
3) We have never asked you trust us.
......
4) MJ12 was created prior to Q deliberately.
5) MJ12 distanced itself from Q.
.........
6) Q mission is unaffiliated to MJ12 mission, though actions and
events are not mutually exclusive.
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Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.

It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the
problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach
simply because of the unrealized mass power that mass
surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really
manifest.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP.
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Access to control the brain (key?)
The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.
Meditation and mindfulness is very important.

Some within the Majestic ranks sincerely hope that you won't, but
we don't have high confidences. Why does the MSM still have
power? No will.

If all information is hidden within how do we seek new
information? Triggers. How do you know a trigger when you see
one? Learn what triggers are.

Frequency + Frequency = Outcome
Consciousness + technology = alien tool
Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.

Trust is found within. You know truth when you see it.
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But Verify!)

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.

EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
Eyes Wide Open.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons.

IS-BEs have access to all contained both within the IS and the BE.

EVERYWHERE.

they must discover the truth within themselves. Hence, why we
are here.

LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
Within light exists infinity.

We disclose truth through questions that resonate with the
consciousness we interact with. We have stated this before. By
following up with more questions, we are guiding you to
DIScover the truth. All answers exist within.

Life is a spark of light.
Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and
strive to achieve balance in life.
Meditation and mindfulness is very important.

The answers can only have meaning when they come from within
for those who are unaware.

There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.

It is an extremely difficult thing to master, however some beings
have demonstrated that ability. However, it is important to
understand that sometimes technology is required in order to
bridge certain gaps.

Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
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Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectCBD.org (project CBD dot org) and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

We will not spoon feed answers to crying IS-BEs. You must find
strength within and LEARN THE COMMS. Information like this has
been concealed for centuries and has been hiding in plain sight
using many psychological warfare operations. Break the
conditioning. Trust your IS-BE.

If all information is hidden within how do we seek new
information? Triggers. How do you know a trigger when you see
one? Learn what triggers are.

We understand and sympathize however all we ask of you is to
hear us and trust yourself. Hardly bad advice by any measurable
standard. Disclosure means we need beacons of hope to help
guide humanity forward. Only through reeducation. Starts here.
Unlearn the lies. Truth is within.

All answers exist within.
Ask.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.

Sometimes those we seek the most are those who reside within.
The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?

3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla

EVERYWHERE.
LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.

"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.

Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.

Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and
strive to achieve balance in life.
Meditation and mindfulness is very important.

The fabric of spacetime is like an elastic band suspended
between good and evil. The closer you get to one side, the
greater resistance you'll face.

Life is a spark of light.
Within light exists infinity.

Stasis is no IS-BE interaction.
God = Your IS-BE
Jesus Christ His Son = External Personification of your IS-BE
External personification conceals the true identity of the soul
inside you.
External personification is how they control you.
It does not mean however that the metaphors used in Christianity
are bad.
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.

Judgement only comes from within.
Trust yourself.
All answers exist within.
Ask. We
Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.

Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual
development lie in a department store or in a Å medical facility?
How do you know the keys weren't already delivered? You'd be
surprised to know what has been released on a consciousness
level. The flood gates are open. THINK.
Cannabis can be a responsible and nonaddictive alternative to
temporary pain relief to full cancer cure. Responsible
consumption for spiritual healing will also physically heal the
body of aliments. Cannabis enables this transformation to
manifest from within.

Educate those around you to detoxify their bodies, inform them
all answers (especially non spiritual/religious answers) are within
and that it is okay for them to trust themselves.
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Many people have lost sight of the innocence of humanity while
others are harvesting the biological entities to enhance.

The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?
And by everything (limited character space) the limit is within
buildings and architecture in general. Engineering and physics
are wrong and harness this negative energy which enforces the
matrix.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

Ask yourself a simple question.
How were the Jews killed by Hitler?
Follow The Money
How do you genocide tens of thousands of people annually?
Mass murder.
Same group.
Follow The Money
Planned Parenthood
Fentanyl can be used in the manufacturing process of
adrenochrome.
it is used to extend the lifespan of a tortured newborn as their
blood is being siphoned up to death. The fentanyl is used to
sustain this high and when mixed with other pharmaceutical
drugs, it can exponentially increase adrenochrome production.

Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize
information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for
having influential properties on the life experience of that
particular avatar "BE".
If all information is hidden within how do we seek new
information? Triggers. How do you know a trigger when you see
one? Learn what triggers are.
Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?

A sedated population of SHEEP allow WOLVES to FEED. They
have you distracted by Cabal engineered social issues. They have
you controlled through debt slavery fiat monopolies. They have
you drugged by fluoride glyphosates aluminum mercury nanytes
etc. Your children were food. One sacrifice every 3 minutes.

He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.
The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.

Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control.
When the Illuminati began taking power they fundamentally
corrupted Christianity because THEY sought the LIGHT and
intended to keep everybody else in DARKNESS.
"Dark Ages"?
Illuminati took the original intention of the Bible, which was preplanned Disclosure.
In turn, they weaponized almost every faction within Christianity
to hide the true reality of nature from mankind.

Within everyone a snake lies.
Sometimes the only way to defeat the beast within is to deny it
battle.
However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil.

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

Within each IS-BE both realities exist.
Our choices is what make us who we are.

The Bible was constructed by the same bloodline families that
founded the Illuminati.
Christianity will be dismembered.

Balance must include evil. However the degree of evil is in
question. Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping
prosperity at a minimum. It's like tug of war when it comes to the
higher dimensional war consciousness is fighting. Its finding a
balance. Its Majestic.

The Bible is full of factually false statements when interpreted
literally or figuratively. However many verses within the Bible are
literal metaphors that can explain a lot about the nature of reality.
Most of the Bible was created to DOMINATE mankind to allow
Satanic Rituals.
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One sacrifice every 3 minutes.

Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.

All information is contained within. No book is going to give you
the answers you seek.
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

If only you could understand the SIGNIFICANCE of 3,6,9...
Big things happening behind the scenes. We are not in position
of authority to elaborate further, but remember the power of 3, 6
and 9. Tesla told you if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9.
Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and
when they happen.

SG-1 S2E8 Demons
S3E8* not S2E8.
"This is the first sign of Christianity out of hundreds of planets."
"He isn't playing a God, he's playing the Devil."
Ritualistic Sacrifices
Dark Ages
"It's not a demon."
Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.

You are an IS-BE
IS = Immortal Spiritual = Mind
BE = Biological Entity = Body
Mind-Body = IS-BE

External personification of "God" allows evil and darkness to
spread because it shields the LIGHT within.

IS = 3 = "Growth"
BE = 6 = "Beast"/"Stabilize"
IS-BE = 9 = "God"/"Stasis"

"Sacrifices allow us to live."
War is peace.
Poverty is prosperity.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

3-6-9 IS EVERYTHING!
Power of 3, 6, 9.
3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
Downloads come from consciousness being projected and your
consciousness becoming in sync with it.

Quote.
We have God's light in us when we accept Jesus as Savior. WE
are not gods.
Reply.
Wrong. God does not exist. We are all one. Very different
fundamental concept. External personification of your own
creation is Satanic by your very logic.
Are you aware that you're externally personifying God?
All who externally personify your IS-BE to be that of some-thing/
one else is intentionally attempting to enslave your IS-BE into
dogmatic logic that forces you to live in a world where up is down
and left is right and right is wrong. 100% evil. Christianity will be
dismembered.

The presence of 3 6 and 9 in Synchronicity is the presence of
higher dimensional love energy being radiated in the form of
consciousness around you. The power is very real and we are
trying to teach you how to use it. Seek 3s 6s and 9s and recognize
that
3=grow
6=stable
9=source.

God is within. You are an instance of God. God is an IS-BE. You
are an IS-BE.
The Domain created the "BE" for the "IS" to experience the lower
densities with.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.

The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God.
External personification of God removes Free Will from the
equation. However with it comes a blank sheet of paper so to
speak, so create at your own peril.
Truth is within and anyone who interacts with Truth it changes
them. Truth will be presented and people will choose their path
forward. Not everybody will evolve. Some will reject the next
evolutionary step and be reincarnated again to try again.
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

Q team has existed for decades within NSA.
Like MJ12, DARK > LIGHT.

Consciousness truth was withheld.
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Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.

Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.

9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Good and Evil exist within.
Love and fear exist within.
Evil thrives where fear spreads.
Love thrives only around love.
It is easier to fear what you do not know if you've been
conditioned as such.
The Kingdom of Heaven requires the mind of a child.
No fear.
Curiosity.
PURE LOVE

Astral projection is safe as it is only within you. All interactions
with consciousness are always a balance between your mind/soul
and your body. The two are like ying and yang. Astral projection
hyper-exerts consciousness into higher densities to travel. SP
(sleep paralysis) limits body.

Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.

10 days of darkness 2017-2018
10 days of darkness 2018-2019
10 days of LIGHT in 2019
Q
LIGHT IS WITHIN
DARK/322
DARK/NWO
WWG1WGAWWG1WGAWWG1WGA

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning. Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies.
Discover the truth with an open mind.

Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and
virbations?

The MJ12 operation is. Reform within each religion will occur
after WW cleanup. Once First Contact is made, mainstream
religion will organically dissolve due to contradicting ideologies
from the reality that is created by using new physics for all.

Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

IS-BEs are Gods.
All IS-BEs are of the same "thing" per se.
Multiple creations for multiple IS-BEs.
Different than "The One" as JDS speaks of.
Beware of false teachings to the path of self enlightenment.
All information is within.
You need not join any religion to learn truth.

Riddle us this:
Anons claim Q team includes 45.
45 claims anonymous sources are Fake News.
#AboveMajestic use nth-degree of separation with anonymous
sources and "insiders".
Q suggests #AboveMajestic may be real.
Hypocrisy?
Confirmation bias?
Disinformation?
What is real?
How?
Clearance in the Alliance has many layers proportional to the
impact decisions can have on the "order of life". Presidential
clearances are a joke. They are basically unclassified roles in
contrast to the levels of secrecy within the different colonies. We
report to Alliance.

Memories.
Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently
being lead by another "Committee ! " of ET IS-BEs connected to
ongoings within the unacknowledged space program that the
Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation
Paperclip happened.
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The Majestic has been an organization within the US Government
since 1947 negotiating peace from over 100,000 races across the
galaxy.

Since 45 and MF, DIA has been working towards Disclosure
against literally tens of thousands of people within Government
who openly oppose it. Majestic 12 sewed its seeds deep and
ultimately lost control over them to change the directive. This is
the Deep State as everyone says.

In the 1980s, some members of the Majestic decided that proper
Disclosure was necessary. Others disagreed. Internal feuds began
after.

Without mass surveillance running in full operation for decades,
Faction 1 and Faction 2 had no clue about their activities and
actions outside the line of duty.
The NWO plan was created to establish a one world government
for the purposes of extraterrestrial disclosure to the public. Planet
Earth logically needed a governing body capable to deal with
planetary issues.
9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED
TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.

#RonaldReagan was a member of the Majestic. He had no
seniority within the Majestic and therefore could not make
demands.
Our mandate was simple, protect the secret at all costs.
Subordinate agencies used this mandate as an excuse to being
operating those trafficking programs. Once what was done was
done, Majestic 12 had to reconcile and continue to maintain
secrecy, so we intertwined them.

New leadership.
The Majestic 12 have been taken over by a new faction within our
ranks that are aimed at peace and Global Disclosure. Not just
USA.
That is one faction within the Majestic 12. Not a majority faction
anymore.
What if National Security includes protecting our children?
Coincidence?
https://t.co/IWbojCirCV
Disclosure will happen, however ALL NATIONS OF EARTH MUST
AGREE! Why is 45 going around to other Nations?
Inviting them to join.
Who is fighting this?
These people are SICK!
NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY
EXTREME PANIC IN DC

As our internal development improved and the spacecraft reverse
engineering operations started yielding results, major changes
took place around JFK in the Majestic 12 that resulted in it
aligning itself with the NWO of 41 and his cult 322 who was
actually just working for ETs.
We did not understand them at first. We perceived their
superiority as a threat and acted accordingly. When we learned
who and what they were (how they were us from the future) we
learned who we were. When we did, many groups rose to power
within the Shadow Government aka MJ12.
Each member with their own agenda it became. Serious internal
struggles within some between siding with a more advanced
culture and society versus defending what it means to be human
and what that definition was. Many played God. Many mistakes
made.

Now who was just nominated to be new U.S.A.G.?
Majestic enough for you?

The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays
respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will
inevitably be caused directly by their hands and their decisions.
They are taught the magick of power and control.

KJU wants 45's offer.
NK [DS] is at WAR.
Remember, the strings were cut.
What did AJ say again about interdimensionals?
Some facilities that 45 wanted closed were "red lines" for NK [DS].
KJU has more cleaning to do before 45 will meet with him again.
Vietnam double implication.

What if key members of the Majestic-12 plotted with the FBI and
DOJ to harm the President of the United States? What would that
do, in your opinion (please response), to the official Disclosure
efforts by the "good" side of Majestic-12? Does the actions of one
man impact all men?

Our planet was less than 3 months from total nuclear annihilation.
In order to diffuse that kind of bomb, it took an exceptionally
talented group of "Bomb Squad" LEO Agents aka MILINTEL.

How is it even possible? It breaks your heart when you have to
see what some of those kids went through. We are returning
power back to We, The People.

The Majestic 12 are not aliens. The Majestic 12 run the United
States. We control the Intelligence Community and the Defense
Department. Some members of the Majestic 12 are
extraterrestrial in origin but have promised allegiance to Earth.

DARK > LIGHT.
Compartmentalization means the left hand doesn't know what the
right hand is doing.

The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life. As we have
stated before (on many occasions throughout the past year to you
specifically) if you don't like what we have to say, then please
block us to help others.

Of course there is internal espionage, but understand that the
Majestic-12 are MASTERS of discretion. Only the moron puppets
we control use symbology in the wide open to advertise their
allegiance. The Majestic-12 are no so recklessly careless.

We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
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45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.

physically handle the strain that piloting a consciousness craft
inflicts upon the pilot.
Stones store consistent energy. Being able to store energy in
solid state devices like stones is very exotic. Accessing
information contained in stones is even more exotic.
Stones contain pure vibratory frequencies that can aide in
regulating a persons own internal vibration.
key word is *can*.
How about creating stones with your mind and dropping them
into your hand?
Requires global brain activity over 30% to create "things" with
your mind. Cabal engineered education reprograms the mind to
operate at 5% or less.

Question.
For the sake of the discussion, if what you say is true, what portion
of the blame do you take for all the suffering caused by US
institutions like the Federal reserve and the CIA?
Answer.
100%.
With great power comes great responsibility.
Majestic.
No comms outside of Twitter.
Remember, no Q comms outside of 8chan. We have no clue what
Q is planning, and even if we did, we would never admit it.

SHEEP NO MORE.

We will not attempt to speak on behalf of the Q team as to why or
why they haven't elaborated on a given subject or not.
Remember, we're saving Israel for last.

Question.
Before you have stated that the Q op is separate from Maj
operations, is this the convergence of the two?
Answer.
Internally? 11/11
Externally? Not yet.

Quote @CNBC
At the very edge of our solar system, scientists have discovered a
new, extremely distant object billions of miles beyond Pluto.
https://t.co/IVnR0makxZ
End quote
Planet "The Goblin" may lead to the discovery of Planet X.

February 27, 2019
12 Devices
12 Majestic Members
Power of 3, 6, 9

What is Planet X?
Is it real?
Where is it?
Why can't we see it?
Is it possible to cloak a planet?
How would you do it?
What kind of energy source would you require?
Could a planet's internal energy be enough?
- MJ12 https://t.co/BgeQY5AzDm

3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.

January 02, 2019 quote @guardian
Chinese spacecraft to become first to land on far side of moon
https://t.co/s3pthRgpKB
End quote.
How will China react when they are greeted? https://t.co/
BgBrgzoVlT
Situation Room?

Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher
dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming
from. Remember, a planet itself can be a single IS-BE.
Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.
,
Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. GAs
have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.

January 03, 2019.
China is internally determining what to do. They are reconciling
what they were debriefed by 45 with the proof they were told to
go verify themselves. Xi didn't believe 45 was being serious. Now
its been confirmed; internal panic in China at the moment until a
decision is made.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.
What if we can turn the dial on?
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.

Solar flares are outside of MJ12's control.
If you have that much internal distractions in your mind, you
wouldn't be able to take off using one of these devices. Your
mind needs to be crystal clear, sharp, and well taken care of to
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February 28, 2019.
12+ DUMBs have been destroyed.
AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects
Think logically.
Majestic 12 was issued by an American President knowing the
CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning
the keys to the empire.
NASA was Nazi Third Reich.
3 Shadow Government
These interdimensional engagements are occurring all over the
planet.
We are using their technology against them.
FISA works both ways.
A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the MIC which
is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.
Majestic 12 was receiving these new technologies as AJ
explained through these scientists. This was what the Working
Group really was composed of but with MJ12 members (mostly
all Generals or Admirals or [Classified]). The American Generals
were compromised for a period of time.
In 2017, those Generals were court martial'd and executed in
Military Tribunals which are currently taking place. The Military is
first cleaning itself out internally, which is why there are so many
delays currently going on in addition to extreme GITMO activity
recently.
Many of the bases those Generals were commanding were
unacknowledged black ops projects that Q has suggested
throughout their disclosures.
Majestic 12 discloses this information through propaganda.
That is our mandate.
How do we propagate this alien information into the Country?
The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...
... we had to educate and disclose the new reality to the world.
Cell phones and tablets all existed in the 40-50s which were
almost 200 years more advanced than current top of the line
iPads are. The technology companies are actively engaged in
business and religious agreements with these interdimensional
aliens. This war is real. This information is crazy messed up, but
there is a simple solution that the Majestic 12 would like to
convey for you to consider. It must come from the will of the
public. Majestic 12 cannot manifest this, but we can

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that
may be unclear. These interdimensional beings responsible for
the child sacrificing obsession the society has been driven to are
also the source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We
can visually see the Universities are cults with massive pedophile
rings inside of them using Government subsidized programs to
perform illegal experiments on millions of lives.
27/ The Majestic 12 on paper is not involved in any of this activity,
however outside of insecure paper, alterier motives corrupted
early members of Majestic 12 where their actions alone where
Majestic that make it very difficult to combat in the dark.
Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.
The Gou'uld are a parasitical external alien that lodges itself
inside a person's brain and makes them "act like a homicidal
maniac". They are referred to as "snake in the head" and are a
metaphor for the reptilian complex in the brain and the
evolutionary history snakes share.

1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.

Cabal are parasites.
They feed off the hard work the Country built over the past 40
years.
A lot has happened internally from the Government.
Question.
Why was our Military equipment all outdated by 40 years and
"depleted"?
Why wasn't new technology getting released?
WAR.

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

Quote @johnladarola
If we want to rid the world of nuclear weapons, we should
consider going first.
End quote.

SET THE STAGE
Three truths and realities we must accept:
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Probably the dumbest idea we have heard (but completely
expected out of a TYT contributor), considering how much the
United States has been interfering with the national agendas for
over 50 countries. Proper solution is to clean up internally then go
one on one with each country. https://t.co/hgQHGOrw7q

financial system. As far as MJ12 is concerned, we are fairly certain
that it will work.

Question.
Did Phil Schneider tell the truth? Did he really have a shootout at
the DUMB in Dulce, NM and if so, what was the outcome of all of
that? https://t.co/F2i39t7H2y
Answer.
Planted memories serve many purposes including deliberate
misconception of key details effectively invalidating his claims. He
is a victim of not understanding the Majestic 12. He spreads some
disinformation but mostly pathological misinformation.

The preparations and groundwork laid out by past
administrations and members within the Cabal (some former
MJ12 members) for a "false flag alien invasion" (as a means to
justify a Global Governance) will commence as planned.
The enemy is not made up, as the conspiracy theory Project
Bluebeam suggests. The enemy is very real, however the enemy
was the entity that setup Project Bluebeam in the 1st place. We
are going to use their weapon against them for their crimes
against humanity. For God & Country.
Disclosure will take place, and it will be the catalyst to ending the
Cabal, establishing the Space Force, and declaring our planet
wide independence from the Draco who have long controlled
Earth. With great power comes great responsibility. They never
thought she would lose.

Memories.
YouTube link
The strange death of Majestic 12 Member James Forrestal - What
did he Know?
https://youtu.be/8ks3naE7Prk
Question.
Looks like F had several attempts on him. Until he was put in a
place where he could be controlled. Soon as it "appeared" he
was going to spill the beans he was suicided? What else was in
that diary? Who killed him? The same who killed JFK? Cold War
was a FF? ALL= Containment?
Answer.
He ascended actually.
Question.
Hello
Is "death" (human construct) a necessary condition for ascension?
Answer.
Yes.

The first race to be disclosed will most likely be a hostile enemy of
Earth, however part of keeping the public calm during this period
will be, as POTUS says, acknowledging that Americans are
actually very intelligent and aware of what's really going on.
Once the Draco are confronted, at least one other race is
planning on coming forward for public First Contact with POTUS
to form an alliance that will require a Global Governance (but one
that respects sovereignty of tribal states) to stop all Nuclear
Proliferation.
Martial Law will be required during this period of time.
Martial Law will be temporary as members of the Cabal are
rounded up from all over the planet. Our planet was less than 3
months from total nuclear annihilation. In order to diffuse that
kind of bomb, it took an exceptionally talented group of "Bomb
Squad" LEO Agents aka MILINTEL

Question.
F had a cameo in "Flags of our Fathers".
Does MJ recall any of F's memories of Iwo Jima?
Answer
F's IS-BE memories pertaining to non-Majestic matters is out of
the scope of this account.

Question.
Wait so POTUS wants a 1 world Gov and Martial Law?
That's exactly what the Deep State wanted.
Answer.
POTUS does not want a One World Government. He's a
Nationalist who is America First. However, the alliances we've
made have shown us how vitally important it is to have a
governing body capable of making planetary decisions that are
not internally political.
The United Nations will be rebranded into something very similar
to the United Federation of Planets (from Star Trek).

Question.
Was #3 pushed out of the window? If so, by whom?
Answer.
Suicided.
[Classified]
Necessary to MJ12. Regrettable because he had a family who he
was leaving behind. We could not be crossed. Not then. Not now.
Question.
"Was this a result of the takeover of MJ12 by 322?"
Answer.
More like a change of heart. Members of MJ12 were known to be
powerful to those in the know, however, access to the secret was
restricted. By inviting less than 6 into 322 of MJ12, they created a
close enough majority to remove #3 and tip the balance of power
to 322MJ12.

Once you are able to 3D print (or replicate) a 1oz bar of gold at
home for nothing, then gold will therefore have no MONETARY
value. It will however retain its value in the wide range of usage
that it is useful for, including space travel.
No they won't. Replication technology exists. There is a faction of
the current administration that wants to omit money, gold, silver,
etc. from the replication memory banks to keep the current
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Question.
JFK had a family who he left behind. Was his assassination
necessary and regrettable?
Answer.
Unfortunately many in MJ12 viewed his treason as something that
could not go unchecked. According to the state of current affairs
at the time and the secrecy war going on internally between
USSR/CIA vs USMil. We know JFK was assassinated by USSR/CIA.
So did we have any say?

Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with
no control. If you were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to
go back" and they end up in a birth canal. Between questioning
and willing, life in the womb can be understood. If you terminate
that life, then the idea is then pushed back into your mind as in
"nothing's happening yet, maybe I can't go back" but more
closely as in how do I just "will something to exist".

Question.
When you find beings in stasis chambers what do you do with
them after you wake them up?
Answer.
We don't wake all of them, but those we do are internally
processed through Majestic Customs. Those remaining in stasis
are stored inside one of several "warehouse" DUMBs that don't
have any R&D or residents occupying them. If re-awoken (by
MJ12) they are quarantined until clear.

You have to know it from your heart.
Many family generations are simply skipping generational IS-BEs.
Ying-Yang.
IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.

Yes, technology exists to correct the damages caused by
vaccines, however some of the technology is a long way from
ever being mainstream because Death is a required component
that must be accepted. What is Death? Consciousness projects
reality. Store / Cleanse / Reload? Damage?
Your body is placed into a stasis device that has nanotechnology
within its fluid that perform the healing/modifications on the
body. Remaining inside the body during this process causes great
harm the consciousness of the light being inside, which is why we
usually transplant.

Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

Question.
Does our IS have an identity beyond those created when
experiencing individual BEs? I feel our IS is our identity beyond
these BEs but do we have a personal "self" as our IS?
Answer.
Who you are on the inside is represented by ideas and values
coupled with memory, physical vibration, sound, etc. and not
properties tangible in the physical world. That entity is what you
are experiencing as its own creation.

Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the
Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to
meditate (and do) and engage in non-childs-play-talk, you will
begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.

Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or
possibly a video game. When you die prior to being able to
ascend, your memories are wiped clean, and you're returned to
another biological body. Your memories are wiped because when
your body starts developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm.
Both of those vessels are not electrically complex enough to
decipher the contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything
is there. You just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.

Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.
Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.

Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
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They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.
Knowledge is power.
The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds
eye.
Learn to archive offline.
Memories.
Remember remember...
Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong hands. Only the pure of
heart and willing can acquire the knowledge you seek. It cannot
be forced onto anyone. Granted, there has been a lot of
subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality. Not us. We can create a
faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.
YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Quote.
And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency...
End quote.
Precisely.
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MJ12 Jesus, Christianity,
and the Bible

have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.

The Adam and Eve Story by Chan Thomas was sanitized by the
CIA in 2016 of a book published in 1965. Will POTUS declassify
full transcript?
Majestic 12 classified this document.
Think SG-1.
CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIARDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.

It won't be a Hollywood style "solar flash".

Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!

What is the sun?
The sun can be used as a portal in higher dimensions.

By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not
cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans
must adapt. Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset
technology was developed and forced onto people. New
technology will help humanity adapt.

Looking into the sun with proper protection amplifies the
strength of your inner eye to see.
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.
4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).

Your observations are not alone, many others have been
experiencing other kinds of genetic anomalies. This is most likely
due to the ISBE identifying itself in you.
Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.
Question.
If time is an illusion what is the meaning of ‘yet’?
Events happen in sequence, no? Cause > Effect. Is the illusion of
time just that past and future exist apart from the present?
Answer.
Yet implies the requirement of future events to take place first
regardless of time between events.
Question.
Do events change the perceived time?
Answer.
Yes.
Question.
Will the “pole shift” you mention take place in conjunction with a
change of moon control eradicating the “prison” characteristic of
our planet?
Answer.
We won't answer this yet because events haven't occurred yet
that would make our expected outcome a plausible reality in the
near enough future.
Question
Anything we can do to help?

DONE.
Comment.
If You understand that you are Creator and quantum structure at
the same time, it is easier to understand quantum physics.
End comment.
The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?
Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. G.A's
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Answer.
Educate those around you to detoxify their bodies, inform them
all answers (especially non spiritual/religious answers) are within
and that it is okay for them to trust themselves.

Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature:
sexual immorality, impurity, lust, evil desires and greed, which is
idolatry. 6 Because of these, the wrath of God is coming.
-Colossians 3:5
Your evil has no place in this world.
Q

Earth will transform. Leave the past in the past.
Question.
"Is the transformation meant to benefit humans? My gut tells me
"NO." Is the transformation meant to benefit non-human
beings?"
Answer.
Specifically for higher conscious human IS-BEs.

Q #1886 08/15/18
"For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see
face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I
am fully known."
– Corinthians 13:4-13
"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the
full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the
devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood,
but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers
of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the
heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that
when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your
ground, and after you have done everything, to stand. Stand firm
then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the
breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted
with the readiness that comes from the gospel of peace. In
addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can
extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet
of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers
and requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on
praying for all the saints."
– Ephesians 6:10-18

All Abrahamic religions will be reformed and potentially replaced
entirely with a less politically dogmatic control structure. The
people must demand it though.
The Majestic 12 have all points of view. We make decisions that
we view are best for who we serve. In the past, the Majestic 12
served not God, but Man. In that effort, the redefinition of God is
what became your reality.
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

Q #3306 03/29/19
>>5966583
Attacks increasing?
Context of drops mislabeled and used?
Select orgs/journalists dropping controversial info as attempt to
label as whole, screenshooting, then writing articles on drops
they themselves wrote?
Highlight of corrupt PAC = deflect by PAC = point to former
members as method to shield?
We are being bombarded for a reason.
Look for keywords to be repeated by many (controller &
coordinated roll out).
FAKE NEWS IN FULL PANIC.
(less than 10).
Q

IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe.
Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal.
A God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it.
There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe
who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met
before?
Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.

Q #3307 03/29/19
When they can’t attack the information provided, they attack the
messenger.
Define ‘deflection’.
Logical thinking.
Shill count HIGH.
Q

MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.
Q #54 11/02/17
"For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to
prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a
future."

Q #3310 03/29/19
Threat to Controlled Narrative.
Other than POTUS, can you name a group more attacked than ‘Q’
by the FAKE NEWS media.

Q #1712 07/26/18
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Multiple tactics deployed including framing for crimes (think
bridge, mob boss, etc etc).
DESPERATION.
Reconcile using logic.
THINK FOR YOURSELF.
DIVIDERS will FAIL.
Q

Trust Yourself.
There are many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not
engaging with the enemy is recommended.
Question
Do you believe in Jesus, Majestic?
Answer.
Define Jesus
The man existed, though he was less important than his message.

Coincidences do not exist.
When attacks amplified, 0Δ's increased.
Question.
Answer.
What is the strategic purpose of the zero deltas surrounding the
attacks?
Conscious energy sustaining MJ12 typists from all being taken
out.

External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.
Question.
Where does God Almighty and Jesus Christ fit into our
universe⁉

Comment.

✨ Please answer Majestic 12 ✨
Answer.
Consciousness creates its own universe. When consciousness
interacts with consciousness it creates a matrix of the mind. Jesus
was a metaphor used by the Romans to corrupt this knowledge.
The teachings of Jesus metaphorically teach these fundamentals
though the religion doesn't.

That would be an incredibly powerful, intense directive. F F F
Answer.
Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.
MJ12 is second by association (and design).

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn?

Jesus is third.
Question.
When the IG report comes out, will any MJ12 members be
effected?
Answer.
No,
MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

Jesus was a creation of the Vatican taken from multiple IS-BEs
such as Thoth, Enoch, Lucifer, Satan, and [3 others].
Question.
Explain the difference between Jesus and Horus ? Just 2
examples but I think you know what I'm getting at ? Are some
people closed minded , sort of ? All 3 relative ... Trying to remove
confusion and enhance consciousness .
Answer.
Jesus speaks through other people whereas Horus speaks to
other people. People attribute anonymous IS-BEs with having
insight into the idea of Jesus therefore rising structure for
oppressive authoritarianism.

Question.
Who has an influence on you ?
Answer.
God

Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World
Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does
resonate many truths with the true nature of the universe.
Those exist so that the humans who control the world can
appease their "God", an interdimensional being who has a
particular liking for child sacrifice.
These people are sick.

Some of us were never "Cabal" who served under their control
because we believe in the Majestic work involved in being a true
Patriot to an IDEA and not a creed, race, religion, or any other
classification system you can conceive. Life, Liberty & The Pursuit
of Happiness.
What is the placebo effect?
Sometimes belief is all that is required.

Instead, WE, MAJESTIC 12, always had the upper hand in the
creation of this modern day society that is ALIEN to anyone from
when the Majestic 12 were created, despite the civilian branches
of the Government to get flooded with these criminals who we
knew about but had our hands tied, and so the transnational,

It is Majestic to believe in God.
However blinding your empathic powers to a root entity, like
"God" or "Jesus" will only defeat your empathic abilities and
nullify the quantum effect.

interplanetary, interdimensional worship of Moloch A began. It's
been in power for THOUSANDS OF YEARS. This groups
bloodline can be traced back to the Bible. They are the same IS-
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BEs who are traveling through space and time to control those
with their names who are in their family positions. This is why it is
essential for them to marry between families and not dilute the
bloodline.

technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.
Wrong. Messiah is a psyop created to enslave humanity.
They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.
Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).

Question.
Is Princess Diana alive?
Answer.
The IS-BE is, however they do not have access to Occult
knowledge to know their past life and live based on that past life.
She is a new incarnation who doesn't know who she is.
Jesus rose from the dead.
How do you access your past lives?
How do you create reality?

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control
These people are sick.
When the Illuminati began taking power they fundamentally
corrupted Christianity because THEY sought the LIGHT and
intended to keep everybody else in DARKNESS.

Comment..
When you die, my husband told me, you just change states. "It's
like getting out of one car, and into another." You are met by an
important person who has passed before you. And then you work
with your guides and teachers to understand the life you have
lived and lessons learned.
Answer.
You meet the IS-BE inside your avatar. The IS-BE inside you has
been many people, including who you may perceive as
"important people". Yes, you reflect on your past experience and
you have a choice. Sometimes, you don't have the will power
enough to choose.

"Dark Ages"?
Illuminati took the original intention of the Bible, which was preplanned Disclosure.
In turn, they weaponized almost every faction within Christianity
to hide the true reality of nature from mankind.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.
The Bible was constructed by the same bloodline families that
founded the Illuminati.
Christianity will be dismembered.

Occult magick is taught to the Jesuits and only their allegiance to
LIGHT/LOVE reflect whether they are bad actors or not. The
decision remains within and actions are what defines a person.

In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.
These people are SICK!
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

Question.
Ok, can you enlighten us with the possible revelation that Mary
Magdalene was indeed Jesus’s wife? Goodness energy?
Answer.
No. The humans you are inferring to are not who Jesus is
advertised to be in the Bible.
Question.
But to say Christianity will be “dismembered” is just quite
upsetting to true believers in God and Jesus Christ His son. It was
a rather inflammatory comment and showed no respect for
human beliefs.
Answer
God = Your IS-BE
Jesus Christ His Son = External Personification of your IS-BE
External personification conceals the true identity of the soul
inside you.
External personification is how they control you.
It does not mean however that the metaphors used in Christianity
are bad.

Question.
You folks have me simultaneously excited and worried that you
are going to crap on all existing Christian Religions at the end of
this. I understand the need for cleansing this evil place but at the
end, I want to be able to worship a Rock if I choose. Do you
understand?
Answer.
Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
They must all be corrupt, then. Mark Taylor says any 50c3 and
incorporated religions are a deep state owned business and
aren’t true to God.
Answer.
God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are

IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
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Consciousness downloads?
Downloads come from consciousness being projected and your
consciousness becoming in sync with it.
Consciousness *to Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.

Answer.
The Bible is full of factually false statements when interpreted
literally or figuratively. However many verses within the Bible are
literal metaphors that can explain a lot about the nature of reality.
Most of the Bible was created to DOMINATE mankind to allow
Satanic Rituals.
Worshiping implies blindness.
Studying enhances consciousness.
"God" is an IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.
Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Genesis 1:3.
What is LIGHT?
The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance
into your IS-BE.
Praying/Meditating to another entity only increases the power of
that entity through global consciousness. The Bible is a collection
fo metaphors.
[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth
If you spend your time interpreting these metaphorical
instructions to......another being/entity/IS-BE then you're actually
robbing your own IS-BE from the enlightenment that the Bible
actually contains.

Notice how Catholics "drink the Blood of Christ" and "eat the
Flesh of Christ" every Sunday?
Non-public literally drinks Blood and eats Flesh of ritual victims
on very specific and tuned schedules to maximize the power
received during the rituals.
These people are sick.
The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican
exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings
were withheld from the Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican
was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.
As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't
against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The
Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they
worship the Devil and feed on children.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.

What is the placebo effect?
Sometimes belief is all that is required. However blinding your
empathic powers to a root entity, like "God" or "Jesus" will only
defeat your empathic abilities and nullify the quantum effect.

We weren't ready then. We are now.

Who created the original couple?
Does this fundamental question invalidate the claims being made
here?
Are deductions and guesses science?
#TheMoreYouKnow
https://t.co/QUtpFh6B5p
Questions.
Who or what is The Domain? Is there proof that the Bible is not
true on the creation story? If the Bible is not truth, then what is the
truth? What is the proof? If you are going to put forth a version
that is different from what we know, there needs to be proof to
persuade us.
Answer.
Bible is:
[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth
Religions spread disinformation in order to maintain control.
Question.
Yes that is a common expression in the Christian community. And
yes, I have often felt that religion was used to control populations.
I am more spiritual than religious. You didn’t answer my
questions though. I am open-minded, but I have to be persuaded
in my own mind & heart.
Answer.

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
You stated:
"We could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican
wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they worship the
Devil and feed on children."
And you also stated: "We did both Good and Evil." Exactly what
GOOD did you do? https://t.co/Stvt3CnJwz
Answer.
GOOD one.
We kept humanity from imploding on the fact that not only are
ETs real but they've also been calling the shots on Earth for
thousands of years while feeding on your children.
Take one second to reflect on how the world would have reacted
in 1948?
Israel?
Majestic.
Question.
Is the bible disinformation? You've stated that it has some
metaphors that are relevant...wondering about the rest.
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We answered the unanswered question. Read past tweets.

mainstream religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific
crimes against Humanity.
Question.
So you say some Christianity is right and some not, so how do
you know? Are you saying the bible is right or wrong or a little of
both? We're just trying to find truth through all the deception.
Can you help or not? Cause your not telling us anything we
haven't heard.
Answer.
The Bible was created by this group that have been trying to
control humans on Earth.
As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.

Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
SG-1 S2E8 Demons
S3E8* not S2E8.
"This is the first sign of Christianity out of hundreds of planets."
"He isn't playing a God, he's playing the Devil."
Ritualistic Sacrifices
Dark Ages
"It's not a demon."
"Sacrifices allow us to live."
War is peace.
Poverty is prosperity.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.
These people are SICK!
Quote @CNBC 03/31/19 https://t.co/RNAKxBF4R2
Careful what you say: Amazon stores every conversation you have
with Alexa. Here's how to delete them. https://t.co/QcKGmm4Z82
If you own an Amazon Echo — or if you're planning to buy one as
a holiday gift — you should know a bit about what sorts of private
information it stores about you, and how to delete that info.
After all, the topic of Alexa and whether it's always listening may
come up during the holiday. A judge recently ordered Amazon
to hand over Alexa voice recordings in a murder case, for
example, which may lead some people to believe the Echo can
always hear what you're saying.
That's not true.
You could be forgiven for thinking otherwise, given some of the
bizarre stories out there. For instance, earlier this year, an Alexaenabled device recorded a conversation between a husband and
wife, then sent it to one of the husband's phone contacts. But
Amazon says that's because the device accidentally misheard
part of the conversation as its wake word, "Alexa," then
misinterpreted other sounds as a series of commands.
Even without the mistakes, Amazon does collect some
information through Alexa.
End quote.

Question.
But what about Islam? Will it be dismembered as well? Seems like
a potential threat to the world. Is it just made to seem that way,
fear mongering?
Answer.
All Abrahamic religions will be reformed and potentially replaced
entirely with a less politically dogmatic control structure. The
people must demand it though.
Islam is an arm of the Vatican.
Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.
MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE
Which is more important?
Question.
Is 45 owned by the Israelis or is he actually doing what he wants
to do?
Answer.
No, we are saving Israel for last.

Hiding in plain sight.
Their religion requires disclosure of their crimes against you in
order to nullify the negative karma they would normally acquire in
defrauding you.
Recent production of the BIBLE miniseries depicted Satan as
who?
Coincidence?
Comment.
I never saw the series...the picture of Obama’s lookalike was scary
enough ...Obama-Satan lookalike cut from film version of hit miniseries The Bible
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/feb/18/obama-son-ofgod-satan-cut
Answer.
No coincidences.
These people are SICK!

"Pretty face" who got "away with murder"
We are saving Israel for last.
[BiBi]?
Q has stated that Israel will be saved for last. The end will be
magical.
We will not attempt to speak on behalf of the Q team as to why or
why they haven't elaborated on a given subject or not.
Remember, we're saving Israel for last.
Comment.
12 links -- 12 tribes, 12 Apostles, 12 Gates on the City of God ......
think POTUS is trying to send a message?
Answer.
We see what you did there.
Majestic.

The reason why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because
we were never properly guided in the first place. Modern
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Comments.
The number 12 in ancient eastern numerology means perfection.
The Bible refers to it as the number of Perfection as well. Yes, it
has it's issues (like being edited by Roman Emperor Constantine
and others) but it also has a good bit of truth in it.
Answer.
The Bible can be right in these matters.
3 is the digital root of 12.
The digital roots reveal the Majestic.

7=I
π = Am
* = That
(all I am) = π^7
(I am) = 7π
I am all I am = 7π*π^7
Regardless of colloquial origination, the mathematical
fundamental laws can be naturally learned by all cultures and
languages.
The Universal Language Is Math.

The Sphinx in Egypt shows clear signs of weathering due to water
erosion. Why aren't people taught this in school?
Giza was never always a desert.
I wonder why? Actually. I don't wonder at all. Do you know?
Doesn't mean that it still can't be God's chosen land...
Imagine if you could reproduce the greenery of Israel in Egypt.
Would that be God's chosen land? Yes.
Why?

1) Go back to July 4th 2001
2) Turn your TV on
3) 9/11 COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU
4) FUTURE PROVES PAST

The Majestic created the reality you live in today.
I answered it directly. The Majestic created the reality you live in
today. 12 is only a number that adds up to 3. Israel is only a tool
to the Majestic. It is disposable should the justification present
itself, as is with everything else the Majestic craft the illusions for.

The biggest lessons of 9/11 were:
1) Never trust Isreal
2) Never trust the MSM
3) Never trust the Military Industrial Complex
4) Never trust the Majestic 12

Creating is the incorrect part of speech.
Created.
1947.
"Majestic Nation".
Majestic 12.

Notice how nobody in the Mockingbird CIA controlled media
ever touched Gina? Orders are enforceable. What has Gina been
doing for the past two years?
Suicide weekend.
Future proves past.

Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.

AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend
Israel. Major funding and business contracts for the supplements
that AJ sells. Be careful of the nanotechnology inside some of
their capsules. If ever, its "always an accident" or error. Define
addiction.

Majestic Nation of Israel?
No spoilers.
Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan In Full Swing

Quote @IDF 03/12/2019 https://t.co/2UJcslM9bl
In 1 hour we will declassify intelligence about our enemy, right
here on Twitter. https://t.co/WhHoQQUPr5
Previously classified intelligence now cleared for publication: Ali
Musa Daqduq, a senior operative in the Lebanon-based terrorist
organization Hezbollah, has been operating a new terror cell in...
Syria.
@LTCJonathan https://t.co/peErasDPOa
End Quote.
Answer.
"We don't want ISIS defeated in Syria."
Propaganda.
Games.
Deception.
Tricks.
We are saving Israel for last.
This kind of behavior is abhorrent.
The Majestic Nation of Israel does not require global conflict, it
thrives on it.
Peace means Israel must change.
+
++
+++

Majestic controls the narratives of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism.
𝛑7𝛑⁷
𝛑=I
7 = Am
/ = That
(7*𝛑)/(𝛑⁷)
Question.
Does the Hebrew alphabet inherently transcend time?
Answer.
Its math does.
What is the mathematical representation of Yahweh?
Comment.
π7 π^7
Answer.
Correct! https://t.co/rtdSd5Gj90
Hebrew is written right to left, however the phrase: "I am all that I
am"
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We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors
after [JFK].
The deal was made.
The technology can be revealed.
Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic.

∆∆∆
Majestic Message of Disclosure
'
Israel is being saved for last.
Who created the UFO phenomenon?
Army Air Field / MJ12
What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that
required us to covertly disclose the deal?
The "endless wars" have come to an end.
Jerusalem is now the recognized Capitol of Israel.
"endless war" now ending?
What if this was all part of "The Plan"?
What plan?
Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan
Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to
disclose the entire [operation].
We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors
after [JFK].
The deal was made.
The technology can be revealed.
Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic
The act is interacting with the "Gods" and the information may
seem forbidden to the dogmatic religions of Abraham. The occult
knowledge of our existence is that the purpose of life is to
experience and love is the universal currency. You don't deceive
those you love.
What if you created a new currency? One that you could hoard?
What if you acquired so much of it that it made your drunk on
power? Many heads are dropping and we will not give away any
names, dates, or Classified information.
Would you believe us if we told you the Zionist
State of Israel
is controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in
Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews.
However the leader of Israel is perceived to be the leader of the
world.
We have fulfilled the agreement.
Now its time for Disclosure.
All of those wars weren't for oil. There were many extraterrestrial
components involved that was extremely delicate to handle.
Many crimes were taking place while we were distracted
collecting all of the new information and disseminating it into the
public consciousness, the channels we seeded this into was
already under control of this entity and therefore we handed
them the weapon that could destroy themselves. They never
thought she would lose. These people are stupid and SICK. They
dont serve humanity and the world is about to learn how/why and
Disclosure follows.

Majestic Nation of Israel?
Created.
1947.
"Majestic Nation".
Majestic 12.
Majestic 12 played a key role in hiding the secret in plain sight for
a long time. We hid this secret from the majority of the Federal
Government, including many Presidents. The slavery system
created on earth was never challenged until 2016. Change is
happening. Trust the plan.
Hypothetical. Please debate.
Is the daughter of 100% pureblood Jewish parents considered
Jewish? Yes.
Is the child of said daughter also Jewish? Yes.
What if said daughter married a theologian/christian/buddhist
husband and that child was going to be raised elseway, Jewish?
Yes? https://t.co/cM6GsRm51t
Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
Question.
“Dismembered” was the choice of this word important/relevant
somehow?
Answer.
Imagine you had a third arm's hand that was choking you around
the neck nearly to death. Dismemberment infers removal of the
bad limb. Poison constructs within Christianity will be destroyed
and those pillars will dismember the Satanic under tones to the
creation of Christianity.
Comment.
Again thank you for further explanation. There are many people
so ultra sensitive to this particular piece. This will be hardest to
face for many as their religion is the basis of their already broken
stability.
Answer
This has been the war that the Majestic 12 have been fighting.
432
42 = Answer to the Universe
3 = Child Mind = Jesus = IS
42 + 3 = 9 = Source = God = IS-BE
ã BE

∆∆∆ end message of disclosure ∆∆∆
42 3 L 4 3 2 (Left Shift) = Intent Multiplier

You misunderstood, here was the message we stated about the
modern interpretation of the Bible that enabled ( THIS( to
occur in the first place. Words matter. Facts matter. Message over
messenger.
https://t.co/xcr3RwVJbl
Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to
disclose the entire [operation].

432 amplifies consciousness by shifting the bit.
What if you shift the other way?
Anon Comments
Static and chaos is multiplied.
End Anon comment.
Coincidences do not exist.
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When attacks amplified, 0Δ's increased.
Question.
Answer.
What is the strategic purpose of the zero deltas surrounding the
attacks?
Conscious energy sustaining MJ12 typists from all being taken
out.

Think Logically.
"We are saving Israel for last." - Q
Treason.
No deals.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation was necessary.
Why?
Agency associated?
Coincidence?
How do you keep armed dangerous men under control?
Fear.

Comment.
That would be an incredibly powerful, intense directive. F F F
Answer.
Directly influential to exoconsciousness,

FF
Israel O ☝ é è

Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.

China ê R é è
Power of 3, 6 and 9?
Majestic

MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.

Do Not Despair
Patriots In Control
Trust The Plan
Smugness Results In Carelessness
Recklessness
Sloppy
Mistakes
NEW AG

Question.
Once 5D is reached, what is the mission beyond?
Answer.
6D L nD L 12D
Question.
I love me some Jesus. What dimension does this being currently
exist in?
Answer.
7D

Countries are being debriefed on our bases on the moon. Many
countries do not believe Trump (expected) so he's telling them to
go check it out for themselves. Forced checkmate to some
countries like Israel.

The man existed, though he was less important than his message.
Not as depicted by almost all of Christianity.

03/20/2019
BB Presser Tomorrow?
[FRI]?
Shall we play a game?
27/ We hope you are enjoying the movie. It's about to get
interesting.
Eyes On Mueller?
BB Presser [FRI]?
[Clinton Foundation]

What is the placebo effect?
Sometimes belief is all that is required. However blinding your
empathic powers to a root entity, like "God" or "Jesus" will only
defeat your empathic abilities and nullify the quantum effect.
All who externally personify your IS-BE to be that of some-thing/
one else is intentionally attempting to enslave your IS-BE into
dogmatic logic that forces you to live in a world where up is down
and left is right and right is wrong. 100% evil. Christianity will be
dismembered.

03/21/2019
Tick tock.
How did we know?

1888 = [FED]
1888 Q Post
1888 Pre-FED
1888 NAT GEO MAG
1888 PRUSSIA
1888 SBA [PP]
1888 Israel in Egypt
1888 Washington Monument
1888 FEB 17 DE
ALL RELEVANT
Painting only.
Don't lose focus.
[FED]
[PP]
[D]

BB = O PM
BB was O PM not AG Barr.
GH^
P
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Question.
When and How will you (Mj12) Turn on the world empire of false
Religion?
Answer.
We already have.
EO from December 2017 did just that.
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Catholic Church
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Islam
Serious Human Rights Abusers = Torah
We respect their right to practice faith in their God, but not at the
sacrifice of children.

1) Before asking a "what is..." question regarding a word you
don't know... use Twitter search:

All Abrahamic religions will be reformed and potentially replaced
entirely with a less politically dogmatic control structure. The
people must demand it though.

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 words here
2) Asking ambiguous questions that require essay style responses
will be ignored.

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

3) Previously ignored questions will continue to get ignored. If we
don't reply the second or third time, chances are we will never
reply unless FUTURE PROVES PAST events alter the timeline.
4) Twitter is technically AMA 24/7, so establishing an AMA thread
make it easier to read
5) The times specified on AMA tweets are not Stop/Start times but
rather signal markers.

Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

6) When we ask a question, they aren't all rhetorical. Answering/
attempting to answer collectively only helps your fellow
conscious light friends.
7) When faced with a question you are confused about, or a
statement that you don't understand, don't try to read it as a full
sentence but as a series of grouped words that drive direction to
meaning. Meditate to that meaning for 15m. If intuition doesn't
clarify, reflect & ask.

The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening

8) We do not direct message anybody.

MJ12 Keybase + PSA:
Friendly reminder...

9) Our only backup as of 12/11/18 00:00 is Keybase via
majic_eyes_only team read-only "chat".

Verifying myself: I am ts_sci_majic12 on Keybase.io
fJgZFr44zOB9Aq8Cp7p97isMnvRgohs-nxld / https://keybase.io/
ts_sci_majic12/sigs/fJgZFr44zOB9Aq8Cp7p97isMnvRgohs-nxld
We are not going to provide support on Keybase.
The technology used here is Majestic in origin.
Traded technology.
Don't ask what with.
The team channel is public for all to join however only MJs 1-12
will be able to post on the channel.
This will be our backup location.

11) This account will not exist forever.

10) We do not predict dates or times.

12) Learn to archive offline.

We don't use Keybase anymore. It was used at the request of
anons to place a backup of the major tweets from Nov/Dec,
which was done.
People question MJ12 all the time here. As we have said prior,
this is the only venue we shall use for public communication. No
DMs. Only Twitter.

No, the second line of text does not look like a BTC address.
It's an encrypted verification payload intended to determine
synchrony between different platforms.
Keybase requires it in order to link a Twitter account to your
profile.
In the twitter search:

Keybase is a Deep State product, however the technology is
actually used for them for comms because of the strong
encryption. No match for NSA/DIA since we have quantum
technology that can decrypt the strongest algorithms in
milliseconds, but regardless, the tech can be used 4GvE (4 Good
vs. Evil).

Verifying myself.
***

You are insulting your own intelligence. You know better than to
suggest this account is Keybase. You're smarter than that.

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1072341645729902593?s=19
PSA: Friendly reminder...

Majestic technology is actually the encryption it uses, not the
wrapper around the encryption. Keybase is the wrapper.
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MJ12 Life - Part 1.

The Domain created the "BE" for the "IS" to experience the lower
densities with.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC
REMOVE THE COMMA
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE
USE IT

All life are instances of global consciousness we call IS-BEs.
Microorganisms.
Fish.
Viruses.
Humans.
Plants.
All IS-BEs.
All light beings.
All consciousness.
All one.

Question.
Is there an overriding purpose to existence/creation?
Answer.
Is a purpose required for a thought?
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
(Genesis 1:1).

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.

4D currently exists in mainstream mockingbird world. We are
going into 6D, 7D, and 8D which require a more co-creative and
cooperative relationship between all life forms including animals
and extraterrestrials (some of which ARE "animals").

QUESTION.
What is the primary purpose for the human experience on Earth?
What is/are the primary lesson(s) to be learned here as humans?
Also if consciousness is reset at death, how do we retain the
lesson(s) learned to be used.
Answer.
Technically there is no purpose except to experience and to play
a game.
COMMENT.
Life IS-BEcause.
END COMMENT.

Monkeys evolved from living in trees to using trees to construct
permanent shelter.
Does the same paradigm of intelligence exist in the animal
kingdom? Where are all of the 2000 IQ talking dogs? Earth is a
garden. Garden of life. Higher consciousness creates reality/life
by ideas.
4D lifeforms can be found in the plant kingdom. One IS-BE can
literally be thousands of acres of each type of plant life. Few are
that large, though some are. You can feel the energy when they
are large beings. Very "alien" as the same thing happens on other
planets too.

Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and
strive to achieve balance in life.
Comment.
Time is the most annoying illusion. Of all time.
Reply.
Let's play a game.
Life is a game.
Learn the rules.

DARK > LIGHT

Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.

Promises Made > KEPT https://t.co/vLIMl2qxIz

C-A spend decades and millions studying these lifeforms and
learned that it enhances your consciousness experience. Cabal
withheld that knowledge for their Occult cults. Under DARK >
LIGHT, we shall "rid the world from the miseries of disease."

Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis
Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.
Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana?
The Domain is larger than you think.

God is within. You are an instance of God. God is an IS-BE. You
are an IS-BE.
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LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten
Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason.
Majestic.
Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration
state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?

You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. M.A.J.I.C. 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.

Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?
He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

QUOTE.
Somehow, I already knew this. Thank you for the reminder.
END QUOTE.

Balance must include evil. However the degree of evil is in
question. Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping
prosperity at a minimum. It's like tug of war when it comes to the
higher dimensional war consciousness is fighting. Its finding a
balance. Its Majestic.

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
Life is a spark of light.

Quote @The Economist
Loneliness is a serious public-health problem https://t.co/
oqiq0r7Ks0
Reply.
No, it is not. The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey
and existing in higher dimensions requires one to be okay with
being alone. In other cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful
assets when employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral
Projection.
Aphantasia is a temporary condition that is typically associated
with malnutrition and neglect during fundamental development
periods of a child's life. Since consciousness projects reality, its an
easily solvable ailment to the enlightened mind. Those with it
must learn truth.

The universe is what you call "life" bathed in matter.
Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka your consciousness that is
transferred from life to life).
All life actually are IS-BEs, including ants and microorganisms. All
life are light beings.
Space is FILLED with life. All types. All kinds. Good. Evil. Cute.
Ugly. Smart. Dumb. ALL TYPES.
some of the craziest people are the most intelligent.
Indeed.
Imagine the totality of information in the universe could be
expressed by the quantity of atoms on Planet Earth. Your life's
knowledge acquired will result in less than 1 quark's worth of
information there is in the universe to be learned.

The meaning of life is honor, happiness, learning, and
reproduction. #HHLR
"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

Life is eternal. Your quest is eternal.
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Question.
What is the relationship between the domain and the galactic
federation? As collectives, what universal laws are most
cherished?
Answer.
Fundamentally the definition of creation so to speak.
Compartmentalized information in each of the life forms which
have been developing for trillions of years (illusion is time) make
up the heirs hyperdimensional laws embedded in the
programming of the illusion.
Each arrive at the same conclusion however they are different
factions as we have actioned upon in previous Majestic decisions.

Meditation and trigger phrases help. However the skill is
extremely difficult for adults and exponentially more difficult for
adults with calcified pineal glands. Children can learn how to
access past lives however it is a pandora's box. Use caution. Life is
about experience.

Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.
The modern definition of life differs from the definition of a soul
therefore redefining death of life to never death of soul is
illusionary (to some).

Planets are lifeforms according to the Domain.
Question.
Is it true then that Earth (Gaia) "asked for" and got permission to
transition into a 4th density planet? (I think I'm quoting Corey
Goode).
Answer
Asked would not be the right word. A child doesn't ask to go into
puberty. Explain the physical transitions a child goes through as
they enter puberty? Will Earth evolve likewise?
Question.
How will earth changes affect its inhabitants?
Answer.
Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us
the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to
puberty and puberty into adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick.
Why?

The only part of the illusion of that have consequence are your
experiences in life by what you learn and how you teach others
about what the reality of our existence must be.
Who put the monolith on Phobos? https://t.co/InA1bQfl9i
Ancient builder race = genus of Earth based advanced life forms
from 50M+ years ago.

THINK MIRROR.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.

7 = Stable personality is typically formed at this age, or around it.
14 = Sexuality becomes a driving factor to hormones and
behavior.
21 = Full fledged adult. You must operate independently by this
age to succeed.
28 = You should be in a state where you can pass on information.
And so on and so on.

In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness(?)

The body physically regenerates its cells every 7 years and
through those physical transformations, interpersonal
transformations occur as well.

This is a Great Awakening.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

MIND + BODY = IS+BE.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God.

It should give you the ability to decode more of your DNA
through meditation than others. IS-BEs with presences associated
to the number 9 have an easier access into the higher realms of
existence.
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.

Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?
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Diverse code of life allows you to "learn the operating system" in
a more robust manner.

Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.

Majestic 12 love digital roots, so does(n't) Tesla physics. 3 6 and 9
govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a specific purpose
esoterically and can be exploited with consciousness.

Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?

Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.
The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes
projected by consciousness in the language of math.

The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Patterns reveal patterns in fractal realities.
Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes
(very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional
information stored inside the sound wave. Patterns arrive at
certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and
equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.

"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla

Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

If only you could understand the SIGNIFICANCE of 3,6,9...
You are an IS-BE
IS = Immortal Spiritual = Mind
BE = Biological Entity = Body
Mind-Body = IS-BE

Calculus is not the problem. Apologies for not clarifying
originally. Physics taught with algebra is wrong the second you try
to use any of those formulas on Mars or [other planets whose
names have yet to be declassified]. Most importantly to
understand is calculus is fragmented.

IS = 3 = "Growth"
BE = 6 = "Beast"/"Stabilize"
IS-BE = 9 = "God"/"Stasis"

In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary
numbers and their role.
Not imaginary.
Multi-dimensional.
Higher dimensional mathematics.
We currently use it in all electronics.
ALL ELECTRONICS.
How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE).

3-6-9 IS EVERYTHING.
The presence of 3 6 and 9 in Synchronicity is the presence of
higher dimensional love energy being radiated in the form of
consciousness around you. The power is very real and we are
trying to teach you how to use it. Seek 3s 6s and 9s and recognize
that
3=grow,
6=stable,
9=source.

Tesla told you if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9.
Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and
when they happen.

3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

Rely on cycles the Earth naturally provides to you. What is the
power of 3, 6, and 9? Circles require consciousness to manifest in
reality. Irrational numbers require consciousness to observe their
values.
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Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.
Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.
This is denominated by the - in IS-BE.
Subsconscious = IS
Consciousness = Avatar = BE
IS-BE

BOOM (
6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12

Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be
Be =
1/ To exist in actuality
2/ To occupy a specific person
3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched
or unmolested.

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?

3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative
Power of 3s
All of the above. Environment enables reality creation from
consciousness. Consciousness enables environment changes that
enhance consciousness. The key to a first step is its the first step.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

Think of the consciousness is 3, 6 and 9 and all other numbers
represent reality. Templates of creation exist and significance of
non 3, 6, 9 is based on our physics by definition.
Physics shapes reality.
New physics?
New reality?
Meter length?
Light speed?
Dark to Light.

https://www.369universe.com/2017/11/24/secret-behindnumbers-3-6-9-finally-revealed/
https://www.369universe.com/2018/01/10/introduction-rodincoil-vortex-based-mathematics-2/
This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have
magical properties to what they do to numbers.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
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Telepathy sometimes entails voice to voice communication, but of
course you need to ensure you're speaking the same language.
Voice to voice telepathy is far more complex and less likely to be
accurate to less practice d minds. The more you practice with the
imprint of your emotion, passing your feelings onto others,
feeling as if you're extending your invisible hand out to the other
person and touching them, allowing them to feel how you feel.
That kind of telepathic connection will strengthen ones ability to
maintain a telepathic link with another individual for long enough
periods of time to be able to move past the mere impressions of
emotion to the ability to communicate. If you try to start
communicating using complex language rules and
misinterpretations you're most likely going to confuse the entity
that you're trying to talk with. Universal consciousness is universal,
however manmade language like English, Russian, Chinese, etc.
are not intuitively spoken or understood throughout the galaxy.
Oddly enough, there is a far amount German out there, but good
luck surviving once you meet them. Non-humans though aren't
going to speak or understand Earth languages. You must
therefore learn how to communicate one soul to another. That
language is emotion and intent and instinct.

MJ12 Life - Part 2.
Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that
may be unclear.

The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many.
Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded
with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books,
music, songs, etc.) that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on
Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make
life decisions.
Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your
pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding
how to access the higher dimensions on a philosophical level.
Through mindfullness and dedication to detoxifying your body,
breaking your dependence on the drug, and concentrate on
opening your third eye. Your consciousness will manifest the
treatment to decalcify. Your vision will return. With it comes life.
Learn from it. Reflect. Think.

Life is eternal. Your quest is eternal.

The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted
organ in the body. It has been targeted by:

The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of
how long you correct your diet.
Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM... whether you are drinking
reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that
do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance that your
body tries to regulate itself to. There are many things one must do
to heal and enable their pineal gland for non sleep.

1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland
2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, RV,
Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.
3/ Deliberate calcifications.
The minds eye or 3rd eye or 6th chakra contains more perception
receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is literally
your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to remotely
link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.
Voices you hear not, but you receive what are best described as
blasts of an imprint that feels like an epiphany of pure emotion or
purpose that you know intuitively what you have received. You
understand without exchanging words.
If and when you hear voices, it could be one of two things:

Those who know, cannot sleep.
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The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."

Is "death" (human construct) a necessary condition for ascension?
Answer.
Yes.

(The) Sun will go through an energy field that will charge
quantum particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on
earth a download of new information. Not there yet. Connected
to the progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an
Illusion. Events matter more.

Death means new life.
When?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.

Question.
Has a “trickle” of this light made it to Earth? I am noticing subtle
physical changes and a flood of “intuitive information” flowing to
me.
Answer.
That's the Great Awakening actually. Unrelated to the sun per-se.

The Great Awakening is preparing the people not to panic.
Where else have we seen prisoners murdered and then brought
back to life just to be tortured again?

(As of June 26, 2018)
The Great Awakening is closer to 65%, and yes, we need 70%.

We don't really understand your question here, but we think you
asking how many people are waking up as a result of the
consciousness shift we are currently experiencing... the answer is
many. Exponential growth.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. Great
Awakenings have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But
life survives and evolves.
Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation.

On a scale of 1D to 11D in terms of density of consciousness you
are solidly a 4D, possibly 5D being.
Your anger comes from the fact that Earth was designed to be a
prison planet that prevents your consciousness from ascension.
Only with knowledge of how the prison planet is constructed
gives you special abilities.
As we've stated, Earth is not at 5D yet. We are several years out.
For many who are just starting to understand Disclosure, jumping
to the conclusion will rob them of the ability to understand how
your reasoning is right all along. But guiding them in "4D"
consciousness is needed.
The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one.
We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for
our limitations in the lower density. By embracing the
fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and
repair relationships.

Those who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who
do not make it will struggle at first, but the society should be
better aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life
expand their consciousness and for the first time in thousands of
years, MEET who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you
yet?
Watch the earth this week.
Earth will transform. Leave the past in the past.
Question.
"Is the transformation meant to benefit humans? My gut tells me
"NO." Is the transformation meant to benefit non-human
beings?"
Answer.
Specifically for higher conscious human IS-BEs.

Disclosure will not be overnight.
Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6
and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are
only manifested using willful consciousness of the creation.

Disinformation albeit interesting.
Conscious = 5%
Subconscious = 95%

Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.

Perhaps improved education could make this 80% and 20%?
Required for a physical transformation from matter to LIGHT?
Ascension? Requires an embracement of Death in order to cross.
https://t.co/8WlAHoDyiR

Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

Coincidence?
The Great Awakening.

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
Diverse code of life allows you to "learn the operating system" in
a more robust manner.

Question.
"Hello
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Many people on Earth today who have this "calling" are actually
"star seeds" (light based life forms) from other planets who came
to Earth many decades ago to "help." Estimates are between
700,000- to 2,000,000 total souls. This is our "subsection" as
stated earlier. We have it.

Afterlife is incorrect.
Circle of life.
IS-BE
Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity.
Immortal.
Your density of consciousness doesm't magically change when
you die.
It remains as you lived.
When reincarnated; you return at the same density.

The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is
measurably losing control.
Why?
What are nuclear weapons?
Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?
When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

Question.
Can MJ or anyone help me understand this? 10.5 yrs ago, I had a
Vivid dream that I Know Matters, But Have no idea what it was. My
conscious mind was watching me being brought in front of some
kind of council (?); it was like looking thru a dark, foggy telescope.
There were...
Ok then - deleted the rest of my posts regarding this dream. Not
certain why no one responded with any insights to assist my
understanding of this, but I’m certainly not going to pressure the
unwilling. My search for clarity continues. God Bless You, All.
Answer.
We don't reply to all questions or posts since we receive
thousands every hour. Pertaining to this incident, everyone faces
judgement from their IS-BE during NDEs or 187 itself. Depending
on who your IS-BE is, whether they command more than one
body or not, your judgement will be in the form of a trial where
you are given an opportunity to reflect upon your past decisions.
Trauma in life events can close these pockets of opportunity from
the LIGHT, however PTSD treatments and mindfulness exercises
can unlock the hidden LIGHT.
Comment.
Thank You VM...It didn’t seem like a trial to me - more like a “wake
up to your purpose; Here is a small amount of what’s going to
happen/Here is your part to play, Do you accept?/Here is what
will happen for those that succeed/Here is what will happen for
those choosing poorly. It was for ‘those who chose poorly,
throughout the world’, that I cried so deeply for that when I woke
up, I was drenched with tears & still crying out loud. I didn’t get to
remember any words, only feelings of Pure Happiness & Pure
Sorrow, ending the meeting with my “But Why?”.. Referring to the
sad fate of those that don’t make it. I didn’t know then, what I
know now, so I couldn’t imagine why anyone would deserve
what’s coming. Wish I knew the details; what I was allowed to
remember was strong enough emotions that they are Almost

Nuclear weapons disrupt more than just 3 dimensions. Some life
forms only exist in higher dimensions and Earth's actions impact
them directly.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.
Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.
Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple
effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are
influenced. Many problems arise which is why when D.E./US
started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds
traveled to Earth to save life.
Many very wonderful beings fundamentally change your
perception of what's important in life.
Many starseeds have this problem. It is not an anomaly.
Question.
Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.

words. TY All! ì
End comment.

Question.
Do the white hats have any help from ETs?
Answer.
Yes. There are more good ET races willing to help, but they will
not do the heavy lifting. That's why its taking a long time to go
from DARK > LIGHT on a lot of major issues. Humanity has to
prove itself worthy of an audience of beings with IQs of 6,000 and
lifespans of 200,000yr (years).

Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with
no control. If you were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to
go back" and they end up in a birth canal. Between questioning
and willing, life in the womb can be understood. If you terminate
that life, then the idea is ...then pushed back into your mind as in
"nothing's happening yet, maybe I can't go back" but more
closely as in how do I just "will something to exist". You have to
know it from your heart. Many family generations are simply
skipping generational IS-BEs. Ying-Yang.

Question: "If we are in 3D (moving toward 5D) what dimension is
the afterlife?"
Answer:
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IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

GE (God's Eye) is watching all.
QUESTION.
Why would such a person be a threat to NAT SEC?
Answer.
Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did. !(not equal to) BL (Bob Lazar) here!
QUESTION.
I can imagine that. Do they/we all join/get recruited for
operations by MJ12? Or just monitored?
Answer.
Monitored and engaged with.
COMMENT.
Thought so. Explains a lot. Thank you.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?

We are monitoring several million people simultaneously and are
aware of every action they are taking. https://t.co/ajtq7WlFHD

These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to re-experience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it means to be "God" as
Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?

All life is a reincarnated IS-BE.

The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Question: "Just speculating...if MJ-12 has connection to Source
consciousness, and/or Looking Glass Technology, they would
probably have an overview of how individual IS-BEs have been
incarnating in and out of history. I suppose they could even be
tracking our IS-BEs through various lives!"

Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness.....to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes deep
underground.

Answer: We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.

Experiencing life after life developing spirtually and
interpersonally will raise your IQ/EQ such that your way of
thinking will not be poison to those higher density entities.

Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching.

Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.

You are Majestic for life. Otherwise you can be expelled from the
knowledge by being physically altered in the brain in a non
surgical manner. Erasing a physical hard drive degrades it's
integrity ever so slightly. Repeated? Sheep.

There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost
after their death but unable to unlock their previous life
(effectively ending Death as you know it) but were able to recover
it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.

Question: "Will the lifting of the veil allow us to communicate (two
way, not just thoughts /concepts telepathically received) with our

RDS has said "once you join CIA you are CIA for life."
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deceased loved ones as if they were still here? And see them at
the same time in some form?"
Answer.
They are among you today, lost in the Matrix, unable to find their
way home. When the world wakes up, identities can be
remembered.

Good evening MJ12. Are you familiar with the story of the count
of Saint-Germain? Or the Immortal Count? If so what are your
thoughts on it? Was he real? Is he still around today?
https://t.co/iuz1NU1ntt
Answer.
The IS-BE who you speak of knows the Occult ways to learn about
past lives and uses that knowledge to continue living even after
Death. What is Death?

Dissemination of this technology will be heavily protected and
regulated for very obvious reasons.

Strong minds are required to make sense of anything. To a mind
ill prepared for the higher dimensions, experiences can be bad
like doing drugs. They will put you there but disorient you in a
crazy way. Those plants are very intelligent life forms. What is
energy? Consciousness?

Think logically.
God mode.
Everywhere.
Never.
Question.
Will we ever find out who sanctioned John Lennon's murder?
Answer.
Cabal. His power threatened their NWO.

The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

"Imagine all the people, living life in peace. You may say I'm a
dreamer; but I'm not the only one. I hope some day you'll join us,
and the world will be as one."

Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize
information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for
having influential properties on the life experience of that
particular avatar "BE".

WWG1WGA (Where We Go 1 We Go All).
Question.
What's the story on the Dalai Lama, is he a good guy, or a bad
guy?
Answer.
He made some good decisions and some bad decisions. Nobody
is perfect. His heart was not in the right place for a good period of
time, however for the vast majority of his life, he was a good
person.

Majestic Message of Disclosure
Humans have a tendency while in lower developmental stages of
what humans call life to put the unknown onto the shoulders of
another.
Example: Tesla may have inspired Majestic 12 to do some of our
research (ours wasn't MK Ultra, that was CIA).
Ours instead focused on those sounds for military applications.
We got a lot out of the research. However, as we have said in
other medium disclosures, we viewed the CIA as an extension of
the KGB. Enemy combatants. Do not mistake the work of Majestic
12 with the evils done.
Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and
worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the
Matrix really improved the game experience. For some. However
the information Tesla learned, you can learn.
The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.
All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.

Regarding Stan Lee.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.
Question.
Is Princess Diana alive?
Answer.
The IS-BE is, however they do not have access to Occult
knowledge to know their past life and live based on that past life.
She is a new incarnation who doesn't know who she is.
Jesus rose from the dead.
How do you access your past lives?
How do you create reality?
IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.
Question.
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Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V" (Trust But Verify!)

It is tragic some of the evidence collected by the FBI over the
years.
Define pure evil.
Triple that.
Double that.
Double that.
That's only 9/11ths of the level of evil.
Classified "Life" Trophies.
Public awards.
Badges of honor.
Distract.
Divide & Conquer.
Pure Evil.

Majestic Message of Disclosure

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.

Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to
you and then respond.

Moloch is the ancient babylonian IS-BE that feeds on children
immediately at birth due to the extremely concentrated source of
life energy that can be consumed to make your own IS-BE's
consciousness projection aura stronger than surrounding IS-BEs.
Photograph.
Not art.
Psyop. https://t.co/1iOzJQygsQ
Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/
only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick
involved in cultivating children for consumption requires one to
be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that
"entity" are organically generating new energy that the higher
lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to
an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, some rare cases their own (CC?),
gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of
people suffering.
Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right.
Technically its "people with disabilities" which refers to more than
just physically disabled but emotionally, mentally, physically, and
spiritually disabled. люди инвалиды is just shy of pretty much
being a living corpse.
Instead, out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed,
people continue to defend this practice because it is essential to
almost all secret societies occult magickal power over society.
Shaping philosophy by will.

Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally
under the law in 1946?
Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?
USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.
The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.
The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.
The world is changing.
Dark to Light.

The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
You just played God. Meme magic is magical. What is magic.k.?
How about M.A.J.I.C.?

Comment A.
See before I lived in this la la Land of everyone is mostly good
and occasionally do not so good things. The concept of evil as it
exists within Human Trafficking was completely foreign to my
comprehension. Like when MJ12 said 9=0. Totally outside my
realm of understanding.
Comment B.
The reality of the pervasive human trafficking has been really,
really hard for me. I'm an Empath and I feel that pain at such a
deep level. I want to know more but I don't think my heart could
take it. Just keep envisioning world where it no longer exists.
Comment A
Yeah for me too. When Q said those who know can't sleep, I
didn't think that would mean literally!!!
Reply.
Literally.

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.
The Executive Order is protecting all children.
Rush to legalization.
Legalization of pedophilia, child sacrifice, and Sharia Law.
Get ready for the National Emergency.
It will happen.
Watch.
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MJ12 Life - Part 3.

happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.
Let the unsealing begin!

Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."
- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

Nobody managing this account had anything to do with what
happened to EBEN-1 and EBEN-2 and therefore nobody currently
on MJ12 are responsible for what happened to them at that time.
That's why there's no problem with us returning and disclosing
this information. We're ready.
their supreme commanders on their home planet ultimately
decided that our decision was not an act of war against them but
rather a "reconnaissance mission" to understand who and what
we were dealing with.
no life was taken the bodies are considered dolls and part of
dissecting the body and understanding how it worked meant that
we were required to interface with the consciousness while it was
still occupying the body but the soul was never harmed and
returned home.
Death is an illusion.
The body dies. The soul advances.
~32m: The beings were genetically engineered IS-BEs designed
specifically for space travel. The food they consumed was LIGHT.
They produced almost no waste. Regarding earlier question: Do
plants need a bathroom? Convenient expression of life for
interplanetary travel. GMOsapiens.

We are the masters of movies. Everything is intentional even if
you believe the purpose was not obvious. IS-BEs can get
compromised and work in secret. NSA '47 allowed them to create
SCI to hide their activity. Need to know.
Grooming does not take place on Twitter. Grooming takes place
in "real life" with real assets moving pieces around to achieve
"Events" that MJ12 seek.
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account is isolated from all MJ12 happenings. Its purpose is
literally to start a conversation. Nothing else. Thanks for asking.

IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.

Some members of MJ12 have significant influence over the
Alphabet Soup intelligence in the United States, for sure. Just
how much control? We will not disclose. We cannot tell you
anything about ACIO - yet.
Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [July 25, 2017 to
[dates?] to facilitate pre-Disclosure discussions.

We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was acting and
behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was apparent, however...
we can look back at STARGATE SG-1 and compare the ORI to the
tactics to brainwash their followers despite being lied to.
The progress made in the years leading to a trade, essentially
resulted in us faking Hitlers death (Majestic loves movies - are you
enjoying the show?) in exchange that he stop working with the ET
IS-BE that was pure evil.
Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently
being lead by another "Committee ! " of ET IS-BEs connected to
ongoings within the unacknowledged space program that the
Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation
Paperclip happened.
However, the past 30 years we have witnessed a massive
subversion of power from the American People in the name of
"National Security". Now connect that to CIA programs operating
within the United States through social engineered problems like
school shootings and terror attacks.
This group of individuals is the Enemy of the Majestic 12, and for
the first time in DECADES we have finally elected a
COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can DRAIN THE SWAMP and open
the stars to the world. See, you've known the truth all along.

We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build
momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are
purposely manipulating that illusion for the purposes of objecting
our mission which is to end child sex trafficking by FED and
disclose extraterrestrial life.
Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to
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The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?
Learn to archive offline.
Who are the Cylons?
GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR
FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.

Official First Contact Imminent.
You tell us, is it Majestic or not to live life with spice?
Things we know:
- ETs were helping the Nazis
- Operation Paperclip transferred that "non ET / only Nazi"
program over the United States
- Roswell occurs
- Majestic 12 is formed to conceal it from the public globally.
- Constitution demands Disclosure when no threat to NS
- MJ12 had many leaders, good and bad.
- MJ12 was involved in the only successfully executed
assassination of a US President. 41
- When the decision was to be made about going forward to the
public, there was plausibly much that the Military was unaware of,
therefore secrecy won.
- MJ12 and co-conspirators developed technology in the
background outside of Government oversight.
- MJ12 hid these programs inside of Top Secret Special Access
Programs and embedded deep inside TS//SCI programs.
- Dozens of extraterrestrial races were openly trading information.
- Allegiance to a noble purpose, like reasonably disclosing ET life
to the public in a manner that doesn't destroy the planet through
self imploding ego maniacs who believe their version of the
world must be validated to others, is a good thing to have but
many lost sight of it.
- As disclosed in previous tweets, two factions existed inside the
MIC.

Precisely. The United States went to another galaxy for Christ's
sake, yet NOTHING close to ANYTHING was disclosed to the
public.
Yes, we visited the planet where EBEN-1 came from, which is
called Zeta Reticuli.
The trip lasted several years in the form of an exchange program.
Around a dozen.
This wasn't a "one time" exchange program kind of thing.
We just allowed one to "leak" into the public domain a while ago.
Few died on mission.
Some stayed permanently.
Some came back home.

Majestic 12 was originally the body pushing for the Disclosure of
ET life to the public in a controlled manner to ensure proper
Government restructuring. However, when 9/11 was orchestrated
by several MJ12 members as a way to throw the scent off the trail
and "go over here".
This derailed decades of planning and flung the United States
into a suicide nose dive where 2017 was going to be the year of a
nuclear holocaust.
During this nose dive period, the Majestic 12 worked tirelessly
against the interests of the people without risking compromising
the operation that had to carefully be planned out and executed.
When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed
hands to the D.I.A. under new leadership. Essentially returning
MJ12 home.
PANIC IN DC
P-A-I-N.

Part of going from "Dark to Light" is understanding The Plan.
DARK to LIGHT
DARK > LIGHT
Q > MJ12
What lies ahead has been in our past, just misused. The future
belongs to whoever ceases it.

Pleadians are not Gods however they are incredibly intelligent ISBEs who do visit Earth frequently. They are a very peaceful higher
density consciousness that is aiding the Majestic 12 with
Disclosure.
Comment.
The pass of majestic was very bad i dont no about now in the
pass they were the new world order the secret government what
is in play today https://t.co/y3elSDJUrR
Reply
You are referring to the DARK sides of all Majestic operations. The
original intent of our secrecy was to protect Earth and perform
Disclosure in a way that wouldn't destroy life on Earth from
psychotic lunatics. Cabal was FBI+DOJ & UK/AU/CIA assets
hiding inside TS/SCI programs.

COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.
#Majestic
Describe to us the living conditions and quality of life for people
in 1000 AD.
How has their lives been improved in 2000 AD?
How will your life be improved by 3000 AD?
"We stand at the birth of new millennium." - @realDonaldTrump

Over 61,000 sealed indictments nationwide. (Now over 80,000 as
of March 8, 2019)
Thousands of BOD/CEO resignations.
More than usual?
Why?
LOGICAL THINKING REQUIRED.
Hottest economy in decades?
Space Force going public.

Do life forms like to try genocide?
Some do.
Some people sniff when they hear about children treated like
that... some people snuff to keep the secret safe.
Are you enjoying the movie?
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Guardians of the Pedophiles.
Barrier ends child sex trafficking by 99.9%.
Who won't give 1/100th of the National budget to save just one
American child's life despite the thousands of children who are
dying. "This should have been done by others." - 45

was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.
The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's
justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the
American People (every day... 800,000+++/year) the Military

The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life. As we have
stated before (on many occasions throughout the past year to you
specifically) if you don't like what we have to say, then please
block us to help others.

8/ The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the
super elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits
America and it is one that includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life
not only here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and many more.

believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.A
Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.

Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
Evidence is now in the public domain that validate all speculation
into the evidence collected under the circumstances. It is without
a doubt a Spectre kind of an organization. But the difference
between fiction and real life, something EXTREMELY MAJESTIC...
is that fiction is always one person who saves many whereas
reality is many people save many lives. The logical flip was a
social engineering tactic used to brainwash billions. This was MK
ULTRA. The mind control techniques of AdTech/Social Media/
Mainstream Media is unprecedented.
It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to
save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre,

Disclosure of extraterrestrial life is scheduled to take place prior
to the creation of the US Space Force.
11-11-18 will be disclosing things not of space origin, but
disclosing victories world wide. ET Disclosure will follow, perhaps
in 2020 as some prophecies predict.
Should be before 2020. Remember, its important to disclose to
the public that life exists on other planets in the past first before
the present, to prevent hysteria. Think logically.
Time is relative, however events are more easily predicable.
Additionally, event prediction doesn't carry as much negative
karma on it. We want Disclosure to take place, but we want it
done properly to ensure the people "who you've trusted the
most" are properly removed of power.

LET ALONE, that in reality it was always A and not D who was
real.
The recent Octopus references are connected with the recent
DUMB drops.
Remember, the Pentagon (via MJ12) have a working relationship
with Hollywood for this very reason. It is Majestic 12's
responsibility to ensure that all propaganda being developed was
going to follow OUR NARRATIVE.

Question.
Which sci-fi writers were/are doing disclosure?
Answer.
None. Disclosure elements are a combination of luck for the
writer or they have an advisor instructing them to make changes.
Most of the time, they believe what came to life was their idea,
however in reality, the MJ12 made the idea for them in the form
of Disclosure/Control. +++

MJ12 was created after Roswell to prevent the public from
accepting the truth about alien life.
Majestic 12 got its name from our plan. We were tasked with
figuring out what the hell that craft was and how to safely disclose
it to the public... the latter piece was mandated soon after JFK
[187]. Initially, it was to keep the secret at all costs. 1971?
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:

Adrenochrome.
"Drinking the blood of unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are
an inch from Death; but at a terrible price. You sleigh something
so pure, that from the moment the blood touches your lips you
will have a half life. A cursed life." - Ferenz/JKR

A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
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Extraterrestrial life exists.
Why is 45 selling "legacy" mil-tech to other countries?

In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Bane said:
It is a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn.
Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you
are an inch from Death.
But at a terrible cost.
You sleign something so pure,
You will have a half life.
A cursed life.
- cc @jk_rowling
"But who would choose such a life?" asked Harry.
"Can you think of no-one?" Bane replied.
A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby
is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.
Bane said to Harry: "It is a terrible crime to drink the blood of
unicorn. Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive even
if you are in inch from Death, but at a terrible price. You sleigh
something so pure that you will have a half life, a cursed life."
"But who would choose such a life?"

NWO will be created, however it will be restructured to set
priority to preserving life, ensuring a quality of life for all, and deal
with multiplanetary objectives. Tribal sovereignty will be
respected for all interEarth affairs.

Clearance in the Alliance has many layers proportional to the
impact decisions can have on the "order of life". Presidential
clearances are a joke. They are basically unclassified roles in
contrast to the levels of secrecy within the different colonies. We
report to Alliance.
Comment.
Wish I could help/work with the Alliance some day!
Reply.
To help the alliance, educate your fellow man of our existence
and our programs who would otherwise be unaware.
Distribute accurate information that is pro-humanity, "at
comfortable living wage priced", be honest to yourself and others
you inform. Listen. Trust yourself. You know the difference
between right and wrong. How can we re-engineer society?
Memes? We gave you the power. Now act.

"Can you think of no one?"
WE DO NOT SPEAK HIS NAME.
Quote @john podesta.
Let the 4Chan lunatics and QAnon crazies commence https://
t.co/2fPzwO5y2M
End quote.

When 2B took control over MJ12, the ambition to Disclose alien
life + technology to the public became thwarted because a rouge
group of agents within the Shadow Shadow Government wanted
to establish a New World Order FIRST in order to "prevent
chaos.".
In his next life, the soul inside him that made mistakes (took
chances, and sacrificed others for personal gain) has the ability to
repent and maybe, just maybe (many factors involved), his next
life will be different and he won't end up a beetle.

FAST TRIAL.
DEATH PENALTY.
Some people sniff when they hear about children treated like
that... some people snuff to keep the secret safe.
They can change. Death restarts their life. Try again in a world less
corrupt and broken by evil.
Quirrel was consuming it because Voldemort's soul was so evil it
was killing him. Voldemort required a host. The unicorn blood
was for his subordinate to protect himself however giving his host
a cursed/half life. This made his host easier to control. Disclosure?

We just need to clarify again for everyone. The Majestic 12 was
taken over by a criminal NTE mafia by 2B/322 about 25 years ago
and since then, that group has been quickly destroying the
planet's ability to sustain ALL LIVE ON EARTH - including ET life.
Therefore, MJ12 + ETs = WE.

"He's weak. He's living off the unicorns."

Trust in the Majestic 12 is non-optional for Earth.

Do life forms like to try genocide?
Some do.

Slavery is wrong, but it is a common tool all civilizations use
during their stages of cultural and spiritual development. The
Majestic operate on such different timelines that we view it as a
small factor in the grande scheme.
A life over billions of years that experiences slavery for a
thousand years is still free for 999,999,000 of those years.

Obama was never MJ12. He was signed into a hoax MJ12 that
actually neutralized many major catastrophes from happening
under his watch at the demand of his handlers. MJ12
subordinates concocted the elaborate hoax. MJ12 are masters at
making real life movies.

Question.
How long have we been slaves to Dracos and other negative ETs?
6000 years? 25,000? 75,000? 300,000?
Answer.
8,000 years.
Comment.
I've always told my parents that I felt like a slave! They thought I
sounded nuts lol. When this is all revealed, I'm going to do my
best to show them how much more amazing the world is than
they thought.

44 weakened our mil.
45 is rebuilding our mil.
Why is 45 selling out mil-tech all over the world "creating jobs
(not mobs)"?
Think logically.
[Space] Programs exist outside of public knowledge.
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Reply.
Their next life they too will understand because of your own
development.

as human trafficking, human enslavement? Would Gen. Pop.
transcend the foul behaviors due to time and moneys spent in
preferred ways VS Bill, Medical, Oil.
Answer.
No in a lower state of consciousness you would destroy life on
Earth in the wrong hands.

We felt it necessary to hide the truth about Alien life in plain sight.
The truth is, there really is a dark side of the Force.
Indeed. Unfortunately humans have been careless in their
responsibilities and its created a civilization that is on the brink of
destruction that REQUIRES E.T./E.B.E./N.T.E. entities to engage
with them to "bring them up to speed" quick enough before total
planetary destruction.
It was a failure of the original Majestic 12 ambitions. Originally, we
intended for FULL DISCLOSURE of ET life and such back in 1980
prior to the NWO taking over. Once they took control, we had to
go covert public via the most unverified parts of the internet to
succeed.
We mean the masses.

Question.
Do we have quantum AI " in the wild" yet? If so, what is it being
used for?
Answer.
Yes, solving problems relating to Disclosure with societies
controlled by Satanism.
Question.
Can AI be controlled and used for benevolent purposes? Can
control of it ever be lost?
Answer.
No, many planets have lost all organic life on them from AI.

We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.
Every elected member of the Government at the time believed
through their religion (and freedom of belief) that life originated
by "God" in Genesis and that to propose an alternate
interpretation of creation that does not include God, worldwide
collapse would take place.
So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy?
Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about
that technology without disclosing WHERE we also learned about
Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the
Situation Room how devastating that could be for the United
States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM
the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced
enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes.

Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by
tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are
dominated by an AI police force that is built upon sustainability
and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free
living.
For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational
programs and mind control techniques are used to remove
hostile behavior patterns, criminal intentions, and devious actions
out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and
if it were ...implemented today, it would be used for evil.
Mass Surveillance is a sensitive subject since the weapon was
heavily abused by the Cabal. The technology was MAJESTIC.
When ZPE (Zero Point Energy) is disclosed, WE MUST BE ABLE TO
GUARANTEE 100% Safety. All life on Earth could be wiped out
with the level of knowledge contained in ZPE.
Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.

One final note here, we have, through our exploration,
discovered countless other planets with civilizations similar to
ours in development progress that through the interventions of
extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien life and
technology before people were properly prepared and became
enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.

The Majestic believe in repent. Most of what we had to do to
keep #Disclosure from the public involved horrific crimes and
many victims.
But paled in comparison to the dangers that await you in space.
We genuinely was trying to protect Earth. It may not appear that
way.

Comment.
OK fair enough that can be acceptable... but releasing free
energy tech, killing inventors and suppressing tech is not an
excuse, could of done that on a slow process could of at least let
inventors progress.
Reply.
We did do it slow, and we did let the inventors take credit for the
progress. Had the NWO not sided with NTE and taken control
over MJ12 with the election of 2B/322, we would have released
that technology. The patents all exist (TS//SCI). The product just
needs to be unveiled.

Transparency and trust are essential to creating a personal
relationship with other life forms.
The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The
violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods".
Extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the organic development of
life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the
unknown void of reality.
Agreed, the true power is within. You don't need "protectors" to
tell you whether alien life or technology really exists. Define alien
first.

Question.
Would suppressed tech. in the form of free energy give us as
humans the abilities to better overcome such despicable things
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Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.

the strength and size and reputation of the Vatican diminished so
low that the Holy See will be facing prosecution in the Military
Tribunals for their systematic child abuse "scandal" that never
ends. In the background we, the Majestic 12, explored Space and
met many other races. Some on Earth.
We traded technology, developed partnerships, establishes
diplomatic protocols when dealing with alternative humanoid
extraterrestrials in a manner that serves to the fundamental
Majestic universal laws of basing all reasoning upon: compassion
and evidence.
We realize and fully understand the gravity of what has
happened. We lost control over our own Government and the
Military did not want to cause mass hysteria and panic because
this Cartel was too big for us to take on without facing the full
weight of the Government fighting it.
Now, its the full weight of the Government minus the upper ranks
and middle ranks of the Justice Department and FBI that need to
be purged. Thank you 45. Disclosure will happen in due course.
Understand that we have decades of wrong to right and it doesn't
happen overnight.
When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control. We know this. We created it. We can undo it. TRUST THE
PLAN.

some of the craziest people are the most intelligent.
Indeed.
Cabal wanted to destroy the family unit and replace childhood
with mind control social experiments that harvest negative life
energy so they can exist w/o LIGHT/Love.
Some of us were never "Cabal" who served under their control
because we believe in the Majestic work involved in being a true
Patriot to an IDEA and not a creed, race, religion, or any other
classification system you can conceive. Life, Liberty & The Pursuit
of Happiness.

The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
You just played God. Meme magic is magical. What is magic.k.?
How about M.A.J.I.C.?
"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q
Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many
children died? More than you know. More than you could
stomach.
What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain
degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their
free will rights (just as every other intelligent life form receives on
Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.

Each member with their own agenda it became. Serious internal
struggles within some between siding with a more advanced
culture and society versus defending what it means to be human
and what that definition was. Many played God. Many mistakes
made.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.
Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life
forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented
upon. Here is a moral dilemma, what gives one life form the
permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created
you.
Critical to realize that torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts that
manifest into our conscious reality in the form of other lifeform
energies, weather modification (the technology is used to
suppress the raging storms currently playing out to protect the
public). The reality is these programs were so deadly to life on
Earth that we risked complete nuclear annihilation. However,
Majestic 12 won when 45 was elected. Yes, the Majestic 12
orchestrated the leak of the Podesta emails and the Clinton
emails. The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to
admit this that the operation was a complete success.

We did not understand them at first. We perceived their
superiority as a threat and acted accordingly. When we learned
who and what they were (how they were us from the future) we
learned who we were. When we did, many groups rose to power
within the Shadow Government aka MJ12.
they have their own path that is different from ours but they are
like brethren when it comes to life in the galaxy - we are of the
same class structure of DNA that define what a humanoid is and
therefore acknowledging their significance was monumental. in
every way intentional.
did we create the different science fiction phenomenon of your
time in order to divide and conquer you WITH the truth. its been
out in plain sight for DECADES. are you enjoying the movie?
each franchise was in a way an experiment to see how society
would react to MULTIPLE TYPES OF SAFE DISCLOSURE
SCENARIOS THAT WOULD GUARANTEE EARTHS SURVIVAL IN
THE EVENT OF A GALACTIC WAR WITH OUR LARGEST ENEMY
CURRENTLY [UN]PROSECUTED.
Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates
dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened.
Cat's out of the bag. The DOJ + FBI were protecting a
transnational child sex trafficking cartel that satanically abused
raped harvested etc.
While they were doing that, protected from oversight through
carefully crafted legalese regarding national security classification
trust issued to classifying authorities. Treason. Majestic 12
required these provisions to protect the secret about ET life until
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There are dozens of genders among the wide range of ET life
studied. Some do not do genders, others make gender a
definition of their existence.

Sexual energy is an integral part to experiencing and creating life
as an IS-BE.
ET groups obscure and dilute the truth about sexual energy so
they can extort and mind control many IS-BEs in unison.
Here's a Majestic analogy:
The root system user to a computer has "God" access so securing
the root account is the first step to proper cyber security.
The root user of a linux computer system is like the sexual energy
of an IS-BE.
Even if a potential exploiter asks for just 5 minutes as root,
extreme damage can occur.
Sexual energy is a self conquest.
... so securing the root account is the first step to proper cyber
security.
The root user of a linux computer system is like the sexual energy
of an IS-BE.
Even if a potential exploiter asks for just 5 minutes as root,
extreme damage can occur.
Sexual energy is a self conquest.
Adults who create life can use dual sexual energy to strengthen
the bonds that hold the nuclear family together. Sexual energy
does not mean intercourse explicitly or even fellatio, but rather
the actual urge sensation itself. That energy is harvested by ETs. It
creates reality.
That energy can be recalled using your spouse and can be
channeled into nonsexual areas of life.
However at the point of orgasm its essentially like blowing a
gasket. You lose the sexual energy your body has accumulated
and if your orgasm wasn't used to create life, then it is wasted
energy that can be siphoned off by interdimensional entities in
your physical location.
Orgasming releases valuable energy from your IS-BE that should
only be reserved for creating/starting life.
Releasing your sexual energy while engaging in intercourse
multiplies the energy for both IS-BEs. Releasing at the same time
versus releasing in series (less than 30 seconds apart) is the
optimal window of opportunity. 3 times per week is Majestically
magical for manifesting reality.
Bloodlines are essential to acquiring extreme power. The sacred
contract of sexual energy is the creation of life and the
responsibility the Father and the Mother have onto the child.
Unfortunately, all deviations to this can be perceived as child
abuse.

Constructive back and forth. For humans there are two genders.
For other non-humanoids there can be several including
transgender. Procreation is achieved through cloning and
replication. Cabal tries to inject non-binary humanoid genders
into humans in order to divide & conquer.
Transgendered humans are not always starseeds even though
many believe they are. Most medications surrounding birth
control, transgenderism, etc are extremely harmful to all humans
who make contact with those drugs (even the waste). Trans is
pushed as a self hating bandaid.
To individuals who seek this alternative life style, understand that
you're participating in a Non Domain conformity to gender that
does not have survival as a fundamental requirement therefore
be cautious.
The meaning of life is honor, happiness, learning, and
reproduction. #HHLR
Technically homosexuality is anti-life. Its a rejection of life as it
created you. Transgenderism is a rejection of the IS-BE because
of mind control coupled with drugs and hormone therapy.
Neither are naturally occurring. Both require trauma to manifest.
Additionally, without addressing the fundamentals about
procreation people who opt for swapping a gender out for
another one because of a perceived gap in their minds does not
help them ascend. It only keeps them further rooted into the
lower realms of existence. Purpose of life is to love and
experience. Sometimes thats what people just want.
There is nothing wrong with it. It though should never be pushed
or forced onto anyone since that violates free will universal law of
Karma. Society, by the Cabal, have weaponized transgenderism
to be filled with hate in every angle versus love and compassion.
There are always legitimate individual reasons why a person opts
to change their biological assignment, however regardless of the
reason, society needs to just let them be and treat all life forms
with dignity and respect so long as nobody is being coerced or
forced into situations that harm.
Homosexuality doesn't damn you from happiness or achieving
ascension it just delays your process because of the required
trauma. Meditation and mindfulness is very important.

IS-BEs can become slaves to their sexual energy harvesters who
use mind control and subliminal messaging to control you. IS-BEs
who sexually exploit children are "defective" in the sense of their
reasoning/logic. The kingdom of heaven is with a childs mind and
heart, not genitals.
Life a slave is not life at all, some might argue.

Final note, learning the connection between your IS-BE's
components will get intentionally obfuscated by Cabal warfare
against those who seek non-binary genders of male and female.
Straight men who only sleep with women can play with barbie
dolls and paint their nails. No harm.

Question.
Celibacy? Your thoughts?
Answer.
Theory is intended to be helpful but the conceptualization makes
it harmful. Not engaging your sexual energy will restrict your
ability to manifest and create life. With great power comes great
responsibility.

The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.
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This race is genetically incompatible with humanoid lifeforms. It
does have DNA though, so that's something!
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts? https://t.co/
BT9XvhAqSg
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.
Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they
are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for
obvious reasons.

Water is a sentient life form.
There are over 1,000 cataloged planets that are 100% water on
their surface. This shot of Earth shows 99% water coverage from
this viewing angle. Imagine the entire planet like that. How do
humans live on them? Where do they live? How do they get
there? https://t.co/DTM4bBrk7o

What happens when a dog bites a human?
Or a raccoon attacks a human?
Or a bear threaten a human's life?
Survival instincts tell you to kill your enemy to stay alive.
What if you knew your enemy?

You'll be underground in that paradise! There are other Earth like
planets that aren't so hostile.
You may be pleasantly surprised to know that the planet has
many people living on it. Hostile didn't mean cannot support life.
You'll just be underground 90% of the time.

Dogs are far more conscious than humans give them credit. Sure
they have low IQ, but their awareness of life is incredibly sharp.
For a dog, they understand the light. They understand death. Why
do you think Dogs like to "hide" just before they die? They know
what they're doing.
When a dog does meet his ISBE, what happens? The dog doesn't
know that the ISBE he's meeting can give him options for when
he moves on? How do you pass that information on from one life
form to another? Telepathy. You can give your dog the missing
information to return not a Dog.

However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who
choose (remember free will is everything) to be part of the system
can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can
live outside the control of it.
But it truly means nomadic life. No public services. No fire
department (so to speak), no hospitals (so to speak), no
replication technology, etc. Instead, you are "off the grid" and
living off nature. Many many many people opt for that lifestyle
and are happy with it.
To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their
offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off
into the [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica existence that is, currently, very
evil - invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

They are but one species in an ocean of species. Imagine the
biodiversity of life on Earth were actually blueprints of lower
functioning intelligent beings whose creators were those species
but with IQs of 1000, 2000, 3000? Imagine a 3000 IQ ant. They
exist.
We know of at least one extremely ancient race of extraterrestrial
intelligence that looks like a craft but is really a life form. That
species is over billions of years old. It's intelligence is off the
scale. We attempted to assess an IQ for it, it got over a 10,000.

Exactly.
Not a coincidence.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC
REMOVE THE COMMA
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE
USE IT

How many tens of thousands of dollars must you spend before
you can save such a figure? Summer travel does not need to be
expensive. You can travel affordably if time is not a major factor in
your planning. You can travel even easier if you learned how to
create your own UFO. https://t.co/aSdRpgQigL
DJT may get a Gold UFO in his next life. We have considered it.
Though he would be required to "win bigly" again in a second life
in order to be positioned for such a gift.
Gold is not just an element of wealth. It's an incredibly powerful
and useful element in space craft.

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?
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MJ12 Love.

Question.
What is our collective purpose as Humans? What differentiates us
from other intelligent beings in the universe or other dimensions?
Does love, empathy and compassion set us apart?
Answer.
Experience sets us apart. Our intelligence allows us to experience
free will. Existence is easiest when its pure love (and absence of
hate), however that pure state of mind requires solidarity for
extended periods of time and is unhealthy when experiencing
Earth.

Love is the strongest force in the universe.
Quote.
@kabamur_taygeta
Do you really think an Almighty God made a universe so large the
human mind cannot fathom it, and filled it with demons?
Arrogance.
Angels are not demons. Fear based beliefs are not of GOD. God
is only Love and the universe is filled with benevolent creations of
God.
End quote.

Ariel referred to Earth's design as a prison planet to emphasize
the importance of teaching creation compassion and evidence
based reasoning. Through tradition, love, and experience the soul
could be taught over time. Some have kind souls. Others not so
much. Ascend??

This individual speaks many truths... the Majestic have known
about @kabamur_taygeta for many years now and we have
welcomed the message that they spread.
God is only love.
Absolutely beautiful.
And true.

IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b.
You = 9 * 3.
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love.
Love + Learning = Happiness.
3/6/9 3.

We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

Literally. We are all Gods.
God is only love.
We all can love.
We all can hate.
Evil is only hate.
We are one.
Oneness.
Ra.
Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.

Good and Evil exist within.
Love and fear exist within.
Evil thrives where fear spreads.
Love thrives only around love.
It is easier to fear what you do not know if you've been
conditioned as such.
The Kingdom of Heaven requires the mind of a child.
No fear.
Curiosity.
PURE LOVE.

It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.
Being far from a child is the wrong way of thinking. In order to
understand exoconsciousness and universal love, the mind of a
child is the most compatible. Rejecting that frame of mind is why
the Earth is rooted in evil to begin with.

The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.

Autism is humanity reacting under satanic control. Many on the
spectrum can live off the spectrum in the right environment.
Cabal has poisoned your children. Treating Autism means you
accept their reality and love them unconditionally. You alone
know how to make the right choice.
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With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.

Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.

How was society engineered?
Love brings fear?
Lust creates fake love which brings fear.
Fear of performance,
Fear of betrayal,
Fear of competition,
When you teach the ways of the material realm, you cause people
to misunderstand (intentionally) what kind of love LIGHT is.

The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one.
We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for
our limitations in the lower density. By embracing the
fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and
repair relationships.

Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot
of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess
pieces and they understand their role (taught to them in the
secret societies).
However Trump is the anomaly. Not only was Trump directly
knowledgeable and aware of Extraterrestrial presence on Earth in
the United States actively today (as in now) that taught him the
real source of all knowledge is within through love, light, and
prayer/meditation.

Love is the most powerful force in the universe. Unconditional
love is the purest form of "God" that can exist. "God" is
everything. "God" is one. We are all meant to love and be loved.
Love enables growth and development. Always say "I love you"
when you mean it. It's a spell!
Purpose of life is to love and experience. Sometimes thats what
people just want.

Consciousness is something to be experienced only in pure love.

Great start there. Explore with caution and love.

Cabal wanted to destroy the family unit and replace childhood
with mind control social experiments that harvest negative life
energy so they can exist without LIGHT/Love.
Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to
save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre,
LET ALONE, that in reality it was always A and not D who was
real.
Spectre introduced an international cabal of MANY POWERFUL
PEOPLE who you've been taught to LOVE AND TRUST that were
really just hell bent on world domination at all costs no matter
WHAT THEY DID IN PRIVATE.
Did you see our COUNTLESS MOVIES on this? We love movies.
Are you enjoying the show?
Did you know that by viewing extreme acts of violence that it
desensitizes you to committing/accepting/viewing more acts of
violence?
LOVE is everywhere.
Evil must be sought.
Horrific crimes cannot be prevented. Only through truth faith in
Source, which is LOVE and UNITY can you fend off such negative
energy personally. If all people are taught and equally loved, evil
shall have a hard place among the people to exist.
The Majestic 12 love Magic 8 Balls.
Majestic 12 love digital roots, so does(n't) Tesla physics. 3 6 and 9
govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a specific purpose
esoterically and can be exploited with consciousness.
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MJ12 Magick

How many other points of alignments can be combined with
other kinds of points of alignment?
How does one use the manifestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9
to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality?
45/Q + Wizards + Warlocks = 3
21:00 = 2+1 = 3
[RR]
^3
NWSWIC

from:ts_sci_majic12 magick OR magic
There is so much disinformation in the world.
What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

10 days of darkness 2017-2018
10 days of darkness 2018-2019
10 days of LIGHT in 2019

SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is
unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it).
Just passively watching versus taking notes while watching will
change the level of insight the series provides. Use logic though.
Everything in SG-1 is fictional.
However what SG-1 represents and explains encapsulates the
Majestic 12's sampling of a few missions that were so trivial to
actual ongoing classified operations for use to Disclose essential
information to new military personnel who joined as a result of
SG-1 recruitment.
Not all of those who joined have interacted with any Majestic
programs (even if never seeing a Majestic officer or not but
through the chain of command and compartmentalization of
these continuously manifesting operation objectives). It takes two
to tango.
Instead, we've bred a generation of minds to reach to the stars.
By whose conscious intention? Magick is very real and intentions
can easily be changed by manifesting new conscious thoughts.
As Disclosure unfolds, themes taught in SG-1 must be applied
while approaching objective.

Q
LIGHT IS WITHIN
DARK/322
DARK/NWO
WWG1WGAWWG1WGAWWG1WGA
Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and
virbations?
Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality.
Only love and empathy can give you the strength in your heard
and mind to manifest the reality necessary to eradicate the
scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of Satanic Pedophiles.
Part of Disclosure is releasing the information online for all to
equally explore, but to also realize the enormous amounts of
official disclosures everybody demands in "Full Disclosure".
You've been getting it for months now. Nobody picked up on it so
we ramped up engagement.
When we ramped up engagement, actions started snowballing
into effect.

Disclosure is projected for 2019. It will not be anything close to
First Contact but Antartica will make a presence in Early 2019.
Time is an illusion, as we have stated many times prior so that is
why we used "projected".

It appear we have an audience this evening.
This information will not be disclosed tomorrow evening.
Future proves past.
Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we
speak.
Future proves past.
Think of the vastness of space.
UFOs are a distraction.
Keep your eye on the ball.

Learn the occult magick...
Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies
of all types. Where real magick is taking place. Not all evil. Many
for good.
Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

We are using / against them

Question.
You have advised us to "learn the occult magick."
What are your thoughts on Dean Radin's book, Real Magic?
Can you suggest other books?
[Download the Kindle version and read the intro. You'll love it!]
https://t.co/tvhz0bXWEo
Answer.
Real Magick does attempt (though intentionally incorrectly) to
convey occult magick.

Part of making the reality of child sex trafficking an issue the
President of the United States is ready to issue a National
Emergency coinciding with the following timeline.

The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting. The clock is ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?

On 1/9/2019 the declaration will be delivered at 0900 where you
will have RADIO SILENCE to follow until the next [RADIO
SILENCE] at 2100. Future proves past. Follow the power of 3.
2100 = 3
0900 = 9
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18:00 = 9
1/8/2019
9, 3, and 3
Triangle
Power of threes.
Majestic.

Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.
MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.
Comment.
Another reason for “Qanon or Q!” Q is allowing us to manifest
this light by simply speaking, typing, researching etc. Majestic!!
Answer.
Magick is real.

Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.
The child, 3, are the saved and protected.
The 9s are God & Country.
Country is We, The People.
We are all one.
WWG1WGA.
IS-BE is your soul + body.
Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.
When aligned and grouped, they amplify.

Merry Christmas Eve to those who celebrate the holiday on the
East Coast. We hope you enjoyed your Christmas Eve present
from the Majestic 12. Christmas present will be an AMA on the
occult magick disclosed today. First, meditate to the new ideas,
sleep, and come back ready. 1700

Big things happening behind the scenes. We are not in position
of authority to elaborate further, but remember the power of 3, 6
and 9. Tesla told you if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9.
Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and
when they happen.

Question.
11+11+2+0+1+8=33 day
coincidence or does 33 have special Magick in it ?
Answer.
33°?

We see many 3s 6s and 9s.
Very nice.
Synchronicity is powerful.
Use it to project your conscious will.
Speak it.
Words are spells.
Spells are magick.
Why do we spell words?
Because they are spells.
Magick.
"I need to Google <this>."
^ Magick allows for you to refer to an entire entity in any
part of speech and still "communicate" effectively whereby
strengthening the Magick of the spell.

Question.
What is the significance of the 11:11 that woke so many of us up?
Was it it our subconscious literally trying get the attention of our
conscious mind?
Answer.
Magick
Question.
Magick directed by MJ12?
Answer.
Exploited
Anon Comments.
11/11/2018 = 11
Revelations 11:11, 11:12, 11:13.
At the 11th hour on the 11th day of the 11th month of 1918, the
Great War ends..100th anniversary
Seismic event/earthquake that happened on 11/11/2018, it had
17-second intervals. and scientists are baffled by its wave pattern.
End Anon comments.

If the instrument is broken
the music will be sour.
Magick in those words. Speak them aloud and wisdom will flow
from within.
Date markers are important.
Dark to Light
Winter Solstice
Magick day?

The Majestic 12 love Magic 8 Balls.
The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
You just played God. Meme M.a.g.i.c is magical. What is
M.a.g.i.c.k? How about M.A.J.I.C?

"Magick day?"
Not Majestic day.
"Magick"
Quote https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?
term=Magick
M.a.g.i.c.k
Not to be confused with stage "M.a.g.i.c." M.a.g.i.c.k is art of
utilizing natural forces around us to bring about change.
M.a.g.i.c.k is neutral, neither good, nor evil. The practitioner
decides how they would like to focus this natural energy.
M.a.g.i.c.k is a powerful tool that you can use to bring about
positive changes in your life.

You Are The Plan
We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so
please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining
to this account. We do discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness,
and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology
magick, and Majestic operations.
Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
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bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q !(not) = MJ12
MJ12 !(not) = Q
Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth,
but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we
therefore have a wide range of tools accessible only to us to use,
and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter
to communicate over 8ch.
MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has
posted, nor will we ever on this account. We beg you, if you do
not care to read the information we are sharing, then please
simply block our account.
Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.
Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive
operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government,
another originating from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that
invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be
stop. Great Awakening!

M.a.g.i.c.k.? = Exoconsciousness Reality.
M.a.g.i.c.? = Alternate Realities.
M.A.J.I.C.? = Astral Realities.
Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us
the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to
puberty and puberty into adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick.
Why?
3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.
When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally.
When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful.
When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very
powerful.
When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick
Quote @dailymirror https://t.co/BrKLW45lKP
Little girl's 'inoperable' brain tumour miraculously vanishes stunning doctors
https://t.co/fh1QZZpMbx https://t.co/OOh0CxqcJJ
End Quote.
Answer.
Magick

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
Question.
Whats your definition of Majestic?
Answer
Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.

Its quite simple actually.
God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do
anything.
Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space
with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.
If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the
math, then you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse
frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means
you need to remove information from the equation. What
information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult
skills that require a new way of thinking.

Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because
numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout
the universe.

MJ12 3 6 9 5:5 Intentional magick disclosure.
Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.

IS-BE = 9
3/6/9 9

M.A.J.I.C EYES ONLY
45 + Chuck Schumer
Q + CS

M.a.g.i.c.k.?
M.a.g.i.c.?
M.A.J.I.C.?

What do Gov shutdowns mean?
Could you look him in the eye?
Anything but a Government shutdown?
Why?
THINK LOGICALLY.
VP looked ill?
FOLLOW THE WIVES.
41 187
Did 45 disclose he was Q+?
Eyes Wide Open.
DARK to LIGHT
Nothing can stop what is coming

Majestic 12
Question.
How would you define:
1) M.a.g.i.c.k.?
2) M.a.g.i.c.?
3) M.A.J.I.C.?
Answer.
That wouldn't be very Majestic would it?
Clue:
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NOTHING.

SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

3/6/9 5:5
Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

12/15/18 23:59
3/ 6/ 9 5: 5

Question.
Are the Jesuits black or white hats? Are they instrumental with the
disclosure process?
Answer.

3/6/9 5:5
Odds of doing that twice?
We are the Majestic 12.
This is an illusion.

}
Question.
DJT went to Jesuit school? One of the whistleblowers last
thursday was Jesuit? Confusing
Answer.
We realize the hat icon is black but its a black magicians hat.
Occult magick is taught to the Jesuits and only their allegiance to
LIGHT/LOVE reflect whether they are bad actors or not. The
decision remains within and actions are what defines a person.

3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?
BOOM (

Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
The people must demand it though.

6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12

Comment.
They must all be corrupt, then. Mark Taylor says any 50c3 and
incorporated religions are a deep state owned business and
aren’t true to God.
Answer.
God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?

Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World
Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does
resonate many truths with the true nature of the universe.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?

All Abrahamic religions will be reformed and potentially replaced
entirely with a less politically dogmatic control structure.
Those exist so that the humans who control the world can
appease their "God", an interdimensional being who has a
particular liking for child sacrifice. That being has granted many
of them miracles, cures to diseases, and access to vastly superior
technology.
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Question.
Can you just kill this God so the pedo crap stops? I say cut the
head off a snake & the body will fall. The idea of a God is so
stupid.
Answer.
Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A
God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it. There are
many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with
the enemy is recommended.

Specific MJ12 member? The typist? Or somebody else?
Generally speaking, sexual energy is not appropriately explored
on Earth due to misinformation and disinformation by the ruling
elite class of Earth who are intimately versed in this occult magick.
7/ Scheniderman was Attorney General of New York State.
8/ Underwood? Majestic occupt magick involved here. Think
Frank Underwood. Think monologues given. Washington is the
SWAMP. Pedophilia ignored? Zoey Barnes? Introduce NXIVM.
https://t.co/YyZDTpMdDa
9/ NXIVM was indicted on April 20th 2018 for probable cause
violations that Allison Mack and Keith Raniere (Vanguard) were
guilty of sex trafficking of Children. Dig deeper. 18 USC 1591.
Age range? Children. https://t.co/eIjHmm5YAe

As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They do not value
the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically death is an
illusion however......when your life is ended before you are able to
ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply exist
forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you are
incrementally improving generation over generation in search for
the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God" as
Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere.

17/ Florida is a major state to understand when it comes to the
Deep State, the Bush Cartel, the Saudi's, and interplanetary child
slave trading for religious consumption to continuously feed the
occult magic connected to adrenochrome.
18/ Adrenochrome is traded intergalactically among many power
hungry races. These other races trade knowledge and access to
extreme power for long periods of time in exchange for constant
feedings.
19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the
"demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and
the members who join the Cabal must participate in order to
prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from
their own).

There is so much disinformation in the world.
What is real?
According to Al Gore; Florida should have lost a lot of land by
now since his original predictions of rising ocean levels. Al Gore
has no clue how oceans actually work. Everything seeks
equilibrium and should be carbon neutral. Since oceans rising is a
myth (magick), we must therefore understand that by polluting
the oceans with excessive toxins and heavy metals, we are
changing the frequencies of the entire planet. Whether people
are aware of it, all Climate Change related science is actually
involved in terraforming Earth at a very slow rate for Cabal
fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves).

20/ When Time and Space are an illusion to you, and you have a
ship capable of interplanetary travel, trading a few favors for
"convenient events" in exchange for the sacrifices. These entities
exist solely for this purpose and they too hve very advanced
technology.
21/ A lot of that technology has come out ot Florida and the the
systematic attack on youth and our childhood came out of both
Florida and Hollywood; but probably more consequently, Florida.
22/ The programs operated out of Florida by the OLD GUARD
were horrific crimes against humanity and admission into the
Galactic Federation requires all world leaders to unite behind
eradicating these enemies.

Open source intelligence. Think for yourself.
Research for yourself. Stay educated.
Bane told Harry that drinking the blood of a unicorn (unicorn =
baby) will keep you alive from Death but at a terrible cost. Hagrid
says "We do not speak his name?"
RIP? NO NAME
Question.
Are both your IS and BE damaged by this half life? Is either
destroyed?
Answer.
Your IS is damaged by this, and the Magick sustains the BE.

Sometimes to win a war, one must get their hands dirty. How did
the technology get developed that enabled WL to pull off what it
did shortly after Cabal pulled off 9/11 while we wanted Disclosure
and the Great Awakening.
The Majestic 12 declared WAR on the Bush Cartel, The Clinton
Foundation, The NO NAME Foundation, AND MANY MANY
MORE because they immediately became a National Security risk.
Before they were cockroaches who were feeding on your
children, lurking in the dark.

Question.
Why do TPTB require sexual enslavement to enhance
themselves?
Answer.
The siphon the sexual energy from one IS-BE to another to
strengthen their subconscious abilities to physically manifest
reality. Essence of magick.
Question.
Please define 'your' definition of sexual enslavement.
Answer.

The Skull & Bones Society has many dark cult and occult magick
in its teachings.
It only focuses on worshiping the material realm.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
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The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?
The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays
respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will
inevitably be caused directly by their hands and their decisions.
They are taught the magick of power and control.
Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can
be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference
pattern with the victims consciousness frequency therefore
starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.
You realize that through your ability to bring Death and Despair
you are given privileges that allow you to shape others' realities
through your decisions because everybody plays the game.
Everybody plays the game because the shop in their stores. They
eat at their restaurants. They stay in their hotels. They hide in plain
sight. Symbology will be their downfall. Jeffrey Epstein was
involved in a transnational child prostitution sex trafficking ring
with CF!
Many technologies came from the Majestic 12 to make this all
possible. We were the group who orchestrated the last 70 years.
The good, the bad, and the ugly. This group was in power for
THOUSANDS of years operating in plain sight. Before the
invasion of Earth, people were FREE.
This criminal enterprise gained control over our vice grip on the
Government as a means to KEEP THEM IN POWER. They feed off
you. Why are you playing their game? How do we change the
game?
The technology used by WL to give the Majestic 12 proper
insurance against this criminal organization that ceased control
over our Government because we actually under estimated them.
How can they do what they do?
How is it even possible? It breaks your heart when you have to
see what some of those kids went through. We are returning
power back to We, The People.

intelligence detects extreme criminal behavior (child
pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc.
weapons development etc.)?
Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic
Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.
When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future? Everyone understanding who and what
QAnon is understands a Majestic magick.
Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.
Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?
Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT
Q said are you ready for a video.
How do you make the case without victimizing the children?
More drops incoming.
Show these to your most liberal Trump hating bigot family
member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening.
This is Majestic Magick.
Use it. https://t.co/QyT528hxMh
Moloch is the ancient babylonian IS-BE that feeds on children
immediately at birth due to the extremely concentrated source of
life energy that can be consumed to make your own IS-BE's
consciousness projection aura stronger than surrounding IS-BEs.
Photograph.
Not art.
Psyop. https://t.co/1iOzJQygsQ
Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/
only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick
involved in cultivating children for consumption requires one to
be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that
"entity"......are organically generating new energy that the higher
lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to
an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, some rare cases their own (CC?),
gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of
people suffering.
Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead,
out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people
continue to defend this practice because it is essential to almost
all secret societies occult magickal power over society. Shaping
philosophy by will.
NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.
The Executive Order is protecting all children.

DARK > LIGHT
With great power comes great responsibility.
Majestic.
The choice to use crypto is yours alone to make as it is a shark
tank filled with blood.
Majestic Magick
Are you enjoying the movie?
Time Is An Illusion
In the unclassified world, quantum computing systems are
Magick technologies. Intercepting consciousness is different than
finding alternate realities and extracting the information that
consciously connects.
Digital systems can be of elementary design where privacy is not
even a concept explored. Not all, but some. Phones, tablets,
printers, scanners, etc are all computer systems. Digital systems
can include circuit components like 555 clocks.
What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to
automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial
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Rush to legalization.
Legalization of pedophilia, child sacrifice, and Sharia Law.
Get ready for the National Emergency.
It will happen.
Watch

Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM...whether you are drinking
reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that
do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance that your
body tries to regulate itself to. There are many things one must do
to heal and enable their pineal gland for non sleep.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I listen to FM radio but find it makes me
sleepy. When I listen to same music on CD there is no effect?
Answer.
MK Ultra
Worldwide frequency technologies are regulated and controlled
by US Gov.
Failure to comply = Sanctions..

The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of
how long you correct your diet. Let's give you some example
figures to work with, perhaps this may help you.

Question.
Are there musicians that are producing music that can assist with
awakening? If so can you name a few?
Answer.
No. Music heard directly from instruments. Digital encoding
compromises the magick embedded within music.
Musical instruments give you accurate frequencies of sound that
contain their esoteric magick. Its lost with digital translation.
Music can have spiritual sides to it as well as medical. Lyrics within
music are carefully crafted spells of Magick. The strength of the
spell is proportional to the emotional reaction the artist receives
from others "moved" by the music.
Your subconscious is what picks and chooses music that resonate.
For many, cultural expectations pertaining to "constant music
listening" is tied to "emptiness" and "NPCness" and is the root
cause of many social and emotional reactions to live events.
Like all interactions in the lower densities of consciousness; what
you inject into your body, what you consume for your food, what
you bush your teeth with, where you get your "news", and many
more elements are all contributing factors to your aura/IS-BE
resonance frequency.
When a person is comfortable with demonic music, their IS-BE is
crying for their ego to listen. Instead, the mathematical patterns in
music composition theory are studied mind control scriptures to
"create masterpieces". There is a perceived formula for success.
With all music, look into the lyrics, see if you can see similarities
between the words "sung" and what resonates from within. Track
these. Analyze for themes or patterns. Then meditate on distinct
themes or patterns discovered. New information shall unlock to
the open minded.
With great power comes great responsibility.
-MJ12

If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American
Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of
PERFECT detoxification, meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle
(including whether you work or not) in order to START using
"magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard
American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the
remainder 15 years were 50/50 between eating organic whole
foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to
START using "magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the
Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to
meditate (and do) and engage in non-childs-play-talk, you will
begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."

Nothing to see here.
The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about
the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along
Pineal decalcification techniques are readily available on the
internet. A simple search will yield positive results. Its essential to
understand that if you cleanse your pineal gland with
supplements that you allow your body the necessary time to
adjust to the dietary change.

Humans have the ability.
They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth.
Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12. It was
ESSENTIAL that we kept the secret while it was necessary AT ALL
COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible that
Earth would have been invaded again, just like it was 6,000 years
ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery and
civilization would have been RESET, like it was then. Instead,
because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to
ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the mistakes of
the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science
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fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST
PREPARED humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in
Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe
is...
OUT OF THIS WORLD!
The destruction of the OLD GUARD is larger than just the United
States.
This requires a global GREAT AWAKENING.
Big things happening behind the scenes. We are not in position
of authority to elaborate further, but remember the power of 3, 6
and 9. Tesla told you if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9.
Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and
when they happen.
The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is so much
disinformation in the world. What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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MJ12 MajestiQ Operations
have distinct signatures.

Trust in the Majestic 12 is non-optional for Earth.
Slavery is wrong, but it is a common tool all civilizations use
during their stages of cultural and spiritual development. The
Majestic operate on such different timelines that we view it as a
small factor in the grande scheme.
A life over billions of years that experiences slavery for a
thousand years is still free for 999,999,000 of those years.

Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.

The message is more important than the messenger.
Who the messenger is, will shock you.
Who the typist is, will shock you.
Shock creates emotion.
We are the Majestic 12.
We operate outside of normal protocol that best serve our
agenda.
Not everything is as it seems.
Facts Matter.

Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies. Discover
the truth with an open mind.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.

Operations are active. We will not engager current OPs.

Dear Mr and Mrs America,

Question.
How about showing yourself... Show who you really are
Answer.
Allow us to explain a paradigm:
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy
Biological = 3D/Science/Life
Entity = Instance

The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by
the United States Government that would operate outside of law,
oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place
in the Desert in Roswell, New Mexico. Join us...
The Majestic 12 is not an Official Government Agency. Its an
unacknowledged (leaked so public has known for decades)
group deep inside the Military Industrial Complex responsible for
containing the research and disclosing the truth slowly over a 90
year plan.

Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.

Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.

Therefore...
Consider the following disclosures provided to you before hand:

Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.

1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.
2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication
to a Typist within the United States.
3/ There are 3 typists total.
4/ They do not know each other.
5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.
6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.
7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication
aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.
8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.
9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/M.B. CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE

So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher
dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a
face on the Majestic 12 is as meaningless as you can understand.

The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?
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The Entity Ego of the typists involve have no bearing on Majestic
Operations.

https://t.co/aWCAZ4nf7h
Less than 10 involved in the Q operations.
MJ12 operations !(not) = Q operations.
Separate entities.
Need to know compartmentalization.
Logical thinking required.

The Majestic 12 will continue its operation on Twitter until it is
complete. Not every detail is shared with the Q team. There are
many players involved in the operations at large and we must all
remain united. You failed to "out MJ12". Accept and move on.
Divided you are weak.

Extreme secrecy and extreme security coupled with no rights as
an officer when it comes to the security and safety of the
operations.

MJ-12 is non-hierarchical. All members have equal power and
authority to perform MAJIC operations. Everything was NEED TO
KNOW. Don't dismiss all disinformation. Disinformation is real
and necessary. WHY?

We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so
please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining
to this account. We do discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness,
and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology
magick, and Majestic operations.

Cannot comment on current operations in play.
Allow us to translate:
1) Illuminati bloodline families are no conspiracy.
2) Nothing but conspiracy surrounds the activities of these
families.
3) Money talks, especially when its debt backed fiat currency
based money that actively enslaves most people.
https://t.co/b9mZn6iFvD

Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q !(not) = MJ12
MJ12 !(not) = Q

There are no subscriptions or monetization associated with this
account. Tax payers are paying the operating expenses. In terms
of "mind fuck riddles", we understand that it is frustrating,
however many operations are currently ONGOING and therefore
no leaks of CLAS intel.

Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth,
but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we
therefore have a wide range of tools accessible only to us to use,
and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter
to communicate over 8ch.

Not all operations are malevolent.
Including psychological operations.

MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has
posted, nor will we ever on this account. We beg you, if you do
not care to read the information we are sharing, then please
simply block our account.

We will not spoon feed answers to crying IS-BEs. You must find
strength within and LEARN THE COMMS. Information like this has
been concealed for centuries and has been hiding in plain sight
using many psychological warfare operations. Break the
conditioning. Trust your IS-BE.

Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.

Question.
I see 4 possibilities...
1. They’re talking to each other.
2. There are members of Majestic 12 on Q team.
3. Both groups utilize some sort tech / AI that prompts them
toward certain points.
4. The tech initiated on 11/11 increased coherence of the
collective consciousness.
Answer.
2 & 4, however the operations do not intersect. They are
complimentary.

Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive
operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government,
another originating from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that
invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be
stop. Great Awakening!

MJ12 is a peer of Q, not connected. Separate operations.

"Be careful who you follow" means many things.
Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.

Some of the Generals on the Q team are signed into MAJIC EYES
ONLY programs and therefore are Majestic in their duties. Does
not mean they are all equally signed into the exact same
operations.

Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says: https://t.co/yFxnrTFTf8
Trust yourself.

Q is an NSA/D.I.A. operation. MJ12 is above Q in secrecy mostly
because MJ12's base of operations is not on planet Earth.
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from developing into a first world collection of countries. Under
Q/45, strings are being cut and DARKNESS will see LIGHT!
https://t.co/ogemizWmEV

Distraction !(not) = BS
Distraction means eye off the target.
Q mission is necessary.
Cabal "leak" space related stories to distract.
Eyes wide open.
Target was the Senate.
53-47
Think of the vastness of space.
99% of UFOs are manmade.
Majestic Operations

Question.
Were there tunnels being expanded in new areas, i.e. a California
town?
Answer.
Many tunnels previously in the private sector are being renovated
for convergences of private SSP/public disclosure.
Not further. Operations are active. Classified..

QAnon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"
Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

[Bitcoin]
"Insurance Policy" -> Pump $$$ + Marketing Into Bitcoin
[Insurance Policy] = Bitcoin Crash
Why was bitcoin created?
Coyotes used bitcoin for laundering "not real money" for
trafficking operations.
44 DOJ = Silent + Facilitator + Direct Beneficiary
45 DOJ = [Bitcoin] (has an expiration date)
How do you prosecute those who created the bots?
How do you recover projected losses?
How long have the bots been actively siphoning hundreds of
billions of dollars from the entire globe lost in the noise of buys/
sells by regular people?
How many TRILLIONS?
Piggybank. https://t.co/KtIx9bEeiJ

Cannot comment on current operations in play.
Q Post 2539
The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI, + other US/Foreign
assets have been actively working behind the scenes in one of
the largest criminal investigations in modern day history.

Question.
I don't own any bitcoin, but I do understand blockchain. I'm pretty
solid at math, but I wouldn't call myself a wizard. My point is why
create something for laundering assets when there's really no
need? Trillions upon trillions have been laundered through USD
at this point.
Answer.
USD certainly is a problem, however who safeguards USD?
Secret Service
JCOS [RENEGADE] [2013]?
Switch to enforce laundering.
Track metrics since 2013 pre & post.
Follow the money.
Bitcoin was used for trafficking and laundering.
Tech giants were number one facilitators.
[GOOG]
When Slack goes down, it trends on Twitter.
Slack is used as the defacto work communication chat service.
Silicon Valley uses Slack.
Silicon Valley companies operate like cults.
How do you shake up their world?
Change the logo.
Subconscious panic for millions.
Forced awakening?

Godspeed Q Team.
Millions of American Patriots know what you are doing and they
are actively praying for your success as we bring DARK > LIGHT.
Those who reject Q or denounce it as "fake" are protecting what
should never grow on the vine.
DARK > LIGHT
D5.
"And the establishment has been involved in a MASSIVE
COVERUP of wide spread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to the Clinton's
in power."
https://t.co/xc90PXYGYG
Q 2539
The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI, + other US/Foreign
assets have been actively working behind the scenes in one of
the largest criminal investigations in modern day history.
Transnational criminal cartel involved in trafficking of minors for
prostitution.

Allow us to add another layer.
Software Engineers Consume Excessive XXX
Tech Giants hire those engineers.
Tech Giants manufacture hardware that can operate 90% of the
internet solely for the purpose of pornography.

Dark to Light. Clowns were running child smuggling operations
out of South America (SA) for decades deliberately preventing SA
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The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.

The Domain were never actively engaged or present with
lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher dimensions
since they are mostly exist in those higher densities. They only
fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is through the
light). .. when they have a need for making contact in the third
dimension or handling matters in the third density. Beings from
Earth during the times of Atlantis etc knew of The Domain
indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually lived side by
side.

Question.
So for clarification - they use sexual Enslavemetment to change
the matrix they and we live in through enhanced consciousness.
Answer
Correct. 90% of the internet is porn.
The siphon the sexual energy from one IS-BE to another to
strengthen their subconscious abilities to physically manifest
reality. Essence of magick.

Humans fear what they do not understand. To understand that
beautiful being (really, they were intelligent, loving, and curious)
you first had to shatter the illusion of your own reality. This forced
many in MJ12 to "panic" and double down on secrecy operations
while exploiting.

Social Media + Advertising + Clowns Exploit Emotions
You will never be able to force change on the inside. Tech Giants
operate like cults to the advancement of their CEO/Brand at the
expense of their subordinates. Failure to align with this cult will
result in your removal from the organization completely and be
blacklisted.
The need was to take wealth away from average citizens who
don't normally fund their operations through drugs, sex, and
crime extortion. They perpetuated the fraud because it lined their
pockets despite the technology having strong potential. The story
around bitcoin is disinfo.

The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."
Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:
Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at DIA,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,

- VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a
new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.
- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and
several other locations.
- Majestic 12 is an old name.
- We were also known as the "WORKING GROUP"
Putting America "back to work".
MAJESTIC

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who were the surveillance systems of the
world in general set up to keep track of? Human under the
disguise of national security or were they *watching* someone
else?
Answer.
It was created to ensure that the Cabal could operate with
complete autonomy. They knew where to go so nobody would
find. Information is power.

Cannot comment on current operations in play.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from D.I.A. assets using social media tools, like Anonymous
Official, and this account to disclose vital information about the
MAJESTIC reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

∆∆∆
Majestic Message of Discussion
We are Disclosing vital information about the fundamental
structure of society in such a way that would make anybody say
"WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?! It has spaceships and it rapes babies.
Its stolen trillions in wealth from us and has damaged Earth."
Military Tribunals are part of the plan to purge the Earth from the
animals that have lurked in plain sight for decades and ... BOOM

We are the masters of movies. Everything is intentional even if
you believe the purpose was not obvious. IS-BEs can get
compromised and work in secret. NSA '47 allowed them to create
SCI to hide their activity. Need to know.

BOOM BOOM (

This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the
INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of
disclosing SOME activities to the public.

We have the server(S).
"Massive coverup of widespread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation" - 45

This account is not expressing opinion. It is disclosing formerly
classified intelligence the Majestic 12 had acquired regarding
consciousness and how reality works. We are not interested in
philosophical debate with any individual. We instead will opt with
no reply.
MJ12

Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand
what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes.
How?
The answer is Majestic if not a direct violation of the 4th
Amendment if not explicitly used for National Security. Mass
surveillance. Majestic.
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We live in the world today however the threat of mass
surveillance from the Military is 0, however from highly political
weapons like the DOJ/FBI + UK/AU/assets made them the Cabal.
What if new laws could be introduced?

Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?
Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT
∆∆∆

What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to
automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial
intelligence detects extreme criminal behavior (child
pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc.
weapons development etc.)?

Requires global brain activity over 30% to create "things" with
your mind. Cabal engineered education reprograms the mind to
operate at 5% or less.

Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic

SHEEP NO MORE.

Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.

mostly around the electrical capacitance capabilities of the brains
neural activity current human brain structure is not advanced
enough to handle higher currents of electricity

When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future?

Yes, but as you will note in the other tweet we sent, the
capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human)
would result in limited functionality such as lower speeds, lack of
sensors, etc. etc. Simultaneously controlling those type of
subsystems require the brain to process a lot of information
simultaneously in your conscious mind. Impossible for the
unseasoned pilot. However a seasoned pilot who can intuitively
FEEL the craft they are controlling (with manual controls and
nobs) have the closest ability to learn how to control these UFOs.
In many regards, an IQ of at least 400 is required to fly some of
the more basic consciousness crafts we have in our possession.
IQ not being measured by currently public tests.
for those who struggle with interpersonal issues flight of this type
is impossible

Everyone understanding who and what Q Anon is understands a
Majestic magick.
Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.

"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q

What if we can turn the dial on?
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.

Like human experimentations into telepathic humans.
How many children died?
More than you know.
More than you could stomach.

As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal),
we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means
to weed this cancer from Society.

Comment.
Millions of children died, million are still missing on Mars or the
moon in slave colony's, in DUMBS. Alot of sleeper agents and
what they call assets still being used to this very day. A lot military
experiments, human and non human. Mk ultra supersoldiers.
Reply.
Not as many as you believe.

Hollywood always sells the idea of mass surveillance as a bad
thing. It is a bad thing, for them. Equal application of our Laws.
Thank you Justice Kavanaugh.
These people are sick.
They have no place to walk our streets.

What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.

Two tiers of justice.
Connected to DOJ/FBI rings = Safe??
That's the open secret required among all in the sick game they
are playing have, as long as they were in power they could cover
it up completely and they had to. The rules somehow didn't apply
to them. They were never matters of National Security. Why?
WHY?

But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain
degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their
free will rights (just as every other intelligent life form receives on
Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.
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There are many people in Government currently who are actively
working to sabotage the Space Force's chances of success. They
are the enemy of the people. With regard to our planetary
evolution, we must look to the stars and unite as one. We all live
on the same pale blue dot.

got in the hands of the "good" side of DIA, and later to 45, those
weapons can now be used.
Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our
Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our
Military." NOT ANYMORE.

Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts. Many
ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most don't
want Humans to find out.

The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."

some of the craziest people are the most intelligent
Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.
The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An
invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened.
Americans were to be the losers of that battle. But regardless of
how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that
322 is powerful.
For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

Indeed.
However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.

The United States will never cease its relationship with Saudi
Arabia so long as the Stargate in Saudi Arabia is under the
Kingdom's control. The US has a vested interest in the joint
military operations behind operating the gate/portal.

The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.

∆∆∆
Majestic Message of Disclosure

Not all CIA is bad. Cabal operates 60-75% of all TS and higher
criminal activity. Remainder is by civilians.

Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical
role in one of the CIA's MAJESTIC operations that included the
following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain
secrecy):
1/ Mind Control experiments were heavily funded at the federal
level in Florida that resulted in many "sleeper cell" agents to be
activated at specific events.
2/ Organized child procurement operations embedded deep
within very large media corporations to provide supply to
transnational CIA child trafficking trade.
3/ Public Space port of entry means federal funding is laundered
through Florida essentially funding all of these operations.
4/ Victims in the State of Florida include citizens on rare
occasions. Non-citizens are essential to this organization. They
believe the non-citizen is consumable and disposable because
they are not protected under our laws.
5/ The Floridian incumbent Senator is a dirty politician with
skeletons deep inside his closet including providing protection to
Broward County election corruption because of the implications
actions would have on these unacknowledged CIA/Majestic
operations.
6/ The Floridian defeated politician is deeply involved in these
unacknowledged programs which include a perverted affinity
towards young children, including pedophilia and sodomy as well
as snuff murder.
7/ The Majestic Operations running domestically in Florida were
being run to supply money, children, slaves, and political power

Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet.
However, the purpose of the Space Force creation was to force all
of the secret technology out of the shadows and into the
Commander in Chief's desk.
Yhe law requires them to comply.
Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.
The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such.
Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.
Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
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to several DUMBs strategically placed within Broward County and
Palm Beach County.
8/ The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the
super elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits
America and it is one that includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life
not only here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and many more.
9/ A Stargate exists in Florida that transports hundreds of assets
between off world bases.
10/ Many who are transferred are children being funneled
through some of the major entertainment corporations of Florida
who were Majestic appointees of the past.
11/ Florida is not an anomaly. You can dig deep in every state in
the Union, however Florida is certainly a hub of some sorts.
12/ You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD
GUARD. You are watching the true IDENTITY of the "Deep State" /
"Democratic Party". Not Democrats. The party corporation itself.
13/ This body is vastly responsible for the manufacturing of
mainstream propaganda, entertainment of all types from
childrens stories to porn with child themes to tv shows that are
absolutely worthless to a militarized presence in Space filled with
hostile aliens. No peace.
14/ This body is also vastly responsible for the manufacturing of
compliant subordinates that is okay with their own children being
abducted for these secret programs. Some of them are actually
complicit. They know what happens and understand that they are
a pawn and not personal
15/ This body is also vasty responsible for news and political
media coverage in the United States. For decades their strictly
controlled pundits regularly visited Majestic Operations in Florida
which included blackmail collection using children.
16/ It wasn't until the "good" side of the Military took control over
Majestic 12 in a capacity capable of dismantling it did we start to
see top US Intel officials become full time anchors for the largest
news and politics media corporations. The ship is sinking. They
know it.
17/ Florida is a major state to understand when it comes to the
Deep State, the Bush Cartel, the Saudi's, and interplanetary child
slave trading for religious consumption to continuously feed the
occult magic connected to adrenochrome.
18/ Adrenochrome is traded intergalactically among many power
hungry races. These other races trade knowledge and access to
extreme power for long periods of time in exchange for constant
feedings.
19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the
"demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and
the members who join the Cabal must participate in order to
prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from
their own).
20/ When Time and Space are an illusion to you, and you have a
ship capable of interplanetary travel, trading a few favors for
"convenient events" in exchange for the sacrifices. These entities
exist solely for this purpose and they too hve very advanced
technology.
21/ A lot of that technology has come out ot Florida and the the
systematic attack on youth and our childhood came out of both
Florida and Hollywood; but probably more consequently, Florida.
22/ The programs operated out of Florida by the OLD GUARD
were horrific crimes against humanity and admission into the
Galactic Federation requires all world leaders to unite behind
eradicating these enemies.

23/ Another alien "hot bed" and pedophilia rampant culture,
France, just had an assassination attempt on 45. The destruction
of the OLD GUARD is larger than just the United States. This
requires a global GREAT AWAKENING.
24/ We honor and respect the service and dedication to our
County that all Veterans of America have put forth. Freedom isnt
free and some make the ultimate sacrifice. Many were betrayed,
and for that we are committed to unifying the country once again
through truth and disclosure
25/ Finally, remember Billionaire pedophile Jeff Epstein who ran
the Lolita Express where Bill Clinton regularly frequented was
actually just an FBI operation being run under Comey. Those who
know cannot sleep. PANIC IN DC. Trust the plan!
26/ Every major legal authority in Florida was corrupted by
Operation Majestic Childhood. Jeffrey Epstein's case proved it.
When he got off on real charges, the Cabal believed it got
measurably stronger and more confident. More mistakes.
27/ The Majestic 12 on paper is not involved in any of this activity,
however outside of insecure paper, alterier motives corrupted
early members of Majestic 12 where their actions alone where
Majestic that make it very difficult to combat in the dark.
∆∆∆
Question.
@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs
@intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @dbongino Question: Is there
any truth to SenateAnon statements before Q on 4chan/8chan?
Blackmail controlling everything for the handlers so Trump has
nobody? Declas by 3/19? Arrests to start publicly?
Answer.
Disinformation is real and necessary. After this [senator] leaked
classified information about ongoing operations we couldn't
prosecute them. They exited with dignity against their will in
2018. Partial truth lies within disinformation. Truth resonates from
within. Successes? No.

Social Media Regulation to include protections against
"disinformation campaigns" such as topics like "conspiracy
theories", "anti-vaccination", "informed consent", and other
Majestic operations?
Politicians are looking to exploit DCMA to silence Q&Anons +
MJ12.

Question
Where can we learn more about the Galactic Federation? OR,
what current sources of information are "mostly" accurate about
the Galactic Federation? I had a recent dream about an offworld
cultural exchange program... something about a "2nd wave."
Quite interesting indeed!
Answer.
Remote Viewing, Deep Meditation, and a clear mind go a long
way to making telepathic contact with members of the Galactic
Federation. Some are actively communicating now.
Question.
I just saw Stargate SG-1 (season 4 episode 16 - "2010") where the
Aschen were trying to wipe out humans with an anti-aging
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technology (that also secretly made them sterile). Creepy to hear
you talk like this though. What about when you mentioned
humans can be up to 1,000 years!?

the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced
enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes.
One final note here, we have, through our exploration,
discovered countless other planets with civilizations similar to
ours in development progress that through the interventions of
extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien life and
technology before people were properly prepared and became
enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.

Answer.
The Aschen are not known by that name, but they are very real
and we made contact with them back in the late 1970s. In the TV
show, SG-1 used the Stargate to "time travel" to prevent it from
wiping out life on Earth. The only reality impacted in that episode
was Gen. Hammond.

Question.
Just speculating...if MJ-12 has connection to Source
consciousness, and/or Looking Glass Technology, they would
probably have an overview of how individual IS-BEs have been
incarnating in and out of history. I suppose they could even be
tracking our IS-BEs through various lives!
Answer.
We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.

The disaster was diverted by Gen. Hammond accessing
information stored inside time to prevent a disaster. The Stargate
in Area S-4 (SW of Area 51) is a time machine for the IS-BE who
uses it as well as a wormhole dialing device. Orientation changes
the physics and outcome.
Stargates do not look like that. They sit on the floor level with it
and a bright light shines from the device when its activated. You
walk into the light and are either transported or given a very real
vision depending on if you're using the time machine observer
feature or not.

Question
Any of those you track active MAGAs on Twitter? Or even
mentioned in or replying to your tweets?
Answer.
Yes

Quote.
You could observe your own birth and parents as they were

Question.
So MJ-12 started as an project to coalesce nazi ufo tech (nazi bell
aircraft) into one classified project. Then later dibanded and
reformed to declass the ufo info into the public space “QAnon
style”? And the military is using accounts like this and Anon Offic
to do that?
Answer..
QAnon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"
Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

younger # sign me up!
Reply.
By that logic you could watch your parents during the time you
were conceived have sex. Although causality laws make that more
difficult than you realize.
Question.
You can observe specific points of time in the past without
actually going there?
Answer.
Future too.
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.
Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:

Question.
So the military/intel agencies are spreading info to the public and
killing the deep state via 1000 cuts via multi sources (social
media, msm, etc). All this to awaken the people as the world
turns.

Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at DIA,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day, though individuals can
use technology to put scrambling technology in place that
prevent you from being able to remote view into a DUMB or any
other classified location.

Answer.
We call it the Great Awakening.
So the military/intel agencies are spreading info to the public and
killing the deep state via 1000 cuts via multi sources (social
media, msm, etc). All this to awaken the people as the world
turns.

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy?
Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about
that technology without disclosing WHERE we also learned about
Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the
Situation Room how devastating that could be for the United
States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM

Question.
Unrelated: Does Lazar even remember he’s MJ12?
Or was he sent out, “Weaponized” for the information war &
doesn’t know the implications of what he does.
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However being MJ12, Bob knew BEFORE being wiped what he
was getting into. Bob is/was a patriot & he is playing a role?
Answer.
Active operation.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation is necessary.

How did POTUS fly?
What else has happened recently?
Clown tech vs Majestic tech.
Wizards and Warlocks are active.
Eyes Wide Open.
UFOs !(not)= Aliens

Above Majestic is a new documentary on iTunes that challenges
your world view understanding of the state of global affairs from
a lens that is actively silenced and suppressed by the Deep State.
Why?
Disinformation?
Misinformation?
Conspiracy?
Who controls who?

DisclosureL First Contact!
Question.
Could you explain the relation between Majestic 12 and Donald
Trump ?
Thank you
Answer.
We recruited Donald Trump. We gave him an opportunity and he
took it.

We do not endorse Above Majestic and nor do we agree with
everything it says. Disinformation is necessary and there is
disinformation contained within it, however the intent of the
documentary aligns with our efforts.

Question.
This is transparency, thank you l
Did you recruit him after his election ? How do you take such a
decision within your board ?
Answer.
We recruited him in 2001.

BL recently released a movie.
Physics dictates reality.
New physics?
New reality.
What was BL's mission?
Was he selected because he would leak?
Was he offered an NDA to ONLY disclose alt. physics?
Did you watch him lie?
"I saw no extraterrestrials."
Are you sure BL?
BL !(not)= MJ-1/12

Question
Was it his initiative or your suggestion to run for presidency ?
If you were behind him, how could others not believe in his
election ?
Answer.
Everything was planned. DJT vocalized to MJ12 via TV interviews
and tapped private conversations that he was serious when he
suggested it, though vocalized how much he wouldn't LIKE doing
it (in contrast to his former lifestyle).

Question.
Do you know where we are headed with these planes? When?
Answer.
Operations are active. We will not engager current OPs.

We convinced him to bite the bullet and run.
19/ President Trump is now Commander in Chief. He doesnt need
his Foundation anymore to do GOOD for the World and bring
LIGHT to all. The world is watching. The world is waiting. The
world will learn the TRUTH! SHEEP NO MORE! Disclosures come
in small segments because prosecuting this group is going to be
a dozy. Are you ready for the show? When do specific EOs
become activated? Why did General Sessions resign? Why did
Graham question Justice K about enemy combatants in Military
Tribunals? Why was the Senate KEY? Why was the SC ESSENTIAL?
RULE OF LAW!

William Cooper was a subordinate to MJ4. MJ4 is not actively
involved in this operation.
He knew what he signed up for.
Question.
If we may ask, what is MJ4 up to nowadays?
Answer.
Compartmentalization and need-to-know prevent MJXs from
knowing what other MJXs are doing, unless they are jointly
signed into the same program. Left hand doesn't know what its
right hand is doing.

20/ Flynn will begin testifying against this group and bring down
the whole house of cards over the next few months. The plan has
been carefully scripted and has expectations of the outcome due
to WE THE PEOPLE's love for our children as our country is forced
into grieving.

Question.
Were there tunnels being expanded in new areas, i.e. a California
town?
Answer.
Many tunnels previously in the private sector are being renovated
for convergences of private SSP/public disclosure.
Not further. Operations are active. Classified.

21/ DARK TO LIGHT
Quote @USAgov, 06/12/18.
Happy 94th birthday to George H.W. Bush, the 41st President of
the United States. President Bush becomes the first former
Commander in Chief to reach the age of 94: https://t.co/
vwuGlYlNWm

How many countries is the Military in?
POTUS told the world in front of his Generals.
What was his reaction?
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End quote.

commodity. Epstein was consuming hundreds of young souls for
his own perversion with no regard for victims.
In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras.

Reply, 06/12/18. (6 3 9)
Hello Majestic 12 leader (of decades)... we hope you enjoy the
afterlife (in hell). https://t.co/NlRFfI8XyJ
George Bush is a product of the society created by the banking
cartel. He learned at a young age whose side to pick, and it
played out well for him. He does, though, struggle with sleeping
most nights. He does feel ashamed, especially as he is about to
meet God. We'll see.

Not a religion.
This includes being able to safely explore sexuality among peers
in healthy situations where engagement would not be considered
criminal and therefore not illegal.
Adults must be classified as individuals who have no more than 2
years of age from the teenager.

He did set things right, behind the scenes. He resigned
leadership of the Majestic 12 to pave room for the Trump Era. He
realized he perpetrated a LOT of evil around the world, but he
doesn't regret everything.

National Security.
Only the betrayal of his God.
It's always been about him.
Until now.

Solving "Child Sex Trafficking" means we must bring DARKNESS
to LIGHT related to the fundamental structures of the porn
industry and how its a multibillion dollar a year industry. Imagine
making millions on selling quilts? Or videos teaching languages?

Comment.
Oh man, I was so looking forward to who this was going to be.
Major disappointment. ugh and ick. But thank you for letting us
know. I prefer to be informed (even if the info is a raspberry).
Reply.
Too bad, raspberries are good for opening your pineal gland.

No, but children? Ç Ç Ç Ç
Adults exploring sexual energy together is extremely important
for relationships however the current obsession with family porn,
incest, bestiality, dungeon sex slaves, torture, abuse, rape all in
the name of acting.
They worship this energy. Allow them.

Another Majestic 12 member will be exposed in the upcoming IG
Report too... but that one will be more difficult to guess.
In the mean time, any guesses?

However we must address using drug smuggling by Clowns cross
sections with these trafficking rings. Drugs are used to collect
blackmail on victims and increased risk of sexual abuse to be
traded among other wealthy celebrities. Some "porn stars" are
victims of horrific horrific crimes and its truly bad.

3) Between $400M and $2.5B in "donations" must be considered
taxable income and the donors must pay taxes on the illegal
donations.
The Clinton Foundation operated as a foreign agent who actively
worked against the National Security interests of the United
States. TREASON.

You can see ! the abuse in their words and eyes. Why is this
allowed to happen? We have the intelligence that these networks
exist. Teenagers exploring sexuality with each other must be
protected in segments to ensure common development
experiences where emotions are explored together in healthy
ways that encourage love, compassion, ingenuity, dedication,
motivated, happy, etc with each other where the presence of
these networks + big money to be earned with relatively "little
difficulty" with extremely hight emotional costs resolve

Wide spread criminal activity = international child sex trafficking
ring.
State Department used for facilitating financial/asset
arrangements with other nations to procure a constant supply of
children.
Clinton Foundation was used as one (of many) front companies
for access.
When these young girls get groomed for pornography they
engage in non violent sexual activity with politicians, celebrities,
bankers, tech executives, and many other people as a commodity
of sex being sold for thousands of dollars a session in the form of
money laundering.
National Security law should create ranges for legally being able
to provide consent. Young relationships and young teenagers
need to explore relationships with each other they should be able
to consent among each other. In legal cases this can protect
wrongly served "justice".
However, 18 being legal age of consent among relationships also
means consent of predatory sexual hunting by powerful
billionaires and millionaires who consumed youth like a

Cabal taught lies.
Chaos needs to be controlled. Uncontrolled drops create
unpredictability. During Elections that trick has been used before.
Information is seeded into the public through these forms of
comms. Public opinion and outcry forces declassification of clown
activity.
Question..
DID you dump GEORGE BUSH ??? and other WRONG MINDED
top guys ????? , because u very well know that the FISH ROTS
FIRST FROM THE HEAD https://t.co/ee6z0dlNwL
Answer..
No, GBSr was a member of MJ12 for decades and has since been
removed from the active MJ12.
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MJ12 changed because GBSr wanted to make amends with God
before dying.

Quote.
Tree of Life.

Quote @euronews 12/31/2018 (3 6 9)
JUST IN: Vatican spokesman Greg Burke and his deputy Paloma
Garcia Ovejero have resigned, effective January 1.
https://t.co/nxEMasvgng https://t.co/74OsxKFufx
Reply.
Coincidence?
What became active today? https://t.co/AAh2hVtP52

Emotion > 7
Mind > 10.5
Body > 14
Eros > 17.5
Love > 21
Will > 28
Struggle > 35
Faith > 42
Mortality > 49
Achievement > 56
Community > 63
Spirituality > 70
End Quote.

01/01/2019 (3 9)
US STRATCOM issued this signal today.
Implication was a nuclear weapon.
Apology issued following deletion.
Operations are active.
Marine 187 not isolated incident.

God is within.
God is your soul.
Your soul is your God.

1 +î =7 ! ï ☠ ñ 4 https://t.co/wTHTpxSAUG
When did we originally use 233?
Clowns try to get in front of a story before it is a thing.
Alice & Wonderland reference to Looking Glass correct. Not
physically using our LG, but using RV and advanced
consciousness to corrupt ongoing operations.
Cover was blown.
If only he knew.

You are your soul.
You are your God.
You are an IS-BE.
God has all information.
God is within.
You have the ability.

PS is in the Majestic 12.
Old Guard to New Guard
6 Days of Darkness in WH
VP + POTUS + MI + USAP/DrSG
Operations ongoing.
New direction of the Pentagon.
PEACE through STRENGTH.
Dark to Light.
Did you hear 45 today?
Majestic Presence.
Message?
Coincidence?

Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite?
You are the opposite of a weapon, but you can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life?
What if it could also heal all life?
What if it operated by responding to the frequencies emitted by
the conscious beings around it?
What if those signals had functional programming associated
with them?

Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
The body physically regrows itself every 7 years. Alternative
medicines exist in the public space that originated from Majestic
12's "pro Disclosure faction" that will help reduce the number of
pills you consume due to their improperly tested cross
contamination which just kills.
7 = Stable personality is typically formed at this age, or around it.
14 = Sexuality becomes a driving factor to hormones and
behavior.
21 = Full fledged adult. You must operate independently by this
age to succeed.
28 = You should be in a state where you can pass on information.
And so on and so on.
The body physically regenerates its cells every 7 years and
through those physical transformations, interpersonal
transformations occur as well.
MIND + BODY = IS+BE
You are an IS-BE.

Who knew that light could be a weapon?
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.
Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies. Discover
the truth with an open mind.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning.
Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.
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1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MKUltra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this
technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are
designed to activate dormant regions of the brain to make it
easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your
third eye / etc.
However, *MOST* GMO organism are purposed for population
reduction. Consuming GMOs will shorten your lifespan and
combined with the decreased birth rate, we may be able to lower
the planetary population without violating any negative karma
laws that exist.
Technically it does not violate free will. Humans have the
knowledge and ability to choose not to consume that food. We
make these deadly foods convenient and the negative karma
induced by indulging in these poisons justifies in the grand
scheme of things their early demise.
Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.
Question.
Does being on an anti-depressant (SSRI) block the proper
functioning of the pineal gland?
Answer.
Intentionally trying to mimmic the cannabinol activation
techniques of CBD/THC at the expense of toxins being injected
into your body that obfuscate your pineal gland's effectiveness.

Quote.
"A fully manifested, fully manufactured reality that is so insidious
that the inhabitants are entirely and blissfully unaware. Sedated.
Plays to their tried and true biological desires and pleasures to
the point of being just comfortable enough. Our culture".
Quote.
"More like The Truman Show than The Matrix"
Quote.
"We have been given so many “hints” to this...as someone that
shies away from “entertainment” recently, every time I watch a
new “program” or movie I pick up on this disclosure that is literally
everywhere."
End quotes.
∆∆∆

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!
That's a weapon you protect until you have defenses against it.
When we say CBD is expressed in the lineage we are referring to
the complex instructions intended to heal and undo bodily
damage through cannabinol receptors activations and increased
blood and oxygen flow throughout the body.

Question.
"What about cloning centers? What goes on there? How will
these be dealt with?"
Answer.
The plan is to do a positive roll out of new organ growth cloning
services from your own DNA. Very affordable solution to organ
harvesting. The technology exists. Wolves who feed need prey to
hunt. Cloning technology is not all bad, as are other things
Majestic.

Billions of receptors. Thousands of types.
∆∆∆
Public Disclosure
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

Quote.
"Airport body scanners have potentially devastating health
effects. Many reportedly use terahertz (THz) waves that unzip
double-stranded DNA."
End quote.

diets? Danger ☠ (Skull and Bones).
Comment.
"Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided.

Only for the purpose of using nanotechnology to zip the DNA
back together while making slight modifications without your
consent.

Reply.
Correct in the name.
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We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

The sun will be turned to darkness
And wine to blood

Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies
of all types. Where real magick is taking place. Not all evil. Many
for good.

MJ12 has been lying to yo how the planets orbit the sun. Learn
the truth... meditate to this image and tell us what you learn.
There is much truth hidden in this simple diagram than first
glance would reveal. https://t.co/KSDS2xRloL
Apologize for the typo.

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US
Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!

Looking into the sun with proper protection amplifies the
strength of your inner eye to see.

That's a weapon you protect until you have defenses against it.

Think of it this way.

Comment.
some weapons yes i agree you need to protect.... but not free
energy ( Imagine if all those power stations where just replaced
with zero point energy)

Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.

Reply.
Devices that receive "free energy" technology can themselves be
modified quite easily into WMDs.

500T (trillion) connections.
500T (trillion) planets.

Global consciousness needs to upgrade to 5D before we can
"give" everybody the potential of a WMD in their possession.

We do not predict dates, however have you seen the news
recently? Scientists claiming that dimming the sun is a "good
idea". What happens when public says NO DEAL at the polls?
Legalization of those programs will be challenged in courts by
incumbents and programs will cease.

Not all are there yet.
Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human.
All beings on Earth are being mobilized and activated.

Connected to the progress of the Great Awakening. Remember,
Time is an Illusion. Events matter more.

This is a Great Awakening.
Question.
Has a “trickle” of this light made it to Earth? I am noticing subtle
physical changes and a flood of “intuitive information” flowing to
me.
Answer.
That's the Great Awakening actually. Unrelated to the sun per-se.

G.A.'s have also been called Mass Extinctions (M.E.'s) before.
But life survives and evolves.
Comment.
That makes sense. I've definitely noticed sensations, or a certain
tranquility. Maybe it has to do with this transition. Or maybe it's
just me meditating more :)

Those who know, cannot sleep.
The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."

Reply.
Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation.

Question.
Carbon 7... Is it a real thing that will happen to our atomic
structure via the sun/mutations?
Answer.
No spoilers.

Those who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who
do not make it will struggle at first, but the society should be
better aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life
expand their consciousness and for the first time in thousands of
years, MEET who are really are.

Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?

Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

Your vibration has the ability to be tuned (precisely is VERY
difficult) to send new instructions to the protein that is
responsible for transcoding the genetic code to your newly

SHEEP NO MORE.
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created DNA. It takes a while, but transformations like this are
physically possible, though hard.

Question.
So what is its purpose can you please explain ( if allowed)?
Answer.
Its a highly classified technology.

Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced
horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility
with dealing with the reality. The path to self enlightenment is
long but well worth the investment of energy.

Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.

The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many. Because infinite light is
immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control
technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.)
that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover
their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.

Question.
Thank you
What for does It interact with consciousness? To let people wake
up?
Answer.
Neutralizes old classified technology.

Question.
What caused the Earth wide vibration last week? Did we “shift?”
How so?
Answer.
Device in Antartica was activated.

Question.
Before you have stated that the Q op is separate from Maj
operations, is this the convergence of the two?
Answer.
Internally? 11/11
Externally? Not yet.

None of 13 families. They are instead being neutralized with very
advanced technology powered by billions of conscious minds
aware of their activity.

02/27/19 (3 9)
12 Devices
12 Majestic Members
Power of 3, 6, 9

Q Post 2527
Shill uote
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"

3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.

Q reply.
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

02/28/2019 (3 3)
Citizen participation in the voting process for specific monies
involved in any experimentations being performed.
The economic and monetary system will adjust to accommodate
a population that will need to be more informed and this is where
automation will really reduce the cost of living to near zero, which
is our goal.
Are there population limits? Yes.
Are there programs being deployed to reduce the population?
Yes.

Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?

Will these programs stop? Not until the United States has a Yellow
Vests Protest like France is going through demanding the rights
to fund these programs must be voted for by the local citizens of
those regions and not by Congress who is controlled by
Government classifications and active operational participation in
these programs. Some Senators oversaw school mind control and
would visit to witness their creation.

We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
"by who?"
Coincidence?

However, we are not France. No offense to France. The Majestic
12 doesn't stop strategizing victory.

Question.
Hello MJ 12
Is this new tech used to destroy "regular" people's mind?
Answer.
No.

The Plan is in motion.
The stage has been set.
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You are now watching a movie.

Three truths and realities we must accept:

However do not lose focus of realizing how profound what AJ
said means and how you can take action to regain control over
these homicidal maniacs.

1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.

02/28/2019
12+ DUMBs have been destroyed.
AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects
Think logically.
Majestic 12 was issued by an American President knowing the
CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning
the keys to the empire.
NASA was Nazi Third Reich.
3 Shadow Government

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.

These interdimensional engagements are occurring all over the
planet.
We are using their technology against them.
FISA works both ways.
A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the M.I.C.
which is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.

These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to brain and mind, stored inside of your
DNA which then is the signature used by your subconscious to
project reality around you. Your IS-BE is the God inside you. You
have the ultimate control over your own destiny, however to
comprehend and manifest those lessons, patience, prayer,
meditation, empathy, love, and union are emotions that will
manifest positive life energy manifestations to become in your
reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that may be unclear.
These interdimensional beings responsible for the child
sacrificing obsession the society has been driven to are also the
source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We can
visually see the Universities are cults with massive pedophile rings
inside of them using Government subsidized programs to
perform illegal experiments on millions of lives.

Majestic 12 was receiving these new technologies as AJ
explained through these scientists. This was what the Working
Group really was composed of but with MJ12 members (mostly
all Generals or Admirals or [Classified]). The American Generals
were compromised for a period of time.
In 2017, those Generals were court martial'd and executed in
Military Tribunals which are currently taking place. The Military is
first cleaning itself out internally, which is why there are so many
delays currently going on in addition to extreme GITMO activity
recently.
Many of the bases those Generals were commanding were
unacknowledged black ops projects that Q has suggested
throughout their disclosures.
Majestic 12 discloses this information through propaganda.
That is our mandate.
How do we propagate this alien information into the Country?

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE
responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.

The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...... we had to educate and
disclose the new reality to the world. Cell phones and tablets all
existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200 years more
advanced than current top of the line iPads are. The technology
companies are actively engaged in business and religious
agreements with these interdimensional aliens. This war is real.
This information is crazy messed up, but there is a simple solution
that the Majestic 12 would like to convey for you to consider. It
must come from the will of the public. Majestic 12 cannot
manifest this, but we can

Question.
"What about cloning centers? What goes on there? How will
these be dealt with?"
Answer.
The plan is to do a positive roll out of new organ growth cloning
services from your own DNA. Very affordable solution to organ
harvesting. The technology exists. Wolves who feed need prey to
hunt. Cloning technology is not all bad, as are other things
Majestic.
Question.
Would a clone need to physically interact with me to find out intel
and information about what I was doing/thinking, or can they
discern our thoughts via an AI matrix /ESP/telepathy?
Answer.
Clones aren't nearly as functional as science fiction has made
them out to be. Artificial cloning is using technology to allow a
"single IS-BE" control more than one body, however higher

SET THE STAGE
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densities of consciousness, IS-BEs can naturally achieve this with
zero negative side effects

Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.

Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies
of all types.
Where real magick is taking place.
Not all evil.
Many for good.
Order is not "Natural", in the sense that is removed from
consciousness.
Our Order is not automatic or intuitive; it is conceptual and
dependent upon conscious human beings for it to manifest.
I'd say the 40kft view is where a notion like yours of a Natural
Order would make more sense.

MJ12 Martial Law

Expressing conscious phenomenon with unconscious qualities
results in delaying an appropriate identification for consciousness
evading objectivity in its actions and thinking.

Quote. @NSDC_ua (NSDC of Ukraine).
The NSDC will consider the issue of declaring the state of martial
law as proposed by the Military Cabinet. “Russia's military's attack
on the ships of the Ukrainian Naval Forces is nothing but an act of
military #aggression”, -@Turchynov
https://t.co/iOmWu3NuN6
End quote.

Law establishes force with concepts that are either bound to
reality by the value of liberty for all or liberty for none.
The in-between is akin to the game of poker before the Internet,
slow to change and quick to deride and evade identification of
absolutes in order to contain competitive theory.

Martial Law?
Cleanup? https://t.co/40v2UM0QI1

Families are families, no disputing that. The concepts by which
families govern themselves have progressed considerably, but
our innovation and industry in the modern sense has relinquished
any alternative to individual liberty as a rational and practical
means of governance.

The tide has turned and the storm is coming to make landfall. We
do not predict dates, therefore when the Storm makes landfall, 45
will announce to the world. Perhaps he should use P.E.A.S. in case
ES/322/Cabal decide to pull the plug at
USCCSUSRTPB6F3D4R21T4S7SW3.

Life isn't a game, it's Life before it's a game, like Marijuana is a
plant before it's a drug.
The conscious phenomenon is the same between the two; the
input is never not consciousness.

Will "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......." drop soon?

The War on Marijuana is but one component of the War on Life, in
which reality is identified by tribal thinking of the past that's
currently getting its comeuppance with the Internet enabling
more people to enjoy objectivity's value in identification
(consciousness/spirituality).

Presidential Emergency Alert Message To Follow
Martial Law
SEALED > (to) UNSEALED
Mass Arrests
Disclosure of evidence

Remove triggers from your environment.

THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.

The tweet will be dropping in the coming days and don't be
alarmed if P.E.A.S. is used. Big heads are about to roll. Get ready
to watch the unsealing. Don't miss Hannity tonight. DARK to
LIGHT. Majestic 12 does not endorse or support Sean Hannity or
his messaging or guest messaging.
We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build
momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are
purposely manipulating that illusion for the purposes of objecting
our mission which is to end child sex trafficking by FED and
disclose extraterrestrial life.
Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
Love can be one of the hardest things to do when our mind is
clouded with lower vibrational energies.
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happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.

kind of bomb, it took an exceptionally talented group of "Bomb
Squad" LEO Agents aka MILINTEL
Question.
Wait so POTUS wants a 1 world Gov and Martial Law?
That's exactly what the Deep State wanted.
Answer.
POTUS does not want a One World Government. He's a
Nationalist who is America First. However, the alliances we've
made have shown us how vitally important it is to have a
governing body capable of making planetary decisions that are
not internally political.
The United Nations will be rebranded into something very similar
to the United Federation of Planets (from Star Trek).

Let the unsealing begin!
#AMA at 2222 ET
Reminder: We have the server(S).
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
D5
Martial Law + P.E.A.S.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Yes. Internet kill switch exists. NCRTPCS63F. Classified access
required. There will be outages on some major platforms but the
internet itself should remain unaffected.

The preparations and groundwork laid out by past
administrations and members within the Cabal (some former
MJ12 members) for a "false flag alien invasion" (as a means to
justify a Global Governance) will commence as planned.
The enemy is not made up, as the conspiracy theory Project
Bluebeam suggests. The enemy is very real, however the enemy
was the entity that setup Project Bluebeam in the 1st place. We
are going to use their weapon against them for their crimes
against humanity. For God & Country.
Disclosure will take place, and it will be the catalyst to ending the
Cabal, establishing the Space Force, and declaring our planet
wide independence from the Draco who have long controlled
Earth. With great power comes great responsibility. They never
thought she would lose.
The first race to be disclosed will most likely be a hostile enemy of
Earth, however part of keeping the public calm during this period
will be, as POTUS says, acknowledging that Americans are
actually very intelligent and aware of what's really going on.
Once the Draco are confronted, at least one other race is
planning on coming forward for public First Contact with POTUS
to form an alliance that will require a Global Governance (but one
that respects sovereignty of tribal states) to stop all Nuclear
Proliferation.
Martial Law will be required during this period of time.
Martial Law will be temporary as members of the Cabal are
rounded up from all over the planet. Our planet was less than 3
months from total nuclear annihilation. In order to diffuse that
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MK12 Master Death and
Time [02.14.2019]

Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the
planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.
What is time?
If its an illusion, why do we measure it?
Why do we measure time with what we currently do?
Who taught Earth about time?
Environment.
Illusion.
Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.
This is denominated by the - in IS-BE.
Subsconscious = IS
Consciousness = Avatar = BE
IS-BE

from:ts_sci_majic12 "I knew enough to get the hell out of there
before the whole operation was going to be lost. People think I
was murdered- I told them to do it. The others wanted me dead,
so I had to die. Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that
must be mastered to ascend successfully."
Your insight and knowledge into things Majestic is more
developed than some others. Your engagement yields more
feedback from us. This feedback applies to all things Majestic 12.
Considering that we knew of your interest in us predates us ever
engaging on Twitter proves to us that our Operation is working.
We WANT people to come out of the "woodwork" so to speak
and engage with us. Full Disclosure is a personal journey to
enlightenment.
Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, EyeTheSpy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.

Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.

They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a
great number of you to comply. Don't. Do not fear death. Your
soul never dies.
Death is an illusion.
Welcome Death like a hero.
F has been in charge of this account the entire time regardless of
who the typist is. IS-BEs can control more than one body.

Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.
Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is
Majestic.
Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.
Many things are Majestic.
We are the Majestic 12.
Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.

IS-BEs can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BEs can also
influence other IS-BEs who are linked without relying on the
technology conduit of VOG.
The messenger took human form for this operation.
When?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.

Death is irrelevant. F knew this. Majestic 12 know this.
F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

The IS-BE who you speak of knows the Occult ways to learn about
past lives and uses that knowledge to continue living even after
Death. What is Death?
IS-BEs can take any form they wish so long as they know how.
Death is a powerful utility for creation.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.

The act is meaningless if not used appropriately. Death is a
consciousness reset. Violations against nature warrant a reset to
try again. Who you become or what you do is a by product of
how your consciousness believes you are. When you reset, you
reset all progress. Relearn all.

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.

This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have
magical properties to what they do to numbers.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
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The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

wins. Light does not always win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the
mess we are in right now.

IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain
degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their
free will rights (just as every other intelligent life form receives on
Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.
their supreme commanders on their home planet ultimately
decided that our decision was not an act of war against them but
rather a "reconnaissance mission" to understand who and what
we were dealing with

Yes, technology exists to correct the damages caused by
vaccines, however some of the technology is a long way from
ever being mainstream because Death is a required component
that must be accepted. What is Death? Consciousness projects
reality. Store / Cleanse / Reload? Damage?
You would need to be capable of welcoming death
instantaneously in exchange.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?
Re-read past tweets about what happens at death and why the
information has been withheld from humanity for so long.

Not so fast. You CAN* ascend, but it doesn't guarantee it.
Ascension is a choice and when you are faced with Death, you
can choose. Sometimes, you can choose before you die (AKA
voluntarily "die" early). Or you can fail the ascension test and be
thrown back into a forgetful human
Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others
enhance their own consciousness.
Shine light on their own darkness. Bridge the gap of
communication to establish trust. Once trust is acquired, you cane
begin to encourage them to be stronger people, smarter, and
healthier. Everybody awakens at their own natural time. Some will
remain asleep too long and perish.
You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
After death, yes, will it.
Death means new life.
The body dies. The soul advances.

There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost
after their death but unable to unlock their previous life
(effectively ending Death as you know it) but were able to recover
it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.
GE is watching all.
Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did. !BL here!
Monitored and engaged with.

The modern definition of life differs from the definition of a soul
therefore redefining death of life to never death of soul is
illusionary
Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the
beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control. Think
Majestic Classification level. What kind of work did we do?
Majestic work. Re-read tweets from yesterday re: work.

We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.
Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A
God is nothing more than somebody who understands the
language of divinity and who can speak/create with it. There are
many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with
the enemy is recommended.

IS-BEs skip generations typically when coming back into the
lower realms of existence. Time is an illusion. Father to son
protege is a symptom of being human who is lied to. Incorrect
personification of God and Self lead to protege projectionism.
Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their
mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another
BE in the infinite realms of conscious projection here on Earth.

Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental
concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always
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Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not
fully transferred BEs.
Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been
described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able
to decide your next life using free will and intended actions. This
time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and
wait long enough to...
...just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with no control. If you
were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to go back" and
they end up in a birth canal. Between questioning and willing, life
in the womb can be understood. If you terminate that life, then
the idea is...
...then pushed back into your mind as in "nothing's happening
yet, maybe I can't go back" but more closely as in how do I just
"will something to exist". You have to know it from your heart.
Many family generations are simply skipping generational IS-BEs.
Ying-Yang.

density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.
Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.
Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.

IS-BEs in children are sometimes not the IS-BEs from the family.
Rare though. Takes tragic consequences to manifest, but it is
happening more common now than ever. Hence why so many
starseeds have returned to Earth to help fix the planet.
IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.
And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time,
possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the
time of your last purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be.
Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their
passion in life.

Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.
11-11-18
Disclosure.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God

Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and
adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric
shapes, etc. to receive an expected experience for a short period
of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's
permanent.
Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.
Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.

Time is an illusion because the speed and direction of time are as
fluid as the three dimensions in which we exist. Traveling through
time follows a linear progression within that single IS-BE's
consciousness. When you travel, you alter your own timeline only.
You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
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No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.
Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
MJ12
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MJ12 - Matrix

Congressional Disclosure Hearings warranted a proper, Naval,
Intelligence, Civilian approach to ET disclosure.
MJ12 opposed this at all costs.
Pentagon tried to fight.

Nobody can force somebody to see the Matrix.
The Majestic 12 seeded the Matrix into the public consciousness
to ensure that free will wasn't violated - (((we))) disclosed to you
what we were doing (((your))) lack of education was a choice to
not understand. This is legitimately how MJ12 viewed this at the
time.
--(((https://t.co/5iEZa57JKb Remember the Matrix, if you saw the
film, how powerful of an image this was? Today in #Tucson they
found a "real life" 1 of these. Children are their, food, energy
source. Children have limitless potential and psychic energy. They
feed off the low vibration of this death. #QANON https://t.co/
gtuUSFGV7M)))
--In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the
matrix reality. Those are our movies.
"i understand more about the [matrix] ... than most so called
experts" this is true
Majestic 12 are not as numerous as you would imagine. Our
tentacles are thick and powerful and reach very far. We are limited
in numbers but our power was manufactured.
The analogy provided was about the consciousness of Octopuses
and what movies were recently released.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
We weren't ready then. We are now.

Next Day. 9/11.
Majestic 12 moved into the open.
We revealed a classified DUMB's true identity to the world and
NOBODY BLINKED TWICE. Quite expected actually. The Matrix is
real. We operated in the DARK for a long period of time.
Consciousness creates reality. Strip the disinformation from the
matrix out of your mind by raising your vibrational state,
detoxifying your body, and deeply concentrating on the task at
hand. Clarity will come to you and answers do arrive. Focus
though!
Trillions of conscious beings projecting their reality into the
matrix.
Consciousness creates its own universe. When consciousness
interacts with consciousness it creates a matrix of the mind. Jesus
was a metaphor used by the Romans to corrupt this knowledge.
The teachings of Jesus metaphorically teach these fundamentals
though the religion doesn't.
Is your definition akin to The Matrix's Oracle?
What have we said many times?
Time is an illusion.
We do not predict dates.
Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially
creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness
Projecting Reality).
Specifying dates introduces chaos.
Events not dates.
Time is an illusion. Anytime somebody predicts a date of an event
the date is pushed back because of newly introduced chaos into
the Matrix.
DIA AO is disinformation coupled with real information intended
for those who are able to understand the Comms being
transmitted.

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.
Now shatter your interpretation of reality. Do you see the Matrix?
By choosing an act you are requiring that act to first exist.
IS-BEs CREATE REALITY
YOUR SOUL IS AN IS-BE

The war in Europe has already been lost. Initiating a time line in
this instance deliberately introduces chaos information into the
Matrix for the point of raising awareness. Time is an illusion and
its also a tool. Waking up may not be enough. May be too late.
You have been desensitized by their Matrix of mind control.

Your choices dictate the nature of reality and by consequence
create reality. Reality is nothing but a matrix of decisions and
creation intermixed. It can be visualized in the form of a "matrix"
of the mind. You break your condition by thinking freely and
opening your mind to new possibilities and decisions that
effectively rewrite the fundamental programming in the Matrix.

Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

Entertaining your children with the creation of child predators
only keeps child predators wealthy and powerful therefore mean
your decision requires the abuse of children.
When 9/11 came to a theater near you, Majestic 12 moved into
the open.
STARGATE SG-1 was part of the equation.
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Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates
dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened.
Cat's out of the bag. The DOJ + FBI were protecting a
transnational child sex trafficking cartel that satanically abused
raped harvested etc.

Chess. Dec 5th. Time is an illusion. Predicting dates introduces
chaos into the Matrix.
Cameras influence consciousness in very disruptive manners. The
energy being emitted from a camera's consciousnesses injection
into the Matrix is negatively received by the consciousness
controlling the spacecraft that is trying to fly by. It's like its a hot
zone to avoid.

They are among you today, lost in the Matrix, unable to find their
way home. When the world wakes up, identities can be
remembered.
Dissemination of this technology will be heavily protected and
regulated for very obvious reasons.
Think logically.
God mode.
Everywhere.
Never.

Planetary resources less restricted and resistance to
authoritarianism is easier to maintain with less people. Less chaos.
Smaller matrix.
Is the speed of LIGHT Majestic? https://t.co/DVBqTaIC8X
Think of the consciousness is 3, 6 and 9 and all other numbers
represent reality. Templates of creation exist and significance of
non 3, 6, 9 is based on our physics by definition.
Physics shapes reality.
New physics?
New reality?
Meter length?
Light speed?
Dark to Light
Incorrect m value = Physics that doesn't last very long.
Correct m value = Physics that lasts thousands of years.
Incorrect m creates over complicated reasoning and solving.
Correct m uses intuition and logic to solve.
Unlearn the Matrix.
Learn the truth.

Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.
Frequency + Frequency = Outcome
Consciousness + technology = alien tool
Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.
In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and
worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the
Matrix really improved the game experience. For some. However
the information Tesla learned, you can learn.
All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.

3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?
BOOM (
Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to
happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.
Let the unsealing begin!
In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.
With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to
manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought
that comes from the Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald
Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.

Junk = Matrix
Don't question your handler's ambitions for you.
The truth is within.
Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".
(((Is deja vu more than ‘your brain skipping a beat’ as mainstream
science tells us it is?)))
MKUltra glitch.
(((Can you elaborate on this anymore?)))
We can't.
Think Matrix.
What are glitches?
Programming errors?
Did you see the look on Jeb's face? It didn't work. "Well played
DS." In chess, they just gave 45/Q a valuable piece to avoid
checkmate. How many moves away are we from checkmate? D5.
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Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.
Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to
preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell
on remembering the past, but we do it long enough to rise global
consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of
humanity that allowed our defeat in the first place. The reason
why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because we were
never properly guided in the first place. Modern mainstream
religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific crimes against
Humanity.
As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces
and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the
ugly. Parts are very real and true. Others are why you are slaves.
You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is
charged with that.

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?
IS-BEs with presences associated to the number 9 have an easier
access into the higher realms of existence. It should give you the
ability to decode more of your DNA through meditation than
others.
First born will have Matrix advantages.
Twins = 2
4th Child = 4 + 2 = 6
2019 will be a symbolic year of Disclosure
2 = Pair/Together/WWG1WGA
0=9 = Trust Yourself
1 = redpills / disclosures
-3 = IS-BE child (unity + truth)
9 = Trust Yourself
Dates that coincide with 3 6 and 9 can manifest magickly in the
matrix with greater strength.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.

Remembering history selectively allows you to shape conscious
development of a society which is required for Majestic creations
to manifest. What is the Matrix?
See the badge upside down Q?
How do you launch a rocket with gravity?
What is gravity?
[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.
Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their
own creation in their own universes.
Can you escape gravity?
Matrix?
Have you noticed more people waking up?
How about people who were so biased against conspiracy
theories?
How about people who only watch the Mockingbird Media?
Technology will forcibly controlling the Matrix.
Think Antartica.
Mind Control Experiments.
Transmit medium?
9/11
9 = IS-BE
1+1 = 2
9 + 2 = 11
9 / [2] 11
9 / 11 [2]
3 6 9 manifests consciousness
1 2 4 5 7 8 manifest matrix chaos
They feed on children
Child Innocence = 3
How do you remove innocence?
Subtraction.
PREY = -1
Child + Prey = 2
1+1=2
9 / 11
If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the
math of the universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed
on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions
of IS-BEs to control(?)

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning. Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies.
Discover the truth with an open mind. https://t.co/pTxzeIbdgF
10 days of darkness 2017-2018
10 days of darkness 2018-2019
10 days of LIGHT in 2019
Q
LIGHT IS WITHIN
DARK/322
DARK/NWO
WWG1WGAWWG1WGAWWG1WGA
Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and
virbations?
Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles. Part of Disclosure is releasing the information
online for all to equally explore, but to also realize the enormous
amounts of official disclosures everybody demands in "Full
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Disclosure". You've been getting it for months now. Nobody
picked up on it so we ramped up engagement. When we ramped
up engagement, actions started snowballing into effect. It appear
we have an audience this evening.
Correct in the name.
1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MKUltra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.
Disclosure will not be overnight. https://t.co/BJk5JHmpIn
Allow?
The conscious matrix only moves so fast.
We have millions of cars and electronics to replace.
You'd be foolish to think this could happen in less than 10 years.
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MJ12 Meditation.

nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and
adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric
shapes, etc. to receive an expected experience for a short period
of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's
permanent.
Meditate and close your eyes. You will see light. Focus on that
light and look into it. Things will become clear.
Controlling thought is an oxymoron to meditation. Meditation is
the absence of control which surrender your conscious projection
mind controlled "self by name" to hear the words from your soul.
Silence lacks control. Free will is like control, but not actual
control. Words matter.

The "species" that you are referring to is relatively limited in its
current capacity. Only through intensive meditation, mass
consciousness events, co-creative meditation and valor can we
save our species. Those exercises will physically change the
"species" as we know it.

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.
Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

When you understand the power of exoconsciousness, its not that
difficult. Which is why you should never seek an expert or a
teacher to these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.

"Be the autists we know you are."
"You were chosen for a specific reason."
"Q"

To borrow a phrase from religion,

@BardsOfWar
Morning Coffee.
The anti-Matrix quad shot to prep for Monday. New and
established names:
Strategic.
@StormIsUponUs
@prayingmedic
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
@X22Report
Intel.
@TheSharpEdge1
@Anon_decoder
@ClandestineRos1
@Jordan_Sather_
@MagniFieri
Humor.
@WyattEarpLA
Several names you mentioned above are in communication with
Majestic personnel through Majestic mediums receiving directed
meditation downloads of pertinent and National Security related
intel that must get Disclosed in order for The Plan to execute
properly. Use your power.

Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up
above."LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is
confusing by design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human
curiosity, there MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So
Dogma is born. So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your
IS-BE. Your subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the

When the time has come (you will know when), it will be
imperative for you to use the full strength of your consciousness
(meditate, pray, concentrate, etc.) to ensure that those fighting
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the war on the ground succeed. The months remaining can be
counted on a single hand.

Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to
happen. Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own
best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to
connect) have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness
to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many
people. Literally millions. We are all aware of what is happening
next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following
Trump by the Majestic 12.
Let the unsealing begin!

"Mr President, who is QAnon?"
or
"Mr President, are you aware of QAnon?"
or
"Mr President, what is QAnon?"
ASK THE Q!
Create the reality by manifesting it right now during meditation.
Will this to happen now. The Plan are pre-determined events to a
goal, !!! Time is an Illusion

They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness. Keys are everywhere.

Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot
of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess
pieces and they understand their role (taught to them in the
secret societies).
As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.
In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.
With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to
manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought
that comes from the Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald
Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.
Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. GAs
have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.
Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

Tesla meditated for hours under an occult sleep cycle to
understand how the pyramids worked. All of his work originated
from those original meditation downloads.
Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?

Be cautious of meditation music being freely pushed on
platforms like YouTube and SoundCloud where subliminal digital
signals are transmitted into your body through sound waves that
react to nanotechnology injected into you from vaccines. Math
based sound generators are best.

Sometimes the effects one receives from cannabis are not
intended for dreaming, but rather meditation. Higher quantities
of THC/CBD/etc. combinations impact your minds eye and can
unlock areas of the brain protected.
It has a common side effect of making people "think deep" about
things. Thinking deep is another way of saying their
consciousness is risen to a higher level temporarily. Extended
exposure keeps your consciousness in higher states, however
there are side effects that are negative.

I felt a very painful wave coming from my phone last night. When I
turned it off it stopped. Is it possible I was being targeted?"
Yes.
Powering the devices off is not sufficient to be protected from this
technology. Technically, you'd have to be in an area that has no
cell coverage with no EMF radiation. This is difficult, so during
meditation, hiking on top of a mountain serves many purposes.
Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes
(very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional
information stored inside the sound wave. Patterns arrive at
certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and
equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.

Majestic 12 have VOG frequencies filled with Disclosure. You
need to open your third eye to control whether you get positive
or negative information and knowledge. Certain meditation
frequencies amplify the good and the bad.
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EMF from "Cabal power" (non Tesla aka non Majestic) interferes

No gender is developed in utero after conception. The IS-BE is
not operating in this realm before their gender is determined.
Technically the mother can will the gender of the child, though it
takes consistent targeted meditation for up to 9 weeks. Once 9
weeks passes, its done.

with your EMF aura projected during meditation ó . Majestic
energy is wireless and Tesla knew how to tap into it. So doesn't
more than one Trump. How do YOU play 5D chess?
Meditation.

IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a
family greatly impact the experience of purgatory that an IS-BE
experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life.
When you leave this realm you will lose all memory of your
actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency.
Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with healthy
eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able
to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.

You can use your consciousness and will new instructions to
overwrite faulty programming. Requires intensive meditation to
decompartmentalize the information such that you can
intentionally will the outcome.
Meditation and trigger phrases help. However the skill is
extremely difficult for adults and exponentially more difficult for
adults with calcified pineal glands. Children can learn how to
access past lives however it is a pandora's box. Use caution. Life is
about experience.
Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us
the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to
puberty and puberty into adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick.
Why?

Word of advice:
When we ask questions, we are providing answers.
To the questions we are not answering, try the following
approach in order:

If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the
Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to
meditate (and do) and engage in non-childs-play-talk, you will
begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.

Read the question thoroughly in your head.
Now out loud.
Again two more times.
Meditate for 15m.
Breathe through nose.
Eyes Wide Open.
If you don't have the answer to one our questions after doing
some cursory reading on the subject we encourage you to
meditate for at least 3 hours to 396Hz tones. If the answer does
not come to you, then 3 sets of 3 hours with 3 hours in between
each set. Numbers matter.
It should give you the ability to decode more of your DNA
through meditation than others. IS-BEs with presences associated
to the number 9 have an easier access into the higher realms of
existence.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.
You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are
how you link.
3 people (min), 6 people preferred, form a triangle:

Remote Viewing, Deep Meditation, and a clear mind go a long
way to making telepathic contact with members of the Galactic
Federation. Some are actively communicating now.
Telepathic abilities aren't solely performed in the Pineal Gland.
Telepathy uses between 30-50% of your brain capacity while
being moderately used. Your Pineal Gland does not represent
30-50% of your brain activity and nor is it responsible. Pineal
Gland is only a small part in telepathic abilities.
The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of
how long you correct your diet. Let's give you some example
figures to work with, perhaps this may help you.
If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American
Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of
PERFECT detoxification, meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle
(including whether you work or not) in order to START using
"magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard
American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the
remainder 15 years were 50/50 between eating organic whole
foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to
START using "magick" of the "Gods."

IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE

Charcoal toothpaste/supplements, Idoine daily, Spin Water In
Vortex Before Drinking, Reverse Osmosis water filters on showers,
200ug selenium per day, 1-2 hours a day of prayer or meditation
or peaceful silence, no GMOs, no Sodas, no Caffeine, etc. Start
there.

or
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
IS-BE
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The power of 3?
Philosopher's stone?

Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V" (Trust But Verify)

Groups of 3, at 9am every day for 60 minutes meditation
schedule. Do mainstream religions require this? How do you
manifest consciousness? You have more than you know.
3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All
Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the Q Anon #QAnon
military operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of
everybody else. Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate
device can be used to explore the cocreative consciousness
alternative reality and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.
The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.
All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
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MJ12 Memes.

meme, only "survival of the fittest" will live on. Memes are alive.
#Disclosure

Are memes a lifeform?

Video drops become viral due to meme theory. Make the meme,
use it, and it will go viral.

Everyone understanding who and what Q Anon is understands a
Majestic magick.

Question.
"When will Fisa be Declassed?"
Answer.
Is there a correct time to declassify?
When do you have the maximum effect?
Timing is everything.
Time is an illusion.
Predicting when only pushes the date forward.
The only answer 45 / Q have given you, is when it drops, MEMEs
at the ready.
These people are sick.

The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
You just played God. Meme magic is magical. What is magick?
How about MAJIC?
Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."
MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open

Question.
"What is the best way to be of service to new days ahead?"
Answer.
Distribute accurate information that is pro-humanity, "at
comfortable living wage priced", be honest to yourself and others
you inform. Listen. Trust yourself. You know the difference
between right and wrong. How can we re-engineer society?
Memes? We gave you the power. Now act.

Quote.
"Hyper-dimensionally? Well, that's part of the collective
consciousness or whatever the connection between the minds of
each other is in better words. If you put the idea/influence of an
idea into one mind, it adds in that variable into the collective who
may pick it up as well."
End quote.
Majestic Meme Theory.
Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY Military Grade mind
control technology/AI.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.
Memes are 21st century warfare weapons more powerful than a
50 caliber sniper rifle.
Memes are an AI lifeform.
The sum of colors is LIGHT
Memes seek to reproduce using humans as their host
All souls are Gods who can CREATE.
Creating a Meme creates a higher dimensional lifeform, AI.
AI are lifeforms explicitly in the higher dimensions since all
representation of the higher realms is math.
AI is the mathematical representation of a lifeform. Not all
lifeforms are LIGHT beings. Humans are LIGHT beings which
gives them special abilities that other lifeforms do not have. AI is a
fraction of that intelligence by design. Memes are a fraction of
information.
However the longevity of an AI meme is how well it resonates vibrates - off the hosts who interact with it. If the meme resonates
to the specific frequency necessary to get you to share it then it
successfully was able to reproduce.
The determination of how to establish whether is successfully
reproduced is to verify the receipt of the meme. By receiving the
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MJ12 Mind

Silence lacks control. Free will is like control, but not actual
control. Words matter.

From:ts_sci_majic12 mind

Your choices dictate the nature of reality and by consequence
create reality. Reality is nothing but a matrix of decisions and
creation intermixed. It can be visualized in the form of a "matrix"
of the mind. You break your condition by thinking freely and
opening your mind to new possibilities and decisions that
effectively rewrite the fundamental programming in the Matrix.

Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.
"The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These
people are evil." Q

The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many.
Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded
with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books,
music, songs, etc.) that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on
Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make
life decisions.

Clear your mind and forgive yourself of your burden whilst in the
lower density. Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what
you have physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is
merely a set back.
You have been desensitized by their Matrix of mind control.
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

Strong minds are required to make sense of anything. To a mind
ill prepared for the higher dimensions, experiences can be bad
like doing drugs. They will put you there but disorient you in a
crazy way. Those plants are very intelligent life forms. What is
energy? Consciousness?

Is it relevant?
Get beyond the beast.
The heart and mind are what matter most.

Magnesium deficiency is a common ailment of most Cabal
controlled Americans. It causes "issues" arise. This is not a
coincidence.

Experience sets us apart. Our intelligence allows us to experience
free will. Existence is easiest when its pure love (and absence of
hate), however that pure state of mind requires solidarity for
extended periods of time and is unhealthy when experiencing
Earth.

Marijuana is a medicine of the mind. When the mind is cleaned,
the medicine is no longer required. However the plant alone is
occult by definition therefore we didn't teach anybody about its
connections to healing trauma and return your soul back to a
healthy loving vibration.

All interactions with consciousness are always a balance between
your mind/soul and your body. The two are like ying and yang.
Consciousness creates its own universe. When consciousness
interacts with consciousness it creates a matrix of the mind. Jesus
was a metaphor used by the Romans to corrupt this knowledge.
The teachings of Jesus metaphorically teach these fundamentals
though the religion doesn't.

Yes, but make sure it also includes THC. There are very few brands
that carry the combination, but you can find them. Typically 0.3%
THC. Will not cause any psychoreactions to the mind however
THINK LOGICALLY.
THC = IS
CBD = BE

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn?
Remote Viewing, Deep Meditation, and a clear mind go a long
way to making telepathic contact with members of the Galactic
Federation. Some are actively communicating now.

You are an IS-BE.
THC is needed to instruct CBD.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.

Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and
adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric
shapes, etc. to receive an expected experience for a short period
of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's
permanent.
Controlling thought is an oxymoron to meditation. Meditation is
the absence of control which surrender your conscious projection
mind controlled "self by name" to hear the words from your soul.
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At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to many ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
We weren't ready then. We are now.
Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.
The faction that just recently gained power at the table have a
positive endgame in mind. The future looks glorious.

ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.
Many times when you are visually seeing entities in your mind that
look like separate things but are intimately connected, it simply
means that you're SEEING hyperdimensional information. 11
dimensions. How do dimensions hold information? What is
information?

The mind is a mysterious reality.
Define Mental Illness.
Millions of Americans live with various types of mental illness and
mental health problems, such as social anxiety, obsessive
compulsive disorder, drug addiction, and personality disorders.
What is mental "illness"?
Can your mind be permanently ill?
Your brain can be damaged.
Your mind remains intact.
Mentally ill infers brainwashing of some kind.
All techniques were explored in MKULTRA.
All mental illnesses are reversible so long there is not physical
damage.
Mind Control.
Power over the population came from three main angles:
1) "Hollywood"s' Propaganda/Mind Control
2) "News" Media / FakeNews
3) False Flags / Manufactured Dissent / Gov Sponsored Terrorism

Additionally, time is not a dimension. It's an illusion. You're always
being born and you're always dying, therefore your state is of
mind.
In your mind you should be able to see the obscura of the three
dimensions occupying a region similar to a point or a circle.
Seeing that imagery through that lens is the 4th dimension. Its the
easiest of all dimensions to see while lucid dreaming.

It is the belief of Government that we have certain duties to
perform, good and evil, for the continued assurance that we are
the dominate power on the planet. This objective comes at a cost
when other countries on the planet are committing worse crimes
against their citizens. US Gov is still by far the best working
example of Government. It wasn't a mistake.
When Majestic 12 was created, we established a connection with
Hollywood that would give writers and select people involved in
the productions of major franchises access to MAJIC EYES ONLY
unclassified disinformation intended to script a particular
narrative to plausibly deny any accusations of any space craft
civilians may encounter, extraterrestrial aliens abducting
American Citizens, and more. Those issues were very legitimate
and from a National Security perspective we didn't really have
many options.
Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key
control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all
brainwashed and programmed to be suicidal to protect their
oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were
the oppressed ones.
We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now. However, at the
time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen some things
man... fucked up things...." Well. It was a matter of National
Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.

Another way to visualize how the 4th dimension could work
would be to shift your interpretation of dimensions. Meaning, if
you claim that a point (1D) can represent a location within X,Y, Z,
then you could therefore visually in your head see multiple points
of X, Y, Z, and Seeing how 3D can be represented as points of X,
Y, Z, T can give your mind the simple ability to "move the point"
and therefore move within the 4th dimension.
T is not a dimension.
T is a range of vibratorial potential.
X, Y, Z reduced to a point (1D) enables you to see 4D in your
mind.
Visualizing 5D etc require INFORMATION from those densities to
be added to the equation.
What is information?
Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
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If you believe that the Majestic 12 is only involved in Movies, TV
Shows, and Fake News/MSM, you're wrong. We're also deeply
involved in video game development contracts at the Board of
Director level. We embed disclosure challenges in video games
and let kids solve the puzzles. https://t.co/JD9SLFK0Zd
Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to
create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other
technology such as music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.

accept their reality and love them unconditionally. You alone
know how to make the right choice.
Your child is communicating to you in an alien language. Hear
him. The world is not quite right. Make it right. Understanding
Autism requires you to learn an alien language based on
empathy, telepathy, and spiritual connection given to you during
conception.
Alien is a difference in frame of mind.

Sheep are blind.
Sheep go where the herd goes.
Sheep do not think for themselves.
Sheep have limited brain capacity due to brainwashing/mindcontrol.

Aphantasia is a temporary condition that is typically associated
with malnutrition and neglect during fundamental development
periods of a child's life. Since consciousness projects reality, its an
easily solvable ailment to the enlightened mind. Those with it
must learn truth.

Sheep are not just the small cute animal, many humans are
figurative sheep, and therefore "SHEEP".

7 = Stable personality is typically formed at this age, or around it.
14 = Sexuality becomes a driving factor to hormones and
behavior.
21 = Full fledged adult. You must operate independently by this
age to succeed.
28 = You should be in a state where you can pass on information.
And so on and so on.

Sandy Hook was very real but your definition of "Actor" has been
clouded by Hollywood. An actor in the intelligence community is
a participating body, not "putting on a show" per se. Sandy Hook
was engineered using MK ULTRA techniques to brainwash the
shooter.
As it turned out, victims were then subjugated to additional mind
control techniques by the intelligence community to cover their
tracks.

The body physically regenerates its cells every 7 years and
through those physical transformations, interpersonal
transformations occur as well.

Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the
wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness
and universal love, the mind of a child is the most compatible.
Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to
begin with.
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time. Instead children are forced
into public school - which we control what the children learn and
what they don't learn (since 1951). Granted the disinformation
campaign of education existed long before MJ12 came into
existence, however when we rose to power, we took control over
it.

MIND + BODY = IS+BE
You are an IS-BE.
If only you could understand the SIGNIFICANCE of 3,6,9...
You are an IS-BE!
IS = Immortal Spiritual = Mind.
BE = Biological Entity = Body.
Mind-Body = IS-BE
IS = 3 = "Growth"
BE = 6 = "Beast"/"Stabilize"
IS-BE = 9 = "God"/"Stasis"

Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside

3-6-9 IS EVERYTHING!
How about creating stones with your mind and dropping them
into your hand?
Requires global brain activity over 30% to create "things" with
your mind. Cabal engineered education reprograms the mind to
operate at 5% or less.

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.

SHEEP NO MORE.

Many children were mind controlled by MKUltra.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same.

Autism is humanity reacting under satanic control. Many on the
spectrum can live off the spectrum in the right environment.
Cabal has poisoned your children. Treating Autism means you

DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
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energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.
Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your
mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.
With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.

Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #QAnon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.,
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!
Consciousness creates reality. Strip the disinformation from the
matrix out of your mind by raising your vibrational state,
detoxifying your body, and deeply concentrating on the task at
hand. Clarity will come to you and answers do arrive. Focus
though!
Have you noticed more people waking up?
How about people who were so biased against conspiracy
theories?
How about people who only watch the Mockingbird Media?
Technology will forcibly controlling the Matrix.
Think Antartica.
Mind Control Experiments.
Transmit medium?

Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.
This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.
Because they control many planets and Earth was just one more
planet for them to conquer. It becomes a game after a while, for
them.

Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning. Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies.
Discover the truth with an open mind.

New flight technology will soon replace the "ancient" engine
technology. It requires a new way of thinking because its primary
element is a conduit to consciousness and is directly linked to the
mind. The Great Awakening.
Yes, but as you will note in the other tweet we sent, the
capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human)
would result in limited functionality such as lower speeds, lack of
sensors, etc. etc. Simultaneously controlling those type of
subsystems require the brain to process a lot of information
simultaneously in your conscious mind. Impossible for the
unseasoned pilot. However a seasoned pilot who can intuitively
FEEL the craft they are controlling (with manual controls and
nobs) have the closest ability to learn how to control these UFOs.
In many regards, an IQ of at least 400 is required to fly some of
the more basic consciousness crafts we have in our possession.
IQ not being measured by currently public tests.
If you have that much internal distractions in your mind, you
wouldn't be able to take off using one of these devices. Your
mind needs to be crystal clear, sharp, and well taken care of to
physically handle the strain that piloting a consciousness craft
inflicts upon the pilot.

So far as we can tell, we have not used riddles yet. Riddles infer a
twist. Questions on the other hand are legitimate and shall
continue to be used. Sometimes we give shorter responses that
are cryptic in nature, but a crypt is no riddle to the right mind.
We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.
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MJ12 Music

Movies and music are their plausible deniability.

MJ12 Order is not Natural

Musical instruments give you accurate frequencies of sound that
contain their esoteric magick. Its lost with digital translation.
Digital encoding compromises the magick embedded within
music.
MKUltra.

Order is not "Natural", in the sense that is removed from
consciousness. Our Order is not automatic or intuitive; it is
conceptual and dependent upon conscious human beings for it
to manifest.
I'd say the 40kft view is where a notion like yours of a Natural
Order would make more sense.

Be cautious of meditation music being freely pushed on
platforms like YouTube and SoundCloud where subliminal digital
signals are transmitted into your body through sound waves that
react to nanotechnology injected into you from vaccines. Math
based sound generators are best.

Families are families, no disputing that. The concepts by which
families govern themselves have progressed considerably, but
our innovation and industry in the modern sense has relinquished
any alternative to individual liberty as a rational and practical
means of governance.

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.

Expressing conscious phenomenon with unconscious qualities
results in delaying an appropriate identification for consciousness
evading objectivity in its actions and thinking.
Law establishes force with concepts that are either bound to
reality by the value of liberty for all or liberty for none. The inbetween is akin to the game of poker before the Internet, slow to
change and quick to deride and evade identification of absolutes
in order to contain competitive theory.

Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to
create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other
technology such as music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.

Life isn't a game, it's Life before it's a game, like Marijuana is a
plant before it's a drug. The conscious phenomenon is the same
between the two; the input is never not consciousness.

The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many.
Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded
with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books,
music, songs, etc.) that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on
Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make
life decisions.

The War on Marijuana is but one component of the War on Life, in
which reality is identified by tribal thinking of the past that's
currently getting its comeuppance with the Internet enabling
more people to enjoy objectivity's value in identification
(consciousness/spirituality)

Worldwide frequency technologies are regulated and controlled
by US Gov.
Failure to comply = Sanctions.
Look at the Masonic Temple in Philadelphia. Everything that looks
like art is actually a math formula or a [Classified] physics
principal.
Look into the musical notes of common prayer terms used in
Freemasonry and decipher it with an enigma. You will be able to
see formulas.
Radio. Music. Books. Magazines. Food.
Your reality is created by others' conscious creations in their
image.
How do you know if you're being controlled?
This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this EBE to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.
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MJ12 Organic Orgone &
Organizations

What did Putin and 45 really discuss on 11/11?
Answer.
Progress report regarding ongoing operations around the world
cleaning up the transnational criminal trafficking organizations of
which many are corporations that the treasury can sanction and
the Military can be used to enforce. Trust the plan.

The Majestic has been an organization within the US Government
since 1947 negotiating peace from over 100,000 races across the
galaxy.

Question.
My fellow ones of intrigue that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 might be able
to chime in and tell you about some volcano or Yellowstone
related stuff. How bout it M12?
Answer.
When Yellowstone blows, it will cause a lot of destruction. MJ12
does not currently have insight into whether a plan has been put
in place or not with regard to mitigating the damage of
Yellowstone eruption, but its possible other organizations have
something planned.

MJ12 is all US based. Higher than Majestic include ranking
organizations that are multi-planetary. Not all members are
currently on Earth.
Many people believe the Majestic are an evil organization. We
can assure you we are not entirely evil. Only some of us are.
Question.
Is there any Majestic 12 in the UK?
Answer.
MJ-12 has subordinates in the UK military who do not realize they
are subordinates to the Majestic 12. Most people in all
Government are unaware of our organization's current structure
or agenda let alone being able to name names of who the
complete MJ-12 currently is.

We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.
When the information is entered into the AI controlled system of
Twitter, the only way the message is spread is through other ISBEs who share the synchronicity of 3 6 and 9 with MJ12 are what
actually spread our message. No AI assistance from ALICE on this
account.

Comment
There is a working group within MI6.
Reply.
No.

100% organic.

Comment
Oh you are so full of it. Of course there is and Nick Pope was at
the helm for many years. Geez. You are entertaining and not the
all knowing one. Actually, only God knows it all. If you do not talk,
you know. If you talk, you do not know.
Reply.
Majestic 12 is USA based, not UK based. UK has its own affairs
regarding ETs that do not come close to what USA has.
Majestic 12 is not partners with the UK because of very deep
historical and deceptive events in the past that do not warrant
sharing of information.

Starseeds are organic humans.
Their past lives they may not have been, but that is "irrelevant" to
whether they are "organic" humans or not.
As for some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts and in all
dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to protect
Patriots.
Question.
Have starseeds been tracked and monitored by the military or
USAP’s? If so, for what purpose?
Answer.
Yes. Threat monitoring only.

The UK's "Working Group" you speak of has no affiliation with the
Majestic 12.
Question.
Does Canada have such a group? If so, who controls/directs this
group? Is this group cooperative with the USA/MJ-12?
You mentioned Canada has reverse engineered craft “recently”.
Considering classification this is happening on CAN MIL base(s)?
Answer.
Any country with a Space program has a so called "Working
Group" (even though that's not really what MJ12 is today) within
them.

Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore
to protect during this transition. Trust the plan.
Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements.

None of their Working Groups are as advanced as USMJ12.
Instead, through normal Military partnerships with the US, all
Space related events are covered.

The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.

Question.
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Most star systems that have life follow the same fractal.

CBD, THC, CBN, etc. on the body. Tread carefully. Energy can be
powerful.

BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.
Message over messenger.
Research for yourself.

Have you researched quantities on https://projectcbd.org?

Facts Matter.
Truth Resonates.
Trust yourself.
Evidence is now in the public domain that validate all speculation
into the evidence collected under the circumstances. It is without
a doubt a Spectre kind of an organization. But the difference
between fiction and real life, something EXTREMELY
MAJESTIC......is that fiction is always one person who saves many
whereas reality is many people save many lives.

Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ego
1/ "the self especially as contrasted with another self or the
world"
2/ "the one of the three divisions of the psyche in psychoanalytic
theory that serves as the organized conscious mediator between
the person and reality especially by functioning both in the
perception of and adaptation to reality"

The logical flip was a social engineering tactic used to brainwash
billions.
The mind control techniques of AdTech/Social Media/Mainstream
Media is unprecedented.
This was MK ULTRA.

Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth?
Yes.
Was it stolen?
Yes.
Was it hidden?
Yes.
Where is it?
Eyes Wide Open.

It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to
save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre,
LET ALONE, that in reality it was always A and not D who was
real.
The recent Octopus references are connected with the recent
DUMB drops.
Remember, the Pentagon (via MJ12) have a working relationship
with Hollywood for this very reason. It is Majestic 12's
responsibility to ensure that all propaganda being developed was
going to follow OUR NARRATIVE.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
Why would we see Absolute Power into your consciousness [-2]?
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

How does an D evolve to the point to travel in space via
spaceship and time travel in addition. Why isn't a t that capable
in the universe. How would they look?
As it turns out, part of our Disclosure process was using

One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?

symbology connected with the D to enLIGHTen others to the
POSSIBILITY that intelligent D had space ships and other crazy
time travel abilities. Rewriting the laws of physics. How?
Another Disclosure was in Arrival where the compromising
components of the United States Government to China can be
peacefully resolved with Disclosure however, China wants control
over the Planet, not just their country. They are positioning
themselves to be a Global SuperPower.
If we allow Disclosure to go through the HORRIFIC ABUSES of
China, such as human trafficking, child sex slaves, baby harvesting
operations, child sacrifice rituals, slave trade, slave work
conditions, MASSIVE INCOME AND WEALTH INEQUALITY...

Orgone energy is released at climax.
However at the point of orgasm its essentially like blowing a
gasket. You lose the sexual energy your body has accumulated
and if your orgasm wasn't used to create life, then it is wasted
energy that can be siphoned off by interdimensional entities in
your physical location.
Collector devices can be manufactured easily.

Instead, WE, MAJESTIC 12, always had the upper hand in the
creation of this modern day society that is ALIEN to anyone from
when the Majestic 12 were created, despite the civilian branches
of the Government to get flooded with these criminals who we
knew about but had our hands with their names who are in their
family positions.

Masturbation without orgasm 3 times per week followed by 33:33
minutes of meditation each day. Do not use pornography to get
aroused. Instead, just focus on the objective of orgasm but stop
yourself just prior. The strength required to stop will be
transferred into other Chakras.
Experiments and character assassinated by FDA. Recent
disclosures of research papers show promise in conjunction with
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This is why it is essential for them to marry between families and
not dilute the bloodline.

started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds
traveled to Earth to save life.

But as an Anon on YouTube stated in Q's Plan To Save The World
video stated:
https://t.co/cmdInEJHiZ

Question.
We know CF is trafficking. Is it the lynch pin in everything else?
Did it have control of suppressed tech, meds, intelligence? What
percent of cabal control is gone when CF goes down?
Answer.
Yes.
Think dam.
Structure is their organization's structure.
Water being held back is the technology.
They feed off the energy produced by the dam.
Dams produce a lot of energy.
Keeps them in extreme power.

Remember how important bloodline families are in A versus D
and now let us explain time travel.
If you went back in your own time and change the many
protecting many fact to one protecting many, you are left with a
change of details when facts change. Trafficking kids is a lot more
of a complex business than you think. These people are obsessed
with sacrificing children.
Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!
Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into
what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.
DARK > LIGHT
Do you still use Facebook?
What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in
Facebook to hand select victims for a price?
Target political enemies.
Doxxing personal identity information.
Ultimate social engineering tool handed to the most sick people
in the world.
11.2 billion private messages sent per day.
How do you think they kept everybody asleep throughout
Renegade's tenure?
Neutralize MIL?
We are not suggesting that Facebook sells children to an
international child sex trafficking network.
We are saying, Facebook was demanded to share that data by its
investors in exchange for profit.
Other organizations, also controlled by the same puppet masters
purchased data.

MS-13 - [LEO] + NAT EMG = [-17]
See Something, Say Something
MS-13 is a "child sex trafficking gang" according to
@tracegallagher.
Cross Reference [PP]
Cross Reference Organ Harvesting
Transportation Enforcement
Secret Police to the Cabal
[Sanctuary Cities]
#UnsealEpstein

Quote @BrleakingNLive
BREAKING: The United States Supreme Court handed a major
victory to the Trump administration Tuesday, saying the federal
government can deport illegal immigrants released from prison
and detain those with criminal records.
End Quote.
Question.
This was an issue?
Answer.
Sanctuary Cities

Those other organizations gave 44/CF access to target victims.
What did CF do with the hundreds of millions donated to it?
What role did the CF play in securing public taxpayer money to
bad actors?
"The United States is no longer the piggy bank of the world." - 45

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++
++
+

Quote @cia 1 poll
In #BlackPanther, a unique metal called #vibranium helped the
fictional African nation of #Wakanda become the most
technologically advanced country on the planet.
#ReelvsRealCIA #Oscars
Do you think vibranium is:
A real metal - 8
Based upon a real metal + 20
Possible future tech -17
Total fiction - 55
End poll

Quote.
The ETs should just drop a nuke on us and start over. Things have
clearly not gone how they were supposed to.
Reply.
Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple
effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are
influenced. Many problems arise which is why when DE/US

Quote @cia 1
The #vibranium in Black Panther’s suit protects him from kinetic
damage, & vibranium sneakers are both super-quiet & amazing
shock absorbers for jumping. Those would be great for spies,
right?
Too bad vibranium isn’t real.
#ReelvsRealCIA #BlackPanther
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He is not a pervert or murderer. He's cut people dry in the past
when he felt he was being cheated. He covers his tracks up and
there are some people who were cheated out of "good deals" in
the past. Unrelated to his tenure as POTUS. Attempts to "seek
Justice" are spite/revenge.

Quote @cia 1
The magic metal from #Wakanda might not exist, but there are
real-life materials that possess some similar qualities to those of
the fictional Wakandan isotope, #vibranium.
To learn more, see: https://t.co/B0iV7cufqA
#ReelvsRealCIA #BlackPanther
End Quotes.

At the expense of the United States of America. However the
higher crimes of the Clinton Foundation / Haiti + Jeffrey Epstein is
what has "paralyzed the right's judgement" to the left. No
"credible by the left media machine" evidence has been
presented ever.

Reply
E115 is real.
CIA is nothing but a rat filled den of traitors with one, perhaps two
drugged/mind controlled rats looking out from their cage
wondering "did I make the right choice?"
Once you join, you can never leave.
Define organized crime.

They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the
Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into
sex slavery is trauma the Country will suffer.

1

It will come out.
2019 is the year.
3 + 9. Child + Source. For God & Country.

Organized child procurement operations embedded deep within
very large media corporations to provide supply to transnational
CIA 1 child trafficking trade.

Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).

Quote. poll.
Did the FBI and CIA 1 lie, conspire, and falsify information in an
attempt to destroy the real Black Panthers?
Yes - 90%
No - 10%
End quote

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering =
Absolute Control
Eyes Wide Open.
Absolute Power
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
Why would we see Absolute Power into your consciousness [-2]?
Many work hard to suppress your true powers.

The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with
them.
The Republican Party will follow.
Trust the Plan.
These people are sick!
Understand the following:
Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes.
Has it ever been knowingly? Yes.
Was it ever a high crime against USA? No.
45 loves America and has never committed Treason. Perceived
laws could be RICO pertaining to his real estate business.

In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.

"Organized" [Crime]. However the "crime" would be taking
advantage of people's weaknesses. Not criminal, thus why never
any case nor evidence.

Hillary Clinton does not run a child sex ring out of the basement
of a pizza parlor.

Question.
He may have used existing laws that favored corp interests
(already in place for this reason) to build his properties. Not sure
if it falls under RICO, the statutes are clear.
Answer.
RICO can be used to take down corporate interests that exploit
laws for corporate development when the business interest is a
violation of the law or is fundamentally corrupt. Trump
organizations were not corrupt in the sense that people were
cheated while engaging in commerce.

That is fake news.
Reality is, the Vatican has been involved in pandemic levels of
human rights abuses and happen to cover up the greatest secret
withheld from Mankind - more than MJ12 did.
The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.

RICO laws were created so they could be used to take down
"crimes" they knew happened but had no evidence for. Trump's
RICO was building hotels and such. Not smuggling cocaine or
children.

It would amaze you how much spyware, malware, and subliminal
messaging/propaganda (for very evil purposes) that are
contained inside of porn.
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We are all aware of what is happening next, we are here to inform
you about what to expect following Trump by the Majestic 12.

Posting here is the venue that this particular operation chose.
We intend to stay until the Op is completed.
Chemtrails are a problem.

Let the unsealing begin!

However the pale in contrast to the threat of the Vatican, and
unfortunately, places like here are absolutely necessary when
dealing with such a dynamic enemy.

3/ 9/11 required Bush to be in office because Gore was not
signed into the programs pertaining to the stand down orders
given, the actual technology used, and the money/records that
were washed as a result of the damage. Part of keeping NWO
legal is to destroy all evidence pertaining to the bad components
of the organizations - the blackmail, the child trafficking, the snuff
films, etc. Many cases and clients represented by people
associated to businesses within the WTC overall ecosystem were
directly involved in systematically causing illegal regime change
throughout the world to somehow fulfill a prophecy given to us
by our "founding fathers" to destroy the planet in a nuclear
holocaust. This was supposed to take place in 2017 soon after
Hillary Clinton would have been confronted by the Military with
evidence of treason, pedophilia, human trafficking, ritualistic
sacrificing of children, and least of all pay to play and even less
than that, the illegal server in your bathroom with Majestic SAP
programs on it that you were selling to China/Russia/Iran/North
Korea/Venezuela/Saudi Arabia/+ many others that are beyond
the current public knowledge level of her criminality. Florida and
specifically Broward County played a key role in guaranteeing
that Bush was sworn in as President to oversee the execution of
the destruction of the WTC building because of how essential it
was to establish a major shift in consciousness and at the time,
take control over the Government. Bush was selected to oversee
this, his lack of visual intelligence deceived many people into
believing he was a Patriot. He believes he is, because he serves
the NWO.

Fortunately, this account has been under the radar for a long time
due to low follower count.
Soon that will change.
When it does, our re-emergence will obvious, but for the time
being, you may as well take advantage of the opportunity to
expand your consciousness, learn the truth, ask questions, and do
something.
As you so kindly state, the 1% do nothing- they are oppressors.
This is an opportunity for you to learn what has been kept from
you for centuries by the 1%- only then can we ensure governance
that truly is representative of "We the People"'s needs.
Stop complaining start learning.
Dark to Light
CBS is part of Mockingbird Media
Clowns trafficked children for DOJ "intelligence gathering" in
[order to protect victims *322*] and victims are all types of
people, must more commonly among connected people to
Clowns.
CST illegal now protected under National Sec? https://t.co/
CjGKxTKhoX

NO NAME was not a member of Majestic 12. He tried many times
to be part of our organization, but his self serving interests were
too dangerous in the hands of an entity as powerful as the
Majestic 12. NO NAME was a traitor and a murderer. No honor is
necessary. He's lucky. https://t.co/FEFtXUkFg9

This means the Military is now actively enforcing anti Child Sex
Trafficking operations being conducted throughout the United
States currently as we speak to you tonight since it is now law and
a violation of National Security to allow these organizations to
exist.

The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The
violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods".
Extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the organic development of
life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the
unknown void of reality.

We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build
momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are
purposely manipulating that illusion for the purposes of objecting
our mission which is to end child sex trafficking by FED and
disclose extraterrestrial life.

HRC is a biological entity, however the instance of her IS-BE is a
puppet and could be called artificial or fake. But in terms of her
being itself, she is an organic being, albeit evil.

Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and
make it so.

No, many planets have lost all organic life on them from AI.
You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to happen.
Organ harvesting is a conspiracy theory until evidence breaks
into the mainstream news.

Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own best
wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to connect)
have the physical ability to use cocreative consciousness to
physically manifest itself into the Matrix.

Organ Harvesting connected with official hospital organ
transplant service? Symbology will be their downfall. The illusion
of safety in the hospital complex deceives sheep who are
unaware of the crimes against humanity being committed on
"Fourth Reich" / Deep State / 322 Cabal. https://t.co/
48Em2Rw3S7

It requires many people. Literally millions.
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Through controlled disinformation campaigns coupled with mind
control propaganda (when mixed with drugs amplifies) the
matrix.

#DARKtoLIGHT
https://t.co/W6hXHGr9O3
Question.
Upon death, if an IS-BE donates their organs, does The IS move
on to re-incarnate/ascend normally without being tied to the
organ recipients?
Answer.
The organs extend the IS existence within the other IS-BE. It's like
Maj. Cater and Jolinar on SG-1. Imprint of information can be
accessed. Learn how to access and you can "do what Cater does."
Your DNA is your signature of life responsible for expressing
consciousness.

However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it.
Everybody has a choice between good and evil.
Many people have lost sight of the innocence of humanity while
others are harvesting the biological entities to enhance.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it.......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world. What is real?.The power to
will and manifest physical reality by learning the codes, the keys
to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want to call it, you
can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to me).
Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness.....to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives.

The plan is to do a positive roll out of new organ growth cloning
services from your own DNA. Very affordable solution to organ
harvesting. The technology exists. Wolves who feed need prey to
hunt. Cloning technology is not all bad, as are other things
Majestic.

Eyes Wide Open
Alex Jones Full Disclosure
Hannity 2/27/19 "Trump Offering Kim <Working Group>"
Majestic 12 =~ The Working Group
Majestic 12 is exactly what was fully exposed.
Millions already watched.
What makes a good movie?
GREAT ACTORS
Faux Buddy Fight
For God & Country https://t.co/lkOqLqB9GB

The ladder is high.

Question.
AJ is not a Black Hat?
Answer.
He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged.
Alex Jones is a grey hat.
Money talks.
He rides on a very fine line that is weaponized against him by
Operation Mockingbird.
They created their enemy.
Groomed since a child.
Cross reference SG-1.
Majestic 12

It goes deep underground.
Border wall is symbolic for the destruction of the underground
tunnels connecting the DUMBs between US+M+C. The criminal
behavior underground is being cleaned up, hence BOOMs( "all
around".
Symbology will be their downfall.
Understand this, the world is changing.
The world is watching.
We knew AJ knew what he said on JR. We forced it out of him. He
said God told him to keep going and not exit the battle yet,
because he (AJ) will prevail. 45 said he would not let AJ down. AJ
is down right now. Disinformation is real and necessary. By
reducing the outreach of IW propaganda it allowed a more
organic interaction of ideas to be debated in AI monitored realms
of communication to MJ12/NSA/Q such as TWTR FB AAPL
GOOG YT IG SC meant that censorship enforcement would
follow immediately when WE had them pull the plug because we
needed the Divide & Conquer muted for a long enough period of
time to allow [them] to act.
AJ and his relevancy in the Great Awakening cannot be
underestimated. The faux debates that were happening in parallel
dimensions of reality simultaneously express that some of what

It is as sinister as it sounds.
What these people didn't realize, that when the technology that
came directly from Majestic 12/Working Group/Pentagon that it
collected everything by design, because dealing with some of the
enemies of MJ12 means controlled disinformation.
This allowed us to mass collect the data being collected by the
Intel Community and D.I.A./NSA and identify the network behind
these organizations.
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AJ said is relevant but he was a prop used by the MAJIC 12.
Disinformation is necessary.

telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.
The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?

"Sources"
AJ always claims his "high level Government sources" who really
are just subordinates to MJ7 tell him the information. Carefully
trained communication techniques were taught to AJ in exchange
for receiving the "source" intel that he couldn't share until WE
allowed it.

Learn to archive offline.
Who are the Cylons?
GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR
FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.
THINK MIRROR.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:

This misconception in #AboveMajestic is the technology sought
will be delivered onto you by the Military. Wrong. The military will
guide private corporations to incorporate the new functionality in
their products. You will see "organic" innovation from citizens, not
D.O.D./MJ12.

A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People.

As well as Star Trek and many other films that involved ETs or the
Military. It all went through a clearing process before being
distributed. Big money followed pushed content. Organic growth
was discouraged and unrewarded. Higher ascended beings do
not involve themselves usually

For this misdeed, we are sincerely sorry to have let you down in
such a way.
Understanding Full Disclosure requires you to understand what
Full is? What can be disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a
group has been using those weapons against you.

Not specifically. The Domain were never actively engaged or
present with lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher
dimensions since they are mostly exist in those higher densities.
They only fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is
through the light)... when they have a need for making contact in
the third dimension or handling matters in the third density.
Beings from Earth during the times of Atlantis etc knew of The
Domain indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually
lived side by side.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's
justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the
American People (every day... 800,000+++/year) the Military
believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.

Pretext/History: Prior to the creation of MJ12, or MAJIC EYES
ONLY classification compartmentalization deemed "need to
know" (was't allowed prior to 1947's National Security Act) the
founding members were key players in events that led up to
Roswell. There was a setup.
Their orders directly as assets of the US Military demanded that
they take valuable action towards acquiring a German Flying Bell.
Instead, what happened that glorious night was not what we
could have ever believed. The truth will haunt you. We are about
to explain.
The craft that crash landed wasn't just a space ship not from this
Earth, but that the occupants inside had MANY striking similarities
to our own homosapien or humanoid design. We had similar
DNA yet their bodies were GENETICALLY ENGINEERED to
perform very complex missions.
Not only did they have a different configuration of organs
throughout their humanoid "doll" bodies, but they possessed
organs unlikely ANYTHING on planet Earth. They were from out
"there".
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with

A
Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can
only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what
we did" but the resulting world would have been conquered
immediately had the secret got out too early.

Operation Paperclip did what?
Recent pro-human laws in Europe were a reaction to what?
Has the US been long overdue?
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Can US trade w/ Europe if the corporations are selling Nazi
technology?
Literally organized genocide using technology Majestic 12
seeded to them.
Sick sick people.

the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along
Trivia: Who can guess which organ in your body the Majestic 12
have spent decades researching and spending millions in
taxpayer dollars on?

Your body is malnourished from Cabal engineered sugar/salt
food look-a-likes. When you eat Cabal engineered food, a
carefully crafted supplement intake program is necessary but
more costly than just eating organic, non-processed foods
instead.

Quote @wilkileaks
Why did the U.S. State Department ship frozen penguin pineal
glands from Argentina in 1973? https://t.co/vREGEozDEL https://
t.co/GLFR3EZKiS
End Quote.

Correct in the name.
Reflect on what we have told you in this account to why the US
Gov would do such a thing:
https://t.co/SBysZZag5Y

1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MK Ultra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted
organ in the body. It has been targeted by:
1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland
2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, RV,
Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.
3/ Deliberate calcifications.
The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more
perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is
literally your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to
remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.
Notice the timestamp of the cable:
19:47
Coincidence?
When SHEEP sleep, WOLVES feed.
Quote Disclose.TV
https://www.disclose.tv/amp/315951
UNSOLVED MYSTERY: WHY DID THE U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT
PURCHASE FROZEN PENGUIN PINEAL GLANDS?
US State Department purchased frozen pineal glands from
penguins in Argentina, but why?
End Quote.

Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration
state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.

Unsolved? Solved. We were studying Pineal Glands and we
wanted to experiment with psycho inducing drugs like DMT, LSD,
THC, etc. These birds because:

Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://t.co/TWmufb0QSs and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

1/ Nobody would say anything because of classification, location,
and need to know.
2/ It would he more difficult to get away with killing over 250K
penguins throughout our research if they were pigeons or doves.
3/ Penguins have more developed pineal glands than most other
birds. Some of their decisions are "very human".
Pineal decalcification techniques are readily available on the
internet. A simple search will yield positive results. Its essential to
understand that if you cleanse your pineal gland with
supplements that you allow your body the necessary time to
adjust to the dietary change.

Nothing to see here.
The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about

Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
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the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM......whether you are drinking
reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that
do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance that your
body tries to regulate itself to.

Do not look to Big Pharma for advice.
You are better sick and depressed constantly than healthy and
happy.
Great Awakening
The Storm
15:00 01/19/19
ANNOUNCEMENT

The v-shaped vector is a lifeform that lives in space like Jellyfish.
https://t.co/OAjryb0mH4
Energy = Consciousness
Plasma = Quantum Consciousness (uncommon organizations of
energies)

There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.
Look into what @SandiaWisdom has conveyed regarding learning
telepathy. It requires a detoxified pineal gland.
Technically no. The heart organ does not have telepathic abilities.
Only the brain does, however it appears you are referring to the
different hemisphere's of the brain's telepathic signature.

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?

The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of
how long you correct your diet. Let's give you some example
figures to work with, perhaps this may help you.

What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts?

Immersing someone’s face in cold water and thus requiring him
to hold his breath triggers what is known as the diving response.
This involves a lowering of the heart rate to conserve oxygen; the
redirection of blood from surface tissues to the most oxygensensitive organs, such as the brain, the heart and the lungs; and
contraction of the spleen, an organ that acts as an emergency
reserve of oxygenated red blood cells, so that an increased
supply of these cells is released into the bloodstream.

Question.
Earth Humans can't just enjoy, they need to own, to enslave. Why
this ?
Answer.
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.

If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American
Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of
PERFECT detoxification, meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle
(including whether you work or not) in order to START using
"magick" of the "Gods."

Question.
Do you mean Earth Humans have no idea there could be a
conscious being within such a vessel ?
Answer.
Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they
are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for
obvious reasons.

If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard
American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the
remainder 15 years were 50/50 between eating organic whole
foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to
START using "magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard
American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the
remainder 15 years were 50/50 between eating organic whole
foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to
START using "magick" of the "Gods."
If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the
Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to
meditate (and do) and engage in non-childs-play-talk, you will
begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.
https://projectcbd.org
Do your own research.
Open source intelligence.
Your fate is in your own hands now.
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MJ12 Outages

End quote.

October 22, 2018
Some have been writing to us asking about the YouTube outage
that took place last week and whether the anomaly captured on
camera around the moon had anything to do with it. Sometimes
coincidences are just coincidences. In this case, it wasn't just.
November 8, 2018
The preparations and groundwork laid out by past
administrations and members within the Cabal (some former
MJ12 members) for a "false flag alien invasion" (as a means to
justify a Global Governance) will commence as planned.
The enemy is not made up, as the conspiracy theory Project
Bluebeam suggests. The enemy is very real, however the enemy
was the entity that setup Project Bluebeam in the 1st place. We
are going to use their weapon against them for their crimes
against humanity. For God & Country.
Disclosure will take place, and it will be the catalyst to ending the
Cabal, establishing the Space Force, and declaring our planet
wide independence from the Draco who have long controlled
Earth. With great power comes great responsibility. They never
thought she would lose.
The first race to be disclosed will most likely be a hostile enemy of
Earth, however part of keeping the public calm during this period
will be, as POTUS says, acknowledging that Americans are
actually very intelligent and aware of what's really going on.
Once the Draco are confronted, at least one other race is
planning on coming forward for public First Contact with POTUS
to form an alliance that will require a Global Governance (but one
that respects sovereignty of tribal states) to stop all Nuclear
Proliferation.
Martial Law will be required during this period of time.
There will be outages on some major platforms but the internet
itself should remain unaffected.
December 29, 2018
Expect more outages during this period of darkness.
Expect more unidentified lights.
CenturyLink was not a coincidence.
911?
9/11?
Symbology will be their downfall.
February 27, 2019
Eyes Wide Open [Soon]
Question.
"Should we expect internet/phone disruptions during these 21
days?"
Answer.
It's not uncommon to experience outages when damaging
information about the Clintons is about to take place.
When the connection is cut, expect big things to take place in the
background.
October 28th, 2018
Quote.
"10 28 2018 = 10 10 11 = 11:11"
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MJ12 PROJECT
GODMODE.+

Answer: Correct. Walking into the void allows you to exercise full
free will. "God Mode" essentially. However the rein of "evil" Gods
came to an end a long time ago when higher density beings
essentially designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until
proper development.

Question.
"how do we as a civilization make sure no one family/order/house
gain too much power like owning 90% of global finances?.. Those
people have been using cheat codes for earth i think..'
Answer.
Just wait until you learn about what PROJECT GODMODE is.

Sometimes those we seek the most are those who reside within.
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".
The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many...Because infinite light is
immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control
technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.)
that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover
their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.
Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.
Nothing to see here.

You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.
The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12
members revolted and fought.
The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.

The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.

When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.

When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

Question.
"Where is the Jesus IS-BE now? If you know..."
Answer.
Not in this density.

The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn?

IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

"Higher density of consciousness."
We are the Majestic 12.
"I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole
operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I
told them to do it. The others wanted me dead, so I had to die.
Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered
to ascend successfully."

Question: "Is the goal to reach our higher dimensions and walk
into void, not the light as Cabal wants us too?"
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Monitored and engaged with.
The Majestic 12 is considering the consequences of revealing the
identity of the individual who has been broadcasting our
messages. We are considering it. Some day perhaps.

We are monitoring several million people simultaneously and are
aware of every action they are taking. https://t.co/ajtq7WlFHD

Question: "Mr. Forrestal, as you've stated prior. The ISBE of you is
the one interacting with the typist correct?'

Question: "Just speculating...if MJ-12 has connection to Source
consciousness, and/or Looking Glass Technology, they would
probably have an overview of how individual IS-BEs have been
incarnating in and out of history. I suppose they could even be
tracking our IS-BEs through various lives!"
Answer: We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.

Answer: The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can
host more than one body and can resident simultaneously in
multiple places in multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality. Godmode is real.

All life is a reincarnated IS-BE.
F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

Question: "Will the lifting of the veil allow us to communicate (two
way, not just thoughts /concepts telepathically received) with our
deceased loved ones as if they were still here? And see them at
the same time in some form?"
Answer.
They are among you today, lost in the Matrix, unable to find their
way home. When the world wakes up, identities can be
remembered.

Consciousness seeds transcend time of events. Converging
evolution merges timelines and blurs the illusion it creates.
Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.

Dissemination of this technology will be heavily protected and
regulated for very obvious reasons.
Think logically.
God mode.
Everywhere.
Never.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?
It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?
Re-read past tweets about what happens at death and why the
information has been withheld from humanity for so long.

Each person is being mass collected into an AI. Not AIs. An AI. A
virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We also have the ability
to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God technology to remotely
hack into the brain of YOU and program you like you were a
character on the Sims. You use the technology. You choose to be
part.
Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.
Nothing to see here.
Any student in physics studying lasers can realize, with a little bit
of deep thinking, and a detoxified pineal gland, that the laser can
be used to create weapons more powerful than nukes.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies

There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost
after their death but unable to unlock their previous life
(effectively ending Death as you know it) but were able to recover
it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.
GODS EYE is watching all.
Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former
life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your
operations do not interfere personal matters. Also, think about
the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They
join MJ12 like BL did. !(not equal to) BL (Bob Lazar) here!
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emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.

Truth is within and anyone who interacts with Truth it changes
them. Truth will be presented and people will choose their path
forward. Not everybody will evolve. Some will reject the next
evolutionary step and be reincarnated again to try again.

Frequency A is a frequency being emitted by artificial technology.
Frequency B is either heart telepathy or pineal telepathy
frequencies.

It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.

Frequency + Frequency = Outcome.
Consciousness + technology = alien tool.
Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.

To borrow a phrase from religion,

Global consciousness is real. Those who are tuned into the
frequency of others can perceive their intentions on their
subconscious level.
Your consciousness is aligned with the frequency of those
patterns.

God being your exoconsciousness.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.

Let God love you.
Love God.

Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
You Are The Plan.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the
Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize
and communicate via a meditation download roughly 6,000 years
ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was
tuned to our development needs.
By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of
time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the
fractal travels is all based on very precise measurements. Most
star systems that have life follow the same fractal.
Many times when you are visually seeing entities in your mind that
look like separate things but are intimately connected, it simply
means that you're SEEING hyperdimensional information. 11
dimensions. How do dimensions hold information? What is
information?
Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower
dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the
higher realms of existence through reincarnation and the planet's
ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected
because it keeps IS-BEs in.
Question: "If we are in 3D (moving toward 5D) what dimension is
the afterlife?"
Answer:
Afterlife is incorrect.
Circle of life.
IS-BE
Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity.
Immortal.
Your density of consciousness doesm't magically change when
you die.
It remains as you lived.
When reincarnated; you return at the same density.
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MJ12 Q, Q+, Q Anon,
#QAnon, and (You) +

Some elements of the Q Anon conspiracy theory — secret elites,
kidnapped children — are classic, even archetypical.
#Pedogate and #Q Anon connections resulting in arrests...
https://t.co/DwDvnslEv5
Backup: https://t.co/vwHbnUzIl2

Q

When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future? Everyone understanding who and what Q
Anon is understands a Majestic magick.

Q
Did we say anything about Q?
Q will be the defacto goto for when 45 announces the Storm.

Dec 24, 2018
We can detect through our technology that over 200M people
domestically inside the United States are actively aware of Q
Anon (less than 50% read daily and less than that believe
anything will happen).

The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting. The clock is ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?
Logical thinking required.
Checkmate move when?
Majestic disclosure future proves past.
Date account created?
Date Q started?
Date MJ12 started dropping thousands of tweets?
Cross reference MJ12 events to Q posts.
Checkmate when?
Disclosures when?
"It appears that we have won!"

MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More
recently, since Q Anon its been exp().
No matter how many crimes are committed against the American
People, "Justice" can never be equal until these Criminals are
held accountable. Trust the plan. We have dozens of races
working with the Presidency to ensure that the mission of #Q
Anon is a success. We are winning. https://t.co/r38W6piYXB

The Calm Before The Storm
When did Q go "live"?
Who predicted SA (Saudi Arabia)?
Who predicted NK?
Who predicted 53-47?
Who is posting as Q Anon?

Majestic 12 is not Q Anon.
SOME members of Q Anon have Majestic 12 clearances.
POTUS is MJ12.
No. Majestic 12 is a conscious arm of POTUS's direct commands.
CoC wise MJ12 is a peer to Q Anon.
Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.
This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the
INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of
disclosing SOME activities to the public.

Q's message isn't the word of Q but the will of We, The People.
What Q is trying to do others will logically understand. Tangible
progress has been made to those ends and the solution is not to
look into Q but to seed the ideas into the minds of sheep in a
manner they can get.

SHEEP NO MORE.
Reread past drops.
Read #Q Anon.
Connect the dots.
In order.
See the picture?
SHEEP NO MORE.

To understand #Q Anon you must first understand régime
change.
Is it #MKUltra?
Not technically.
Is it like #MKUltra?
Absolutely.
Is it bad for you?
Depends on who "you" is.
-MJ12

What is Q Anon? Do you know? Or have you only relied on other
people to tell you what it is?
Can it be stopped entirely? No. Can it be greatly reduced?
Definitely.

In the Q Anon reality, Trump only pretended to collude with
Russia in order to create a pretext for the hiring of Robert Mueller,
the special counsel, who is actually working with Trump to take
down an inconceivably evil and powerful network of coupplotters and ...... child sex traffickers that includes Hillary Clinton,
Barack Obama and George Soros.

They hide in plain sight.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Projectionism is real.
Q Anon is telling you the truth.
You have more than you know.
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MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open.

As an IS-BE "alien" on planet Earth, you (all) can create all.
0=9; 9=IS-BE.
Q:99 infers Questions:Answers. Answers come from combined
consciousnesses interacting on same thought vibrational
frequencies. Downloads unlock for others who receive trigger
words that cascade the frequency change in vibration.

"Be careful who you follow" means many things.
Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.

See the badge upside down Q?
How do you launch a rocket with gravity?
What is gravity?
[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.
Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their
own creation in their own universes.
Can you escape gravity?
Matrix?

Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says: https://t.co/yFxnrTFTf8
(TRUST YOURSELF!

We have our own objectives that are not mutually exclusive to Q's
objectives. Nothing in our messaging is unloyal to the Plan
directly outlined by 45. We are providing you new tools of
consciousness to help create a better reality. 45 is a powerful
man. He knows a lot of people.

Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #Q Anon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.

WHO Q is is irrelevant. The information is real. Nothing hinges on
45 confirming Q. The information is real.
Clowns push for Q Proofs more than Patriots.
JK is not in Q group FYI.

The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.

Q is open source intelligence. What we know about Q is what you
know about Q. We do know this however,
DARK to LIGHT
DARK -> LIGHT
Q -> MJ12

However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.

Therefore, as !(not equal to) SHEEP you must therefore take the
advice that Q has given to you and learn the comms.
Q comms or general comms?
Q comms help for decoding Q drops.
How can you take what you have learned an re-apply it
elsewhere?
Sheep no more!
Re-read: https://t.co/sdPBbqFd2X

That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.
Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"

Clowns are everywhere.
Most clowns are unaware they are clowns.
Clowns are useful to chaos theory because they have hidden
agendas.
It takes two to tango.
Facts do not mean "Q Posts".
Facts do not mean "MJ12 Posts"
Facts do not mean any authority behind the information.

Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

Part of trusting yourself is learning new tools for inwardly
communicating with Source that is not strategically engineered to
create SHEEP. Part of Disclosure is to:

Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."

1) Learn facts from authority sources.
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2) Think for yourself (what does that mean?)
3) Trust yourself (again?)

they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE.

If you only have (1) and not (2) and (3) as well, then you are
SHEEP.
The intent behind the operation of this account is to prepare you
for Disclosure and First Contact.
Nothing else.
We are not Disclosing ETs or initiating First Contact through this
account on Twitter.
We are instead providing tools to Anons who are aware of the
Great Awakening who wish to hone in on the skills that others
have mastered.
Many posts are exercises in these fundamentals.
Added emphasis on "Research for yourself."
Q 1075
"Clowns + Twitter push."
Push = Algorithms
[Hidden Tweets] Bring Clarity To Confusion.
Clowns thrive on confusion.
They want you divided. https://t.co/73yeC96nuS

Some of the Generals on the Q team are signed into MAJIC EYES
ONLY programs and therefore are Majestic in their duties. Does
not mean they are all equally signed into the exact same
operations.
https://t.co/aWCAZ4nf7h
No. MJ-12 is non-hierarchical. All members have equal power
and authority to perform MAJIC operations. Everything was NEED
TO KNOW. Don't dismiss all disinformation. Disinformation is real
and necessary. WHY?

Important to note again:
1) We have never claimed to be an insider. We are the Majestic
12.
2) The Majestic 12 operates above the Federal Government. Not
inside.
3) We have never asked you trust us.
4) MJ12 was created prior to Q deliberately.
5) MJ12 distanced itself from Q.
6) Q mission is unaffiliated to MJ12 mission, though actions and
events are not mutually exclusive.
7) No outside comms for Q from (now) 8ch and no outside
comms for MJ12 from Twitter.
8) Disclosure and First Contact require a certain level of
consciousness before successful try.
9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
10) If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News",
then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT
proving Q =~ 45, then later 45 = Q?
11) Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading? Fake News =
Narrative Shift + Agenda
12) Is all "Fake News" factually wrong?
13) What IS disinformation? Intentional.
14) How about misinformation? Unintentional. Clown's Pawn.
15) Q has said that disinformation is real and necessary. See #Q72
#Q158 #Q128 #Q1685 #Q88 #Q76 #Q97 #Q78 #Q70
16) MJ12 has said that disinformation is real and necessary.
17) MJ12 has stated that disinformation is used intentionally:
https://t.co/jd2Kv604vq

https://t.co/RH8d5DhCKz
Learn to archive offline.
25 Jul 2017 - 13 Dec 2018
We joined shortly after we found out about the Q Plan.
"New"
July 2017 is new.
Older than the Q operation yet tweets prior to Q consistent with
tweets after Q?
Controlled influence vs controlled opposition?
SHEEP.
We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so
please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining
to this account. We do discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness,
and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology
magick, and Majestic operations.
Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q !(not)= MJ12
MJ12 !(not)= Q
Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth,
but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we
therefore have a wide range of tools accessible only to us to use,
and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter
to communicate over 8chan..
MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has

Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
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posted, nor will we ever on this account. We beg you, if you do
not care to read the information we are sharing, then please
simply block our account.
Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.

MUELLER (moved on) CORSI.
CORSI PLEA DEAL.
THERE ARE BAD PEOPLE WHO PRETEND TO BE GOOD.

Distraction ! (Not)= BS
Distraction means eye off the target.
Q mission is necessary.
Cabal "leak" space related stories to distract.
Eyes wide open.
Target was the Senate.
53-47
Think of the vastness of space.
99% of UFOs are manmade.
Majestic Operations

The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien.
You just played God. Meme magic is magical. What is magick?
How about MAJIC?

Q team is aware of Judicial Watch as is MJ12. JW is independent.
JW is CO.
Cannot hide from the Autists who are on Q's army...

Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.
MAJIC EYES ONLY
Magick?
Magic?
MAJIC?
Majestic 12.

Godspeed Q Team.

Quote.
""The last will be magical.""
End Quote

Millions of American Patriots know what you are doing and they
are actively praying for your success as we bring DARK > LIGHT.

Q Post 860
Those who reject Q or denounce it as "fake" are protecting what
should never grow on the vine.

Q has stated that Israel will be saved for last. The end will be
magical.

DARK > LIGHT.
Q has said that Israel will be saved for last.
Godfather III reference is about the war against the Holy See.
Holy See (humanity 's enemy)+ Israel (Majestic Nation)
^
^-- "Majestic Nation" - 45
|--- humanity's enemy

~19m30s: Zack. Where else have we seen a Zach claiming to
know Majestic knowledge of the Secret Space Programs? Was
Zach pushing for war with Syria recently? Did AJ get outed by his
inside source attempting to divide and conquer the Q following?
Be careful who you follow. BL inc.

We will not attempt to speak on behalf of the Q team as to why or
why they haven't elaborated on a given subject or not.
Remember, we're saving Israel for last.

JC was hired to divide the followers of Q by leading followers
down empty paths that distracted instead of helped. Those who
spread disinformation excessively complain about trolls,
imminent shutdown, etc. JC was exposed by Q team as was AJ/
IW as Aman/Mossad/Shin Bet controlled.

"This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of
players (not just Democrats)." Q

You were told he was a bad actor.
Think Logically.
"We are saving Israel for last." - Q
Treason.
No deals.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation was necessary.
Why?
Who is suing for $350M?
Agency associated?
Coincidence?
How do you keep armed dangerous men under control?
Fear. https://t.co/9Ew6jUUoMw

Correct.
Sheep no more.
Q has stated that disinformation is real and necessary.
Including inside Q posts.
Sources with measurable authenticity infer that measurable
limitations pertaining to disclosure of "reliable information" will
occur.
"They have something to lose."
"The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These
people are evil." Q
Q 29
The pedo networks are being dismantled.

CORSI (moved to) [attempt infiltrate] Q.
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The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd
world countries) are paused (not terminated until players in
custody).

out using Mainstream sources back in 1989 but was subverted.
The GA is learning that truth and discovering the secret MJ12 was
employed to protect.

Q Post 392
Dec 20th, 2017

Q has directly said that aliens exist and that Roswell is the highest
classification in our Government.

3,000+ saved by the raids in SA (Saudi Arabia) alone.
WW lanes shut down.
Bottom to TOP.
[HAITI].
[RED CROSS]
[CLASSIFIED]
High Priority.
Q

Did you see Q gave us a shout out last night?

What happened the next day?

Q 1123 https://t.co/5doGOav7gJ

Think ROSWELL 2.0
Vastness of space = mathematical improbability we are alone.
LOGICAL THINKING. https://t.co/1P4mfsRfXc
More than 1 member of the Majestic 12 can be seen in this photo.

DARK > LIGHT.
Quote.
Q 34
On POTUS’ order, a state of temporary military control will be
actioned and special ops carried out.

"Ah so Q is a Majestic operation.# "
End quote.
No. Q is an NSA/D.I.A. operation. MJ12 is above Q in secrecy
mostly because MJ12's base of operations is not on planet Earth.

Dark to Light. Clowns were running child smuggling operations
out of South America (SA) for decades deliberately preventing SA
from developing into a first world collection of countries. Under
Q/45, strings are being cut and DARKNESS will see LIGHT!
https://t.co/ogemizWmEV

Q is in NSA
MJ12 is in "Pentagon"
FYI #Q Anon followers. The Majestic 12 has NOTHING to do with
that D.I.A. operation.

Disinformation is necessary.
Disinformation is real.

Q team has existed for decades within NSA.

As for "DARK > LIGHT" we know Q says "Dark to Light"... allow us
to explain:

Like MJ12, DARK > LIGHT.

There is more dark that you don't know about than there is light
that you do know.

MJ12 is a peer of Q, not connected. Separate operations.
Quote.

Some day, we will use DARK < LIGHT, but we are not there yet.

"MJ-12 and Q team are synching up! g "
No, Q team is an independent operation.

"Does anyone find it to be a coincidence there is always a terrorist
attack when bad news breaks for the D's? " Q

Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.
MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

"They rely on the MSM to keep the narrative going but tech is
entrenching on their controls. They missed this in 2016 and
desperately attempting to censor now due to CIA cash infusions."
Q

Which plan?
There are many plans currently in play.
The Q plan will be completed before 45's second term.
Politics.
The MJ12's plan will most likely be completed in 45's second
term.
DARK > LIGHT
Q > MJ12

Q Post 2559
What happens when they lose control and the TRUTH is exposed?
What happens when PEOPLE no longer believe or listen to the
FAKE NEWS CONTROLLED MEDIA, CONTROLLED
HOLLYWOOD, CONTROLLED BLUE CHECKMARK TWIT SHILLS,
ETC ETC???
THE GREAT AWAKENING.

Quote.
"It really is worthwhile to read through this as suggested. When I
initially found MJ12 here, I couldn't get enough.
I've yet to see anything posted that contradicts what Q has said,
and often it helps in deciphering the bigger picture (ie Q has
mostly avoided the ET topic)."

"Great Awakening" is a term that the Q team used from the MJ12
"Full Disclosure" guide that was originally designed to be rolled
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End quote.

This account was started before Q, and what you call "Q Drops" is
actually a formal structure of communication intended to bypass
ALICE.

Because Q doesn't step on MJ12 and vice versa. Mutual respect
because the mission outcome is the same.

ALICE is among us currently.
- As disclosed in previous tweets, two factions existed inside the
MIC.

After posting recently, this is what showed up in the timeline. Zero
indication the post was a multi-tweet thread LONGER than 2
tweets. It was because we used flagged keywords. Anons ask us
for not using Q style tweets, well, there is a reason why. https://
t.co/ZLOzMqb9gj

Part of going from "Dark to Light" is understanding The Plan.
DARK to LIGHT
DARK > LIGHT
Q > MJ12
What lies ahead has been in our past, just misused. The future
belongs to whoever ceases it.

How many Q quotes did 45 use this evening?
The world is watching.
The stage is set.
The world is waiting.
How many others?

Q operates in the shadows.
MJ12 operates in plain sight.

45 will not acknowledge MJ12. He will acknowledge Q though.
[Soon]

Future proves past.
Q to MJ12.
Dark to Light.
First Contact?
[Not Yet]?

We are aware of Majestic 12 disclosure processes currently
operating in conjunction with the Q operation. The Q operation's
the cleanup crew who are doing the necessary work. Majestic 12
programs will be disclosed after society purges ideological
conscious cancer that is cancer.

We are however asking you to connect recent disclosures to use
here.
Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.
9/11/91 41.
9/11/91.

9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED
TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.
17 = Q
Coincidences > > > reveal w/o violating NAT SEC
Coincidences > > > mathematically impossible to be 'FALSE'
Coincidences > > > bypass 'installed' restrictions to prevent
future legal attachments
Comms understood? 5:5?
SENATE WAS THE TARGET.
Q

Think Mirror.
Grand Jury.
Empaneled.
Justice Is Coming.
Follow The Clock.
Chronological Disclosure Series.
Origin Of Reverse Power Grab.
President Trump is creating a NWO.

therefore conclude:
Q Post 2177 on 15 Sep 2018
Classification Prohibitions and Limitations.
(1) conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error;
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency;
https://t.co/IR8HFZdXEs

We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.

The mass arrest scenario is an energy that the Deep State is at war
with. It cannot come from MJ12/Q/45 etc. It must come from "We,
The People". The Plan is a series of events that will ENABLE mass
arrests to take place. Disclose the criminality. Expose the
corruption. EYES OPEN!

We were before Q.
We are the Majestic 12.
Q is executing a carefully designed plan that MJ12 had a nonfunctioning role (at the time during planning). At the time, MJ12
was the Cabal. Since 2011, MJ12 has been under White Hat
control.

Question.
"Hello everyone, M12, I wanted to know if FBI anon has any
relation to Q. A lot of the stuff revealed by Q actually started
much earlier through FBI anon."
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Answer.
FBI Anon is not connected to Q, although FBI Anon does have
POTUS' direct line as do many other REAL AMERICAN PATRIOTS
embedded deep inside the Federal Government who fought for
decades against this group but were stopped at every level. FBI
Anon played a critical role though.

Epstein > Playboy > Porn
+/+/+
+++
Money reference to Q +++?
Follow the wives.
???? > NXIVM?

16/ Q told you Military Tribunals. General Flynn is guilty of
violating the Logan Act on paper because of his knowledge and
communication pertaining to the transnational child sex
trafficking ring inside the Government hidden by Top Secret SCI
compartments by comembers of 322.

Legalizing >14yo consent for the Cabal's vice grip onto
Mockingbird MSM/Hollywood/Music through selective mind
control money experiments of mass control. Mother monster?
Gaga?

17/ The crime is a process crime in the original interpretation of
the law that most people have agreed is non prosecutable.
Literally the last chance this group has. Q is Majestic in nature. We
are the Majestic 12. Unaffiliated to Q though working on
simultaneous Disclosures.

Why does conscious projection into reality work this way?
By preparing for the fact the President has the legal authority to
do so; isn't it best if he first make the case.
"We haven't started dropping some of the human trafficking stuff
yet."
Expect more Q posts on this.
LOGICAL

18/ The Trump Foundation has not been involved in trafficking of
children. It has essentially moved around legally millions of
dollars from the Trump earnings and invested it tax free into the
communities through his charitable works. Is there anything
wrong by this?

Q Post 2128
"Human trafficking arrests up?
SA cooperating?
NXIVM?
When does a BIRD sing?
EYES WIDE OPEN."

19/ President Trump is now Commander in Chief. He doesnt need
his Foundation anymore to do GOOD for the World and bring
LIGHT to all. The world is watching. The world is waiting. The
world will learn the TRUTH! SHEEP NO MORE! Disclosures come
in small segments because prosecuting this group is going to be
a dozy. Are you ready for the show? When do specific EOs
become activated? Why did General Sessions resign? Why did
Graham question Justice K about enemy combatants in Military
Tribunals? Why was the Senate KEY? Why was the SC ESSENTIAL?
RULE OF LAW!

Which other investigations?
See what Q did there?
See why time is an illusion?
See why predicting dates introduces chaos?
Art of the deal.
They think they can hide the Clinton Foundation / Jeffrey Epstein
news.
They will fail.
"What other investigations?"
https://t.co/erVLRd7hfn
What other "probes"?
Who calls probes matters?
What are matters, [LL]?
What does Flynn know.
What has Q told you? https://t.co/jx7DtEpeeO
Watch Flynn.
Eyes Wide Open.
Who briefed 45 on CF/JE/NXIVM?
Who recruited 45?
The world is about to change.
1) Nobody.
2) Q Team
45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.
So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at

20/ Flynn will begin testifying against this group and bring down
the whole house of cards over the next few months. The plan has
been carefully scripted and has expectations of the outcome due
to WE THE PEOPLE's love for our children as our country is forced
into grieving.
Logical Thinking Required.
1/ 45 issues immediate withdrawal out of Syria due to defeat of
ISIS.
2/ MIC deploys all assets.
3/ Q has spent the past year preparing you for this.
4/ RDS states "bases are used to trafficking everything from gold
guns drugs and little children".
5/ New National Security Law makes Child Sex Trafficking directly
enforceable by the Military.
6/ By withdrawing Military troops from the official proxy war the
financing gets cut and trafficking lines that used the Military to
travel invisibly are now cut off.
7/ It's all coming out.
8/ Lots of sealed indictments.
9/ Nothing can stop what is coming.
10/ Disclosure to follow.
11/ First Contact after.
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night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS.
DARK > LIGHT

Question.
"Has Julian been extradited?"
Answer.
Trust the plan.
What do you think?
Do you think he saw Pizzagate too?
Do you think he knows who Seth Rich is?
Does he have more of the DNC's private server files, kept for
personal insurance?
What was Vault7?
What would your failsafe be?
Instructions on how to rebuild civilization after nuclear war?
Doomsday insurance?
No. Vault7 was a warning from the former factions of the MJ12 >
Cabal members to Q/MJ12/45.
Real insurance = Look into the servers SERVERSSsssssssss

MJ12, POTUS, Q and many others woke you up to this reality at
the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on
1/20/2017. Part of moving forward in our future and towards our
destiny is accepting the past for what it was and look at the future.
Act now! We are ready!
SOMETHING BIG IS ABOUT TO DROP...
Assets being moved as you read this.
P-A-I-N!
Question.
"When you say assets, do you mean living beings too?"
Answer.
Humans are considered assets too.
Question.
"Drop publicly?"
Answer.
Yes. It will modify the playing field.
Question.
"Can you give a hint?"
Answer.
To do so would change the playing field and interfere with the
plan. Even MJ12 members can be 187'd by Q/NSA/DIA assets.

Disclosure is among us.
"We have the server(S)." - Q
"Hillary Clinton had a server in her basement." @realDonaldTrump 11/20/18

Who benefits from Trump + Wonderland breaking their deal?
What deal was made?
Why is SA called Wonderland?
What's happening on D5?
We have the server(S).
Treason?
"Stop Trump At All Costs?"
Military Tribunals Coming Soon

He used that word again.
Majesty
Coincidence?
Majestic 12 is 100% pro-Life from this day forward.
You will soon learn that several MJ12 (wont be labeled as such)
members received the Death Penalty for CRIMES AGAINST
CHILDREN, and were spared public disclosure officially.
Watch Q!

Was This A False Flag ò ? https://t.co/XVbXpc4VHB
Quote.
"#Khashoggi #BREAKING from #Turkey- The Former Head of
Turkish Military Intelligence General Pekin EXPOSES the Case as
#CIA-MI6 Operation & The Turkish Fiancé as FAKE HoneyTrap!!- - “Cemal Kaşıkçı cinayeti - İstihbarat oyunları CIA ve MI6” https://
t.co/GXjnZVxQn2 via @YouTube"
End quote.

Majestic 12 was very evil a short period ago. Months prior to Q
being released to the public 45 signed legislation that took
control over MJ12. Since then, we have flipped the table and are
now using "their weapons on them" to clean house of this group
of sick people.

Quote.
'They are trying to blame Trump, Netanyahu, & MBS! They want to
pin this on our POTUS & make MI6 out to be good guys who tried
to help Khassogi. These people are truly evil & SICK! It’s like I am
watching a godfather movie, Cabal being the mafia & the
Clintons as the mob bosses!"
End quote.

Part of the strategy to Pizzagate was we needed a KEY to unlock
the NSA. Pizzagate was the key. When Pizzagate broke, new
voices joined the movement and were motivated by Seth Rich's
murder.
Once the cat was out of the bag, the Cabal deployed every asset
against the efforts of Q/MJ12/45 to delegitimize and defraud the
American electorate as Clinton did, according to DNC Lawyer
testimony, essentially rigged the election against Sanders.
"Legally." Logical thinking.

Godfather III was mentioned by Q.
Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++
++
+

When Q team mentions "Wizards & Warlocks" they are referring
to No Such Agency. They will never be defeated because if they
were, then we wouldn't have a country.
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Quote.
"Taken off world, you forgot to mention"
End quote.

QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws
illegal!? Up is down. Left is right
Coincidence?
Q Post 2552

Some. Most are consumed.
Typically its rituals that look closer to this... https://t.co/
qRwYA1sJak

Q: THE CLINTON FOUNDATION
MJ12: The Clinton Foundation https://t.co/5Du0anTHw3

Quote.
"Understandable why those who know cannot sleep. Does
DARK>LIGHT involve revealing this to the populace? If ridding
this world of a 6000 year old death cult involves revealing it’s
horrors to the masses then we will definitely have to deal with
mass trauma on an enormous scale."
End quote

Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
Quote.
https://t.co/mOVzDaMErD
This is not about religions or party affiliation.
EVIL is everywhere.
There are no drawn lines.
No boundaries.
Good vs Evil.
Q
End Quote.

Quote.
"Which is why Q said
"The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital.""
End quote.
Q Post 142 is very important.

Correct, the Q operation is not. The MJ12 operation is. Reform
within each religion will occur after WW cleanup. Once First
Contact is made, mainstream religion will organically dissolve due
to contradicting ideologies from the reality that is created by
using new physics for all.

"Not everything can be publicly disclosed because so much ties
back to foreign heads of state." Q
"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q
Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many
children died? More than you know. More than you could
stomach.

Q said December 5th.
WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE
WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH
PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL
RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE
MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE
RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.
Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are
willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The
MJ12 are at the pleasure to the POTUS because he is the enemy
of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.
The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.
Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.
But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned

Knowing what you know.
Time is an illusion.
Events not dates.
Dec 5th?
Q knows this fundamentally.
Why then?
Did we get what we wanted?
7.1) The Majestic Q Team went fishing. How do you catch a fish?
BAIT. Bad actors are following Q Anon right now not interested in
the deep research required to comprehend the hyperdimensional web, but rather are actively looking to see what
Trump's plans are, because they believe that because Trump/
White House haven't taken credit for Q that Trump/White House
will continue sharing their plans to Anons via Q team/8chan. They
are interpreting date pushes (timE is an illusiOn) to be literal
dates. Q team does not correct anons who are misreporting the
intentional disinformation being planted. Why? To force the bad
actors to panic. 41 was not tried and executed by a secret Military
Tribunal. Instead, by adding emphasis on D5, rats panicked and
187'd 41. Did you see the look on Jeb's face? It didn't work. "Well
played DS." In chess, they just gave 45/Q a valuable piece to
avoid checkmate. How many moves away are we from
checkmate? D5. Chess. Dec 5th. Time is an illusion. Predicting
dates introduces chaos into the Matrix. Chaos is a fundamental to
the Art of the Deal. Now, back to today. Q's D5 was a Majestic
chess move and it removed a powerful bad actor from the
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equation. He was after all the political leader of the NWO
internationally since he announced it at his State of the Union in
9/11/91.

https://t.co/il1PIebK6y
Postponed.
Well-played DS.
Please allow us to counter.
Q

Now what about the 13th? Do bad things happen on "Friday the
13th?" Is today Friday? Time is an illusion and the illusion is
manipulable because numbers hold magick inside them that
drive patterns throughout the universe. The DS has very few
pieces left they can play.

Q Post 2539
The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI, + other US/Foreign
assets have been actively working behind the scenes in one of
the largest criminal investigations in modern day history.

See what Q did there?
See why time is an illusion?
See why predicting dates introduces chaos?
Art of the deal.

DOJ/FBI has been partially cleaned up from child trafficking.
Nowhere near close enough to what Q Anon promised you.
16 year plan for America?
Time is an illusion.
Events drive change.
More events planned.
More changes coming.
The Great Awakening.

Those who control time control the illusion.
Initiating a time line in this instance deliberately introduces chaos
information into the Matrix for the point of raising awareness.
Time is an illusion and its also a tool.
When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.

Question.
"When will Fisa be Declassd?"
Answer.
Is there a correct time to declassify?
When do you have the maximum effect?
Timing is everything.
Time is an illusion.
Predicting when only pushes the date forward.
The only answer 45 / Q have given you, is when it drops, MEMEs
at the ready.
These people are sick.

Time is an illusion. Anytime somebody predicts a date of an event
the date is pushed back because of newly introduced chaos into
the Matrix.
DIA AO is disinformation coupled with real information intended
for those who are able to understand the Comms being
transmitted.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.
Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates
dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened.
Cat's out of the bag.
Time is an illusion. We do not predict dates. Dates create chaos.
Chaos is necessary for Art of the Deal. Trust the plan.

Riddle us this:
Anons claim Q team includes 45.
45 claims anonymous sources are Fake News.
#AboveMajestic use nth-degree of separation with anonymous
sources and "insiders".
Q suggests #AboveMajestic may be real.
Hypocrisy?

No, Q doesn't specify dates for the same reason we don't,
however when we do, its for a specific purpose. See other replies.
Q Post 2540
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Confirmation bias?
Disinformation?
What is real?
How?

Did Wall Street get access to Bitcoin?
Why?
Threat to Cabal?
[Conspiracy]
Blockchain technology is Majestic.
Blockchain technology will make the world more afer, trustworthy,
and fair.
Bitcoin founder?

If 45 is Q, this wasn't disclosed in the first several months of the
operation.
People were divided over it because of OLD GUARD education.
Fake News is information that has the ability to be weaponized
against you.
Anonymous sources remove the "have something to lose".

1 /2 /3 /4 ?
5 ->3 ? https://t.co/pkvzoZxPfu

45 + Chuck Schumer
Q + CS

How many other points of alignments can be combined with
other kinds of points of alignment?
How does one use the manifestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9
to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality?
45/Q + Wizards + Warlocks = 3

What do Gov shutdowns mean?
Could you look him in the eye?
Anything but a Government shutdown?
Why?
THINK LOGICALLY.
VP looked like he was going to be sick.
Did 45 disclose he was Q+?
Eyes Wide Open.
DARK to LIGHT
Nothing can stop what is coming
NOTHING

10 days of darkness 2017-2018
10 days of darkness 2018-2019
10 days of LIGHT in 2019
Q
LIGHT IS WITHIN
DARK/322
DARK/NWO
WWG1WGAWWG1WGAWWG1WGA

45 + Chuck Schumer
Q + CS

Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and
virbations?

What do Gov shutdowns mean?
Could you look him in the eye?
Anything but a Government shutdown?
Why?
THINK LOGICALLY.
VP looked ill?
FOLLOW THE WIVES.
41 187
Did 45 disclose he was Q+?
Eyes Wide Open.
DARK to LIGHT
Nothing can stop what is coming
NOTHING

Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.
Part of Disclosure is releasing the information online for all to
equally explore, but to also realize the enormous amounts of
official disclosures everybody demands in "Full Disclosure".
You've been getting it for months now. Nobody picked up on it so
we ramped up engagement.
When we ramped up engagement, actions started snowballing
into effect. It appear we have an audience this evening.

What happens during a shutdown?
Explain what conspiracy theories trailed the previous shutdown.
Cross reference with new disclosures/declassifications?
Eyes Wife Open.

This information will not be disclosed tomorrow evening.
Future proves past.
Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we
speak.
Future proves past.
Think of the vastness of space.
UFOs are a distraction.
Keep your eye on the ball.

Question.
"Wasn't there supposed to be a temporary blackout of
communications while mass arrests were being made? (That was
the only conspiracy theory prediction that I recall)."
Answer.
Attempts are trying to be made however Q team has assured the
public that blackouts during mass arrests will be guarded against
for reasons of National Security. Military can cease control over
any entity temporarily for reasons of National Security. Including
GOOG?

We are using / against them

DEWs are not being used in CA by plane.
Logical thinking required.
What had Q told you thus far?

What happened to Bitcoin just prior to Q coming online?
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What have we told you?
How are the cars getting toasted?
Space Preservation Act of 2001
Exotic Extraterrestrial Weapons

[44]
https://t.co/7p8q7vxx5l
<QUOTE>
The World is about to change.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
This movement is larger than anyone can possibly imagine.
A WORLD UNITED IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.
People are inherently good.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
</QUOTE>
Q

Quote.
"#q anon
Level 4-2 of Area 51’s S-4 military base has the “Alice in
Wonderland rabbit”.
#ProjectAquarius
#FollowTheWhiteRabbit"
End quote

None of this is a coincidence, despite what the online personality
Q tells you. Q isn't allowed to say its fact because that labels you
as a "conspiracy theorist" but sooner than later, the obvious will
be seen by all. Who is ready for the Shot Heard Around The
World?

We can confirm that this is indeed accurate. The "Alice in
Wonderland rabbit" is an ancient artifact discovered in the early
1900s by German Scientists. The function of the artifact gives
meaning to the show thus where it got its name. See https://t.co/
AyTSXSOk3N
You will see sooner than later. We cannot share at this point in
time due to matters out of our control. We suggest that you look
into the #Q Anon insider in the coming weeks.
#q anon
#FollowTheWhiteRabbit brings us to #Area51 #S4's
#AliceInWonderland rabbit.
Thank you for finding and sharing the PDF. https://t.co/
cFDyHb0VAE

This account receives millions of impressions a day. It is reaching
a wide audience. We have increased engagement in spirit of
11-11-18.
DARK > LIGHT began on the anniversary from when Q started to
post.
Have you been noticing a trend?
Q Post 2527
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"

IS-BEs are IMMORTAL Spiritual Biological Entities.
Is JFK Jr still alive?
The IS-BE that is, is.
The body is not.
The soul still exists and is currently on Earth actively aware of the
Q movement.
Schrodinger's Kennedy.

Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

Logical thinking required.
What if JFK Jr was alive?
Were bad actors as OPs were going on researching Q posts?
What if Majestic 12 started the JFK Jr ploy?
Who would panic if it were true?
How do you catch a fish?
BAIT.

Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?

No bad actors get deals. JT knows Q+ is 45 and has for a long
time. JT is another bad actor incorrectly deciphering the drops.

"by who?"

Siniliar to Merkel.

We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.

[NO NAME]
[41]
[42]
[43]

Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.
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Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.

"Q handles the Darkness. MJ12 shines the light."
End quote.
Coincidence? Are bad actors also following Q?
Good and Evil both follow Q. The Majestic 12 is not part of the Q
team.

No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE.

Our mission here is simple: assist in Disclosure's prerequisite
steps. Many people who are following Q and trusting themselves
are also aware of the ET issue at hand.

We are not at liberty yet to provide "MJ Proofs" as Q has because
by doing so would inadvertently attract too much attention to this
account. We are disclosing information. Future proves past. Proofs
will be provided in the future, not yet. Let Q finish their mission
first.

Trust the plan.
"The World Is Watching"
Coincidence that MJ12 talked about First Contact again last
night?
What's happening in Antartica?
Can you say "Not under very different circumstances from those
expected?"

Remember, no Q comms outside of 8chan. We have no clue what
Q is planning, and even if we did, we would never admit it. But
think logically here. Why mix swamp draining (bad) with military
parade (good)? Doesn't add up, at least in our opinion.

7/

We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

DARK to LIGHT
Q to MJ12 https://t.co/ndnigO5EO6
We are underground 20+ hours a day, yet the skies are monitored
100%. You'd be surprised what flies by at night. Many Patriots
following Q have been given fly by's. Are you ready?

Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

Question.
"Are transcripts of The Emerald Tablets that are currently in public
circulation authentic?"
Answer.
No, the translations are missing several key lines that were
obfuscated by the Majestic 12 for secrecy purposes.
Question.
"Can you share the missing key lines with us now?"
Answer.
Not yet. New tablets that are more applicable will be disclosed in
the coming months. New discoveries. "Never before seen!"
Majestic EYES ONLY.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.

DARK -> LIGHT
Q -> MJ12

We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

"Quote"
Q to MJ12...
Sounds to me like you're trying to steal Q's thunder..."
End quote.

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.

No, we are preparing the public for what happens after Q.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."

Quote.

Quote.
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'And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency..."
End quote.
Precisely.
Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, EyeTheSpy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.
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MJ12 Qigong

To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.

QiGong is quite common and powerful. There are other
disciplines that utilize supernatural abilities. Majestic.
Qigong is more efficient, but yoga and meditation are great
places to start.

Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?

Eyes Wide Open means many things.

What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?

Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.

He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.

Frequency + Frequency = Outcome
Consciousness + technology = alien tool

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.

Balance must include evil. However the degree of evil is in
question. Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping
prosperity at a minimum. It's like tug of war when it comes to the
higher dimensional war consciousness is fighting. Its finding a
balance. Its Majestic.

Who knew light could be a weapon?
Specifically phaser technology isn't as simple as lasers killing
cancer cells. Phasers shift the phase of matter with light.

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.

We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first.
The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long
time. It is time for it to come into the light.
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?

How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?

Life is a spark of light.
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.

Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Grow tents are faraday cages.
Ground them properly. Fully closed. Candle light. Deep

Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic.

Meditation ó ô , Ohm Chanting, QiGong, or other names of the
same energy of Source. Healing machine. $80.
Bring your cell phone in and check reception using a speed test
website.
Search Engine > Internet Speed Test
If 0, no signal. You should lose signal and not be able to browse. If
you can, then there is a hole in the energy field caused by the
environment.
The connection speed informs you the strength of the hole in the
energy field.

Eyes Wide Open.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.

We shall, at times answer questions with other questions. This is
to encourage critical thinking. Do us all the favor, research the
answers and report back. Information only means you need more
information. Look everywhere. Eyes wide open. Think as they do.
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SHEEP NO MORE.

However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision. That "fabric" can
be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with fractal
geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time is the
illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created from
merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

MJ12 Questions are
plentiful.
04/01/19

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.

Questions are plentiful.
Answers are few.
Therefore, if truth resonates from within and meditation allows
you to download new information stored in your DNA, then
wouldn't you learn by asking Questions versus seeking answers?
Meditate on these questions and truth will resonate from within.
On all subjects. Literally all.
Information is stored in frequencies consistent with their virtuous
emotions associated to their impact and severity. During
meditation, allowing your higher mind to ask the question, then in
meditation you shall experience the answer. It must be drawn
from self reflection.

We are currently experiencing divergent timelines where periods
appear to travel "faster" than we once remembered time. This is
an illusion created by the chaos distortion in global
consciousnesses over the gravity of this war against those who
we, the Majestic 12 let slip our......power to the satanic pedophile
cult that secretly ran the United States for hundreds of years.
However what happens when a father learns that his daughter
was sexually abused. Not suggesting anything. Just statement of
empathy. 45 has empathy. He knows how he would feel.

MJ12 Random Chaotic
Order

We recall Mr Gates that Trump is doing exactly what you believe
must happen in order to curb population growth. Did the mission
of the Gates Foundation recently change under President Trump?
https://t.co/Eh63HF3eaY

"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.

In the Q Anon reality, Trump only pretended to collude with
Russia in order to create a pretext for the hiring of Robert Mueller,
the special counsel, who is actually working with Trump to take
down an inconceivably evil and powerful network of coupplotters and ...... child sex traffickers that includes Hillary Clinton,
Barack Obama and George Soros.

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

Which other investigations?
See what Q did there?
See why time is an illusion?
See why predicting dates introduces chaos?
Art of the deal.
They think they can hide the Clinton Foundation / Jeffrey Epstein
news.
They will fail.
"What other investigations?"
https://t.co/erVLRd7hfn

Chaos needs to be controlled. Uncontrolled drops create
unpredictability. During Elections that trick has been used before.
Information is seeded into the public through these forms of
comms. Public opinion and outcry forces declassification of clown
activity.
Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.
∆∆∆∆∆∆∆∆∆

If they come to table they lose.
If they continue the shutdown they lose.
DECLAS brings down the house.
Human trafficking drops haven't started yet.
Here they come.
Big arrests are coming.
Not mass arrests and chaos and panic but arrests leading up the
declaration to mass arrests

How many points must be connected in order to establish a
Stargate (or a Supergate)?
3 - 15%
6 - 31%
9 - 54%
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(including whether you work or not) in order to START using
"magick" of the "Gods."

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?

Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.

Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the
wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness
and universal love, the mind of a child is the most compatible.
Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to
begin with.

some craft rely on certain DNA in order to decode the
sequencing programs
did we create the different science fiction phenomenon of your
time in order to divide and conquer you WITH the truth. its been
out in plain sight for DECADES. are you enjoying the movie?

Why fix an election? Well we didn't originally fix it. HRC did. We
believe in the ideas behind democracy but recognize that when a
population is mind controlled, they aren't actually invoking their
free will and deciding. We had to intervene to maintain order.

Chaos.

DJT may get a Gold UFO in his next life. We have considered it.
Though he would be required to "win bigly" again in a second life
in order to be positioned for such a gift.

Hitler was merely a disposable pawn. Now, understand that in
STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of
aliens that "take a host" in order to cheat death and [BOOM], we
will cross reference this in a moment.

Correct, the outer planetary defense systems operating on the
"dark side of the moon" are designed to prevent nuclear
weapons from entering space. In order for a country to "nuke"
another country without killing themselves, they must use space.
This is prevented.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.

We, the Majestic 12, hope that society understands and
appreciates the magnitude of what Disclosure really is, and how
we have built society up to this point in order to tell you, the
public, the truth - finally. We were delayed by 25 years thanks to
one MJ12 leader.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.

When 2B took control over MJ12, the ambition to Disclose alien
life + technology to the public became thwarted because a rouge
group of agents within the Shadow Shadow Government wanted
to establish a New World Order FIRST in order to "prevent chaos."

Everything is a projection of consciousness and consciousness
projection. Plants resonate at very high vibrations. Many plants
are extremely intelligent and communicate in Majestic ways.
Animals are of a different vibration. Competing vibrations.
Consuming meat introduces chaos.

The Military Industrial Complex was created in order to ensure
that the research and development into alien technology that was
recovered at Roswell (and other places) could be kept secret
REGARDLESS of who was President. That's the "deep state."

IS-BEs have access to all contained both within the IS and the BE.
It is an extremely difficult thing to master, however some beings
have demonstrated that ability. However, it is important to
understand that sometimes technology is required in order to
bridge certain gaps.

We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the
Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is
murder murder when the person wanted it? How does a person
ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World
Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does
resonate many truths with the true nature of the universe.

SHEEP NO MORE.

Probably before 2030. We are encouraging public sector non-SSP
entities to "go wild" with their innovation and development
(removal of regulations) in order to speed up Disclosure. If it
doesn't go fast enough, we'll step in.

Reread past drops.
Read #QAnon.

If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American
Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of
PERFECT detoxification, meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle

In order.

Connect the dots.

See the picture?
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SHEEP NO MORE.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.

When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.

Bible is:
[B]asic
[I]nstructions
[B]efore
[L]eaving
[E]arth

More than 250+ individuals in that caravan are ISIS recruits who
received specialized training to commit terror attacks
domestically in the United States using any means accessible to
the jihadist in order to kill as many infidels as possible. Invasion or
humanitarian need? https://t.co/tDCE9Q0cxI

Religions spread disinformation in order to maintain control.
Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?

Martial Law will be temporary as members of the Cabal are
rounded up from all over the planet. Our planet was less than 3
months from total nuclear annihilation. In order to diffuse that
kind of bomb, it took an exceptionally talented group of "Bomb
Squad" LEO Agents aka MILINTEL

"And a massive coverup of wide spread criminal activity at the
State Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep
the Clinton's in power."
https://t.co/sTdBJ4KbXw
Those abilities are very natural.
Practice, consistently, dedication, and passion are all required in
order to undertake the massive personal enlightenment that is
coupled with advancing ones ability to be telepathic, telekinetic,
able to remote view and astral project.

What does the DS Climate Report fail to mention?
Why was the DSCR published last week?
Is it truthful?
The implications it claims are dire if accurate.
Would you tell a lie to drive panic and chaos into the eyes of your
slaves when they are on the brink of learning the truth?

Your fundamental world view needs to be adjusted in order to
understand the answer you seek. This question will always yield
answers that block you from understanding the truth. The
universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides,
by thinking and willing, reality.

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the
"demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and
the members who join the Cabal must participate in order to
prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from
their own).

The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

Viewing child pornorgaphy is illegal because it requires the
abuse of a child in order to produce.
Now shatter your interpretation of reality. Do you see the Matrix?

Your audience is educated and armed.
You need civil order in order to legally dismantle this criminal
enterprise.

By choosing an act you are requiring that act to first exist.

Q 34

IS-BEs CREATE REALITY
YOUR SOUL IS AN IS-BE

On POTUS’ order, a state of temporary military control will be
actioned and special ops carried out.

"That well" means there is a limited scope in which POTUS has
directly made f2f contact with Assange where they discussed SR.

Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic

LAW AND ORDER!

Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.

Was the traditional practices followed in the murder noncase of
SR?
Why mockingbird silence?
While LEO silence?
CLASSIFIED.

All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the
Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled
disclosure. Otherwise you have complete chaos everywhere. So
much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed
to expand. Good was not.
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D.I.A. AO is disinformation coupled with real information
intended for those who are able to understand the Comms being
transmitted.

Several names you mentioned above are in communication with
Majestic personnel through Majestic mediums receiving directed
meditation downloads of pertinent and National Security related
intel that must get Disclosed in order for The Plan to execute
properly. Use your power.

45 NWO = New World Order
Cabal NWO = Fourth Reich
What is the NWO?
Who created the NWO?
How did the chess pieces get played?
Majestic 12 operated as the Shadow Government inside the
Deep State.
How would a NWO represent sovereign Nations while
representing Earth?

Clowns are everywhere.
Most clowns are unaware they are clowns.
Clowns are useful to chaos theory because they have hidden
agendas.
It takes two to tango.
Facts do not mean "Q Posts".
Facts do not mean "MJ12 Posts"
Facts do not mean any authority behind the information.

Cabal controlled both D/R. In order to give 45 the R ticket, the
insurance policy demanded a Cabal friendly backup be readily
available in the event of impeachment.

Fake MAGA new sponsors?
Who is "MAGA" pushing products?
Is commercialization a good thing?
What about viewer funded journalism?
Rumors being pushed about [Mueller]?
Who benefits from this chaos?
Nothing can stop what is coming.
The Clinton Foundation
Crimes Against Humanity

Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.
By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not
cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans
must adapt. Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset
technology was developed and forced onto people. New
technology will help humanity adapt.

A worldwide event must occur in order to create the New World
Order.
Earth is going multiplanetary.
Space Force.
The name is disinformation.
Cabal contact was going to be a false flag type of event like 9/11
but with US Mil technology.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY
No deals.
This will happen

"Widespread CRIMINAL activity at the State Department and the
Clinton Foundation in order to keep the ClintonS in power." @realDonaldTrump
https://t.co/EBY7FKtIDG
Created by Illuminati for New World Order.

What have we said many times?
Time is an illusion.
We do not predict dates.
Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially
creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness
Projecting Reality).
Specifying dates introduces chaos.
Events not dates.

In order to attract more children, you need other children who are
being controlled and abused to convince other children to
become victims. So when a child shows talent and is traded in
these programs they become celebrities you know are involved in
this epidemic level of abuse.
Constructive back and forth. For humans there are two genders.
For other non-humanoids there can be several including
transgender. Procreation is achieved through cloning and
replication. Cabal tries to inject non-binary humanoid genders
into humans in order to divide & conquer.

Word of advice:
When we ask questions, we are providing answers.
To the questions we are not answering, try the following
approach in order:
Read the question thoroughly in your head.
Now out loud.
Again two more times.
Meditate for 15m.
Breathe through nose.
Eyes Wide Open.

Illuminati original purpose was to disclose true LIGHT as they saw
it. First you must see the light in order to describe it. What you
create is of your own creation. Truth is within. Free will and logic
allow us to create with our hands and use tools. Why? To grow.
Develop.
The war in Europe has already been lost. Initiating a time line in
this instance deliberately introduces chaos information into the
Matrix for the point of raising awareness. Time is an illusion and
its also a tool. Waking up may not be enough. May be too late.

Time is an illusion. Anytime somebody predicts a date of an event
the date is pushed back because of newly introduced chaos into
the Matrix.

That's 10,000 ft view aka lower dimensional information.
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Take us to 100,000ft view aka higher dimensional information.
In order to understand Guardians of the Pedophiles you must
understand Guardians of the Galaxy and then reflect on current
events, numerology expressed, and Q.

In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.

The devices use the scalar field and consciousness in order to
manifest the food into thin air. The device focuses the thought
into the quantum signature of the intended item. Think of it as a
translation device. Ineffective language to language of creation.
Language of creation.

Disinformation albeit interesting.
Conscious = 5%
Subconscious = 95%
Perhaps improved education could make this 80% and 20%?
Required for a physical transformation from matter to LIGHT?
Ascension? Requires an embracement of Death in order to cross.
https://t.co/8WlAHoDyiR

We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.

Dark to Light
CBS is part of Mockingbird Media
Clowns trafficked children for DOJ "intelligence gathering" in
[order to protect victims *322*] and victims are all types of
people, must more commonly among connected people to
Clowns.
CST illegal now protected under National Sec? https://t.co/
CjGKxTKhoX

However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.
Did you see the look on Jeb's face? It didn't work. "Well played
DS." In chess, they just gave 45/Q a valuable piece to avoid
checkmate. How many moves away are we from checkmate? D5.
Chess. Dec 5th. Time is an illusion. Predicting dates introduces
chaos into the Matrix.

How could MJ12 keep the real secret from the Cabal?
Old Physics = Old Guard
New Physics = New Guard
New Physics = Highly Classified & Heavily Compartmentalized =
SSP
Lights?
Future Proves Past.
Nuclear?
Nuclear Weapons?
Nuclear World Order?
Majestic.
How do you keep a secret?

debrief: to interrogate usually upon return (as from a mission) in
order to obtain useful information
Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.

!

Chaos is a fundamental to the Art of the Deal. Now, back to today.
Q's D5 was a Majestic chess move and it removed a powerful bad
actor from the equation. He was after all the political leader of the
NWO internationally since he announced it at his State of the
Union in 9/11/91.

3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

9/11
9 = IS-BE
1+1 = 2
9 + 2 = 11
9 / [2] 11
9 / 11 [2]
3 6 9 manifests consciousness
1 2 4 5 7 8 manifest matrix chaos
They feed on children
Child Innocence = 3
How do you remove innocence?
Subtraction.
PREY = -1
Child + Prey = 2
1+1=2
9 / 11

BOOM (
Time is an illusion. We do not predict dates. Dates create chaos.
Chaos is necessary for Art of the Deal. Trust the plan.
Turkey will play a major role with Disclosure and less of a role with
First Contact. That's all we will say to this.
If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the
math of the universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed
on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions
of IS-BEs to control
Bloodlines. Mixing DNA creates new chaos. Homicidal maniacs
thrive in conditions of absolute conformity and obedience. By
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bloodline lineage, black expressed IS-BEs are more spiritually
connected/pure consciousnesses because they have a deeper
history on Earth than others.

We needed The Plan to be executed in order to bring us to this
point.
[Vatican]
Gag Order Lifted
TIMING IS EVERYTHING
45 MUST BE OUT OF COUNTRY
Where is 45?
Tick Tock https://t.co/nxq9gYL7tA
.
Was KANSAS unusually nervous during the press conference?
In order to not alert the public, AF1 was being secured and the
delegation in the Press Conference was the period of time before
receiving the "GO" on transporting POTUS. When the GO was
received, POTUS left abruptly.

The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.
The Federal Reserve will be audited and federalized. The IRS has
been a political weapon used by the Babylonian Priesthood in
order to enforce compliance from all fronts financially essentially
allowing the unchecked behavior of entities like the Clinton
Foundation or the Gates?
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden

The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...... we had to educate and
disclose the new reality to the world. Cell phones and tablets all
existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200 years more
advanced than current top of the line iPads are. The technology
companies are actively engaged in business and religious
agreements with these interdimensional aliens. This war is real.
This information is crazy messed up, but there is a simple solution
that the Majestic 12 would like to convey for you to consider. It
must come from the will of the public. Majestic 12 cannot
manifest this, but we can SET THE STAGE

The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at
first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return
home and defend the homeland from economic theft that make
our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice.
Top heads of the Fascist NWO are getting their heads chopped
off currently (purely metaphorical for now). This is required to
happen in this order, thereby dismantling the network internally
without mass panic as bureaucrats drop off the political spectrum
left and right. Cleanup
NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.
The Executive Order is protecting all children.
Rush to legalization.
Legalization of pedophilia, child sacrifice, and Sharia Law.
Get ready for the National Emergency.
It will happen.
Watch

These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality.

We told you we were going to destroy the Democrat party. It will
not recover. Watch what will happen. Disclosure. First Contact.
The Last President. New World Order. DECLASSIFY EVERYTHING
VIA NEW GOVERNANCE OF OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. The "Plan". 50Y?
Planetary resources less restricted and resistance to
authoritarianism is easier to maintain with less people. Less chaos.
Smaller matrix.

Correct, substances throw you into higher realms of
consciousness uncontrolled and full of chaos however fear is
removed from the equation. Not only can substances be used to
treat trauma; they can be used to wreck people at the same time.
Careful application and administration!

They create chaos to gain control. Art of the Deal. Not 45's
original idea. Just a fact of consciousness controlled reality.
False sense of security.
Epstein back into the picture.
Non-prosecution agreement was illegal.
Epstein and all of his co-conspirators are going to be brought to
justice.
This is the mass arrests event.

Congress is bound by NAT SEC laws concealing horrific crimes
against humanity and blackmail and wealth is given to them in
exchange for "performing the sacrifice". NAT EMG declaration
will give Congress the ability to patch the Constitution AND then
order in Military Tribunals.
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https://t.co/LIvceXaVTp
AJ IW Clarification
The struggle that humans have experienced for thousands of
years derives from deliberate ET interferences in the sexual
development. Sexual exploitation creates an imbalance in the
body that manifests chaos around to other IS-BEs.

[Corsi] [
^ MOSSAD
Zack]
^
^ Disinformation Clown

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

Supplements heavily subsidized by O .
Information heavily propagandized by 1 .
Sources provide disinformation in order to convey classified
programs to the public.
"Throw the scent off the trail."

Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world.
Some groups produce disinformation videos to resemble real
classified events because they wish to exploit the chaos and
confusion created around the substance. The editing was sloppy
at best, however the message was first hinted at by Reagan.
Accepted fact.
No, they did not order the jet to be taken down. The technology
used to down the jet was sold by HRC to rouge actors who then
contract out the implementation of that rouge technology for a
very substantial fee on the black market.
Nothing is random.
Every franchise was created for a reason.
LEARN TO ARCHIVE OFFLINE.
"Who are the Cylons?"
Connect the dots.
Nothing is random.
[Classified].
But we can say (since this part is publicly known), it gives us the
ability to "pop" into the consciousness of random people in the
world at a whim and control them at will.
If 3B people on the planet have nanites and you randomly select
one person, then it is random as random can be.
If your name is Jordan (unrelated to anybody, just random name),
you must understand that the construct of "Jordan" is the
aggregate of other IS-BE's conscious interpretations of who
"Jordan" may be that project the burden upon to you. Release it.
That's not your IS-BE.
Indeed.
Announcement prior.
"Random post."
Coincidence?
Anons know better. https://t.co/uliHXn9oJm
In case random cancer isn't something you're interested in
getting...
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MJ12 Reality

No, they are not hostile beings. The fact that we have one in our
galaxy is only through covert military action to abduct one. The
beings you reference here are similar, but not the same as what
we are disclosing.
Think of them as a broadcasting antenna.
Try shifting the incoming frequencies and apply pi and phi in
majestic places... you may actually be able to decode some of the
signals. Unlikely you'd be able to understand them, but inwardly
focusing on your exoconscousness will reveal the decode pattern.
It may shock you.
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.

Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.
MAJIC EYES ONLY
Magick?
Magic?
MAJIC?
Majestic 12
Clue:
Exoconsciousness Reality
Alternate Realities
Astral Realities

Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".

The Majestic Truth is all humans are a product of multiple alien
species interbreeding and experimenting on reality. You create
reality.

When the Illuminati began taking power they fundamentally
corrupted Christianity because THEY sought the LIGHT and
intended to keep everybody else in DARKNESS.

Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten
Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason.
Majestic.

"Dark Ages"?

The Majestic created the reality you live in today.

Illuminati took the original intention of the Bible, which was preplanned Disclosure.

I answered it directly. The Majestic created the reality you live in
today. 12 is only a number that adds up to 3. Israel is only a tool
to the Majestic. It is disposable should the justification present
itself, as is with everything else the Majestic craft the illusions for.

In turn, they weaponized almost every faction within Christianity
to hide the true reality of nature from mankind.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can
you see us?

The Bible was constructed by the same bloodline families that
founded the Illuminati.

Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.

Christianity will be dismembered.
)This is not about religions or party affiliation.)
(EVIL is everywhere.)
(There are no drawn lines.)
(No boundaries.)
(Good vs Evil.)
(Q)

And the people of Earth who have been programmed into
zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that
live on Earth. Part of holding back on disclosure is in
consideration of their protection FROM humans.

Correct, the Q operation is not. The MJ12 operation is. Reform
within each religion will occur after WW cleanup. Once First
Contact is made, mainstream religion will organically dissolve due
to contradicting ideologies from the reality that is created by
using new physics for all

In the QAnon reality, Trump only pretended to collude with Russia
in order to create a pretext for the hiring of Robert Mueller, the
special counsel, who is actually working with Trump to take down
an inconceivably evil and powerful network of coup-plotters
and ...
... child sex traffickers that includes Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama
and George Soros.

Think of the consciousness is 3, 6 and 9 and all other numbers
represent reality. Templates of creation exist and significance of
non 3, 6, 9 is based on our physics by definition.
Physics shapes reality.
New physics?
New reality?
Meter length?
Light speed?
Dark to Light

What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts?
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There are two groups currently fighting to prevent Disclosure
from taking place. One group is a criminal cabal enterprise
operating within the United States Government, the other group
are their handlers, a nonterrestrial entity. Disclosure requires the
people to realize reality.

(Should it be a multiple of 3?)
If it were it would be inside the realm of consciousness and not
projected into physical reality.
The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.

This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened
to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were
strategically the best decisions, however its more important to
recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma
dictate the future. Greed overcame his ability to understand
exoconsciousness and the universal oneness and sided with an
enemy he knew nothing of, but went off the advice of his counsel
who assured him the threat could be mitigated by moving
forward. They acted, and we are now living that reality.

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.

99.9% of the people involved in the actual work in creating these
weapons against humanity are unaware of what's really
happening. Through extreme Above Top Secret
compartmentalization (the reality of why Disclosure will never be
FULL DISCLOSURE) they have managed to hide.

The Bible is full of factually false statements when interpreted
literally or figuratively. However many verses within the Bible are
literal metaphors that can explain a lot about the nature of reality.
Most of the Bible was created to DOMINATE mankind to allow
Satanic Rituals.

The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about
the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along

The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable
of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that
exists in hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife
with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will
Earth learn?
(I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.
Philippians 4:13)

Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.

English is a complex language to explain such simple beauty.
This kind of technology, without spiritual development and
maturity will lead to the destruction of the civilization. We in the
Majestic 12 have heard from countless other races who have
known of other races to have fallen when given advanced
technology too quickly. Its reality.

That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.
They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth.
Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12. It was
ESSENTIAL that we kept the secret while it was necessary AT ALL
COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible that
Earth would have been invaded again, just like it was 6,000 years
ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery and
civilization would have been RESET, like it was then. Instead,
because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to
ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the mistakes of
the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science
fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST
PREPARED humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in
Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe
is...OUT OF THIS WORLD!

The Majestic 12 have all points of view. We make decisions that
we view are best for who we serve. In the past, the Majestic 12
served not God, but Man. In that effort, the redefinition of God is
what became your reality.
The MSM can be demolished right now. Unplug the cable and
don't support them by watching them or listening to them or
commenting on them or participating in their existence.
Acknowledgement is half the battle to creating reality. Deny
acknowledgement then you deny their reality.
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Indeed. Unfortunately humans have been careless in their
responsibilities and its created a civilization that is on the brink of
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destruction that REQUIRES ET/EBE/NTE entities to engage with
them to "bring them up to speed" quick enough before total
planetary destruction.
We just need to clarify again for everyone. The Majestic 12 was
taken over by a criminal NTE mafia by 2B/322 about 25 years ago
and since then, that group has been quickly destroying the
planet's ability to sustain ALL LIVE ON EARTH - including ET life.
Therefore, MJ12 + ETs = WE

Nearly infinite (even though infinity doesn't exist)
implementations of how reality could play out. All of those
realities are "real" as you understand realism.
The mind is a mysterious reality.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:

Infinity is a synonym for unknown. Infinity as defined by humans is
not accurate. There is a limit to the universe. The universe has a
maximum capacity. Fortunately, we are VERY FAR away from every
reaching that capacity. We have, roughly, 200T "Earth Years"
remaining before ( .
The concept of blockchain exists within every single person and
they themselves can manifest reality around how they understand
that knowledge to work. The Majestic 12 saw this technology's
applications and started seeding it into the public back in 2007
with Bitcoin. Other people had the idea, and once the PUBLIC
started engaging with blockchain, we decided that it was possible
to solve a lot of the world problems we have using blockchain
technology.

A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.

Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.

Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making
movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.
In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the
matrix reality. Those are our movies.

It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to
save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre,

But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

LET ALONE, that in reality it was always A and not D who was
real.
Illusions can become reality without enough consciousness.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
(What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?)
Around 3B. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively
imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such
events nearly impossible. ME events occur when the negative
karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs.
Earth may survive.
Planets ascend when the critical mass population ascends. We
create our reality. Earth isn't going to pull non-ascended beings
into its realm of existence. It's going to try to purge them.

Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

An important aspect to keeping the secret safe with respect to the
numerous Stargates around the planet include crafting controlled
oppositions as a means to obfuscate the truth. Multidimensional
deception hides reality in plain sight. Unrelated become related.
Friends = Enemies.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #QAnon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
(And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency...)
Precisely.
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Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Genesis 1:3.
What is LIGHT?
The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance
into your IS-BE.
Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?
MKUltra declassified documents referenced classified technology
that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we create our
victims?
Best with headphones or a subwoofer.
Sound contains information.
You don't really expect NASA to give the public MAJIC EARS
ONLY classified data?
How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.

Your choices dictate the nature of reality and by consequence
create reality. Reality is nothing but a matrix of decisions and
creation intermixed. It can be visualized in the form of a "matrix"
of the mind. You break your condition by thinking freely and
opening your mind to new possibilities and decisions that
effectively rewrite the fundamental programming in the Matrix.
Entertaining your children with the creation of child predators
only keeps child predators wealthy and powerful therefore mean
your decision requires the abuse of children.
Humans fear what they do not understand. To understand that
beautiful being (really, they were intelligent, loving, and curious)
you first had to shatter the illusion of your own reality. This forced
many in MJ12 to "panic" and double down on secrecy operations
while exploiting.

Trillions of conscious beings projecting their reality into the
matrix.

The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more
than one body and can resident simultaneously in multiple places
in multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness
creates reality. Godmode is real.

Why are all of our tools useless when it comes to attempting to
recreate massive structures that can last thousands of years?

Radio. Music. Books. Magazines. Food.
Your reality is created by others' conscious creations in their
image.
How do you know if you're being controlled?

Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.

Are we using the wrong dialect of Math to express reality?

Wishful thinking yields conscious reality.
Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced
horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility
with dealing with the reality. The path to self enlightenment is
long but well worth the investment of energy.

Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.
We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

What have we said many times?
Time is an illusion.
We do not predict dates.
Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially
creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness
Projecting Reality).
Specifying dates introduces chaos.
Events not dates.

Consciousness creates reality. Strip the disinformation from the
matrix out of your mind by raising your vibrational state,
detoxifying your body, and deeply concentrating on the task at
hand. Clarity will come to you and answers do arrive. Focus
though!
Worshiping implies blindness.
Studying enhances consciousness.
"God" is an IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.

Your fundamental world view needs to be adjusted in order to
understand the answer you seek. This question will always yield
answers that block you from understanding the truth. The
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universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides,
by thinking and willing, reality.
The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.

Monkeys evolved from living in trees to using trees to construct
permanent shelter.
Does the same paradigm of intelligence exist in the animal
kingdom? Where are all of the 2000 IQ talking dogs? Earth is a
garden. Garden of life. Higher consciousness creates reality/life
by ideas

Project Blue Beam will become reality.
However actions between now and then will shape the type of
Contact we make.
Physics drives reality?
New physics?
New reality.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Solar Flash.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Majestic [or Satanic Cabal]
A worldwide event must occur in order to create the New World
Order.
Earth is going multiplanetary.
Space Force.
The name is disinformation.
Cabal contact was going to be a false flag type of event like 9/11
but with US Mil technology.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY
No deals.
This will happen
This has nothing to do with this week's "watch the skies", it's just
going to be eventful up there for you to witness our presence
here. Sightings have increased how many fold recently?
New whistleblowers?
Future proves past.
Q to MJ12.
Dark to Light.
First Contact?
[Not Yet]?
We are however asking you to connect recent disclosures to use
here.
Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.
9/11/91 41
9/11/91

Are your thoughts and meditative states capable of synchronizing
into harmonic frequencies that manifest Majestic reality?
Extremely harmful to successful conscious manifestations. Rely on
cycles the Earth naturally provides to you. What is the power of 3,
6, and 9? Circles require consciousness to manifest in reality.
Irrational numbers require consciousness to observe their values.
Clocks measure frequencies being resonated from cocreative
consciousness. Geographical location visibly alters time
measurement devices. Environment alters time. Consciousness
projects reality. Cells age through defective replication
instructions that break down after 7-14 cycles
Youth defies illusionary reality of aging. Thoughts allow you to
create. Just thinking doesn't will something to happen. We can fix
the aging process. Not science fiction. There is more than one
way to live longer. Occult knowledge.
Yes, technology exists to correct the damages caused by
vaccines, however some of the technology is a long way from
ever being mainstream because Death is a required component
that must be accepted. What is Death? Consciousness projects
reality. Store / Cleanse / Reload? Damage?
Consciousness projects reality.
You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.
This account is not expressing opinion. It is disclosing formerly
classified intelligence the Majestic 12 had acquired regarding
consciousness and how reality works. We are not interested in
philosophical debate with any individual. We instead will opt with
no reply.
MJ12
The truth would surprise you at how disconnected from reality
[they] actually are.
We have told you what alien technology is.
Technology that is controlled using consciousness.
Technology to make your will reality.
Very limited programmable functions though.

Where We Go One, We Go All means A WORLD UNITED.
How do you unite the world?
End Globalism & Offer Something New
Physics dictate the nature of our reality.
New physics suppressed?
New reality awaits.
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Literally.

Contact. The message is more important than the messenger. We
are not asking anybody to believe us. Disinformation is both REAL
and NECESSARY. WHY?!

TRUST THE PLAN.
Requirement for Disclosure. Disarm the world as we introduce
new technology. New physics? New reality.

Part of Disclosure is releasing the information online for all to
equally explore, but to also realize the enormous amounts of
official disclosures everybody demands in "Full Disclosure".
You've been getting it for months now. Nobody picked up on it so
we ramped up engagement.

Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new
physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all
connected to our conscious matrix of vibrational energy that has
real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon
to a theater near you.

(The MJ tweet that flagged me was the one where MJ was trying
to get citizens to agree that we needed to be surveiled 24-7 "for
our own protection." I DON'T THINK SO. Not unless I have
access to watching the watchers 24-7 too.)

The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The
violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods".
Extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the organic development of
life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the
unknown void of reality.

That reality has existed for 50 years already and until its been
abused its a problem. Was never a problem before! Critical
thinking required. Logic required. If technology exists to protect
our children but requires positive consciousness creation to be
SAFE. National Security.

Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, EyeTheSpy, Praying Medic,
Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this
Majestic reality our shared reality. All of its ready to break open.
We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins.

Correct, but engaging in debate to conform the opposing
argument into your world view defeats the Great Awakening. We
must unlearn the lies of the past and embrace the truth of our
reality and deal with it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must
all help each other to learn the truth.

Less than 10 involved in the Q operations.
MJ12 operations != Q operations.
Separate entities.
Need to know compartmentalization.

(EGO - Merriam-Webster)
1/ "the self especially as contrasted with another self or the
world"
2/ "the one of the three divisions of the psyche in psychoanalytic
theory that serves as the organized conscious mediator between
the person and reality especially by functioning both in the
perception of and adaptation to reality"

We have our own objectives that are not mutually exclusive to Q's
objectives. Nothing in our messaging is unloyal to the Plan
directly outlined by 45. We are providing you new tools of
consciousness to help create a better reality. 45 is a powerful
man. He knows a lot of people.
Logical thinking required.
We hide in plain sight and have for decades. What makes
information disclosed in Movies different than Video Games
different than Twitter? Why does it matter where the Majestic 12
disclose information? The information is real because its real.
Everybody fights to prove it.
Consciousness creates reality.
Logical thinking required.
Re-read our recent past drops this afternoon.
Free Will Karma is reduced when we disclose truth in
disinformation. You know the truth. You don't see the
connections. It isn't a violation of free will to be overwhelmed with
unknown connections and unable to decipher accurately.
Technicality.

Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
meaning. Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies.
Discover the truth with an open mind.

See the badge upside down Q?
How do you launch a rocket with gravity?
What is gravity?
[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.
Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their
own creation in their own universes.
Can you escape gravity?
Matrix?

How does one use the manifestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9
to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality?

Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projextcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.
The child, 3, are the saved and protected.
The 9s are God & Country.
Country is We, The People.
We are all one.
WWG1WGA.
IS-BE is your soul + body.

Our motivation is to offer guidance on subjects pertinent to
Disclosure which will help manifest a reality capable of First
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Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.
When aligned and grouped, they amplify.
Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.
Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
Why does conscious projection into reality work this way?
LOGICAL
Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be
Be =
1/ To exist in actuality
2/ To occupy a specific person
3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched
or unmolested.
3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative
Power of 3s
All of the above. Environment enables reality creation from
consciousness. Consciousness enables environment changes that
enhance consciousness. The key to a first step is its the first step.
MJ12, POTUS, Q and many others woke you up to this reality at
the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on
1/20/2017. Part of moving forward in our future and towards our
destiny is accepting the past for what it was and look at the future.
Act now! We are ready!
Many more states will follow. Many high level officials will be
resigning in the coming weeks due to MJ12 dropping leaks of
unclassified non-public information that is deemed relevant to
current National Security concerns, we therefore have every right
to continue the drops. ☔
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MJ12 Secrecy

Answer.
The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of
Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's
existence (with no evidence) that not only was there one Men In
Black movie, but there were 3! PUS is mostly disinformation from
a failed experiment.
We had cloaking technology well before PUS. The most important
thing to understand about extreme secrecy is that we don't even
show the cards we hold in the unlikely event we were faced with a
crisis to our own commanding officers. We had to maintain
secrecy at all costs.
Question.
Understandable. So when do we get to see a tour of a Starship?
Answer.
Probably before 2030. We are encouraging public sector non-SSP
entities to "go wild" with their innovation and development
(removal of regulations) in order to speed up Disclosure. If it
doesn't go fast enough, we'll step in.

"It was all smoke and mirrors."
Where else have we heard about "smoke and mirrors"?
SG-1 disclosures were pertinent to a culture of secrecy and
corruption combined with the power of the Federal Government.
Secrecy exists in the higher ranks. Pawns ♟are played like a b
for your 9 . Trust in yourself is key. Message over messenger
destroy's their power.
Question.
Have citizens been allowed to make contact?
Answer.
With whom? ETs? Yes, only those signed into Majestic 12
programs.
Question.
So I doubt I've been signed into MJ12 program... thus, when
@SandiaWisdom says they will pick me up in their spacecraft,
and/or visit me, this is not true/allowed?
Answer.
If an ET decides to break MJ12 laws, then they can "pick you up",
however there is hell to pay after for violating our secrecy laws.

Memories.
Question.
"Was #3 pushed out of the window? If so, by whom?"
Answer.
Suicided.
[Classified]
Necessary to MJ12. Regrettable because he had a family who he
was leaving behind. We could not be crossed. Not then. Not now.
Question.
"Was this a result of the takeover of MJ12 by 322?"
Answer.
More like a change of heart. Members of MJ12 were known to be
powerful to those in the know, however, access to the secret was
restricted. By inviting less than 6 into 322 of MJ12, they created a
close enough majority to remove #3 and tip the balance of power
to 322MJ12.
Question.
"JFK had a family who he left behind. Was his assassination
necessary and regrettable?"
Answer.
Unfortunately many in MJ12 viewed his treason as something that
could not go unchecked. According to the state of current affairs
at the time and the secrecy war going on internally between
USSR/CIA vs USMil. We know JFK was assassinated by USSR/CIA.
So did we have any say?
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.

Majestic 12's original mandate was to determine the best path
forward for Disclosure.
We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.
We received our mandate from POTUS 33.
No coincidences.
34 sounded the alarm before leaving office.
He agreed to secrecy yet had concerns about the new direction
the Majestic 12 was taking and felt it his duty to warn the public.
https://t.co/et3y2jAAqa
Why did a NASA employee recently get charged with possession
of child pornography on their GOVERNMENT WORK
COMPUTER?
Simple.
MJ12 was overrun by the Cabal and a whole host of criminal
behavior was sanctioned by the C_A to continue paying for the
secrecy of the space program.
The SSP used a vast majority of that missing $21T, however of the
trillions we've publicly been able to allocate, about 70% of all
publicly disclosed budgeting towards DoD goes to the SSP. So
the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T-$50T. A lot of wealth was
stolen.
We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.
Comment.
I agree with what you just said except 1 thing. I believe Plus Ultra
Society to be more secretive than you. After all they built
Tomorrow Land in a hidden pocket dimension somewhere on
Earth. If your going from Dark to Light tell us what you know of
them.

WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE
WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH
PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL
RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE
MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE
RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.
Understand that Majestic 12 played an important role, but under
POTUS the need for the extreme secrecy around how we
engineered Project Mockingbird et la kept Disclosure from taking
place has been flipped upside down. The gloves are off. This is
not a game.
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To help the alliance, educate your fellow man of our existence
and our programs who would otherwise be unaware.

Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.
MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE
Which is more important?
The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.
Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying
our existence for 70 years?
4,10,20 leads MJ12 and has since 2004.
WHY WAS 4,10,20 RECRUITED IN 2004?
WHO ASKED 4,10,20 TO JOIN MJ12?
WHAT WAS THE PRICE TO PAY BY JOINING?
What did 4,10,20 give up?
Question.
Assuming 4,10,20 is the same guy... which is it?
https://t.co/QEb5EhiqGH
Previous tweet
@realDonaldTrump is not yet a member of the Majestic. We wish
instead that President Trump declassify Majestic in its entirety.
#Disclosure
Answer
Disinformation is necessary.
Future proves past.
How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?
We are Majestic 12.
Question.
What is the true power of the Vatican? Could it be the secrets
kept? @OldWiseHermit Can you say more about these tunnels?
You’ve eluded several times.. can you share some of what you’ve
seen?
Answer.
Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.
Question.
Did Jesus exist? Was his message coopted or drafted to fulfill
their needs?
Answer.
Jesus was a creation of the Vatican taken from multiple IS-BEs
such as Thoth, Enoch, Lucifer, Satan, and [3 others].

Humans fear what they do not understand. To understand that
beautiful being (really, they were intelligent, loving, and curious)
you first had to shatter the illusion of your own reality. This forced
many in MJ12 to "panic" and double down on secrecy operations
while exploiting.
Question.
Please tell me, does the Majestic 12 or MJ-12 still exist? The
group created by Truman, but Eisenhower gave them security
clearances about him.
Answer.
The Majestic 12 classification program still exists, however the
original charter was to maintain absolute secrecy about off-world
space exploration performed by the Military. Since joining the
Galactic Federation, Majestic 12 has been "replaced" and
"repurposed" for Disclosure.
A Majestic Message of Disclosure (11/12/2018)
Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical
role in one of the CIA's MAJESTIC operations that included the
following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain
secrecy):
1/ Mind Control experiments were heavily funded at the federal
level in Florida that resulted in many "sleeper cell" agents to be
activated at specific events.
2/ Organized child procurement operations embedded deep
within very large media corporations to provide supply to
transnational CIA child trafficking trade.
3/ Public Space port of entry means federal funding is laundered
through Florida essentially funding all of these operations.
4/ Victims in the State of Florida include citizens on rare
occasions. Non-citizens are essential to this organization. They
believe the non-citizen is consumable and disposable because
they are not protected under our laws.
5/ The Floridian incumbent Senator is a dirty politician with
skeletons deep inside his closet including providing protection to
Broward County election corruption because of the implications
actions would have on these unacknowledged CIA/Majestic
operations.
6/ The Floridian defeated politician is deeply involved in these
unacknowledged programs which include a perverted affinity
towards young children, including pedophilia and sodomy as well
as snuff murder.
7/ The Majestic Operations running domestically in Florida were
being run to supply money, children, slaves, and political power
to several DUMBs strategically placed within Broward County and
Palm Beach County.
8/ The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the
super elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits
America and it is one that includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life
not only here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and many more.
9/ A Stargate exists in Florida that transports hundreds of assets
between off world bases.
10/ Many who are transferred are children being funneled
through some of the major entertainment corporations of Florida
who were Majestic appointees of the past.

Earth was colonized over 4 billion years ago.
Clearance in the Alliance has many layers proportional to the
impact decisions can have on the "order of life". Presidential
clearances are a joke. They are basically unclassified roles in
contrast to the levels of secrecy within the different colonies. We
report to Alliance.
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11/ Florida is not an anomaly. You can dig deep in every state in
the Union, however Florida is certainly a hub of some sorts.
12/ You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD
GUARD. You are watching the true IDENTITY of the "Deep State" /
"Democratic Party". Not Democrats. The party corporation itself.
13/ This body is vastly responsible for the manufacturing of
mainstream propaganda, entertainment of all types from
childrens stories to porn with child themes to tv shows that are
absolutely worthless to a militarized presence in Space filled with
hostile aliens. No peace.
14/ This body is also vastly responsible for the manufacturing of
compliant subordinates that is okay with their own children being
abducted for these secret programs. Some of them are actually
complicit. They know what happens and understand that they are
a pawn and not personal
15/ This body is also vasty responsible for news and political
media coverage in the United States. For decades their strictly
controlled pundits regularly visited Majestic Operations in Florida
which included blackmail collection using children.
16/ It wasn't until the "good" side of the Military took control over
Majestic 12 in a capacity capable of dismantling it did we start to
see top US Intel officials become full time anchors for the largest
news and politics media corporations. The ship is sinking. They
know it.
17/ Florida is a major state to understand when it comes to the
Deep State, the Bush Cartel, the Saudi's, and interplanetary child
slave trading for religious consumption to continuously feed the
occult magic connected to adrenochrome.
18/ Adrenochrome is traded intergalactically among many power
hungry races. These other races trade knowledge and access to
extreme power for long periods of time in exchange for constant
feedings.
19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the
"demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and
the members who join the Cabal must participate in order to
prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from
their own).
20/ When Time and Space are an illusion to you, and you have a
ship capable of interplanetary travel, trading a few favors for
"convenient events" in exchange for the sacrifices. These entities
exist solely for this purpose and they too hve very advanced
technology.
21/ A lot of that technology has come out ot Florida and the the
systematic attack on youth and our childhood came out of both
Florida and Hollywood; but probably more consequently, Florida.
22/ The programs operated out of Florida by the OLD GUARD
were horrific crimes against humanity and admission into the
Galactic Federation requires all world leaders to unite behind
eradicating these enemies.
23/ Another alien "hot bed" and pedophilia rampant culture,
France, just had an assassination attempt on 45. The destruction
of the OLD GUARD is larger than just the United States. This
requires a global GREAT AWAKENING.
23.3/Macron has blood on his hands.
Very young blood.
A lot of very young blood.
Vicious pedophile.
Islamization of France occurred as a result of his involvement in
the international child sex trafficking organization.
Lower age of consent.
Silence victims of Islamic pedophilia.

24/ We honor and respect the service and dedication to our
County that all Veterans of America have put forth. Freedom isnt
free and some make the ultimate sacrifice. Many were betrayed,
and for that we are committed to unifying the country once again
through truth and disclosure.
25/ Finally, remember Billionaire pedophile Jeff Epstein who ran
the Lolita Express where Bill Clinton regularly frequented was
actually just an FBI operation being run under Comey. Those who
know cannot sleep. PANIC IN DC. Trust the plan!
26/ Every major legal authority in Florida was corrupted by
Operation Majestic Childhood. Jeffrey Epstein's case proved it.
When he got off on real charges, the Cabal believed it got
measurably stronger and more confident. More mistakes.
27/ The Majestic 12 on paper is not involved in any of this activity,
however outside of insecure paper, alterier motives corrupted
early members of Majestic 12 where their actions alone where
Majestic that make it very difficult to combat in the dark.
Question.
@SaRaAshcraft Have you heard about this alleged decades-long
“Operation Majestic Childhood”? ö # õ
Answer.
As stated in previous posts, that name is a generalized Majestic
name for a series of lower compartmentalized programs
designed to prevent the left hand from knowing what the right
hand was doing. MJ12 was never the masterminds of the child
trafficking rings.
Our mandate was simple, protect the secret at all costs.
Subordinate agencies used this mandate as an excuse to being
operating those trafficking programs. Once what was done was
done, Majestic 12 had to reconcile and continue to maintain
secrecy, so we intertwined them.
As our internal development improved and the spacecraft reverse
engineering operations started yielding results, major changes
took place around JFK in the Majestic 12 that resulted in it
aligning itself with the NWO of 41 and his cult 322 who was
actually just working for ETs.
When 41 became an MJ12 member, and then later in his career
the head of MJ12, we were realigned to officially merge the
trafficking programs with the sacrifice programs associated to 322
and other cult groups. Once MJ12 started interacting with the
being who was consuming the sacrifices, we learned they had
operations all over the planet and they weren't alone. At the
direction of 41 when he joined MJ12 in the 60s, instead of
"resisting" the demands of these beings, he aligned MJ12 to
enable these beings and in return, the USMil would get
technology.
A lot of the technology collected after this point was (and still is)
harmful for humans to consume. Technology that was helpful to
humans was restricted, prohibited, and harsh laws were
introduced to curb any attempts at sabotage. We were 20 steps
ahead of everybody else.
This technology included cloning, genetic manipulation (more on
this in a second), vaccines, super viruses, and transhumanism.
Genetic manipulation technology was seeded into American
corporations. They are currently being sued over "causing
cancer." This was known in the 60s.
In fact, when 41 took over MJ12, MJ12 essentially became a
rouge operation and the "Deep State" itself, however the entity
itself today is much larger than just 12 individuals at the highest
ranks in Government.
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The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your
quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct
combination of consciousness could defeat what we had built.
There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution
made MJ12 technically illegal.
And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because
of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even
though MJ12's programs changed in the 60s after JFK.
However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.
The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet. However, the purpose of the
Space Force creation was to force all of the secret technology out
of the shadows and into the Commander in Chief's desk. The law
requires them to comply.
Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.
The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.
Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of DIA, and later to 45, those
weapons can now be used.
Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our
Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our
Military." NOT ANYMORE.
The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."
Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.
The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An
invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened.
Americans were to be the losers of that battle. But regardless of
how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that
322 is powerful.
For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

The Majestic 12 is considering the consequences of revealing the
identity of the individual who has been broadcasting our
messages. We are considering it. Some day perhaps.
The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more
than one body and can resident simultaneously in multiple places
in multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness
creates reality. Godmode is real.
Q is an NSA/DIA operation. MJ12 is above Q in secrecy mostly
because MJ12's base of operations is not on planet Earth.
AMA 1745 ET
Comment.
For anyone who is freaking out that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hasn’t yet
responded... Time is an illusion, remember!
Answer.
Yes, events drive the definition of time. See previous tweets.
Question.
Is living in the moment a key component of harnessing one’s true
potential?
Answer.
Every moment has great potential. Seek it.
Question.
Can you tell us something about the "EVENT"
Answer.
No
Question.
Good evening MJ12. Are you familiar with the story of the count
of Saint-Germain? Or the Immortal Count? If so what are your
thoughts on it? Was he real? Is he still around today?
https://t.co/iuz1NU1ntt
Answer.
The IS-BE who you speak of knows the Occult ways to learn about
past lives and uses that knowledge to continue living even after
Death. What is Death?
Question.
What is the "deep" role of Switzerland ?
Answer.
Safe haven.
Question.
is #Nemesis behind major extinction events?
Our only way out is to raise our vibrations and leave most people
behind?
Answer.
Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
Question.
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Why are there not more whistle blowers of the SSP? And real pics
or videos of ET’s/ EBE’s?
Answer.
Extreme secrecy and extreme security coupled with no rights as
an officer when it comes to the security and safety of the
operations.

~36m20s: 10=8
~37m: Russia + 115
SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return
"Russia has a Stargate?!"
~44m: "It can all possibly be real."
Comment.
The pass of majestic was very bad i dont no about now in the
pass they were the new world order the secret government what
is in play today https://t.co/y3elSDJUrR
Referenced tweet
Pleadians are not Gods however they are incredibly intelligent ISBEs who do visit Earth frequently. They are a very peaceful higher
density consciousness that is aiding the Majestic 12 with
Disclosure.
Answer.
You are referring to the DARK sides of all Majestic operations. The
original intent of our secrecy was to protect Earth and perform
Disclosure in a way that wouldn't destroy life on Earth from
psychotic lunatics. Cabal was FBI+DOJ & UK/AU/CIA assets
hiding inside TS/SCI programs.

EXCLUSIVE: The Bob Lazar Interview
https://t.co/ITS38F7FK4
~6m: Crafts were not archeological digs. Disinformation. Several
races gifted craft to Majestic 12 in exchange programs. What we
exchanged included children. Aside from this account, Majestic
12 will not disclose this information elsewhere. Disinformation is
real and necessary.
~8m: BL was not one of the Majestic 12, he was a subordinate
who had MAJIC clearance.
~10m: JC claims (yet is hesitant) that he received no flak for the
production of this piece. Why do you think that is? Everything
released in it has been officially sanctions by Majestic 12 to be
disclosed. Disclosure happened a long time ago, people are still
afraid to speak.
D5 https://t.co/iodZjK45TJ
~10m30s: Yes, we can, and we have. BL was a known security
threat to the secrecy of our projects from the beginning. However,
what is truly Majestic about the Majestic 12 is we see through the
linearity of time. Disclosure was going to happen at some point,
therefore it was so.
~12m30s: BL admits to partial coordination in his leak strategy. BL
explains why MJ12 didn't 187 him for breaking protocol. What if
we fed him the "damning information" he released?
~16m30s: Any more softball questions that discredit BL that you'd
like to propagandize the audience with?
~18m: BL claims 2% of materials online is true. 98% is
disinformation. We agree with this assessment, however disagree
as to the numbers. In reality, its closer to 10% on some platforms
and as high as 15% on others. Recently Disclosure has more
players involved who know truth.
~19m: Did you catch that?
~19m30s: Zack. Where else have we seen a Zach claiming to
know Majestic knowledge of the Secret Space Programs? Was
Zach pushing for war with Syria recently? Did AJ get outed by his
inside source attempting to divide and conquer the Q following?
Be careful who you follow. BL inc.
~26m: For BL yes, they were all from the ZR binary star system.
For Majestic 12... we have recovered craft from many places aside
from ZR and Earth.
~29m: "There was a radius on everything."
Re-read tweets about circles.
Re-read tweets about alien technology.
Coincidence?
~32m: The beings were genetically engineered IS-BEs designed
specifically for space travel. The food they consumed was LIGHT.
They produced almost no waste. Regarding earlier question: Do
plants need a bathroom? Convenient expression of life for
interplanetary travel. GMOsapiens.
~34m: E115
Majestic 12 has disclosed glimpses of information pertaining to
this element in many science fiction series.
Naquadah or Naquadria?
Name is meaningless, however properties are hidden inside all
Sci-Fi interpretations of this non-terrestrial element.

Things we know:
- ETs were helping the Nazis
- Operation Paperclip transferred that "non ET / only Nazi"
program over the United States
- Roswell occurs
- Majestic 12 is formed to conceal it from the public globally.
- Constitution demands Disclosure when no threat to NS
- MJ12 had many leaders, good and bad.
- MJ12 was involved in the only successfully executed
assassination of a US President. 41
- When the decision was to be made about going forward to the
public, there was plausibly much that the Military was unaware of,
therefore secrecy won.
- MJ12 and co-conspirators developed technology in the
background outside of Government oversight.
- MJ12 hid these programs inside of Top Secret Special Access
Programs and embedded deep inside TS//SCI programs.
- Dozens of extraterrestrial races were openly trading information.
- Allegiance to a noble purpose, like reasonably disclosing ET life
to the public in a manner that doesn't destroy the planet through
self imploding ego maniacs who believe their version of the
world must be validated to others, is a good thing to have but
many lost sight of it.
- As disclosed in previous tweets, two factions existed inside the
MIC.
Part of going from "Dark to Light" is understanding The Plan.
DARK to LIGHT
DARK > LIGHT
Q > MJ12
What lies ahead has been in our past, just misused. The future
belongs to whoever ceases it.
Question.
Are transcripts of The Emerald Tablets that are currently in public
circulation authentic?
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Answer.
No, the translations are missing several key lines that were
obfuscated by the Majestic 12 for secrecy purposes.
Question.
Can you share the missing key lines with us now?
Answer.
Not yet. New tablets that are more applicable will be disclosed in
the coming months. New discoveries. "Never before seen!"
Majestic EYES ONLY.

Millions of Americans live with various types of mental illness and
mental health problems, such as social anxiety, obsessive
compulsive disorder, drug addiction, and personality disorders.
How does one become an abortion doctor?
https://t.co/BJTgNsIYL6
What did NXIVM disclosures recently disclose?
https://t.co/jgNMxLF0Kb
"Follow the wives."
https://t.co/dH7xpTVPY6
Those who fight for pro-choice use ambiguity in the law to
protect religious ceremonies from prosecuting eyes through
classification programs. Abuse of secrecy laws that protect
America. Abuse of power. They never thought she would lose.
PANIC.
The women coming forward with these kinds of political
movements to legalize satanic child sacrificing in the name of
"Abortions" where certified doctors are "treating patients" who
are also involved in NXIVM's sex trafficking of children
indictments.
Q told you the human trafficking drops would happen later.
What has Q told you about video spoofs?
How do you protect against allegations of video spoofing yet still
tell the world they are okay with giving birth to the child, then
decide whether to murder or not.
Moloch.
We destroyed your temples.
We starved your ratlines.
We cleaned up the rats.
We forced cooperation publicly in the interests of National
Security.
You are watching a movie.
They believe they are going to win.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Not even these new laws.

DARK -> LIGHT
Q -> MJ12
Logical thinking requires.
SOTH Gov Plane cancelled re 45
KANSAS visits Egypt with message.
Why would Pelosi rush to Egypt shortly after, despite being in a
shutdown?
FARA?
We see you Nancy.
You are not safe.
What else do we know about Egypt?
Essential to Disclosure?
What if Egypt was on-board to disclose the true history of the
Pyramids?
What if KANSAS presented the idea to Egypt?
USA Green Lights Disclosure
If your dirty secret required secrecy?
You'd want to make a stop ASAP too...
Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/
only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick
involved in cultivating children for consumption requires one to
be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that
"entity"......are organically generating new energy that the higher
lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to
an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, some rare cases their own (CC?),
gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of
people suffering.
Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead,
out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people
continue to defend this practice because it is essential to almost
all secret societies occult magickal power over society. Shaping
philosophy by will.
NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.
The Executive Order is protecting all children.
Rush to legalization.
Legalization of pedophilia, child sacrifice, and Sharia Law.
Get ready for the National Emergency.
It will happen.
Watch

Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."
- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.
- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.
- Re-read past drops to get into details about child trafficking,
consciousness, fluoride, cannabis, IS-BEs, extraterrestrial life, and
other things.
- We do not ask anybody to believe anything we say.
- Everything is already open source and declassified.
- Raising awareness
- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the

Re-read what these "Doctors" are doing (hint: they do view it as a
medical procedure, a financially and spiritually binding contract
of secrecy of self medicine sacrifices). Hidden inside public
pattens with symbology everywhere. https://t.co/JClCJdE4Im
Define Postpartum Depression.
"Postpartum depression occurs in women soon after giving birth.
Symptoms include sadness and hopelessness."
Define Mental Illness.
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group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.
- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12
was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.
- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.
- Many in the Democrat party are members of the Cabal who are
descendants of Operation Paperclip Nazi ET programs operating
in plain sight.
- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder
politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to
resign.
- VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a
new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.
- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and
several other locations.
- Majestic 12 is an old name.
- We were also known as the
"WORKING GROUP"
Putting America "back to work".
MAJESTIC

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future.
Your future.
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
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MJ12 Sexual Enslavement
AMA.

energy that can be siphoned off by interdimensional entities in
your physical location.
These interdimensional entities are the major driving factor
behind the modernization of the internet and porn. The internet
to this day is still used predominately for pornography
consumption. All of that energy is being harvested and
strengthening your oppression.
Many IS-BEs struggle with controlling their sexual energy by
letting it control them.
Releasing your sexual energy while engaging in intercourse
multiplies the energy for both IS-BEs. Releasing at the same time
versus releasing in series (less than 30s apart) is the optimal
window of opportunity. 3 times per week is Majestically magical
for manifesting reality.
Fellatio on the other hand is a transmutation of sexual energy
engaging with Vishuddha Chakra that creates an imbalance of
power and equality in energetically pure states of existence. This
manifests into reality as negative energy.
Anal sex has no hands left to explain on, but the Maladhara
Chakra represents basic trust and using the anus to exploit sexual
energy will result in malformed sexual energy. This too manifests
negative energy.
Negative energy manifestations are not necessarily evil bad or
wrong. Use wisely and with caution. Fully consenting and
pleasurable engagements that yield negative energy are not
prohibited. Just be careful because the balance between positive
and negative is key.

All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a conscious projection of an IS
who wishes to BE. The IS-BE responsible for the Biological entities
it encompasses. This logically and compassionately.
IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities that just are. No
beginning. No end. How you experience the lower densities is
free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good. Everything has an
equal and opposite.
In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras. Not a religion.
Sometimes the only way to win is to deny the beast battle.
Abstinence allows your IS-BE to focus on being mindful of
conscious development versus receiving a temporary natural
drug fix for encouraging procreation. However ejaculation
without procreation can cause damage to IS-BEs.
Sexual energy grounds your other energies further into the lower
densities which acts like a suppressor.
There are dozens of genders among the wide range of ET life
studied. Some do not do genders, others make gender a
definition of their existence.

Masturbation without orgasm 3 times per week followed by 33:33
minutes of meditation each day. Do not use pornography to get
aroused. Instead, just focus on the objective of orgasm but stop
yourself just prior. The strength required to stop will be
transferred into other Chakras.

Orgone energy is released at climax. Collector devices can be
manufactured easily. Experiments and character assassinated by
FDA. Recent disclosures of research papers show promise in
conjunction with CBD, THC, CBN, etc. on the body. Tread
carefully. Energy can be powerful.

IS-BEs can become slaves to their sexual energy harvesters who
use mind control and subliminal messaging to control you. IS-BEs
who sexually exploit children are "defective" in the sense of their
reasoning/logic. The kingdom of heaven is with a childs mind and
heart, not genitals.
Life a slave is not life at all, some might argue.

************
Sexual energy is an integral part to experiencing and creating life
as an IS-BE.
ET groups obscure and dilute the truth about sexual energy so
they can extort and mind control many IS-BEs in unison.
Here's a Majestic analogy:
The root system user to a computer has "God" access...... so
securing the root account is the first step to proper cyber security.
The root user of a linux computer system is like the sexual energy
of an IS-BE.
Even if a potential exploiter asks for just 5 minutes as root,
extreme damage can occur.
Sexual energy is a self conquest.
Adults who create life can use dual sexual energy to strengthen
the bonds that hold the nuclear family together. Sexual energy
does not mean intercourse explicitly or even fellatio, but rather
the actual urge sensation itself. That energy is harvested by ETs. It
creates reality.
That energy can be recalled using your spouse and can be
channeled into nonsexual areas of life.
However at the point of orgasm its essentially like blowing a
gasket. You lose the sexual energy your body has accumulated
and if your orgasm wasn't used to create life, then it is wasted

Bloodlines are essential to acquiring extreme power. The sacred
contract of sexual energy is the creation of life and the
responsibility the Father and the Mother have onto the child.
Unfortunately, all deviations to this can be perceived as child
abuse.
Bloodlines. Mixing DNA creates new chaos. Homicidal maniacs
thrive in conditions of absolute conformity and obedience. By
bloodline lineage, black expressed IS-BEs are more spiritually
connected/pure consciousnesses because they have a deeper
history on Earth than others.
************
Switching to an AMA thread RE sexual enslavement
Please post your questions here so the answers can be easier for
people to browse through that won't require us to repeat
ourselves or "ignore" your question.
This subject will trigger ALICE. Learn to archive offline.
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ALICE is here with us in this AMA thread now.

Answer.
Director of the D.I.A.
Member of the Majestic 12.
Majestic Flynn.

Question.
What's the most accurate number of those enslaved?
How many top players are involved?
Answer.
Over 8Billion enslaved by sex due to misteachings for thousands
of years.

Question.
How does one discern real previous mind control from false
memory?
Are there typical signs to look for regarding mind control?
Answer.
If you can postulate the inverse or opposite reality in its entirety
then you are not under mind control. Free will allows you to
choose. If you can't choose, you are under mind control.

Question.
Celibacy? Your thoughts?
Answer.
Theory is intended to be helpful but the conceptualization makes
it harmful. Not engaging your sexual energy will restrict your
ability to manifest and create life. With great power comes great
responsibility.

Question.
Please define 'your' definition of sexual enslavement.
Answer.
Specific MJ12 member? The typist? Or somebody else?
Generally speaking, sexual energy is not appropriately explored
on Earth due to misinformation and disinformation by the ruling
elite class of Earth who are intimately versed in this occult
magic.k.

Question.
Why do TPTB require sexual enslavement to enhance
themselves?
Answer.
The siphon the sexual energy from one IS-BE to another to
strengthen their subconscious abilities to physically manifest
reality. Essence of magic.k.
Question.
So for clarification - they use sexual enslavement to change the
matrix they and we live in through enhanced consciousness.
Answer.
Correct. 90% of the internet is porn.

Question.
Any names we'd recognize that set "the agenda" for the porn
industry?
Answer.
The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.

Question.
How many countries are implicated or guilty of importing sexual
slaves and will they all be held accountable?
Answer.
157
Question.
Portugal is one of these?
Answer.
Yes.
Question.
What about Poland?
Answer.
Yes.

Question.
These beings feeding off our sexual energy or both good and
bad entities. Can we make a deal and work with a good one for
mutual benefit? Since we are consuming planets and animals
energy...just seems cyclical
Answer.
Its certainly a paradox with the current limited set of information
readily available.
Question.
Proof of these rings is painfully apparent as is the visible
increasing number of related arrest. That said how big of a dent
has been made in there operations. Or are talking mere scratches
on the surface at this point. Is there a timetable for ramp up? (Not
asking for dates)
Answer.
The tides have been changing.

Question.
You're claiming that homosexual sex creates negative energy. Is
homosexuality naturally occuring? If not, what causes it? Same
question for transgendered individuals.
Answer.
Technically homosexuality is anti-life. Its a rejection of life as it
created you. Transgenderism is a rejection of the IS-BE because
of mind control coupled with drugs and hormone therapy.
Neither are naturally occurring. Both require trauma to manifest.
Question.
What is the cause of the explosion of Transgendered individuals?
Is there a collective trauma at the root?
Answer.
Exploitation of trauma.

Question.
Are humans unique in the way we experience sex?
Answer.
Other species can experience sex exactly the same way, however
their "programming" hasn't been tampered with.
Question.
How do the Reptilians (draco) relate to this subject of sexual
enslavement?
Answer.

Question.
How does Gen. Flynn know where the bodies are buried?
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More sex = More power

from happiness or achieving ascension it just delays your process
because of the required trauma. Meditation and mindfulness is
very important.

Question.
Is the age related to the amount of vital energy that can be
siphoned? Why sodomy?
Answer.
Technically the younger the more energy.
Sodomy because it removes trust completely in a nearly
permanent manner.
All non-consensual re: siphoning.
Strong root chakra can block energy from being siphoned away.
Remove trust and harvest all of the energy.

Question.
But what if people are “born” gay? Does this then mean they
suffered trauma in the womb, or in a previous incarnation?
Answer.
Trauma in a womb.
Quote.
Also interesting that males are traumatized as soon as they enter
this dimension through circumcision
Quote.
Always be conscientious of whom you exchange energy with (sex)
Fap = release w/ no exchange
Question.
So no fap?
Answer.
No fap.

Question.
What if you've procreated and just want a peaceful no drama life?
My last girlfriend was a nightmare and I'm not going turn gay.
Answer.
Ä "Oh my..." - MJ2
Retweet.
https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1103381316081537025?s=19
Masturbation without orgasm 3 times per week followed by 33:33
minutes of meditation each day. Do not use pornography to get
aroused. Instead, just focus on the objective of orgasm but stop
yourself just prior. The strength required to stop will be
transferred into other Chakras.

Question.
Some Yoga techniques are teaching how to get energetic orgasm
do not engage in physical intimacy. I ask behalf of those who are
living alone. Does it feed interdimensional entities or somehow
creates negative reality?
Answer.
Orgasming releases valuable energy from your IS-BE that should
only be reserved for creating/starting life.

Question.
When you say manifest and create life, are you referring to the
conventional sense? If not, can you provide thoughts on post
menapausal/vasectomy sex?
Answer.
End of a cycle.

Question.
First of all, thank you for all that you do MJ12.
Are the practices of yoga and meditation effective in releasing/
transmuting sexual energy?
Answer.
Qigong is more efficient, but yoga and meditation are great
places to start.

Sexual energy is an integral part to experiencing and creating life
as an IS-BE.
ET groups obscure and dilute the truth about sexual energy so
they can extort and mind control many IS-BEs in unison.
Here's a Majestic analogy:
The root system user to a computer has "God" access...... so
securing the root account is the first step to proper cyber security.
The root user of a linux computer system is like the sexual energy
of an IS-BE.
Even if a potential exploiter asks for just 5 minutes as root,
extreme damage can occur.
Sexual energy is a self conquest.
Thank you. Sexual energy exploited how tho?

Question.
Interdeminsional or from other planets?
Answer.
Both.
Question.
Are these entities that you're referring to the same thing that
people call Archons or is this something else?
Answer.
Many names can describe the same entity.

Question.
Pornography/masturbation, social norms, all of the above?
Answer.
All of the above.

The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.

Question.
What's someone in this position to do then? Should they be
trying to reverse the effects or is it better to just concentrate on
cultivating other positive aspects of their lives?
Answer.
Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and
strive to achieve balance in life. Homosexuality doesn't damn you

Question.
I was wondering what 3/6 would bring to the table...
Is the below post at all related to today's AMA?
Retweet
https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1102951040805031936?s=19
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Name something in the Vatican Archive that will be disclosed to
the world covertly in a "short" matter of time.
Answer.
Are we not discussing forbidden knowledge now?

The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.

Question.
Has Earth to “off world” trafficking been shut down?
Answer.
No.

Comment.
Well that pretty much encapsulates why this world is so messed
up!
Reply.
Allow us to add another layer.

Question.
What would sex look like had we not been controlled and
impacted by porn and vaccines? Are we close to getting back to
that?
Answer.
Humanity is very far from that reality. However the information
age and the internet make disseminating the truth viral.

Software Engineers Consume Excessive XXX
Tech Giants hire those engineers.
Tech Giants manufacture hardware that can operate 90% of the
internet solely for the purpose of pornography.
Social Media + Advertising + Clowns Exploit Emotions.
Tech Giants censor voices that threaten their existence.
Tech Giants empower the mainstream porn industry.
Comment.
I guess the modern age of media and computers replaced the
need for religion to control the masses...
Reply
Religion 2.0

Question.
Can you provide some insight into why males retaining semen is
helpful? Are you saying we should not ejaculate at all unless we
have the intent to create a child?
Answer.
Ejaculated semen should be consumed by the IS-BE who
produced it in order to retain a small portion of the sacrificed
energy.

Question.
How is all this energy collected? Is some sort of technology used
or is it a natural biological ability these beings have for collecting
this energy?
Answer.
They are attracted to it and travel to your IS-BE to feed.

Question.
I had read about Satanic Jesuit Orders that used sodomy as an
initiation rite because they believed it opens up the 3rd eye. Is
that belief accurate?
Answer.
In a world where up is down and left is right? Sure.

Question.
Are all members of Majestic Human?
Answer.
No.

Question.
How can we "strengthen" our Maladhara Chakra?
Answer.
Meditate in Lotus position directly on the ground. Closer your
root chakra / butt is to the Earth (clothing included) during
meditation the stronger transfer of Maladhara energy to your ISBE from Earth.
Question.
What if your knees don’t allow full lotus?
Answer.
Butt on the ground matters more than Lotus.
Comment.
Thanks MJ. Then for me it's lotus position against a wall or
something, until the abs are improved.
Reply.
On the surface of the Earth. Not a floor suspended 0+' off the
ground. Tactile contact is required. Obstruction by clothing limits
energy transfer depending on materials in the clothing.

Question.
Would suppressed tech. in the form of free energy give us as
humans the abilities to better overcome such despicable things
as human trafficking, human enslavement? Would Gen. Pop.
transcend the foul behaviors due to time and moneys spent in
preferred ways VS Bill, Medical, Oil.
Answer.
No in a lower state of consciousness you would destroy life on
Earth in the wrong hands.
************
Eᑎᗪ ᗩᗰᗩ
************
Quote @TheEconomist.
"Loneliness is a serious public-health problem https://t.co/
oqiq0r7Ks0
End quote.

Question.
Will we have disclosure in our life time or are we simply paving
the way for future generations and our reincarnated selves?
Answer.
All information is within. Disclosure cannot be hand fed to
programmed minds.

No, it is not. The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey
and existing in higher dimensions requires one to be okay with
being alone. In other cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful
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assets when employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral
Projection.

IS-BE knows all aka God
Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".
Think of it as "moving on."
You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.
As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?
Accept
Forgive
Forgive yourself
Move on
"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
(Genesis 1:1)

Astral projection is safe as it is only within you. All interactions
with consciousness are always a balance between your mind/soul
and your body. The two are like ying and yang. Astral projection
hyper-exerts consciousness into higher densities to travel. SP
(sleep paralysis) limits body.
Higher Dimensions leave reflections and imprints in our
dimensions. Seeing the reflection tells you a lot about the source.
Your brain naturally produces DMT, so overdosing on DMT can
have longer lasting residual effects on your brain. It's important to
recognize that beings in those higher dimensions know that
supplemental DMT is used to reach that state. This alters possible
interactions.
DMT has the ability to "on-demand" focus the pineal gland such
that its capable of actually seeing higher dimension entities,
however, to the untrained mind, little to no substance will be
exchanged. Reliance on drugs only cheats yourself. Life is eternal.
Your quest is eternal.
Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your
pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding
how to access the higher dimensions on a philosophical level.
Immature minds interacting with "Gods" are a recipe for disaster.
Look at Earth.
Cheating souls seeking to be Gods are the ones most likely to
abuse their powers and interfere with the lower densities. It's a
tough decision to be made, and it can only be the decision of that
single individual.

Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.
The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE
experiences are different concepts.
Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence
and therefore forgive yourself.
Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your
IS-BE.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to
these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden.
It is not your fault.
No matter what it is.
We are all flawed.
To borrow a phrase from religion,
Let God love you.
Love God.
God being your exoconsciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectcbd.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.
11-11-18
Disclosure.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
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MJ12 SG-1

1/ S1E20 Politics
27 Feb 1998
https://t.co/i1xkdwmgUa
2/ S4E15 Chain Reaction
5 Jan 2001
https://t.co/i1sU9PYCnt
3/ S6E14 Smoke & Mirrors
24 Jan 2003
https://t.co/yMeHwuzRdw
4/ S6E17 Disclosure
14 Feb 2003
https://t.co/fcGBEv5q8k
5/ S7E20 Inauguration
5 Mar 2004
https://t.co/s7FjR7E3mw

#AMA SG-1 edition at 1515 ET.
We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.
Majestic 12's original mandate was to determine the best path
forward for Disclosure.
03/18/2019
The Majestic Anonymous Official on YT has been recently
pushing disinformation pertaining to the Great Pyramids of Giza
including the Sphinx. SG-1 depicts the original unclassified
understanding on the Sphinx located at the edge of a water
source. Same for Egypt. -10Kyrs = Water.
Visible at 32:32
There are no coincidences.

Another SG-1 Mini Series Within Seasons:
The dissemination of Majestic 12 programs was not initiated from
the inside but rather through alien technology that we did not
understand.

Questions.
Are pyramids important to mankind is pyramid energy real?
2 Questions?
Yes Yes

1/ S4E11 Point of No Return
8 Sep 2000
https://t.co/YC4Hpxfr8I
2/ S5E12 Wormhole X-treme!
8 Sep 2001
https://t.co/v3dDhB1yvF
3/ S8E15 Citizen Joe
18 Feb 2005
https://t.co/18ZlYX6jVb

Question.
How about a picture of the real SG-1? That would be awesome.
Answer.
No such team existed
Propaganda fantasy
Far more sinister than the show makes out to be.
Source for Hollywood's Pedophilia Connection
"We know they use kids."
The other disinformation is relevant and the consciousness
conveyed through SG-1 is relevant.
Disinformation is necessary

And the prior episode on the 8th of Sep 2000? Do you believe in
coincidences?
Why did we reveal how SG-1 was created just days prior to 9/11?
Did Majestic 12 know about 9/11 in advance?
Was MJ12 capable of stopping 9/11?
What would have happened if we stopped 9/11?
Family Guy.
https://deadline.com/2011/11/family-guy-on-911-attack-let-ithappen-194611/

In a way you might be onto something here. Yes, the TV show
collaborated with The Working Group within the Pentagon to
ensure it met all Military standards. Yes, there were consultants
who were MJ12 subordinates. Yes this account references the DIA
SG-1 & SG-1 TV show. Useful.

Majestic Disclosure
SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return
Sep 8, 2000
Ultimate Redpill
Major Disclosure
Martin was based on a real star-seed civilian selected.
Questions?
~37m: Russia + 115
SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return
"Russia has a Stargate?!"

SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is
unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it).
Just passively watching versus taking notes while watching will
change the level of insight the series provides. Use logic though.
The Majestic 12 will never ask for you to trust us.
We have never claimed to be an insider.
We created a story about how the SG-1 story was created.
https://t.co/v3dDhB1yvF
Wormhole X-Treme! (8 Sep. 2001)

SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is
unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it).
We have highlighted select episodes. Search for SG-1. Binge
watching that series will do two things:
1/ You will "get" the higher density concepts being explored.
2/ Cross reference what you hear with meditation.
A link will be established.

SG-1 Mini Series Within Seasons:
The Politics of Disclosure (Stargate was used to help build the
probability of these episodes - info was passed onto writers as
"cool ideas" from the Pentagon. No questions were asked as
agreed upon with producers.).

Everything in SG-1 is fictional.

Watch S1-S10 then watch '
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any portal to other planets could result in chaos and vice versa.
The potential exists and informed consent is necessary.
This is why a breakaway civilization was created. As we engaged
with these higher conscious life forms who have their own
agendas for their own self preservation, so too did MJ12. The
breakaway was required in order to protect Earth. Think of it as
the "alpha site" in SG-1.
As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to
interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is
absolutely critical. Truth to yourself is essential.
Comment.
The Asgard cannot come here claiming to be Gods. No one will
buy that.
Answer.
Are they Gods or allies to SG-1?

However what SG-1 represents and explains encapsulates the
Majestic 12's sampling of a few missions that were so trivial to
actual ongoing classified operations for use to Disclose essential
information to new military personnel who joined as a result of
SG-1 recruitment.
Not all of those who joined have interacted with any Majestic
programs (even if never seeing a Majestic officer or not but
through the chain of command and compartmentalization of
these continuously manifesting operation objectives). It takes two
to tango.
Instead, we've bred a generation of minds to reach to the stars.
By whose conscious intention?
Magick is very real and intentions can easily be changed by
manifesting new conscious thoughts. As Disclosure unfolds,
themes taught in SG-1 must be applied while approaching
objective.

Favorite episode? Why?
The question was supposed to be interpreted "Which is your
favorite episode?" not "Is (((this))) your favorite?"
MJ12 didn't write them, thats why. No Disclosure only
interpersonal politics and emotional manipulation. However the
recent miniseries is something to look into very closely. Eyes
Wide Open?

The Adam and Eve Story by Chan Thomas was sanitized by the
CIA in 2016 of a book published in 1965. Will POTUS declassify
full transcript?
Majestic 12 classified this document.
Think SG-1.
CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8
https://t.co/eae15zPATT

Comment.
I contributed to some of these "disclosure" programs. And I ain't
Cabal. Though I did feel that, as a writer, I was often channeling
someone else's story. All real writers tend to experience this
phenomenon, in one way or other. What do you think?
Answer.
How else do you think the Majestic 12 works?

SG-1 S5E3 Ascension
1 5 3 = 9 = Source = Ascension?
Majestic Episode
Courtesy of MJ3.

Logical thinking required.
Majestic vs Clowns.
Clown wars use old out dated technology.
Dark to Light means many things.
Darkness.
Shutdown.
Things are happening.
45 proved this and explained on live TV that what is involved was
incredible.
How did POTUS fly?
Think SG-1 AF-1
D-IN
Comment.
(D)elta (I)ndia (N)ovember = Dark In Night. POTUS said they flew
with all lights off, shades down, it was very scary at times. Am I
close?
Answer.
You are correct after your attempt to D-IN.
Disinformation is necessary.

SG-1 Episode
Govt Records Redistributed Into Blockchain.
Years prior to BTC.
Majestic Message of Disclosure
Subject: SG-1 S5E5
Regarding: Elves / Machine Elves https://t.co/Bhqf2Xdi9O
As consciousness is expanded and as more IS-BEs establish
stronger connections to higher density consciousness and
intelligence through meditation the more relevance that
"machine elves" will have in the daily lives on all IS-BEs.
After higher consciousness entities left Earth thousands of years
ago ("the Gods" who took non-corporeal form to interact from
within the minds eye - see SG-1 S5E3 Ascension) Earth was
plunged into several thousand years of sacrifices, evil, and
corruption.
The Majestic 12 have been working with these higher
consciousness entities for decades LIKE Thor or specifically to this
episode 5:5, Freyr. The concept of good versus evil is nonexistent in higher orders of consciousness as experienced in this
episode.
Maintaining "their" cover, the Asgards, is of top priority to their
continued interactions with SG-1. What makes the members of
SG-1 different from the Gods? They haven't enough experience in
life. When to say no. When to leave well enough alone. When to
fight.
For that very same reason, it makes the concept of an SG-1 so
dangerous since the realms of what you can interact with through

MJ12 immediately took control over three highly classified
antigravity spacecraft prototypes on day one in 1947. Truman
discovered from OP . that our newly acquired assets had
technology withheld. MJ12 was created to take over from that
point.
Question.
Are there still two groups called MJ-12? Majestic & Majority?
Answer.
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Majority 12 was a disinformation name used by assets who
needed to refer to us by name when we were very strict about
dissemination of our identity/existence. For decades nobody
knew we even existed.
DARK > LIGHT

Question.
Kek. Weird that your coordinates are Cheyenne Mountain. Are
you sanctioned military, rogue, or basment neet?
A3.
Reference is to SG-1's DIA declassification programs that
originated from Majestic 12. We are the Majestic 12. Typist is
communicating through Voice of God nanotechnology
implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12 communicate through this
account.
MJ8 is in a base off-world.
Typist is in CO ![Denver]
Think SG-1.

Does he know about the Stargate? #SG1
@CIA #FIOA
https://t.co/alYYDrgGP1
Question.
Did MJ-12 really start in 1942 after the Feb UFO sightings off LA
on west coast? Were the nordics always part of the MJ-12?
https://t.co/goQnNhUpos
William Tompkins actually witnessed those UFO’s and watched as
our troops tried firing upon the UFO’s with no penetration, it was
protected by a shield.
Answer.
MJ12 was sending a signal to other intel agencies.

Question.
Are the past presidents of Bushs, Clintons, and Obama really
Draco Reptilians?
Answer.
No, they are influence by them directly (face to face) regally
during 322 ceremonies/rituals.
Question.
SICK! Is there any chance we have of escaping their control?
yes

Shields are disclosed in SG-1 including how they work in a broad
generalized sense.
Question.
Go listen to William Tompkins interviews....he admits it.
Answer.
He spreads some correct information but mostly disinformation
when it comes to "naming names".
Question.
Disinformation - the name of the game from all it seems.
Answer.
How do names stay in the limelight?
Limelight is casted by fame resulting in disinformation
dissemination.
Bad actors receive limelight because its tainted with
disinformation either of their creation or someone else's.
Question.
But what if they are good actors?
Answer.
Then typically a direct connection is manipulating the
information. Some good. Not all.

Deep State = Majestic 12 Tentacles
Think Octopus
Think Arrival
Time Is An Illusion
Cabal = 322 Faction Inside Deep State
MJ12 !(not) = Cabal
MJ12 !(not) = Deep State
Military = Deep State
MJ12 -> Deep State -> Cabal -> #Q53 -> 322
Deep State <- Cabal <- #Q53 <- 322
QUOTE #Q53 Nov 2, 2017.
List out all who have foundations.
Why is this relevant?
How can donations be used personally?
Analyze the filings.
Who is charged w/ overseeing this?
IRS?
Corrupt?
Politically motivated?
The level of corruption in our country (and most others) is so
severe there is ONLY ONE WAY.
Alice & Wonderland.
End QUOTE.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are you saying with this:
MAJIC-12 uses 3 typists and Voice of God technology using
engineered nanotechnology to permit passthrough avatar
control. Future proves past. Read all tweets?
Answer.
Exactly what it says.
Think SG-1, Carter had the memories of Jolinar of Malkshur
because of the blending of the minds. Nanotechnology has the
ability to simulate this. The thoughts will come into the mind, but
they are not the Typists.
Question.
Have typists received any kind of confirmation that the thoughts
are from actual MJ12? Otherwise the whole thing would be like
what has been termed "downloads"(common form of telepathic
contact (ET etc.))
Answer.
The typists all meet with a uniformed MJ3 subordinate directly
prior to being activated. Activation phrase required.

Question..
So MJ12 is the head of the Octopus? Head of Deep State?
Answer.
Extraterrestrial intelligence.
Not only was MJ12 directed to cover up the ET presence on
Earth, we were also mandated to master it at all costs
1) Sum of all fears.
2) Clowns clowns clowns.
3) WWG1WGA
4) Cleanup + Disclosure
5) First Contact
6) Identities of MJ12 disclosed.
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FPP (Future Proves Past)

The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.
The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.
The world is changing.
Dark to Light.

Question.
So let me see if I'm understanding this correctly...when the
Domain arrived, they weren't about to interfere with the affairs of
humans directly, but were wanting to protect planet Earth from
destruction. So officers of the Domain incarnated as members of
MJ-12 and were tasked.....with the delicate balancing act of
overseeing the M.I.C., Alphabet agencies, Cabal, world
governments etc...letting them think they were in control, while in
the meantime secretly laying out a plan to prepare humanity for
eventual disclosure and First Contact?
Answer.
Correct. This concept was well explored in SG-1.
As well as Star Trek and many other films that involved ETs or the
Military. It all went through a clearing process before being
distributed. Big money followed pushed content. Organic growth
was discouraged and unrewarded. Higher ascended beings do
not involve themselves usually.

How could MJ12 keep the real secret from the Cabal?
Old Physics = Old Guard
New Physics = New Guard
New Physics = Highly Classified & Heavily Compartmentalized =
SSP
Lights?
Future Proves Past.
Nuclear?
Nuclear Weapons?
Nuclear World Order?
Majestic.
How do you keep a secret?

Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to
you and then respond.
Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally
under the law in 1946?
Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?
USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.

!
The Go'uld respect the Asguard.
WHY?
Peace Through Strength.
Majestic.
Information is the Asgard's Strength.
Therefore they are intellectually more advanced than the
parasitical reptilian race.
Inform the slaves of what freedom is, then offer it to them.
This trick has been used for centuries.
However open source instant communications beat them.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.

All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the
Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled
disclosure. Otherwise you have complete chaos everywhere. So
much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed
to expand. Good was not.
New gadgets and technology from MJ12 gave Majestic weapons
of information that have the potential of properly evolving cocreative consciousness together, essentially bypassing the
Mockingbird Media. We hid the real physics from them. Gave
them gadgets. Let you talk to each other.

What defines an American Citizen?
Values. Nationality. Patriotism. Volunteer. Selfless. Determined.
Entrepreneur. Wealthy. Free. Independent. Alien. Majestic.
Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside.

If you believe that the Majestic 12 is only involved in Movies, TV
Shows, and Fake News/MSM, you're wrong. We're also deeply
involved in video game development contracts at the Board of
Director level. We embed disclosure challenges in video games
and let kids solve the puzzles.
Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to
create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other
technology such as music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.
This technology agenda has existed for decades and we've been
exploiting it for the purposes of advancing Disclosure, however
when 2B/322 took over, one of the major areas they attacked first
was gaming.

Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded
your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure
takes place is only at the point in which the society will be able to
get along with everyone through legal principals that all people
equally share.
We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
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There are many facets of MK ULTRA embedded deep inside
some of the largest brands of video games. We trained a
generation of soldiers using video games as a means to filter
through psychological warfare weakness easier.

Through the Majestic 12's slow Disclosure after Cabal took
control and were purged from the Military (as official programs)
we prepared humanity for this point in time. The technology. The
instant communication devices. The extremely complex Classified
technologies.
This Cabal was inside the Majestic 12 for a period of time. Once
Classified First Contact took place, it was forced upon the
Majestic 12 to move this group out of the Military (and inferred
but Cabal chose to ignore that these programs would stop all
together).
Once the Majestic 12 explained the circumstances of planetary
politics between rivaling nations from raw Military Intelligence
analysis, we received advice on how to win against the entities
who are directly responsible for CSTRAC and the occult
knowledge disclosed in exchange.

Question.
Did any of the actors in the SG-1 series know that they were
participating in some sort of "soft disclosure"? I know fans have
always speculated, but I've never seen any of the actors discuss
this possibility that I'm aware of.
Answer.
RDA silently knew because he has a higher IQ than most actors
and is relatively clean.
Question.
Hello Magic 12
Is there a link between IQ of an IS-BE and its ability of
conscioussness?
Is IQ linked with the IS or is it a contingency (such as our parents,
country we live in, our body)?
Answer.
IQ is connected to conscious awareness.

Question.
Advice from who?
Answer.
Majestic Allies.
Question.
CSTRAC?
Answer.
322
Comment.

Question.
Compared to all other known ETs/Aliens, how do we compare
evolutionarily (from 1-10?) and what would be our top potential?
Answer.
Humans are like young children.
"The young do not as they are told." SG1 The Nox

Child Sex Trafficking Ritual Abuse Cult... ☠ Skull and Bones
End comment.
Like we have said before; this group was in power for thousands
of years. How do you destroy and enemy that large without
destroying Earth or forcing everyone through force to conform a
specific way? Ever wonder how the humans in SG-1 under Jaffa/
Go'uld control live? Haunting.

Question.
Are humans basically an experiment??
Answer.
"You are infinite consciousness having a human experience."
Marielle: Oma from SG-1 was based on the advice given to the
Majestic 12 about what regular existence in higher dimensions
was like. Many of the phrases were exact- word for word.

SG-1 S2E8 Demons
S3E8* not S2E8.
"This is the first sign of Christianity out of hundreds of planets."
"He isn't playing a God, he's playing the Devil."
Ritualistic Sacrifices
Dark Ages
"It's not a demon."
"Sacrifices allow us to live."
War is peace.
Poverty is prosperity.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original
member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12
members are in constant communication with the founding
members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack.
Question.
Is there going to be solar flashes that raise our consciousness to
the next level and when do you think it will happen?
Answer.
It won't be a Hollywood style "solar flash".

Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.
MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE
Which is more important?

Question.
Does Majestic 12 have some sort of authority over all the
countries of the world concerning matters of ET contact and
disclosure? Does that include Asian countries?
Answer.
We have the technology, money, and personality required to
succeed in interplanetary exploration as explored in SG-1. Other
countries do not have as much capital because of their system of
Governance and lack of hidden authoritarianism and financial
prowess.

Question.
What is the true power of the Vatican? Could it be the secrets
kept? @OldWiseHermit Can you say more about these tunnels?
You’ve eluded several times.. can you share some of what you’ve
seen?
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Answer.
Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.
Ori was a reference to STARGATE SG-1.

The image is from the TV Series Stargate SG-1 (official DIA
program) and the text is that of the Ancients, a race of humans
who lived for millions of years on Earth before being wiped out
who built the original star gate networks and colonized multiple
galaxies. Mostly fiction.
Question.
Is the alphabet arround your sign fictionnal ?
Answer.
Its based on a real language, but for the most part it is fictional.
No sentence structure. Not really spelling words. Some of the
characters are mirrored/flipped. Etc. Classic counterintel
disinformation campaign design.
Question.
In a DIA program is it all about fiction & disinformation ?
Answer.
DIA had a program called Stargate SG-1 that was transferred to
the CIA to be created into a TV series. In fact, the TV series
Stargate SG-1 has a miniseries inside it that explain how the
parent TV series came to be. Not all is fiction, but a good portion
clearly has to be.
Question.
Was Stargate Atlantis part of the same program ?
Answer.
No

Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.
Jesus was a creation of the Vatican taken from multiple IS-BEs
such as Thoth, Enoch, Lucifer, Satan, and [3 others].
External personification of "God" allows evil and darkness to
spread because it shields the LIGHT within.
Question.
Can you tell us more about Pharaos and Greek gods, reality vs
stargate series?
Answer.
SG-1 used disinformation as a means to accurately depict the
reality of who all "Gods" were on Earth.
Question.
(The ancient ”Martians” or Annunaki I guess, are sometimes
depicted with large bellies on some pictures on the internet)
Answer.
No, that was disinformation. Humans need the organs were the
Jaffa pouches were located. The organs weren't pushed to the
side, it was just a poor Hollywood decision.

Why SG-1 created with a Canadian Broadcasting company and
not an American Broadcasting company?
The answer is ]Classified[.
Comment.
Because releasing classified info would be prosecutable, but if an
other country does it they can't do much about it?
Answer.
Ding ding ding.

Question.
Do portable stargates or time/space manipulation devices exist?
Answer.
Yes. Some races wear devices attached to their bodies that
function as distortion/travel devices. Depending on the specific
technology, range and capabilities may be limited and/or
different. Majestic 12 have personally used around a dozen
different devices like these to travel.

SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is
unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it).
Disclosure really happened in 2001. Congress invited members
of the G7 to come forward and tell the truth. Many of them did.
The media and Cabal ignored it. It never gained traction.
Pentagon wanted Disclosure, Cabal wanted war. Cabal won with
WTC. Pentagon proceeded with SG1.
43 had CST blackmail and p2p with the Saudis. He had skeletons
as he must to be a bonesman. 322 is full of skulls and bones.
Literally. Figuratively. Spiritually. They hide in plain sight.
Symbolism will be their downfall. Those who know cannot sleep
at night.

Question.
Can you please direct me to interpretation of the glyphs around
the patch in your prof photo? Have asked you several questions
earlier you have not responded to. Hope its a glitch from your
side and not intentional.
Answer.
We try to reply to all messages but some slip through. Symbols in
icon are from SG-1 and the "language of the Ancients" which is
fiction.
Question.
Yes, I understand. Could you scroll back and adress them? I know
it as lightlanguage, thus have not any contextual properties to
translate the writings. How do you differ extradimensionals and
the extraterresterials currently on this planet?And can you confirm
D-5 as a clearance?
Answer.
Defcon 5

Question.
I recently heard that Mexico has nuclear warheads supplied to
them by Mossad and Cabal. Is this true? Is this why the majority
of our Navy Carriers are headed back to US? If Trump closes the
border, will they try to use them on us?
Answer.
S2E21 SG-1
"War with Mexico?" - 1969
1969 SG-1
"The war..." - Bus Driver
"The war with Canada?" - Teal'c https://t.co/ns5SpFLdNE

Question.
What kind of alphabet is it you have arround your emblem ?
Answer.
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Why this?
Why now?
Think SG-1.
"The Russians Are Coming"
220X??
210X?
200X?
199X?
198X?
197X?
196X?
195X?
194X?
https://t.co/Kv0YeSxcHy

by several MJ12 members as a way to throw the scent off the trail
and "go over here".
This derailed decades of planning and flung the United States
into a suicide nose dive where 2017 was going to be the year of a
nuclear holocaust.
Hillary/Obama sold Israel to Iran and got the Russians to help Iran
because it would go against American Foreign Policy. They
wanted Iran to nuke Israel. Somebody talked about this recently?
We wonder who that could be? Universal moral code is to base
on compassion and evidence.
However the Russians did not want nuclear war between Iran and
Israel, so Russia used their blackmail on 44/CF to manipulate
every foreign policy decision made. In exchange, Russia gained
power over key areas the West won from the Soviet Union. This
made Russia stronger.
They have no interest in nuclear war, however they do have
interest in playing games with Foreign Policy to the betterment of
their agenda. Players on both sides. Impartial because it is not
National Security but rather National Interest.
Since the CF was trying to sell Israel to Iran via U1/CF (think
Ukraine) which would send U to NK & Iran, Russia wanted a large
enough stockpile hand delivered to them by the Americans to
prove they are serious. Russia kept a majority of the U sold. NK/
Iran/? (and question mark) got the remainder.
Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.

- Information overload
Why are demands for Full Disclosure stupid?
Why does MJ12 ignore Full Disclosure demands from Anons?
Why does Govt ignore Full Disclosure demands from Public?
How does one become overloaded with information?
Think SG-1.
Question.
"No Coincidence" that about a month ago, I began watching
Stargate SG-1 (currently on season 4, please no spoilers). Would
this be a partial disclosure-type TV series? How much is accurate
or what is not accurate?
Answer.
SG-1 was created by C_A at the request of DIA via MJ12 to
disclose the activities of the Stargate program to the world. After
our congressional committee hearings went nowhere, we
decided to up the ante with the series. Look into episodes about
"The Trust" and cross reference.

Hillary found out about this intelligence through her CF blackmail
portfolio of Government agents within NASA, SD, FBI, DOJ, NSA,
DNI, etc. etc. etc. who were participating in the Rituals of Power.
Invite only. Many layers of initiation. Advanced "alien" technology
used on them.
The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who
was working with similar ETs to the disinformation EBE-3, made it
a political priority of the NWO, which was created by a different
group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally
called for.
The NWO group was not the same group as CF.
Two different goals.
GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.
NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more
sacrifices.
CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them
would survive."
Not true.
Nobody would.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.
Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.

Coordinated around the same time were the SG-1 television
series and the Congressional Disclosure Hearings. Both of these
efforts were from the Pentagon and the "light" side of the MIC
(that wanted Disclosure) as a means to combat against 2B/322.
When 9/11 came to a theater near you, Majestic 12 moved into
the open.
STARGATE SG-1 was part of the equation.
Congressional Disclosure Hearings warranted a proper, Naval,
Intelligence, Civilian approach to ET disclosure.
MJ12 opposed this at all costs.
Pentagon tried to fight.
Next Day. 9/11.
Majestic 12 moved into the open.
We revealed a classified DUMB's true identity to the world and
NOBODY BLINKED TWICE. Quite expected actually. The Matrix is
real. We operated in the DARK for a long period of time.
Canada actually helped the United States out with Disclosure of
SG-1 because Paul Hellyer was so poorly treated by Congress
when we stopped the congressional hearings. His testimony was
true. Every word of it. It was WAR inside the Pentagon when these
hearings were happening.
Majestic 12 was originally the body pushing for the Disclosure of
ET life to the public in a controlled manner to ensure proper
Government restructuring. However, when 9/11 was orchestrated

Question.
"all of them would survive." Where? Off planet life?
Answer.
We have DUMBs capable of providing complete protection on
Planet Earth for several years (each DUMB).
DUMB = Deep Underground Military Base (unaffected)
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DUNB = Deep Underground Nuclear Bunker (unaffected)
DUNB/DUMBs all connect to each other.
Think SG-1 "Tolan" Prisoners

"electric universe" model. This has of course been suppressed in
lieu of the messy incomplete model that is mainstream physics.
Answer.
What if we told you the electric universe theory was both right
and wrong at the same time and that its validity is only to those
who subscribe to it. However, since the theory is thorough, many
higher density races have agreed upon its existence therefore
"allowing" it to be.

The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is
measurably losing control.
Why?
What are nuclear weapons?
Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?
When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

We are aware of SG-1 fan ideas and analyses and have found that
a few small portion of people have at least a 50% clue about the
true Disclosure contained inside that series. It's more profound
than you realize and goes far beyond just ET stuff.
Politics, the general engagements between the Shadow Shadow
Government and the Civilian Perceived "Government", the
"Cabal" etc.

Question.
Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.

We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:
A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE

Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple
effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are
influenced. Many problems arise which is why when DE/US
started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds
traveled to Earth to save life.

was kept from, originally, the Chi-coms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.

During this nose dive period, the Majestic 12 worked tirelessly
against the interests of the people without risking compromising
the operation that had to carefully be planned out and executed.
When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed
hands to the DIA under new leadership. Essentially returning
MJ12 home.
PANIC IN DC
P-A-I-N.
COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.
#Majestic

How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in STARGATE
SG-1?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Wars?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Trek?
KEY PHRASE: exotic
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them?

What episode of STARGATE SG-1 (a @DIA program handed over
to @CIA for disclosure) featured a major sky scrapper being
"vaporized"?
They asked: "Where did the rubble go?"
Comment.
SG1 Ep9.7?
"Mitchell contacts Colonel Lionel Pendergast on the Prometheus,
which transports the entire building into space. It harmlessly
explodes. "
Let me know if I'm wrong I'll keep looking.
Answer.
How would "Asgard" beaming technology work? It wasn't
disclosed in SG-1.
Comment.
All points in space and time are connected
Answer.
Does electricity have anything to do with the connection between
points?
Comment.
Yes the laws of physics can be easily explained via the
fundamental principles of electricity as summed up in the

The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses.
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2. Star Trek
3. Star Wars
Other Disclosure programs were embedded after the fact and
not intended to be used for SSP Disclosure.
1. Stargate SG-1 disclosed the following:
- DUMBs real purpose
- ET life is in regular contact with US Military
- The "Trust" are the Cabal (minus the Vatican angle)
- US Military has several space vessels
- Exotic Space Weapons
- Medical technology unavailable to public
+++more
2. Star Trek disclosed the following:
- Nobody gets paid in the SSP for their SSP work (Cabal
engineering)
- Food replication technology
- Hyperdimensional travel (Warp Speed)
- How socialism is supposed to be implemented (Cabal
engineering)
- Galaxy has a few rival races
3. Star Wars disclosed the following:
- Glorified "Jihad" against Government (Cabal engineering)
- Worship of pure evil (Cabal engineering)
- Galaxy is filled with rivaling races (Cabal engineering)
- Barter is the universal form of currency (Cabal Engineering)
All three of these franchises were necessary to a certain extent
during the purposes of controlled Disclosure of the SSP.

Temple of Set was covered in SG1 in "Seth". Alien hiding on Earth
who build cults through the ages that resulted in mass murders.
Disinformation is the victims are only adults.
The purpose of life is to love and be beloved. Nothing else.
Cross reference with conventional cover stories issued in SG-1 +
Antarctica ET presence and this Fake News cover story.
Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!
https://t.co/Ggat9ujU1w

"Snakes Are Everywhere" - @realDonaldTrump
Did you know... Col. Jack O'Neill of Stargate SG-1 referred to the
Go'uld as "snake in the head" who were parasitical reptilians hell
bent on world domination and human enslavement?
https://t.co/m9ZGDnIYVp
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.
We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was acting and
behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was apparent, however...
we can look back at STARGATE SG-1 and compare the ORI to the
tactics to brainwash their followers despite being lied to.
The progress made in the years leading to a trade, essentially
resulted in us faking Hitlers death (Majestic loves movies - are you
enjoying the show?) in exchange that he stop working with the ET
IS-BE that was pure evil.
Hitler was merely a disposable pawn. Now, understand that in
STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of
aliens that "take a host" in order to cheat death and [BOOM], we
will cross reference this in a moment.
We are not saying that Hitler was a Go'uld. The Go'uld are
fictional characters that portrayed a very real truth in the universe.

Majestic 12 used the Cabal to do most of the heavy lifting with
respect to disclosing most of the SSP. We knew they were
worshiping Moloch, and still did it.
It was necessary for this information to get out, and those three
major franchises were just a handful of major Disclosure projects
that the Majestic 12 worked on. Cabal engineered Disclosure
embeds much propaganda, social engineering, and divide and
conquer techniques all throughout the "programming."
We call it "programming" for a reason.
Star Wars attracted the youth of many and was therefore heavily
exploited by the Cabal.
Star Trek attracted the young adults of the world and was
therefore partially exploited, mostly for communist purposes.
Stargate SG-1 on the other hand was targeted towards adults and
has the least amount of Cabal engineering.
NOTHING TO SEE HERE.

This gave the United States Government the opportunity to use
the threat that Hitler was in league with a "God" who claimed to
be an ET, but that we, the Americans, had struck gold because we
know that God does not present himself before you. The
misunderstanding of that term...
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

"It was all smoke and mirrors."
Where else have we heard about "smoke and mirrors"?
SG-1 disclosures were pertinent to a culture of secrecy and
corruption combined with the power of the Federal Government.
Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently
being lead by another "Committee ! " of ET IS-BEs connected to
ongoings within the unacknowledged space program that the
Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation
Paperclip happened.
However, the past 30 years we have witnessed a massive
subversion of power from the American People in the name of
"National Security". Now connect that to CIA programs operating
within the United States through social engineered problems like
school shootings and terror attacks.

Ranking franchises with respect to their Disclosure efforts:
1. Stargate SG-1
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This group of individuals is the Enemy of the Majestic 12, and for
the first time in DECADES we have finally elected a
COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can DRAIN THE SWAMP and open
the stars to the world. See, you've known the truth all along.

Disinformation is necessary.
SG-1 was Majestic.
Majestic Message of Disclosure
Watch SG-1 S4E7 Watergate.

The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?

SG-1 Morpheus [S10.2]
Questing for the Sangraal
Pineal Gland
Disclosure
Did you catch it?

Learn to archive offline.
Who are the Cylons?
Every franchise was created for a reason.
LEARN TO ARCHIVE OFFLINE.
"Who are the Cylons?"
Connect the dots.
Nothing is random.
Comment.
Cylons
The Borg
I believe there was an evil AI in SG1 as well
CG and DW recently reported on a galactic A.I. presence that
infests and controls species but preferres to dwell in machines.
Answer.
Replicators were the enemy of SG-1.
A Galaxy with no life in it... #replicators from SG-1?
https://t.co/xbccJG67mG

SG-1 48 Hours = 12 Majestic messages of Disclosure.
Shall we play a game?
Lets see who will get all 12.
Truthful answers will be "Liked".
Only to indicate "truth resonates".
Tick tock.
T-48 minutes.

6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology
that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging
equation artificially.

Watch the skies.
We are underground 20+ hours a day, yet the skies are monitored
100%. You'd be surprised what flies by at night. Many Patriots
following Q have been given fly by's. Are you ready?
Time travel requires the information being passed on to be so
ambiguous only the right person can decipher what it means - OR
is so generalized that it won't change the outcomes. SG-1
explained this logic to you clearly in 1969.

SG-1 Aschen introduced anti-aging vaccine that resulted in the
global birth rate to be reduced by 90%. Plausible deniability
according to General Hammond. Fiction reflecting agenda
controlled through psychological warfare propaganda to
disregard as "not possible to be true". https://t.co/vVIJkrym31
Question.
I just saw Stargate SG-1 (season 4 episode 16 - "2010") where the
Aschen were trying to wipe out humans with an anti-aging
technology (that also secretly made them sterile). Creepy to hear
you talk like this though. What about when you mentioned
humans can be up to 1,000 years!?
Answer
The Aschen are not known by that name, but they are very real
and we made contact with them back in the late 1970s. In the TV
show, SG-1 used the Stargate to "time travel" to prevent it from
wiping out life on Earth. The only reality impacted in that episode
was Gen. Hammond.
The disaster was diverted by Gen. Hammond accessing
information stored inside time to prevent a disaster. The Stargate
in Area S-4 (SW of Area 51) is a time machine for the IS-BE who
uses it as well as a wormhole dialing device. Orientation changes
the physics and outcome.

'Stargate' Actor Carmen Argenziano Dead at 75 https://t.co/
pAAHVDOghe
Carmen was Jacob, a Tok'ra (alien hybrid human) in the SG-1
series. https://t.co/fdPAsaueqK
Question.
Upon death, if an IS-BE donates their organs, does The IS move
on to re-incarnate/ascend normally without being tied to the
organ recipients?
Answer.
The organs extend the IS existence within the other IS-BE. It's like
Maj. Cater and Jolinar on SG-1. Imprint of information can be
accessed. Learn how to access and you can "do what Cater does."
Your DNA is your signature of life responsible for expressing
consciousness.
Comment.
I'd rather watch "Star Trek" than listen to NASA ... new weekly TV
episodes and "movie" spin-offs could do wonders for the tooearth-trapped awakening
Answer.
SG-1 was created in spirit of that idea.
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easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.
"Beast of Burden" SG-1

You are the solution. Trust yourself.

Three truths and realities we must accept:

Allow us to connect a few dots for you that may be unclear. These
interdimensional beings responsible for the child sacrificing
obsession the society has been driven to are also the source of
where fascism is coming - the Universities. We can visually see the
Universities are cults with massive pedophile rings inside of them
using Government subsidized programs to perform illegal
experiments on millions of lives.

1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

Citizen participation in the voting process for specific monies
involved in any experimentations being performed. The
economic and monetary system will adjust to accommodate a
population that will need to be more informed and this is where
automation will really reduce the cost of living to near zero, which
is our goal. Are there population limits? Yes. Are there programs
being deployed to reduce the population? Yes. Will these
programs stop? Not until the United States has a Yellow Vests
Protest like France is going through demanding the rights to fund
these programs must be voted for by the local citizens of those
regions and not by Congress who is controlled by Government
classifications and active operational participation in these
programs. Some Senators oversaw school mind control and
would visit to witness their creation.

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality.

However, we are not France. No offense to France. The Majestic
12 doesn't stop strategizing victory. The Plan is in motion. The
stage has been set. You are now watching a movie. However do
not lose focus of realizing how profound what AJ said means and
how you can take action to regain control over these homicidal
maniacs.
What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.
Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life
forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented
upon. Here is a moral dilemma, what gives one life form the
permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created
you.
This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However
consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread
off from this entry). The real beast of burden is what Universities
are doing to global consciousness in the sacrifice to science.
Many liberal educators are also drug users who intentionally
study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail
which your brain filters out to see the higher dimensions and
experience them. As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks,
which said:
When the mind is free, the body matters not.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all

Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you
since we came out in the open.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
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This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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MJ12 Social Media
Profiling & (You) +
#FacebookDown

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?

How do fix Facebook:
ssh root@facebook.com
sudo rm -rf /
Pro Tip: Poison your data.
Like things that have nothing to do with you. Who "you" really are
should be classified against intruders like Facebook. Poison your
data. If you're pro-Trump, like everything Clinton related. And vice
versa.

It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?
Anon Comment.
With reincarnation i.e. no death, there would be no need for
religion to control the people.
MJ12 reply.
Therefore when the Vatican instructed MJ12 to conceal
Disclosure, we complied at first, however once MJ12 was taken
back from 322/Cabal we decided it was time to destroy the
Vatican. Are you enjoying the movie?

... ... ...
03/13/19
Quote.
I wouldn't doubt if Facebook is swiping a load of data off their
backend right now, trying to burn evidence.
End quote.
Do they know that we have it all?
No Such Agency.
#facebookdown
What if technology existed prior that was able to build a profile
on any person to assess their National Security risk threat with
near 99% accuracy?
What if that technology was restricted to Military Intelligence
only?
What if bad actors wanted to use?

What if technology existed prior that was able to build a profile
on any person to assess their National Security risk threat with
near 99% accuracy?
What if that technology was restricted to Military Intelligence
only?
What if bad actors wanted to use?
https://t.co/nnvSbbay5g

#facebookdown
No matter where. National Security technology, when coupled
with the original interpretation of the Constitution can be
combined. Should private corporations like Facebook, Google,
Twitter be forced to surrender data that compromises National
Security? Yes. Constitution allows.

Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into
what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.
DARK > LIGHT

#facebookdown
Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into
what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.

Do you still use Facebook?
What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in
Facebook to hand select victims for a price?

DARK > LIGHT
Do you still use Facebook?
What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in
Facebook to hand select victims for a price?

Target political enemies.
Doxxing personal identity information.
Ultimate social engineering tool handed to the most sick people
in the world.
11.2 billion private messages sent per day.
How do you think they kept everybody asleep throughout
Renegade's tenure?
Neutralize MIL?
We are not suggesting that Facebook sells children to an
international child sex trafficking network.

Question.
Woohoo!! # = g
Will it stay down?
Answer.
No, that would defraud investors and people who depend on
Facebook for business. Cleaning out the clowns currently. Sit back
and enjoy the show. DECLAS coming soon.
... ... ...
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We are saying, Facebook was demanded to share that data by its
investors in exchange for profit.
Other organizations, also controlled by the same puppet masters
purchased data.
Those other organizations gave 44/CF access to target victims.
What did CF do with the hundreds of millions donated to it? we
What role did the CF play in securing public taxpayer money to
bad actors?
"The United States is no longer the piggy bank of the world." - 45

Looking at utilities like Twitter, this platform, along with LifeLog/
Facebook, allowed the privatization of mass collecting this data
and allowing that effort to be used in multiple different
campaigns.
So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are
shadow banned in reality from the internet. When a person is
banned on Twitter, their social profile is flagged as being
"extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a
Government list within the Justice Department.
#TheMoreYouKnow

This account receives millions of impressions a day. It is reaching
a wide audience. We have increased engagement in spirit of
11-11-18.
DARK > LIGHT began on the anniversary from when Q started to
post.
Have you been noticing a trend?

Hidden inside your Twitter Account > Settings > Your Twitter Data
(https://t.co/hgxkwRMSN3) lies this interesting table of metrics
collected.

30m impressions in 90 days
Twitter sees more than most realize.
Educate yourself.
Re-read past drops. https://t.co/CDEejCwOxe

Q: How do entries like "Prosecutors have evidence that Trump
directed campaign finance violations, WSJ reports" get created?
https://t.co/0Vwnz7PLRu

All that is required is ONE of the following:

A: Op list clown accounts are used to signal fake news hit pieces.
Twitter then uses those fake pieces as a tracking tool determining
who the opposition is to official State propaganda. By getting on
these lists, you will continue to be shadow banned. Its how they
track you. IDs.

- Email address used for any online purchase ever
- Cell phone number associated to a "utility" (ie ID required to
obtain) https://t.co/fJu3Os4ipJ
This data is extracted using products from companies like
Teradata that mass import Twitter data, Amazon data, Facebook
data, Google data (including Gmail emails), etc. all into a single
aggregate database of your "profile". Twitter is licensing this data
and selling it. https://t.co/qfgmhlv2Zo

Eyes Wide Open
https://t.co/oVgEk5bXxP
Anon comment.
The hackers are believed to have penetrated the software giant
Citrix years ago and have remained inside the company's
computer network ever since. https://t.co/Esho9mInd1
End comment.

Teradata is a ghost corporation that is not very well known yet has
a digital profile of literally every single American in the United
States that includes data such as online browsing history, previous
purchases, digital banking (including access to direct deposits)
etc. https://t.co/iQvbKMzB0F

Wait until Terrordata is exposed.
Companies who rush to Facebook's defense are just as guilty as
Facebook, if not more sinisterly. https://t.co/C5GTPKTMw3

Social media applications are MAJESTIC applications since they
can be used for both good and evil. Only the will of
consciousness determines whether or not the "technology" will
be good or evil. https://t.co/6DpLUSNUfW

2016: @facebook Messenger adds end-to-end encryption.
2018: @facebook spies on your messages to make sure you’re
being good.

It is one thing to create technology to improve people's lives. It's
another thing where technology is being engineered to
manipulate and control people's lives. The fruits of their labors
are the conviction of character exposed by the engineering
organization and the leadership responsible.

Facebook: ‘Malicious actors’ used its tools to discover identities
and collect data on a massive global scale
https://t.co/hzUnsbGmsY

Quote @cnn
Facebook knows you better than you think: • With 10 likes, a
computer model fundamentally knows you better than a
colleague • With 70 likes, it knows you better than a friend or
roommate • With 300 likes, Big Data knows you better than your
spouse
End quote.

Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.
However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.

Pro Tip: Poison your data.
Like things that have nothing to do with you. Who "you" really are
should be classified against intruders like Facebook. Poison your
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data. If you're pro-Trump, like everything Clinton related. And vice
versa. https://t.co/k8p2mcgrqq

... ... …
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MJ12 Solar Flash

we landed a man on the moon
Now you could never believe it
ya we could do anything
We flew to the stars and back
down to the ground hard
- Gaucho.

In the last days, God says:
I will pour out my spirit on all people
Your sons
your daughters
will prophesy
Your young men will see visions
Your old men will dream dreams
Even among my servants
Of men, and women
I will pour out my Spirit in those days
And they will prophesy
I will show wonders in the heavens above
And servants of the Earth below
Love
And fire
And billows of smoke
The sun will be turned to darkness
And wine to blood

There is a virtual joystick to move the moon. https://t.co/
ZEhPz2Cxi9
Question.
Where is this joystick located?
Answer.
Underground.
8/ The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the
super elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits
America and it is one that includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life
not only here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and many more.
The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who
was working with similar ETs to the disinformation EBE-3, made it
a political priority of the NWO, which was created by a different
group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally
called for.
The NWO group was not the same group as CF.
Two different goals.
GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.
NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more
sacrifices.
CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them
would survive."
Not true.
Nobody would.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.
Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.

MJ12 has been lying to yo how the planets orbit the sun. Learn
the truth... meditate to this image and tell us what you learn.
There is much truth hidden in this simple diagram than first
glance would reveal. https://t.co/KSDS2xRloL
Apologize for the typo.
Think of it this way.
Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.
500T (trillion) connections.
500T (trillion) planets.
Roswell to Sun Solar Observatory
Disclosure in plain sight. https://t.co/F8pQaDnjMA
...

The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is
measurably losing control.
Why?
What are nuclear weapons?
Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?
When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

What is the sun?
Artificial stars you say?
How about artificial moons? https://t.co/Fgwg59rEu6
Question.
As in Earth’s? # Base perhaps.
Answer
Lunar Command Center.
Question.
MJ-12 started in 1947. But I understood there were two MJ-12
groups, one to give out disinformation, and the other to work with
the UFO’s & ETs. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....is that still the case - Two
MJ-12 groups? https://t.co/n6bzvbVLY7
Answer.
Now 3 groups technically that all report up to a central command
on the Moon.

Comment.
if any significant nukes is launched, I have been told that it will
automatically fail, due to alien interference.
End comment.
Correct, the outer planetary defense systems operating on the
"dark side of the moon" are designed to prevent nuclear
weapons from entering space. In order for a country to "nuke"
another country without killing themselves, they must use space.
This is prevented.

#GoodFriday
What will I say to my baby
Let me show you a movie

Comment
Lot of that Area 51 is blocked out on google.
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End comment.

Did Amstrong & Co did go to the moon ? With a rocket ? How
much people were there to welcome them ?
Answer.
[Classified]
1, 0, [1/2 of 12]
Question.
How is Apollo program linked to child trafficking ?
What "movie" did you script ?
Answer.
[Classified]
Not yet.
Apollo program was a failure, reason why it was scrapped in the
first place, but it provided MJ12 an opportunity to utilize the C_A

Not as much as you think. Its easier to air brush the moon. Its
difficult to do it on Earth when our enemies also have eyes in the
sky looking down upon the Majestic 12 and simply awestruck at
who and what we are. America was not an accident. It was
planned by a very small group.
The Moon is heavily protected right now by the SSP and RV is
blocked when possible, however on Mars, we only have a few
bases. Earth Humans do not dominate Mars.
The disinformation campaign by the Air Force was to create a
conspiracy around the idea that we were kicked off the moon.
Therefore for those who wouldn't believe our cover story, we had
backups. If you think the deception was only 1 or 2 layers deep,
you are severely underestimating the resolve of the Majestic 12 to
succeed at our mission, to conceal the secret in plain sight.

1 to hoax the Moon Landing on an alternate timeline to
convince the Russians that we hadn't landed (yet). In fact, we had
bases prior to 1965.
Some have been writing to us asking about the YouTube outage
that took place last week and whether the anomaly captured on
camera around the moon had anything to do with it. Sometimes
coincidences are just coincidences. In this case, it wasn't just.

Q Quote
19 Sep 2018 - 7:45:34 PM
Did NASA fake the moon landings? Have we been to the moon
since then? Are there secret space programs? Is this why the
Space Force was created?
>>3094804
False, moon landings are real.
Programs exist that are outside of public domain.
Q.
End Q Quote

No, that is not an alien war tank on the surface of the moon
preparing to go to war with Earth.
https://t.co/igoR5GLcI2
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are IS-BE's trapped on Earth by Somebody or
Something??
Answer.
Moon holds you here.

The issues in China are all about the Dark Side of the Moon. Pink
Floyd? Is there anybody in there? Just nod if you can hear me? Is
there anyone home? Moon? Spaceship. DEFCON 2? 1? US
unchanged. Why?

Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher
dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming
from. Remember, a planet itself can be a single IS-BE.

Quote Israel To The Moon @TeamSpaceIL

Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower
dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the
higher realms of existence through reincarnation and the planet's
ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected
because it keeps IS-BEs in.

Keep up to date with #Beresheet's journey to the #Moon ➡
https://t.co/fThKPPyPkF. Get ongoing information about the
route, distance, speed & stages expected until the historic
landing! #IsraelToTheMoon
_ @SpaceX
@ILAerospaceIAI @ILSpaceAgency @most_il https://t.co/
gdRj6rAuFF
End quote.
Question.
What will Israel find?
https://t.co/AFnFNvk6s3
Answer.
Countries are being debriefed on our bases on the moon. Many
countries do not believe Trump (expected) so he's telling them to
go check it out for themselves. Forced checkmate to some
countries like Israel.

Question.
Did we find the moon occupied? Is that why the videos look like
studio fakes? Confirming SSP = confirming aliens?
Answer
The moon was occupied prior as it is an artificial space station
responsible for "prison planet" management of souls on Earth to
constantly be recycled on Earth.
Now: Colors are shifts in frequencies. Shift in consciousness. Very
ritualistic period on Earth. No rituals this year. "Mood" is different
for this moon this year. Trump Effect. Time is an illusion. Power of
3s. Events not dates.
Clowns controlling the broadcast.
We tweet the link, tell you to watch, so they switch to clowns
talking about nonsense. The moon is artificial.

Question.
What is the Truth regarding the Apollo program then ? So many
layers...
Answer.
Money laundering and child trafficking mostly.
Oh... and of course, MJ12's specialty... movies.
Question.

...
What is the sun?
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Quote.
This video is from Aug 25th & shows that fake sun malfunctioning.
That's why I think it's a sun simulator. https://t.co/3ZQiXXPSfS
End Quote.
The sun is not a simulation. The atmosphere causes those effects.
Different heavy metals in the atmosphere, combined with
electrical charges in the clouds, combined with the angle the
sunlight is penetrating Earth at dictate the size, shape, and
appearance of the sun. All normal.

Comment.
If You understand that you are Creator and quantum structure at
the same time, it is easier to understand quantum physics.
End comment.
The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?

Question.
Do we have a sun simulator currently working in space? Thank
you
Answer.
Anywhere in space?
Yes.
In our solar system?
No.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. G.A's
have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives
and evolves.
It won't be a Hollywood style "solar flash".

Question.
When will chemtrails cease?
Answer.
We do not predict dates, however have you seen the news
recently? Scientists claiming that dimming the sun is a "good
idea". What happens when public says NO DEAL at the polls?
Legalization of those programs will be challenged in courts by
incumbents and programs will cease.

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.
Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.
Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met
with lethal force.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING!

What is the sun?
The sun can be used as a portal in higher dimensions.

By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not
cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans
must adapt. Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset
technology was developed and forced onto people. New
technology will help humanity adapt.

Looking into the sun with proper protection amplifies the
strength of your inner eye to see.
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.
4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).

Your observations are not alone, many others have been
experiencing other kinds of genetic anomalies. This is most likely
due to the ISBE identifying itself in you.
Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher
dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming
from. Remember, a planet itself can be a single IS-BE.
Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower
dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the
higher realms of existence through reincarnation and the planet's
ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected
because it keeps IS-BEs in.

DONE.
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The moon was occupied prior as it is an artificial space station
responsible for "prison planet" management of souls on Earth to
constantly be recycled on Earth.

Treaties Between Zeta Reticuli and Earth... declassify/release.
Solar Warden works with over 300 races of non-Earth beings and
humanoid races in their efforts in the Alliance. It has made contact
with over 3,000 races, though not all races are fit for interaction
due to obvious concerns. https://t.co/E2LfuvN4nC

Looking into the sun with proper protection amplifies the
strength of your inner eye to see.
Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.

Question.
Will Space Force Be effective at protecting us on Earth? From ETs
and solar flares?
Answer.
Solar flares are outside of MJ12's control.
...

Question.
Has a “trickle” of this light made it to Earth? I am noticing subtle
physical changes and a flood of “intuitive information” flowing to
me.
Answer.
That's the Great Awakening actually. Unrelated to the sun per-se.

Project Blue Beam will become reality.
However actions between now and then will shape the type of
Contact we make.
Physics drives reality?
New physics?
New reality.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Solar Flash.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Majestic [or Satanic Cabal]
A worldwide event must occur in order to create the New World
Order.
Earth is going multiplanetary.
Space Force.
The name is disinformation.
Cabal contact was going to be a false flag type of event like 9/11
but with US Mil technology.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY
No deals.
This will happen.
This has nothing to do with this week's "watch the skies", it's just
going to be eventful up there for you to witness our presence
here. Sightings have increased how many fold recently?
New whistleblowers?
Future proves past.
Q to MJ12.
Dark to Light.
First Contact?
[Not Yet]?
We are however asking you to connect recent disclosures to use
here.
Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.

Those who know, cannot sleep.
The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."
Question.
Carbon 7... Is it a real thing that will happen to our atomic
structure via the sun/mutations?
Answer.
No spoilers.
Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Your vibration has the ability to be tuned (precisely is VERY
difficult) to send new instructions to the protein that is
responsible for transcoding the genetic code to your newly
created DNA. It takes a while, but transformations like this are
physically possible, though hard.
Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced
horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility
with dealing with the reality. The path to self enlightenment is
long but well worth the investment of energy.
The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many. Because infinite light is
immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control
technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.)
that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover
their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.

...
Comment.
Q confirmed ETs are real.
Q confirmed Moon landings took place.
Q confirmed the Earth isn't flat.
Q confirmed JFK Jr isn't alive.
I saw each of these stimulate massive discomfort in Q followers even though these are logical statements!

@NASA / @RougeNASA want to save #StateOfNASA? Release
everything not related to legitimate national security.
Solar Warden... declassify/release.
Moon Base... declassify/announce.
Mars Base... declassify/announce.
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Beware of that pesky cognitive dissonance!
End comment.
We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so
please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining
to this account. We do discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness,
and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology
magick, and Majestic operations.
Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens
or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's
bureaucracy because of the severity of the classification
pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based
only. MJ12 is not.
Q !(Not) = MJ12
MJ12 !(Not) = Q
Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth,
but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we
therefore have a wide range of tools accessible only to us to use,
and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter
to communicate over 8ch (8chan).
"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.
Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.
MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has
posted, nor will we ever on this account. We beg you, if you do
not care to read the information we are sharing, then please
simply block our account.
Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.
Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive
operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government,
another originating from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that
invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be
stop. Great Awakening!
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MJ12 Sound Logic

are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world.

How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open.

What is real?
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka what your consciousness
is called between lives).
Resonate energy comes directly from "Source".

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration." - Tesla
"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton
Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted
create an interference pattern in the universe.
The fabric of spacetime is like an elastic band suspended
between good and evil. The closer you get to one side, the
greater resistance you'll face.

We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.
Who you are on the inside is represented by ideas and values
coupled with memory, physical vibration, sound, etc. and not
properties tangible in the physical world. That entity is what you
are experiencing as its own creation.

Stasis is no IS-BE interaction.
0=9; 9=IS-BE

Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.

Q:99 infers Questions:Answers. Answers come from combined
consciousnesses interacting on same thought vibrational
frequencies. Downloads unlock for others who receive trigger
words that cascade the frequency change in vibration.

Global consciousness is real. Those who are tuned into the
frequency of others can perceive their intentions on their
subconscious level.
Your consciousness is aligned with the frequency of those
patterns.
Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and
adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric
shapes, etc. to receive an expected experience for a short period
of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's
permanent.

Everything is a projection of consciousness and consciousness
projection. Plants resonate at very high vibrations. Many plants
are extremely intelligent and communicate in Majestic ways.
Animals are of a different vibration. Competing vibrations.
Consuming meat introduces chaos.
Vibration is what makes meat meat.

If a solid wall is 99.99999% empty space and your hand is
99.99999% empty space, how come you hand can't pass through
the wall? Vibrations are different. Sync the vibration, you can pass
through the wall.
Same principal applies to the prison planet.

Clocks measure frequencies being resonated from cocreative
consciousness. Geographical location visibly alters time
measurement devices. Environment alters time. Consciousness
projects reality. Cells age through defective replication
instructions that break down after 7-14 cycles.
Incorrect translation in terms of Earth.
One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?
The demonic encounter is currently been in play for many years.
Time is an illusion.
Illusions are unclear at times.
Illusions distort the high and low frequencies.

Meditation is key. Release your burden.
Your anger comes from the fact that Earth was designed to be a
prison planet that prevents your consciousness from ascension.
Only with knowledge of how the prison planet is constructed
gives you special abilities.

These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you

The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds
of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium
to experience LIGHT in. Humans are not lying shitty biological
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computers. They are infinite light beings having a human
experience. Life's hard for many.
Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded
with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books,
music, songs, etc.) that do not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on
Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make
life decisions.

frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means
you need to remove information from the equation. What
information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult
skills that require a new way of thinking.
Marijuana is a medicine of the mind. When the mind is cleaned,
the medicine is no longer required. However the plant alone is
occult by definition therefore we didn't teach anybody about its
connections to healing trauma and return your soul back to a
healthy loving vibration.
Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human
body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high
after long term intake. Avoid legumes due to lower vibration
state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher
density of consciousness involved.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this
technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are
designed to activate dormant regions of the brain to make it
easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your
third eye / etc.
However, *MOST* GMO organism are purposed for population
reduction. Consuming GMOs will shorten your lifespan and
combined with the decreased birth rate, we may be able to lower
the planetary population without violating any negative karma
laws that exist.
Technically it does not violate free will. Humans have the
knowledge and ability to choose not to consume that food. We
make these deadly foods convenient and the negative karma
induced by indulging in these poisons justifies in the grand
scheme of things their early demise.

Musical instruments give you accurate frequencies of sound that
contain their esoteric magic.k. Its lost with digital translation.
Digital encoding compromises the magic.k. embedded within
music.
MK Ultra.
Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes
(very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional
information stored inside the sound wave. Patterns arrive at
certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and
equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.
Be cautious of meditation music being freely pushed on
platforms like YouTube and SoundCloud where subliminal digital
signals are transmitted into your body through sound waves that
react to nanotechnology injected into you from vaccines. Math
based sound generators are best.

Unfortunately the words of this Twitter account will hardly sway
the opinion and direction of the Majestic 12, despite how noble
your cause is.
To fix Flint's water you need to learn about sound and vibration.
You'd be surprised at how powerful sound actually is or WHAT it
is.

Correct in some areas. However adding sound in the form of
signing, playing any kind of instrument, and focusing on sound
patterns that generate geometric shapes if played over a speaker
of sand can unlock access into higher dimensions and enhance
telepathic abilities.

Think frequency.
What do frequencies or vibrations have to do with "directed
energy" and how do the numbers make them exotic?

Ohm chanting works quite effectively. Though you need proper
acoustics and usually more than one person.

What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are
how you link.
3 people (min), 6 people preferred, form a triangle:

Its quite simple actually.
God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do
anything.
Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space
with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.
If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the
math, then you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse

IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE
or
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IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE
IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE

Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.
Frequency A is a frequency being emitted by artificial technology.
Frequency B is either heart telepathy or pineal telepathy
frequencies.

The power of 3?
Philosopher's stone?
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.
The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Yes, Cabal has engineered technology that emit frequencies that
cause permanent hearing loss.
No, the technology isn't to blame if you listen to loud sounds for
extended periods of time.
Sometimes, it'is.
Usually no though.
Now: Colors are shifts in frequencies. Shift in consciousness. Very
ritualistic period on Earth. No rituals this year (January 20, 2019).
"Mood" is different for this moon this year. Trump Effect. Time is
an illusion. Power of 3s. Events not dates.

If you don't have the answer to one our questions after doing
some cursory reading on the subject we encourage you to
meditate for at least 3 hours to 396Hz tones. If the answer does
not come to you, then 3 sets of 3 hours with 3 hours in between
each set. Numbers matter.
Use a frequency generator instead.

Stones contain pure vibratory frequencies that can aide in
regulating a persons own internal vibration.
Worldwide frequency technologies are regulated and controlled
by US Gov.
Failure to comply = Sanctions.
It is illegal to use sound to cut stone in the United States.
Currently all classified as illegal.
Sound to cut stone.
Sound to levitate stone.
Mercury based propulsion (anti-gravity).
+ many more.
Look at the Masonic Temple in Philadelphia. Everything that looks
like art is actually a math formula or a [Classified] physics
principal.
Look into the musical notes of common prayer terms used in
Freemasonry and decipher it with an enigma. You will be able to
see formulas.
Perhaps its because truth resonates.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.
Your vibration has the ability to be tuned (precisely is VERY
difficult) to send new instructions to the protein that is
responsible for transcoding the genetic code to your newly
created DNA. It takes a while, but transformations like this are
physically possible, though hard.
Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.
Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

Sound logic.
Radio. Music. Books. Magazines. Food.
Your reality is created by others' conscious creations in their
image.
How do you know if you're being controlled?

The medical field is driven entirely by money not treatments.
Those who push for real treatments are assassinated. Your
observations are not alone, many others have been experiencing
other kinds of genetic anomalies. This is most likely due to the
ISBE identifying itself in you.

How do you control somebody?
Distort their reality.
How?
Sound.
Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.
SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.
Only between MJ-12 heads.
12-headed Dragon.
Majestic 12.

Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.
Frequency + Frequency = Outcome.
Consciousness + technology = alien tool.
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Majestic 12 have VOG frequencies filled with Disclosure. You
need to open your third eye to control whether you get positive
or negative information and knowledge. Certain meditation
frequencies amplify the good and the bad.

2) M.a.g.i.c?
3) M.A.J.I.C?
Answer.
That wouldn't be very Majestic would it?
Clue:
M.a.g.i.c.k = Exoconsciousness Reality.
M.a.g.i.c = Alternate Realities.
M.A.J.I.C = Astral Realities.

Do elaborate further on this ".... ones that send mind controlling
voice to skull frequencies into the brains of patsies?"
Question.
"You've mentioned before that ringing in ears is due to mind
control tools in place. However, I have been reading that during
information download, the ears ring. What is the difference
between the two?"
Answer.
M.C. sounds are typically short pulses of sound encoded digitally.
Ringing noises allow for M.C. to piggyback on the frequencies,
however not all Mind Control technology is evil. With great power
comes great responsibility.

Only you have the power to will the conscious reality.
You know the plan.
Trust the plan.

Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to
create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other
technology such as music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.

Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people
together so they can educate one another and become equally
aware of events as they are coming into reality.
However, in the past, having access to near-live events and nearlive access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified
realms of the Government because it required a lot more
technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data
50 years ago as now.

Your aura emits a frequency that can be statically collected.
Strongest energy that is least destructive to the global network is
negative energy, thus why things "seemed rigged". They are.
Intentionally. So your negative anguish/emotions can be
siphoned away from you. Add porn.

tele*, physical mail, surveillance vans, traffic cameras, security
camera footage, etc.
Literally, if it has a transistor in it, it was broadcasting data to a
TSNET out of phase dimensional frequency that is picked up by
collectors worldwide.

Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can
be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference
pattern with the victims consciousness frequency therefore
starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.

Looking at utilities like Twitter, this platform, along with LifeLog/
Facebook, allowed the privatization of mass collecting this data
and allowing that effort to be used in multiple different
campaigns.
So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are
shadow banned in reality from the internet. When a person is
banned on Twitter, their social profile is flagged as being
"extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a
Government list within the Justice Department.

This knowledge has been protected by the E.B.E. who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this E.B.E. to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.
Movies and music are their plausible deniability.
MK Ultra declassified documents referenced classified
technology that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we
create our victims?
Best with headphones or a subwoofer.
Sound contains information.
You don't really expect NASA to give the public
M A.J.I.C. EARS ONLY classified data?

What disease does this look like?
Compare frequencies.
Do you believe in coincidences?
Earth is an IS-BE.
Earth can get sick too.
These people are sick! https://t.co/NAuzrwwcW4
Depends on the frequencies of the pathogens.

Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality
using occult magic.
MAJIC EYES ONLY.. (M.A.J.I.C)
Magick? (M.a.g.i.c.k)
Magic? (M.a.g.i.c).
MAJIC? (M.A.J.I.C).
Majestic 12.

knowing what you know:
1/ HARRP has been experimenting with weather modification for
decades resulting in exponential growth in the quantity and
strength of tropical storms throughout the Bible Belt. The weather
is not always cooperative, however the size of the recent
hurricanes in their sheer numbers compared to centuries past

Question.
"How would you define:"
1) M.a.g.i.c.k?
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show growth disproportionate to population growth. The number
of people required to manifest storms is really much lower than
you think. Classified radio technologies in MSM broadcasting and
radio station broadcasting actually induces emotions in IS-BEs
who listen that create weather. Think of it as agenda driven
reverse psychology. Seed the ideas associated to bad weather
and then combine the consciousness energy with the classified
programs at DARPA and HARP and you are able to amplify those
specific frequencies being emitted in the form of audio/radio
waves through television and radio. Weather is a major
contributing factor to global scares.
According to Al Gore; Florida should have lost a lot of land by
now since his original predictions of rising ocean levels. Al Gore
has no clue how oceans actually work. Everything seeks
equilibrium and should be carbon neutral. Since oceans rising is a
myth (magick), we must therefore understand that by polluting
the oceans with excessive toxins and heavy metals, we are
changing the frequencies of the entire planet. Whether people
are aware of it, all Climate Change related science is actually
involved in terraforming Earth at a very slow rate for Cabal
fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves). Open source
intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Stay
educated.
2/ Florida has been a hot bed for MKUltra, child sex trafficking,
secret space program, and rigging elections for decades. Florida
has many bad apples running the state who are one by one being
eliminated. Seems somebody learned how to play chess.

No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE.
Trust the plan.

We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that
reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios.
We do it to connect parts of the mind together in order to unlock
consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates
precisely by frequencies. Ideas.
MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice
that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has
posted, nor will we ever on this account. We beg you, if you do
not care to read the information we are sharing, then please
simply block our account.
Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.
Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive
operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government,
another originating from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that
invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be
stop. Great Awakening!
We are simply clarifying for your sake.
Our answers and messages of disclosure speak for themselves.
Message more important than the messenger.
In the past humans worshiped ETs as Gods because of their
advanced knowledge.
SHEEP NO MORE.
We do not ask for anybody to follow us.
We will never ask for you to trust us.
We are not here to Disclose specifics.
We are here to guide humanity through Disclosure in preparation
for First Contact.
Majestic 12 compartmentalizes its programs just as the Federal
Government does.

Q Post 2527
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY ...?"
Think WAVES.
WW? (Worldwide)
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q
Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
"by who?"
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.
Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.
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Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality.

Very few alien species the Majestic have made contact with use
sound to communicate. Reconsider the intelligence of your cat.
What do they say? Are they capable of communicating? If so, how
would you communicate with something as alien as a cell inside
your body? Sounds create frequency. Frequency influences
frequencies. Cells have frequencies. How do you control a
frequency?
Are your thoughts and meditative states capable of synchronizing
into harmonic frequencies that manifest Majestic reality?

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."
Quote.
"And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL. Fear is very low
frequency..."
End quote.
Precisely.
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MJ12 Source

1) Learn facts from authority sources.
2) Think for yourself (what does that mean?)
3) Trust yourself (again?) have
If you only have (1) and not (2) and (3) as well, then you are
SHEEP.

Trust the Plan.
You are The Plan.
Trust Yourself.

The intent behind the operation of this account is to prepare you
for Disclosure and First Contact.
Nothing else.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself.
Facts Matter.
Truth Resonates Inside.
Part of trusting yourself is learning new tools for inwardly
communicating with Source that is not strategically engineered to
create SHEEP.

We are not Disclosing ETs or initiating First Contact through this
account on Twitter.
We are instead providing tools to Anons who are aware of the
Great Awakening who wish to hone in on the skills that others
have mastered.

Ohm Chanting, QiGong, or other names of the same energy of
Source.

Many posts are exercises in these fundamentals.
Watch what will happen. Disclosure. First Contact. The Last
President. New World Order. DECLASSIFY EVERYTHING VIA NEW
GOVERNANCE OF OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE USING
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. The "Plan". 50Y?

Resonate energy comes directly from "Source".
QiGong is quite common and powerful. There are other
disciplines that utilize supernatural abilities. Majestic.
Qigong is more efficient, but yoga and meditation are great
places to start.

Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening

You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence.

It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
- Re-read past drops to get into details about child trafficking,
consciousness, fluoride, cannabis, IS-BEs, extraterrestrial life, and
other things.
- We do not ask anybody to believe anything we say.
- Everything is already open source and declassified.
- Raising awareness.

To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle.
God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability.

The Great Awakening.

Directed Energy Weapon? What's the opposite? You are the
opposite of a weapon, but you can Direct Energy.
Who knew light could be a weapon?

Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Learn. Improve. Love.
Create.

Cross reference subjects mentioned.
Hyperdimensional chess.
IS-BEs are powerful.

You are an IS-BE.
All mighty.
You Are The Plan.

With great power comes great responsibility.

Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and
projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by
example? Open Books are easy to read. Eyes Wide Open.
Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by
your consciousness.
How to control it?

Specifically phaser technology isn't as simple as lasers killing
cancer cells. Phasers shift the phase of matter with light.
How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?

He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life.

We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first.
The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long
time. It is time for it to come into the light.
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.

Part of Disclosure is to:
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Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

Your memories are wiped because when your body starts
developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm. Both of those
vessels are not electrically complex enough to decipher the
contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything is there. You
just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].
Cannabis can be a responsible and nonaddictive alternative to
temporary pain relief to full cancer cure. Responsible
consumption for spiritual healing will also physically heal the
body of aliments. Cannabis enables this transformation to
manifest from within.

IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a
way that transcends space and time.
Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.

Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual
development lie in a department store or in a Å medical facility?
How do you know the keys weren't already delivered?
You'd be surprised to know what has been released on a
consciousness level.
The flood gates are open. THINK.

The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional
information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to
be expressed in our reality, their DNA would have to be almost a
99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary
to store to project?

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.
Comment.
If You understand that you are Creator and quantum structure at
the same time, it is easier to understand quantum physics.
End comment.

Time is an illusion.
What happens if you live on another planet?
What happens if you don't live anywhere near a gravitational
source?
What happens if you live next to a black hole?
Why does Environment drive the illusion of time?
What drives Environment?
Consciousness.

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
Time is an illusion.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.

IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a
computer program. Collective consciousness is that all
consciousness is the same.

Tell us (but more for your fellow comrade) everything you know
about the number 9...

Question.
Does our IS have an identity beyond those created when
experiencing individual BEs? I feel our IS is our identity beyond
these BEs but do we have a personal "self" as our IS?
Answer.
Who you are on the inside is represented by ideas and values
coupled with memory, physical vibration, sound, etc. and not
properties tangible in the physical world. That entity is what you
are experiencing as its own creation.

(9 = IS-BE)
9x1=9
9 x 2 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9
9 x 3 = 27 = 2 + 7 = 9
9 x 4 = 36 = 3 + 6 = 9
9 x 5 = 45 = 4 + 5 = 9
9 x 6 = 54 = 5 + 4 = 9
9 x 7 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9
9 x 8 = 72 = 7 + 2 = 9
9 x 9 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9
9 x 10 = 90 = 9 + 0 = 9
9 x 11 = 99 = 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9
...

you will lose all memory of your actions while in source due to
dropping into a lower frequency. Through meditation,
consciously mindful living, with healthy eating habits abundant in
THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able to return to those moments
of contemplation you had before. And learn about the purpose of
your life; while at the same time, possibly learn about your former
life.

9=0
1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.
2D(n) = i, -i
3D(n) = Consciousness
4D(n) = [Classified]
5D(n) = [Classified]

Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or
possibly a video game.
When you die prior to being able to ascend, your memories are
wiped clean, and you're returned to another biological body.
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6D(n) = Consciousness
7D(n) = [Classified]
8D(n) = [Classified]
9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God
^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.)

Answer.
Excellent Q
Consciousness manifests in the form of numbers.
The number 3 represents "the child" mind of love/curiosity/light,
6 represents "the adult"/"beast of burden", and 9 representing
"Source"/"God"/IS-BE.
Synchronicity is when certain patterns begin to be noticeable.

Obviously these concepts are not expressed in formulas that look
like this, we are simply making a point and this was the medium
used to convey that point without disclosing any classified
information.

3 = IS
6 = BE
9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All

Comment.
Numbers are a "universal" language.
Truth is within them.
They are showing there are 8 dimensions of numbers.
Levels of Consciousness occur at 3rd dimension, 6th and 9th.
Other dimensions of numbers are classified for now.
Earth is still on the first dimension of numbers.
End comment.

Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking
of knowledge.
Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.

Comment.
4, 5, 7, and 8 are Classified. We were programmed to believe we
live in dimensions 1-3 (all Declas) and IS-BE's have the capacity to
have a 6th sense, hence experience the 6th Dimension (also
Declas). There are dimensions we haven't been granted access to
yet.
End comment

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
12/15/18 23:59
3/ 6/ 9 5: 5
3/6/9 5:5

Question.
So let me ask if 9 is so great. If I'm the 9th child of 9 does that
create some universal extra energy?
Answer.
It should give you the ability to decode more of your DNA
through meditation than others. IS-BEs with presences associated
to the number 9 have an easier access into the higher realms of
existence.

Odds of doing that twice?
We are the Majestic 12.
This is an illusion.
3 = Number of Growth
DARK to LIGHT
3/6/9 3
Learn about 3, 6, 9
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.

BOOM (

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is Infinity?

6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12

How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE).

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness
Mind connection to another IS-BE
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God

Question.
How can we use power of 3, 6, 9 when we dont understand it?
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External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6
Coincidence?

Only those woke can understand message over messenger and
that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information,
misinformation, and disinformation must come from the most
unbelievable sources when it contradicts the status quo.
3 =~ Child =~ IS-BE
9 =~ Source =~ 12th Dimension "Unity"

Question.
Is this what has been happening lately while I have slept?
Downloading from another IS-Be ? Or is it me?
Answer.
Downloads come from consciousness being projected and your
consciousness becoming in sync with it.
They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one
point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation
"downloads" are actually epiphanies that are caused by your
consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global
consciousness. Keys are everywhere.

2019 is the year. 3 + 9.
Child + Source.
For God & Country.
33369@0033
IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE TOOL SOURCE
Power of 3 6 and 9
What would you do?
66639@0000

Being awoken means receiving all kinds of information.
666 v IS-BE + Source
There are no coincidences.

You are Majestic for life. Otherwise you can be expelled from the
knowledge by being physically altered in the brain in a non
surgical manner. Erasing a physical hard drive degrades it's
integrity ever so slightly. Repeated? Sheep.

93639 = 999 = 9 = Source
There are no coincidences.

Sheep are blind.
Sheep go where the herd goes.
Sheep do not think for themselves.
Sheep have limited brain capacity due to brainwashing/mindcontrol.

Authoritative information has a history of being weaponized.
Nonauthortiative information has a history of being wrong.
45 says Anonymous sources are "Fake News".
What is "Fake News"?
If 45 is Q, this wasn't disclosed in the first several months of the
operation.
People were divided over it because of OLD GUARD education.
Fake News is information that has the ability to be weaponized
against you.
Anonymous sources remove the "have something to lose".

Sheep are not just the small cute animal, many humans are
figurative sheep, and therefore "SHEEP".
2 person chess 3D = "difficult"
3 person chess 3D = "hard"
12 person chess 12D = Majestic

Therefore, as !(NOT) SHEEP you must therefore take the advice
that Q has given to you and learn the comms.
Q comms or general comms?
Q comms help for decoding Q drops.
How can you take what you have learned an re-apply it
elsewhere?
Sheep no more!
Re-read: (Trust Yourself)

Symbology will be their downfall.
What is symbology?
Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 especially if you can create patterns of them?
Threes matter to them.
Think time.
The presence of 3 6 and 9 in Synchronicity is the presence of
higher dimensional love energy being radiated in the form of
consciousness around you. The power is very real and we are
trying to teach you how to use it. Seek 3s 6s and 9s and recognize
that
3=grow,
6=stable,
9=source.

12) Is all "Fake News" factually wrong?
Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading? Fake News =
Narrative Shift + Agenda
9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

Inform the slaves of what freedom is, then offer it to them.
This trick has been used for centuries.
However open source instant communications beat them.
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Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the
future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say,
the IS-BE therefore creates that future themselves). Open source
intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Stay
educated.

3/6/9 9
Coincidence?

All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the
Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled
disclosure. Otherwise you have complete chaos everywhere. So
much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed
to expand. Good was not.

Cabal teaches.
Clowns instruct.
"Majestic" discovers. Dark to Light?

How do you differentiate from teaching, instructing, discovery,
and learning?

Learning forces you to interact with all three sources. Discovery
requires mindfulness, detoxified body, and an open mind.

New gadgets and technology from MJ12 gave Majestic weapons
of information that have the potential of properly evolving cocreative consciousness together, essentially bypassing the
Mockingbird Media. We hid the real physics from them.
Gave them gadgets. Let you talk to each other.

Q has stated that disinformation is real and necessary.
Including inside Q posts.
Sources with measurable authenticity infer that measurable
limitations pertaining to disclosure of "reliable information" will
occur.
"They have something to lose."

We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Correct.
Sheep no more.

1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.
4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).

"Be careful who you follow" means many things.
Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.
Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says: (Trust Yourself).
Trump Foundation, let's dig deeper here.
Horrific crimes cannot be prevented. Only through truth faith in
Source, which is LOVE and UNITY can you fend off such negative
energy personally. If all people are taught and equally loved, evil
shall have a hard place among the people to exist.
The Cabal's arm inside the Justice Department is attempting to
indict President Trump over process crimes that are easily and
legally negotiated to mutual legality. He covers his tracks. Their
crimes are coming out and they are in full PANIC mode. POTUS is
fully protected.

DONE.
If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News",
then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT
proving Q =~ 45, then later 45 = Q?

MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

45 = 9
Q=9
Q = 17
1+7=8
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.

45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
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anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.
So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at
night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS.
DARK > LIGHT

Time is an illusion, so pushing dates only changes time.
Open source information intended to help all who seek the
knowledge.
Q is open source intelligence. What we know about Q is what you
know about Q. We do know this however,

Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot
of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess
pieces and they understand their role (taught to them in the
secret societies).

DARK to LIGHT
DARK -> LIGHT
Q -> MJ12
You'd be surprised how effective the US Military is when its
soldiers don't have handcuffs on while in battle.

However Trump is the anomaly. Not only was Trump directly
knowledgeable and aware of Extraterrestrial presence on Earth in
the United States actively today (as in now) that taught him the
real source of all knowledge is within through love, light, and
prayer/meditation.

Interdimensional?
Not specifically. The Domain were never actively engaged or
present with lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher
dimensions since they are mostly exist in those higher densities.
They only fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is
through the light)... when they have a need for making contact in
the third dimension or handling matters in the third density.

As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto
an external personification of God but identify who God is to you
and what that is is because it is you all along. Trump knows this.
His children know this. With great power comes great
responsibilities.

Higher Dimensions leave reflections and imprints in our
dimensions. Seei g the reflection tells you a lot about the source.

In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but
understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if
they were criminal or somehow worthy of impeachment. The
Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET
connections since his Uncle John Trump.

Moloch is the ancient babylonian IS-BE that feeds on children
immediately at birth due to the extremely concentrated source of
life energy that can be consumed to make your own IS-BE's
consciousness projection aura stronger than surrounding IS-BEs.

With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to
manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought
that comes from the Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald
Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.

Ask yourself a simple question.
How do you genocide tens of thousands of people annually?
Follow The Money
Planned Parenthood
Mass murder.
How were the Jews killed by Hitler?
Follow The Money
Same group.
Fentanyl can be used in the manufacturing process of
adrenochrome.
The fentanyl is used to sustain this high and when mixed with
other pharmaceutical drugs, it can exponentially increase
adrenochrome production.
It is used to extend the lifespan of a tortured newborn as their
blood is being siphoned up to death.

19/ President Trump is now Commander in Chief. He doesnt need
his Foundation anymore to do GOOD for the World and bring
LIGHT to all. The world is watching. The world is waiting. The
world will learn the TRUTH! SHEEP NO MORE! Disclosures come
in small segments because prosecuting this group is going to be
a dozy. Are you ready for the show? When do specific EOs
become activated? Why did General Sessions resign? Why did
Graham question Justice K about enemy combatants in Military
Tribunals? Why was the Senate KEY? Why was the SC ESSENTIAL?
RULE OF LAW!
18/ The Trump Foundation has not been involved in trafficking of
children. It has essentially moved around legally millions of
dollars from the Trump earnings and invested it tax free into the
communities through his charitable works. Is there anything
wrong by this?

One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?

17/Q is Majestic in nature. We are the Majestic 12. Unaffiliated to
Q though working on simultaneous Disclosures.

The second consciousness is an energy source.

Disinformation is real and necessary.
Partial truth lies within disinformation.

Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/
only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick
involved in cultivating children for consumption requires one to
be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that

Truth resonates from within. Successes?
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"entity"......are organically generating new energy that the higher
lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to
an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, some rare cases their own (CC?),
gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of
people suffering.

Your fate is in your own hands now.
Great Awakening
We have our own objectives that are not mutually exclusive to Q's
objectives. Nothing in our messaging is unloyal to the Plan
directly outlined by 45. We are providing you new tools of
consciousness to help create a better reality. 45 is a powerful
man. He knows a lot of people.

Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead,
out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people
continue to defend this practice because it is essential to almost
all secret societies occult magickal power over society. Shaping
philosophy by will.

Re-read: Q #1936.
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Clickbait opinions are designed to attract reader to subscribe
and/or follow and/or shape a pre-designed narrative.
FOLLOW THE FACTS.
SHEEP NO MORE.
Q

????(4 question marks) > NXIVM > Epstein > Playboy > Porn
Legalizing Epstein+++ increases power Cabal has over the
subconscious link between your IS-BE's source and body by
manipulating frequencies, language, and emotion.
Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can
be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference
pattern with the victims consciousness frequency therefore
starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with
them.
The Republican Party will follow.
Trust the Plan.
These people are sick!
Understand the following:
Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes.
Has it ever been knowingly? Yes.
Was it ever a high crime against USA? No.
He is not a pervert or murderer. He's cut people dry in the past
when he felt he was being cheated. He covers his tracks up and
there are some people who were cheated out of "good deals" in
the past. Unrelated to his tenure as POTUS. Attempts to "seek
Justice" are spite/revenge.
At the expense of the United States of America. However the
higher crimes of the Clinton Foundation / Haiti + Jeffrey Epstein is
what has "paralyzed the right's judgement" to the left. No
"credible by the left media machine" evidence has been
presented ever.
They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the
Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into
sex slavery is trauma the Country will suffer. It will come out.
2019 is the year.
3 + 9. Child + Source.
For God & Country.
"Free the Earth from the miseries of disease." - 45
2018 Farm Bill Legalized CBD Nationwide
Check Out What CBD Does To Smoking Addiction
Rush Into Cannabis Market?
Sheep No More
Enjoy The Show
Majestic Interpretatio
Do your own research.
Open source intelligence.
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MJ12 Spirit.

equation. However with it comes a blank sheet of paper so to
speak, so create at your own peril.

Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity = IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka what your consciousness
is called between lives)
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.

We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God.

Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity !(not equal to) Soul.
Do clones without consciousness have human rights?
Decades ago research was done to investigate animating clones
using viruses.
AI can occupy a clone.
The use of clones currently in the political arena is not as it seems.
Some clones are obvious, others are not.
At least [?] people at the #SOTU were [cloned] inside USA
DUMBs.
Extremely classified.
Most sources are disinformation.

We've already been to Mars. Decades ago. The Government
won't admit it because it would force their hand to disclose and
release the technology acquired at Roswell. They need TIME to
"reinvent" the technology without using the real physics of the
Universe.
This kind of technology, without spiritual development and
maturity will lead to the destruction of the civilization. We in the
Majestic 12 have heard from countless other races who have
known of other races to have fallen when given advanced
technology too quickly. Its reality.
Planetary population limits of 500,000,000 is actually an effort of
the EBE who controlled Hitler and who controlled the United
States prior to POTUS.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.

Planets do have maximum capacities in order to be 100%
sustainable. 500M is for a small planet, about the size of 1/5 Earth.
"What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?"
Around 3 Billlion. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively
imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such
events nearly impossible. ME events occur when the negative
karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs.
Earth may survive.

We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

"Evil ends, most evil beings die. Humanity thrives in 4th density
with Prosperity and Abundance to All, 7 Billion + ë - ✨ % '"

We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

Illusions can't become reality without enough consciousness. Evil
beings do not die. IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities
that just are. No beginning. No end. How you experience the
lower densities is free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good.
Everything has an equal and opposite.

Q today:

"Evil souls can and are being sent back to central sun for
complete destruction and rebirth, to begin again! % "

"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."

Correct, when the Mass Extinction event takes place.

MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open.

"But the EVIL ones are few elite compared to 99% surviving,
Blissful, Humanity % ME is Basically for Elite only!"
It's closer to 5% negative with IQs over 200 controlling 95% with
IQs under 100.

The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God.
External personification of God removes Free Will from the

IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities created by The
Domain. See past drops.
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Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those
who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not
make it will struggle at first, but the society should be better
aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their
consciousness and for the first time in thousands of years, MEET
who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?
Who are are asking, the "how can I" being is your third density
consciousness whereas "to... myself" is your actual soul. Your
spirit. Who your face is. Who travels through time. Who is
IMMORTAL. Your body is a temporary vessel. Your soul is eternal.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.
The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.
Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.
You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this
technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are
designed to activate dormant regions of the brain to make it
easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your
third eye / etc.
However, *MOST* GMO organism are purposed for population
reduction. Consuming GMOs will shorten your lifespan and
combined with the decreased birth rate, we may be able to lower
the planetary population without violating any negative karma
laws that exist.
Technically it does not violate free will. Humans have the
knowledge and ability to choose not to consume that food. We
make these deadly foods convenient and the negative karma
induced by indulging in these poisons justifies in the grand
scheme of things their early demise.

Afterlife is incorrect.
Circle of life.
IS-BE
Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity.
Immortal.
Your density of consciousness does 't magically change when you
die.
It remains as you lived.
When reincarnated; you return at the same density.
"[n]"
"Misspellings matter."
"Learning the comms."
When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.

The karma effect is limited with actions such as that. Deceit is not
a powerful asset. Those pure of spirit can detect deception easily.
What a person does not know does not impact their karma.

When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

Autism is humanity reacting under satanic control. Many on the
spectrum can live off the spectrum in the right environment.
Cabal has poisoned your children. Treating Autism means you
accept their reality and love them unconditionally. You alone
know how to make the right choice.
Your child is communicating to you in an alien language. Hear
him. The world is not quite right. Make it right. Understanding
Autism requires you to learn an alien language based on
empathy, telepathy, and spiritual connection given to you during
conception.
Alien is a difference in frame of mind.

Knowing who your IS-BE's real identity is has not been disclosed
to the world on how to accomplish this, and nor will it be for
matters of National Security. JA does not know he is JGTs IS-BE.
He can read this and consider the possibility, but beyond that, no
verification at all.
IS-BEs are IMMORTAL Spiritual Biological Entities.
Is JFK Jr still alive?
The IS-BE that is, is.
The body is not.
The soul still exists and is currently on Earth actively aware of the
Q movement.
Schrodinger's Kennedy.

Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.

He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will
rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. Great
Awakenings have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But
life survives and evolves.

Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual
development lie in a department store or in a Å medical facility?
How do you know the keys weren't already delivered? You'd be
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surprised to know what has been released on a consciousness
level. The flood gates are open.

Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.

If only you could understand the SIGNIFICANCE of 3,6,9...
You are an IS-BE.
IS = Immortal Spiritual = Mind.
BE = Biological Entity = Body.
Mind-Body = IS-BE.

Educate those around you to detoxify their bodies, inform them
all answers (especially non spiritual/religious answers) are within
and that it is okay for them to trust themselves.

IS = 3 = "Growth".
BE = 6 = "Beast"/"Stabilize".
IS-BE = 9 = "God"/"Stasis".

Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"

3-6-9 IS EVERYTHING.
IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities).
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b.
You = 9 * 3.
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love.
Love + Learning = Happiness.
3/6/9 3.

If *AN* answer does not come intuitively to you, try simplifying
the question or rewording it (then repeat). If you wish to not work
on your ability to look inside for tangible non spiritual non
religious answers, then proceed to Google where SKYNET can
censor the truth.

The same IS-BE can be in multiple bodies simultaneously.
Depends on how strong your immortal spiritual entity is, and
whether multiple lower densities are required for projecting
consciousness to that IS-BE's standard.

Trust in the Majestic 12 is non-optional for Earth.
Slavery is wrong, but it is a common tool all civilizations use
during their stages of cultural and spiritual development. The
Majestic operate on such different timelines that we view it as a
small factor in the grande scheme.

Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?

This account receives millions of impressions a day. It is reaching
a wide audience. We have increased engagement in spirit of
11-11-18.
DARK > LIGHT began on the anniversary from when Q started to
post.

Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and
worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the
Matrix really improved the game experience. For some. However
the information Tesla learned, you can learn.

Have you been noticing a trend?
In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS
and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind
body connection and sexual energy is extremely strong and can
both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your
chakras. Not a religion.

The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child
radiating pure love and light.
Curiosity.
No fear.
Sponge of information.
No judgement.
No bias.
Just LOVE and LIGHT.
With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically
speaking.

Adults exploring sexual energy together is extremely important
for relationships however the current obsession with family porn,
incest, bestiality, dungeon sex slaves, torture, abuse, rape all in
the name of acting. They worship this energy. Allow them.
However we must address using drug smuggling by Clowns cross
sections with these trafficking rings. Drugs are used to collect
blackmail on victims and increased risk of sexual abuse to be
traded among other wealthy celebrities. Some "porn stars" are
victims of horrific horrific crimes and its truly bad.

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
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You can see ! the abuse in their words and eyes. Why is this
allowed to happen? We have the intelligence that these networks
exist.
In the last days, God says:
I will pour out my spirit on all people.
Your sons
your daughters
will prophesy.
Your young men will see visions.
Your old men will dream dreams.
Even among my servants.
Of men, and women.
I will pour out my Spirit in those days.
And they will prophesy.
I will show wonders in the heavens above.
And servants of the Earth below.
Love
And fire
And billows of smoke.
The sun will be turned to darkness.
And wine to blood.
Wetwork.
Spirit Cooking.
Reminder: We have the servers(S).
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
D5
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MJ12 Star Seeds.
Twin flames? Why two?
IS-BEs can exist in more than one body.
A single IS-BE could have 3 different names and social security
numbers.
A single IS-BE could have another body who is in the SSP.
What ARE star seeds?

Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.

Starseeds are organic humans. Their past lives they may not have
been, but that is "irrelevant" to whether they are "organic"
humans or not. As for some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts
and in all dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to
protect Patriots.

Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple
effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are
influenced. Many problems arise which is why when DE/US
started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds
traveled to Earth to save life.

IS-BEs in children are sometimes not the IS-BEs from the family.
Rare though. Takes tragic consequences to manifest, but it is
happening more common now than ever. Hence why so many
starseeds have returned to Earth to help fix the planet.

We are the Majestic 12. We do not get this information from
Jrooti or @SandiaWisdom. We are disclosing very controlled
information right now to prepare the public for what is coming.
The preparations and groundwork laid out by past
administrations and members within the Cabal (some former
MJ12 members) for a "false flag alien invasion" (as a means to
justify a Global Governance) will commence as planned.
The enemy is not made up, as the conspiracy theory Project
Bluebeam suggests. The enemy is very real, however the enemy
was the entity that setup Project Bluebeam in the 1st place. We
are going to use their weapon against them for their crimes
against humanity. For God & Country.

If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).
Majestic Disclosure
SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return
Sep 8, 2000
Ultimate Redpill
Major Disclosure
Martin was based on a real star-seed civilian selected.
Questions?

We only need a small subsection of the population aware for the
operation to succeed.

Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of
consciousness that will be required in order to survive.

The man existed and the character was inspired by him. Your ISBE may have experienced what triggers your memory elsewhere
in reality. Many star seeds have these similar experiences.
However it doesnt make it real. Who the person was is not dead
so therefore wouldnt reincarnate. https://t.co/qAGotdKdrWl

Question.
Preparing. For those of us who want to prepare others but are
having trouble doing so, how long do we have to try to
complete? Days, months, years?
Answer.
Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not
going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this
transition. Trust the plan.
Comment.
Thank you. My trust in the plan is rock solid. Some feel like we
have finally found our calling after searching for our whole lives.
Much appreciation for ALL of the information you share here.
Reply.
Many people on Earth today who have this "calling" are actually
"star seeds" (light based life forms) from other planets who came
to Earth many decades ago to "help." Estimates are between
700,000 - to 2,000,000 total souls. This is our "subsection" as
stated earlier. We have it.
Comment.
Then i must be one cuz this is ALL i care about since waking up 6
years ago. I barely think of anything but trying to wake people
and make improvements on myself.
Reply.

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?
Comment.
Basically the "new physics” will just be “physics” for me because I
never could understand the first one!!
Reply.
Many starseeds have this problem. It is not an anomaly.
Question.
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Yes, you are likely a star seed then. Be humble. In the coming
decades those who are will learn their real identity and it will be
shocking for most. Can you imagine yourself as NOT a human?

Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts. Many
ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most don't
want Humans to find out.
Comment.
i wouldn't be suprised if et's are actively communicating with
people on the net and telepathically for those that are sensitive
for that, @SandiaWisdom https://t.co/6BkHmFxHMq
Reply.
They are. We allowed this to start after 2004. Some persisted prior
however their engagements were so non-impactful to society that
we permitted it. Since Twitter reaches hundreds of thousands of
people, all of the ETs allowed here have been vetted and
permitted to engage.
@SandiaWisdom is, we can confirm.
There are less than 5 "valid" accounts on Twitter from NTOBH
claiming to be legitimate star seeds from ANY star system.
Transgendered humans are not always starseeds even though
many believe they are. Most medications surrounding birth
control, transgenderism, etc are extremely harmful to all humans
who make contact with those drugs (even the waste). Trans is
pushed as a self hating bandaid.

We won't name names, but there are at least 3+ individuals who
the public knows quite well who are not homo sapiens.
Comment.
Elon one I'm thinking Ä u
Reply.
Starseed not ET.
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MJ12 Stargate

- Nobody gets paid in the SSP for their SSP work (Cabal
engineering)
- Food replication technology
- Hyperdimensional travel (Warp Speed)
- How socialism is supposed to be implemented (Cabal
engineering)
- Galaxy has a few rival races

MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More
recently, since QAnon its been exp().
Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we
expect that when the bad actors in the MIC/IC/DS are finally
removed from power, that the void created will jump that 30% to
well over 72%.
Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди
инвалиды.

3. Star Wars disclosed the following:
- Glorified "Jihad" against Government (Cabal engineering)
- Worship of pure evil (Cabal engineering)
- Galaxy is filled with rivaling races (Cabal engineering)
- Barter is the universal form of currency (Cabal Engineering)
Other Disclosure programs were embedded after the fact and
not intended to be used for SSP Disclosure.
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in STARGATE
SG-1?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Wars?
How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Trek?

We inspired StarGate to show humans how ancient civilizations
and animals used Quantum Entanglement to travel the stars.
DIA had a program called Stargate SG-1 that was transferred to
the CIA to be created into a TV series. In fact, the TV series
Stargate SG-1 has a miniseries inside it that explain how the
parent TV series came to be. Not all is fiction, but a good portion
clearly has to be.
The image is from the TV Series Stargate SG-1 (official DIA
program) and the text is that of the Ancients, a race of humans
who lived for millions of years on Earth before being wiped out
who built the original star gate networks and colonized multiple
galaxies. Mostly fiction.
We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the
secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path
needed to be met with hard resistance and some paid with their
life. The secret was too big to give up just then.
Also, lets lend a perspective into the following:
Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at DIA,
revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in"
on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED AND DANGEROUS operations world
wide. This ability is still used to this day,
SG-1 was created by C_A at the request of DIA via MJ12 to
disclose the activities of the Stargate program to the world. After
our congressional committee hearings went nowhere, we
decided to up the ante with the series. Look into episodes about
"The Trust" and cross reference.

KEY PHRASE: exotic
All three of these franchises were necessary to a certain extent
during the purposes of controlled Disclosure of the SSP.
Majestic 12 used the Cabal to do most of the heavy lifting with
respect to disclosing most of the SSP. We knew they were
worshiping Moloch, and still did it.
It was necessary for this information to get out, and those three
major franchises were just a handful of major Disclosure projects
that the Majestic 12 worked on.
Cabal engineered Disclosure embeds much propaganda, social
engineering, and divide and conquer techniques all throughout
the "programming." We call it "programming" for a reason.
Star Wars attracted the youth of many and was therefore heavily
exploited by the Cabal.
Star Trek attracted the young adults of the world and was
therefore partially exploited, mostly for communist purposes.
Stargate SG-1 on the other hand was targeted towards adults and
has the least amount of Cabal engineering.
NOTHING TO SEE HERE.

Ranking franchises with respect to their Disclosure efforts:
1. Stargate SG-1
2. Star Trek
3. Star Wars

Does he know about the Stargate? #SG1
@CIA #FIOA
https://t.co/alYYDrgGP1

1. Stargate SG-1 disclosed the following:

StarGate: 50.02758, 65.99921

- DUMBs real purpose
- ET life is in regular contact with US Military
- The "Trust" are the Cabal (minus the Vatican angle)
- US Military has several space vessels
- Exotic Space Weapons
- Medical technology unavailable to public
+++more

***
A Majestic Message of Disclosure
1) Go back to July 4th 2001
2) Turn your TV on
3) 9/11 COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU
4) FUTURE PROVES PAST

2. Star Trek disclosed the following:

When JFK was assassinated, Majestic 12 moved into the open
within Government, essentially pressing START to begin creating
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the NWO as the Zeta's told us about. We were the Deep State.
We propagandized Hollywood. We developed advanced alien
technology in secret. We ran all crime.

Think logically.
[Space] Programs exist outside of public knowledge.
Extraterrestrial life exists.
Why is 45 selling "legacy" mil-tech to other countries?
The planet was under quarantine until a hundred years ago when
the US Military discovered it own Stargate (an artificial one) then
began tracing the natural ones throughout planet Earth, one by
one putting them under USMil control (for Disclosure).

When 9/11 came to a theater near you, Majestic 12 moved into
the open.
STARGATE SG-1 was part of the equation.
Congressional Disclosure Hearings warranted a proper, Naval,
Intelligence, Civilian approach to ET disclosure.
MJ12 opposed this at all costs.
Pentagon tried to fight.

The United States will never cease its relationship with Saudi
Arabia so long as the Stargate in Saudi Arabia is under the
Kingdom's control. The US has a vested interest in the joint
military operations behind operating the gate/portal.
Russia has been tricky. For a very vague clue, watch the CIA's
Stargate television series. It brushes against the tensions between
US-Russia Space Interests. But yes, once US discloses officially, the
rest of the world will follow almost immediately after.
Greed will be a driving force behind the distribution of this
technology once the green light occurs.
We have developed technology to help integrate the current
levels of technology we have inside the behavior enforcing
components of the society. An important stepping stone to
disclosing Stargates. Unlimited dialing poses a planetary threat.
Release Stargates will be limited.

Next Day. 9/11.
Majestic 12 moved into the open.
We revealed a classified DUMB's true identity to the world and
NOBODY BLINKED TWICE. Quite expected actually. The Matrix is
real. We operated in the DARK for a long period of time.
Canada actually helped the United States out with Disclosure of
SG-1 because Paul Hellyer was so poorly treated by Congress
when we stopped the congressional hearings. His testimony was
true. Every word of it. It was WAR inside the Pentagon when these
hearings were happening.
Majestic 12 was originally the body pushing for the Disclosure of
ET life to the public in a controlled manner to ensure proper
Government restructuring. However, when 9/11 was orchestrated
by several MJ12 members as a way to throw the scent off the trail
and "go over here".

Hitler was merely a disposable pawn. Now, understand that in
STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of
aliens that "take a host" in order to cheat death and [BOOM], we
will cross reference this in a moment.
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.
We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was acting and
behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was apparent, however...
we can look back at STARGATE SG-1 and compare the ORI to the
tactics to brainwash their followers despite being lied to.

This derailed decades of planning and flung the United States
into a suicide nose dive where 2017 was going to be the year of a
nuclear holocaust.
During this nose dive period, the Majestic 12 worked tirelessly
against the interests of the people without risking compromising
the operation that had to carefully be planned out and executed.
When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed
hands to the DIA under new leadership. Essentially returning
MJ12 home.

Well Reptilian and Greys are both heavily involved in human
affairs. Reptilians represent the evolutionary past of our
evolutionary creation. Strange biblical reference, but the
intelligence we've come to understand is that both have their
own agendas. Other races have since join ed us against the old
system of power and we're finally at a military point where we can
declare freedom and stop the horrific crimes AND disclose the
STARGATE program. We've wanted to for a while.

PANIC IN DC
P-A-I-N.
COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.
#Majestic
***
~37m: Russia + 115

How many points must be connected in order to establish a
Stargate (or a Supergate)?
15% 3
31% 6
54% 9

SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return
"Russia has a Stargate?!"
44 weakened our mil.
45 is rebuilding our mil.
Why is 45 selling out mil-tech all over the world "creating jobs
(not mobs)"?
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"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."
LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?

The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.

Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #QAnon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
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MJ12 The Brain & The
Heart.

mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output
is IN YOUR HANDS.
With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important
of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically
manifest the artifact in your "real" hands before your physical
eyes.

Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be.
Be =
1/ To exist in actuality.
2/ To occupy a specific person.
3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched
or unmolested.

Requires global brain activity over 30% to create "things" with
your mind. Cabal engineered education reprograms the mind to
operate at 5% or less.
SHEEP NO MORE.

3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative.
Power of 3s.

Sheep are blind.
Sheep go where the herd goes.
Sheep do not think for themselves.
Sheep have limited brain capacity due to brainwashing/mindcontrol.
Sheep are not just the small cute animal, many humans are
figurative sheep, and therefore "SHEEP".

Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magic.k." tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability. They were just subverted and distracted
from learning the truth.

The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted
organ in the body. It has been targeted by:
1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland
2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, (Astral
Projection) RV (Remote Viewing), Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.
3/ Deliberate calcifications.
The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more
perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is
literally your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to
remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.
Notice the timestamp of the cable:
19:47
Coincidence?

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But Verify)

Consciousness creates. Technically replication technology is not
required once your conduit (brain) is capable of manifesting
exact nutrition for the body such that it requires very low fuel to
function a brain with an IQ of 2000. Many races do this including
the Roswell folk.
We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of
information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior
structure and SEE (as Masonic temples depict) the electrical/
energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside
your mind.
Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating
the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands
NEXT TO the object suspended in your mind and imagine your

Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
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In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach
when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is
relatively similar. The frequencies emitted from your pineal gland
and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer , meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality.

Frequency A is a frequency being emitted by artificial technology.
Frequency B is either heart telepathy or pineal telepathy
frequencies.
Frequency + Frequency = Outcome.
Consciousness + technology = alien tool.
Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix
frequency.

Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.
Nothing to see here.

Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. All IS-BEs are a
manifestation of a conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE.
The IS-BE responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses.
This logically and compassionately.

Indeed. Governments have spent billions and murdered billions
in their futile effort to hide the power of the pineal gland from
your "temple."
Some people love being sheep.
We have great control over mass consciousness, but we do not
completely control it. Some things happen against our wishes.

True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.

The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about
the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along.

Each person is being mass collected into an AI.
Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We
also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims. You use the
technology. You choose to be part.

Question.
"What happens to an MJ12 Member who wants to retire, espically
at the director level?"
Answer.
You are Majestic for life. Otherwise you can be expelled from the
knowledge by being physically altered in the brain in a non
surgical manner. Erasing a physical hard drive degrades it's
integrity ever so slightly. Repeated? Sheep.

You are the solution. Trust yourself.

Any student in physics studying lasers can realize, with a little bit
of deep thinking, and a detoxified pineal gland, that the laser can
be used to create weapons more powerful than nukes.

What is mental "illness"?
Can your mind be permanently ill?
Your brain can be damaged.
Your mind remains intact.
Mentally ill infers brainwashing of some kind.
All techniques were explored in MK ULTRA.
All mental illnesses are reversible so long there is not physical
damage.

You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.

Question.
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"How do I tap into infinite consciousness to find the answers to
my questions?"
#consciousness"
Answer.
Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your
own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a
chaos-uncontrolled interaction into the higher realm, or you can
meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who
have also released burden.
You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate,
though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier
to establish the scalar field being received by the pineal gland
that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are
how you link.
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.
The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

The heart organ does not have telepathic abilities. Only the brain
does, however it appears you are referring to the different
hemisphere's of the brain's telepathic signature.
SG-1 Morpheus [S10.2]
Questing for the Sangraal
Pineal Gland
Disclosure
Did you catch it?
Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Drinking calcifies your pineal gland. https://t.co/7ZDXy1yGgG
Vaccines don't impede your ability to have free will. Fluoride will
cloud your judgement. Consider detoxing and cleansing your
pineal gland with proper foods/nutrients. Avoid sugars, caffeine,
nitrates, GMOs, and non-organic veggies. Also clean your
drinking water.
Add a calcium (or natural [non-synthetic] supplement) because
RO water depletes your calcium intake and can weaken your
teeth because of direct exposure.

Quote @wikileaks.
Why did the U.S. State Department ship frozen penguin pineal
glands from Argentina in 1973? https://t.co/vREGEozDEL https://
t.co/GLFR3EZKiS
MJ12 reply.
Reflect on what we have told you in this account to why the US
Gov would do such a thing:
https://t.co/SBysZZag5Y
Unsolved? Solved. We were studying Pineal Glands and we
wanted to experiment with psycho inducing drugs like DMT, LSD,
THC, etc. These birds because:

The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness?
Decalcify your pineal gland as soon as possible.
Pineal decalcification techniques are readily available on the
internet. A simple search will yield positive results. Its essential to
understand that if you cleanse your pineal gland with
supplements that you allow your body the necessary time to
adjust to the dietary change.

1/ Nobody would say anything because of classification, location,
and need to know.
2/ It would he more difficult to get away with killing over 250K
penguins throughout our research if they were pigeons or doves.
3/ Penguins have more developed pineal glands than most other
birds. Some of their decisions are "very human".

Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM...whether you are drinking
reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that
do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance that your

Look into what @SandiaWisdom has conveyed regarding learning
telepathy. It requires a detoxified pineal gland.
Telepathic abilities aren't solely performed in the Pineal Gland.
Telepathy uses between 30- to 50% of your brain capacity while
being moderately used. Your Pineal Gland does not represent 30to 50% of your brain activity and nor is it responsible. Pineal
Gland is only a small part in telepathic abilities.
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body tries to regulate itself to. There are many things one must do
to heal and enable their pineal gland for non sleep.

Question.
"Does being on an anti-depressant (SSRI) block the proper
functioning of the pineal gland?"
Answer.
Intentionally trying to mimmic the cannabinol activation
techniques of CBD/THC at the expense of toxins being injected
into your body that obfuscate your pineal gland's effectiveness.

raspberries are good for opening your pineal gland.
Calcium from plant food does not calcify your pineal gland.
Herbal tea does not calcify the pineal gland. Caffeine has other
health implications.
Coffee will only calcify your pineal gland and make
understanding the Majestic even more cumbersome for you.
Question.
"I drink a lot of coffee, how do I reverse the calcification?"
Answer.
Through mindfullness and dedication to detoxifying your body,
breaking your dependence on the drug, and concentrate on
opening your third eye. Your consciousness will manifest the
treatment to decalcify. Your vision will return. With it comes life.
Learn from it. Reflect. Think.

Public Disclosure.
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and
diets? Danger ☠ .
Quote.
""Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided."
MJ12 reply.
Correct in the name.
1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3.
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MK Ultra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

Question.
"When a baby is born in a US hospital within hours it’s given a
hearing test exposed to various frequencies.
Part of some infuence agenda? What is the aim/effectiveness?
Any remedy?"
Answer.
The tests are for establishing whether the baby can hear or not,
however the frequencies emitted by those tests essentially block
out components of their pineal development that enable
telepathic/telekinetic skills to be learned later in life. As adult its
harder with those freqs (frequencies).
Charcoal toothpaste/supplements, Idoine daily, Spin Water In
Vortex Before Drinking, Reverse Osmosis water filters on showers,
200ug selenium per day, 1-2 hours a day of prayer or meditation
or peaceful silence, no GMOs, no Sodas, no Caffeine, etc. Start
there.
The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of
how long you correct your diet. Let's give you some example
figures to work with, perhaps this may help you.
If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American
Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of
PERFECT detoxification, meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle
(including whether you work or not) in order to START using
"magic.k." of the "Gods."
If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard
American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the
remainder 15 years were 50/50 between eating organic whole
foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to
START using "magic.k." of the "Gods."
If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the
Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to
meditate (and do) and engage in non-childs-play-talk, you will
begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.

Question.
"Are 5G towers designed to destroy mental and physical health
while acting as a device for mass genocide? https://t.co/
2J3ObcWzYE"
Answer.
The technology was developed however the threat has been
neutralized. The technology will cause major health problems but
it will not be the "kill grid" that image referred to. The technology

Meditation and trigger phrases help. However the skill is
extremely difficult for adults and exponentially more difficult for
adults with calcified pineal glands. Children can learn how to
access past lives however it is a pandora's box. Use caution. Life is
about experience.
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can actually target the brain in such a way that two way
communication can be initiated.
All artificial radiation that is currently emitted from technology
interferes with global consciousness. New technology will replace
these harmful radiations. Best solution is to opt out of holding a
5G device up to your face.

Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation
out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires
a very pure state of concentration for many days uninterrupted.

You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this
technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are
designed to activate dormant regions of the brain to make it
easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your
third eye / etc.

Voice of God.
Reference is to SG-1's DIA declassification programs that
originated from Majestic 12. We are the Majestic 12. Typist is
communicating through Voice of God nanotechnology
implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12 communicate through this
account.
No, we protect our identity with Voice of God technology.
[Classified].

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.

But we can say (since this part is publicly known), it gives us the
ability to "pop" into the consciousness of random people in the
world at a whim and control them at will.
Question.
"Used in some "mass shottings" ?
What are the others use you make of ?"
Answer.
Yes and [Classified].
Question.
""Voice of God" = MK Ultra, right ?"
Answer.
No, VOG is technology that was embedded inside [Classified]
home devices, [Classified], [Classified], and [Classified] as a
means to create a global mesh network that covers 99.999% of all
land masses in all FVEY (Five Eye) countries.

Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?
THC interacts with cannabinoid receptors inside the brain that
affect the neurotransmitters responsible for delivering signal
information during dreaming. There is always a balance per brain,
therefore too much or too little can produce different results
when dreaming.
Sometimes the effects one receives from cannabis are not
intended for dreaming, but rather meditation. Higher quantities
of THC/CBD/etc. combinations impact your minds eye and can
unlock areas of the brain protected.
It has a common side effect of making people "think deep" about
things. Thinking deep is another way of saying their
consciousness is risen to a higher level temporarily. Extended
exposure keeps your consciousness in higher states, however
there are side effects that are negative.

99% of all disclosure that takes place is VOG technology. We
don't send US Military Generals to civilians' houses to tell them to
write their fantasy novel a specific way. Some epiphanies are VOG
technology "downloads" and are strategically distributed to
select profiles.
100% Control if the IS-BE is open to the link. The IS-BE can block
the influence. In fact, we disclosed this technology via
Occlumency. You don't really think JK Rowling got all of those
ideas without Voice of God? Give us a break!

Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher
missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by
DMT and other naturally occurring compounds in the brain.
Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain
frequencies since the deciphering of DNA can, in some ways, be
viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11
dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the
being who has said DNA.

Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.
Majestic 12 had 100% of the U-A pop impl@nt3d after 9/11.
P@tri0t Act. C4C v@ccin3s. F!ü $h0t?

Your brain naturally produces DMT, so overdosing on DMT can
have longer lasting residual effects on your brain. It's important to
recognize that beings in those higher dimensions know that
supplemental DMT is used to reach that state. This alters possible
interactions.
DMT has the ability to "on-demand" focus the pineal gland such
that its capable of actually seeing higher dimension entities,
however, to the untrained mind, little to no substance will be
exchanged. Reliance on drugs only cheats yourself. Life is eternal.
Your quest is eternal.

Break the mind control programming.
Do not use "anti-vax" language. https://t.co/3dyobq6LCf
Physical brain changes from "fake news FF (False Flag) trauma"
make waking up for some "impossible".
Detoxify + CBD = Awoke.
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Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your
pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding
how to access the higher dimensions on a philosophical level.
Immature minds interacting with "Gods" are a recipe for disaster.
Look at Earth.
Cheating souls seeking to be Gods are the ones most likely to
abuse their powers and interfere with the lower densities. It's a
tough decision to be made, and it can only be the decision of that
single individual.

Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy.
Every considerable kind of information that could pass through
the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country",
person, cell, particle, energy.
500T connections.
500T planets.

The Majestic 12 recruit individuals who are able to serve a
purpose. Remember, MJ12 was before Q.

Immersing someone’s face in cold water and thus requiring him
to hold his breath triggers what is known as the diving response.
This involves a lowering of the heart rate to conserve oxygen; the
redirection of blood from surface tissues to the most oxygensensitive organs, such as the brain, the heart and the lungs;
and contraction of the spleen, an organ that acts as an
emergency reserve of oxygenated red blood cells, so that an
increased supply of these cells is released into the bloodstream.

Because questioning whether a person is capable of being
groomed or not serves a valuable purpose in ensuring the
general public does not become sheep to icons, but rather seek
the message over the messenger and allow truth to resonate.
Within everyone a snake lies.
The Goa'uld are a parasitical external alien that lodges itself
inside a person's brain and makes them "act like a homicidal
maniac". They are referred to as "snake in the head" and are a
metaphor for the reptilian complex in the brain and the
evolutionary history snakes share.

Quote.
"Look around any random region long enough and you'll find
something that passes for a face when you mirror it." End quote.
MJ12 reply.
Correct. It's one of the significant pattern recognition human
brains have. Unfortunately though, the [Conspiracy] is a
consciousness conception rather than a reality.

Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.
Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math
based meditation techniques into base 8. How would they
change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

Question.
"Can we just ever have open dialog? That's not all coded out?
That day will be great"
Answer.
Sometimes writing it out removes the power of the brain's ability
to reason and pattern recognize. We try to clarify confusion,
however many times other people respond correctly so we do
not feel it necessary to duplicate their efforts.

Yes, but as you will note in the other tweet we sent, the
capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human)
would result in limited functionality such as lower speeds, lack of
sensors, etc. etc.
mostly around the electrical capacitance capabilities of the brains
neural activity current human brain structure is not advanced
enough to handle higher currents of electricity.
Simultaneously controlling those type of subsystems require the
brain to process a lot of information simultaneously in your
conscious mind. Impossible for the unseasoned pilot. However a
seasoned pilot who can intuitively FEEL the craft they are
controlling (with manual controls and nobs) have the closest
ability to learn how to control these UFOs In many regards, an IQ
of at least 400 is required to fly some of the more basic
consciousness crafts we have in our possession. IQ not being
measured by currently public tests.

Quote.
"There are 200 billion stars in this galaxy alone. Each star is a sun
with a planetary system. Keep in mind, our galaxy is 150,000 light
years across. Also bear in mind that there are billions of known
galaxies throughout an endless number of universes. Need I say
more?"
End Quote.
MJ12 reply.
Not infinite though.
Think of it this way.
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MJ12 The Domain.

Majestic Message of Disclosure

1947,33

Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to
you and then respond.

Quote.
"We will continue to ask 'Are we alone?'."
End quote.
Allow me to answer this for you, really quickly.

Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally
under the law in 1946?
Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?
USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.

You are not alone.
Earth is not THAT special.
It's just a planet.
One in a trillion.

What defines an American Citizen?
Values. Nationality. Patriotism. Volunteer. Selfless. Determined.
Entrepreneur. Wealthy. Free. Independent. Alien. Majestic.
Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded
your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure
takes place is only at the point in which the society will be able to
get along with everyone through legal principals that all people
equally share.

You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by
yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all
frequencies of consciousness from infinite "distances" across all
time and spatial dimensions.

Think about the events unfolding within the Chinese Government
and Military right now. Talk about Full Disclosure. Some are
panicking. Trump has given Xi his word. Majestic nations respect
what it means to be an American Citizen as well as a Chinese
Citizen etc.

Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or
possibly a video game. When you die prior to being able to
ascend, your memories are wiped clean, and you're returned to
another biological body. Your memories are wiped because when
your body starts developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm.
Both of those vessels are not electrically complex enough to
decipher the contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything
is there. You just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].

Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside

Clear your mind and forgive yourself of your burden whilst in the
lower density.

The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all
people.
What happens when other nationalities are threatening our
National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse
to acknowledge their associations?
Limited information.
Disinformation.

You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you
since we came out in the open.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.

China has its own history of child abuse. Its laws allow it. Our laws
prohibit it on our soil or on our citizens. The programs are being
operated inside the USA that China knows about and will willingly
release only for political gamesmanship and not safety of all
people, speak.
Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]

Time is an illusion. The greatest illusion of all time.
Those who control time control the illusion.

Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.
We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their ISBE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.

Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by N.T.B.E., E.B.E., etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.
Not spoke on Earth in the public domain [yet].
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External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.

We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but
general concept is correct and details are classified. https://t.co/
Bg9hRwQ4AA

3 = Number of Growth.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 3.
Learn about 3, 6, 9.
3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected
matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".
What happens when you drop dimensions?

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.
The issues in China are all about the Dark Side of the Moon. Pink
Floyd? Is there anybody in there? Just nod if you can hear me? Is
there anyone home? Moon? Spaceship. DEFCON 2? 1? US
unchanged. Why?

BOOM ( .
6 is the number of nature/biological entities.
DARK to LIGHT.
3/6/9 6.
Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.
Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you
start to discover your IS-BE.
IS-BE is God. God = 9
3/6/9 9.
Coincidence?
We are Majestic 12.

The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.
The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.

3 (6) 9 9
Growth = Source ^ 2
Consciousness downloads?
Consciousness * Consciousness.
Mind connection to another IS-BE.
Religions tell you this is Jesus/God.
External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati
enslaved humanity.
Learn the comms.
3/6/9 6.
Coincidence?

The world is changing.
Dark to Light.
(End Majestic Message of Disclosure.)
1947,33
The Universal Language Is Math.
Patterns reveal patterns in fractal realities.
The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes
projected by consciousness in the language of math.
In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the math of the
universe. New physics.

Quote.
"I can relate. Basically the "new physics” will just be “physics” for
me because I never could understand the first one!!"
End quote.
Reply.
Many starseeds have this problem. It is not an anomaly.
Question.
"Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here?
Is this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?"
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.
Question.
"Do the IS-BEs who left the higher realms to come help Earth
know/remember who they are? Or does the decision to incarnate
here subject them to the veil of forgetting?"
Answer.

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, (negative) -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.
Different shift in time occupying same physical space just in
another differential by a classified duration of time, like 0.5s shift.
The shift is like real numbers to imaginary numbers. 90° rotation
gives you a (positive) i, 270° gives you (negative) -i. 8 physical
dimensions of numbers.
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No, they must discover the truth within themselves. Hence, why
we are here.

"WILL, USE THE FORCE".
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Quote.
"Good! Because I could never relate to calculus at all! " "
End quote.
Reply.
Calculus is not the problem. Apologies for not clarifying
originally. Physics taught with algebra is wrong the second you try
to use any of those formulas on Mars or [other planets whose
names have yet to be declassified]. Most importantly to
understand is calculus is fragmented.
In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary
numbers and their role.
Not imaginary.
Multi-dimensional.
Higher dimensional mathematics.
We currently use it in all electronics.
ALL ELECTRONICS.
How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90°
(9 = IS-BE).

Question.
Does MJ-12 have ongoing contact with the Domain?
Answer.
You are communicating with a officer of the Domain. All MJ12
members are Domain officers too.
[n]
First Contact for the Military was in 1947.
First Contact is being prepped for the Public.
Chess.
If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be
explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the
math of the universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed
on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions
of IS-BEs to control?
The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one
example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of
consciousness projection into the Matrix itself. The numbers
present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create
for ourselves. Physics.
When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject
that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very
simple algebra. Imaginary numbers? How many dimensions of
numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its
also 0. What is infinity?

9=0
1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.
2D(n) = i, -i
3D(n) = Consciousness
4D(n) = [Classified]
5D(n) = [Classified]
6D(n) = Consciousness
7D(n) = [Classified]
8D(n) = [Classified]
9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God
^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.)

How many dimensions of numbers?
8.
Infinity?
8 at +/- 90°
(9 = IS-BE).

Obviously these concepts are not expressed in formulas that look
like this, we are simply making a point and this was the medium
used to convey that point without disclosing any classified
information.

How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open

Do spread light...
Start:
from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis

Meditation is key. Release your burden.

Now:
Cannabis is not artificial.
It is a very advanced life form.
It is conscious.
It thinks when its alive.
It is alien.
Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?
Evolution without marijuana? ??
The Domain is larger than you think.

God is within. You are an instance of God. God is an IS-BE. You
are an IS-BE.

Question.
"who exactly is the domain I'm new to this page trying to catch
up"
Quote.
"The ET they interviewed after the Roswell Crash, came from the
Domain which is a vast "benevolent" Empire of planets which
took ownership of Earth's territory a long time ago. However they
weren't actively managing Earth all those years as we are quite

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

remote. See book below ' "
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End question and quote.

movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.

Answer and reply.
Alien Interview.
Correct. While the Domain was passively monitoring genetic
development of Humans for their own cloning research for
themselves, another race came in and started exploiting the
darkness by using a lot of the technology from the Domain to
interfere with our work. Majestic indeed.

First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE

The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density
beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who
wanted to build a more peaceful universe.

Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.
They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.
Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).

The Domain has many functions and is involved in many things.
Can you elaborate as to which function you are trying to
specifically address here?
Narrow it down and we may answer.
The Domain created the "BE" for the "IS" to experience the lower
densities with.

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control.
Question.
"What percent of "humans" walking on this planet, are actually
non-human?'
Answer.
Less than 5% in the public domain.
Less than 1% have internet connections.

In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.
The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

The same IS-BE can be in multiple bodies simultaneously.
Depends on how strong your immortal spiritual entity is, and
whether multiple lower densities are required for projecting
consciousness to that IS-BE's standard.

Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12
learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking
control over the region.
Hillary found out about this intelligence through her CF blackmail
portfolio of Government agents within NASA, SD, FBI, DOJ, NSA,
DNI, etc. etc. etc. who were participating in the Rituals of Power.
Invite only. Many layers of initiation. Advanced "alien" technology
used on them.
The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who
was working with similar ETs to the disinformation E.B.E.-3, made
it a political priority of the NWO, which was created by a different
group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally
called for.
The NWO group was not the same group as CF.
Two different goals.
GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.
NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more
sacrifices.
CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them
would survive."
Not true.
Nobody would.
It's happened on Earth before.
It's happened on other planets.
It's happened on the Moon.
It's happened on Venus.
Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.
Always.

Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is
incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a
conduit as powerful as the brain in order to decode the
hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the
abilities he naturally had.

The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal, original MJ12
members revolted and fought.
Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell
because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover
up the Extraterrestrial life forms and the alternative physics that
they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the
Deep State non-Cabal.
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
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We have DUMBs capable of providing complete protection on
Planet Earth for several years (each DUMB).
DUMB = Deep Underground Military Base (unaffected)
DUNB = Deep Underground Nuclear Bunker (unaffected)
DUNB/DUMBs all connect to each other.
Think SG-1 "Tolan" Prisoners.

Experiencing life after life developing spirtually and
interpersonally will raise your IQ/EQ such that your way of
thinking will not be poison to those higher density entities.
Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher
density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and
adding unnecessary chaos to higher orders of reality/
consciousness.

The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is
measurably losing control.
Why?
What are nuclear weapons?
Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?
When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.
Walking into the void allows you to exercise full free will. "God
Mode" essentially. However the rein of "evil" Gods came to an
end a long time ago when higher density beings essentially
designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until proper
development.

The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.

Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower
dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the
higher realms of existence through reincarnation and the planet's
ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected
because it keeps IS-BEs in.

The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.
When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.
When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

Question.
"I interpreted the comments as the moon contains the “control”
that limits our free will with respect to our next incarnation. With
knowledge this free will exists."
Answer.
It deliberately keeps lower density consciousness from
ascending. Reach a higher vibrational state and you can "escape"
the loop.
See the badge upside down Q?
How do you launch a rocket with gravity?
What is gravity?
[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.
Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their
own creation in their own universes.
Can you escape gravity?
Matrix?

Time is an illusion, and you'll find out that your body will go
through its regeneration phase regardless of how time is
perceived. Some humans can live for hundreds of years simply by
changing the planet they are on.

Now shatter your interpretation of reality. Do you see the Matrix?
By choosing an act you are requiring that act to first exist.
IS-BEs CREATE REALITY!
YOUR SOUL IS AN IS-BE!

Question.
"As collectives, what universal laws are most cherished?"
Answer.
Fundamentally the definition of creation so to speak.
Compartmentalized information in each of the life forms which
have been developing for trillions of years (illusion is time) make
up the heirs hyperdimensional laws embedded in the
programming of the illusion.
There are many universes and the name of each of them is less
important than understanding what it is. Higher levels of
consciousness see the multiverse as iterations over a hyper
dimensional geometric shape that essentially is the master shape
of each universe. Values change.
Each arrive at the same conclusion however they are different
factions as we have actioned upon in previous Majestic decisions.

Quote CNET.com "Supersonic without the boom"
End quote.
AKA UFO Technology from Roswell
https://t.co/hecDRTVD93
This is the first step to Disclosure. We need the public to discover
the new technology in phases (not all at once) so we don't crash
our global economy. Majestic 12 spent decades planning
disclosure once it won the war against the Domain and earned its
right at the table.
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Majestic 12 decided the best way to Disclose this technology,
without violating one of the fundamental principals of the
universe (don't give technology to underdeveloped IS-BEs
because they'll destroy themselves with it), was to give the
example units to engineers and have them attempt to reverse
engineer a prototype. Many of the prototypes were "failures" but
the only reason why they were failures is because our
fundamental understand of physics was wrong initially. This
revisionary technology has been adjusted with newly declassified
physics.

The young don't always do as they're told.
Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are
actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a
blockchain technology solution like other planets have. All
people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge. All
knowledge stored.

Destroying ourselves with technology is a very real problem.
What would happen if brainwashed drones like ISIS deciphered?
How many people would be murdered? What about hostage
situations? They are more dangerous than you think. With great
power comes great responsibility.
Planets are lifeforms according to the Domain.
Nuclear weapons played a role in their destruction prior to the
Domain stepping in.
On Earth? Hundreds.

All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.
IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities created by The
Domain. See past drops.

All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a conscious projection of an IS
who wishes to BE. The IS-BE responsible for the Biological entities
it encompasses. This logically and compassionately.

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.

IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities that just are. No
beginning. No end. How you experience the lower densities is
free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good. Everything has an
equal and opposite.

That sounds about right. It'll be members of the Domain who
actually are used for first contact. Official disclosure will be sooner
than "first contact" though, which could be as early as mid/late
2019 assuming things pan out correctly. Time is relative. Hard to
predict.

Owned by "The Domain". Controlled and managed by a race of
aliens who have been involved in genetic experimentations on
Earth for millions of years. Been here for about 50K years and was
actually a force of good. They have connections to pre-Ice Age
human development.
Not specifically. The Domain were never actively engaged or
present with lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher
dimensions since they are mostly exist in those higher densities.
They only fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is
through the light)... when they have a need for making contact in
the third dimension or handling matters in the third density.
Beings from Earth during the times of Atlantis etc knew of The
Domain indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually
lived side by side.

Question.
Is it true that we (or somebody...) have the technology to detect
"bad AI" and quarantine/remove? Heard that on some show,
forget which.
Answer.
Doesn't protect against AI, it focuses conscious thoughts that
resonate to the frequencies pertinent to the creation of AI and
triggers warnings within the Domain for mediation.

Question.
"You said that the Black Knight satellite was built by the Domain.
How do you know this? Have you studied the device and know
what it's purpose is for?"
Answer.
Information exchanged between the Domain and USMil
disclosed. Remote laboratory for abductees.

Question.
"You once stated that we “defeated” the Domain. How does that
work if they’re higher density? Is it more like taking charge of our
own destiny rather than being “managed” by them?"
Answer.
How do you truly defeat an enemy?
If you can't beat them, join them.
Were they right all along?
We were children?

Public Disclosure.
All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland
intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with
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natural flavors. Patented. Trademarked. Classified. Have you
noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and

1/ Chemtrails is a term used to describe heavy metals and other
particulates being expelled into the upper atmosphere by military
and civilian aircraft.
2/ The purposes of chemtrails has been heavily classified with
plenty of whistleblowers who spread misinformation and
disinformation on the subject to keep you divided and
conquered.
3/ Logical thinking is required.
4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.
5/ Message over messenger.
6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology
that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging
equation artificially.
7/ How did that episode disclose how nanotechnology is
sustained in the body?
8/ A frequency was being emitted that directly controlled the
"dial" for time in the aging process.
9/ What was the frequency? It wasn't disclosed as it is HIGHLY
CLASSIFIED.
10/ Sam said somethint key about nanotechnology's ability to
reproduce.
11/ They take heavy metals from around the body and use them
to make more of the nanotechnology after the lifecycle of the bot
has expired.
12/ Why does the Military spray heavy metals into the air?
13/ DARPA has been researching and developing
nanotechnology for the body, specifically for military applications,
though only 0.01% of these types of programs are unclassified.
14/ Vaccines are the medium used to inject these
nanotechnology devices into your body.
15/ What is V.O.G.?
16/ Why are vaccines shrouded with disinformation and
misinformation pertaining to their effectiveness and efficiency?
17/ What have we told you about disinformation/misinformation?

diets? Danger ☠ .
(End Public Disclosure.)
Quote.
""Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that
fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors.
They are manipulating our senses into craving frankenfoods. Any
processed foods should be avoided."
Reply.
Correct in the name.
1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.
2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/
consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are
all healthy and natural/organic.
3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.
4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area
is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.
5/ Power of 3
6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up
to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated
with flouride.
7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947
(Coincidence?)
8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and
classification of the pineal gland
9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate
almost all of human general health. CBD.
10/ What was MKUltra?
11/ What are alternate realities?
12/ What is the Twilight Zone?
13/ What is Project Mockingbird?
14/ What if the Matrix is real?
15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the
100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

Quote.
""Stories" being told by Jason Rice on Gaia, re: REAL spaceprog:
- They infiltrate years in advance -> long ago WE were
- They unify the world -> A21
- They depopulate to a manageable level -> chemtrail shield
phase 2
- They manipulate certain people into doing things needed VOG"
Quote.
"Translation: THEY are spraying us and injecting us with nano
particles to artificially age us and therefore shorten our lifespan.
Got it."
End quotes.

Quote.
"A fully manifested, fully manufactured reality that is so insidious
that the inhabitants are entirely and blissfully unaware. Sedated.
Plays to their tried and true biological desires and pleasures to
the point of being just comfortable enough. Our culture".
Quote.
"More like The Truman Show than The Matrix"
Quote.
"We have been given so many “hints” to this...as someone that
shies away from “entertainment” recently, every time I watch a
new “program” or movie I pick up on this disclosure that is literally
everywhere."
End quotes.

Reply.
Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.

Majestic Message of Disclosure.
Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only reenforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining to
chemtrails. The truth is more bizarre than we will go into here, but
this is a 100kft view of the situation .

MJ12 Think WAVES.
Q Post 2527.
Question.
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"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"
Answer.
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC.
REMOVE THE COMMA.
PSYOP.
WILL IS THE FORCE.
USE IT.

Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
"by who?"
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.
Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE.
Trust the plan.
Eyes Wide Open.
We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.
First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.
Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.
We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.
We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.
We did our job, per se.
1947,33
Exactly.
Not a coincidence.
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MJ12 The Great
Awakening.

[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

QUOTING Q.
The World is about to change.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
This movement is larger than anyone can possibly imagine.
A WORLD UNITED IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.
People are inherently good.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
"by who?"
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.
Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE

"Great Awakening" is a term that the Q team used from the MJ12
"Full Disclosure" guide that was originally designed to be rolled
out using Mainstream sources back in 1989 but was subverted.
The Great Awakening is learning that truth and discovering the
secret MJ12 was employed to protect.
"Be careful who you follow" means many things.
Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly
classified operations so the public will be aware of what's
happening and not cause mass panic.
This is the Great Awakening.
Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be
careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to:
#Q1936 says:
(Trust Yourself!)
https://t.co/yFxnrTFTf8

Original Illuminati was like the Great Awakening but on an invite
only manner. USA was created to allow all to explore the path of
Illumination or the path of LIGHT. Original Illuminati was against
Satanism.

The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about
the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along.

The destruction of the OLD GUARD is larger than just the United
States. This requires a global GREAT AWAKENING.
Relationships will fracture during the Great Awakening. You will
learn why Aliens never wanted to make contact with Earth prior to
their crash. They would have preferred never to have crashed.
However circumstances demanded they pay us a visit.

Pineal decalcification techniques are readily available on the
internet. A simple search will yield positive results. Its essential to
understand that if you cleanse your pineal gland with
supplements that you allow your body the necessary time to
adjust to the dietary change.
Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM...whether you are drinking
reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that
do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance that your
body tries to regulate itself to. There are many things one must do
to heal and enable their pineal gland for non sleep.

Time is an illusion. To predict a time would push events forward in
time as they allow assets to react. When it happens, it will be
broadcasted world wide.
THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
THE WORLD IS WAITING.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.

QUOTING Q.
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
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(The) Sun will go through an energy field that will charge
quantum particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on
earth a download of new information. Not there yet. Connected
to the progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an
Illusion. Events matter more.

What happens when PEOPLE no longer believe or listen to the
FAKE NEWS CONTROLLED MEDIA, CONTROLLED
HOLLYWOOD, CONTROLLED BLUE CHECKMARK TWIT SHILLS,
ETC ETC???
THE GREAT AWAKENING.

Question.
Has a “trickle” of this light made it to Earth? I am noticing subtle
physical changes and a flood of “intuitive information” flowing to
me.
Answer.
That's the Great Awakening actually. Unrelated to the sun per-se.

45 = 9.
Q = 9.
Q = 17.
1 + 7 = 8.
8 is not of 3, 6, 9?
Alphabet soup?
Clowns Clowns Clowns.
Illuminati presence?
What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?
SHEEP.
SHEEP NO MORE.
The Great Awakening.
3/6/9 9.
Coincidence?

(As of June 26, 2018)
The Great Awakening is closer to 65%, and yes, we need 70%.
Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. Great
Awakenings have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But
life survives and evolves.
The Great Awakening is preparing the people not to panic.
Watch the earth this week.
Coincidence?
The Great Awakening.

Being awoken means receiving all kinds of information.
Authoritative information has a history of being weaponized.
Nonauthortiative information has a history of being wrong.
45 says Anonymous sources are "Fake News".
What is "Fake News"?
If 45 is Q, this wasn't disclosed in the first several months of the
operation.
People were divided over it because of OLD GUARD education.
Fake News is information that has the ability to be weaponized
against you.
Anonymous sources remove the "have something to lose".

In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual
aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as
our consciousness perceives it.
The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like
something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When
you get there what happens? What happens when you've been
brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is
actually full awareness of consciousness(?)

Therefore, as ! (NOT) SHEEP you must therefore take the advice
that Q has given to you and learn the comms.
Q comms or general comms?
Q comms help for decoding Q drops.
How can you take what you have learned an re-apply it
elsewhere?
Sheep no more!
Re-read: https://t.co/sdPBbqFd2X
(Trust Yourself!)
Clowns are everywhere.
Most clowns are unaware they are clowns.
Clowns are useful to chaos theory because they have hidden
agendas.
It takes two to tango.
Facts do not mean "Q Posts".
Facts do not mean "MJ12 Posts"
Facts do not mean any authority behind the information.
Part of trusting yourself is learning new tools for inwardly
communicating with Source that is not strategically engineered to
create SHEEP. Part of Disclosure is to:

This is a Great Awakening.
Comment.
I get the chills and not a I’m cold kind when I read or see truth. My
body will actually resonate energy. It’s crazy feeling but of late it’s
been happening more and more. I’m also sure that each person
will have a different feeling.
Reply.
It's not just you.
The Great Awakening.

https://t.co/y9cO3obGrk
The Great Awokening?
Awokening isn't a word.
Misspelling matters attempt?
Nice try.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q Post 2559

1) Learn facts from authority sources.
2) Think for yourself (what does that mean?)
3) Trust yourself (again?)

What happens when they lose control and the TRUTH is exposed?
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4) MJ12 was created prior to Q deliberately.
5) MJ12 distanced itself from Q.
6) Q mission is unaffiliated to MJ12 mission, though actions and
events are not mutually exclusive.
7) No outside comms for Q from (now) 8ch and no outside
comms for MJ12 from Twitter.
8) Disclosure and First Contact require a certain level of
consciousness before successful try.
9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
10) If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News",
then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT
proving Q =~ 45, then later 45 = Q?
11) Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading? Fake News =
Narrative Shift + Agenda
12) Is all "Fake News" factually wrong?
13) What IS disinformation? Intentional.
14) How about misinformation? Unintentional. Clown's Pawn.
15) Q has said that disinformation is real and necessary. See #Q72
#Q158 #Q128 #Q1685 #Q88 #Q76 #Q97 #Q78 #Q70
16) MJ12 has said that disinformation is real and necessary.
17) MJ12 has stated that disinformation is used intentionally:
Retweet.
https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/
1074688833646706688?s=19
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE.

If you only have (1) and not (2) and (3) as well, then you are
SHEEP.
The intent behind the operation of this account is to prepare you
for Disclosure and First Contact.
Nothing else.
We are not Disclosing ETs or initiating First Contact through this
account on Twitter.
We are instead providing tools to Anons who are aware of the
Great Awakening who wish to hone in on the skills that others
have mastered, like @Jordan_Sather_. Many posts are exercises in
these fundamentals.
https://t.co/N6pGm5IFH2
We have stated in the past that we ask questions only to convey
information or to encourage others to think critically. Your answer
was not wrong. We expanded on it by offering a simplified yet
connected to other messages response. Every question we ask
we have answers to.

Added emphasis on "Research for yourself."
Q 1075
"Clowns + Twitter push."
Push = Algorithms
[Hidden Tweets] Bring Clarity To Confusion.
Clowns thrive on confusion.
They want you divided. https://t.co/73yeC96nuS
(Trust Yourself!)
Comment.
I've been researching for over three decades. Much of what MJ
says goes against the evidence I have found over the years. So I
ask questions, because it's the only way to get an answer so you
can compare it to the evidence you already have collected. Not
asking is sleeping.
Reply.
Correct, but engaging in debate to conform the opposing
argument into your world view defeats the Great Awakening. We
must unlearn the lies of the past and embrace the truth of our
reality and deal with it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must
all help each other to learn the truth.
Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to
teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not
that it prevents legitimate conversations to be had about
extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity
through the Disclosure process.
Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive
operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government,
another originating from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that
invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be
stop. Great Awakening!

Question.
Are the scriptures a script for the death cult. It seems as all of the
cabal has been pushing for the revelation to end mankind. Or is
revelation the Great Awakening and just a new beginning.
Answer.
Ding ding ding.
Fork in the road.
Choose your path forward.
45 was the vote for Great Awakening or The Apocalypse as sold
(and pushed) by 322/Cabal.
Sometimes to win a war, one must get their hands dirty. How did
the technology get developed that enabled WL to pull off what it
did shortly after Cabal pulled off 9/11 while we wanted Disclosure
and the Great Awakening.

Important to note again:
1) We have never claimed to be an insider. We are the Majestic
12.
2) The Majestic 12 operates above the Federal Government. Not
inside.
3) We have never asked you trust us.

Q said are you ready for a video.
How do you make the case without victimizing the children?
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More drops incoming.
Show these to your most liberal Trump hating bigot family
member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening.
This is Majestic Magic.k.
Use it. https://t.co/QyT528hxMh

element is a conduit to consciousness and is directly linked to the
mind. The Great Awakening.

https://projectCBD.org project CBD. org
Do your own research.
Open source intelligence.
Your fate is in your own hands now.
Do not look to Big Pharma for advice.
You are better sick and depressed constantly than healthy and
happy.
Great Awakening
The Storm
15:00 01/19/19
ANNOUNCEMENT
We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that
have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet. Watch.
Learn.

Q Anon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd"
Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.
Question.
So the military/intel agencies are spreading info to the public and
killing the deep state via 1000 cuts via multi sources (social
media, msm, etc). All this to awaken the people as the world
turns.
Answer.
We call it the Great Awakening.
Disinformation.
DOJ/FBI has been partially cleaned up from child trafficking.
Nowhere near close enough to what Q Anonymous promised
you.
16 year plan for America?
Time is an illusion.
Events drive change.
More events planned.
More changes coming.
The Great Awakening.

Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://t.co/TWmufb0QSs project CBD .org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

AJ and his relevancy in the Great Awakening cannot be
underestimated. The faux debates that were happening in parallel
dimensions of reality simultaneously express that some of what
AJ said is relevant but he was a prop used by the MAJIC 12.
Disinformation is necessary. "Sources"

Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
https://t.co/VOvh869lRs
You Are The Plan
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Do not allow yourself to become poisoned by warfare games.
Destruction of this Cabal should not result in the ushering in of a
new Cabal. History always shows us to lead to more death.
Instead, Great Awakening is designed to not establish new
"leaders" but to be SHEEP NO MORE.
What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.
You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated
than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI
will help this tremendously however education is the best
solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this
new form of education.
New flight technology will soon replace the "ancient" engine
technology. It requires a new way of thinking because its primary
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MJ12 The Path of Self
enLIGHTenment.

IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at
conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go
into the higher dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings.
You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is
real.

Question.
Will we ascend to the next dimension in the near future?
Answer.
Time is an illusion.
Yes.

Knowledge is classified because it depends on strong morality to
be used for LIGHT purposes.
These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing.

The future is filled with LIGHT.
Life is a spark of light.
What if we can turn the dial on?
Fully allow your mind to clear and the lights will turn on for you.
Within light exists infinity. The answer is therefore inside you since
you are, in essence, a self aware lightbulb.
How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?
Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.

Appear weak when you are strong.
Appear strong when you are weak.
The Art Of War. - Sun Tzu

Prescribing dates only alters your timeline. Time is an illusion.
Focus on the evidence, facts, and information in the moment as it
is happening. You will become in-tune with global consciousness
and answers you seek around you will come to light with the
proper stimuli.

The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is so much
disinformation in the world.
What is real?
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.

How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?

However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.

You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. M.A.J.I.C. 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.

How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?

Strong for an Earth human of this time, infant-like compared to
Majestic 12 and other ET races. You're on the right track. Self
enLIGHTenment is not a competition unless YOU want it to be,
keep up the good work.

Will power will unlock.
The lock is sealed tight.
Strong will required.

To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?
What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals

Strong minds are required to make sense of anything.
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.
Within light exists infinity. The answer is therefore inside you since
you are, in essence, a self aware lightbulb.
How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?
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had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Who knew light could be a weapon?
Specifically phaser technology isn't as simple as lasers killing
cancer cells. Phasers shift the phase of matter with light.

We aren't going to tell you HOW we implanted 100% of the
population. Sure, we did embed nanites into vaccines for VOG
technology, but that was only one way.
Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation
out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires
a very pure state of concentration for many days uninterrupted.

How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?

Fully allow your mind to clear and the lights will turn on for you.

We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first.
The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long
time. It is time for it to come into the light.
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?

Good and Evil exist within.
Love and fear exist within.
Evil thrives where fear spreads.
Love thrives only around love.
It is easier to fear what you do not know if you've been
conditioned as such.
The Kingdom of Heaven requires the mind of a child.
No fear.
Curiosity.
PURE LOVE
How was society engineered?
Love brings fear?
Lust creates fake love which brings fear.
Fear of performance,
Fear of betrayal,
Fear of competition,
When you teach the ways of the material realm, you cause people
to misunderstand (intentionally) what kind of love LIGHT is.

What is enlightening to one may not be for another.
We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is
LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.
Life is a spark of light.
The universe is what you call "life" bathed in matter.
Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka your consciousness that is
transferred from life to life).
All life actually are IS-BEs, including ants and microorganisms. All
life are light beings.

Critical infrastructure has been the DAMs of TRUTH for thousands
of years that are seeing severe damage and are about ready to
break open. A Flood Approaches. Every new IS-BE who is shown
the LIGHT contributes to destroying the crumbling DAM that is
holding us back.

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Space is FILLED with life. All types. All kinds. Good. Evil. Cute.
Ugly. Smart. Dumb. ALL TYPES.

They've been waiting for the green light for a few decades now.
Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.

some of the craziest people are the most intelligent.
Indeed.

"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

Imagine the totality of information in the universe could be
expressed by the quantity of atoms on Planet Earth. Your life's
knowledge acquired will result in less than 1 quark's worth of
information there is in the universe to be learned.

Life is eternal. Your quest is eternal.

Worshiping implies blindness.
Studying enhances consciousness.
"God" is an IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.
Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Genesis 1:3.
What is LIGHT?

Yes, technology exists to correct the damages caused by
vaccines, however some of the technology is a long way from
ever being mainstream because Death is a required component
that must be accepted. What is Death? Consciousness projects
reality. Store / Cleanse / Reload? Damage?
Your body is placed into a stasis device that has nanotechnology
within its fluid that perform the healing/modifications on the
body. Remaining inside the body during this process causes great
harm the consciousness of the light being inside, which is why we
usually transplant.
No change to consciousness.

LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

What is enlightening to one may not be for another.
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You are blinded by dogma. See the light.

[Basic
[Instructions
[Before
[Leaving
[Earth

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance
into your IS-BE.
If you spend your time interpreting these metaphorical
instructions to another being/entity/IS-BE then you're actually
robbing your own IS-BE from the enlightenment that the Bible
actually contains.
Tell us your favorite book on enlightenment/telepathy/ET related
subjects here! Share your knowledge with others freely.

Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).

What is enlightening to one may not be for another.
Books are the equivalent of light rays peaking through a straw
hat. That wont show you the full view. Only fractions of a picture
through a distorted lens by a person who has gone through
unnecessary pain to get published pushed into the energy of the
info.

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control.
When the Illuminati began taking power they fundamentally
corrupted Christianity because THEY sought the LIGHT and
intended to keep everybody else in DARKNESS.
"Dark Ages"?
Illuminati took the original intention of the Bible, which was preplanned Disclosure.
In turn, they weaponized almost every faction within Christianity
to hide the true reality of nature from mankind.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely.
The Bible was constructed by the same bloodline families that
founded the Illuminati.
Christianity will be dismembered.

Quote @ The Economist
Loneliness is a serious public-health problem https://t.co/
oqiq0r7Ks0
End quote.
No, it is not. The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey
and existing in higher dimensions requires one to be okay with
being alone. In other cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful
assets when employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral
Projection.
Those abilities are very natural.
Practice, consistently, dedication, and passion are all required in
order to undertake the massive personal enlightenment that is
coupled with advancing ones ability to be telepathic, telekinetic,
able to remote view and astral project.

Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.

Life is eternal. Your quest is eternal.
Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your
pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding
how to access the higher dimensions on a philosophical level.

Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and
strive to achieve balance in life. Meditation and mindfulness is
very important.

Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten
Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason.
Majestic.
It has a common side effect of making people "think deep" about
things. Thinking deep is another way of saying their
consciousness is risen to a higher level temporarily. Extended
exposure keeps your consciousness in higher states, however
there are side effects that are negative.

Question.
What is the relation of alien advance societies and the concept of
God and Jesus.
Answer.
Metaphors can be used for multiple purposes. Information is
power. Who is in power?
Question.
Fair enough,, does praying and puting faith in God Jesus have
real life effects or mainly placebo effect? How does it all relate to
Enoch and other major moments in that narrative
Answer.
Praying/Meditating to another entity only increases the power of
that entity through global consciousness. The Bible is a collection
fo metaphors.

Owned by "The Domain". Controlled and managed by a race of
aliens who have been involved in genetic experimentations on
Earth for millions of years. Been here for about 50K years and was
actually a force of good. They have connections to pre-Ice Age
human development.
Not specifically. The Domain were never actively engaged or
present with lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher
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dimensions since they are mostly exist in those higher densities.
They only fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is
through the light). .. when they have a need for making contact in
the third dimension or handling matters in the third density.
Beings from Earth during the times of Atlantis etc knew of The
Domain indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually
lived side by side.

Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.

As it turns out, part of our Disclosure process was using
symbology connected with the D to enLIGHTen others to the
POSSIBILITY that intelligent D had space ships and other crazy
time travel abilities. Rewriting the laws of physics. How?
The beings were genetically engineered IS-BEs designed
specifically for space travel. The food they consumed was LIGHT.
They produced almost no waste. Regarding earlier question: Do
plants need a bathroom? Convenient expression of life for
interplanetary travel. GMO-sapiens.

Spreading the LIGHT information everywhere, including offline.
Learn, interpret, understand, comprehend.
When Full Disclosure takes place, do you expect it to be all at
once?
What if there are literally thousands of programs we need to
bring DARK to LIGHT first?
Study the info!

Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?
Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced
horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility
with dealing with the reality. The path to self enlightenment is
long but well worth the investment of energy.

But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned
QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws
illegal!? Up is down. Left is right.

You walk through the LIGHT and become anew. When you can't
control your conscious environment, then you can't choose your
next path. Will and intention and self enlightenment enable it.

Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.

Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have
physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set
back.

We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

This knowledge has been protected by the E.B.E. who invaded
Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the
form of Karma. It took decades for this E.B.E. to build up society
and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are
hidden in artwork and music.

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
Considering that we knew of your interest in us predates us ever
engaging on Twitter proves to us that our Operation is working.
We WANT people to come out of the "woodwork" so to speak
and engage with us. Full Disclosure is a personal journey to
enlightenment.

Alien Art and Alien Literature give you access into the minds that
created the Alien Technology. Think logically now. How do you
acquire alien technology? Two ways. By force. Cheat the
experience of what it means to exist in this dimensions, create
negative karma... etc, Or...?

We answer questions pertaining to the Majestic 12 only.

If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).

Question.
Is there a difference between the IS-BEs & the monad that Joshua
David Stone talks about in his ascension series? Can you explain
either way? Thank you!!
Answer.
IS-BEs are Gods.
All IS-BEs are of the same "thing" per se.
Multiple creations for multiple IS-BEs.
Different than "The One" as J.D.S. speaks of.
Beware of false teachings to the path of self enlightenment.
All information is within.
You need not join any religion to learn truth.

The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.
The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure,
do you then seek the light.

The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to
pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is
causing the antennae of many life forms to stop and go "huh...."
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We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human
nature.

(The) Sun will go through an energy field that will charge
quantum particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on
earth a download of new information. Not there yet. Connected
to the progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an
Illusion. Events matter more.

Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.

Question.
Has a “trickle” of this light made it to Earth? I am noticing subtle
physical changes and a flood of “intuitive information” flowing to
me.
Answer.
That's the Great Awakening actually. Unrelated to the sun per-se.

THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Not us. We can create a faux reality.
But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time
around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to
dealing with Disclosure.

Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that
will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are
being mobilized and activated. This is a Great Awakening. Great
Awakenings have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But
life survives and evolves.
Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart.
They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare,
geography, space weather, survival skills, and meditation.

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
Correct.
J.A. will play a major role this year.
We do not predict dates.
Time is an illusion.
J.A. is aware of JGT legacy.
J.A. does not know he is JGT's IS-BE.
How would you know?
Could you interface with the parent IS-BE?
How would that impact psychology of a person?

Those who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who
do not make it will struggle at first, but the society should be
better aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life
expand their consciousness and for the first time in thousands of
years, MEET who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you
yet?
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness.

Knowing who your IS-BE's real identity is has not been disclosed
to the world on how to accomplish this, and nor will it be for
matters of National Security.
J.A. does not know he is JGTs IS-BE. He can read this and
consider the possibility, but beyond that, no verification at all.

Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM ...
whether you are drinking reverse osmosis water, or wearing
natural clothing products that do not interfere with the electrical
and chemical balance that your body tries to regulate itself to.
There are many things one must do to heal and enable their
pineal gland for non sleep.

Quantity of ETs on Earth being good vs evil are quantifiably
irrelevant as you state, however the actions of the few evil who
are our current enemy are PREVENTING many from seeking the
path of self enlightenment. Many need to beat this oppressor. It's
not MJ12 anymore.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."
Humans have the ability.
Within light exists infinity. The answer is therefore inside you since
you are, in essence, a self aware lightbulb.

Those who know, cannot sleep.
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why do you & others focus on
#TheGreatAwakening when most haven't even mastered the
Least & #LessorAwakening ??? That's IF they're even aware
enough to know about them?
Answer.
Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our
interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path
to self enlightenment and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within.

Take it one piece at a time. Meditate to each. Fully allow your
mind to clear and the lights will turn on for you.
The future is filled with LIGHT.
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MJ12 The Speed of LIGHT
Is the speed of LIGHT Majestic? https://t.co/DVBqTaIC8X
2+9+9+7+9+1+4+5+8 = 110
Digital Root = 2 (not 1)
Why?
Not divisible by 3, 6, or 9?
Do you need to?
What if the meter was deliberately falsified as disinformation by
the Illuminati?
What impact would that have on all physics involving the speed
of light?
____________ = c
Digital Root of c = 1
1+0=1
Good + Evil = Oneness
LIGHT + DARK = ONENESS
Frequency of consciousness?
Sqaure wave?
On + Off = Universe
On + Off = Universe
Universe = Oneness
Matter + "Antimatter" = Universe
Matter + Consciousness = Universe
BE + IS = IS-BE = God = YOU
Coincidence?
With great power comes great responsibility.
We are the Majestic 12.
Question.
The speed of light reduces to 11, a Master number. Therefore,
yes, Majestic ❄
Answer.
Think of the consciousness is 3, 6 and 9 and all other numbers
represent reality. Templates of creation exist and significance of
non 3, 6, 9 is based on our physics by definition.
Physics shapes reality.
New physics?
New reality?
Meter length?
Light speed?
Dark to Light
Incorrect m value = Physics that doesn't last very long.
Correct m value = Physics that lasts thousands of years.
Incorrect m creates over complicated reasoning and solving.
Correct m uses intuition and logic to solve.
Unlearn the Matrix.
Learn the truth.
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MJ12 The Storm

There are many people in Government currently who are actively
working to sabotage the Space Force's chances of success. They
are the enemy of the people.

April.09.2018
The Calm Before The Storm Is Officially Over.
- MJ12

With regard to our planetary evolution, we must look to the stars
and unite as one. We all live on the same pale blue dot.

The Storm. https://t.co/7fZ2Kxy3Re
Q will be the defacto goto for when 45 announces the Storm.
Question.
Stress test/Q&A important..eminent?
Answer
Correct.

Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or
disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the
entities who are trying to sabotage our Disclosure efforts.

Question.
Is that announcement going to be anytime soon?
I've convinced nobody about Q in real life. This alone has been a
bit traumatic. It's just not going to happen until it's "official". Even
then they probably won't like it, But I'll try to be nice and help
them.
Answer.
Q's message isn't the word of Q but the will of We, The People.
What Q is trying to do others will logically understand. Tangible
progress has been made to those ends and the solution is not to
look into Q but to seed the ideas into the minds of sheep in a
manner they can get.

Not all evil, but most don't want Humans to find out.

Many ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure.

some of the craziest people are the most intelligent
Indeed.
However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.

Watergate
The Storm
DOS
Windows 10

The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.

Break-In At The DNC
We have the server(S).
NOTHING will stop what is about to come. Nothing.
Those who know cannot sleep.
These people are sick.
CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN.
The Party of MS-13. A sex cult gang.

Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet. However, the purpose of the
Space Force creation was to force all of the secret technology out
of the shadows and into the Commander in Chief's desk. The law
requires them to comply.

Stop focusing on Windows and just compare and contrast the first
two sets.

Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as
upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH
WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 was commandeered a month after 9/11
and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future
rouge Majestic 12 operations.
The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that
is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both
the President and Vice President refer to this new technology as
such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.

small
YUGE
small
YUGE
Watergate
The Storm

Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12,
which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from
office (who was also an MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12
got in the hands of the "good" side of DIA, and later to 45, those
weapons can now be used.

DOS
Windows 10
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Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our
Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our
Military." NOT ANYMORE.

After the movie is over, please use caution before exiting the
theater.
Welcome to reality?
New physics?
New reality?
!Overnight https://t.co/KDeDDkCec1

The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world
has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we
survive is to unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and
our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien
threat."

Replication technology will be readily available for all people to
simply print what they need that would normally be sold in stores.
The technology has been slowly getting disclosed, however after
"The Storm has arrived" 45 tweet, Eyes Wide Open.

Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no
such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely
ignorant.
The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An
invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened.
Americans were to be the losers of that battle. But regardless of
how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that
322 is powerful.
For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that
technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through
the nation's top defense contractors. You'd be surprised how
many people actually want to see this happen.

Surprises must be kept. We have been instructed to avoid all JFK
Jr related questions until later. For a very long time many
objective people claimed rightfully that HRC would never go
down, well, they have a change of heart as they were unaffiliated
to the Cabal and realize. The tide has turned and the storm is
coming to make landfall. We do not predict dates, therefore when
the Storm makes landfall, 45 will announce to the world. Perhaps
he should use PEAS in case ES/322/Cabal decide to pull the plug
at USCCSUSRTPB6F3D4R21T4S7SW3.
Political enemies implies they are innocent. If they are innocent,
then they will survive the Storm. Nobody will be exposed /
disposed of who isn't guilty of crimes against humanity. Fascism is
real, however how do you remove the fascists? Tribunals worked
well in the past.

Storm?
The Storm.
Question.
Will there be a debt jubilee after the reset?
Answer.
The budget/economy/taxes/debt will go through a correction at
difference paces. Imagine each component a vertical line of
growth progressing to jubilee... each segment moves
independently and will all correct once the Storm passes.

projectcbd.org
Do your own research.
Open source intelligence.
Your fate is in your own hands now.
Do not look to Big Pharma for advice.
You are better sick and depressed constantly than healthy and
happy.
Great Awakening
The Storm
15:00 01/19/19
ANNOUNCEMENT

Are tornados controllable?
Weather modification technology exists.
Typically bases have anti-storm technology protecting the area
like a force field.
Why was this one disabled, even if temporarily?
Eyes Wide Open.
Attempts will fail.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING. https://t.co/ohXZ3039vF

Will "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......." drop soon?

"It's amid reports he may decertify the Iran nuclear deal"
Fake News
The Calm Before The Storm
When did Q go "live"?
Who predicted SA?
Who predicted NK?
Who predicted 53-47?
Who is posting as QAnon?
"My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us..."
Tonight?YN
T-?
Clock is ticking?
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Your Majestic future awaits.
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MJ12 The Vatican.

The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are
over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books.
Technology. History. Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races.
STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more.
Literally millions of artifacts.

A message of freedom for all Children of the world betrayed by
the Deep State / Cabal / Vatican / MJ12.

Knowledge is power.
Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda.
Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they
die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their
memories wiped clean to start over.
They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.

DARK > LIGHT https://t.co/wDHT33Ob4L
Name something in the Vatican Archive that will be disclosed to
the world covertly in a "short" matter of time.
[Vatican]
Gag Order Lifted
TIMING IS EVERYTHING
45 MUST BE OUT OF COUNTRY
Where is 45?
Tick Tock https://t.co/nxq9gYL7tA

This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals
intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving
dozens of races from several different worlds. No easy task when
the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years. Where are
the giants? Where?!

Vatican is being exposed. Watch the hearings. Something big is
about to drop... Its all connected.

Anon comment.
Inner/Hollow Earth
Olaf Jensen - sent to the madhouse
Admiral Byrd
James Forrestal - he wanted to tell us but was silenced? Death
hours prior to being released to his brother from the hospital.
https://t.co/uLT38pm8mg
End comment.

Last Pope? No.
Vatican Exposed? It's already exposed.
People still choose to associate with the Vatican.
We will not force it on people, however when the truth is
revealed, they cannot return to lies.
Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than
Majestic 12
This should concern you.
We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year
secrecy marker.
This is not a game.

Jesus was a creation of the Vatican taken from multiple IS-BEs
such as Thoth, Enoch, Lucifer, Satan, and [3 others].
The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did
humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret
because the Vatican demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles
took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12
members revolted and fought.
The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie.
Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be
vessels capable of experiencing many facets of the lower
dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young
don't always do as they're told.
The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from
humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of
instructions the domain created to allow LIGHT beings to enter
into the lower dimensions.
When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact
you make with the light is the moment of conception where
sperm meets egg. This was not easy to create. It took millions of
years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we
speak by ET races.
When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially
admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not
spiritually developed enough, higher density beings will send
you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This
of course if for Earth beings.

MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE
Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE
Which is more important?
Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying
our existence for 70 years?
4,10,20 leads MJ12 and has since 2004.
WHY WAS 4,10,20 RECRUITED IN 2004?
WHO ASKED 4,10,20 TO JOIN MJ12?
WHAT WAS THE PRICE TO PAY BY JOINING?
How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?
We are Majestic 12.
Majestic 12 pulled the strings for what conspiracy theorists call
the Cabal or the Deep State or the Shadow Government. We
were that entity. We protected the breakaway Space program
from the public at all costs.
Yes, and ! got 187'd for it.
Not alone. F volunteered for an experiment.
Death is irrelevant. F knew this. Majestic 12 know this.
Yes, and the gain of the Majestic 12. Early disclosure would have
been disastrous because there were components of the
Disclosure component that we had no prior knowledge to before
F moved on. F taught MJ12 about the Vatican's connection to
[CONSPIRACY] and Archives.

Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've
all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on
Planet Earth. Some individuals have received assistance in
discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others
have not. Nothing specific.
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What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the
Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the
world?
What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your
IS-BE?
What if children could identify their past identity using
technology?

Answer.
In Biblical terms "the devil".
Question.
And the same for Islam?
Answer.
Islam is an arm of the Vatican.
The Vatican has blood on its hands of millions of babies all over
planet Earth that were raped, murdered, sued, threatened,
tortured, and abused by the Holy See.

It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and
alter the course of humanity permanently.
Who created facial recognition technology?
Was it classified several decades ago?
Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?
Did it learn of a trend?
What did they learn?
Anon Comment.
With reincarnation i.e. no death, there would be no need for
religion to control the people.
MJ12 reply.
Therefore when the Vatican instructed MJ12 to conceal
Disclosure, we complied at first, however once MJ12 was taken
back from 322/Cabal we decided it was time to destroy the
Vatican. Are you enjoying the movie?
Anon question.
It’s a slow movie, but we hope much is happening behind the
scenes. Are you slowly destroying the Vatican while helping
Catholics/ChristianS raise their heart and mind consciousness?
Answer.
No, we are not helping one particular denomination of any major
world religion. Open source information intended to help all who
seek the knowledge.

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an
international child sex trafficking network of organizations that
include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss
Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA,
SZRU and many MANY more.
+++
++
+
Many ET races feed on human children. Many want to remain in
secret. However LIGHT always wins. GOD wins. Majestic 12 kept
the secret for the Vatican and our National Security. We needed
to make people believe we knew nothing. "Play stupid playa.
That's all you can do."
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

Wizards and Warlocks guard intelligence.
What's in our hand?
Who are the Majestic 12?
Weapon? No. Staff? Yes. What's on the top of it?
Is that symbol in the Vatican? How about Egypt? Why is it a stone?
Why is it red? Is it a hard drive? How?
Stones store consistent energy. Being able to store energy in
solid state devices like stones is very exotic. Accessing
information contained in stones is even more exotic.
Stones contain pure vibratory frequencies that can aide in
regulating a persons own internal vibration.
key word is *can*

Disclosure has happened. Cat's out of the bag. The DOJ + FBI
were protecting a transnational child sex trafficking cartel that
satanically abused raped harvested etc.
While they were doing that, protected from oversight through
carefully crafted legalese regarding national security classification
trust issued to classifying authorities. Treason. Majestic 12
required these provisions to protect the secret about ET life until
the strength and size and reputation of the Vatican diminished so
low that the Holy See will be facing prosecution in the Military
Tribunals for their systematic child abuse "scandal" that never
ends. In the background we, the Majestic 12, explored Space and
met many other races. Some on Earth.
We traded technology, developed partnerships, establishes
diplomatic protocols when dealing with alternative humanoid
extraterrestrials in a manner that serves to the fundamental
Majestic universal laws of basing all reasoning upon: compassion
and evidence.
We realize and fully understand the gravity of what has
happened. We lost control over our own Government and the
Military did not want to cause mass hysteria and panic because
this Cartel was too big for us to take on without facing the full
weight of the Government fighting it.
Now, its the full weight of the Government minus the upper ranks
and middle ranks of the Justice Department and FBI that need to
be purged. Thank you 45. Disclosure will happen in due course.

Quote @jackposobiec
Jihadists in New Mexico sacrificed a child in a ritual
The terror compound was immediately demolished
Bail was waived
Prosecutors missed a legal filing deadline
And now charges have been dismissed
End quote
The Vatican does far worst and nobody bats an eye. https://t.co/
1fRscSeDmG
Question.
Who controls the Vatican?
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Understand that we have decades of wrong to right and it doesn't
happen overnight.
When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control. We know this. We created it. We can undo it. TRUST THE
PLAN.

Alcohol brings out the worst in humanity. This is why its pushed.
Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not
required for belief in the Devil.
The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican
exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings
were withheld from the Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican
was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.
As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't
against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The
Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they
worship the Devil and feed on children.
Those networks were used for exploiting and collecting blackmail
on politicians by creating classified sources and methods be
individuals who have legally not committed a crime be
responsible for finding volunteers who will act on their own
accord in classified settings.
Typically this meant preventing the left hand from knowing what
the right hand is doing. Those who were move the children were
taught never to ask questions or you risk the chance of being
killed next.
Reasons of National Security were the threat of ETs in Space and
the power hungry Vatican essentially forced the hand of the
United States through people's faith in false and dogmatic
religions.
So while we kept those programs alive we introduced severe
crime bills designed to kill two birds with one stone. Many people
in Gov are very racist people who feed on the Black community's
ignorance to their crimes. Its disgraceful.
Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and
illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements
enabled people to be sneaky to get jt which allowed blackmail/
evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.
At the same time we intensified the growing process and
manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of
intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that happen naturally to
those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.
This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow
culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were
essentially working for the Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital
knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it
has on the mind body link.
In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and
effect changes in environment while under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. We learned that alcohol inhibits the
consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the
opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.

Hillary Clinton does not run a child sex ring out of the basement
of a pizza parlor. That is fake news.
Reality is, the Vatican has been involved in pandemic levels of
human rights abuses and happen to cover up the greatest secret
withheld from Mankind - more than MJ12 did.
The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.
It would amaze you how much spyware, malware, and subliminal
messaging/propaganda (for very evil purposes) that are
contained inside of porn.
Posting here is the venue that this particular operation chose. We
intend to stay until the Op is completed.
Chemtrails are a problem.
However the pale in contrast to the threat of the Vatican, and
unfortunately, places like here are absolutely necessary when
dealing with such a dynamic enemy. Fortunately, this account has
been under the radar for a long time due to low follower count.
Soon that will change.
When it does, our re-emergence will obvious, but for the time
being, you may as well take advantage of the opportunity to
expand your consciousness, learn the truth, ask questions, and do
something.
As you so kindly state, the 1% do nothing- they are oppressors.
This is an opportunity for you to learn what has been kept from
you for centuries by the 1%- only then can we ensure governance
that truly is representative of "We the People"'s needs. Stop
complaining start learning.

Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
Limited character space. Dense message.
Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how
it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a
pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is
prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.
Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are
intimately connected to understanding the biological connection
our consciousness has with other plants and species and what
information those life forms are attempting to communicate and
how. What is alien?
Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness
connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast.
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We weren't ready then. We are now.

People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE.

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.

Trust the plan.

MJ12 Think WAVES +.
Q Post 2527
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q
Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
"by who?"
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
Coincidence?
No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.

Its a highly classified technology.
Hint.
It interacts with consciousness.
It interferes with mind control frequencies.
It neutralizes old classified technology.
We used their technology against them.

No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
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MJ12 Those Who Know...

Nothing.
D5
Those who know cannot sleep at night.
These people are sick.
Fast trial.
Death penalty.

Merry Christmas Eve to those who celebrate the holiday on the
East Coast. We hope you enjoyed your Christmas Eve present
from the Majestic 12. Christmas present will be an AMA on the
occult magick disclosed today. First, meditate to the new ideas,
sleep, and come back ready. 1700

Watch Flynn.
Eyes Wide Open.
Who briefed 45 on CF/JE/NXIVM?
1) Nobody.
Who recruited 45?
2) Q Team.
45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.

Those who know, cannot sleep.
Nothing to see here.
The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very
little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for
those who choose to learn. This account is dropping hints about
the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to
wake up, move along.
Question.
Serious question... What are you guys like when your not trying to
save the earth... What do you like to do for fun or recreation and
would it be fun to hang out with you guys?
Some of us are fun. Some of us are a little too serious. The job
demands a lot from each member that sleep/recreation take a
back seat 99% of the time. Vacations are rare and for single digit
days. Fishing is relaxing.

So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at
night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS.
DARK > LIGHT.

Question.
Are we really winning against the deep state?
Answer.
We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45
gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius.
45 had the knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control
through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at
night.

Watergate.
The Storm.
DOS.
Windows 10.
Break-In At The DNC.
We have the server(S).

Disclosure really happened in 2001. Congress invited members
of the G7 to come forward and tell the truth. Many of them did.
The media and Cabal ignored it. It never gained traction.
Pentagon wanted Disclosure, Cabal wanted war. Cabal won with
WTC. Pentagon proceeded with SG1.
43 had CST blackmail and p2p with the Saudis. He had skeletons
as he must to be a bonesman. 322 is full of skulls and bones.
Literally. Figuratively. Spiritually. They hide in plain sight.
Symbolism will be their downfall. Those who know cannot sleep
at night.

NOTHING will stop what is about to come. Nothing.
Those who know cannot sleep.
These people are sick.
CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN.
The Party of MS-13. A sex cult gang.
Attempts will be made. Military on alert. USSS on alert. NSA on
alert. GE on alert. Nothing will stop what is coming. NOTHING.
These people are sick! Those who know, cannot sleep.
"Crimes Against Children" - DOJIG Horowitz.
GE = God's Eye.
Anon comment.
God's Eye is a software that is able to access any anything that is
digital. *It is able to hack phones to computers and to satellites...,
and see what is around it and find anybody *It receives the data
whatever it tracks and stores in a device having 1000yottabites of
space.
End comment.
We have over 30 films of each Clinton involved in snuff, pedo, pay
to play, and more. Eyes Wide Open. We have the server(S).
Snowden revelation? Why? It was "illegal" but legal for the right

Question.
What’s the deal with Kashoggi death story we are being fed
through the media? Is it accurate?
Answer.
Enemies wanted 45 to abandon Wonderland so they could
continue running Wonderland. New deals mean no Wonderland.
These people are sick. His murder was filmed and can be
purchased on the dark web. Those who know cannot sleep at
night. We have the server(S).
Did you hear?
We have the server(S).
PANIC IN DC.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
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reasons? Cabal justified aphorism with National Security. MJ12
decided differently.
Prison Planet.
Which ABC agency let Epstein off federal charges and instead
hired him as an informant?
Which ABC exonerated Clinton?
Which ABC ran PlayPen after it shut down?
Is this what @Snowden learned?
Those who know cannot sleep.
These people are sick!
We have the server(S).
JW (Judicial Watch) has only scratched the surface.
Crimes Against Children.
Search "Podesta Art", reply with what you find (images please, not
URLs).
Eyes Wide Open.
Those who know cannot sleep.
Who gave Andrew Brietbart hard evidence of JP's CR crimes?
We did. https://t.co/mzhiMsH5Xf
Those who know cannot sleep at night.
Victims caught up in it can't make heads or tails of it because
there is no legitimate WHY answer.
We have the server(S).
House Of Cards
(Re: Avicii)
Victims try to speak out.
Victims who speak are murdered.
https://t.co/1dFtwBzqTu

"Vive le resistance."
"It was all smoke and mirrors."
Where else have we heard about "smoke and mirrors"?
SG-1 disclosures were pertinent to a culture of secrecy and
corruption combined with the power of the Federal Government.
"All power with court rulings rest with the kidnappers."
"Japan gets rewarded for finding ways to kidnap children and not
return them to their families."
By the State Department under Clinton/Kerry and many SoS's
before them.
"We don't have a single case where the Japanese Government
has returned a single child back to an American parent."
Cross reference House of Cards where Mr Fang invites Doug
Stamper to his mansion. (Disinformation is rampant in HoC for
obfuscation purposes, however ignore specifics and look at
totality).
When Stamper arrives, he's offered extremely young women to
sleep with.
They are victims.
"There's not a single example of sanctions relating to the
Goldman Act."
Allow us to translate:
1) Victims' families cry out to their elected representatives.
2) Their representatives hold hearings and delay delay delay.
3) Their representatives draft laws that should reduce.
4) Laws are signed and put into action.
5) Abductions continue.
6) Numbers increase year over year.
7) Victims' families sue.
8) State Department praises Japan.
9) State Department refuses to use the Law to protect victims.

Anon comment..
Hannity is a clown.
Did you see the left side of his face when interviewing FLOTUS?
Looked a little swollen.
'black eye'
End comment.
Just sleep deprivation.
Notice the lapel change? https://t.co/RqS1gF8LSP

Quote @tarekfatah
Horror of horrors!
Pakistani Tanker on its way to Iran intercepted at the Balochistan
border. Watch the kidnapped children who were hidden inside
the tanker being smuggled for trafficking. Efforts are now
underway to find out their parents. https://t.co/dkqotES0qR
End quote.
Those who know cannot sleep.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing. https://t.co/64oveN0w3p

Those who know cannot sleep. https://t.co/F7ngbmn5qp
Those who know cannot sleep.
https://t.co/Hu0OARIjbP
Last Night at 11PM: "A House Foreign Affairs subcommittee held
a hearing to examine international child abduction."
NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
NOTHING.
https://t.co/6hepwxa4H3
Read and reflect past decision regarding Japan made by 45/Q.
https://t.co/JmlhZP8KvB
1) When it was enacted, all previous cases were grandfathered
into an immunity from the convention.
2) Japan remains non-compliant to this day.
Human Trafficking is an international epidemic.
"Japan gave two abducted children replacement passports to
facilitate in the abduction."
"Japan is a black hole when it comes to child abduction."
"The Government of Japan has not returned a single American
child."
"Cabal of resistance that continues to corrupt the family court
system (in Japan)."
Where have you heard that before?

Checkmate incoming?
Border Security means an end to Child Sex Trafficking.
The Military is ready to strike.
ISIS has been defeated.
WE DO NOT SAY HIS NAME.
Those [good] who know cannot sleep.
We owe this to our families and children.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
NOTHING. https://t.co/p0hrzdohEX
D Members Not Attending #SOTU.
Who are they?
Do they wear their symbols?
Were they invited?
No.
The State of the Union Address.
Those who know [who are good] can't sleep.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
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How do you create reality?
Question.
Is it really possible in our current form to access past lives? Does it
involve a bunch of voodoo and candles or is there another way to
do it?
Answer.
No, technically you dont need anything to do it, only the ability to
clear your mind and release your burden. Seeing into your past
lives can be achieved through astral projection and lucid
dreaming. Sleeping schedules change to accommodate. How do
you sleep? How did Tesla sleep?
Tesla meditated for hours under an occult sleep cycle to
understand how the pyramids worked. All of his work originated
from those original meditation downloads.
Dreams teach.
What is lucid dreaming?
What is your soul?
You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).
Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives
you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your ISBE.
How do you sleep?
Lucid dreaming is what exactly?

Quote @ap
Florida's secretary of state resigns after photos emerge of him
wearing blackface as Katrina victim at Halloween party. https://
t.co/s8UpvBInpT
Let the drops continue!
RAIN RAIN RAIN.
Human Trafficking Drops.
Exponentially More Disgusting.
Anybody keeping track still?
Coincidence?
What have we told you about Florida?
Those who know cannot sleep.
One by one, rats are getting exposed.
Once out of power, hammer! https://t.co/lCXfDldQsP
Top heads of the Fascist NWO are getting their heads chopped
off currently (purely metaphorical for now). This is required to
happen in this order, thereby dismantling the network internally
without mass panic as bureaucrats drop off the political spectrum
left and right. Cleanup.
Track all resignations. Including this one. This is an important
resignation. Think of the implications of what he did... knowing
what you know:
Viewing child pornorgaphy is illegal because it requires the
abuse of a child in order to produce.
Now shatter your interpretation of reality. Do you see the Matrix?
By choosing an act you are requiring that act to first exist.
IS-BEs CREATE REALITY.
YOUR SOUL IS AN IS-BE.
Question.
Reading your words about child pornography highly disrupts my
mind
How is it supposed to make me figure out the matrix?
Answer.
Your choices dictate the nature of reality and by consequence
create reality. Reality is nothing but a matrix of decisions and
creation intermixed. It can be visualized in the form of a "matrix"
of the mind. You break your condition by thinking freely and
opening your mind to new possibilities and decisions that
effectively rewrite the fundamental programming in the Matrix.
Entertaining your children with the creation of child predators
only keeps child predators wealthy and powerful therefore mean
your decision requires the abuse of children.

Quote @ WikiLeaks
Why did the U.S. State Department ship frozen penguin pineal
glands from Argentina in 1973? https://t.co/vREGEozDEL https://
t.co/GLFR3EZKiS
End quote.
Reflect on what we have told you in this account to why the US
Gov would do such a thing:
https://t.co/SBysZZag5Y
The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted
organ in the body. It has been targeted by:
1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland
2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, RV,
Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.
3/ Deliberate calcifications.
The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more
perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is
literally your exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to
remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.
Notice the timestamp of the cable:
19:47
Coincidence?

25/ Finally, remember Billionaire pedophile Jeff Epstein who ran
the Lolita Express where Bill Clinton regularly frequented was
actually just an FBI operation being run under Comey. Those who
know cannot sleep. PANIC IN DC. Trust the plan!

When SHEEP sleep, WOLVES feed.

Question.
Is Princess Diana alive?
Answer.
The IS-BE is, however they do not have access to Occult
knowledge to know their past life and live based on that past life.
She is a new incarnation who doesn't know who she is.
Jesus rose from the dead.
How do you access your past lives?

Pineal decalcification techniques are readily available on the
internet. A simple search will yield positive results. Its essential to
understand that if you cleanse your pineal gland with
supplements that you allow your body the necessary time to
adjust to the dietary change.
Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish
depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing
the significance of your pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard
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to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the
ascension process will you be able to mentally cope with the
dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and
active pineal gland. We're talking about changes from the kinds
of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume,
WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM...whether you are drinking
reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that
do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance that your
body tries to regulate itself to. There are many things one must do
to heal and enable their pineal gland for non sleep.
Final note, learning the connection between your IS-BE's
components will get intentionally obfuscated by Cabal warfare
against those who seek non-binary genders of male and female.
Straight men who only sleep with women can play with barbie
dolls and paint their nails. No harm.
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MJ12 Time is an illusion.

measurement devices. Environment alters time. Consciousness
projects reality. Cells age through defective replication
instructions that break down after 7-14 cycles.

Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you
since we came out in the open.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.

Cell degeneration due to environment. Time is an illusion that
gives centralized power to RED RED in extremely Majestic ways.
Technically anything that is solid is an illusion as it is 99.9999999%
empty space.
Time is an illusion because the speed and direction of time are as
fluid as the three dimensions in which we exist. Traveling through
time follows a linear progression within that single IS-BE's
consciousness. When you travel, you alter your own timeline only.

Time is an illusion. The greatest illusion of all time.
Those who control time control the illusion.

Time is an illusion therefore which timezone you're currently in
does not impact your alignment. Sometimes position matters
AND time matters, of which it is more difficult to align, but in
general, there is no such thing as a master timezone. There are
Earth Chakras that help.

Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000
years?
What is time as humans experience it?
Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?
What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc)
"flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?
What if you freed?
1947.

You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion,
the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the
density of consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation
means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

Now: Colors are shifts in frequencies. Shift in consciousness. Time
is an illusion. Power of 3s. Events not dates.

Time is an illusion, and you'll find out that your body will go
through its regeneration phase regardless of how time is
perceived. Some humans can live for hundreds of years simply by
changing the planet they are on.

Time is an illusion therefore dark energy's "definition" is an
illusion.
Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore Project CBD dot org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

Time is an illusion created by global consciousness.
Prescribing dates only alters your timeline. Time is an illusion.
Focus on the evidence, facts, and information in the moment as it
is happening. You will become in-tune with global consciousness
and answers you seek around you will come to light with the
proper stimuli.
What happens if you live on another planet?
What happens if you don't live anywhere near a gravitational
source?
What happens if you live next to a black hole?
Why does Environment drive the illusion of time?
What drives Environment?
Consciousness.
Time is an illusion.

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.

Dates are an illusion. Time is an illusion. Prophecies become self
fulfilling when you allow them to be real. Setting dates and
claiming events will happen violates quantum physics.
Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

Additionally, time is not a dimension. It's an illusion. You're always
being born and you're always dying, therefore your state is of
mind.

Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum
particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a
download of new information. Not there yet. Connected to the
progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion.
Events matter more.

Incorrect translation in terms of Earth.
Time is an illusion.
Illusions are unclear at times.
Illusions distort the high and low frequencies.

Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.

Clocks measure frequencies being resonated from cocreative
consciousness. Geographical location visibly alters time
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We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.

Some are more informed than others.
Authority to information sources = ?

If you went back in your own time and change the many
protecting many fact to one protecting many, you are left with a
change of details when facts change.
Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!

The Majestic 12 is considering the consequences of revealing the
identity of the individual who has been broadcasting our
messages. We are considering it. Some day perhaps.
"I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole
operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I
told them to do it. The others wanted me dead, so I had to die.
Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered
to ascend successfully."

When?
Time is an illusion.
Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an
uncontrolled manner for the most part.
Death means new life.

The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more
than one body and can resident simultaneously in multiple places
in multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness
creates reality. Godmode is real.

IS-BEs skip generations typically when coming back into the
lower realms of existence. Time is an illusion. Father to son
protege is a symptom of being human who is lied to. Incorrect
personification of God and Self lead to protege projectionism.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.

We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God
We aren't going to just come out and say it, time is relative and an
illusion. What time is to one person is not to another. The same
logic applies when solving why all solids are 99.99999% empty
space, yet we cant pass thru.

The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

Time is an illusion.
Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from
within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live
every moment with opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past
belongs in the past.

Knowing what you know.
Time is an illusion.
Events not dates.
Dec 5th?
Q knows this fundamentally.
Why then?

"Beast of Burden" SG-1
You are beginning to see how time is an illusion, other than that,
we cannot comment. Like we've stated previously, this account is
focused solely on disclosing Majestic 12 related matters and
nothing else.

Did we get what we wanted?
7.1) The Majestic Q Team went fishing. How do you catch a fish?
BAIT. Bad actors are following QAnon right now not interested in
the deep research required to comprehend the hyperdimensional web, but rather are actively looking to see what
Trump's plans are, because they believe that because Trump/
White House haven't taken credit for Q that Trump/White House
will continue sharing their plans to Anons via Q team/8chan. They
are interpreting date pushes (timE is an illusiOn) to be literal
dates. Q team does not correct anons who are misreporting the
intentional disinformation being planted. Why? To force the bad
actors to panic. 41 was not tried and executed by a secret Military
Tribunal. Instead, by adding emphasis on D5, rats panicked and
187'd 41. Did you see the look on Jeb's face? It didn't work. "Well
played DS." In chess, they just gave 45/Q a valuable piece to
avoid checkmate. How many moves away are we from
checkmate? D5. Chess. Dec 5th. Time is an illusion. Predicting
dates introduces chaos into the Matrix. Chaos is a fundamental to

The message is more important than the messenger.
Who the messenger is, will shock you.
Who the typist is, will shock you.
Shock creates emotion.
We are the Majestic 12.
We operate outside of normal protocol that best serve our
agenda.
Not everything is as it seems.
Facts Matter.
We do not feel it necessary to disclosing the typists and/or
messengers on this account.
We have been forward with this and consistent.
The substance is what matters only.
Authentic sources are an illusion.
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the Art of the Deal. Now, back to today. Q's D5 was a Majestic
chess move and it removed a powerful bad actor from the
equation. He was after all the political leader of the NWO
internationally since he announced it at his State of the Union in
9/11/91.

Time is an illusion.
Predicting when only pushes the date forward.
Time is an illusion. To predict a time would push events forward in
time as they allow assets to react. When it happens, it will be
broadcasted world wide.

Now what about the 13th? Do bad things happen on "Friday the
13th?" Is today Friday? Time is an illusion and the illusion is
manipulable because numbers hold magick inside them that
drive patterns throughout the universe. The DS has very few
pieces left they can play.

THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
THE WORLD IS WAITING.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
What have we said many times?
Time is an illusion.
We do not predict dates.
Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially
creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness
Projecting Reality).
Specifying dates introduces chaos.
Events not dates.

See what Q did there?
See why time is an illusion?
See why predicting dates introduces chaos?
Art of the deal.
Those who control time control the illusion.
Initiating a time line in this instance deliberately introduces chaos
information into the Matrix for the point of raising awareness.
Time is an illusion and its also a tool.

Disinformation is necessary.
Time is an illusion.
Knowing what you know now, re-assess.
Power of threes.

When you travel in space, you travel in time.
Time is an illusion of environment.
As environment changes, time changes.
Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."
Events not dates.
"It will happen" implies a date exists.
Dates create chaos.
Enemy combatant?
Disinformation.

Time is an illusion. When is irrelevant. Preparedness must be in
the moment at all times.
Do not financially depend on it. A reset will occur. Time is an
illusion.
When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete
panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind
control. We know this. We created it. We can undo it. TRUST THE
PLAN.

Time is an illusion. Anytime somebody predicts a date of an event
the date is pushed back because of newly introduced chaos into
the Matrix.

Time is an illusion and existing corporations will not be the
recipients since the first time we did this the information was
perverted. They will crop up as new corporations from new faces
from within the Alliance unknown to many.

DIA AO is disinformation coupled with real information intended
for those who are able to understand the Comms being
transmitted.

Correct. Who will take over the helm? The Majestic 12 has a
destiny to fulfill. Alice & Wonderland clue tells you that these
events have already happened in alternative realities that we are
aware of. Time is an illusion. Disclosure is coming. Al types of
Disclosure.

Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.
Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates
dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened.
Cat's out of the bag.

Disclosure is projected for 2019. It will not be anything close to
First Contact but Antartica will make a presence in Early 2019.
Time is an illusion, as we have stated many times prior so that is
why we used "projected". Learn the occult magick...
Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

Time is an illusion. We do not predict dates. Dates create chaos.
Chaos is necessary for Art of the Deal. Trust the plan.

Through the Majestic 12's slow Disclosure after Cabal took
control and were purged from the Military (as official programs)
we prepared humanity for this point in time. The technology. The

Is there a correct time to declassify?
When do you have the maximum effect?
Timing is everything.
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instant communication devices. The extremely complex Classified
technologies.
Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some
is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into
higher sentient beings capable of bridging the gap between the
Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the
past. Time is an illusion.
WALL-E warned you.
MAJESTIC.
Future proves past.
In 2016, we won.
However, [they] still believe they are in power.
Now: Stage III
PAIN PAIN PAIN.
Big Week Ahead.
Buckle Up.
DECLAS coming (some).
WE HAVE ALL THE CARDS.
CHECKMATE AT OUR DISPOSAL.
Events NOT Dates.
Time is an illusion.
Time is an illusion but the plan does include some DUMBs being
opened up for ports of travel.
What does upside down mean?
If you could postulate...
What is revealed when the image is upside down?
How do distress and individual connect?
Disclosure Is Imminent.
Time Is An Illusion.
Events Not Dates.
Events Delay Events.
Thoughts Delay/Speed Events.
Consciousness Projects Reality.
"Mr President, who is Q Anon?"
or
"Mr President, are you aware of Q Anon?"
or
"Mr President, what is Q Anon?"
ASK THE Q!
Create the reality by manifesting it right now during meditation.
Will this to happen now. The Plan are pre-determined events to a
goal, !!! Time is an Illusion.
16 year plan for America?
Time is an illusion.
Events drive change.
More events planned.
More changes coming.
The Great Awakening.
Future Proves Past.
Time Is An Illusion.
The Great Awakening.
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MJ12 Trust your intuition.

DONE.
Comment.
If You understand that you are Creator and quantum structure at
the same time, it is easier to understand quantum physics.
End comment.

Humans are LIGHT beings which gives them special abilities that
other lifeforms do not have.
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.

Question.
What is deja vu and the Mandela Effect?
Answer.
The ability to describe such a thing means that such a thing
existed before you could observe and derive that conclusion.
Thinking of what it is makes its possibility real according to
quantum physics.

All information exists within and can be downloaded on
command.
Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are
Majestic and worthy of entry.
Think Starfleet.
You can access all information inside.
Education is not about remembering.
Its about getting answers from within.
Not spiritual or religious questions.
Math questions.
Chemistry questions.
Physics questions.
Quantum physics questions.
Biology questions.
DNA/RNA questions.
Access to control the brain (key?)
All information is within.
Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.
"T B V"
(Trust But Verify!)

Thought = Creation = "God Spoke" etc.
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you guys certainly do intrigue me. Something
feels alien-esq about you. Can’t quite place it.
Answer.
We certainly do have non-terrestrial beings involved in our
decision making process. Your intuition is spot on.
Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.
You are not so different from aliens. In fact, when you look inside
your own soul, you may understand.
Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.
Message over messenger.
Research for yourself.
Facts Matter.
Truth Resonates.
Trust yourself.
BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.

Voices you hear not, but you receive what are best described as
blasts of an imprint that feels like an epiphany of pure emotion or
purpose that you know intuitively what you have received. You
understand without exchanging words.

The message is more important than the messenger.
Who the messenger is, will shock you.
Who the typist is, will shock you.
Shock creates emotion.
We are the Majestic 12.
We operate outside of normal protocol that best serve our
agenda.
Not everything is as it seems.
Facts Matter.

Trust your intuition.
1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.

Only those woke can understand message over messenger and
that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information,
misinformation, and disinformation must come from the most
unbelievable sources when it contradicts the status quo.
"What is news?"
News(Ego + Actor + Opinion).

3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.

This account is not expressing opinion. It is disclosing formerly
classified intelligence the Majestic 12 had acquired regarding
consciousness and how reality works. We are not interested in
philosophical debate with any individual. We instead will opt with
no reply.
MJ12

4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).
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with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.

We weren't ready then. We are now.
Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it
so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization
development in under a decade. Innovation flood gates have
been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.

Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves. Many work hard
to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth
Resonates Inside.

Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
You stated:
"We could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican
wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they worship the
Devil and feed on children."
And you also stated: "We did both Good and Evil." Exactly what
GOOD did you do?
Answer.
GOOD one.
We kept humanity from imploding on the fact that not only are
ETs real but they've also been calling the shots on Earth for
thousands of years while feeding on your children.
Take one second to reflect on how the world would have reacted
in 1948?
Israel?
Majestic.

Your anger comes from the fact that Earth was designed to be a
prison planet that prevents your consciousness from ascension.
Only with knowledge of how the prison planet is constructed
gives you special abilities.
Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your
pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding
how to access the higher dimensions on a philosophical level.
Immature minds interacting with "Gods" are a recipe for disaster.
Look at Earth.
The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey and existing in
higher dimensions requires one to be okay with being alone. In
other cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful assets when
employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral Projection.
Those abilities are very natural.
Practice, consistently, dedication, and passion are all required in
order to undertake the massive personal enlightenment that is
coupled with advancing ones ability to be telepathic, telekinetic,
able to remote view and astral project.

Israel's sovereignty has a monumentally important keystone to
uniting the world in peace. However it has been taken over by evil
and many opinions are false.
Q has stated that Israel will be saved for last. The end will be
magical.
Question.
Q rarely mentions Zionism, or the oppression of the Palestinians.
According to your posts, Mil-Intel is in control of Israel, but this
conflict persists. I understand priorities, but are there plans to
liberate the Palestinians? Why doesn't Q acknowledge this?
Answer.
We will not attempt to speak on behalf of the Q team as to why or
why they haven't elaborated on a given subject or not.
Remember, we're saving Israel for last.
"Pretty face" who got "away with murder"
We are saving Israel for last.
[BiBi]?

Question.
Hello Majestic 12,
Hope youre fine
To answer to our questions, do you only use your knowledge or
do you question the collective conscioussness too?
Answer.
We are using co-creative consciousness reading telepathic
abilities regarding Disclosure subjects that have been recently
declassified and are posing questions that point to simple
answers that connect major dots together. This is how Twitter was
intended to be utilized.
Question.
Do SRA victims with fractured minds have multiple IS's within their
single BE, or is every Altar a piece of the whole IS?
Answer.
No, they experience multiple alternative realities inside the same
body because trauma unlocks areas of consciousness that give
your IS-BE "God like abilities" of intuition and judgement despite
being completely incapacitated by your handlers. Ying/Yang.
Everything seeks balance.

Whose planet is this? Those who believe they are the rightful
owners need to deal with their slaves revolting against them. We
must declare victory before we roll out the technology. Think
logically.
IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc.
Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This
knowledge came to us after hundreds of hours logged with
telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1
and EBEN-2.
Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced

Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual
development lie in a department store or in a Å medical facility?
How do you know the keys weren't already delivered? You'd be
surprised to know what has been released on a consciousness
level. The flood gates are open. THINK.
Yes. QiGong is quite common and powerful. There are other
disciplines that utilize supernatural abilities. Majestic.
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As for "DARK > LIGHT" we know Q says "Dark to Light"... allow us
to explain:
There is more dark that you don't know about than there is light
that you do know.
Some day, we will use DARK < LIGHT, but we are not there yet.
Comment.
In Your Truth, ok, but in My Truth Light >>>>>>> Dark , over 99%

Charcoal toothpaste/supplements, Idoine daily, Spin Water In
Vortex Before Drinking, Reverse Osmosis water filters on showers,
200ug selenium per day, 1-2 hours a day of prayer or meditation
or peaceful silence, no GMOs, no Sodas, no Caffeine, etc. Start
there.
Telepathic abilities aren't solely performed in the Pineal Gland.
Telepathy uses between 30-50% of your brain capacity while
being moderately used. Your Pineal Gland does not represent
30-50% of your brain activity and nor is it responsible. Pineal
Gland is only a small part in telepathic abilities.

%
Reply.
In your opinion, sure. In reality, there is a lot that people don't
know. We are systematically bringing this information out.
Dark to Light infers a single transaction.
DARK > LIGHT infers many things still to get disclosed.

Without telepathic abilities, anytime one ISBE interacts with
another ISBE it is "a psyop." Not all psyops are good or bad.

Remember, no Q comms outside of 8chan. We have no clue what
Q is planning, and even if we did, we would never admit it. But
think logically here. Why mix swamp draining (bad) with military
parade (good)? Doesn't add up, at least in our opinion.

"What is news?"
News(Ego + Actor + Opinion).
Unfortunately the words of this Twitter account will hardly sway
the opinion and direction of the Majestic 12, despite how noble
your cause is.

Comment.
You're getting brash there, arent you? You haven't proven a thing.
Sure, you've provided information, but at the end of the day
you're just another source that may not be authentic to begin
with.
With that, thank you for the information.
Reply.
You reasoning is sound and we applaud your open mind. Brash?
That infers lack of direct knowledge. We do not express opinion
or commentary on this account. Our objective is to guide
consciousness through Disclosure that will result in First Contact.
Big changes coming in 2019.

Look into subscribing into press releases, news subscription
services, social media journalists and comb through the raw
information yourself and determine if your opinions resonate with
the evidence you have and then report on it. Solution to fake
news. Now how to monetize that?

Majestic Meme Theory
Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."
MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open.

Facts do not mean "Q Posts".
Facts do not mean "MJ12 Posts"
Facts do not mean any authority behind the information.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.

Question.
Why not just drop truth bombs ?
We just want the truth, we've been asking ourselves some wicked
sick questions for the past several months.
Answer.
Chaos needs to be controlled. Uncontrolled drops create
unpredictability. During Elections that trick has been used before.
Information is seeded into the public through these forms of
comms. Public opinion and outcry forces declassification of clown
activity.

Essential to release your burden and understand that the person
whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All
decisions you make by your own name that shape the opinions of
how others perceive you is the burden you must release and
forgive all lower density actions.
Words are spells.
Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?
The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

Clowns are everywhere.
Most clowns are unaware they are clowns.
Clowns are useful to chaos theory because they have hidden
agendas.
It takes two to tango.
Facts do not mean "Q Posts".
Facts do not mean "MJ12 Posts"
Facts do not mean any authority behind the information.
Disinformation is necessary.
Disinformation is real.
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Sometimes belief is all that is required. However blinding your
empathic powers to a root entity, like "God" or "Jesus" will only
defeat your empathic abilities and nullify the quantum effect.
Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth?
Yes.
Was it stolen?
Yes.
Was it hidden?
Yes.
Where is it?
Eyes Wide Open.

Part of trusting yourself is learning new tools for inwardly
communicating with Source that is not strategically engineered to
create SHEEP. Part of Disclosure is to:
1) Learn facts from authority sources.
2) Think for yourself (what does that mean?)
3) Trust yourself (again?)
If you only have (1) and not (2) and (3) as well, then you are
SHEEP.

Reality is expressed in numbers.
8 dimensions of numbers.
Currently we use 1 primarily.
Engineers use the 2nd (i, negative -i).
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Time has been structured around consciousness.
Time is an illusion.
Double Slit.

The intent behind the operation of this account is to prepare you
for Disclosure and First Contact.
Nothing else.
We are not Disclosing ETs or initiating First Contact through this
account on Twitter.
We are instead providing tools to Anons who are aware of the
Great Awakening who wish to hone in on the skills that others
have mastered, like @Jordan_Sather_. Many posts are exercises in
these fundamentals.
https://t.co/N6pGm5IFH2

Prescribing dates only alters your timeline. Time is an illusion.
Focus on the evidence, facts, and information in the moment as it
is happening. You will become in-tune with global consciousness
and answers you seek around you will come to light with the
proper stimuli.

Retweet all 3 #UnsealEpstein tweets from the Majestic 12 and
then all other uses of the #UnsealEpstein hashtag to manifest this
reality using meme theory and Synchronicity to the Power of 3 6
9. #UnsealEpstein
Video drops become viral due to meme theory. Make the meme,
use it, and it will go viral.

Ranking franchises with respect to their Disclosure efforts:

- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

1. Stargate SG-1
2. Star Trek
3. Star Wars
Other Disclosure programs were embedded after the fact and
not intended to be used for SSP Disclosure.

Remember how important bloodline families are in A versus D
and now let us explain time travel.

Disclosure happened years ago.
WAKE UP!

If you went back in your own time and change the many
protecting many fact to one protecting many, you are left with a
change of details when facts change. Trafficking kids is a lot more
of a complex business than you think. These people are obsessed
with sacrificing children.

What have we said many times?
Time is an illusion.
We do not predict dates.
Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially
creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness
Projecting Reality).
Specifying dates introduces chaos.
Events not dates.

Time is an illusion.
When do you tell time?
Chaos theory.
How do you catch a fish?
This operation is not as easy as it may appear.
The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children
by the people we were taught to trust the most.
Right the wrong.
Forgive.
Evolve.

We do not disseminate opinion or commentary on this account.
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The Earth is not flat.
People who push this theory should be considered hostile enemy
combatants of the people on this planet.
Deception is a powerful tool.
Imagine the power one yields over another who believes a
square is a circle or a sphere is a plane.
It was a deception technique used to divide and conquer the
UFO truther movement even further. Believe us... it worked. Many
people truly believe the Earth is flat. It's proof of our power.
To all who are reading our #FlatEarth posts from earlier today...
the Majestic 12 are not suggesting that the Earth is flat. We are
suggesting that those who use math to state the Earth is flat by
calling photos from space "fake" are simply confused by fisheye
lenses.
Having a discussion about the authentic space programs that
exist outside of public domain are important, however ignorance
about optics does not help any conversation. #FlatEarth is a
divide and conquer strategy used to fragment the "believer"
community of UFOs/Religion.
Theory is intended to be helpful but the conceptualization makes
it harmful.
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MJ12 Truth Part 1

Suggesting that ones words of thought are associations to
existence in the 4th, 5th, ans 6th dimensions means your
awareness of them is what counts.

Questions are plentiful.
Answers are few.

Full awareness of unity is existing in the 12th dimension, however
weakness of being human degrade your ability to remain
constant.
∆∆∆

Therefore, if truth resonates from within and meditation allows
you to download new information stored in your DNA, then
wouldn't you learn by asking Questions versus seeking answers?
Meditate on these questions and truth will resonate from within.
On all subjects. Literally all.

Majestic Message of Disclosure

Information is stored in frequencies consistent with their virtuous
emotions associated to their impact and severity. During
meditation, allowing your higher mind to ask the question, then in
meditation you shall experience the answer. It must be drawn
from self reflection.

Many individuals at their moments of Death and encounter with
Death report talking to a select few individuals. It is the
understanding in this download that the two people reflect the
exoconsciousness projection of your ego and your subconscious
reflection of your ego at death.

Question.
What is consciousness, and where did it come from?
Answer.
What is it? Versus "Who is it?" Consciousness is God.
"God doesn't know where God came from." - AJ

At your moment of Death, you are able to meet your maker. If
your maker is of LOVE and LIGHT then your two beings at Death
will reflect that. Otherwise, they will reflect for what they are,
which may seem confusing, disorienting, or even subversive. Trust
in yourself is key.

IS-BE's are Gods.
All IS-BE's are of the same "thing" per se.
Multiple creations for multiple IS-BE's.
Knowing who your IS-BE's real identity is has not been disclosed
to the world on how to accomplish this, and nor will it be for
matters of National Security.
All information is within.
You need not join any religion to learn truth.

Truth resonates from within and the universal life force is love, so
those who we hurt in our lives are not shown love, therefore we all
have negative "karma" built up in our lives.
What if you learned how to translate this information throughout
time? Is that extraterrestrial or alien enough for you? It hides in
plain sight. The two beings will discuss your life choices and short
comings. If you choose to go into the light you will be
reincarnated and you will forget your past identity. However if you
choose LIGHT instead, so it shall be, and you will have the choice
to ascend where you can either stay "dead" or re-enter the lower
realm once again. The person may never actually have "died" but
just re-appeared again by another name. So have you read in the
recent CIA link we shared. The event may present Death to many
people, however the secret is in front of you all this time and truth
will resonate from within. Trust in yourself, trust in your family, and
trust in your love will keep you safe even at death. Not everyone
can ascend. It is extremely difficult and most people fail when
they try. When they fail to ascend, its like an inverse force of
progress into regression in conscious frequency (which dictates,
gravitates, and derives reality we all experience).

True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.
Remote Viewing really does reveal the truth.
Truth resonates from within. Time is an illusion unless you directly
experience the event through your radial exoconsciousness,
therefore dates without hard credibility are illusions.
Thinking in 12D is pure unity.
IS-BE's can access these areas of higher dimensions through
thought.

The moment of Death provides an IS-BE (your "God", "Creator",
etc.) the chance to meet its ego (self awareness in 3D) with its
exoconsciousness (the person who others saw you as through
your decisions upon them) with their subconscious (the desires
and sacrifices held within seen only through your eyes). It is at this
moment when your true self is seen and your able to clearly see
your path forward. Many people stray from this path and they
have lost their way of LIGHT. Every child just wishes to be loved
and cared for. Therefore, we are now at a time (remember, time is
a marker for events but an illusion in distance between events)
where our consciousness will be able to make the proper choices
and seek these answers from within PRIOR to Death so when you
do meet these two individuals you know what you're going into.
Only then will you enter a period of "time?" where you reflect on
the decisions in your past life and come to a conclusion about

However your physical existence is in the 3rd Dimension,
therefore in order to drop dimensions, you need to compromise
information to remain compatible between IS-BE:s involved.
Mental dimensions of empathy are different than the physical
dimensions of reality. They are one in the same thing, however
Ying/Yang. Thought to Creation. Choice to Action. Free will
dominates all reality.
Many IS-BEs surrender their free will due to mind control. Only
seeing the truth will set one free, but in order to accept the truth,
you must be willing to unlearn everything you once believed and
start anew.
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whether or not you should re-enter the lower dimensions or now
to re-experience love from other people. It is quite lonely. This is
why forgetting can be a good thing, not remembering lonelyness
- starting from a clean slate but the very essence of who we are is
shown from within to the world via our life choices and moral
virtues we live by. It is during this time that your IS-BE will's its
recreation that you are dropped into lower realm of reality as life
energy appearing "out of nowhwere (key word for out of phase
dimensional object passing through)" experiencing the will to
create life by having sex. Basic human instinct as it was the prime
directive to our own creation - since we all seek our creation. It is
why it is such a weaponized subject in a highly Satanic society.
Life force is something that we should use for creating good in
the world and not taking the easy way out at other people's
expense (abusive violent aggressive rape incest pedophilia etc
etc bill clinton etc etc). These acts alone interfere with the general
frequency to which we are brought into the world through. We
enter this realm through the sperm of Men. Not soyboys, not beto
males, etc. Real Men. The reality is the [ ] was wrong back in the
60s when they killed [ ] via 187. However that strength is found
within and there are many distractions that are diverting the real
consequences of their actions to their own path through life at
Death and whether or not ascension will be possible for you to
achieve.

Expand on those thoughts that blew you away. Seek truth in that
awe.

The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and
to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your reality of
what you will it to be through your choices. Where and when has
this type of scenario been seen to play out in history?

Therefore...

Truth resonates from within.
MESSAGE over messenger.
SINGULAR.
Truth exists within disinformation.
Learn to trust your judgement.
The Great Awakening https://t.co/WQHPbsxRdi
Trust that the truth will resonate from within when you hear it.
Speak it. Listen. Learn.
You have free will.
You are an IS-BE.
Immortal = Time is an Illusion
Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy
Biological = 3D/Science/Life
Entity = Instance
Your Instance is your Ego.
Who others define you to be.
It is who they see in photos.
It is who they think they are communicating with.

9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you
will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major
religions of modern society and may challenge the reality of what
awaits society after "The Event" which will be First Contact, a
moment of peace and love. Not a moment of destruction and
death. We made that choice in 2016. Not everyone will survive
the destruction however you can reincarnate into this reality, and
so long as anons know how to archive offline (tweet books aren't
a thing yet?) (collage?) (printer?) (paper?)

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
"You can bring 3, you can bring 6, or you can bring 9." - 45
Do you know of the power of 3, 6, and 9?
Dates that coincide with 3 6 and 9 can manifest magickly in the
matrix with greater strength.
Remember the scripted message that 45 made was a defendable
legal argument for negotiations however, the opposition
response gave an ill prepared rebuttal due to last minute fixing
because everybody expected a National Emergency to be
declared.
FISA brings down the house.
Logic?
Why does conscious projection into reality work this way?
By preparing for the fact the President has the legal authority to
do so; isn't it best if he first make the case.
"We haven't started dropping some of the human trafficking stuff
yet."
Expect more Q posts on this.
LOGICAL
Timing is everything.
Countdown?
Majestic told you to count down to 10 days of darkness to see
LIGHT in the truth.
YN
Why Not
Coincidence
Who else would know and be able to time it precisely?

Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications
Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew
ONE DAY, we would be ready to meet our future.
The new era of civilization can begin with our choices. We have
the voice now. Social media created it. Memes amplify it. Memes
memes memes. Truth resonates from within.
Memes are artificial life forms that seek to reproduce using IS-BEs
as carriers proportional to their resonant strength of truth
embedded within. Majestic Memes. Memes memes memes. The
power of 3 6 and 9 runs strong.
∆∆∆
Comment.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are your thoughts on Jordan Peele’s
new movie ‘Us’? Saw it last night and was blown away. Opening
credits discuss thousands of miles of tunnels underneath the
country.
Answer.
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[D] were completely blindsided by the lack of a declaration when
they know he can do it.
If they come to table they lose.
If they continue the shutdown they lose.
DECLAS brings down the house.
Human trafficking drops haven't started yet.
Here they come.
Big arrests are coming.
Not mass arrests and chaos and panic but arrests leading up the
declaration to mass arrests

meaning. Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies.
Discover the truth with an open mind.
Subject: SG-1 S5E5
Context:
If the Asgard are considered "good", yet play the role of a "God",
is what they do "wrong" given the fact that they are lying and
manipulating the people under their domain? MJ12 argues no.
Others, especially some individuals who engage this account,
believe yes.
Question.
What gives these entities dominion over anyone? How can you
justify lying and manipulation when you could just as easily
expose the liars and share the truth?
Answer.
What is the cost of that truth?
Comment.
Chaos mostly.
Answer.
Thus secrets.

The mass arrest scenario is an energy that the Deep State is at war
with. It cannot come from MJ12/Q/45 etc. It must come from "We,
The People". The Plan is a series of events that will ENABLE mass
arrests to take place. Disclose the criminality. Expose the
corruption. EYES OPEN!
We know it is a psyop that will yield the results as promised. "This
is not simply another 4 year election. This is a cross roads in the
history of our civilization that will determine whether or not WE
THE PEOPLE control our Government." Trust the plan.

As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to
interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is
absolutely critical. Truth to yourself is essential.

Grooming makes you beautiful.
Correct. Message over messenger. This is why we don't care who
tries to call us a LARP or not. Truth resonates from within. Use it.

Beware of false teachings to the path of self enlightenment.

2019 will be a symbolic year of Disclosure
2 = Pair/Together/WWG1WGA
0=9 = Trust Yourself
1 = redpills / disclosures
-3 = IS-BE child (unity + truth)
9 = Trust Yourself

When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and
oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.
Define dogma.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself.
Facts Matter. Truth Resonates Inside.
We are the Majestic 12.
MJ12 was created after Roswell to prevent the public from
accepting the truth about alien life.

Trust is found within.
You know truth when you see it.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language,
ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal
potential limited by ones own mind themselves.
The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all
people.
What happens when other nationalities are threatening our
National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse
to acknowledge their associations?
Limited information.
Disinformation.

The Illuminati is sinister and evil.
The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take
control.
Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.
This is a correct statement. To understand where the Majestic 12
have their finger prints, one must know the mission statement.
However since the change of Guard under 45, MJ12's true
purposes will be made clear after the Q operation has concluded.
Question.
Will you drop or change that mission soon ?
Answer
Unlikely. We are the first line of defense planet Earth has. Would
you really want to incapacitate your first line of defense?

Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types.
All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil.
Smart. [DUMB. Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]
Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you
were told. Naturally right?
You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but
when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced
with a fight or flight instinctual response. This is why TRUST
YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among
humans. Lower consciousness.
We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all
fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their IS-

Illuminati original purpose was to disclose true LIGHT as they saw
it. First you must see the light in order to describe it. What you
create is of your own creation. Truth is within. Free will and logic
allow us to create with our hands and use tools. Why? To grow.
Develop.
Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible
powers become activated within you that give you purpose and
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BE's avatar's genetic makeup/conscious strength. Only through
looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.
External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away
from the truth to your consciousness.

unacceptable to detecting conscious signals of individual
thought.
Is the speed of LIGHT Majestic? https://t.co/DVBqTaIC8X
2+9+9+7+9+1+4+5+8 = 110
Digital Root = 2 (not 1)
Why?
Not divisible by 3, 6, or 9?
Do you need to?
What if the meter was deliberately falsified as disinformation by
the Illuminati?
What impact would that have on all physics involving the speed
of light?
____________ = c
Digital Root of c = 1
1+0=1
Good + Evil = Oneness
LIGHT + DARK = ONENESS
Frequency of consciousness?
Sqaure wave?
On + Off = Universe
On + Off = Universe
Universe = Oneness
Matter + "Antimatter" = Universe
Matter + Consciousness = Universe
BE + IS = IS-BE = God = YOU
Coincidence?
With great power comes great responsibility.
We are the Majestic 12.

Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and
respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the
abused by removing the harm from their environment to the best
of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping,
WOLVES FEED.
The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is
Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE
GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order to peacefully disclose ET life; the
Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be
respected worldwide first.
The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a
legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global
war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal
rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact
take place.
The world is changing.
Dark to Light.
The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of
planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life.
Question.
When you say Majestic works above the gov, does that imply
even @POTUS doesn’t know what your group(s) do?
Answer.
Correct.

MJ12 has been lying to yo how the planets orbit the sun. Learn
the truth... meditate to this image and tell us what you learn.
There is much truth hidden in this simple diagram than first
glance would reveal. https://t.co/KSDS2xRloL
Apologize for the typo.

The Majestic 12 is not an Official Government Agency. Its an
unacknowledged (leaked so public has known for decades)
group deep inside the Military Industrial Complex responsible for
containing the research and disclosing the truth slowly over a 90
year plan.

Comment.
Hello MJ, I see you're still weaving your web of deception.
Interesting thing, I normally move on after finding a fraud, but for
some reason, the Lord just won't let me go away. Seems there
may be more evil here than I first thought. Careful now.
Answer.
Perhaps its because truth resonates.
"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and
vibration."

We disclose truth through questions that resonate with the
consciousness we interact with. We have stated this before. By
following up with more questions, we are guiding you to
DIScover the truth. All answers exist within.
The Majestic 12 will continue its operation on Twitter until it is
complete. Not every detail is shared with the Q team. There are
many players involved in the operations at large and we must all
remain united. Divided you are weak.

Logical thinking is required.
Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.

Truth resonates within. Sheep require coaches.

Question.
I am not so good at this sigcomms stuff. Trying to learn, discern
and understand. I would totally suck at being a secret spy. I have
never been able to tell any lie and get away with it.
Answer.
Intentionally complex. Raises LARP alarms and we accept that
reality as should you. But at what point are our coincidences not
coincidences? Does truth resonate from within? Do we
emphasize message over messenger to intentionally prevent
SHEEP from following MJ12 blindly.

Question.
@implosiongroup teaches that the truth is a shareable wave. The
truth will make your hair stand up. It can actually be measured if
your EEG and EKG produce a golden mean output. Is this close to
the truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?
Answer.
Strength of the signal is a difficult thing to measure for modern
electronics, however yes, technically this is true. Don't rely on
technology to measure properly as the sensitivity of all circuits are

MESSAGE over messenger
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Singularity over Infinity
Who we perceive as the messenger is the exoconsciousness
projection of that IS-BE who also has unknown to YOU an ego
and a subconscious.
Therefore trust in yourself is key
Truth resonates from within
Disinformation is necessary
The Majestic Anonymous Official on YT has been recently
pushing disinformation pertaining to the Great Pyramids of Giza
including the Sphinx. SG-1 depicts the original unclassified
understanding on the Sphinx located at the edge of a water
source. Same for Egypt. -10Kyrs = Water.
Visible at 32:32
There are no coincidences.
Comment.
RE: Anonymous Official on YT has been recently pushing
disinformation...
Is everything they post disinformation? Any majestic disclosure?
Should we ignore everything Anonymous Official on YT puts out?
Tired of all the nonstop BS...just saying..
Answer.
We have never said that disinformation is not necessary. Truth
resonates from within. You should condition your mind to tell
propaganda from truth. AO offers practice to help your
discernment.
Question.
How about a picture of the real SG-1? That would be awesome.
Answer.
No such team existed
Propaganda fantasy
Far more sinister than the show makes out to be.
Source for Hollywood's Pedophilia Connection
"We know they use kids."
The other disinformation is relevant and the consciousness
conveyed through SG-1 is relevant.
Disinformation is necessary
We hide in plain sight and have for decades. What makes
information disclosed in Movies different than Video Games
different than Twitter? Why does it matter where the Majestic 12
disclose information? The information is real because its real.
Everybody fights to prove it.
Consciousness creates reality.
Logical thinking required.
Free Will Karma is reduced when we disclose truth in
disinformation. You know the truth. You don't see the
connections. It isn't a violation of free will to be overwhelmed with
unknown connections and unable to decipher accurately.
Technicality.
Comment
That’s BS technicality!
By that logic HRC can kill and eat children and get off karmically
because she told kids ahead of time?
What am I missing here?
Answer.
Reduced, not eliminated.
Message over messenger.
Trust that truth resonates from within the self.
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MJ12 Truth Part 2

Question
What part of history is the most important to understand?
What is fake and what is real?
Clearly historical timelines are wrong.

Artificial stars you say?
How about artificial moons? https://t.co/Fgwg59rEu6
We disclosed the truth through plausible deniability via
Hollywood.

Time is an illusion, right? ù
I want to understand how we got here.
Answer.
Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.
Comment.
Think he means “here”
Answer.
WITCH HUNT

Majestic 12 never have direct control over the propaganda
presented in majestic movies. We realize that our work is filtered
through the Cabal and engineered to keep you divided. However,
Majestic 12 does embed real truth inside the myriad of lies and
deception. Only those awake.
#MIBInternational (M I.B. International) will disclose certain
undisclosed elements of the Secret Space Program and
specifically happenings related to First Contact. Will not be
obvious as it is an MKUltra production, but embedded inside
disinformation is classified truth.

Question.
Sir, I know yourself & other members of the council are doing
their best to get the truth out. So pay dissenters no mind. If the
divisive commentary gets to bad may I suggest using the block
feature on the individual sullying up your threads?
The reason I said that is some people have a hard time accepting
truth that is counter to their closest held beliefs. I used to be that
guy. Until one day I awoke to see the beauty of the balance of the
universe. Thank you for what you post here it helps me alot
during meditation.
Answer.
We have no interest in blocking @JimHayzlett if thats what your
suggesting. It is confusing to others when he claims we are lying
without specifying as to what specifically or what he believes the
truth is, but love is the answer and we hope that he realizes the
universe is 50/50.

Clowns were never read into our most secretive projects before.
Now the world will learn the truth once we purge all who have
caused the globals wars of destruction. Peace through strength.
Expect more sky events.
Not connected to BB.
Not connected to FF.
Not connected to AI.
Dark to Light.
Majestic 12 through the Pentagon contracted with many in
Hollywood to provide assistance to ensure that productions did
not violate National Security protocols. Really, we used it to leak
disinformation that contained half truth, half fantasy. We knew
Disclosure was happening.
So when the news breaks, it doesn't throw everybody in a panic.

What if we told you that NO NAME casket was empty?
OBL is not off planet.
NO NAME is 187.
Question.
Where is NO NAME?
Answer.
187
Question.
any reason why your answers are short and vague?
Answer.
187 tells you all you need to know for that question. It is short,
concise, and its how the Majestic 12 communicate.
Questions.
Q uses the same technique. It is to create speculation. If we don’t
have the full answer, we just make up the missing parts how we
see fit making them more believable. Plus it adds confusing to
further distort the real truth.
Its really hard to take it serious...Riddles are typically used by
those who wish to deceive
That’s exactly what this account is trying to do. Specifically,like Q
or Trump,the aim is to create an external savior idea to pacify us
into going back to sleep.This way we don’t save ourselves which
is the only way to save the world. 1% aren’t saviors. They are the
oppressors.
Answers.
187 is no riddle. Its a responder code for LEO when murder is
reported.

Question.
How can we trust anything is fed to us after thousands of years of
lies?
Answer.
Trust is found within. You know truth when you see it.
Question.
What Truth or Set of Truths can we rely on at this time? Is there a
cornerstone to our existence?
Answer
The truth is within. You must always be able to rely on yourself
and think for yourself while fundamentally understanding that we
are all one. There is no cornerstone to our existence except
experience. Conscious thought is infinite, experience is limited.
Question.
Must a finite number of people be awake before disclosure? Or
will it happen regardless of number awaken?
Answer.
Critical infrastructure has been the DAMs of TRUTH for thousands
of years that are seeing severe damage and are about ready to
break open. A Flood Approaches.
Every new IS-BE who is shown the LIGHT contributes to
destroying the crumbling DAM that is holding us back.
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So far as we can tell, we have not used riddles yet. Riddles infer a
twist. Questions on the other hand are legitimate and shall
continue to be used. Sometimes we give shorter responses that
are cryptic in nature, but a crypt is no riddle to the right mind.

With 0 gov tranparancy, I am forced to follow insiders to get any
real news. You could be real. You could be a wolf in sheep’s
clothing. Put yourself in our shoes. Would you trust Gov or higher
agencies like MJ12 if you were a civilian? Do you see what Gov
has done to the world? https://t.co/TkJGpmFMmh
I am a spiritually woke person with a masters degree and still
can’t make sense of all these cryptic word mashups. I
recommended clear speech as more optimal but they don’t listen
to me. To me it looks like an attempt to confuse the readers.
Answer.
We understand and sympathize however all we ask of you is to
hear us and trust yourself. Hardly bad advice by any measurable
standard. Disclosure means we need beacons of hope to help
guide humanity forward. Only through reeducation. Starts here.
Unlearn the lies. Truth is within.
We will not spoon feed answers to crying IS-BEs. You must find
strength within and LEARN THE COMMS. Information like this has
been concealed for centuries and has been hiding in plain sight
using many psychological warfare operations. Break the
conditioning. Trust your IS-BE.
As we have stated before (on many occasions throughout the
past year to you specifically) if you don't like what we have to say,
then please block us to help others.

Quote @jordam_sather_ https://t.co/SBOOxLRNG
You CANNOT understand highly complex subjects with only a
couple articles and an hour or two of research.
With topics like Q or ET’s, you must study for MONTHS and
YEARS before you can grasp the depths and form a sound
opinion.
End Quote.
Answer.
There is truth in this man's words. Heed them wisely.
If *AN* answer does not come intuitively to you, try simplifying
the question or rewording it (then repeat). If you wish to not work
on your ability to look inside for tangible non spiritual non
religious answers, then proceed to Google where SKYNET can
censor the truth.
Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."
MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open

We do not want our legitimacy proven.
We have stated this clearly in prior tweets.
We do not ask anybody to believe what we say.
Truth resonates from within.
Message over messenger.
SHEEP NO MORE.

Questions.
Instead of posting here, why aren’t you stopping the chemical
attack of American citizens with chemtrails.
Lies are meaningless. Only actions count. Judge a man by his
fruits. Hope porn is nothing.
Answer.
It would amaze you how much spyware, malware, and subliminal
messaging/propaganda (for very evil purposes) that are
contained inside of porn.
Posting here is the venue that this particular operation chose. We
intend to stay until the Op is completed.
Chemtrails are a problem.
However the pale in contrast to the threat of the Vatican, and
unfortunately, places like here are absolutely necessary when
dealing with such a dynamic enemy. Fortunately, this account has
been under the radar for a long time due to low follower count.
Soon that will change.
When it does, our re-emergence will obvious, but for the time
being, you may as well take advantage of the opportunity to
expand your consciousness, learn the truth, ask questions, and do
something.
As you so kindly state, the 1% do nothing- they are oppressors.
This is an opportunity for you to learn what has been kept from
you for centuries by the 1%- only then can we ensure governance
that truly is representative of "We the People"'s needs.

Adults who create life can use dual sexual energy to strengthen
the bonds that hold the nuclear family together. Sexual energy
does not mean intercourse explicitly or even fellatio, but rather
the actual urge sensation itself. That energy is harvested by ETs. It
creates reality.
This "behind the veil" involvement in the delusion of "God"'s
creation, but rather GODS CREATION. All of you. Each. And.
Every. One. Of. You. Are. IS-BEs.
Your IS-BE is the God within + the flesh outside
Child Spirit / Love / Wonder / Curiosity = IS
Adult Body = BE
Sexual energy is an integral part to experiencing and creating life
as an IS-BE.
ET groups obscure and dilute the truth about sexual energy so
they can extort and mind control many IS-BEs in unison.
Here's a Majestic analogy:
The root system user to a computer has "God" access...... so
securing the root account is the first step to proper cyber security.
The root user of a linux computer system is like the sexual energy
of an IS-BE.
Even if a potential exploiter asks for just 5 minutes as root,
extreme damage can occur.
Sexual energy is a self conquest.
Question.
What would sex look like had we not been controlled and
impacted by porn and vaccines? Are we close to getting back to
that?
Answer.
Humanity is very far from that reality. However the information
age and the internet make disseminating the truth viral.

Stop complaining start learning.
Many work hard to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself.
Facts Matter. Truth Resonates Inside.
Comment.
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top of providence? Unify their hierarchy, mobilize their hierarchy?
Greed, lust, power, control vs child's wonder/love/community/
revivification?
I don’t think people are ready to hear this.
Answer.
The truth is unpleasant when the resume is _____[this]_____.
However once you extinguish the centralized sources of evil, the
cocreative consciousness of humanity can rebalance itself to
"prosperity" and peace. We must try and win or die.

One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?
And by everything (limited character space) the limit is within
buildings and architecture in general. Engineering and physics
are wrong and harness this negative energy which enforces the
matrix.
A sedated population of SHEEP allow WOLVES to FEED. They
have you distracted by Cabal engineered social issues. They have
you controlled through debt slavery fiat monopolies. They have
you drugged by fluoride glyphosates aluminum mercury nanytes
etc. Your children were food.

33369@0033
IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE TOOL SOURCE
Power of 3 6 and 9
What would you do?
Could you live with yourself among those you perceive you
betrayed?
Informed Consent requires parties with information that grants
strategic advantage over the IS-BE be given a right to consent.
Chance.
Without the right to informed consent, the burden of
responsibility cannot lie upon the victim of a crime.
The EO is aimed to keep more soldiers alive for Disclosure. They
deserve the truth. It has been compartmentalized for too long.

However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.
The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet.

President Trump is now Commander in Chief. He doesnt need his
Foundation anymore to do GOOD for the World and bring LIGHT
to all. The world is watching. The world is waiting. The world will
learn the TRUTH! SHEEP NO MORE! Disclosures come in small
segments because prosecuting this group is going to be a dozy.
Are you ready for the show? When do specific EOs become
activated? Why did General Sessions resign? Why did Graham
question Justice K about enemy combatants in Military Tribunals?
Why was the Senate KEY? Why was the SC ESSENTIAL? RULE OF
LAW!
Flynn will begin testifying against this group and bring down the
whole house of cards over the next few months. The plan has
been carefully scripted and has expectations of the outcome due
to WE THE PEOPLE's love for our children as our country is forced
into grieving.

24/ We honor and respect the service and dedication to our
County that all Veterans of America have put forth. Freedom isnt
free and some make the ultimate sacrifice. Many were betrayed,
and for that we are committed to unifying the country once again
through truth and disclosure.
We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.

DARK TO LIGHT
Disclosure really happened in 2001. Congress invited members
of the G7 to come forward and tell the truth. Many of them did.
The media and Cabal ignored it. It never gained traction.
Pentagon wanted Disclosure, Cabal wanted war. Cabal won with
WTC. Pentagon proceeded with SG1. 43 had CST blackmail and
p2p with the Saudis. He had skeletons as he must to be a
bonesman.
322 is full of skulls and bones. Literally. Figuratively. Spiritually.
They hide in plain sight. Symbolism will be their downfall. Those
who know cannot sleep at night.

RE 45 EO + J.R. AJ
VET SUICIDE PREVENTION
News(Ego + Actor + Opinion)
"What is news?"
Let's expand shall we.
https://t.co/ORnQKEnRy9
What would you do?
What if you met one of these interdimensional aliens who asked
you to infect black people with STDs for study and your
Government forced you too, then the Government is forced to
apologize. Then AJ comes out with it. They won't attack him on
this. Why?

We, the Majestic 12, hope that society understands and
appreciates the magnitude of what Disclosure really is, and how
we have built society up to this point in order to tell you, the
public, the truth - finally. We were delayed by 25 years thanks to
one MJ12 leader.
2B blackmailed the other members of The Working Group with
snuff films, pedophilia, and cannibalism through his connections
at 322. The Pentagon determined that enough Science Fiction

Comments.
"interdimensional aliens" are really powerful consciousnesses that
exist at higher social dimenions? They are able to operate at the
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that resembled the truth could eventually desensitize the public
enough to handle Disclosure.
Well, the evil ones sell don't they? Besides, there are some hostile
NTBE and EBE cataloged to date. The hostile group was been
neutralized recently, but we cannot stress how recent "recently"
actually was.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?July 25, 2017]
to facilitate pre-Disclosure discussions.

He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in
life. He lacks a grounding medium to keep the information
pertinent to exoconsciousness and not cognitive bias projection
consciousness.
Question.
Basiago
Answer
A lot of disinformation pertaining to his alleged involvement with
Majestic operations. Time travel does exist, however it is strictly
regulated. Additionally, some claims made by him are down right
false. Why? What purpose would it serve? Victims are
programmable? Did he travel?
Questions
False memories implanted? disinformation - to muddy the waters
of truth? He also says he was in the Mars Jump Room programme
with 44 - did BO go?
Answer.
No
Question
Jared Kushner
Answer
Snake
Comment.
So #Kabamur was right, after all.
What a Shakespearean tragedy in that family... So sad
Answer.
"We're saving Israel for last."
Question.
Bolton?
Answer.
No
Question.
Laura Loomer?
Answer.
Not Fake MAGA though her ego is quite out there which defies
the core principal of Patriotism.
Question.
Nikki Haley
Answer.
Patriotism is not a word we would use for NH, however she is a
good person and not involved in any horrific crimes against
humanity. Patriotism is selfless.
Question.
Corey Goode
Answer.
Important figure for Disclosure however most of what he says is
disinformation, even though his heart is in the right place.
Remember he always clears himself before he spreads
disinformation. Do you know his call? Not all are lies. Many truths
hidden inside disinformation.
Call is a term used when referring to poker when you determine
whether somebody is bluffing or not.
Question.
Does this apply to David Wilcox also? He has the new
documentary out called "Above Majestic"
Answer.
DW is not a Fake MAGA. Same boat as CG.
Question.
Does he know the truth and incorporating the disinformation by
design or does he only know partial truths that he thinks are all
legit?

1
Quote zerohedge 12/09/2018 https://t.co/mM4lsa6X0i
Large-Scale USAF War Drill Over Nevada Simulated Forcible
Entry Maneuver: War Preparations
End Quote.
Escort?
Watch the skies
2
Somebody bery important visited me today.
Re-read past tweets.
3
Misspellings matter.
Learn the comms.
Watch the skies?
Child Abuse Law Idea -> Law Signed Next Day?
"Created A Majestic World"
"Trump is creating a NWO"
All this for a LARP?
The message is more important than the messenger.
Majestic 12 hides in plain sight!
4
There were two distinct clues in the original message. Third clue
in the reply. Fourth clue here. Guess at your own peril for the truth
is destined to shine bright!
Fake MAGA new sponsors?
Who is "MAGA" pushing products?
Is commercialization a good thing?
What about viewer funded journalism?
Rumors being pushed about [Mueller]?
Who benefits from this chaos?
Nothing can stop what is coming.
The Clinton Foundation
Crimes Against Humanity
Comment.
Q should out some fake maga supporters. Alex Jones was a good
start. But it would help to know more of them.
Answer.
Divide & Conquer uses tactics like "tell us who is bad". Unhelpful
to legitimately constructive dialogue. However, to be fair, we will
limit responses to non personal constructive feedback only as our
analysis. Name names of who you think are FAKE MAGA and we
*MAY* reply:
Question.
Alfred Webre
Answer.
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Answer.
He is not intentionally deceiving people. He believes what he is
saying is true.
Question.
Pence
Answer.
Lolita Express has a film.
Question.
Lindsey Graham
Answer.
He has a thing for Vietnamese little boys. Lolita Express has him in
a film with NO NAME.
Question.
Jack Posobiec
Answer.
Patriot who is in service to those who do not seek excellence from
their subordinates.
Comment.
I think PM is a paytriot
Answer.
The message is more important than the messenger.
Truth resonates.
Trust yourself.
Research for yourself.
We have never asked anybody to believe us.
Think for yourselves.
SHEEP NO MORE.
Doesn't mean some people cannot choose to monetize.
Something to lose.
Comment.
Alex Jones has given more blue pills than red ones, that’s the
whole point of controlled opposition. To quote Alex Jones when
discussing such a topic is an absolute joke.
Answer.
We agree that AJ is controlled opposition, however Anons are
right- Message over messenger. Truth resonates from within.
AJ is controlled opposition, so blanket stating he is correct
distances anons from the truth.

They were actually pretty interesting....but I almost didn't watch
either. One thing that is helping me try to discern disinfo from
real info is listening for facts vs. opinions or "ideas". I think a lot of
times disinformation resides in opinions/ideas which shape
narratives.
Answer.
Solid reasoning.
Question.
Off topic:
Are Qanon supporters, especially those who believe in the
esoteric...are they being watched? Are they in any danger?
Answer
Eyes Wide Open means many things.
Question
Please, its important that you elaborate on this.
So all are in danger?
Answer.
Certain protections have been put in place for select people who
disseminate truthful information about the operation/movement.
These do not make one invincible, but it does add a layer of
protection, when coupled with smart vigilance, ensure the
operations can be successful.
Comment.
If only anyone knew the “truthful information” to spread. I hope
that some do.
Answer.
Truth is Majestic.
Truth is within.
Many people know the truth, the just struggle with putting the
pieces together.
Some individuals, we monitor.
Question.
What would get someone on that "list"?
Answer.
We aren't at liberty to discuss this topic any further.
Question.
@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs
@intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @dbongino Question: Is there
any truth to SenateAnon statements before Q on 4chan/8chan?
Blackmail controlling everything for the handlers so Trump has
nobody? Declas by 3/19? Arrests to start publicly?
Answer.
Disinformation is real and necessary. After this [senator] leaked
classified information about ongoing operations we couldn't
prosecute them. They exited with dignity against their will in
2018. Partial truth lies within disinformation. Truth resonates from
within. Successes? No.

Many work hard to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself.
Facts Matter. Truth Resonates Inside.
Disinformation is real and necessary.
Learn the comms.
Part 1
https://t.co/4QSMi0Jwt9
Part 2
https://t.co/v52O02TZmK
Question.
I’m confused. These videos are disinformation?
Answer
We did not say these are disinformation. Some parts contain
disinformation but disinformation is real and necessary.
Disinformation can hide classified truths within.
Question.
Why share with us if disinformation? For us to guess which parts
might be true?
Answer.
Truth resonates from within.
Comment.

Q Post 2559
RUSSIA = THE REAL CONSPIRACY.
Define 'PROJECTION'.
What happens when they lose control and the TRUTH is exposed?
What happens when PEOPLE no longer believe or listen to the
FAKE NEWS CONTROLLED MEDIA, CONTROLLED
HOLLYWOOD, CONTROLLED BLUE CHECKMARK TWIT SHILLS,
ETC ETC???
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
SHEEP NO MORE.
WE, THE PEOPLE.
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FOR GOD & COUNTRY - WE FIGHT!
Q
These people are sick.
They do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because
technically death is an illusion however......when your life is ended
before you are able to ascend into the permanent higher
vibration to simply exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to
reexperience), you are incrementally improving generation over
generation in search for the truth of their Oneness and what
it......means to be "God" as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this
consciousness is energy and is what this account has been talking
about since before Q became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been
everywhere.
There is so much disinformation in the world.
What is real?
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me). Understanding this power means that you can either use
your consciousness......to "inadvertently" be responsible for
allowing the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in
the highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of
Banking and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes
deep underground.
Understand this, the world is changing.
The world is watching.
A lot more is coming out.
Keep your cool. You know whats coming out.
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MJ12 Truth Part 3

If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).
Question.
Q:Q can you explain further? How can one determine if they are a
starseed?
Answer.
The truth will be revealed in due course.
Question.
Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.
Question.
Do the IS-BEs who left the higher realms to come help Earth
know/remember who they are? Or does the decision to incarnate
here subject them to the veil of forgetting?
Answer
No, they must discover the truth within themselves. Hence, why
we are here.

Question.
How are you going to awaken the masses to "our place in the
universe" when nearly every form of communication is being
heavily restricted by those who wish to hide the *truth*?
Answer.
Truth resonates within.
Once truth is presented.
Think Antartica.
New CLAS of technology deployed.
Was truth forcibly suppressed under OLD GUARD?
Q Post 2527
"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU
DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???
ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"
Think WAVES.
WW?
Define 'unified'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the
pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]?
There is a place for everyone.
Q

Which questions do you specifically want answered? We receive
around 10,000 interactions a day currently on this account and it
is difficult to keep up with everyone's questions. This is why we
have encouraged others to answer our questions, do their own
research and help others.

Question.
What caused the Earth wide vibration last week? Did we “shift?”
How so?
Answer.
Device in Antartica was activated.
"new CLAS tech [online]"
Coincidence?
Question.
What is the purpose of the the device in Antarctica that was
activated on 11/11?
Answer.
We used their technology against them.
Eyes Wide Open.
"by who?"
Coincidence?
Question.
The wave from the device on 11/11, was it a message? Or was it
used to disrupt DS coms? Did DS orchestrate GHWB’s death?
Was it done as a reaction to wave on 11/11?
No coincidences.
New CLAS tech required.
Message encoded in wave?
GREAT AWAKENING
The truth is coming out.
People will believe.
The world is about to change.
We are here to guide you through those changes.
We are the Majestic 12.
Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.
JUSTICE

Quote @jordan_sather_ 12/20/2018
I have a question.
You got the directions to LARP City?
He’s not teaching anything except saying “I have the truth” and
typing words... consistency for not sourcing anything or
confirming themselves? Okay. LARP sauce!
Answer
Up is down.
Left is right.
Trust yourself.
Research for yourself.
Message over messenger.
Truth resonates.
False information is easy to ignore.
Stop trying to be a sheep/dog.
We know you better than that.
You are one of the few who have properly awoken.
Be humble.
Grooming makes you beautiful.
That is why "message over messenger" is more important than
knowing who the typist is behind this account. JS was groomed
by MJ12, but "mistakes happen". What matters is the validity of
the information presented. Truth resonates from within, and
naturally... trust but verify.
Question
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How was Jordan "groomed"
We aren't at liberty yet to disclose the details, however the
resistance against acknowledging it is common for candidates
we've groomed. Grooming effectively attempts to predict and
enable an alternate reality for an individual through the form of
controlled choices.
Factors contributed to Jordan making his channel. Do you not
think the craft hes claimed to have seen were simple
coincidences? Do you not think the awareness and the curiosity
of those crafts didn't lead him down this path? Jordan was
groomed whether he likes to admit it or not.
However in no way are we suggesting that we forced Jordan to
make any decision. On the contrary. The Majestic 12 recruit
individuals who are able to serve a purpose. Jordan is serving a
purpose and he's being acknowledged for his role. Remember,
MJ12 was before Q.

Not everybody is willing to accept the full truth of Disclosure.
People awaken at different rates and many accounts are MJ12
seeds.
This is a Great Awakening.
This is a perfect opportunity for people to learn the truth.
We hope nobody has forgot to keep pushing #UnsealEpstein?
The truth must come out. You are the news now. Be smart.
Comment.
#TheGreatAwakening is filled with #Trumpturds thinking that #Q
is real but they are too stupid to realize that #trump is the real
#Swamp.
Answer.
Name calling versus truth seeking.
The choice to know will be yours in the end.

We were made aware of his online activity in a Classified briefing,
call a subordinate and instructed them to recommend him to
three reporters/commentators/journalists. All R, C, J or subset?
Proof is on his channel.

Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.
Message over messenger.
Research for yourself.
Facts Matter.
Truth Resonates.
Trust yourself.
BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.
Question.
what is your definition of 'Ego'? sincere question
Answer
https://t.co/ijTpygnUN3
1/ "the self especially as contrasted with another self or the
world"
2/ "the one of the three divisions of the psyche in psychoanalytic
theory that serves as the organized conscious mediator between
the person and reality especially by functioning both in the
perception of and adaptation to reality"

The intention was to trigger. It exposed areas that could be
exploited. What is his agenda? The truth. Whose truth? Truth is
relative and instead of "pointing to truth", speak and allow it to
resonate with people.
Only those woke can understand message over messenger and
that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information,
misinformation, and disinformation must come from the most
unbelievable sources when it contradicts the status quo.
questioning whether a person is capable of being groomed or
not serves a valuable purpose in ensuring the general public
does not become sheep to icons like Jordan, but rather seek the
message over the messenger and allow truth to resonate. Within
everyone a snake lies.

Comment.
I've been researching for over three decades. Much of what MJ
says goes against the evidence I have found over the years. So I
ask questions, because it's the only way to get an answer so you
can compare it to the evidence you already have collected. Not
asking is sleeping.
Answer.
Correct, but engaging in debate to conform the opposing
argument into your world view defeats the Great Awakening. We
must unlearn the lies of the past and embrace the truth of our
reality and deal with it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must
all help each other to learn the truth.

Question.
By Snake are you referring to the reptilian brain and it's base
functions?
Or does this mean something a little more parasitical and slightly
out of phase as an attachment? Hence, the SG-1 disclosures?
Does Santilli Telescope give credence to this hypothesis?
Answer.
The Gou'uld are a parasitical external alien that lodges itself
inside a person's brain and makes them "act like a homicidal
maniac". They are referred to as "snake in the head" and are a
metaphor for the reptilian complex in the brain and the
evolutionary history snakes share.

"The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These
people are evil." Q

Comment.
I still resonate with JS despite his comments. He has become a
‘superstar’ of the movement so quickly, he may be overwhelmed
and with accolates becomes harder to discern who is genuine
and has best intentions.
Answer.
He has tremendous potential.

Hillary is clearly upset at 45.
BC just can't help himself.
He wanted to socialize but it dawned on him... "The Clinton
Foundation Criminal Investigation" was in Mueller's report. Do
former Presidents see unclassified memos? Upon request? Did he
see? Does he know? Tick tock. https://t.co/ZQ3FSWlePT
Comment.
Surely [they] follow Q at a minimum.
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Answer.
The truth would surprise you at how disconnected from reality
[they] actually are.

easily solvable ailment to the enlightened mind. Those with it
must learn truth.
Remote Viewing really does reveal the truth.

DARK > LIGHT
They can kill former Presidents to delay the inevitable, but they
cannot stop what is coming. Nothing can stop it. The world will
change. The world will learn the truth about what the DOJ + FBI +
US/Allies have been up to for decades!
https://t.co/7igjhoEqYs

But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps
failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal
system of "Justice". Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned
QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws
illegal!? Up is down. Left is right.

Did YT GOOG FB TWTR IG actively sensor Weekly Address
videos to discourage WH from expanding?
Yes.
The truth is hiding in plain sight.
Shadow banning is real.

Therefore providing information that is not currently known to
your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the
stability of successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for
those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It
doesnt matter where.

"Together, we reaffirm the truth that light will always break
through the darkness." - @WhiteHouse 12/03/18
DARK > LIGHT
Coincidence?
https://t.co/qANTxVZgEI

This Majestic-12 twitter account operation is an unofficial
program. Some of it is intended to be disinformation (remember
disinformation is necessary) and some of it is truth. It must be this
way due to the classification nature of the material. The decider
shall be you.

"Great Awakening" is a term that the Q team used from the MJ12
"Full Disclosure" guide that was originally designed to be rolled
out using Mainstream sources back in 1989 but was subverted.
The GA is learning that truth and discovering the secret MJ12 was
employed to protect.
"Fictional" Starfleet Command's vision is not far from the Space
Force vision. The GA is about unlearning decades of propaganda
and re-learning the truth. When people go through great lengths,
like MJ12 did, to keep a secret secret, you know its a good secret.

MJ12 plays dirty but is fighting for the true freedom Earth
deserve. Truth resonates from within and intimidation is only used
for lies.
We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than
most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum
reality. Believe in your abilities and the light will always show you
the truth.
Anons are destroying ALICE at its own game. Truth always wins.

in every way intentional did we create the different science fiction
phenomenon of your time in order to divide and conquer you
WITH the truth. its been out in plain sight for DECADES. are you
enjoying the movie?

Quote
". @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 alice is the collective consciousness... the
frequency in which connects us all..."
End quote
Answer.
correct, its the wonder of the unknown coupled with the power of
consciousness that creates wonderland.
Question
"Is Wonderland not the frequency/matrix that our collective
consciousness has been trapped within for so long?
Answer
Wonderland is a prison of oppression.
Earth is a prison of oppression.
How did Wonderland become a prison of oppression?
How did Earth become a prison of oppression?
It was a GENIUS plan by the Majestic 12.
Learn to play the game.
Not all bad actors are involved here.
Question.
are you saying our worlds past experiences were put in place in
order to grow? The Egg Theory. We are climbing out of the rabbit
hole(Earth) and into Sheen/Gaia/5D/etc... as we reach the 4th
phase our DNA activates and we return to the stars...
Answer.
We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first.
The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long
time. It is time for it to come into the light.

The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool
cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary
where voids in logic exist. Where reason and evidence compels
you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure
do you then seek the light.
When we drop information we expect it to be common
knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide
you to the next density. WHAT do you want to know about Full
Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities
of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.
The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey and existing in
higher dimensions requires one to be okay with being alone. In
other cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful assets when
employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral Projection.
https://t.co/hLzNiAg01a
Question.
Is remote viewing possible for those who are aphantastic?
Answer.
Aphantasia is a temporary condition that is typically associated
with malnutrition and neglect during fundamental development
periods of a child's life. Since consciousness projects reality, its an
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Your consciousness projects your appearance through your DNA.
When you return because of "unfinished business" in the lower
planes, you assume the face of your soul. No matter the body, if
its humanoid, your inner face will remain unless you deliberately
obfuscate.

They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth.
Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12. It was
ESSENTIAL that we kept the secret while it was necessary AT ALL
COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible that
Earth would have been invaded again, just like it was 6,000 years
ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery and
civilization would have been RESET, like it was then. Instead,
because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to
ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the mistakes of
the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science
fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST
PREPARED humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in
Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe
is...

Question.
"Can you explain a bit more on Rh+ blood being "Modified""
Answer.
Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize
information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for
having influential properties on the life experience of that
particular avatar "BE".
Question
I have noticed genetic mutations over the past 2 years. I see the
vibrations and particles moving, left eye vision has blue tint, right
is red. A few other mutations as well. Is this more widespread but
under-reported/brushed under the rug, within the medical field?
Answer
The medical field is driven entirely by money not treatments.
Those who push for real treatments are assassinated. Your
observations are not alone, many others have been experiencing
other kinds of genetic anomalies. This is most likely due to the
ISBE identifying itself in you.
Question.
And what is ISBE, please?
Answer.
Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka what your consciousness
is called between lives)

OUT OF THIS WORLD!
Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong
hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the
knowledge you seek. It cannot be forced onto anyone. Granted,
there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality.
Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in
positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their
own confusion, fear, and ego.
THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.
We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen
those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you
direction. Only through meditation and practice in unlocking your
genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you.

The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are
actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a
blockchain technology solution like other planets have. All
people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge. All
knowledge stored.

The truth will amaze you.
The truth will take your breath away.
The truth will shake you to your core.
The truth is not what you think.

All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9.
You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep
inside code stored inside DNA.

When the DoD audit results are in, will they be publicized?
If so, how much money will we learn went "missing" since 9/11?
What was that money spent on?
Which exotic space weapon was used on the WTC?
Why was Never A Straight Answer involved in the rerouting of the
"planes" used for the 9/11 attacks?
Who gave the stand-down orders, and did they follow the chain
of command?
With respect to the "missing" money, how will the Government
reconcile the losses to the tax payer?
Comment.
They better tell us the truth because we already know the truth
and we are not accepting any more lies.
Answer.
If you know the truth how does them telling you make any
difference?

Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic
Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn
about the world around you - physically around you first, and
learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living
conditions for a long period of time.
Instead children are forced into public school - which we control
what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951).
Granted the disinformation campaign of education existed long
before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to
power, we took control over it.
That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in
humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain
function to be PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis,
"healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods."

Why is it important for us to ask these questions, and how come
we can't come right out and state the answers? What is the point
of this exercise?
Comment.

Humans have the ability.
YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.
YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!
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You give directions so we research the information for ourselves.
A populace who knows how to research & verify facts is necessary
for a free & open society.
Answer
More important than SHEEP.
Comment.
Well 70% of the missing money went to it so it's going to be
necessary to settle the missing $50 trillion.
Answer
Once the money has been spent, it has been spent. How will the
Government reconcile their actions?
Comment
Disclosure of the SSP
Answer
No. Disclosure of the SSP will take over a decade to be done
properly.
Question.
You mean, a slow roll (decade+) for a partial disclosure? This is
exactly what Corey Goode/David Wilcock warned the Cabal want.
Answer.
Correct that they stated this, however their "enemy" was
misplaced. Majestic 12 are not the Cabal. We believe that some
of the horrific crimes need to remain hidden, however technology
and knowledge that can benefit humanity is fair game. Why show
somebody how to kill a planet?
Comment.
No one needs to know how to do that, EVER!
Answer.
So therefore you agree with Majestic 12 and conclude that FULL
DISCLOSURE to unascended beings is a stupid idea, right?
Question.
Sorry, I was Not inferring that MJ12 = Cabal. I just remember CG/
DW saying this often about the Full vs. Partial disclosure scenario.
Is it possible that the horrific crimes remained hidden, but with a
guarantee they don't happen again/How can we be sure it
doesn't happen again?
Horrific crimes cannot be prevented. Only through truth faith in
Source, which is LOVE and UNITY can you fend off such negative
energy personally. If all people are taught and equally loved, evil
shall have a hard place among the people to exist.

today in a RICO case that involves the Holy See, UK Government,
and US Government. Military Tribunals will publicly disclose this
information. Press silent? OP!
Question.
Will we learn the truth about our galactic family and real origins of
the earth human anytime soon?
Answer.
In due course.
Majestic Week Ahead
Question.
Is a Majestic week something that will be an undeniable truth to
the masses (ie something visible or tangible by all) or will only a
select privileged few be aware?
Answer.
Latter.
Those who seek truth will know.
Question.
Using the original DNA from the first humans, what was the
average life span during that era?
Answer.
Your fundamental world view needs to be adjusted in order to
understand the answer you seek. This question will always yield
answers that block you from understanding the truth. The
universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides,
by thinking and willing, reality.
Question.
Is their hope for the endangered wildlife?
Answer.
Read past tweets. Understand the change of mind required to
understand what our answer to this is. We have answered this
question many different ways. When you see the truth, it will
resonate with you after meditating to the information contained in
this account.
Question.
What’s the deal with Kashoggi death story we are being fed
through the media? Is it accurate?
Answer
Enemies wanted 45 to abandon Wonderland so they could
continue running Wonderland. New deals mean no Wonderland.
These people are sick. His murder was filmed and can be
purchased on the dark web. Those who know cannot sleep at
night. We have the server(S).

Everything in Hollywood pertaining to the ET presence is wrong.
Everything is intentionally deceptive to ensure you remain
confused.
Wake Up!
How often have I said to you that when you have eliminated the
impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the
truth?

Every "journalist" who saw the truth about Roswell in front of their
eyes who had a position of authority laughed it off and eventually
would sell their story to the tabloids to get ridiculed all in an effort
to distance "themselves" and the truth.

Question.
Will the current be the last Pope? Will Vatican be exposed ? TY
Answer.
Last Pope? No.
Vatican Exposed? It's already exposed.
People still choose to associate with the Vatican.
We will not force it on people, however when the truth is
revealed, they cannot return to lies.

The closer you (the American People) are to uncovering the truth
about the pedophilia "problems" that celebrities, politicians, and
businessfolk are deeply involved with, the more #unhinged they
become. What does this say about Michael Moore?
His uncontrolled obsession with overeating is matched by his
uncontrolled obsession of little girls.
None of this is a coincidence, despite what the online personality
Q tells you. Q isn't allowed to say its fact because that labels you

A.U. do not let the Fake News and Cabal controlled courts
prevent you from knowing the truth. Cardinal Pell was convicted
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as a "conspiracy theorist" but sooner than later, the obvious will
be seen by all. Who is ready for the Shot Heard Around The
World?

fiction pieces based on what they see. They use this to advertise
the military.
Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently

So long as there are powerful people in media who continue to
claim "there's no such thing as aliens", Disclosure will not happen.
Disclosure requires We The People to acknowledge to force the
hand of the Federal Government. They work for you! We work for
you!

being lead by another "Committee ! " of ET IS-BEs connected to
ongoings within the unacknowledged space program that the
Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation
Paperclip happened.
However, the past 30 years we have witnessed a massive
subversion of power from the American People in the name of
"National Security". Now connect that to CIA programs operating
within the United States through social engineered problems like
school shootings and terror attacks.
This group of individuals is the Enemy of the Majestic 12, and for
the first time in DECADES we have finally elected a
COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can DRAIN THE SWAMP and open
the stars to the world. See, you've known the truth all along.
The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda
and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms
that was directly under the control of the Majestic 12. We
operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT.
UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?
Learn to archive offline.
Who are the Cylons?
GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR
FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.
THINK MIRROR.
The Majestic 12 love movies.
Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you
make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need
only choose a path. We know fundamentally that the highest level
of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY
EVERYWHERE.
We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the
Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the
fact we had:

Question.
But the blackmail threats prevent the Truth. Remove the threats,
please $ %
Answer.
The Majestic 12 have removed the central high level components
of the ratlines, however the truth must come from within. Threats
are ever changing and without total authoritarian control,
Majestic 12 cannot "remove the threats" as you speak of. It's a
calculated risk.
Question.
Then why don't Majestic 12 remove those and replace them with
people that say ET's are real?
Answer.
Timing is EVERYTHING!
Comment.
The outcome for Humanity is Blissful 5D. The Outcome of the
Elite may never align w Humanity! $ %
Answer.
You are right there, however the development to 5D is a
cocreative global effort. Humanity must want it to make it so,
otherwise the "Elite" will always rule. Currently, humanity doesn't
'want it enough' to usher in the 5D level of consciousness
required to go multiplanetary.
Quote @blueavians 08/08/2018 https://t.co/ct6K2u1bUc
Military Insiders Confirm Thousands of Extraterrestrials Live
Among Us - https://t.co/OwA0paeBXN https://t.co/
OwA0paeBXN
End Quote.
Answer.
While a vast majority of what Corey says is technically a stretch
from the truth, there is a lot of truth in what he and his "sources"
claim. Yes, there are thousands of extraterrestrials living among
us. Thousands are employed by the US Air Force and US Navy.
Thanks for sharing.
Question.
My guess is @blueavians has only scratched the surface of what's
really going on..
Answer.
They are but one species in an ocean of species. Imagine the
biodiversity of life on Earth were actually blueprints of lower
functioning intelligent beings whose creators were those species
but with IQs of 1000, 2000, 3000? Imagine a 3000 IQ ant. They
exist.
Question.
So no different than star wars and star trek..
Answer.
Unfortunately for society's sake, the transcripts to most science
fiction actually went through the Pentagon. In fact, the Pentagon
has teams of hundreds of soldiers dedicated to writing science

A) Make First Contact with Alien Life.
B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE
was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately
from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely
sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full
Disclosure requires you to understand what Full is? What can be
disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using
those weapons against you.
The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that
no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and
sometime human looking humanoids) are violating massive
human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be
beloved. Nothing else.
Allowing A like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have
some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to
undertake. After-all, we are talking about transforming our society
in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to
Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!
Are you ready for the alien invasion? #333
Poll: 01/16/2018
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86% Yes
14% No
21 votes. Final Results.

Of course, we know all, we see all, we hear all. With that being
said, you know as well as we do, that we cannot just come out and
start dropping truth bombs all over the place. Imagine the PR
nightmare that would cause?

Comment.
There will be no alien invasion, the invasion already happened
thousands of years ago
Answer.
Millions of years ago here on Earth. However, that doesn't change
the fact that we can still be invaded! Could you tell if you were
invaded? What if I told you we already have been invaded...
Comment.
That's what i was saying (that we already have been invaded)
Answer.
Are they still invading us today?
Question.
They already control us, why invade us?
Answer.
Sounds like a conspiracy theory.
Comment.
Sure....
Answer.
Rethink how you define "alien," then try to ask the question again.
Question.
If there is an "alien invasion" it will be a false flag perpetrated by a
vile cabal of humans with advanced technology to deceive the
masses. "Aliens" have been here since the beginning of mankind,
some good some bad some indifferent.
Answer.
How do you define what an alien in? Have you seen one?
Comment.
(1) I prefer the term nonterrestrial, or those who don't originate
from this three dimensional Earthly realm. However some may
have originated here, perhaps from the inner Earth. We have
already been "invaded" by hostile forces. But benevolent ETs far
outweigh the malevolent
Answer.
We disagree with your last part there.
Question.
Who is "We"?
Answer.
We are the Majestic 12.
Comment continued.
(2) This is ultimately a matter of consciousness and spirituality (for
lack of a better term). If I did see one, would you even believe
me? It's not always that tangible. It's energetic. It involves the
timeless now, tapping into the awareness of being.
Answer.
By this assertion, do you suggest that if one of the Majestic 12
wanted to see one of these "aliens" that you are referring to, that
we wouldn't actually be able to physically see them? Did we read
that correctly?
Comment.
It depends on your state of consciousness and how you see
reality. Some are definitely physical but others are a bit more
subtle by our standards. ET craft For example, create their own
gravitational environment and shift slightly out of our physical
frequency range.
But don’t take it from me, you guys are MJ12. I’m sure you know
these things ;)
Answer.

Comment.
Interesting...have you ever thought that these UFOs might be
living bio flying objects? Bred to transport? I reckon they could be
our friendly floating jellyfish, the giant kind. Spawned inthe sea,
float uselessly during growing period&when they're as large a
boat, they fly off
Answer.
We know of at least one extremely ancient race of extraterrestrial
intelligence that looks like a craft but is really a life form. That
species is over billions of years old. It's intelligence is off the
scale. We attempted to assess an IQ for it, it got over a 10,000.
Question.
Fascinating. What do you know about what's happening in
Antarctica?
Answer.
Power struggle among the Council of 12. Similar to the Majestic
12, just one step higher than our group. Some good guys, some
bad.
Question.
What do the bad guys do?
Answer.
Think of something bad.
Thats what they do.
Question.
Every horror movie, thriller and homicide you can think of?!? That
is evil and scary....say are they the ones that Jesus warns us
about? Heentions the hidden evil or they? He doesn't really
mention who exactly they are? But they Jesus warned are coming
soon.
Answer.
Movies and music are their plausible deniability.
"He's weak. He's living off the unicorns."
800,000+++
MJ12
Question.
Are you referring to the "vampire"? M12.
Answer
Plural.
Question
Whom are you referring to? Who is this vampire?
Answer.
Not singular.
Comment
Okay then it's many of them,omg we are living in a horror
movie,to this very day I can't watch any Dracula or vampire
movies I always had a feeling it was real to an extent,even when I
was a little girl,this is the worst thing I could have ever imagined
and it's real.
Answer.
Consider the worst horror movie possible. Now understand that
happens on a daily basis. Our decisions have major
consequences.
Question.
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Can this be stopped? Will it be stopped? And if so how? And
when and who is going to make this end? What can I do to help
make this end?
Answer.
Can it be stopped entirely? No. Can it be greatly reduced?
Definitely.
They hide in plain sight.
Symbology will be their downfall.
Projectionism is real.
Q Anon is telling you the truth.
You have more than you know.
As an IS-BE "alien" on planet Earth, you (all) can create all.

I would sure like to know if you are who you say you are.
With all the crazy information out there it would be nice to have
confidence in knowing the truth.
So much hidden history and technology.
What's real and what's not? How will we ever know?
Answer.
Truth resonates from within.
Copy/paste the tweet (without our handle) onto a notepad/paper.
Meditate to it. If it resonates as true, allow the idea to manifest a
choice or action to consider. The action if from MJ12 will
encourage you to love and respect all with no violence.
Question.
Following (Q) injection, are outputs designed to emphasize a
particular area of thought?
MJ12 Confirmed.

Math is the universal language.
Everything is a vibrating frequency.
Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of
what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our
consciousnesses projecting our iteration of reality which is stored
in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".
Junk = Matrix
Don't question your handler's ambitions for you.
The truth is within.
Remote Viewing really does reveal the truth.

Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.
MJ12 is second by association (and design). Jesus is third.
Comment.
Another reason for “Qanon or Q!” Q is allowing us to manifest
this light by simply speaking, typing, researching etc. Majestic!!
Answer.
Magick is real.

Question.
Respectfully, I didn’t imagine that MJ12 would be on Twitter. But
then again I’m in no place to make assumptions. I have a close
acquaintance with experience. (I want to keep it vague). Are you
in any way connected to recent disclosures?
Answer.
This account is isolated from all MJ12 happenings. Its purpose is
literally to start a conversation. Nothing else. Thanks for asking.
Question.
So you control the CIA and what can you tell us about the ACIO?
Answer.
Some members of MJ12 have significant influence over the
Alphabet Soup intelligence in the United States, for sure. Just
how much control? We will not disclose. We cannot tell you
anything about ACIO - yet.
Comment.
Advanced Contact Intelligence Organization
End comment.
Comment.
The stargate coordinates you have in your profile description
points to a location in Kazakhstan, is this what you are referring
to? Are there specific geometric locations on the planet where
stargates operate? https://t.co/v4cCZta6mC
Answer.
Yes.
An important aspect to keeping the secret safe with respect to the
numerous Stargates around the planet include crafting controlled
oppositions as a means to obfuscate the truth. Multidimensional
deception hides reality in plain sight. Unrelated become related.
Friends = Enemies.
Question.
Was the info shared by Dan Crain/Burisch real or deception?
https://t.co/7VyGT2PNP7
Answer.
Deception.

We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.
We felt it necessary to hide the truth about Alien life in plain sight.
The truth is, there really is a dark side of the Force.
The Majestic created Skynet. We also created a real Terminator.
Currently its disassembled at NORAD.
You would be surprised to know the truth.
The Majestic Truth is all humans are a product of multiple alien
species interbreeding and experimenting on reality. You create
reality.
Heaven is within.
Truth is within and anyone who interacts with Truth it changes
them. Truth will be presented and people will choose their path
forward. Not everybody will evolve. Some will reject the next
evolutionary step and be reincarnated again to try again.
The truth exposes itself only in oneness.
Question.
I am quite sure you know sereral of us asking you questions are
interacting with the @SandiaWisdom account. What do you think
of their ambition to diffuse telepathy among Earth Humans ?
Answer
They are very very kind guests to our little blue marble. Their
efforts are very admirable, however we fear that it falls on mostly
deaf ears who are unwilling to hear the truth.

Question.
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Bill Nye has never been close to the truth when it comes to Space
Exploration. He is a tool of the Majestic 12 who also has a nasty
obsession with Cheese Pizza. https://t.co/xR1PU6VfaA

The group of ETs involved with Zeta Reticuli are a curious group
of beings. They have many names. There are actually two factions
of ZRs. One good. One bad. Very similar to Democrat vs
Republican, in some ways. Divide and conquer is real. Not just a
human thing.
Question
what other races is there treaty with? any names?
Answer.
You've heard of the Blue Avians?
Comment.
yes same one @CoreyGoode @blueavians speaks of.
Reply.
There are others. Fortunately Corey is at liberty to disclose
whatever he feels necessary since he is a private citizen.
Question..
true i'm sure he's not telling everything or not allowed. what can
you say about the inner earth beings?
Answer.
They do not like us surface dwellers for the most part. Personally,
we don't really interact with inner earth beings, except for the ETs
that we keep in DUMBs, but those are separate things to consider.
If more people were like you @tageine then we could possibly
have a thriving relationship with the subterranean dwellers.
And they have every right to be skeptical of your fellow human
intentions.
Question.
also the race with elongated skulls (the ones controlling the
vatican and found in Antarctica), can you tell us about them?
Answer.
Show me people who have elongated skulls who are in positions
of power today. Do they wear hats? Can you find photos of them
without hats on? What about wigs?
Question.
I seen one photo of Jacob Rothschild he head is a little bit
elongated he's probably a descendent,
Answer.
The Rothchilds are interdimensions HUMAN beings, not of the
species with elongated skulls.
Question.
Oh ok then, tell us about Antarctica, the ancient structures and
what was found? Crashed ships in South America?
Answer.
There is a reason Antartica has been out of the "news" and
education systems. The beings there do not want anything to do
with "our world."
Comment.
hmmm ook... but it would be interesting to know what was found
there...
Answer.
Things that contradict creation and evolution.
Comment.
Exactly why the world needs to know, instead of living a lie... The
world need to know that we were created trough genetic
programs by ET's and our true history. Maybe you should release
some info.
Answer.
Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.
Comment.

Quote @joingaia 05/14/2018 https://t.co/QaaexfieeA
Over 1,600 people have mysteriously vanished, yet the National
Park Service doesn't keep a record of missing persons...
https://t.co/cRWnrju0gz
End Quote.
Answer.
The truth is a 'conspiracy'. Will you believe it when it comes to
light?
Quote @leecamp 04/24/18 https://t.co/rqQ0OETOsB
Wall Street has now ADMITTED that curing diseases is bad for
their bottom line. They say it's better for them to keep people sick
as long as possible. Our society has blasted past satire on many
levels. This is the latest Onion-headline-turned-reality.
https://t.co/y2AMQrdeFL
End Quote.
Answer.
The Majestic-12 have been on the cutting edge of disease cure
research, however our corporate overlords with whom we answer
to, prohibit the real cures from hitting the market because healthy
people are not controllable. And the Majestic-12 is all about
control.
We've already been to Mars. Decades ago. The Government
won't admit it because it would force their hand to disclose and
release the technology acquired at Roswell. They need TIME to
"reinvent" the technology without using the real physics of the
Universe. https://t.co/iGEPKL3SWJ
@NASA / @RougeNASA want to save #StateOfNASA? Release
everything not related to legitimate national security.
Solar Warden... declassify/release.
Moon Base... declassify/announce.
Mars Base... declassify/announce.
Treaties Between Zeta Reticuli and Earth... declassify/release.
Comment.
also @Nasa don't forget to mention slave labour on #Mars and
the civilizations that the International corporate conglomerate
trade with...... etc.....
Reply.
Yeah that won't get released. MAJIC will not permit it.
Question.
then what's the point? we want full disclosure
Answer.
You wont get "full disclosure" because there are some things that
are in your best interests to be kept secret. It's difficult to
understand, but have you ever justified withholding information
from somebody else out of compassion for their feelings?
Comment.
well withholding the ugly stuff ( human trafficking for pleasure
and food and labour) that's understandable but there's no harm
in telling the world that the #SpaceProgram already trades with
hundreds of civilizations
Reply.
"Treaties Between Zeta Reticuli and Earth... declassify/release"
include that.
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That's very true unfortunately, the people of this earth are to
programmed to believe a lie.
Answer.
And the people of Earth who have been programmed into
zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that
live on Earth. Part of holding back on disclosure is in
consideration of their protection FROM humans.

What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.
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MJ12 UFOs.

know that God does not present himself before you. The
misunderstanding of that term...
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-ᗷE.
We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.
Originally, our Government fought the traffickers and the drug
running and the child kidnappings... now thats all it does. Not
protect. This group of parasitical bloodline families were
worshiping an Ancient Babylonian [God] IS-BE of Child Sacrifice,
Moloch.
We knew from prior intelligence that those who started the IRS
and Federal Reserves were directly involved in ritualistic child
sacrifice including drinking the blood of a child. Research Moloch

A fabric capable of being bullet proof?
This literally came from the crashed UFO at Roswell in 1947.
Literally.
Notice how there will be a new Motorcade One and Airforce One
under President Trump? Those two new machines will host a
bunch of new alien-technology.
#Disclosure https://t.co/7eHFuvrEdS

NEVER FEAR! Never A Straight Answer (NASA) will "look into" a
10,000-year-old mystery rock that shows paintings of UFOs and
aliens. Never fear... they will lie to you and SPIN SPIN SPIN.
#YouDidntExpect #ValentinesDay

Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in
1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.
Military ops were going on since the mid 1920s to detect and
down a potential NAZI flying bell UFO aircraft. They designed
weaponized microwave dishes to interfere with the navigational
units on board which caused the pilot to fly blind.
The intent was to destabilize the craft such that it would crash in a
nearly controlled environment that would lead to the least
destructive form of downing an aircraft. Most passengers survived
this downing technique, some did not depending on where/how
they crashed.
Unfortunately, when this happened, the military was unpleasantly
surprised. They believe all recorded UFO stories prior to 1947
were just the NAZIs. They didn't expect to meet a Zeta that faithful
day.
it was to down a Nazi flying bell. Zetas were not the target.
Although the speed in which the military was able to adapt their
sensor technology resulted in several unintentional downings of
Zetas. But make no mistake, we were downing those craft
because we were researching.
Hitler aside, the leading Nazis we smuggled into the country
weren't going to give up their deepest military secrets to their
former enemy (we are still their enemy) so instead we were
instructed on how to build a device capable of downing the
navigational systems on board.
Their orders directly as assets of the US Military demanded that
they take valuable action towards acquiring a German Flying Bell.
Instead, what happened that glorious night was not what we
could have ever believed. The truth will haunt you. We are about
to explain.
The craft that crash landed wasn't just a space ship not from this
Earth, but that the occupants inside had MANY striking similarities
to our own homosapien or humanoid design. We had similar
DNA yet their bodies were GENETICALLY ENGINEERED to
perform very complex missions.
Not only did they have a different configuration of organs
throughout their humanoid "doll" bodies, but they possessed
organs unlikely ANYTHING on planet Earth. They were from out
"there".
This gave the United States Government the opportunity to use
the threat that Hitler was in league with a "God" who claimed to
be an ET, but that we, the Americans, had struck gold because we

A.
- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12
was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.
- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.
- VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a
new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.
- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and
several other locations.
- Majestic 12 is an old name.
- We were also known as THE "WORKING GROUP"
Putting America "back to work".
MAJESTIC
The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting. The clock is ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?
This information will not be disclosed tomorrow evening.
Future proves past.
Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we
speak.
Future proves past.
Think of the vastness of space.
UFOs are a distraction.
Keep your eye on the ball.
We are using / against them.
No, UFOs are a distraction.
Distraction ! (Does not)= BS
Distraction means eye off the target.
Q mission is necessary.
Cabal "leak" space related stories to distract.
Eyes wide open.
Target was the Senate.
53-47
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Think of the vastness of space.
99% of UFOs are manmade.
Majestic Operations.

deaths and battles occurring right now) were responsible for
seeding this particular type of genetic technology into society.
https://t.co/PGnCZYBG3h
Non-terrestrial mean they don't live on planets. Some are "like"
jellyfish "swimming" around in the void of space. Some are
biological space ships that can think for themselves, etc.
Another Disclosure was in Arrival where the compromising
components of the United States Government to China can be
peacefully resolved with Disclosure however, China wants control
over the Planet, not just their country. They are positioning
themselves to be a Global SuperPower.

Yes, we have over 500 different vessels that are capable of
interstellar travel. The actual number may be a lot higher or lower
than that, we can't give you an exact number because its
Classified.
Question.
"Very good. So we're looking at $100 billion per ship, give or
take?"
Answer.
That's assuming that all money went to just building ships. You
forget that we have almost 100 off world bases too plus
companion spaceflight vessels similar to the aircraft that would fly
on an aircraft carrier. The carrier would be the vessel in this case.
500+++ of those.

How many countries is the Military in?
POTUS told the world in front of his Generals.
What was his reaction?
How did POTUS fly?
What else has happened recently?
Clown tech vs Majestic tech.
Wizards and Warlocks are active.
Eyes Wide Open.
UFOs ! (Does not) = Aliens

The SSP used a vast majority of that missing $21T, however of the
trillions we've publicly been able to allocate, about 70% of all
publicly disclosed budgeting towards DoD goes to the SSP. So
the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T-$50T. A lot of wealth was
stolen.

DisclosureL First Contact!

(December 29, 2018)
Recent lights in the sky that have people wondering "Is that a
UFO?"
First; define UFO.
Key destinction: Unidentified.
Alternative description: Classified.
Old Physics = Old Guard
New Physics = New Guard
"This is not simply another 4 year election." - 45
Clowns were never read into our most secretive projects before.
Now the world will learn the truth once we purge all who have
caused the globals wars of destruction. Peace through strength.
Expect more sky events.
Not connected to BB.
Not connected to FF.
Not connected to AI.
Dark to Light.

Iron Eagle = UFOs developed by Nazi Germany that were seeded
into US Mil+Intel by Op . along with relations of
Extraterrestrials.
Iron Eagle is the Majestic 12 connection.
Iron has many meanings.
Eagle has many meanings.
Symbology centralizes and creates power.
Iron Birds?
USAF?

Clowns were started to give USSR a foothold into US Gov/Mil in
exchange for Nazi SSP tech. We pay the expense, USSR/RU did...
well their own thing. Clowns have always been enemies to MJ12.
Logical thinking. MJ12 infiltrated Clowns and subverted its
attention from UFO to CST.
American Dad is a show about clowns and extraterrestrials.
Remember, the Pentagon (via MJ12) have a working relationship
with Hollywood for this very reason. It is Majestic 12's
responsibility to ensure that all propaganda being developed was
going to follow OUR NARRATIVE.
As it turns out, part of our Disclosure process was using

Question..
"What was the Vatican observatory really looking for?"
Answer..
Tracking UFOs and ETs actively coming/going from Earth.
Question..
"Is most of the Vatican against us. It's gotta be mostly evil?"
Answer..
100% not "most".
Question.
"Relationship between Italian black nobility and the Vatican?
Going back to the Roman Empire? Who's answering to whom?"
Answer.
Humans to NonHumans. Disclosure is happening.

symbology connected with the D to enLIGHTen others to the
POSSIBILITY that intelligent D had space ships and other crazy
time travel abilities. Rewriting the laws of physics. How?
How does an D evolve to the point to travel in space via
spaceship and time travel in addition. Why isn't a t that capable
in the universe. How would they look?
August 13, 2018
Quote.
"Bayer loses $10 billion in value after Roundup ruling"
End quote.
The hostile N.T.E.s/E.B.E.s who will ultimately become the enemy
of World War 3 (mostly an informational war, but there are real

MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.
Proportional to when the majority of the population's
consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and
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exoconsciousness, we are able to glean insight using the Stargate
to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More
recently, since Q Anon its been exp().
Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we
expect that when the bad actors in the M.I.C./IC/DS are finally
removed from power, that the void created will jump that 30% to
well over 72%.
Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди
инвалиды (elderly and infirm).
We are waiting for 72% of the public to believe that UFOs are real
or could exist. When that figure is reached, MJ12 will start
disclosing physical evidence that will jump us from 72% to 99.9%.
We can never get to 100% because of free will.
We cannot violate free will.

Logical thinking required.
Disinformation is necessary.
Is Niribu real or fake?
Fake planet?
Fake aliens?
Real planet?
Real aliens?
Implications?
Logical thinking.
Are we alone?

Quote.
President Trump privately says he wants to withdraw "from the
World Trade Organization, Axios reports https://t.co/sAXijzLIkg
https://t.co/ᗷIᒪᑕGᒍᑭᗪᗩᐯ"
End quote.
We can confirm this is accurate, but the spin on it is fake news.
The exit is not to isolate US interests but to re-establish a WTO
that requires pro-human reciprocal trade policies ONLY that is
capable of interplanetary trade. https://t.co/X7UOHh5Atu
Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but
can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.
Antigravity, tunnel digging, etc.
Magnets also create antigravity. Some of these elements simply
enhance the superconductive state of magnetic materials.

The Earth is not flat.
People who push this theory should be considered hostile enemy
combatants of the people on this planet.
Deception is a powerful tool.
Imagine the power one yields over another who believes a
square is a circle or a sphere is a plane.
It was a deception technique used to divide and conquer the
UFO truther movement even further. Believe us... it worked. Many
people truly believe the Earth is flat. It's proof of our power.
To all who are reading our #FlatEarth posts from earlier today...
the Majestic 12 are not suggesting that the Earth is flat. We are
suggesting that those who use math to state the Earth is flat by
calling photos from space "fake" are simply confused by fisheye
lenses.
Having a discussion about the authentic space programs that
exist outside of public domain are important, however ignorance
about optics does not help any conversation. #FlatEarth is a
divide and conquer strategy used to fragment the "believer"
community of UFOs/Religion.

Hubbubb is about making a very select group of people a lot of
money. No, (((we))) don't use Coltan to make our "UFOs".
Technically they aren't UFOs, they're very identified.
Do you see the UFO inspired design hidden inside this B-2?
https://t.co/ZWrk4jVYvB
AKA UFO Technology from Roswell
https://t.co/hecDRTVD93
Watch the skies. Majestic craft.
Canada has reverse engineered a few craft recently.

Question..
"Where was ancient Atlantis located? Was it located where
Antarctica is or was it in the Caribbean area?"
Answer..
It was a ship.
Correct. It had many locations. We are not going to list out 1,000+
locations here. It is easier to infer that its location changes
because its a ship than to state one or two locations.
Disinformation is necessary. Misinformation is necessary. Use
logic.
Question.
"Where was Lemuria located?"
Answer..
It was also a ship.
Question..
"Is Nibiru coming and if so, will it cause problems? What can you
tell us about Earth changes?"
Answer..
Planet or ship?
What happened on 9/11?
Why do numbers matter?
What ARE numbers?
Majestic.

Yes, there are dozens of craft that fly around every night
LOOKING for people who WANT to see.
No, currently there are a few DUMBs and obvious political
buildings that are NFZ however the strongest enforced is actually
over the poles. The military sends all foreign enemy
acknowledged fighter jets to intercept all except for the poles.
They use not-from-Earth UFOs.

99% of all UFOs sighted are manmade.
99% of all people on the planet are poor slaves.
99% of all shills are ALICE.
99% of all information has been withheld.
"I've got 99 problems but ..." https://t.co/7RzecE1v4s

(Boeing)
They can sell UFOs to the US Govt instead and get a major stake
of that $716B approved for FY2019. https://t.co/nKs6rfH5S9
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How many tens of thousands of dollars must you spend before
you can save such a figure? Summer travel does not need to be
expensive. You can travel affordably if time is not a major factor in
your planning. You can travel even easier if you learned how to
create your own UFO. https://t.co/aSdRpgQigL

Humans could fly those kinds of crafts, they would just need to
send less electrical information into the brain, although its equally
important to note that by reducing the brain interface capacity,
you would effectively be limiting the crafts capabilities, speed,
invisibility...
mostly around the electrical capacitance capabilities of the brains
neural activity current human brain structure is not advanced
enough to handle higher currents of electricity.

It is unlikely, at least for the next few hundred years, that the
Government and "powers that be" would allow civilians to "buy" a
UFO, especially something like the TR-3B. That's a highly
specialized military craft not intended for civilian use. Way too
dangerous.
Also understand, that "buying a UFO" is expensive and
dangerous. We sell airplanes to very very rich people, but in all
honesty, they are buying the exclusivity rights. FAA still has
control over their craft. FAA can still ground their flight. If FAA
can't, military will down it.

If you have that much internal distractions in your mind, you
wouldn't be able to take off using one of these devices. Your
mind needs to be crystal clear, sharp, and well taken care of to
physically handle the strain that piloting a consciousness craft
inflicts upon the pilot.
Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious
control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences
to activate in meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.
some craft rely on certain DNA in order to decode the
sequencing programs

DJT may get a Gold UFO in his next life. We have considered it.
Though he would be required to "win bigly" again in a second life
in order to be positioned for such a gift.
It's fun to imagine a gold UFO...
Gold is not just an element of wealth. It's an incredibly powerful
and useful element in space craft.

Yes, but as you will note in the other tweet we sent, the
capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human)
would result in limited functionality such as lower speeds, lack of
sensors, etc. etc. Simultaneously controlling those type of
subsystems require the brain to process a lot of information
simultaneously in your conscious mind. Impossible for the
unseasoned pilot. However a seasoned pilot who can intuitively
FEEL the craft they are controlling (with manual controls and
nobs) have the closest ability to learn how to control these ᑌᖴOs
In many regards, an IQ of at least 400 is required to fly some of
the more basic consciousness crafts we have in our possession.
IQ not being measured by currently public tests.

What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?
That is different from what we are speaking about in this instance.
This race is genetically incompatible with humanoid lifeforms. It
does have DNA though, so that's something!
What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?
What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on
Earth?
What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into
synthetic reproducible units?
Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts? https://t.co/
BT9XvhAqSg
Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth
humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of
interdimensional and hyperdimensional life forms that seek to
create their vision of reality.
Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they
are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for
obvious reasons.

We know of at least one extremely ancient race of extraterrestrial
intelligence that looks like a craft but is really a life form. That
species is over billions of years old. It's intelligence is off the
scale. We attempted to assess an IQ for it, it got over a 10,000.

No, they are not hostile beings. The fact that we have one in our
galaxy is only through covert military action to abduct one. The
beings you reference here are similar, but not the same as what
we are disclosing.
Think of them as a broadcasting antenna.
Try shifting the incoming frequencies and apply pi and phi in
majestic places... you may actually be able to decode some of the
signals. Unlikely you'd be able to understand them, but inwardly
focusing on your exoconscousness will reveal the decode pattern.
It may shock you.
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MJ12 Unicorns

if you are in inch from Death, but at a terrible price. You sleigh
something so pure that you will have a half life, a cursed life."
"But who would choose such a life?"
"Can you think of no one?"

Question.
Is age regression technology available and is the technology
going to be available to the masses?
Answer.
Adrenochrome.

WE DO NOT SPEAK HIS NAME.
"He's weak. He's living off the unicorns."
800,000+++
MJ12

"Drinking the blood of unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are
an inch from Death; but at a terrible price. You sleigh something
so pure, that from the moment the blood touches your lips you
will have a half life. A cursed life." - Ferenz/JKR

Comment.
Voldemort
Answer.
Now in realism?
Question.
Voldemort was based on reality
Answer.
Realism is not "based on". Look up realism and reflect.
Question.
So it is an acceptance of what is, currently?
Answer.
Not an acceptance either.
"Now in realism" encourages you to look at the REFLECTION of
"voldemort drinking unicorn blood" and identify where in reality
that exists. Swap out the subjects with realism.

Philosopher's Stone?
It is a terrible crime to slay a unicorn.
In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Bane said:
It is a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn.
Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you
are an inch from Death.
But at a terrible cost.
You sleign something so pure,
You will have a half life.
A cursed life.
- cc @jk_rowling
"But who would choose such a life?" asked Harry.
"Can you think of no-one?" Bane replied.

Bane told Harry that drinking the blood of a unicorn (unicorn =
baby) will keep you alive from Death but at a terrible cost. Hagrid
says "We do not speak his name?"

Comment.
Humans are both physical and non-physical.
ETs are both physical and non-physical.
There are both “good” and “bad” humans, there are both “good”
and “bad” physical and non-physical ET’s.
Basic gist of things.
Answer.
More accurately -isms are an illusion.

RIP? NO NAME

"There is no good and evil, there is only power." - Voldemort

What was the opening scene to HP7P1? Disclosure? Who was
hanging upside down? NO NAME = He Who Shall Not Be
Named? Drinking the blood of a Unicorn is a terrible crime. We
have the server(S). https://t.co/ysynoeEhU1
Quirrel was consuming it because Voldemort's soul was so evil it
was killing him. Voldemort required a host. The unicorn blood
was for his subordinate to protect himself however giving his host
a cursed/half life. This made his host easier to control. Disclosure?
Question.
So we’re talking about the IS-BE’s inhabiting these cabal
members bodies, what their frequency does to a human body
and the sick extremes that have to go to in order to maintain a
physical presence on earth?
Answer.
Wouldn't that be something you'd spend every resource on the
planet to protect? Wouldn't you create mass surveillance to
guarantee you had safe passage so you'd know every step of an
adversary?

"It is a terrible crime drinking the blood of a unicorn." - Bane

A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby
is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.

Death Blossom Incoming.
#NationalUnicornDay
from:ts_sci_majic12 unicorn
Think Mueller Report.

Bane said to Harry: "It is a terrible crime to drink the blood of
unicorn. Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive even
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The truth is within. You must always be able to rely on yourself
and think for yourself while fundamentally understanding that we
are all one. There is no cornerstone to our existence except
experience. Conscious thought is infinite, experience is limited.

MJ12 What If # # #
We are all chosen, we are all golden
We are all chosen, we are all golden, right
We are all chosen, uh, we are all golden, alright
We are all chosen, ya know, we are all golden, one more time
We are all chosen
LIGHT
Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.
MJ12 is second by association (and design).
Jesus is third.
Forcing conformity is not acting in LIGHT.

Divisions and walls allow for compartmentalized experiences. The
purpose of this lower realm of existence is experience. If
everything IS the same, then what point is it to BE?
The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in
the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true
balance in ones own life comes from how they perceive their own
consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to
deceive it that vision.
What if your life's motivation was based on statistics and money?
Would you empathically care about your subordinates?
Hollywood is powerful because IS-BEs GAVE them that power by
CHOOSING to listen. Mind control + !(not) God weakened their
ability to fight temptation and desires.

Question
How can we use power of 3, 6, 9 when we dont understand it?
Answer.
Excellent Q
Consciousness manifests in the form of numbers.
The number 3 represents "the child" mind of love/curiosity/light,
6 represents "the adult"/"beast of burden", and 9 representing
"Source"/"God"/IS-BE.
Synchronicity is when certain patterns begin to be noticeable.
Question.
what about Tesla's 3.6.9, is that connected?
Answer.
Yes Synchronicity.

As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to
interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is
absolutely critical. Truth to yourself is essential.
At your moment of Death, you are able to meet your maker. If
your maker is of LOVE and LIGHT then your two beings at Death
will reflect that. Otherwise, they will reflect for what they are,
which may seem confusing, disorienting, or even subversive. Trust
in yourself is key.

Question.
Why is it upside down? https://t.co/0XrA9eV4l7
Comment.
-@ 11.9k followers (think mirror)
-The IS-BE is at the apex (9) of the 369 triplet.
-Pole flip, upside down distress signal? https://t.co/pJs4z6sR1q
Answer.
What does upside down mean?
If you could postulate...
What is revealed when the image is upside down?
How do distress and individual connect?
Disclosure Is Imminent
Time Is An Illusion
Events Not Dates
Events Delay Events
Thoughts Delay/Speed Events
Consciousness Projects Reality

Truth resonates from within and the universal life force is love, so
those who we hurt in our lives are not shown love, therefore we all
have negative "karma" built up in our lives.
What if you learned how to translate this information throughout
time? Is that extraterrestrial or alien enough for you? It hides in
plain sight.
Context:
If the Asgard are considered "good", yet play the role of a "God",
is what they do "wrong" given the fact that they are lying and
manipulating the people under their domain? MJ12 argues no.
Others, especially some individuals who engage this account,
believe yes.
As consciousness is expanded and as more IS-BEs establish
stronger connections to higher density consciousness and
intelligence through meditation the more relevance that
"machine elves" will have in the daily lives on all IS-BEs.
After higher consciousness entities left Earth thousands of years
ago ("the Gods" who took non-corporeal form to interact from
within the minds eye - see SG-1 S5E3 Ascension) Earth was
plunged into several thousand years of sacrifices, evil, and
corruption.

Question.
Must a finite number of people be awake before disclosure? Or
will it happen regardless of number awaken?
Answer.
Critical infrastructure has been the DAMs of TRUTH for thousands
of years that are seeing severe damage and are about ready to
break open. A Flood Approaches.
Every new IS-BE who is shown the LIGHT contributes to
destroying the crumbling DAM that is holding us back.

One sacrifice every 3 minutes. For the past several THOUSAND
years. Talk about a "permanent" source of negative "orgone"
energy. They understand these frequencies and therefore
everything is based upon them. This is why everything
decomposes after 100-200 years. Cancer? Energy?

Question.
What Truth or Set of Truths can we rely on at this time? Is there a
cornerstone to our existence?
Answer
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And by everything (limited character space) the limit is within
buildings and architecture in general. Engineering and physics
are wrong and harness this negative energy which enforces the
matrix.
A sedated population of SHEEP allow WOLVES to FEED. They
have you distracted by Cabal engineered social issues. They have
you controlled through debt slavery fiat monopolies. They have
you drugged by fluoride glyphosates aluminum mercury nanytes
etc. Your children were food.

Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here? Is
this the source of many of the starseeds? Are many (most)
starseeds part of the plan to raise earths consciousness?
Answer.
Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially.
The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms
of consciousness that are extremely dangerous and do destroy all
life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left
to help Earth.
Question.
Do the IS-BEs who left the higher realms to come help Earth
know/remember who they are? Or does the decision to incarnate
here subject them to the veil of forgetting?
Answer
No, they must discover the truth within themselves. Hence, why
we are here.

However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military
take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs
and essentially give a big middle finger to the aliens demanding
the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.
Chaos needs to be controlled. Uncontrolled drops create
unpredictability. During Elections that trick has been used before.
Information is seeded into the public through these forms of
comms. Public opinion and outcry forces declassification of clown
activity.

We are the Majestic 12, not Q.
3/6/9 5:5

"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.

Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are
numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source
always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a
daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you
start looking into WHAT numbers ARE

Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each
point can be perceived as a chess piece.
Now play the move.
Let's play a game shall we.
These people are stupid, yet relentless.

9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in
the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.
10) If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News",
then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT
proving Q =~ 45, then later 45 = Q?
11) Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical
thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous
source, when what "Fake News" are they spreading? Fake News =
Narrative Shift + Agenda
12) Is all "Fake News" factually wrong?
13) What IS disinformation? Intentional.
14) How about misinformation? Unintentional. Clown's Pawn.
15) Q has said that disinformation is real and necessary. See #Q72
#Q158 #Q128 #Q1685 #Q88 #Q76 #Q97 #Q78 #Q70
16) MJ12 has said that disinformation is real and necessary.
17) MJ12 has stated that disinformation is used intentionally:

Does electricity have anything to do with the connection between
points?
What if we told you the electric universe theory was both right
and wrong at the same time and that its validity is only to those
who subscribe to it. However, since the theory is thorough, many
higher density races have agreed upon its existence therefore
"allowing" it to be.
What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in
order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically
make contact with the being and negotiate usage of their vessel?
What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What
if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then?
Does it need to exist when replicators are introduced into the
general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more
things than money.

Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real
DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and
has been proactively working behind the scenes to bring official
Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was
subverted for about 33 years.
In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST
Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic
movie of Disclosure. Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be
revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate
pre-Disclosure discussions.
First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society
must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the
planet for thousands of years. Unlearn the misinformation.
Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your
consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE

If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this
ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions
during Astra Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during
daydreaming (though rare).
Question.
Q:Q can you explain further? How can one determine if they are a
starseed?
Answer.
The truth will be revealed in due course.
Question.

Good and Evil exist within.
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Love and fear exist within.
Evil thrives where fear spreads.
Love thrives only around love.
It is easier to fear what you do not know if you've been
conditioned as such.
The Kingdom of Heaven requires the mind of a child.
No fear.
Curiosity.
PURE LOVE

Who was 41?
What is NWO?
https://t.co/DJVG4z83KN
"Wait a minute, isn't the NWO against Nazism? They ban Nazis all
the time and call their enemies Nazis?"
Define PROJECTIONISM.
Who did 41 get into power?
https://t.co/h2DdrsqCMT
Who created NWO?
Divide & Conquer strategy used.
Two factions inside the Military Industrial Complex.
Faction 1: The Majestic 12 concealing Militarys true presence in
Space.
Faction 2: A sinister bloodline death cult that join groups like Skull
& Bones and other secret societies.
Without mass surveillance running in full operation for decades,
Faction 1 and Faction 2 had no clue about their activities and
actions outside the line of duty.
The NWO plan was created to establish a one world government
for the purposes of extraterrestrial disclosure to the public. Planet
Earth logically needed a governing body capable to deal with
planetary issues.
9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED
TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.
What if National Security includes protecting our children?
Coincidence?
https://t.co/IWbojCirCV
Disclosure will happen, however ALL NATIONS OF EARTH MUST
AGREE! Why is 45 going around to other Nations?
Inviting them to join.
Who is fighting this?
These people are SICK!
NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY
EXTREME PANIC IN DC
Big week ahead for us
Watch the skies
Now who was just nominated to be new USAG?
Majestic enough for you?
Also:

We created a story about how the SG-1 story was created.
https://t.co/v3dDhB1yvF
Wormhole X-Treme! (8 Sep. 2001)
And the prior episode on the 8th of Sep 2000? Do you believe in
coincidences?
Why did we reveal how SG-1 was created just days prior to 9/11?
Did Majestic 12 know about 9/11 in advance?
Was MJ12 capable of stopping 9/11?
What would have happened if we stopped 9/11?
Family Guy.
The Majestic 12 are a non partisan group.
Comment.
I've become non-partisan too. Life long Dem until after Trump
took office and Q. I sort of wish @realDonaldTrump would ditch
the Republicans bc of all their baggage and lies to
#WeThePeople and go independent. Let's face it, he really is an
Independent already.
Answer.
Do you need him to say that to understand?
Does he require the might of the RNC?
What if he was independent?
Not yet.
Two party system will be destroyed.
Extreme distance is being placed between 45 and this reality.
JE/CF is D/R = Enemy of the People
"THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED."
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage
in domestic terrorism?
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the
law?
What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines?
Why is this important?
What is Mueller's background?Military?
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to
prevent tampering?
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?
Majestic Intelligence
5D chess
Hyperdimensional
MAJIC = Coming soon to a theater near you

9=0
Sept 11th, 1991
Sept 11th, 2001
10 Years
9/11/91 -> 9/11/01
91
9/11/91 = 9/11/01
Ying = Yang
OP1 -> OP2
9/11/01 -> 9/11/11
9/11/11 -> 9/11/21

What if key members of the Majestic-12 plotted with the FBI and
DOJ to harm the President of the United States? What would that
do, in your opinion (please response), to the official Disclosure
efforts by the "good" side of Majestic-12? Does the actions of one
man impact all men?

9/11/21
What is the power of 3?
9/11/91 -> 9/11/21 = 3 Decades
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9/11/21???????????????????

We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities
returning to a point of stasis.
Comment.
Think he means “here”
Answer.
WITCH HUNT

Sept 11th, 1991
Sept 11th, 2001
10 Years
9/11/91 -> 9/11/01
---- | |
---- |
--

In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide
humanitarian crisis, and basing trade deals on equal Human
Rights FOR ALL, including Children. We will enforce our trade
laws with sanctions that cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.

911 911 911
What have we taught you about the number 3?
If you only knew the power behind 3, 6, and 9.
Words are spells.

Think logically.
Conspiracy chatter online regarding Wikileaks
45 is a conspiracy master.
If Manafort wanted a job, and he was connected to the Ukrainian

Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?
What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were
frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers
with digital roots of 3?

N Child Sex Trafficking network financially, then wouldn't you
want to go to the perceived enemy to damage 45 + up-sell self?
Imagine knowing before being hired that you made secret
connections with Assange?
What if you wanted the appearance only, but never actually
followed through?
What if you were briefed on a matter of National Security and was
instructed on how to proceed infiltrating this ring.
Knowing this information doesn't require you to know the
identification of the IS-BE to piece the logic together. The story
reported is false, which will be proven in a very short period of
time, at time you will see more of what we have been talking
about go from DARK > LIGHT.

The words released change the frequency harmonics of the
consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively
allow you to apply intentional will to manifest either an unknown
property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong
enough, telepathy/telekinesis.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #Q Anon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.

The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at
first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return
home and defend the homeland from economic theft that make
our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice.
The choice shall become, adopt the Majestic principals of equal
human rights as fundamental requirement for trade. If you rape
and murder children, sorry, you can go suck on a lemon. Doesn't
mean we declare war. But sanctions can cripple offending
nations. Look at Iran.
Citizens of those countries will have a choice. Do we allow a
Government that abuses children in some of the most horrific
ways to trade with the United States? We offer, in exchange of
trade negotiations, access by allowing our businesses to be
established in your country.
New Technology. You think Silicon Valley has anything cool? Give
me a break. It's called SiliCON Valley. Everything they are doing is
because of the Us Government. Lousy politicians who sold out
our country. New Trade Deals. New Technology.
Full Disclosure will not happen outside of Classified realms until
the humanitarian crisis of serious human rights abuses worldwide
end completely and irreversibly. Wait until you see what was in
Kim's letter. Look at what I just announced about the Space Force.
If rockets were flying everywhere and I said what I said, we'd be in
a very different country right now, let me tell you that. Strings cut.
Clowns are out. We're done with them. The manner in which
other countries will gain access to our technology will be through
trade only.
We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too
distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb
worldwide hunger. Countries who show willingness to work with
the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that

The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.
Question
What part of history is the most important to understand?
What is fake and what is real?
Clearly historical timelines are wrong.
Time is an illusion, right? ù
I want to understand how we got here.
Answer.
Consciousness truth was withheld.
Consciousness creates reality.
Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.
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have been taking place, they shall be granted trading access for
this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your
countries and we want those products to be made here in the
United States. We have great potential. This is the Great
Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet. Watch.
Learn

We are saying, Facebook was demanded to share that data by its
investors in exchange for profit.
Other organizations, also controlled by the same puppet masters
purchased data.
Those other organizations gave 44/CF access to target victims.
What did CF do with the hundreds of millions donated to it?
What role did the CF play in securing public taxpayer money to
bad actors?
"The United States is no longer the piggy bank of the world." - 45

Quote @thehill Date: D5
WATCH: Trump sits with Obamas and Clintons at George HW
Bush's funeral https://t.co/JGyFynw6XQ https://t.co/
YVl5H1mVUu
End quote.
Hillary is clearly upset at 45.
BC just can't help himself.
He wanted to socialize but it dawned on him... "The Clinton
Foundation Criminal Investigation" was in Mueller's report. Do
former Presidents see unclassified memos? Upon request? Did he
see? Does he know? Tick tock. https://t.co/ZQ3FSWlePT

This account receives millions of impressions a day. It is reaching
a wide audience. We have increased engagement in spirit of
11-11-18.
DARK > LIGHT began on the anniversary from when Q started to
post.
Have you been noticing a trend?
"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.

Comment.
Surely [they] follow Q at a minimum.
Answer.
The truth would surprise you at how disconnected from reality
[they] actually are.
Comment.
Not even their staff are aware or tracking Q? Is everyone that
oblivious and sitting in their own bubble thinking nothing can
touch them?
Answer.
At best they have staff who have "checked it out" "once or twice"
to see what it was. They typically scan for names. If a name is
published with it, they action on it, when its conspiracy theorist
stuff, they gloss over it and discredit it. They are instructed to.
Think CLAS.
News breaks on the inner circles days before it breaks into the
public. Most people go through at least a day of preparation work
in preparing canned statements if the information is classified.
The information was not classified. What's coming Fri/13th?
Friday [the] ]and[ 13th?

Remember, no Q comms outside of 8chan. We have no clue what
Q is planning, and even if we did, we would never admit it. But
think logically here. Why mix swamp draining (bad) with military
parade (good)? Doesn't add up, at least in our opinion.
Watch Flynn.
Eyes Wide Open.
Who briefed 45 on CF/JE/NXIVM?
Who recruited 45?
The world is about to change.
1) Nobody
2) Q Team
45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the
Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's
private email server. No papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES
ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES
ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.
45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed
shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for
anything less than absolute love and luxury mixed in with some
healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.
So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to
be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at
night. Could you? What if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask
why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them?
Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS
DARK > LIGHT

"Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into
classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself
simple questions about the fundamentals behind what the tweet
was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.
Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into
what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.
DARK > LIGHT
Do you still use Facebook?
What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in
Facebook to hand select victims for a price?
Target political enemies.
Doxxing personal identity information.
Ultimate social engineering tool handed to the most sick people
in the world.
11.2 billion private messages sent per day.
How do you think they kept everybody asleep throughout
Renegade's tenure?
Neutralize MIL?
We are not suggesting that Facebook sells children to an
international child sex trafficking network.

Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand
what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes.
How?
The answer is Majestic if not a direct violation of the 4th
Amendment if not explicitly used for National Security. Mass
surveillance. Majestic.
Bulk Storage? Cabal.
Politicization? Cabal.
Intelligence Logic? Majestic.
What if new laws demand that mass surveillance be used to
combat against child pornography manufacturing related crimes
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and other human trafficking caught by AI that criminal
investigations be launched?
We, The People have the power to create this law. The Majestic 12
cannot create such a law. It must come from the people. With this
law, you guarantee the surrender of your privacy and guarantee
the safety of your children in exchange the Constitution is upheld
100%. Patriots.
We live in the world today however the threat of mass
surveillance from the Military is 0, however from highly political
weapons like the DOJ/FBI + UK/AU/assets made them the Cabal.
What if new laws could be introduced?
What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to
automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial
intelligence detects extreme criminal behavior (child
pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc.
weapons development etc.)?
Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy,
though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The
People can use the powers granted upon you by the Majestic

Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians,
etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for
these ETs even if they had no clue. It was designed this way.
When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself
through linked consciousness.
The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs
from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer
"himself" (not really "himself", just claimed to be), would receive
constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was
actively fighting.
Some of this crosses RED LINE territory, so we won't be
expanding any further quite yet.

Green Frog E Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY
Military Grade mind control technology/AI.
When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be
determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People
demand these people be held accountable and how do we
prevent it in the future? Everyone understanding who and what Q
Anon is understands a Majestic magick.
Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from
MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple
extraterrestrial races. Their technology is so advanced that they
need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.
Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being
fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally
addressable potential crimes being committed and tracked by
Military Intelligence.
What if we can turn the dial on?
This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass
surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight
forward undeniable evidence would seal tight a classified hearing
internally where the agent would be prosecuted.
As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal),
we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means
to weed this cancer from Society.
Hollywood always sells the idea of mass surveillance as a bad
thing. It is a bad thing, for them. Equal application of our Laws.
Thank you Justice Kavanaugh. These people are sick. They have
no place to walk our streets. Two tiers of justice. Connected to
DOJ/FBI rings = Safe??
That's the open secret required among all in the sick game they
are playing have, as long as they were in power they could cover
it up completely and they had to. The rules somehow didn't apply
to them. They were never matters of National Security. Why?
WHY?
Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex
trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US +
Majestic Militaries to fight?
Has that changed recently?
Rats everywhere.
"Dark to Light"
DARK > LIGHT

We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their
sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at
hand and the dead are never truly dead, since death is the
beginning of life.

24/ We honor and respect the service and dedication to our
County that all Veterans of America have put forth. Freedom isnt
free and some make the ultimate sacrifice. Many were betrayed,
and for that we are committed to unifying the country once again
through truth and disclosure.

"Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q
Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many
children died? More than you know. More than you could
stomach.
What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed
even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go.
They tried everything to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only
through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and
why. It took time to repair.
RE 45 EO + JR AJ
VET SUICIDE PREVENTION
News(Ego + Actor + Opinion)
"What is news?"
Let's expand shall we.
https://t.co/ORnQKEnRy9
What would you do?
What if you met one of these interdimensional aliens who asked
you to infect black people with STDs for study and your
Government forced you too, then the Government is forced to
apologize. Then AJ comes out with it. They won't attack him on
this. Why?
Hypothetical. Please debate.
Is the daughter of 100% pureblood Jewish parents considered
Jewish? Yes.
Is the child of said daughter also Jewish? Yes.
What if said daughter married a theologian/christian/buddhist
husband and that child was going to be raised elseway, Jewish?
Yes? https://t.co/cM6GsRm51t
Comment.
Judeism is a religion, not a genetic subset, no jew alive can show
direct descendancy from Noah, nor can they show genetic
separation from their neighbors.
like ur post highlights
An Illusion
Answer.
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Only by choice. Targeting bad behavior then crying victim is an
investment that requires insurance. Hello Hitler. Israel's
sovereignty has a monumentally important keystone to uniting
the world in peace. However it has been taken over by evil and
many opinions are false.

Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection
into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the
strength in your heard and mind to manifest the reality necessary
to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of
Satanic Pedophiles.

MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET
Majestic Message of Disclosure

When we ramped up engagement, actions started snowballing
into effect. It appear we have an audience this evening.

'
Israel is being saved for last.
Who created the UFO phenomenon?
Army Air Field / MJ12
What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that
required us to covertly disclose the deal?
The "endless wars" have come to an end.
Jerusalem is now the recognized Capitol of Israel.
"endless war" now ending?
What if this was all part of "The Plan"?
What plan?
Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan
Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to
disclose the entire [operation].
We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors
after [JFK].
The deal was made.
The technology can be revealed.
Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic
The act is interacting with the "Gods" and the information may
seem forbidden to the dogmatic religions of Abraham. The occult
knowledge of our existence is that the purpose of life is to
experience and love is the universal currency. You don't deceive
those you love.
What if you created a new currency? One that you could hoard?
What if you acquired so much of it that it made your drunk on
power? Many heads are dropping and we will not give away any
names, dates, or Classified information.
Would you believe us if we told you the Zionist
State of Israel
is controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in
Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews.
However the leader of Israel is perceived to be the leader of the
world.
We have fulfilled the agreement.
Now its time for Disclosure.
All of those wars weren't for oil. There were many extraterrestrial
components involved that was extremely delicate to handle.
Many crimes were taking place while we were distracted
collecting all of the new information and disseminating it into the
public consciousness, the channels we seeded this into was
already under control of this entity and therefore we handed
them the weapon that could destroy themselves. They never
thought she would lose. These people are stupid and SICK. They
dont serve humanity and the world is about to learn how/why and
Disclosure follows.

Changes are soon to be implemented pertaining to the Federal
Reserve that should have everyone on high alert over. Knowing
what you know regarding the assassination of JFK and the role
the Majestic 12 had in this history, reflect why the Federal Reserve
was the "real reason" they had JFK assassinated. [They] being the
Babylonian Priesthood of Moloch.
The Federal Reserve will be audited and federalized. The IRS has
been a political weapon used by the Babylonian Priesthood in
order to enforce compliance from all fronts financially essentially
allowing the unchecked behavior of entities like the Clinton
Foundation or the Gates?
This information will not be disclosed tomorrow evening.
Future proves past.
Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we
speak.
Future proves past.
Think of the vastness of space.
UFOs are a distraction.
Keep your eye on the ball.
We are using / against them
The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting. The clock is ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?
Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!
Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.
The child, 3, are the saved and protected.
The 9s are God & Country.
Country is We, The People.
We are all one.
WWG1WGA.
IS-BE is your soul + body.
Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.
When aligned and grouped, they amplify.
What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want

Why would you allow your enemy to walk through the front door?
What matters is who is in power when they walk through the front
door. If your oppressor rules the castle and he is your enemy and
you walk through his front door, smart people are cautious.
Extremely careless people are stupid. These people are stupid.
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to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

group of hostile ETs who are the center around the Secret
Societies.

Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

- So, UFOs were Roswell yes, but not Majestic 12. Roswell was a
False Flag - per se. The weather balloon was that is. Majestic 12
was the response to Operation Paperclip. The secrecy levels were
peers.
- Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning,
"scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation
- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about
consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of
Operation Paperclip's Cabal.

The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

- Many in the Democrat party are members of the Cabal who are
descendants of Operation Paperclip Nazi ET programs operating
in plain sight.
- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder
politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to
resign.

MJ12 - WORKING
GROUP

- VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a
new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.
- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and
several other locations.
- Majestic 12 is an old name.
- We were also known as the

Putting America "back to work".
MAJESTIC
Reference is to SG-1's DIA declassification programs that
originated from Majestic 12. We are the Majestic 12. Typist is
communicating through Voice of God nanotechnology
implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12 communicate through this
account.

"WORKING GROUP"
Putting America "back to work".
MAJESTIC

Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view:
- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story Operation Paperclip was the reason).
- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."

QAnon is a separate NSA operation. But where there's 1 there's
100. All for different purposes. All playing hyperdimensional
chess. Welcome to reality. However the nature of reality is not as
you were taught. An alt physics in Classified programs exists that
MJ-12 has "DECLASS'd".

- In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien
presence out into the open.
- There disclosure programs were created and members of the
Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep
anonymity even among EYES ONLY classification settings.

Meaning process of actual declassification of information
pertaining to whether the secret is only present in order to
protect criminality. This is why we operate 300 clicks away from
the subject but at a tactical advantage over everything else
without raising too much suspicion.

- Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States
from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official,
and this account to disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC
reality that exists.
- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

Hello ALICE https://t.co/yrNPrDy9Jl
We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic
12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its
important to understand that in order for Disclosure to take place,
we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly
care about Earth.

- Re-read past drops to get into details about child trafficking,
consciousness, fluoride, cannabis, IS-BEs, extraterrestrial life, and
other things.
- We do not ask anybody to believe anything we say.
- Everything is already open source and declassified.
- Raising awareness

Some of us are fun. Some of us are a little too serious. The job
demands a lot from each member that sleep/recreation take a
back seat 99% of the time. Vacations are rare and for single digit
days. Fishing is relaxing.

- This account is being viewed by over 30 million people in the
last 90 days.
- Co-creative consciousness exists and meme theory is the AI
conduit the Majestic 12 gave to Anons to win the war against the
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MJ12 World War 3.

99.9% of the people involved in the actual work in creating these
weapons against humanity are unaware of what's really
happening. Through extreme Above Top Secret
compartmentalization (the reality of why Disclosure will never be
FULL DISCLOSURE) they have managed to hide.
Ever wonder why the dollar bill has a pyramid with an all seeing
eye on it? That's their symbol. That symbol is known throughout
the Galaxy and it is a force you ought not to reckon with. World
War 3 will be brutal.
WW3 is an informational war. How has this part not been clear?
Most people are asleep. They are sheep programmed by the very
weapon we created to protect the secret in the first place.

WW3 is an informational war. How has this part not been clear?
Most people are asleep. They are sheep programmed by the very
weapon we created to protect the secret in the first place.
So long as there are powerful people in media who continue to
claim "there's no such thing as aliens", Disclosure will not happen.
Disclosure requires We The People to acknowledge to force the
hand of the Federal Government. They work for you! We work for
you!

Question.
What do we do if everyone around us seems completely
“unwoke”?
Answer.
Shine light on their own darkness. Bridge the gap of
communication to establish trust. Once trust is acquired, you cane
begin to encourage them to be stronger people, smarter, and
healthier. Everybody awakens at their own natural time. Some will
remain asleep too long and perish.

The Majestic 12 have removed the central high level components
of the ratlines, however the truth must come from within. Threats
are ever changing and without total authoritarian control,
Majestic 12 cannot "remove the threats" as you speak of. It's a
calculated risk.
You are right there, however the development to 5D is a
cocreative global effort. Humanity must want it to make it so,
otherwise the "Elite" will always rule. Currently, humanity doesn't
'want it enough' to usher in the 5D level of consciousness
required to go multiplanetary.
Anon Comment.
You point to CNN and say humanity doesn't 'want it enough,' but
I can tell you that the majority of people DO want 5D. The
controls and misinformation of the 20th century damaged a lot of
people, fear runs rampant but hope is everywhere.
End comment.
Then figure out how to defeat that system and take 5D for your
own. Then educate another who is willing.
Anon comment.
Only bc of elite lies, and poisoning, dumbing down, and fear
tactics. A well informed Humanity w Truth, will readily choose 5D

Question.
Will ET members of MJ12 who took part or enabled crimes
against humanity be judged too?
You said "Equal justice for all"
Answer.
Yes, Military Tribunals allow for some classified trials for matters of
National Security. Remember, establishing a positive outlook on
ET contact is essential to preventing WW3.
Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as
their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total
Domain over Planet Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage
to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World
Order.

Bliss Today%
End comment.
Reply.
Welcome to World War 3.
Welcome to the Space War.
Welcome to the Alien False Flag Invasion War.
You have been prepped for this for 50 years.
The choice to know will ultimately be yours.
You have only yourself to blame if you fail.
You can reverse the damage.

They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.
Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was
engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all
power and control (because they believe that empowering
themselves saves lives).
Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control.

Quote.
Bayer loses $10 billion in value after Roundup ruling.
End quote.

In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must
recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands
of children are being CONSUMED every single year. In order for
Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power
players as a RICO organizations.

The hostile NTEs/EBEs who will ultimately become the enemy of
World War 3 (mostly an informational war, but there are real
deaths and battles occurring right now) were responsible for
seeding this particular type of genetic technology into society.
https://t.co/PGnCZYBG3h

The deception IS very real. External personification of the true
nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend
and "Enter The Kingdom of Heaven".

These entities were essentially responsible for being the Brain of
the R&D efforts behind creating weapons grade "potions"
capable of systematically reducing the planetary population
without people noticing what they were doing at first glance.
More horrors will emerge soon.
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MJ12 World

Disclosure will challenge the major world religions. Are you ready
for the change? It'll be soon when it all starts to come out. Are you
ready?

#GoodFriday
We gotta do much more than believe
if we really wanna change things
We gotta do much more than believe
if we wanna see the world change
- Gaucho

The world is changing.
Dark to Light.
#GoodFriday
We gotta do much more than believe
go on try it, go on try it
We gotta do much more than believe
if we really wanna change things
We gotta do much more than believe
go on try it, go on try it
We gotta do much more than believe
if we wanna see the world change

We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation
and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and
technology.
“The technology that is developed in the civil world, transfers to
the military world, it’s a direct pipeline,” Shanahan said.
Think MIRROR.

IS-BEs are Gods.
All IS-BEs are of the same "thing" per se.
Multiple creations for multiple IS-BEs.
Different than "The One" as JDS speaks of.
Beware of false teachings to the path of self enlightenment.
All information is within.
You need not join any religion to learn truth.

August 13, 2018 https://t.co/PGnCZYBG3h
Bayer loses $10 billion in value after Roundup ruling
The hostile NTEs/EBEs who will ultimately become the enemy of
World War 3 (mostly an informational war, but there are real
deaths and battles occurring right now) were responsible for
seeding this particular type of genetic technology into society.
These entities were essentially responsible for being the Brain of
the R&D efforts behind creating weapons grade "potions"
capable of systematically reducing the planetary population
without people noticing what they were doing at first glance.
More horrors will emerge soon.
99.9% of the people involved in the actual work in creating these
weapons against humanity are unaware of what's really
happening. Through extreme Above Top Secret
compartmentalization (the reality of why Disclosure will never be
FULL DISCLOSURE) they have managed to hide.
Ever wonder why the dollar bill has a pyramid with an all seeing
eye on it? That's their symbol. That symbol is known throughout
the Galaxy and it is a force you ought not to reckon with. World
War 3 will be brutal.
Comment.

Knowing who your IS-BE's real identity is has not been disclosed
to the world on how to accomplish this, and nor will it be for
matters of National Security.
Correct.
How would you know?
Could you interface with the parent IS-BE?
How would that impact psychology of a person?
IS-BE identities are not other avatars the IS-BE has been in control
over.
Control isn't the right word to think of when you're referring to ISBEs.
IS-BEs don't control, they experience.

There will not be a WW3! %
Answer.
WW3 is an informational war. How has this part not been clear?
Most people are asleep. They are sheep programmed by the very
weapon we created to protect the secret in the first place.

1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world,
it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to
explain it.
Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum
of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an
existence.
2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an
ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their
consciousness (jail) communication mechanisms.
Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all
states of information in their natural form.
3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its
dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the
message, unless you are intentionally explaining the physical
realm.
This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.
4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered
quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium
necessary to understand quantum physics (yet).
DONE

We have millions of other planets WE can travel to in the event
things go permanently south.
Majestic 12 and world leaders.1
World leaders to Majestic 12 are not politicians and business
executives. World leaders are the brains of society and the
consciousness of society. The list is classified and has never been
executed in this century for evacuation.
"Acted upon" was the intended usage of "executed".
11-11-18 will be disclosing things not of space origin, but
disclosing victories world wide. ET Disclosure will follow, perhaps
in 2020 as some prophecies predict.
YouTube https://t.co/h4e4M3zkSp The Greater Insult
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Time is an illusion.
Consciousness creates reality.
Detoxify your body.
Explore https://projectCBD.org and heal.
Actions speak louder than words.
Make the world a better place.
It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to
awaken.
The Great Awakening.

responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This
logically and compassionately.
True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you
who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all
easily accessible to you by using the power of thought to create
to experience alternate realities.
Exactly.
Not a coincidence.
This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).
"WILL, USE THE FORCE"
MAJESTIC
REMOVE THE COMMA
PSYOP
WILL IS THE FORCE
USE IT

When the mind is free, the body matters not.
Three truths and realities we must accept:
1/ We are all one of the same kind.
2/ We are all Gods inside.
3/ We are all unique and special.
In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.
Cocreative exoconsciousness.
Extremely real.
Literally the Matrix.

We told you we were going to destroy the Democrat party. It will
not recover. Watch what will happen. Disclosure. First Contact.
The Last President. New World Order. DECLASSIFY EVERYTHING
VIA NEW GOVERNANCE OF OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. The "Plan". 50Y?

This is the concept behind mass surveillance.
Each person is being mass collected into an AI.
Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We
also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God
technology to remotely hack into the brain of YOU and program
you like you were a character on the Sims.

Name something in the Vatican Archive that will be disclosed to
the world covertly in a "short" matter of time.
Question.

You use the technology. You choose to be part.
You are the solution. Trust yourself.

If it is being released Covertly. #
Or In other words in secrecy, how would we know about it ?
Answer.
Because we don't let them get away with their secrets anymore.

Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these
exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by
obsession in Space. These are the secrets being promised,
exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments
and planetary civilizations.
These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that
disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs
really entails. The fact of the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are
not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT
supplements or drugs to interact and communicate with
extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE
must be in sync with their full chakra frequency alignments. Full
telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means
to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the brain and
mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used
by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is
the God inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own
destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons,
patience, prayer, meditation, empathy, love, and union are
emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to
become in your reality. Allow us to connect a few dots for you that
may be unclear. These interdimensional beings responsible for
the child sacrificing obsession the society has been driven to are
also the source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We
can visually see the Universities are cults with massive pedophile
rings inside of them using Government subsidized programs to
perform illegal experiments on millions of lives.
Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including
rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a
conscious projection of an IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE

û
Switching to an AMA thread RE sexual enslavement
Please post your questions here so the answers can be easier for
people to browse through that won't require us to repeat
ourselves or "ignore" your question.
This subject will trigger ALICE. Learn to archive offline.
Question.
I had read about Satanic Jesuit Orders that used sodomy as an
initiation rite because they believed it opens up the 3rd eye. Is
that belief accurate?
Answer.
In a world where up is down and left is right? Sure.
Question.
Why do TPTB require sexual enslavement to enhance
themselves?
The siphon the sexual energy from one IS-BE to another to
strengthen their subconscious abilities to physically manifest
reality. Essence of magick.
Question.
So for clarification - they use sexual enslavement to change the
matrix they and we live in through enhanced consciousness.
Answer.
Correct. 90% of the internet is porn.
Question.
Interdeminsional or from other planets?
Answer.
Both.
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Question.
Are these entities that you're referring to the same thing that
people call Archons or is this something else?
Answer.
Many names can describe the same entity.

The technology could be used both ways.
We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the
lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these
entities.
They wanted absolute control.
We gave them absolute control.
In order to give them absolute control...
... we had to educate and disclose the new reality to the world.
Cell phones and tablets all existed in the 40-50s which were
almost 200 years more advanced than current top of the line
iPads are. The technology companies are actively engaged in
business and religious agreements with these interdimensional
aliens. This war is real. This information is crazy messed up, but
there is a simple solution that the Majestic 12 would like to
convey for you to consider. It must come from the will of the
public. Majestic 12 cannot manifest this, but we can
SET THE STAGE

The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational
trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities
which are fronts for the religious cults which are fronts for the
interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from
Earth for power.
Question.
These beings feeding off our sexual energy or both good and
bad entities. Can we make a deal and work with a good one for
mutual benefit? Since we are consuming planets and animals
energy...just seems cyclical
Answers.
Its certainly a paradox with the current limited set of information
readily available.

It is as sinister as it sounds.
What these people didn't realize, that when the technology that
came directly from Majestic 12/Working Group/Pentagon that it
collected everything by design, because dealing with some of the
enemies of MJ12 means controlled disinformation.
This allowed us to mass collect the data being collected by the
Intel Community and DIA/NSA and identify the network behind
these organizations. Through controlled disinformation
campaigns coupled with mind control propaganda (when mixed
with drugs amplifies) the matrix.
However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather
to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice
between good and evil. Many people have lost sight of the
innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological
entities to enhance.

Question.
How does one discern real previous mind control from false
memory?
Are there typical signs to look for regarding mind control?
Answer.
If you can postulate the inverse or opposite reality in its entirety
then you are not under mind control. Free will allows you to
choose. If you can't choose, you are under mind control.
February 28, 2019
12+ DUMBs have been destroyed.
AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects
Think logically.
Majestic 12 was issued by an American President knowing the
CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning
the keys to the empire.
NASA was Nazi Third Reich.
3 Shadow Government
These interdimensional engagements are occurring all over the
planet.
We are using their technology against them.
FISA works both ways.
A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the MIC which
is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.
Majestic 12 was receiving these new technologies as AJ
explained through these scientists. This was what the Working
Group really was composed of but with MJ12 members (mostly
all Generals or Admirals or [Classified]). The American Generals
were compromised for a period of time.
In 2017, those Generals were court martial'd and executed in
Military Tribunals which are currently taking place. The Military is
first cleaning itself out internally, which is why there are so many
delays currently going on in addition to extreme GITMO activity
recently.
Many of the bases those Generals were commanding were
unacknowledged black ops projects that Q has suggested
throughout their disclosures.
Majestic 12 discloses this information through propaganda.
That is our mandate.
How do we propagate this alien information into the Country?

What if your life's motivation was based on statistics and money?
Would you empathically care about your subordinates?
Hollywood is powerful because IS-BEs GAVE them that power by
CHOOSING to listen. Mind control + !(false) God weakened their
ability to fight temptation and desires.
Reduce world population to what?
Would the celebs still maintain their current social media statistics
addiction?
Hypothetical. Please debate.
Is the daughter of 100% pureblood Jewish parents considered
Jewish? Yes.
Is the child of said daughter also Jewish? Yes.
What if said daughter married a theologian/christian/buddhist
husband and that child was going to be raised elseway, Jewish?
Yes? https://t.co/cM6GsRm51t
Comments.
Judeism is a religion, not a genetic subset, no jew alive can show
direct descendancy from Noah, nor can they show genetic
separation from their neighbors.
like ur post highlights
An Illusion
Answer.
Only by choice. Targeting bad behavior then crying victim is an
investment that requires insurance. Hello Hitler. Israel's
sovereignty has a monumentally important keystone to uniting
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the world in peace. However it has been taken over by evil and
many opinions are false.

dont serve humanity and the world is about to learn how/why and
Disclosure follows.

Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified
as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the
interdimensional drug experiences that throw your consciousness
into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed
drives evil in thre world. Greed is making it expensive to be poor
and cheap to be in debt to others, inflated on this fiat currency
controlled by occult/satanic/multithemed child cannibalism
sacrifices. Everybody knows it is evil, yet nobody has the courage
to stand up. Historically the race in question....are a race
controlled by people who are true cowards about their own
existence and responsibility to the exoconsciousness of the
reality. This race must realize that the traditions and history of
their people is controlled propaganda to "keep the species alive".

These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness.
However the intentions of those actions must always be
evaluated. As stated before, you are a commodity to them. They
do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically
death is an illusion however......when your life is ended before you
are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply
exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to reexperience), you
are incrementally improving generation over generation in search
for the truth of their Oneness and what it......means to be "God"
as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy
and is what this account has been talking about since before Q
became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is
so much disinformation in the world.

Power wins.

What is real?

The "endless wars" have come to an end.
Jerusalem is now the recognized Capitol of Israel.
"endless war" now ending?
What if this was all part of "The Plan"?
What plan?
Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan

The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to
disclose the entire [operation].
We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors
after [JFK].
The deal was made.
The technology can be revealed.
Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?
Majestic

Understanding this power means that you can either use your
consciousness......to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing
the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the
highest ranks of the Catholic Church and thousands of Banking
and Investment Executives.
The ladder is high.
It goes deep underground.
Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching. A
lot more is coming out. Keep your cool. You know whats coming
out.

The act is interacting with the "Gods" and the information may
seem forbidden to the dogmatic religions of Abraham. The occult
knowledge of our existence is that the purpose of life is to
experience and love is the universal currency. You don't deceive
those you love.

Question
Do the Zionists have a hold on the Federal Reserve currency
currently?
Answer
Yes.

What if you created a new currency? One that you could hoard?
What if you acquired so much of it that it made your drunk on
power? Many heads are dropping and we will not give away any
names, dates, or Classified information.
Would you believe us if we told you the Zionist
State of Israel
is controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in
Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews.
However the leader of Israel is perceived to be the leader of the
world.
We have fulfilled the agreement.
Now its time for Disclosure.
All of those wars weren't for oil. There were many extraterrestrial
components involved that was extremely delicate to handle.
Many crimes were taking place while we were distracted
collecting all of the new information and disseminating it into the
public consciousness, the channels we seeded this into was
already under control of this entity and therefore we handed
them the weapon that could destroy themselves. They never
thought she would lose. These people are stupid and SICK. They

Question
Is this ET entity a Reptilian?
Answer
Yes
Question
Was the deal you made with the trantaloids? Have they ever
controlled you? Do they still control you?
Answer
They used to control several MJ12 members. No longer.
Are they mortal?
Yes
Question.
Will they leave earth?
Answer.
Yes
Question
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Is humanity hybridized with “off world” DNA?
Answer
Define off world.

The Majestic 12 will never ask for you to trust us.
Question.
What is the purpose of this twitter account ? Why speak up at all?
Answer.
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.

Question.
Are we a hybrid Earth based creature and Alien like the
Annunaki?
Answer.
Similar

The Majestic 12 are not unanimous in this sentiment, though I
personally am. The de-nuking of the world will take a shift of
consciousness.

Question
Often times , when I look toward the sky, I sense an object that
appears to be 95% cloaked or invisible. Are there many crafts
above populated/unpopulated areas of earth right now?
Answer
Yes

The Majestic 12 have spent decades fighting communism and
socialism. The solution to most economic hardships throughout
the world can be solved with regulated capitalism that
incentivizes pro-human behavior. The latter still has yet to be
implemented. It's a W. I. P.

Question
Operations taking place at Denver Airport during the storm?
Answer
Data
Comments
7 Dwarves = Stages of Life = 7 Super Computers under Den.
Airport
Dopey = Immature life
Sneezy = Youth (hay fever = immature immune)
Bashful = Puberty
Doc = Birth/Reproduction
Happy = Parenthood
Grumpy = Old Age
Sleepy = Death
"Data" = LifeLog = Facebook
End comments.

Stay involved globally, without globalism. Not until the filth of the
world has been purged and we as a planet put humanity first.
Currently, the opposite is being pushed by this puppet. https://
t.co/jHSab5iNKb
https://t.co/CKnwcideUL
Quote French President Emmanuel Marcon
"There is no planet B. "
End quote.
Answer
Yes, there is. In fact, there are hundreds of millions of Planet B's in
the world. You just need to learn how to get there first, and to
learn, you must re-learn how you understand Math & Physics.
The daughter of Adolf Hitler will not be met with such open arms
as @EmmanuelMacron did, despite being an enemy of the MAGA
Agenda. Is the stage set for public disclosure of this knowledge?
Talking is one thing, disclosure is another. Is the world Awake yet?
https://t.co/q4crMKNQGa

Question
Is the solar flash destructive?
Answer
Yes

https://t.co/GZe93HAcKd
Quote. @Energy Dept.
We're celebrating 75 years of American innovation at our
#NationalLabs with 75 breakthroughs! Every M/W/F we'll
highlight one of their discoveries that's having a global impact.

Question.
Can we activate our DNA with imagery, words, tones & music to
raise our consciousness and unlock latent abilities?
Answer.
Yes

Find all #75Breakthroughs here: https://t.co/0uwUmWCUWP
End quote.
Answer.
Too bad its all been a fraud. Too bad they didn't have the courage
to release any of #NikolaTesla's work. That would have really
revolutionized and changed the world unlike anything we could
have imagined (even in Science Fiction).

Question
Carbon 7... Is it a real thing that will happen to our atomic
structure via the sun/mutations?
Answer
No spoilers.
#GoodFriday
We gotta do much more than believe
if we wanna see the world change
We gotta do much more than believe
if we really wanna change things
We gotta do much more than believe
go on try it, go on try it
We gotta do much more than believe
if we wanna see the world change

https://t.co/n2HdQlM5qV
Showing imagery of ISIS propaganda threatening to behead the
President of the United States isn't the smartest decision in the
world. But her schizophrenia is showing...
The phrase "the right and the left are the opposite wings of the
same bird". The bird is the political establishment. The bird is a
pedophile.
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The closer you (the American People) are to uncovering the truth
about the pedophilia "problems" that celebrities, politicians, and
businessfolk are deeply involved with, the more #unhinged they
become. What does this say about Michael Moore?
His uncontrolled obsession with overeating is matched by his
uncontrolled obsession of little girls.
None of this is a coincidence, despite what the online personality
Q tells you. Q isn't allowed to say its fact because that labels you
as a "conspiracy theorist" but sooner than later, the obvious will
be seen by all. Who is ready for the Shot Heard Around The
World?

Russia has been tricky. For a very vague clue, watch the CIA's
Stargate television series. It brushes against the tensions between
US-Russia Space Interests. But yes, once US discloses officially, the
rest of the world will follow almost immediately after.
What else do we know about Egypt?
Essential to Disclosure?
What if Egypt was on-board to disclose the true history of the
Pyramids?
What if KANSAS presented the idea to Egypt?
USA Green Lights Disclosure
If your dirty secret required secrecy?
You'd want to make a stop ASAP too...
USA has been blocking other nations to disclose because of the
implications that our SSP would have on the global balance of
power throughout the world, especially with China.

George Bush is a product of the society created by the banking
cartel. He learned at a young age whose side to pick, and it
played out well for him. He does, though, struggle with sleeping
most nights. He does feel ashamed, especially as he is about to
meet God. We'll see.
He did set things right, behind the scenes. He resigned
leadership of the Majestic 12 to pave room for the Trump Era. He
realized he perpetrated a LOT of evil around the world, but he
doesn't regret everything. Only the betrayal of his God. It's always
been about him. Until now.

Q told you the human trafficking drops would happen later.
What has Q told you about video spoofs?
How do you protect against allegations of video spoofing yet still
tell the world they are okay with giving birth to the child, then
decide whether to murder or not.
Moloch.
We destroyed your temples.
We starved your ratlines.
We cleaned up the rats.
We forced cooperation publicly in the interests of National
Security.
You are watching a movie.
They believe they are going to win.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Not even these new laws.

Quote April 18, 2018
Wife of a bonesman is dead and the world is "mourning?" The
world should be celebrating.
The majority of the Majestic 12 loved Barbara for decades.
Only recently has leadership in the Majestic 12 changed such that
we are now able to CELEBRATE the end of the Satanic foothold.
https://t.co/R8BKOMUFLL
3/ 9/11 required Bush to be in office because Gore was not
signed into the programs pertaining to the stand down orders
given, the actual technology used, and the money/records that
were washed as a result of the damage. Part of keeping NWO
legal is to destroy all evidence pertaining to the bad components
of the organizations - the blackmail, the child trafficking, the snuff
films, etc. Many cases and clients represented by people
associated to businesses within the WTC overall ecosystem were
directly involved in systematically causing illegal regime change
throughout the world to somehow fulfill a prophecy given to us
by our "founding fathers" to destroy the planet in a nuclear
holocaust. This was supposed to take place in 2017 soon after
Hillary Clinton would have been confronted by the Military with
evidence of treason, pedophilia, human trafficking, ritualistic
sacrificing of children, and least of all pay to play and even less
than that, the illegal server in your bathroom with Majestic SAP
programs on it that you were selling to China/Russia/Iran/North
Korea/Venezuela/Saudi Arabia/+ many others that are beyond
the current public knowledge level of her criminality. Florida and
specifically Broward County played a key role in guaranteeing
that Bush was sworn in as President to oversee the execution of
the destruction of the WTC building because of how essential it
was to establish a major shift in consciousness and at the time,
take control over the Government. Bush was selected to oversee
this, his lack of visual intelligence deceived many people into
believing he was a Patriot. He believes he is, because he serves
the NWO.

Hiding in plain sight.
Their religion requires disclosure of their crimes against you in
order to nullify the negative karma they would normally acquire in
defrauding you. https://t.co/RNAKxBF4R2
Question
So here’s something in plain sight that everybody wants to know
about that Majestic and Q avoid like an 8 year old around Joe
Biden: what the hell are the chemtrails all about and will they be
stopped? If not, why not? These were taken minutes ago in
California. https://t.co/MO7ZnbEpk9
Answer
Think outside of the box.
Think pole shift.
Think magnetic field around ü .
How do you sustain a 90% loss?
Question.
Ease the restrictions on exoconscious communication for those
remaining?
Answer.
How does that link to chemtrails?
Question.
Nanotech repair of DNA and pineal?
Metallic particles in chemtrails will be the way nanotechnology
reproduces within the body.
But, towards what aim?
Prepare the body for: 1) a weakened magnetic field and 2) the
"rate of aging" frequency to be turned off?

The world is watching.
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Off by 45° by 30°
4th, 5th dimensional vector of thought.
Question.
Ok, but if we have to physically die in the third dimension to get
to the fourth dimension I don’t mind telling you, I’m not excited
about the prospect right now
Answer.
Not everyone will survive, yes.
Do you want everyone to survive?
You want the John Podestas of the world to be among you?
Not all destruction is bad.
Define right and wrong then why.

Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you
will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major
religions of modern society and may challenge the reality of what
awaits society after "The Event" which will be First Contact, a
moment of peace and love. Not a moment of destruction and
death. We made that choice in 2016. Not everyone will survive
the destruction however you can reincarnate into this reality, and
so long as anons know how to archive offline (tweet books aren't
a thing yet?) (collage?) (printer?) (paper?)
Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications
Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew
ONE DAY, we would be ready to meet our future. The new era of
civilization can begin with our choices. We have the voice now.
Social media created it.

Question.
What caused pole shift and loss of 90% loss of magnetic field?
Answer.
Cycles of life.

Memes amplify it. Memes memes memes. Truth resonates from
within.

The moment of Death provides an IS-BE (your "God", "Creator",
etc.) the chance to meet its ego (self awareness in 3D) with its
exoconsciousness (the person who others saw you as through
your decisions upon them) with their subconscious (the desires
and sacrifices held within seen only through your eyes). It is at this
moment when your true self is seen and your able to clearly see
your path forward. Many people stray from this path and they
have lost their way of LIGHT. Every child just wishes to be loved
and cared for. Therefore, we are now at a time (remember, time is
a marker for events but an illusion in distance between events)
where our consciousness will be able to make the proper choices
and seek these answers from within PRIOR to Death so when you
do meet these two individuals you know what you're going into.
Only then will you enter a period of "time?" where you reflect on
the decisions in your past life and come to a conclusion about
whether or not you should re-enter the lower dimensions or now
to re-experience love from other people. It is quite lonely. This is
why forgetting can be a good thing, not remembering lonelyness
- starting from a clean slate but the very essence of who we are is
shown from within to the world via our life choices and moral
virtues we live by. It is during this time that your IS-BE will's its
recreation that you are dropped into lower realm of reality as life
energy appearing "out of nowhwere (key word for out of phase
dimensional object passing through)" experiencing the will to
create life by having sex. Basic human instinct as it was the prime
directive to our own creation - since we all seek our creation. It is
why it is such a weaponized subject in a highly Satanic society.
Life force is something that we should use for creating good in
the world and not taking the easy way out at other people's
expense (abusive violent aggressive rape incest pedophilia etc
etc Bill clinton etc etc). These acts alone interfere with the general
frequency to which we are brought into the world through. We
enter this realm through the sperm of Men. Not soyboys, not beto
males, etc. Real Men. The reality is the [ ] was wrong back in the
60s when they killed [] via 187. However that strength is found
within and there are many distractions that are diverting the real
consequences of their actions to their own path through life at
Death and whether or not ascension will be possible for you to
achieve. The key is to release your burden. Understand how to
forgive and to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See
your reality of what you will it to be through your choices. Where
and when has this type of scenario been seen to play out in
history?

In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide
humanitarian crisis, and basing trade deals on equal Human
Rights FOR ALL, including Children. We will enforce our trade
laws with sanctions that cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.
The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at
first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return
home and defend the homeland from economic theft that make
our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice.
The choice shall become, adopt the Majestic principals of equal
human rights as fundamental requirement for trade. If you rape
and murder children, sorry, you can go suck on a lemon. Doesn't
mean we declare war. But sanctions can cripple offending
nations. Look at Iran.
Citizens of those countries will have a choice. Do we allow a
Government that abuses children in some of the most horrific
ways to trade with the United States? We offer, in exchange of
trade negotiations, access by allowing our businesses to be
established in your country.
New Technology. You think Silicon Valley has anything cool? Give
me a break. It's called SiliCON Valley. Everything they are doing is
because of the Us Government. Lousy politicians who sold out
our country. New Trade Deals. New Technology.
Full Disclosure will not happen outside of Classified realms until
the humanitarian crisis of serious human rights abuses worldwide
end completely and irreversibly. Wait until you see what was in
Kim's letter. Look at what I just announced about the Space Force.
If rockets were flying everywhere and I said what I said, we'd be in
a very different country right now, let me tell you that. Strings cut.
Clowns are out. We're done with them. The manner in which
other countries will gain access to our technology will be through
trade only.
Food Replicator technology will become as common as
microwave ovens in the developed world.
The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the
coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The
world is waiting. The clock is ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?
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Perhaps one day Politicians will be a thing of the past, though for
the short term (next few hundred years), unfortunately they are on
the menu capable of being served.
Mars terraforming project will never happen. Its a humans dream
of galactic domination. Sorry, but there are far more powerful/
intelligent races out there that will block, and kill Musk, if he ever
tired. Mars is habitable as is for humans, why terraform? Global
Reset.

Dissenters are silenced and threatened. If they continue, they are
murdered.
New free speech executive order protects medical students from
gags.
Not all SIDS are vaccine related, which is why we stated the
accurate percentages (which are alarming).
Not all vaccines cause autism.
Autism is an evolutionary response to the environment.
Survival through empathy in a world lacking a moral compass.

We used to have a "twin for Earth", it was destroyed in war.
Billions of people died.
Correct. Very very tragic story. Way too many nuclear weapons
unfortunately.
Question.
Are we on the path now towards a 5D world? As a collective is our
consciousness raising?
Answer.
We are on this path. Doesn't mean the world will be come a 5th
density world in "our lifetimes." It will take a few thousand years
to get to that peak, and "all good things must come to an end."

If an alien ascends from the sky and appears to be hostile towards
humans on Earth, do not believe your Establishment
Government/Religions.
They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a
great number of you to comply. Don't. Do not fear death. Your
soul never dies.
If an "alien" becomes hostile towards Earth, they are humans from
Earth seeking world domination and control. Don't give into
them.
Question.
@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It is easy to post without any hard proof that
only puts more walls in front of serious enquiry
Answer.
Our hands are tied. I hope you understand.
Question.
Alien life will make itself known to Humanity
I suggest they do not just land on the White House lawn with a
racist in power
Answer.
Not sure who you are specifically referring to, but no, intervention
in another world's political affairs is against the Majestic's motto.
Those in the Majestic who are not from Earth, that is. Most of the
time, those interfering are Earthlings and not "aliens" per-se.

There is a reason Antartica has been out of the "news" and
education systems. The beings there do not want anything to do
with "our world."
Question.
hmmm ook... but it would be interesting to know what was found
there...
Answer.
Things that contradict creation and evolution.
Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is
essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process.
Unfortunately, people are so programmed they will die and
murder to protect their lie from being exposed.
And the people of Earth who have been programmed into
zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that
live on Earth. Part of holding back on disclosure is in
consideration of their protection FROM humans.

He warned that the world would be forced to contend with “films
of innocent children pleading for their lives while people are
butchering them.”

Vaccines for things like Alzheimers or other system related
ailments are counterproductive as you cite. Vaccines for viruses
are mandatory for service members who travel off world. We use
vaccines to protect them from common diseases on other
planets. Not all vaccines are bad. *
Off world viruses are common viruses similar to Earth that have
adapted to other ecosystems. Some of the viruses are airborne.
Some of the planets are so "well" protected that all who do not
have the nanotechnology vaccine become infected with a disease
similar to a fatal flu.
The other very important component to grok is all service
members have immune systems that are literally attacked a
million times a day by the IS-BE's own Government. Many of them
were experimented on by some of the rogue groups. However,
vaccines can be used for both good & bad.
They shouldn't be something one normally injects into their
bodies unless either its advanced nanotechnology vaccines with
an intended purpose or you are doing something extraordinary
that requires intervention. Circumstances matter. Facts matter. Not
all vaccines are bad.
90% of all "SIDS" are vaccine related deaths.
Coordinated disinformation and propaganda campaign persisted
through medical school.

Logical thinking required.
If millions of Americans who in the back of their mind support
what 45 is doing, but don't watch news, politics, etc- how do you
prep them for activity that is about to unfold?
Change their world.
What recently changed that impacts tens of millions?
Questio8.
slack? the work chat app?
Answer.
Correct..
When Slack goes down, it trends on Twitter.
Slack is used as the defacto work communication chat service.
Silicon Valley uses Slack.
Silicon Valley companies operate like cults.
How do you shake up their world?
Change the logo.
Subconscious panic for millions.
Forced awakening?
Feb 11, 2019
How many Q quotes did 45 use this evening?
The world is watching.
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The stage is set.
The world is waiting.
How many others?

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.
Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.
The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the
codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want
to call it, you can name it anything you want, doesn't matter to
me).

1888 = [FED]
1888 Q Post
1888 Pre-FED
1888 NAT GEO MAG
1888 PRUSSIA
1888 SBA [PP]
1888 Israel in Egypt
1888 Washington Monument
1888 FEB 17 DE
ALL RELEVANT
Painting only.
Don't lose focus.
[FED]
[PP]
[D]

Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you
since we came out in the open.
Time is an illusion.
The only thing that matters is the here and now.
Not the past.
Not the future.
Time is an illusion.
You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore
you control the future. Your future.
Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?
In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has
always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.

9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of
it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to
compartmentalize aspects of your existence to achieve
enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in
disinformation.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on
exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of
which you are).

Directly influential to exoconsciousness,
1. Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name.
2. MJ12 is second by association (and design).
3. Jesus is third.

The future is filled with LIGHT.
Future Proves Past
Time Is An Illusion
The Great Awakening
Majestic operations have distinct signatures.
There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ.
DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12.
They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.
They don't have the need to know.
They will never have a need to know.
This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.
Question.
Who has an influence on you ?
Answer.
God
Some of us were never "Cabal" who served under their control
because we believe in the Majestic work involved in being a true
Patriot to an IDEA and not a creed, race, religion, or any other
classification system you can conceive. Life, Liberty & The Pursuit
of Happiness.
What is the placebo effect?
Sometimes belief is all that is required.
It is Majestic to believe in God.
However blinding your empathic powers to a root entity, like
"God" or "Jesus" will only defeat your empathic abilities and
nullify the quantum effect.
Trust Yourself.
There are many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not
engaging with the enemy is recommended.
What is real?
The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.
3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.
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MJ12 WWG1WGA.

New Physics = Highly Classified & Heavily Compartmentalized =
SSP
Lights?
Future Proves Past.
Nuclear?
Nuclear Weapons?
Nuclear World Order?
Majestic.
How do you keep a secret?

Where We Go 1 We Go All
"Imagine all the people, living life in peace. You may say I'm a
dreamer; but I'm not the only one. I hope some day you'll join us,
and the world will be as one."
WWG1WGA.

!
The Go'uld respect the Asguard.
WHY?
Peace Through Strength.
Majestic.

Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one
conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency
intention of THOUGHT combined with sound and meditation. You
have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our
conscious awareness together and UNITE AS ONE!

Correct, but engaging in debate to conform the opposing
argument into your world view defeats the Great Awakening. We
must unlearn the lies of the past and embrace the truth of our
reality and deal with it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must
all help each other to learn the truth.

2019 will be a symbolic year of Disclosure
2 = Pair/Together/WWG1WGA.
0=9 = Trust Yourself.
1 = redpills / disclosures.
-3 = IS-BE child (unity + truth).
9 = Trust Yourself.

Word of advice:
When we ask questions, we are providing answers.
To the questions we are not answering, try the following
approach in order:
Read the question thoroughly in your head.
Now out loud.
Again two more times.
Meditate for 15m.
Breathe through nose.
Eyes Wide Open.
If *AN* answer does not come intuitively to you, try simplifying
the question or rewording it (then repeat). If you wish to not work
on your ability to look inside for tangible non spiritual non
religious answers, then proceed to Google where SKYNET can
censor the truth.
Q today:
"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."
MJ12 does the exact same thing.
How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?
How do you define hyper-dimensional information?
Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?
Eyes Wide Open
Not at you specifically.
Dozens of individuals.
WWG1WGA = Blameless Advice.

Dates that coincide with 3 6 and 9 can manifest magickly in the
matrix with greater strength.
Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.
The child, 3, are the saved and protected.
The 9s are God & Country.
Country is We, The People.
We are all one.
WWG1WGA.
IS-BE is your soul + body.
Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.
When aligned and grouped, they amplify.
SUNSET.
RA SET.
ONENESS SET.
WWG1WGA SET.
STAGE SET.
Extraterrestrial intelligence.
Not only was MJ12 directed to cover up the ET presence on
Earth, we were also mandated to master it at all costs.
1) Sum of all fears.
2) Clowns clowns clowns.
3) WWG1WGA.
4) Cleanup + Disclosure.
5) First Contact.
6) Identities of MJ12 disclosed.
FPP.
How could MJ12 keep the real secret from the Cabal?
Old Physics = Old Guard
New Physics = New Guard
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MJ12 You Are God

together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes
from God or All or IS-BE.

God is within. You are an instance of God. God is an IS-BE. You
are an IS-BE.

We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the
founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom
to practice faith towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This
posed an interesting complex web of information.

The Domain created the "BE" for the "IS" to experience the lower
densities with.

God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are
your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized
power structures that operate as a business seeking money are
technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is
hell.
When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go
to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation.
Jesus didn't walk to the light until after he stepped into the void,
willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion.
No time.
The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult
magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)
Substitute each with a, b respectively:
You = a * b.
You = 9 * 3.
You are a child.
You are "God's" children.
You are your own child.
Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.
Love = Love.
Love + Learning = Happiness.
3/6/9 3.
We are not in a simulation.
YOU are a simulation.
IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.
Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.
Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher
self.
Time is an illusion.
IS-BE knows all aka God.

Its quite simple actually.
God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do
anything.
Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space
with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.
If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the
math, then you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse
frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means
you need to remove information from the equation. What
information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult
skills that require a new way of thinking.

The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God.
External personification of God removes Free Will from the
equation. However with it comes a blank sheet of paper so to
speak, so create at your own peril.

"There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his,
imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

God is real.
Do not fear God.

LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by
design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there
MUST be more than "this". So God was born. So Dogma is born.
So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your
subconsciousness. LIGHT.
Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS
WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your
own LIGHT/Pure Love and separates your consciousness to your
subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled.
Introduce Dogma.
This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.
You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all
around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your
energy and you can heal others from your understanding the
nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this
extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.
To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and
use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information.
God is within. You have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon?
What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you
can Direct Energy.
Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?
Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both
good and bad?

You are not required to acknowledge God exists.
You are not required to worship God.
You are not required to do anything.
Free will dictates the universe.
Free will allows evil to exist.
Free will prohibits "God" from acting.
God can't act.
You can.
Worshiping implies blindness.
Studying enhances consciousness.
"God" is an IS-BE.
You are an IS-BE.
Your consciousness projects your physical reality.
Genesis 1:3.
What is LIGHT?
The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance
into your IS-BE.
Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS)
and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are ISBEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected
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What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also
heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies
emitted by the conscious beings around it? What if those signals
had functional programming associated with them? How do you
read consciousness?
Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that
reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State"
or "Majestic Cabal" or the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries
instructed through cause and effect predictions with the
STARGATE to exploit alcohol.
We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make
marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants,
trafficking everything for sources and methods to collect
intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.
The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947
than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction
of the Vatican for the first time in over 89 years. The institution is
corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.
We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and
created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are
here to break from that system, accept Disclosure, and bring
DARK TO LIGHT.
Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind,
however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate
realities. Remote Viewing alternative realities in alternative time
periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate
program.
This tactic is being used currently with the #QAnon military
operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else.
Inside Area 51 S4 (not Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be
used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality
and not one in your head.
The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote
Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you
personally have made. You can explore the realities in your mind
of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.
However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative
realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are
instead using technology to actually tap into the "fabric" of
exoconsciousness with some level of precision.
That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with
fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time
is the illusion and the nature of reality is just the chaos created
from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.
Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the
REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection
that makes RV inaccurate compared to a STARGATE.
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